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Preface
 
When scholars speak of “historical Jesus research,” they mean especially
what we can infer about Jesus from purely historical study. Yet a major key
to how we reconstruct the historical Jesus involves the sources we use to
decide what we know about him. Scholars who depend largely on sources
from the second century (such as the Gospel of Thomas) or later (such as
the Secret Gospel of Mark, probably a twentieth-century forgery) will
reconstruct the Jesus of history differently than scholars who depend
primarily on Mark, Luke, and Matthew. The central and most important part
of this book thus focuses especially on the questions of our sources,
particularly on the potential reliability of our earliest sources.

Beyond that, this book samples some key themes, sayings, and actions
that we can attribute to Jesus with a high degree of probability. It should be
understood that when historians speak in terms of probability, we speak
only of what can be ascertained by historical methods. We lack historical
evidence for most of what has happened in history; no one claims that
nothing happened except what we can demonstrate by historical means. As
scholars often point out, studies concerning the historical Jesus merely sort
available historical evidence according to historical methods; they cannot
bring us fully face-to-face with the Jesus who lived, taught, and died in the
first century CE. They are useful, however, in providing a way that
historians as historians can talk about Jesus, and a critical minimum of
assumptions that both Christians and non-Christians can use in dialogue
about Jesus.



Dedication
 
I have dedicated this book to Ed Sanders and Jim Charlesworth. I had once
dreamed of studying with Geza Vermes and especially E. P. Sanders at
Oxford, but, knowing that this dream was financially impossible for me, I
applied instead to Princeton, Duke, and Yale. Of the three, Princeton was
initially my first choice, because I desired to study with James
Charlesworth; yet I ended up at Duke, which had its own strong set of
advantages (not least of which was that they accepted me into their
program). Providentially (from my perspective), Ed later interviewed at
Duke, and I met him when, as Orval Wintermute was giving him a tour of
the campus, they visited the classics reading room where I was then
working through Epictetus.

After Ed took the position at Duke, I had the privilege of being his
graduate assistant, hence hearing him engage undergraduates as well as my
fellow graduate students. From one of his earlier books, I had expected him
to be harsh, but soon discovered that some of his more graphic statements
were intended rhetorically, to hold attention (not infrequently in a humorous
way). He was thoroughly supportive of his students, fair toward us when we
disagreed, and has remained kind and supportive in the years following. I
do not expect him to agree with everything in this book (though I think I
have agreed with him more often than disagreed), but I trust that he will
recognize his seminal influence on me, as well as on a generation of
scholars working in Jesus research from an especially Jewish context.

I met James Charlesworth briefly when I visited Princeton before my
doctoral work, but have gotten to know him more fully in more recent
years. Although I did not have the privilege of studying with him in person,
he has nevertheless shown great kindness and generosity in welcoming my
scholarship. His work on different aspects of early Judaism and Jesus
research, as well as his collaboration with and organization of a broad range
of scholars for numerous important projects, has likewise helped to shape
the current generation of scholarship in these areas. (Not least, Jim’s



industry in organizing the massive Pseudepigrapha project has preserved
many of us from depending too much on earlier translations published
nearly a century ago.) Again, I do not presume that either scholar will agree
with every decision I have made in the book (no two scholars agree on
everything anyway),1 but I remain grateful for their example and support.



This Book’s Genesis
 
A range of ancient sources from treaties to forensic speeches often opened
with a narrative explaining the events leading up to the present situation.
Such an explanatory narrative seems in order here.

This book would not exist apart from conversations with Richard
Bauckham and Craig Evans in April 2007. This book rests especially on
detailed research into the Gospels, research with which some of my earlier
readers will be familiar. I had already invested considerable time in
historical Jesus scholarship, but (despite a publisher’s urging) had long
refused to add to the plethora of books on the subject. Instead, I published
my research on the subject in my Matthew and John commentaries (in the
introduction and appropriate passages). 2 Nevertheless, I hoped that my
research would provide useful fodder for others working in the discipline,
including those addressing some of the misinformation popularly
propagated about Jesus in recent years, which has often ignored his Jewish
setting.

Over the years, though, I discovered that new historical Jesus research
often neglects commentators’ contributions (sometimes even while offering
the same arguments). It took me a few years to realize that the field is too
overwhelmed with explicit discussions of “Jesus research” for many
specialists to have time to explore most commentaries in depth, despite the
textual nature of most of our best sources.3 As I myself am learning, it is
impossible for a readable book to engage all that has been published on the
subject.

Soon after I began to recognize this situation, James Charlesworth kindly
invited me to present a paper synopsis on “Luke-Acts and the Historical
Jesus” at the Second Princeton-Prague Symposium on the Historical Jesus. I
profited from dialogue with many other scholars there (too many for me to
mention here individually, though the published works of some are cited in
this book), but it was a stray comment behind me that compelled me to
write on the topic. “He just writes commentaries,” one scholar noted. “If



you want those in the historical Jesus field to read your work, you don’t
stick it in commentaries.” I am not certain that he was referring to me; I was
not the only commentator present. But I found the remark’s truth applicable
to myself in any case.

As I conversed afterward separately with Craig Evans and Richard
Bauckham, I suggested that the usefulness of my historical Jesus research
was proving limited because I had dealt with it only text-by-text in
commentaries, or in my commentary introductions. I had written more than
a single book’s worth of discussion on the subject, but not in a discrete book
devoted to the topic. These two friends each honestly challenged me to put
such research into a “historical Jesus” book. Their urging proved
persuasive, against my prior inclination (I had been hoping to start work on
another project, now unhappily deferred).

This book at numerous points thus often develops, sometimes at greater
or lesser length, research found in my commentaries on Matthew, John, and
Acts, as well as adding newer material focused on this topic. (I am grateful
to both Eerdmans and Hendrickson for permitting me to recycle and
augment relevant material in my commentaries published by them.) Some
of my insights, put into this book now in 2008, may not seem as “new” or
“fresh” as they would have in the mid-90s (e.g., on matters of oral
transmission in Mediterranean antiquity or ancient historiography).4 I ask
the reader only to keep in mind that most of those particular insights do
appear in my earlier commentaries, although I have since developed them. I
believe that the combination of arguments here will in any case prove
useful.

When I began planning this work, I had intended a style in some ways
comparable to John Dominic Crossan’s Historical Jesus, except much
shorter and with much fuller documentation. Although providing fuller
documentation would not be difficult, I have failed to achieve the brevity I
had intended, despite some limitations noted in the following introduction. I
might thus revisit this material in a more popular work at a later time.



Introduction
 
Some more skeptical scholars consider “uncritical” other scholars who
believe that much of the story of Jesus happened anything like how it
appears in the traditional Gospels. Yet these skeptical scholars have often
uncritically accepted sources or hypotheses on far less evidence than the
reports available in our traditional Gospels. (Some of these scholars built
much, for example, on the Secret Gospel of Mark, now shown to be a recent
forgery.)

For a scholar who disagrees with more skeptical scholars to be genuinely
uncritical would mean that she is unaware of the skeptical scholars’
arguments and has never thought through her own. For more skeptical
scholars to deride less skeptical scholars as uncritical simply because the
latter do not find the former’s arguments persuasive is to substitute name-
calling for dialogue. This is what we call an “ad hominem argument,” and
ad hominem arguments certainly are not good logic (sometimes employed
most vociferously, in fact, where the evidence is weakest). Some leading
scholars in the field warn that no one is free from assumptions, and that the
presuppositions of skeptics are no more value-free than those of believers.1

In fact, as most scholars recognize, we cannot know anything very
specific about Jesus (excluding, say, his Palestinian Jewish environment)
apart from the earliest documents that tell us about him.2 Reports about
Jesus include a brief report in Josephus, mention in two Roman historians,
perhaps a few snippets of information here and there, but especially and at
significant length early Christian tradition. That is, those most apt to
preserve reports about Jesus were those to whom he most mattered — his
followers. (We know far less about various other Judean prophets like
Theudas precisely because no movement persisted interested in preserving
their teachings. Why a movement persisted in the case of Jesus rather than
Theudas is a different question worthy of mention in ch. 22.) We may talk
about his followers’ “biases” toward him, but ultimately we have little
beyond these sources to work with, and if we want to talk about the
“historical Jesus,” we must focus on the nature of our sources.

In the end, our most complete sources are the traditional ones, though we
must approach them with critical acumen. How historically reliable are



these “best” sources? That question is the primary subject of this book.



Limitations of This Book
 
Given the size of the book, I have had to defer one major topic (questions
concerning Gospel reports of miracles) for a separate work. Moreover, to
keep the book within its promised size constraints, I have focused on
several key themes, rather than trying to treat the subject exhaustively. That
is, I have neither tried to survey all that has been written (I confess this with
genuine apologies to those with whose works I have failed to engage) nor
tried to evaluate every incident or saying in the gospel tradition (despite
offering a number of examples).3 In contrast to my more detailed work on
the Gospels, I am not working pericope by pericope here.

Nor am I taking time to challenge attempts to harmonize all details in the
Gospels; I am taking for granted that my readers know better. Students
regularly consult synopses on the Gospels, comparing and contrasting
parallel pericopes; they are thus aware that the Gospel writers both draw on
a common pool of information at many points, and also exercise literary
freedoms uncharacteristic of modern (though, I will argue, not ancient)
writers on historical topics. To take one graphic example, whereas Mark
(reflecting his Palestinian tradition) reports supplicants digging through a
roof to reach Jesus, in Luke they tear off the roof tiles — an image more
understandable to Luke’s northern Mediterranean audience.4 I think it is fair
to surmise that those who protest the theological impossibility of such
differences have never taken time to honestly and closely compare parallel
texts in the Gospels.

For the sake of space, I will not seek to demonstrate such points that are
self-evident in the Gospels themselves and barely ever in dispute among
biblical scholars. Rather, I will argue instead that such adaptations appear
within the acceptable bounds of ancient biography, historiography, and oral
tradition. Yet I also wish to emphasize that the Gospels, like comparable
ancient works, contain such adaptations in contrast to a novelistic,
wholesale creation of events. Because works with historical interest and
focused on recent events were expected to report genuine events, but had



some flexibility in how they reported them, my focus is largely on events
and patterns of teaching rather than on details. The clear evidence for
historical tradition in the Gospels (not least being the conspicuous
dependence of Luke and Matthew on sources) rules out assigning them to
the genre category of novel, and thus invites us to explore the ways they
used historical tradition where we can test this use.

I am not attempting to survey all works on the historical Jesus, which
continue to be published at a rapid rate. While interacting with secondary
literature on a subject is an important scholarly enterprise, it is not the
purpose of this book. Some important works (such as A.-J. Levine’s
Misunderstood Jew) came to my attention too late in the research process;
many others are excluded neither for reasons of chronology nor content, but
simply because interacting with further conversation partners than I already
had would have taken this book in a direction different from its intended
purpose.

I also do not intend to interact with Bart Ehrman’s textual objections to
the reliability of the early Christian sources that include the Gospels, since
these objections are not relevant to the main thrust of this book. One need
not argue that the entire text of the Gospels as we have them is accurate;
most scholars, in fact (including most conservative ones), will agree with
most of Ehrman’s major textual decisions (e.g., the inauthenticity of Mk
16:9-20 or Jn 7:53-8:11).5 Observing that most scholars have not been
driven to agnosticism by these textual issues, one scholar suggests that
Ehrman’s agnostic response to them reflects his rigidly conservative
background; if the text is either completely right or completely wrong,
Ehrman’s skepticism is a logical conclusion. Most biblical scholars do not
insist on such a forced choice, just as most historians would not.6 (Ehrman
himself has more recently attributed his agnosticism to the problem of
suffering in the world, which appears to me to make far more
understandable sense as an objection, though not one that draws on his text-
critical expertise.)

Even if the textual situation were far more muddled than it is, what we
have is sufficient for general conclusions. For example, this book will later
point to a number of Jewish parallels with Jesus’ teachings, parallels hardly
introduced to the Gospels by later Egyptian Christian scribes!7



The Book’s Objective
 
Although the book involves scholarly work in ancient sources, I have tried
to avoid extensive technical jargon from my guild (at least without
explaining it first). I have tried to keep the book short and understandable
enough to be useful not only to scholars but to students and former students
of the subject, as well as others sufficiently interested in the topic to engage
ancient sources.8

Let me explain first what I am not doing. First, my focus will be on the
historical sources more than reconstructing yet another new portrait of
Jesus. In the second part of the book I will provide a sketch of some of what
we can say about Jesus historically based on our sources. Before turning to
that, however, I must first establish which sources are genuinely reliable,
the extent to which they are reliable, and why they are reliable to that
extent. Even in the second part of the book, one of my primary objectives is
to show that our sources frequently fit Jesus’ context and the most plausible
historical reconstructions of Jesus’ ministry and plan.

Second, in contrast to my attempts in some of my more detailed scholarly
work to interact with the majority of scholars writing on the subject, I have
drawn the net more narrowly here in hopes of keeping this work briefer and
more readable. The interested reader can find many other useful works that
survey Jesus scholarship,9 work I do not seek to duplicate here.

Third, although I have elsewhere defended the likelihood of substantial
historical information in the Fourth Gospel,10 I draw on that argument very
rarely here, for two reasons: (1) The book already has grown longer than
my prospectus to the publisher promised, and readers have access to my
arguments concerning John’s Gospel elsewhere; and (2) There is sufficient
material in the more widely accepted Synoptic sources to make the book’s
point. John’s Gospel is different from the others and poses special
problems, and there are enough issues of controversy involved in the
present discussion that it seemed superfluous to add another one.11



Fourth, I should make clear for other readers what scholars often take for
granted. As scholars often point out,12 claims based on research concerning
the “historical Jesus” are not intended to be identical to claiming a complete
or even representative knowledge of the Jesus who lived in the first century.
What can be known of Jesus through historical methods, like what can be
known of almost anyone by means of such methods, is only a shadow of
how the person would have been experienced by those who knew the
person.13

The historical enterprise proceeds based on probabilities and works from
a limited base of evidence; it is therefore limited in the claims it makes. (It
is certainly not identical with what most believers mean by a “faith”
perspective, although this difference of approach does not mean that
historians must denigrate a faith perspective in its own sphere.)14 As Gerd
Theissen and Annette Merz point out, historical research by virtue of its
character does not “say, ‘That’s what it was’, but, ‘It could have been like
that on the basis of the sources.”15 Or as James Charlesworth puts it,
“Historical research is scientific by method but not by conclusion; the
historian at best can provide us not with certainty but with probability.”16

John Meier, too, reckons that the historical method can give us only a
partial picture of the Jesus who lived in history.17

Beyond this observation, reconstructions vary widely based on whether
we use minimalist historical criteria (admitting only the most certain
evidence), a more maximalist approach (admitting any evidence not clearly
inadmissible), or some approach in between these two extremes.
Minimalists and maximalists both keep us honest about the outer limits of
our historical evidence. The former, for example, help us not to assume
more certainty for the elements used for our reconstruction than is publicly
defensible; the latter invite us to work creatively with as much evidence as
possible to produce a cohesive portrait rather than arguing from silence
beyond the boundaries of our knowledge. Scholars may hold various
personal convictions (whether religious or not), but we use the constraints
of historical method so that we can dialogue with others who may differ
from our other assumptions while we nevertheless work together
academically on the basis of shared methodological assumptions.



Like all scholars (though I think not more than most scholars), I write
with my own presuppositions. For those who are interested in the question,
I began my interest in questions about religion and, to a much lesser extent,
biblical perspectives from a position of extreme (though not totally closed-
minded) skepticism, as an atheist. As one who is now a Christian I approach
the subject with a special interest I previously lacked, but an interest that I
believe makes me more rather than less committed to investigating genuine
historical information about Jesus. When I was an atheist I never imagined
that my life would take this turn, but I harbor no regrets that it has. Even
when I was an atheist I valued pursuing truth, regardless of where it might
lead.



Jesus and Judaism
 
I believe that reasons for my emphasis on Jewish sources in this volume
should be evident. Whatever else scholars may say about Jesus with
confidence, we certainly can say that Jesus was Jewish. One problem in
much modern New Testament scholarship is that scholars tend to be
particularly competent either in the early Jewish context or in the larger
Greco-Roman context of the New Testament. I trust that those who see my
work on Acts (Hendrickson) or Paul’s Corinthian correspondence
(Cambridge) will recognize that I work in non-Jewish Greco-Roman
sources as well as in Jewish ones. I trust that the early chapters of this book
will demonstrate the same; while Jesus was a Galilean Jew, the finished
form of our Gospels reflects approaches to genre that prevailed in the
writers’ own Diaspora (non-Palestinian) setting. Yet the more Diaspora-
friendly Gospels, written in Greek, are to at least that extent removed from
the specific milieu in which Jesus primarily ministered. One therefore
expects more Palestinian Jewish elements to reflect prior tradition.

I prefer a more specifically Jewish context for studying Jesus historically
not because I have not studied the other sources, but for two methodological
reasons: First, Jesus was a Galilean Jew, for whom Palestinian Jewish
sources provide the closest cultural context. Second, as I inductively
worked through ancient literature over the years, I often found much closer
Palestinian Jewish parallels to Jesus’ speech and actions (sometimes down
to turns of phrase) than in other sources. (By contrast, my non-Jewish
sources proved more helpful for understanding early Christian writers
addressing audiences with a larger Gentile membership.) Because
Hellenism influenced Judaism far more than the reverse, sources with mixed
influences (apart from some magical texts) are typically Jewish, not non-
Jewish.

Of course, even Judean Judaism had a larger Greco-Roman context that
should be taken into account, but scholars who have worked through only
the non-Jewish sources are at a disadvantage in understanding Jesus in his



context. (To give a specific example: most “Cynic” parallels for Jesus fit the
image of a Jewish prophet better.) For the Gospels, written in Greek and
addressing a more cosmopolitan audience, I do draw on the wider range of
sources.

Although I employ the entire range of Jewish sources in seeking to
understand Jesus’ teaching, current debates compel me to offer a brief word
of justification for one circle of these sources. Some scholars today are
particularly skeptical of employing material from ancient rabbis, a
skepticism that I must here briefly acknowledge and hence to which I must
respond. It is certainly true that all rabbinic sources in their written form
come from after the time of Jesus. (No rabbinic documents precede the
early third century, although many traditions are earlier, especially from c.
70-c. 200.) Nevertheless, Jesus was a sage, and consequently some striking
parallels appear with sayings of rabbis that are recorded only in later
sources (as well as parallels with earlier sage material such as Sirach).
Given the limitations of what sources have remained extant, close parallels
in material that cannot depend on the Gospels may suggest common sources
in earlier Jewish customs, story lines, figures of speech, reasoning patterns
and so forth. I have argued at length elsewhere that these sources can be
used to help us understand such early ideas or customs. (Later rabbis
certainly were not normally deliberately echoing Jesus, and many
commonalities prove too close for coincidence.) I have also suggested that
New Testament scholars who avoid this material completely for
chronological reasons have for the most part misunderstood the warnings
about their abuse (which pertain to more particular kinds of information).18

No major argument in the book rests on the dating of this material,
however, and these remain simply one source of information among many.
(Sometimes I cite them purely as illustrations of how early Jewish traditions
documented elsewhere came to be fleshed out more concretely in these
voluminous collections.)

Most importantly, it should be noted, even for those who disagree with
my approach, that using such material to suggest that some customs or ideas
were traditional in some Jewish circles differs substantially from a much
greater anachronism I critique at some points in this book — namely, taking
later Christian documents (whether gnostic or otherwise) and using them to



reconstruct sources alleged to be superior to our extant first-century ones. I
seek to give preference to the earlier sources (such as Josephus, Qumran or
the Gospels), and secondarily to those later sources (here including rabbinic
literature) that are independent (or almost completely independent) from
Christian sources.



Notes about Style
 
In capitalizing the titles of “Gospels,” I am following current literary
convention, not asserting a theological position. My use of “C.E.” refers to
the “common era,” a phrase many scholars use for the same period
popularly designated as “A.D.,” but without thereby implying a theological
position (“Anno domini,” “in the year of the Lord”). In using “Palestine,” I
am following the standard literary convention of most works in biblical
studies for Judea, Galilee, and Samaria; I am not, as a reviewer once
complained, making any political statement about modern Middle Eastern
affairs. (This is also the case when in some contexts I employ the biblical
designation “Israel” for the Jewish people.) Although some now use
“Judean” for all first-century Jews (including those in the Diaspora), I
simply follow the common usage here that is current at the moment without
entering that debate.

Nonspecialist readers should also take note of some essential terms that
will recur repeatedly in this book: “Synoptics” refers to the Gospels of
Matthew, Mark, and Luke (called “synoptic” because they overlap so
much). “Eschatology” usually refers to what pertains to the “end time,” or
to a future era distinct from the present one. “Tradition” refers to
information passed on over time, typically orally. When historians speak of
“prophets” and “healers,” they normally are using categories from the
movements they describe, rather than offering statements of their own
belief.



Conclusion
 
My primary goal in this book is not so much to add another reconstruction
of the “historical Jesus” (although I will expend much of the second half of
the book suggesting where I believe the evidence of the best sources points
in that regard). My primary goal is rather to investigate how much we can
know from the best sources available, and to offer examples of how these
sources provide us more adequate information about Jesus than many
scholars think we have. If we focus on the earliest sources and approach
them with the increased confidence that I believe they warrant, we will
arrive at a fuller, more multifaceted picture of Jesus than some single-
emphasis portraits of earlier scholarship have permitted.



SECTION I
 

DISPARATE VIEWS ABOUT JESUS
 

“Those who are fond of talking about negative theology can find their account here.
There is nothing more negative than the result of the critical study of the Life of Jesus.”

ALBERT SCHWEITZER1

 
 

 
“Even under the discipline of attempting to envision Jesus against his own most proper
Jewish background, it seems we can have as many pictures as there are exegetes. . . .
[Their] stunning diversity is an academic embarrassment. It is impossible to avoid the
suspicion that historical Jesus research is a very safe place to do theology and call it
history, to do autobiography and call it biography.”

JOHN DOMINIC CROSSAN2

 
 
 
In this section I will merely summarize and evaluate some sample proposals
in Jesus research. It is not my intention to engage all authors who have
written important works on the subject;3 others have provided more
detailed, book-length surveys of the historical and present “quests” for
Jesus.4 For me to repeat their work, except as at most a thumbnail sketch,
would digress too long from this book’s primary purpose. I offer this survey
of several views primarily to show the diversity of scholarly opinion, hence
to demonstrate why one’s choice of sources and methodology is extremely
important.

Despite the limits of my survey, however, we can learn from history,
including the history of scholarship, and this history in turn includes its
record of failures. Academic history has passed a negative verdict on most
of the past two centuries of “historical Jesus” research, which has more
often than not replaced earlier conclusions with newer ones, only to find the
newer ones themselves displaced.5 While quests for the historical Jesus start
with the reasonable assumption that later orthodox christology should not
be read into our earliest accounts about Jesus, they have too often read



Jesus in light of too narrow a background (e.g., only a revolutionary, solely
a teacher, just a prophet, or exclusively some other category, but often not
more than one at a time) or as a reflection of their own values.6

More recent scholarship has sometimes (though as we shall see, not
always) avoided the pitfall of narrow reconstructions.7 In our own partial
reconstruction later in the book, we shall endeavor to avoid the forced
category-choices and welcome whatever aspects of Jesus’ activity the
evidence of our best sources yields. Nevertheless, even such attempts to
synthesize earlier insights inevitably inherit and make use of the categories
of previous scholarship. Most helpfully, recent scholarship has increasingly
(though not always) focused on the Galilean Jewish setting of Jesus, a
perspective invaluable for reconstructing Jesus’ true message and activity.



CHAPTER 1
 

The Development of Jesus Scholarship
 
Each of the next three chapters offers only the briefest summary of views,
by way of introducing some of the diverse ideas about Jesus in the past few
centuries of academic discussion. Although outsiders sometimes think of
scholarship as monolithic (depending on how many books on the subject
they have read), “historical Jesus” research has proved to be anything but
monolithic. The “assured results” of one generation or school are usually
challenged in the next.

John Dominic Crossan put the matter well nearly two decades ago:
“Historical Jesus research is becoming something of a scholarly bad joke,”
due, he noted, to “the number of competent and even eminent scholars
producing pictures of Jesus at wide variance with one another.”1 Consensus
has been elusive,2 as our summary of views in these next three chapters is
intended to illustrate.

Likewise, whereas outsiders often think of scholarship as dispassionate
and objective, scholarship is in fact often driven by scholars’ assumptions,
which are in turn often the product of the ideas dominant in their own era.
Biographers and historians addressing other ancient figures might interpret
their subjects sympathetically, but Jesus scholarship has developed this
tendency more than most. In an era that emphasized Christian ethics,
writers about Jesus often portrayed him as the epitome of such ethics. In a
setting that emphasized a form of existentialism, some scholars presented
him as existentialism’s greatest voice. Today, too, we have our variety of
contextually packaged, readily marketable “Jesus” figures.

While such mundane contextualizations are to be preferred to the Third
Reich’s “Aryan” Jesus, they still run a serious risk of distorting and
malforming what we know about Jesus. Indeed, if we are interested in the
Jesus who lived and died in first-century Galilee, we would do better to
read him in the very context that the Reich Church most abhorred — Jesus’
Judaism.3



Earlier Modern “Historical Jesus” Studies
 
The current quest — today almost a market — in “Jesus” research builds on
a long modern tradition. Some of that tradition bespeaks the courage of
inquirers willing to suffer for their convictions (whether against the hostility
of theologians or that of skeptics); some of it warns of authors pandering to
their market niches in the most profitable manner.

The Renaissance emphasis on a return to the sources invited scholars to
look for the “original” Jesus behind the portrayals of Medieval dogma.
While this inquiry initially remained a pious quest, it was inevitably shaped
by the presuppositions about the nature of history with which its scholars
worked. Thus sixteenth-century English Deists4 worked with different
presuppositions about what was “possible” than did those of more
traditional Christian persuasion.

The radical Enlightenment’s prejudice against divine or supernatural
causation eventually shaped much of Jesus research. Although the reason
that Albert Schweitzer’s famous history of the Jesus quest5 starts with
Hermann Samuel Reimarus (1694-1768) may be that Reimarus fits the
trajectory Schweitzer wished to emphasize, Reimarus offers an adequate
beginning for our summary. Reimarus’ work was a polemic rather than an
objective historical study, and his work circulated openly only after his
death.6 Today scholars regard most of Reimarus’ views as wrong, but we
can appreciate at least his emphasis on Jesus’ Jewish context (introduced by
others before him).7

Yet once Reimarus’ work pried open previously repressed academic
possibilities, some others soon joined attempts to explain the gospel
tradition without regard to the miracle claims so offensive to the radical
Enlightenment understanding of “reason.” Thus Karl Friedrich Bahrdt
wrote of Essenes as a secret society that offered medical and psychosomatic
cures. They and Jesus accommodated superstition, Bahrdt supposed, merely
to communicate rational truth.8 Likewise, Karl Heinrich Venturini opined
that Jesus healed with medicaments, always carrying his medicine chest as



he traveled around.9 Both Bahrdt and Venturini seem to have conveniently
overestimated ancient medical capabilities.

More influentially, David Friedrich Strauss (1808-74) endeavored to
“demythologize” the gospel portrait of Jesus, seeking to recover the original
story behind the later descriptions by stripping or explaining away what he
deemed impossible. The “Jesus” such writers produced was a modern
rational Jesus amenable to their own tastes.10 Schweitzer contends that
scholars in this “rational phase” of Jesus research sometimes made
historically irrational choices (such as preferring John’s testimony to that of
the Synoptics) to achieve their portrait.11

Shaped by Romanticism, most nineteenth-century authors of “lives of
Jesus” produced a romantic Jesus, a Jesus of noble sentiment who appealed
to like-minded audiences (and, coincidentally, helped sell many of the
authors’ books). (Schweitzer complains that one of the most famous of
these authors, Ernest Renan, was more interested in his literary public than
in scientific objectivity.) 12 Although writers produced a vast number of
these “lives,” their basic character remained substantially the same.13



An Example: Adolf von Harnack’s Civilized Jesus
 
One of the last great works in the tradition of nineteenth-century “liberal”
lives of Jesus was that of Adolf von Harnack (1851-1930), one of the most
revered academicians of his era. Harnack’s work on the “essence of
Christianity” (now available as What Is Christianity?) offered essentially an
apologetic for liberal Christianity, that is, a Christianity that could
accommodate the claims of his era’s modernity.14 Thus he sought to present
the “gospel” in a form relevant to his own time, addressing objections posed
by his milieu.15 He placed heavy emphasis on cultural religion, regarding
Protestantism as a notably German contribution to civilization.16

In keeping with the spirit of his day, he reduced the essential gospel to
ethics,17 and demythologized Jesus’ message of the kingdom to God’s rule
in the individual heart18 or religious enlightenment. Producing a Jesus in
keeping with the values of his day, he notes that the true kernel of Jesus’
teaching was far more modern than the ancient husk through which it
came.19 This quest for the true (modern) kernel seems to constitute his
historical criterion for establishing the “oldest tradition” about Jesus.20

Harnack does view the more Jewish portrait of Jesus as earlier and more
authentic to Jesus.21 Nevertheless, he argues that the goal of Jesus’
teachings, while nurtured in Judaism,22 is safely beyond it.23

Accommodating “modern” perspectives, he regards the belief that life has
vanquished death as more important than anything that might have
happened historically at Jesus’ grave;24 like many after him, he
distinguishes between an objective, historical resurrection and the Easter
faith.25 Yet whatever Harnack’s view of the matter theologically, his
interpretation of the evidence is quite different from that of the “primitive”
apostolic church he in some other respects valued. Historically, they did not
separate their Easter faith from the claim that Jesus returned from the dead;
mere hope in afterlife or returned spirits offended almost no one and would
not have provided a defining boundary for the movement. Unfortunately,



divesting the Jesus movement of such elements foreign to modern thought
appears to have been part of the price of eliminating the offensive Jewish
eschatology of Jesus and his first followers. While Harnack notes that Jesus
and his disciples were bounded by their time,26 it seems also the case that,
despite occasional forays against the assumptions of his milieu,27 Harnack
was no less a child of his own, and unapologetically so.28

For all the positive elements in Harnack’s perspectives, he could not have
guessed the dangers that such enculturated Christianity would lead to with
the “Aryan Christianity” of the Reich Church a generation later.
Individualistic, inward religion may have its value, but it proved more
malleable to the cultural demands of anti-Semitic nationalism than respect
for a first-century Jewish sage would have.29 This is not to blame Harnack
or his peers for an outcome they could not have foreseen; it is to object to a
vision of Jesus so wedded to our own cultural settings that we lose sight of
Jesus’ original historical (Jewish and Middle Eastern) setting. Harnack’s
optimistic Jesus, designed for modern western readers, perished in the
bloodshed of the first world war.30



The Apocalyptic Jesus of Weiss and Schweitzer
 
In 1906 Albert Schweitzer’s survey and devastating31 critique of previous
modern Jesus scholarship32 put an end to much of the “Jesus” industry of
his day. (Schweitzer was also a good marketer: he presented his own view
as the natural product of the evolution of sound thinking.)33 Although
Schweitzer’s survey of previous Jesus research was selective and somewhat
tendentious, it was sufficient to establish his central point regarding the
history of scholarship. His point was that Jesus scholars had produced a
Jesus in their own image, to their own liking. Not unlike some preachers
and perhaps a few scholars today,34 they had used respect for Jesus to
promulgate their own ideology.

Schweitzer’s own portrait of Jesus drew from recent work by Johannes
Weiss (1863-1914), who had argued, against his nineteenth-century
predecessors, that Jesus proclaimed the world’s imminent end, a prediction
that then failed to occur. His emphasis on the future character of the
“kingdom” Jesus proclaimed, based on Jesus’ early Jewish context, offered
an important challenge to his predecessors’ “liberal” lives of Jesus.35 Weiss
was not ignorant of his era’s scholarship;36 rather, he addressed particular
questions precisely because these questions were being answered differently
in his milieu.37

Eschatology (emphasis on the impending end of the age) was central in
Weiss’s reconstruction of Jesus’ teaching. For example, he notes that Jesus’
expression “Son of man” is eschatological imagery;38 this perspective
coheres with Jesus’ proclamation of God’s end-time kingdom. Weiss
believes that Jesus expected the kingdom to come immediately (cf. Mk
13:32)39 or in the next generation.40

Granted, Weiss sometimes overplayed eschatology. For example, he
sometimes41 may play down too much the rarer texts that could emphasize
the presence of the kingdom;42 for example, “entering the kingdom” in the
present becomes for him merely “entering the way that leads to the



kingdom.”43 Like some other “Jesus” scholars, Weiss sometimes draws the
net of context too narrowly, in this case exploiting only apocalyptic
background. Thus, for example, he traces Jesus’ messianic consciousness to
his consciousness of his sonship44 in an apocalyptic context,45 even though
God’s Fatherhood is a pervasive theme throughout Jesus’ Jewish
environment.46

Like Weiss, Schweitzer drew on Jesus’ Jewish, and especially
eschatological (“end-time”), environment to portray a more Jewish Jesus
than the one embraced by some of his contemporaries, who were generally
more interested in “relevant” theology or preaching. Similarly, Schweitzer
shared many of the critical assumptions of his era’s biblical scholarship,47

though like Weiss, not always consistently.48 He regards Jesus as
apocalyptic rather than as a modern rationalist,49 and observes that an
eschatological outlook often suggests the authenticity of early traditions.50

Unfortunately, like Weiss, he defines ancient Jewish perspectives too
narrowly in terms of apocalyptic pseudepigrapha.51 Nevertheless, scholars
have often observed that, regardless of their excesses, “there is no going
back behind Weiss and Schweitzer.”52

Yet Schweitzer’s own conclusions seemed disillusioning for both his own
faith and that of many other liberal Christians: Jesus was a deluded (if
heroic) apocalyptist dreamer.53 Of course, Schweitzer found a friendlier
way to put this: Jesus’ spirit, in his useful teachings, lives on among his
followers.54 Schweitzer’s emphasis on eschatology or Jesus’ Jewish context
would not necessarily have the same effect today. Whereas his generation
had little use for eschatology, two world wars, rampant genocide and other
factors have since reinvigorated it;55 oppressed people naturally often
resonate with the hopes of a better world more than content people do.56

This was not, however, Schweitzer’s milieu, and his emphasis on Jesus’
eschatological framework was for him an act of brutal academic honesty.
Eschatology did not “preach” well in his circles.



Bultmann
 
For some time after Schweitzer’s critique, scholars generally showed much
less interest in producing “lives” of Jesus or even producing much
scholarship about Jesus’ life.57 Schweitzer’s argument had decisively
altered western liberal Jesus scholarship by producing a Jesus that seemed
less useful to the theologians who made Jesus their primary concern. No
longer did it appear possible to deny that Jesus’ worldview was apocalyptic;
yet liberal western academia deemed the apocalyptic worldview no longer
relevant. (In fact this worldview was flourishing outside those circles,
especially since the spread of dispensational premillennialism in the U.S.;
but when academia took notice of such circles, its notice was not positive.)
How could theologians reclaim a Jesus whose message was deemed so
irrelevant to good theology?

Rudolf Bultmann sought to find a way.58 He employed the critical tools
of his day59 (though, like most of his predecessors, he did use material in
addition to “Q” and Mark).60 Nevertheless, he remained deeply interested in
relevance.61 Whereas the “Aryan Christians” had tried to make Christianity
relevant to a German nationalism recovering from international abuse after
the first world war, Bultmann sought a different tack.62 Bultmann’s
apologetic strategy was to demythologize Jesus’ message to make it
“relevant” for his day. Yes, the form of Jesus’ message was apocalyptic, but
the real nature of that message was existential: God coming as the
demander.63



The Existential Jesus
 
While acknowledging Schweitzer’s apocalyptic Jesus, Bultmann
theologically circumvented it. Perhaps insufficiently heedful of
Schweitzer’s critique of nonapocalyptic Jesuses made in the interpreters’
image,64 Bultmann created a Jesus relevant to the reigning philosophic
paradigm of his own day, especially at the University of Marburg, where he
taught.65 His Jesus preached an existential message akin to that of the
university’s renowned philosopher, Martin Heidegger.66 Bultmann could
then accommodate historical skepticism to the fullest, welcoming skeptics
to the fold, because he had nothing theologically to lose from it.67 History
could not affect Jesus’ existential message, and this translation for
Bultmann’s secular audience could make his Jesus appealing even to those
for whom philosophic assumptions had rendered traditional faith
impossible.

Bultmann felt that realized eschatology (the future promises fulfilled in
the present) within the New Testament itself showed that the delay of Jesus’
“return” had already led to this process of reinterpretation in the first
century.68 The problem, of course, is that in most NT documents this
realized eschatology stands alongside and anticipates future eschatology as
well (see e.g., Rom 8:23; 1 Cor 2:9-10; 15:50-54; Phil 1:23; 3:20-21).
Bultmann often deployed a form of “content criticism” in which texts that
disagreed with his interpretation were declared in conflict with the genuine
spirit of New Testament theology.69

One danger in producing a Jesus relevant primarily to one’s own era,
whether “conservative,” “liberal,” or something else, is that this Jesus is
ultimately not very relevant to other cultures or other eras.70 It has not
surprisingly proved much easier to recontextualize the Jesus of the Gospels
for other settings than to recontextualize Bultmann’s Jesus. Indeed,
Bultmann’s largely skeptical approach to history did not even leave enough
information about the “original” Jesus for scholars to rework. Bultmann’s
critics complain that the existential approach to Jesus “dehistoricizes”
Jesus, taking him out of his first-century context;71 the relevance of an



existential Jesus has naturally faded with the marketability of
existentialism. Many have argued that Bultmann was obsessed with a now
out-of-date worldview.72



De-Judaizing Jesus?
 
Just as earlier Jesus scholars selected those elements of the Gospels that fit
their ideal portrait of Jesus, Bultmann could do much the same. While a
better historical scholar than most of his predecessors, all he actually
needed for his portrait of Jesus was the “existential” core of his teaching.
He wondered if Palestinian Jewish Christianity would have really preserved
much information about Jesus73 (contrary to what we will observe about
oral tradition in ch. 10). Although Bultmann allowed more of Jesus’
“Jewishness” than had some of his predecessors,74 his criterion of
dissimilarity laid heavier emphasis on points where he thought that Jesus
differed from his Jewish environment.75 Thus, for example, his Jesus
attacked the law as a formal legal authority76 and is antithetical to the OT
and contemporary Judaism.77

Moreover, although Bultmann had more knowledge of Judaism than
some of his critics have implied,78 it appears to have been limited and either
secondhand or (often) sifted through severely distorted assumptions.79 Most
critically, the view of (rabbinic) Judaism he inherited from some of his
teachers was excessively legalistic,80 and no more than a shadow of what
can now be known about real Judaism in Jesus’ day (as many scholars
would agree that Bultmann’s Jesus was only a shadow of what can be
known about the historical Jesus). Worse, Bultmann often uncritically
stressed non-Jewish, “gnostic” elements in Christian origins, including a
gnostic redeemer myth pieced together from disparate, much later
sources.81 If his minimalist historical Jesus was Jewish, nevertheless he
spawned a movement the substance of which became unrecognizable to
Judaism with astonishing swiftness.

When some lines of Jesus research today deemphasize Jesus’ Jewishness
in favor of Greek philosophic and other background, often producing a
portrait of Jesus particularly “relevant” to its modern philosophic audience,
one wonders how far we have come beyond either Bultmann or his pre-



Schweitzer predecessors.82 One need not agree with all of Schweitzer’s
views to appreciate his historical honesty.

While Bultmann’s historical skepticism reduced interest in historical
Jesus research among his followers, some of them revisited the subject. In
1953 Ernst Käsemann announced a new quest for the historical Jesus, and
in 1956 another Bultmannian, Günther Bornkamm, wrote a work about
Jesus.83 Such “Second Questers” did not venture as far beyond Bultmann as
most of the so-called84 “Third Questers” have, but returning to interest in
the Jesus of history was at least an improvement (from historians’
standpoint).

We will introduce recent views in the next two chapters, but will first turn
our attention to what has usually been considered an idiosyncratic view
from the 1960s. The purpose of this digression is to reinforce our larger
portrait of the diversity within Jesus research.



Jesus the Revolutionary?
 
Several decades ago, S. G. F. Brandon envisioned Jesus as a zealot.85 Such
an approach was not entirely new; two centuries earlier, Reimarus had
interpreted the kingdom against the backdrop of Jewish resistance against
Roman oppression.86 While viewing Jesus as a revolutionary would make
sense of Jesus’ execution and “kingdom” language, it is hardly the best
explanation of these features. Most extant Jewish use of “kingdom”
language is not linked to revolutionaries, and a number of prophetic figures
(most obviously John the Baptist, as noted in Josephus)87 managed to get
martyred without leading military revolts. (Romans also suppressed most
rebels militarily, unlike Jesus.)

Brandon’s view is important to us not because it is widely held today; in
its fullest form of “Jesus as zealot” it is in fact virtually dead. But Brandon’s
view illustrates the diversity within Jesus research, and also serves as a
warning about the politics of the academy. Today, for example, there are
scholars who make Jesus virtually a Cynic sage. Brandon’s thesis may have
been mistaken, but at least it exhibited the virtue of placing Jesus within a
genuine first-century Jewish context, rather than importing a context that
existed in Galilee barely if at all.



Was Jesus a Revolutionary?
 
Was Jesus a revolutionary? Against Brandon,88 little evidence connects
Jesus with insurrectionist activity; one can unfortunately argue almost any
case when one rejects as unreliable the only historical evidence we have.89

Revolutionary sentiments may have been widespread, shared even by many
Pharisees and (before the war of 66-73 CE) some younger Sadducean
priests. With that said, those actually directly involved in insurrectionary-
type activity or even brigandage around the time of Jesus’ ministry must
have been at most a small percentage of the population (see Appendix 1).

Nevertheless, it is not difficult to see how some would have understood
his popular appeal to the masses and open challenges to some social
customs as potential political threats.90 Indeed, his preaching about God’s
“kingdom” could not but have some sort of political implications,91 whether
achieved in the present or the (possibly near) future, through human agents
or without them.92 Contrary to the assumptions of some western
academicians today, theology and politics were not mutually exclusive
interests in antiquity93 (or in some parts of the world today).

Yet Jesus’ actions (discussed later in the book) place him closer to
another category of activity of his day, namely, the paradigm that depended
on God to intervene supernaturally to consummate his kingdom. Josephus
reports several prophetic figures who sought not to attack Rome but to
produce signs of divine deliverance; apparently they expected God to act on
their behalf. Nevertheless, because they (in contrast to John or Jesus) had
armed followers, Rome’s soldiers intervened militarily; Jesus may have
been more nonresistant than they. Similarly, Sanders94 cites the repeated
expectation in some strands of early Jewish literature that God would bring
down a new Temple,95 or fight for Israel and bring in the kingdom by his
own power.96 Jesus may have overturned tables in and pronounced
judgment on the temple of his day to prepare the way for a new one, yet
done so as a prophetic sign, expecting God himself to bring about the
kingdom.



Assuming that Jesus waited on God to act, submitting (as we will argue
later in the book) even to an execution that he might have been able to
avoid, those interested in Jesus for theological questions will ask, “Did God
act as Jesus expected?” Some, following Schweitzer’s line of argument,
contend that Jesus went to the cross as a deluded visionary, vainly hoping to
provoke God’s hand. (In this, he would be like prophetic figures soon after
him who expected God to make the Jordan part or Jerusalem’s walls
collapse.)

Others, impressed by his teaching about a hidden kingdom (Mk 4:30-32)
or the value of martyrdom (Mk 8:34-38), affirm instead that Jesus by dying
accomplished exactly what he intended. One can affirm this much without
asking the further theological question about whether God acted as Jesus
expected, beyond Jesus’ execution. Jesus presumably expected to be raised;
most Palestinian Jews apparently expected resurrection and reward at the
end of the age. If Jesus expected a vindication earlier than this, one cannot
answer the theological question without examining the question of his
resurrection (introduced in ch. 22; Appendix 8). In any case, we must at
least leave open the possibility that Jesus intended to die a martyr’s death in
Jerusalem, and that he believed that this death would activate an important
phase in God’s plan.



Popular Views about Jesus
 
The context Brandon offers for Jesus may be inadequate, but it is not
without all merit. Whatever Jesus’ own intentions, some followers were
likely attracted to the possibility of a charismatic figure strong enough not
only to produce healings and exorcisms but to lead the people to political
liberation (cf. Jn 6:15). In many cultures, oppressed peasants naturally
sympathize with resistance movements, and some scholars have argued for
such a situation in Judea,97 most clearly in the first Judean revolt.98

This proposal is also useful in reminding us that Jesus was in fact
executed as a revolutionary;99 this role was a natural way for the elite to
view, or at least to dispose of, a wilderness or Galilean prophet. That Jesus
was executed on the charge of claiming “kingship” is virtually certain (see
discussion in chs. 18, 21); and even a prophet figure passively awaiting
God’s intervention (as perhaps some of Josephus’ sign-prophets were)
could threaten the stability of society by stirring hopes of Rome’s
overthrow.

Yet at least some Judeans, like Josephus, apparently did not share this
view of Jesus.100 Josephus presents John the Baptist and Jesus differently
from the wilderness prophets whose armed followers suggested a threat to
the authorities. This evidence suggests that John and Jesus did not advocate
violent revolution, despite the charge conveniently leveled against the
popular teacher Jesus.101 What survived of Jesus’ teachings confirms this
suggestion. As we shall argue later in the book, Jesus expected both a
kingdom and a role for himself in that kingdom. But he expected this to
occur solely by God’s intervention, and voluntarily offered himself for
martyrdom in expectation of that intervention.



Jesus on Nonresistance
 
The preserved sayings of Jesus do not naturally lend themselves to the
interpretation that Jesus was a revolutionary,102 apart from a few sayings
that fit Jesus’ use of hyperbole and shocking metaphor.103 For example, the
words that Mark attributes to Jesus on the week before his crucifixion,
“Render to Caesar what is Caesar’s” (Mk 12:17), do not sound like a
revolutionary. Jesus’ beatitudes may criticize oppression, but they
emphasize the way of dependence on God rather than resistance or any
attempt to seize the kingdom (Lk 6:20-23; especially Matt 5:3-12). Jesus
teaches radical nonretaliation (Matt 5:38-47; 7:1; Lk 6:27-37). Although he
was not unique in teaching against avenging oneself,104 he was certainly
emphatic about it.

Yet Jesus takes this ethic of nonretaliation to its furthest possible length
when he invites disciples not only to refuse to strike back, but to rejoice
when persecuted (Matt 5:10-12; Lk 6:22-23). One should accommodate
oppressors105 for the sake of peace, trusting in divine reward and
vindication (Matt 5:39-48; 7:1//Lk 6:27-37). In enduring persecution, his
disciples would follow the model of the earlier prophets (Matt 5:12//Lk
6:23),106 a model amplified in Jewish tradition.107 Linked with his other
teachings about radical dependence on God (e.g., Matt 6:25-33//Lk 12:22-
31), such passages suggest nonretaliation not simply for its own sake, but as
an act of radical dependence on God rather than oneself.

As we shall see later, accepting suffering is precisely the behavior that
Jesus himself models in the passion tradition; the gospel tradition as a
whole is coherent on this point. At Gethsemane he refuses to resist (cf. the
apparently multiply attested warning in Matt 26:52 and Jn 18:11).108 Jesus
and those of the Pharisees who advocated peace rather than revolution were
ultimately vindicated when Rome brutally crushed the aspirations of the
Jewish resistance in 66- 73.109



Conclusion
 
The history of Jesus scholarship illustrates the wide range of views scholars
have articulated about Jesus in recent centuries. Biases and the demands of
constituency affect not only popular religion, but also academic Jesus
research. The presuppositions with which we start tend to dictate the way
that we select our evidence about Jesus, the context in which we read that
evidence about Jesus, and consequently the conclusions to which we come
about Jesus.

We have noted these tendencies in the liberal Jesus frequent in the
Romantic era; in the apocalyptic Jesus of Weiss and Schweitzer; in the
existential Jesus of Bultmann; and in the revolutionary Jesus of Brandon.
Some of these approaches have offered more useful historical perspective
on Jesus than others have, but all illustrate that the context in which we read
our sources affects how we understand them. The following two chapters
offer a few more examples of this diversity and this problem.



CHAPTER 2
 

Jesus the Cynic Sage?
 

“The historical Jesus was, then, a peasant Jewish Cynic. His peasant village was close
enough to a Greco-Roman city like Sepphoris that sight and knowledge of Cynicism are
neither inexplicable nor unlikely.”

JOHN DOMINIC CROSSAN1

 

 
“Jesus’ use of parables, aphorisms, and clever rejoinders is very similar to the Cynics’
way with words. Many of his themes are familiar Cynic themes.”

BURTON MACK2

 

 
“. . . especially among certain authors now or formerly connected with the Jesus
Seminar, emphasis on the Jewishness of Jesus is hardly a central concern.
Whether one looks at the more serious works of writers like John Dominic
Crossan and Burton L. Mack or the sensationalist popular works of authors
like Robert W. Funk, one finds Jesus the Cynic philosopher or Jesus the generic
Mediterranean peasant . . . largely overshadowing the specific 1st-
century Palestinian Jew named Jesus.”

JOHN P. MEIER3

 
 
 
Most of the approaches sampled in this chapter will be echoed later in this
book less often than those treated in the following chapter. The authors
surveyed here portray a Jesus who does not fit a first-century Jewish
context nearly as convincingly as views to which we will turn in ch. 3. Not
all of the sample views surveyed here are equally widely held among
scholars, but they do illustrate the wide range of proposals that scholars
have offered in recent decades.



Although the “Jesus Seminar” is somewhat of an amorphous group, it has
popularized the idea of Jesus as a noneschatological sage, an image that can
appeal to much of our modern culture without much translation. I use the
Jesus Seminar to introduce my discussion of the Cynic Jesus of Crossan and
especially that of Burton Mack.



The Noneschatological Jesus Seminar
 
If a revolutionary view of Jesus (such as we find in S. G. F. Brandon) takes
Jesus’ kingdom language too narrowly in one way, some others manage to
take it still more narrowly in a different way. Indeed, whereas Brandon at
least situated Jesus in a Jewish environment, these scholars have often
severed him from that environment.



Marketable Relevance
 
ln recent years, the “often-maligned Jesus Seminar”4 has produced a
noneschatological Jesus that many scholars criticize as taking insufficient
account of Schweitzer’s critique of earlier “lives of Jesus.” That is, their
Jesus is not very Jewish,5 not very eschatological (i.e., does not talk much
about God’s distinctly future activity), and suspiciously resembles the
values of the scholars who depict him.6 The divergence from Schweitzer
proves to be no mere oversight, however; the Seminar admits an agenda to
displace “Schweitzer’s eschatological Jesus.”7

The Jesus Seminar is popularly known for having voted with marbles on
Jesus’ sayings. (Although voting makes some sense,8 the use of marbles in
particular was probably designed partly for marketability, since it could
readily attract media attention.)9 More critically, the method of calculating
these votes has been critiqued for its subjectivity. One critic offers an
example: whereas 25% of the scholars voting on the assigned day thought
that Jesus surely said Matt 25:29, and another 11% thought that he likelier
than not said it (for over one-third in favor), a majority thought that he
either did not or probably did not say it. Thus the Seminar’s published
conclusion was that Jesus did not utter the saying, even though a third of
even the Seminar itself disagreed with that verdict.10

Emory professor Luke Timothy Johnson argues that the Jesus Seminar is
“an entrepreneurial venture” that speaks not for major scholarly
associations (such as SBL or SNTS) but is a “self-selected” group based
largely on shared “goals and methods.”11 He notes that most major graduate
academic institutions are unrepresented, that the Seminar lacks significant
European representation, and that most participants have not produced
major academic work in Jesus research. Moreover, well over half of the
members have their doctorates from the five specific institutions where
such ideas have flourished (especially from three of them, although
certainly by no means do all the faculty at these institutions, still less all
their graduates, hold such views).12 (A member of the Jesus Seminar



himself also laments the predominant cultural and gender homogeneity of
the group.)13 Johnson complains that the process is biased against the
authenticity of Jesus’ sayings14 and that it has garnered attention by seeking
the media coverage that most scholars have ignored.15

Whatever one makes of several aspects of Johnson’s critique (some of the
Seminar’s “criteria” are more mainstream than others),16 he is certainly
correct that the Jesus Seminar’s claim to speak for the broader range of
scholarship is inaccurate. Unfortunately, the Seminar does publicly claim to
speak for scholarship. Thus they hail their version as “the Scholars’
Version,” in contrast to other English translations (which they charge are
theologically controlled).17 They thereby concisely dismiss the scholarly
integrity of hundreds of other NT scholars. Likewise, they contend, their
acceptance of only 16% of the gospel accounts as historically accurate will
not surprise “critical scholars,” whom they define as “those whose
evaluations are not predetermined by theological considerations.”18

Apparently they do not regard as genuinely critical or open-minded the
majority of NT scholars who accept much larger amounts of the gospel
material as reliable than the Seminar does. These “noncritical” scholars
would include many who have published more extensive scholarly work on
the subject (including many of the influential volumes cited in this book)
than the vast majority of Jesus Seminar members have.

The Seminar in fact can accurately represent only its own narrower range
of scholarship, though for much of the public its dominant voices
apparently deliberately conflate its claims with the voice of scholarship
more generally. For this radical group to claim to speak for Jesus
scholarship more generally would be like a group of professors from
fundamentalist institutions issuing a portrait of Jesus that would then be
hailed as “the scholarly portrait.” The problem is not such professors
summarizing the views of their own group (which is their right), but the
presentation of those views as a scholarly consensus. The Jesus Seminar
does not have the right to speak for scholarship as a whole.19



The End for the End-Times?
 
I will not treat the Jesus Seminar in detail here, since its target audience has
been the general public (especially through popular media); the scholarly
guild advances ideas in different ways. But the Jesus Seminar does help
introduce one of the issues on the table in this chapter. The Jesus Seminar
claims to be representative of mainstream Gospels scholarship particularly
in its skepticism concerning Jesus’ eschatology — a claim that many other
scholars reject.20

Johnson complains about a particular scholar’s claim that most scholars
today regard Jesus as noneschatological, pointing out that this supposed
majority scholarly opinion is simply based on 59% of the Jesus Seminar, “a
self-selected group of like-minded scholars (at most, seventy out of the
6,900 members of the Society of Biblical Literature).”21 Indeed, a member
of the Seminar helps explain how the Seminar’s own perspective became so
emphatically noneschatological: “When the cynic school prevailed, for
example, in the voting at the Jesus Seminar, the apocalyptists quit coming;
this further skewed the vote.”22

Many scholars argue that, while scholarship after Schweitzer for a time
abandoned Jesus the comfortable, noneschatological sage, the pre-
Schweitzer position has made its comeback in circles like the Jesus
Seminar.23 The resulting experience of déjà vu has prompted one critic to
remark, “There is something disturbingly familiar about a mildly reforming,
sagacious teacher, who . . . does not use language and imagery that
promises the reversal of the rulers of the world.”24 As John Meier, one of
the most textually thorough scholars in Jesus research,25 complains:

A tweady poetaster who spent his time spinning out parables and
Japanese koans, a literary aesthete who toyed with 1st-century
deconstructionism, or a bland Jesus who simply told people to
look at the lilies of the field — such a Jesus would threaten no
one, just as the university professors who create him threaten no
one.26



 
 

The Seminar’s critics suggest that its view fails to explain how its
harmless, noneschatological sage, like that of the nineteenth-century lives
of Jesus, would get himself crucified.27 E. P. Sanders complains that those
uncomfortable with an eschatological Jesus who fit his milieu, followed
John and left an eschatological church must instead resort to claiming “that
everybody misunderstood Jesus completely.” This is, he opines, a position
based on wishful thinking without evidence.28



Ignoring Jewish Environment
 
In addition to challenging the eschatological content of some of Jesus’
securest sayings (see ch. 17), the noneschatological Jesus suggested by such
scholars ignores basic historical constraints such as Jesus’ historical
context. Jesus’ radically eschatological predecessor John and his
eschatological subsequent followers make a noneschatological Jesus highly
improbable.29 Some scholars try to counter this observation by making
Jesus an opponent of John’s eschatological approach. Since no extant
saying of Jesus repudiates John’s eschatology, they must make this
argument by means of inference. They do so particularly by contending that
Matt 11:11//Lk 7:28 denigrates John.30 But this interpretation of the saying
rests on inadequate understanding of ancient Jewish speech patterns; as we
shall argue in our chapter on John the Baptist, this saying simply reflects
standard Jewish rhetoric of praising others not by denigrating the point of
comparison but by choosing a positive object of comparison.31 Later
Christians would not likely have conformed Jesus to John (the
competition),32 but his own contemporaries sometimes compared him with
John (Mk 6:14-16; 8:28) or with Elijah (Mk 6:15; 8:28).33

Doubting Jesus’ eschatological orientation is just a symptom of the larger
problem of insufficient attention to Jesus’ immediate Jewish environment.
The older liberal view that the earliest views about Jesus’ identity evolved
from a Palestinian Jewish apocalyptist to a hellenistic divine man does not
fit all the evidence (see ch. 19), but certainly fits better than the
contemporary “Jesus Seminar’s” essential reversal of the sequence, which
must assume that later Christians Judaized Jesus.34 Such an approach makes
no sense of their world: in view of Roman anti-Judaism and the growing
influence of Diaspora Christianity as years passed, inventing greater
attachments to Judaism would be counterproductive to the movement.35

Indeed, Paul, an early missionary to the Greek world, shares an apocalyptic
worldview with much of Palestinian Judaism as much as two decades
before Mark, our first extant Gospel.36 Jesus’ Jewish movement proclaimed
a coming eschatological kingdom from the beginning. And apocalyptic and



eschatological ideology was largely Jewish in the forms in which we have it
in the Jesus movement.



Crossan’s “Peasant Cynic”
 
Later in this chapter (and in ch. 4), we will treat a particularly extreme
exponent of the “Cynic Jesus” thesis, namely Burton Mack. Here I will
survey instead a position of John Dominic Crossan, namely that Jesus was a
“peasant Jewish Cynic.” This description of Jesus does not actually
summarize all of Crossan’s approach to Jesus,37 and in critiquing it I do not
imply disagreement with every contribution of Crossan to the historical
Jesus discussion. Nevertheless, it constitutes one of Crossan’s own
summaries of his view in his most widely used “historical Jesus” book.38 It
thus provides a particularly useful illustration of a pole in the wide range of
disparate views on the “Jesus” market today.

An assorted survey of basic but well-written information about the
ancient Mediterranean world dominates the first part of Crossan’s book.39

Here Crossan simply lays the background for his approach to Jesus. Most of
this background is unobjectionable, although some elements are closer to
Jesus’ specifically Judean context than others.40 Crossan then turns to a
survey of various types of ancient leaders: visionaries, teachers,
revolutionaries, leaders of peasant protest, healers, magicians, prophets,
bandits and would-be kings.41 After this survey he finally turns to Jesus’
teachings and activities,42 his death,43 and the resurrection experiences.44

Thus perhaps 190 pages (less than 40% of the book) focus primarily on
ancient sources about Jesus in particular, as opposed to the ancient world in
general.45 My point here is that Crossan, like many scholars today
(including myself), places a heavy weight on Jesus’ context. But on what
aspects of Jesus’ context does he focus?

We return now to Crossan’s description of Jesus as a “peasant Jewish
Cynic.” By now it will be obvious that at least one element of Crossan’s
reconstruction is unobjectionable, namely, that Jesus was Jewish. It is thus
the two other elements of the description that we must investigate. While
scholars may debate whether or not Jesus was a “peasant” (depending
largely on the meaning they assign to that designation), the title “Jewish



Cynic” runs strongly against what we know of the first-century world. If
Jesus was a “Jewish Cynic” (in contrast to a Jewish sage, signs-worker
and/or eschatological prophet), he is the only one we know about. Since the
main point of placing Jesus in categories is to help us understand him in
context, this proposal therefore proves particularly unhelpful.



Peasants in the Ancient Mediterranean World
 
Extrapolating from traditional societies today, some scholars contend that
peasants must have constituted at least 90% of the empire’s, and Jewish
Palestine’s, population.46 These estimates could be high, but everyone
agrees that peasants comprised the majority of the population of Judea and
Galilee. Indeed, if we define “peasant” broadly as simply an agrarian
worker without much land, the estimates could well be accurate. Most of
the empire was rural,47 and the infrastructure of the Mediterranean
economy could not support many massive urban centers like Rome (which
depended on its empire for its needs).48 Most of the empire’s labor force
thus consisted of subsistence-level agricultural labor.49

In a system that persisted and developed in Medieval Europe, much of
this agricultural force worked other people’s estates; although some
smallholders remained, in regions like Italy and Asia Minor most poor
people no longer owned their own land.50 Those who lived on and worked
the estates of the rich were poor tenant farmers,51 who were often subject to
exploitation.52

There is also no question that most of the rural empire was poor,53 so that
the connotations readers today often assign to the designation “peasants”
are apt for these agrarian laborers. One ancient composer of fables, himself
a former slave, opined that it made little difference whether one was a
peasant or a slave; it was merely a matter of changing masters.54

Subsistence for the poor was minimal, so that most died young; in parts of
the empire, most peasants probably made barely enough to stay alive.55

That rich landowners oppressed the poor was widely enough known.56

The letters of a Roman aristocrat writing the better part of a century later
illustrates how aristocrats viewed the problem. Pliny fancies himself a
benevolent absentee landowner, but his tenants have fallen so far into debt,
despite his reducing the rent, that they no longer even try to catch up on it.57

(Meanwhile, his urban servants supervise the peasants to make sure they are
working while he enjoys a bit of leisure.)58 He complains about a former



landowner who sold the peasants’ possessions to compensate for their debt,
thereby diminishing their future resources. This, he reasoned, foolishly
diminished their future ability to pay.59 His response is to consider
completely displacing the tenants by some more profitable labor such as
slaves.60 The aristocrat’s strongest concern, of course, is how to guard his
own economic interests.61

The difficulties that farmers endured throughout much of the rest of the
empire presumably impacted Galilee as well. Agriculture was central to the
Palestinian Jewish economy;62 with only two large cities, Galilee’s
population primarily resided in agrarian villages and towns.63 Although
much land was fertile,64 the peasant farmers held few concerns more
pressing than harvest,65 an image frequent enough in Jesus’ parables (Mk
4:29; 12:2; Matt 20:1-7). Probably most Galileans, while not destitute, lived
challenging lives.66



Was Jesus a Peasant?
 
We may thus agree fully with Crossan (and others) that peasant culture is an
essential part of the background for the Gospels. Regardless of how one
defines “peasant,” Jesus of Nazareth grew up in a rural village setting. As
we shall note again in ch. 12, Nazareth is too insignificant a site67 for
tradition to have invented.68 Indeed, detractors might even count this
location against Jesus’ credibility (cf. Jn 1:46).69 (It is rarely disputed
today; that Jesus was from Nazareth is multiply, independently attested.)70

Much of Jesus’ audience must have also consisted of rural, agrarian
peasants. In contrast to the settings of later rabbinic parables, the settings of
the majority of Jesus’ extant parables reflect an agrarian environment.71

That such a setting generates perspectives that differ from an urban setting
should go without saying. (For example, my wife, a Congolese professor
who spent much of her childhood in rural village settings, was able to make
more sense of many details in Genesis’ patriarchal narratives on the basis of
her personal background than I was with my academic training in biblical
studies.)

But was Jesus himself a peasant? Leaders of movements do not always
arise from the same socioeconomic status as most of their followers
(although they sometimes do). The answer to the question of Jesus’
peasanthood may depend largely on how we define “peasant,” but if we
define it in its basic sense as an agrarian laborer, Jesus was probably not a
peasant himself.72

Our only concrete sources for Jesus’ occupation preceding his teaching
career portray him as a carpenter, a woodworker. This was not a despised
profession like some others,73 but neither was it a sufficiently prestigious
occupation (such as, say, a scribe) to suggest that later members of the Jesus
movement would have invented it. Conjoined with the near certainty that
Jesus spent most of his childhood in Nazareth, this occupation readily fits
what we know of Jesus’ period and location, knowledge probably absent to
most non-Galilean Christians. From 6 CE, when Jesus was perhaps a boy
approaching adolescence, Antipas immediately began rebuilding the



devastated Galilean capital of Sepphoris74 — from which Nazareth was a
distance of only four miles.75 That Joseph (Matt 13:55) and Jesus (Mk
6:3)76 were carpenters fits this situation quite well, since precisely that work
(along with stonemasons) would have been in high demand.77 Yet
carpenters were artisans, not peasants, and many assign them to the upper
ten percent of nonaristocratic Galilean society.78

The few disciples whose backgrounds are mentioned in the Gospels are
also not agrarian peasants: four fishermen and one or more tax gatherers
(Mk 1:16, 19; 2:14; cf. Lk 19:8).79 Perhaps the Gospels specify only those
with striking occupations; or perhaps fishermen could better afford to
follow Jesus than farmers could (though the latter could probably travel
seasonally, especially outside harvest and planting times).80 In the final
analysis, the dominant element in the crowds that followed Jesus most
likely consisted of peasants; but they did not comprise all of Jesus’
followers, at least not if we mean “peasant” in any technical sense.

Thus, although general studies of peasant culture shed some light on
Galilean agriculturalists,81 the picture of Jesus as a “peasant”82 is not very
nuanced, dependent as it is on a rather broad definition of “peasant.”83

Some could also use the title to detract from more specifically Jewish
characteristics of Jesus’ identity.84



Was Jesus a Cynic?
 
Though most of Jesus’ Galilean followers would have been peasants, no
one would make the claim that most of them were Cynics. Some have
compared Jesus’ demands on disciples to those of wandering Cynics
(usually without claiming direct Cynic influence).85 The comparison of
Cynics to elements in the early Jesus movement (often offered negatively
by outsiders) is not unreasonable; Diaspora missionaries like Paul86 may
have helped make this model acceptable.

Nevertheless, one may claim with confidence that Crossan’s “peasant
Jewish Cynic”87 type never existed. Aside from the lack of any Jewish
Cynics known to us (and appeal to unknown ones argues from silence
against all our extant evidence to the contrary), Cynics were (as Crossan
also concurs)88 characteristically urban,89 whereas peasants were by
definition rural.

Jesus’ Non-Cynic Environment
 
Despite some similarities, Jesus’ itinerant ministry in Galilee is hardly
distinctly Cynic (even in Luke, who is most apt to present Jesus to his
readers in such culturally relevant terms).90 For example, Jesus may have
had a home, probably in Capernaum (cf. perhaps Matt 4:13; Mk 2:1; 9:33;
Jn 1:38-39), from which most of Galilee was in walking distance.91 Further,
Cynics were not the only sages, even among Greek philosophers, who
traveled.92 Jewish Torah teachers also could travel “from place to place to
speak.”93

Most telling, Cynics were surely too rare in Jewish Palestine to provide
the primary model.94 Although rightly placing the emphasis of Jesus’
ministry in Galilean villages, Crossan opines that Jesus’ “peasant village
was close enough to a Greco-Roman city like Sepphoris that sight and
knowledge of Cynicism are neither inexplicable nor unlikely.”95 How



plausible is this view about Sepphoris? Sepphoris was hellenized in many
respects,96 was the most pro-Roman city in Galilee,97 and refused to
participate in the revolt against Rome in 66 CE.98

Sepphoris was, however, a thoroughly Jewish city, and remained faithful
to Judaism as its inhabitants understood it.99 Archaeology shows that
though many pork-eating Gentiles later settled in Sepphoris, pig remains are
absent from the city of Jesus’ day.100 Later rabbis emphasize (admittedly
probably partly for propagandistic reasons, given their own work there) that
Sepphoris was particular about the purity of Israelite lineage101 and
acknowledge the surrounding region to be Jewish.102

Moreover, Nazareth may have existed in the shadow of the wealthy
Hellenized Jewish city of Sepphoris, but Galilean villages and towns were
not severely economically dependent on the two Hellenized cities.103

Whatever other drawbacks Nazareth may have had (Jn 1:46), its inhabitants
seem to have been entirely “orthodox,” as attested by priests probably a
generation later.104 Sepphoris’ prominence and later Christian tradition
about it make its absence in the Gospels all the more striking; Jesus
probably had little contact with it,105 certainly during his ministry.106

Traditions about Jesus ignore these cities even when Jesus denounces sites
that had not responded adequately to Jesus’ ministry among them (Matt
11:21, 23//Lk 10:13, 15).107 This neglect is not surprising: large cities
usually were economically parasitic on the countryside,108 and most
Galileans hated the two cities.109

The Character of Real Cynics
 
What were real Cynics like? Despite complaints we will note below, Stoics
sometimes respected Cynics,110 and others also followed the example of
“good” Cynics.111 Stoic views toward Cynics in this period are typically
ambivalent, with both positive and negative characteristics.112

Nevertheless, Cynics got their name from being compared with “dogs”
(kunes, pl. of kuōn),113 and not without reason. Their indecent, private acts
in public gained them this reputation; thus Diogenes, while preaching,



squatted and did something considered dishonorable, leading the crowds to
denounce him as crazy.114 Even most other philosophers despised such
behavior: for them, being “bestial” meant being led by passions instead of
by reason.115 They and others thus ridiculed Cynics’ “doggishness.”116

Some philosophers denounced fake Cynics and other philosophers,117

accusing them of greed118 or of abandoning real work for the easier job of
preaching. 119 Many viewed excess Cynics as demagogues;120 the masses,
some complained, could not distinguish between true and false
philosophers121 (the sort of complaint many scholars offer today about
public voices on the historical Jesus!).

Cynics were known for their uninvited public preaching.122 Lucian gives
us a sample of the style of preaching attributed to harsh Cynics.123 He
mentions Cynics harshly and indiscriminately abusing passersby.124 They
were loud and boisterous,125 and might rant angrily if contradicted by
another speaker.126 One comic portrayal presents Cynics hitting each other
with their staffs.127

Cynics were known for their rudeness and especially their disrespect for
social rank and status.128 When a person of status warned the famous Cynic
Diogenes not to spit in the wealthy home where he had brought him,
Diogenes allegedly spat in the man’s face, explaining that nothing of poorer
quality was available.129 They were also antisocial enough to criticize
rulers, but given their established tradition, they usually got away with it. In
stories about Diogenes, he desired as much honor as Alexander of
Macedon130 (a clear example of Cynic hubris). A Cynic could, of course, go
too far; when Demetrius the Cynic in Rome denounced baths on the day
that Nero dedicated his new baths, Tigellinus allegedly had him banished
from Rome.131

Comparing Jesus with Real Cynics
 
While Jesus speaks boldly in the Gospels, the traditional Jewish model of
prophet seems a closer parallel than such socially alienated Cynics. Unlike
Cynics, Jesus had close friends and many followers. Jesus’ miraculous



ministry likewise recalls some biblical prophets, but not the activities of
Cynics, who did not perform miracles but lived on the street and harangued
passersby on urban street corners.

It was the Cynic’s lifestyle that above all distinguished one as a Cynic
rather than something else.132 Granted, elements of Cynic behavior were
adapted by others without adopting the Cynic tradition wholesale.133 In the
case of Jesus, however, we must ask whether Cynic models are the nearest
cultural sources for similar elements in Jesus’ behavior and teaching.

The radical lifestyle of the Cynics does provide a historical analogy for
the wider sort of traveling sages in the first-century eastern Mediterranean
world. These other sorts of teachers also used witty sayings for often
analogous purposes. Radical Greek teachers, including Cynics, used humor,
shock and incongruity to hold attention.134 But of course so did the biblical
prophets (see e.g., the Hebrew puns in Mic 1:10-16) and, as we shall see
later in the book, Palestinian Jewish sages (to varying degrees). Jesus used
rhetoric meant to attract attention; in this he resembled Cynics, but also a
wide range of other ancient sages. It thus seems more profitable to explore
analogies closer at hand to his culture, the sort of analogies with which he
may have actually had some contact (in contrast to Cynics).

Cynics and other radical teachers shared with Jesus a notable departure
from established societal roles and readiness to critique the social order. Yet
Jesus did not obscenely defecate or stimulate himself sexually in public as
Cynics were known to do. He did not cajole hearers while begging for
money, threaten anyone with a staff, or even spit on a host. He and his
disciples are not said to live on the street, or in the shadow of temples. In
contrast to Cynics and even John the Baptist (Jesus’ explicit, and Jewish
prophetic, foil),135 Jesus was not completely antisocial (Matt 11:18-19//Lk
7:33-34). Jesus was not interested merely in critiquing the social order for
the sake of philosophy; like some other Palestinian Jews, he prophesied a
new order to be established by God.

Moreover, Jesus’ itinerancy is explained more simply without recourse to
the example of Cynics. Those most apt to wander from town to town were
socially dislocated people, like landless persons seeking work.136 Some
point to a more particular model of wandering prophets.137 Itinerancy —
perhaps a feature of ancient mobility in general — was hardly a central or



distinctive feature of early Christian prophecy.138 Nevertheless, the most
relevant background for Jesus’ itinerant mission widely known in Jewish
Palestine is that of the Old Testament prophets;139 Jesus and his followers
did, after all, have a prophetic mission (see ch. 17).

Some compare with Cynics Jesus’ instructions that his disciples should
travel lightly on their mission (Mk 6:8-9). Urban Cynics voluntarily limited
themselves to a single cloak; they chose a simple and toilsome lifestyle
living on the street (unlike Jesus’ disciples) to prepare themselves for
hardships.140 But the very passage that some use for this comparison
reveals that Jesus forbade his disciples to carry a pouch for begging (Mk
6:8),141 in contrast to Cynics!142 Some even think that the prohibition is
designed to distinguish the disciples from typical wandering preachers
(probably similar to Cynics in the Greek world) “whose questionable
reputation they did not want to share.”143

Far more relevant to Jesus’ immediate environment were the abundant
rural peasants; at least in the poorest parts of the empire some might own
only one cloak.144 Some Jews known as Essenes also showed their devotion
to God by a simple lifstyle; those who lived in the wilderness devoted all
their goods to the community.145 Josephus also indicates that Essenes did
not take provisions when they traveled, expecting hospitality from fellow-
Essenes in every city, fitting Jesus’ instructions in this passage.146 Likewise,
Israel’s ancient prophets (the relevance of which we have already noted)
lived simply in times of national apostasy.147

Most scholars note that, whatever the parallels with Cynics in Jesus’
teaching and ministry, the differences are far greater;148 they were not
known, for example, “for healings and exorcisms.”149 Even one scholar
who does portray Jesus in Cynic terms elsewhere offers a sound
methodological warning that, in light of the foregoing evidence, should
bring any extensive use of Cynic parallels into question: many abuse the
comparative method by simply “seizing a few elements in diverse cultures,
describing them in very general and similar terms, and then positing a
causal connection.”150

Gerd Theissen and Annette Merz put the matter well from a German
perspective (although as an American I would hesitate to blame our state of
California for this idea). Noting that the current Jesus “quest” divides



between those advocating a non-eschatological, Cynic-type Jesus and a
Jewish Jesus focused on restoration eschatology, they complain that the
former view “seems to have more Californian than Galilean local
colouring.”151

Greek Background Is Not the Problem
 
I should clarify at this point that I am not minimizing the value of Greek
background for the study of the Gospels or the historical Jesus. First, the
Gospels are written in Greek and presumably bear marks of literary
adaptation for Greek and Diaspora Jewish audiences. We must take these
features into account when working back to the historical Jesus. But second,
and more important for the study of the historical Jesus, much evidence
suggests that Palestinian Judaism was hellenized152 (influenced by the
pervasive Greek culture), though of course less thoroughly than Judaism in
the Greek-speaking Diaspora.153 (On the limits to this approach, see our
warnings about Sepphoris, above.) By contrast, the Greco-Roman world on
the whole was far less Judaized.

Yet this clear direction of Greek influence in Jewish culture but mostly
negligible Jewish influence on Greek culture invites another conclusion.
Wherever we have a mixture of Jewish and hellenistic motifs we must be
dealing with something primarily Jewish, not something primarily Gentile
(since the latter would exhibit much less Jewish influence).154 This
observation has serious implications for some theories proposed today.
Thus, for example, Burton Mack’s view that Jesus, though Jewish by birth,
was more “hellenistic” in his behavior, 155 has nothing historically to
commend it. James D. G. Dunn is right to complain that the “neo-liberal
quest” of Crossan and Mack still treats Jesus’ Jewishness as not central to
his identity.156 It is to Mack’s views, generally less grounded or nuanced
than Crossan’s, that we now turn.



A More Extreme Example
 
Like Crossan and others, Burton Mack’s Jesus is a teacher of wisdom
without an embarrassing eschatological agenda.157 As we have noted, the
nineteenth century liberal “lives of Jesus” pursued such a
noneschatological, wise Jesus created in the image of each writer’s ethical
ideal. Like the Jesus Seminar,158 Mack agrees with these sources in finding
a noneschatological Jesus. But Mack goes beyond Crossan and some
members of the Jesus Seminar.



What Kind of Sage?
 
Mack portrays a more pervasively Cynic Jesus than Crossan does. He does
so by isolating and focusing exclusively on a very slender element of our
sources for Jesus, namely, what he considers the earliest part of the source
“Q.” This leaves him with only seven pages of wisdom sayings to work
with for who Jesus was and what he taught. (“Q” is scholars’ label for a
source no longer extant, which Matthew and Luke shared. It is
reconstructed on the basis of Matthew and Luke. I will deal with Mack’s
perspective on Q in ch. 4, but for now I simply mention that his method of
determining the “earliest” part of this hypothetical document is
astonishingly subjective.)

The traditions Mack counts earliest (based on his premise that Jesus was
only a sage) not surprisingly portray Jesus as a sage. Since Jesus was
certainly a sage (whatever else he may have been as well), Mack has no
trouble finding genuine “sage” aspects of Jesus. Whereas eschatology tends
to be distinctively Jewish,159 highlighting Jesus’ “sage” features can allow
for a less ethnic-specific feel to Jesus.

By itself, the observation that Jesus was a sage would not prove
particularly profound, controversial or problematic. By definition, everyone
recognizes that both Jewish sages and Cynic sages were “sages.” The
problem is Mack’s faulty assumption that such sage characteristics must
make Jesus like a Cynic, when we know that Jewish sages abounded in
Galilee, and we lack evidence for any Cynic ones there!160 As I will show
later in this book (in chs. 13-15), Jesus’ teachings show abundant parallels
to specifically Jewish teachers.

As Cynic parallels to what he thinks is the earliest layer of Q, Mack
adduces Jesus’ “aphoristic style, unconventional behavior,” bold
straightforwardness, and so forth.161 But as we have noted, most of these
characteristics appear in other wisdom traditions and beyond wisdom
traditions, and certainly beyond Cynics.162 The biblical Book of Proverbs,
cited regularly among Palestinian Jews, is full of “aphorisms”; aphorisms
also characterize Jewish wisdom teaching more generally.163 Many other



philosophers besides Cynics were known for their impudent boldness,164

and the same was true for Jewish biblical prophets (e.g., 1 Kgs 21:20-24;
22:28; 2 Kgs 3:13-14). Geza Vermes focuses on similar behavior among
Galilean “charismatic sages,” who preserved ancient Jewish prophetic
traditions, not new Cynic ones.165 If Vermes’ examples are a bit limited (see
our next chapter), they are at least more common in Galilee and much more
relevant for a Galilean Jew than Mack’s are.



Either Sage or?
 
To argue against Jesus being an eschatological prophet, Mack forces an
illogical choice: if Jesus was a sage, Mack contends, then he was not an
eschatological prophet.166 Because Mack accepts only the “wisdom”
“layer” of Q as early, he argues that its image represents the real Jesus,
suppressed by a church antagonistic to this image of Jesus. (As noted
above, I shall deal later with the subjective way that he defines which part
of “Q” is early, but a central factor seems to be that whatever fits his thesis
about the authentic Jesus is early.)

Mack contends that the later canon purposely excluded “Q” to destroy
evidence of the earliest Christian genre of instruction.167 In reality, we lack
any evidence that “Q” even remained extant in the second century.
(Christians probably simply did not feel a need to keep using “Q”
independently because they found most of it incorporated in more complete
Gospels.) By contending that the church did away with the instruction
genre, Mack must ignore the inconvenient fact that the church actually
continued to use this genre, even more frequently than it appears in the New
Testament. (Compare the “Two Ways” instruction format in Barnabas and
the Didache.) Contrary to Mack’s conspiratorial thesis, the catechetical
model probably increased rather than declined in subsequent centuries.

Mack suggests that for the “first followers of Jesus . . . What mattered
most was the body of instructions that circulated in his name”; only later, he
contends, did “groups in different locations” produce varied mythologies of
his life somehow harmonized with his teachings in the later gospels.168

After Mack has eliminated the context of Jesus’ prophetic life (contrast our
ch. 17), it is much easier to reinterpret his sayings that remain.

Simply comparing other ancient sources would ruin Mack’s thesis,
however: his forced-choice logic cannot work in any document where it
may be tested objectively. His assumption that the roles of wisdom teacher
and eschatological prophet are incompatible169 does not fit all ancient
Jewish teachers. That a figure expecting the imminent end of the age might
also provide rules for a community expected to survive that final holocaust



or endure for some time is evident in the conjunction of both modes of
thought in the Dead Sea Scrolls, which are pre-Christian.170

The Dead Sea Scrolls moreover include wisdom texts as well as
eschatology, showing that the same people could accept both approaches.171

Some also contend that even the eschatological Similitudes of Enoch (no
later than the first century) blend “wisdom and apocalyptic or
eschatological sayings.”172 Similarly, that Rabbi Akiba (early second-
century) was purportedly a mystic and also among the most vocal
supporters of Bar Kochba suggests that even the early rabbinic trajectory
did not absolutely separate revelatory, rabbinic, and revolutionary streams
of thought.

First-century Judaism does not allow us to simply force a choice among
options such as teachers, prophets, healers, and messiahs, as if such
categories were logically incompatible. While these categories did not
always overlap, they sometimes did so.173 Recognizing (rightly) that Jesus
was a sage thus affords us no license to automatically infer that he was not
also a prophet (or whatever other category we might conceive for him). We
must grapple fairly with all potential roles for Jesus claimed by the texts
without assuming that demonstrating one refutes another, except in cases of
true contradiction (e.g., a pacifist versus an armed revolutionary).

Cynic parallels for the study of Jesus prove useful only when placed in a
larger context of ancient sages, especially the closer and more abundant
Jewish cultural parallels. Likewise, Jewish wisdom parallels should be
pursued heavily but not to the exclusion of Jewish apocalyptic, legal and
“charismatic” parallels. Early traditions about Jesus also attribute these
roles to him (see chs. 13, 17-18), and our sources indicate that these
categories were no less a part of Judaism nor incompatible with the wisdom
tradition.



A Cynic Kingdom?
 
Mack’s assumption that noting Jesus’ role as a teacher makes him like a
Cynic sage (incompatible with an end-time prophet) is astonishing enough.
Yet still more astonishing is Mack’s comparison of Jesus’ clearly authentic
“kingdom” teaching to Cynic teaching about rulership.174 When Mack tries
to defend this quite distant comparison by denying that the “kingdom of
God” is a pre-Christian Jewish conception,175 he ignores several important
points.

First, he ignores with but brief argument the consensus of most Jewish
and New Testament scholarship on the question. A consensus can be and
sometimes is mistaken, but that claim should be argued rather than
assumed.176 Second, Mack ignores the precise parallels in wording between
the opening lines of the “Lord’s Prayer”177 (“Hallowed be your name; your
kingdom come . . .”) and the regularly uttered Jewish prayer known as the
Kaddish. Most commentators familiar with Judaism recognize this prayer as
the background of, or at least derived from the same milieu as, the opening
lines of the Lord’s Prayer.178 In its earliest form, the Kaddish runs
something like, “. . . hallowed be his great name . . . may his kingdom reign
. . .”179 The parallel between the Kaddish and the first stanza of Jesus’
model prayer was so obvious in a Jewish setting that an eighth-century
translation of the Lord’s Prayer from Latin into Hebrew borrows some of its
wording directly from the Kaddish.180 Third and most significantly, as we
note below, Mack ignores the Bible known and regularly quoted by Jesus
and his Jewish hearers.

Because the kingdom is the most pervasive element in Jesus’ teaching,
Mack must make it a Greek idea to maintain his thesis. But consider the
evidence. Which is closer to Jesus’ teaching about God’s kingdom: the ideal
of wise philosophers’ right to rule,181 to which Mack appeals, or the
common Jewish expression “kingdom of God”? Let us for the sake of
argument exclude from consideration our earliest rabbinic sources that
employ the expression and all other Jewish sources (including pre-Christian



Qumran scrolls)182 from the first centuries of this era. When Mack excludes
from consideration all Jewish evidence as too late, did he think to first
check the Jewish Scriptures, used widely by Jewish people?

Jewish people regularly employed the psalms in worship, and the psalms
praise the reign (“kingdom”) of God (Ps 22:28; 145:11-13; cf. Ps 47:8;
93:1; 96:10; 97:1). The expected Davidic king would rule over David’s
kingdom (Is 9:7). Daniel 2:44, 47, even implies the “mystery” of God’s
future “kingdom,” just as in Mk 4:11. Is not the Jewish conception of the
one, Jewish God’s kingdom closer to Jesus’ message about God’s kingdom
than a Cynic sage claiming that sages have the right to rule? Why would a
scholar bend over backwards to avoid that conclusion?



Jesus’ Gentile Movement Became Jewish?
 
Mack’s view of how Jesus’ movement developed must presuppose that
Jesus (though a Galilean Jew) spawned a movement that was essentially
Gentile in character, some part of which later became conservatively
Jewish. Since an ancient Gentile movement would not likely respect a
conservative Jewish trajectory, it is not surprising that we have no parallels
to any such phenomenon in antiquity.183

More specifically, Mack claims that the Christ cult quickly evolved “on
the model of the mystery religions, complete with entrance baptisms, rites
of recognition (the holy kiss), ritualized meals (the lord’s supper),” as well
as a new emphasis on conversion.184 I will return at the end of this section
to Mack’s logic of preferring Gentile to Jewish parallels, but for the
moment want to survey these specific examples. Mystery cults were non-
Jewish and polytheistic, hence do not provide ready background to Jesus’
early movement. Had Mack looked elsewhere, he would have seen that the
parallels he suggests were in no wise limited to mystery religions. Thus, for
example, kisses were standard greetings for family or close associates
throughout the ancient Mediterranean world,185 in no way limited to cult
associations.

Likewise, Jewish parallels to conversion (also “with entrance baptisms”)
are much closer than joining various mystery cults.186 Mystery “baptisms”
were simply an initial lustration — like the regular cultic lustrations many
temples required on normal occasions — that were part but not the center of
cultic initiation. 187 By contrast, Jewish proselyte baptism was a rite of
initiation-conversion, known even in Greek writers like Epictetus.188 Even
if one rejects the priority or influence of Jewish proselyte baptism, as some
do, the Jewish initial lustrations at Qumran189 are at least closer to the
milieu in which Jesus’ movement originated and initially grew than are
pagan mystery lustrations.

Mack’s suggested origin of the “lord’s supper” also ignores closer
parallels for more distant ones. It is easy to understand how a cult meal
modeled after the Jewish Passover Seder could be adapted in a Greek



context to resemble a Greek banquet or cultic meal,190 but difficult to see
why Jewish Christians (who were influenced by Greek culture but
mistrusted Gentile religious practices) would have transformed a Greek
cultic celebration into a Passover meal. (We discuss the last supper later, in
ch. 20.)

Certainly Diaspora Jewish missionaries to Greeks adapted Greek
language and Mediterranean Christianity became increasingly hellenized
over the next few centuries. But as we have noted, Judaism was heavily
influenced by Greek culture, and the reverse was not true (apart from
magical texts). Texts that share both Jewish and Greek elements — as all
New Testament documents in varying degrees do — are thus primarily
Jewish rather than non-Jewish texts.

One cannot be certain of a writer’s motives, but Mack at least seems to
suggest that part of his motivation for writing is to disabuse Christians of
faulty thinking (an agenda one can certainly appreciate). He seeks to force
them to see that they alone (he opines) of all religions demand that their
adherents believe their myth to be history, and he summons them to
recognize that their myth is not history. By such a procedure, Mack hopes to
make Christians “multicultural,” able to dialogue evenhandedly with other
faiths.191 Regardless of what one thinks of this agenda (most of us favor
true multiculturalism), Mack’s agenda, like that of the Jesus Seminar, seems
to drive his reading of historical data.



Pagan Origins Again
 
Mack is not alone in suggesting a Gentile context for much of the Jesus
tradition. For example, another scholar charges that modern scholars
usually prefer a Jewish setting for the gospel materials due to ecumenical
and apologetic motives: that is, a Jewish setting is useful for Christian-
Jewish dialogue and for “defending” the Jesus traditions.192 Many scholars
using Jewish sources would be surprised to find their work characterized in
such terms. (Many historical scholars lack strong ecumenical commitments,
and even more lack apologetic interests. Some indeed profess no religious
faith.)

In any case, this scholar considers his own alternative less “biased”:
some of the purported sayings of Jesus make better sense, he thinks, from
backgrounds in Cynicism, gnosticism, or Hellenistic mystery religions.193

While later sources did create some Jesus-sayings relevant to their setting
(particularly clear in gnosticism), and Gospel writers reworded and
reframed sayings for their own audiences, we shall argue later in the book
that we possess a great abundance of gospel material that makes the best
sense in a specifically Jewish context.

We will treat gnostic materials in ch. 4, and have treated Cynic parallels
(the most plausible of the three suggestions) above. As we have suggested,
a background in mystery cults suffers from the same drawbacks as the
Cynic proposal: these cults are far removed from Jesus’ milieu.194 They
were also less publicly accessible than knowledge of Cynics, even in urban
settings. Jewish people did not need to appeal to Gentile mystery cults for
their concept of “mystery,” which already appears long before Jesus’ day in
Daniel and possibly 1 Enoch,195 as well as in Qumran Scrolls dependent on
them.196 Today, even most works on early Diaspora Christianity place little
emphasis on the mysteries, because their secretive character made them less
relevant for informing discourse shared with any not initiated to the
mysteries.197



To conclude this section, I return to the problem of any portrayal in
which the earliest Jesus movements’ context was hellenistic and Jewish
ideas (like Jewish eschatology or messiahship) entered later. Does it not
make more sense to start from the Galilean Jewish framework of Jesus and
his first disciples and regard non-Jewish ideas as the later adaptations?
(Jesus’ ministry also developed in the context of the prior ministry of the
Jewish prophet John, attested in the Jewish historian Josephus.)198 After all,
even Paul, working in a Diaspora environment, recognizes that Palestinian
Jewish apostles (whose prominence rested on their association with Jesus)
with conservative Jewish sentiments or constituencies dominated the
Jerusalem church (Gal 2:9-12). The Jesus movement originated in Jewish
Palestine, not in the Diaspora, and Jews would hardly have adapted a pagan
cult (that happened to exalt a Galilean Jew!). Pagan anti-Judaism was
common enough that hellenizers would not have made their message more
Palestinian Jewish (e.g., more eschatological), hence less acceptable in the
Diaspora, to commend it to their audiences! Clearly a Palestinian Jewish
context makes the most sense for Jesus of Nazareth, as we shall argue more
fully in following chapters. We shall also argue that the substance of a large
amount of the tradition preserved about Jesus in the Synoptics reflects that
same context rather than a later one.



Conclusion
 
Scholars who argue for a non-eschatological Jesus usually (though not
always) resort to primarily Gentile contexts for Jesus rather than the most
obvious context we know to be true of him: Jesus was a Jewish Galilean. In
their most extreme form, the non-Jewish portrayals of Jesus place him in
the context of Cynic philosophers, and seek to explain away the Jewish
character of even specifically Jewish language such as “kingdom of God.”

A much nearer context for Jesus, one more often preferred in the current
so-called “Third Quest” for him, is his known setting as a Galilean Jew.
Scholars adopting this approach have come to a higher degree of consensus
about Jesus, although, as we shall note in the following chapter, some
disparity (even about his eschatological message) persists.



CHAPTER 3
 

Jesus and Judaism
 

“When the Third Quest was launched, one of the main characteristics that distinguished
it from the First Quest of 19th-century German Protestantism and the Second
(existentialist) Quest of the students of Rudolf Bultmann in the 1950s and 1960s was its
determination to take the Jewishness of Jesus with utter seriousness and to situate him
squarely within Palestinian Judaism at the turn of the era.”

JOHN P. MEIER1

 

 
 
“The chief finding of Jesus the Jew is the recognition of Jesus within the earliest Gospel
tradition . . . as a charismatic prophetic preacher and miracle-worker, the outstanding
‘Galilean Hasid.’”

GEZA VERMES2

 
 
 
The discussion of Jesus’ Jewish context is close to the heart of most current
Jesus scholarship. A major earlier phase of Jesus research pursued the
Gospels’ sources; Bultmann’s phase, more interested in the early church’s
preaching than in what could be known historically about Jesus, asked how
the traditions were shaped by preaching. By contrast, Jesus’ historical
context dominates the present discussion.3 Partly for this reason, Jesus
research today is on the whole less skeptical about what we can know about
Jesus than mid-twentieth-century scholarship was.4

The largest divide today is between the view that Jesus was a Cynic-type
wisdom teacher and the view that he was an eschatological prophet.5 The
latter remains the majority view,6 although if one subtracts the specifically
Cynic element these categories need not be mutually exclusive. What most
unites the majority of Jesus researchers today (including some scholars who



deny Jesus’ eschatological approach) is an emphasis on Jesus’ Jewish
context.7 The pictures of Jesus this scholarship produces are more plausible
than other reconstructions because they are more accurately grounded in
what we can know historically about Jesus’ setting. Nevertheless, a range of
views exist, depending partly on the aspects of Jesus’ Jewish setting
selected for attention.

The handful of representative views selected in this chapter each work to
build a cohesive picture of Jesus around a key theme or themes. In so doing,
they leave out some evidence, but also offer more of a distinctive thesis
about Jesus’ mission than one would gather from works focused on
methodology, sayings traditions, and so forth. They also overlap on many
points despite their distinctive emphases. Thus Borg insists on Jesus as a
sage, prophet, and founder of a renewal movement, though not a strictly
end-time prophet. Vermes compares the perspectives of Sanders (and
Martin Hengel) to his own, suggesting that Jesus was “charismatic healer
— teacher — prophet.”8 For heuristic purposes, however, I shall highlight
some characteristic and relatively distinctive features of each of these
portrayals.



Some Third Quest Views
 
The so-called Third Quest includes a diverse range of views, but its
dominant expression among scholars today is a recognition of Jesus’ Jewish
context.9 This approach represents a significant improvement over most
previous discussions, retaining the Jewish (and in the majority of cases the
eschatological) emphasis of Weiss and Schweitzer, while reflecting a much
fuller understanding of first-century Judaism than was available to earlier
generations of scholars.

In practice, this means closer attention to first-century, firsthand Judean
sources like the Jewish historian Josephus (despite his Hellenistic
apologetic approach) and the Dead Sea Scrolls (despite their sectarian
perspective), as well as archaeological and other data. (Even those who
portray Jesus as more Cynic than Jewish reflect the trend to take into
account Jesus’ environment; they simply choose a different and, in my
view, much less plausible environment.) Several “Third Quest” scholars,
among them E. P. Sanders, Geza Vermes, and James Charlesworth, are well
known for their work in Jewish sources more generally.

Beyond a common emphasis on reading Jesus in his context, however,
these scholars have produced a wide array of views. The Jesus of Richard
Horsley is notably political; the distinctive feature of the Jesus of Marcus
Borg is more like a mystic or (in cross-cultural terms) a shaman (though he
is also prophet and teacher); the Jesus of Geza Vermes is a signs-working
prophet like Elijah or Honi; and the Jesus of E. P. Sanders is an
eschatological prophet. Naturally, some of these perspectives overlap, and
(as some of their proponents acknowledge) they are not all incompatible.
For example, those who wanted Jesus killed undoubtedly saw his activity as
politically threatening, and shamanism provides a crosscultural rubric for
discussing the activity of a prophetic healer. Signs-working and
eschatological prophets were also compatible, as some of their proponents
concur (although Josephus’ eschatological and politically problematic
“sign-prophets” differed starkly from a mere wonder-worker like Honi).



In addition to different pictures of Jesus, scholars pursue different
approaches in their scholarly task. N. T. Wright and John Dominic Crossan,
for example, synthesize a wide range of other scholarship into (very
different) coherent pictures of Jesus’ mission. Whereas they are particularly
noteworthy for their skillful big-picture approach, John Meier (like
Raymond Brown on Jesus’ passion) focuses on detail, painstakingly and
voluminously examining each line of evidence.10 E. P. Sanders works from
particular historical data that are undisputed to construct a portrait of what
can probably be known about Jesus. Whereas Sanders starts with Jesus’
actions, many others start with his teaching (an approach reflected earlier in
e.g., T. W. Manson or Joachim Jeremias). Ideally one would like to
synthesize the best of all these approaches, although ideally this could also
invite an enormous range of competence (and perhaps a team of scholars
working together from complementary angles).

Although not all the “historical Jesus” scholars writing today reflect this
emphasis, the third quest on the whole reflects an increasing recognition of
Jesus’ Jewish context. While one could have sampled any of the
perspectives mentioned briefly above (or others), and I could have surveyed
other carefully thought-out approaches below (such as Horsley, Meier, Gerd
Theissen, Amy-Jill Levine, or Tom Holmén, among many others), my
purpose here is merely to offer some samples, so I have elected to treat only
three works here that have been influential in my own continent’s academic
circles for some time. The first, Marcus Borg’s approach, is one that could
have been placed in the preceding chapter, because he questions Jesus’
eschatology in the traditional sense. Nevertheless, the Jewish context of his
basic approach seems sufficient to justify placing it here as well.

The second, the Jewish scholar Geza Vermes, helpfully sets Jesus’
healing ministry in a Jewish context. Because I have deferred most
discussion of Jesus’ healing activity for another book, it is helpful for me to
introduce the influential approach of Vermes here. Vermes has long been a
major voice in scholarship on early Judaism and is among the best-known
early scholars on the Dead Sea Scrolls. The third is the approach of E. P.
Sanders, whose research also leaves its imprint on this book (especially in
my understanding of Jesus as an eschatological prophet). Sanders is also
well known for his work in early Judaism as well as early Christianity.



Despite my affinity for Sanders in most respects (as suggested in the book’s
dedication), I shall try to engage what I feel are weaknesses as well as
strengths in his approach.11



Jesus as Charismatic Healer, Prophet and Sage
 
Of the sample views here, Borg is the one who could in some sense most
easily have fit either this chapter or the previous one. Borg’s Jesus
challenged injustices in the present rather than promising an urgent future
kingdom (although he did warn of impending judgment). Borg emphasizes
the side of Jesus that “preaches” best in a modern framework,12 but to what
extent is this the Jesus of history? I believe that Borg does in fact correctly
emphasize one side of the Jesus tradition, and that we can profit from his
work on that aspect even if we find it less helpful with some other aspects
of the sources.

Although Borg’s Jesus: A New Vision and other works are useful, I focus
here most frequently on a seminal academic work revised from his doctoral
thesis, Conflict, Holiness & Politics in the Teachings of Jesus. If
eschatology is not limited to the literal sense emphasized by Weiss and
Schweitzer, he notes, it need not exclude Jesus’ interest in his nation’s
political situation.13 He shows that resistance against Rome was
widespread, rather than limited to a single Jewish movement;14 he also
views what he calls the “quest for holiness” in terms of resistance against
gentile oppression.15 Jesus, he believes, challenged this ethos of exclusivist
holiness used for resistance.16

Unlike some scholars who force a choice between Jesus as a sage and
Jesus as a prophet, Borg recognizes Jesus as both sage17 and prophet.18 Like
Sanders and some others,19 he argues that Jesus intended a renewal
movement, exemplified by choosing twelve disciples as the nucleus of a
new community.20 (We will address some of these points more fully in ch.
17.) He combines the miracle-working “holy man” model (similar to
Vermes’ charismatic that we summarize in the next section) with “a prophet
who spoke of the consequences of his people’s present course.”21 He rightly
emphasizes how the tradition reveals Jesus’ intimacy with God22 and
radical dependence on, or faith in, God.23 Like Sanders, Borg views Jesus’



action in the temple as a prophetic act, though unlike Sanders, he treats
Jesus’ recorded pronouncement as the key to understanding it.24

He argues that Jesus had to defend his behavior (such as table fellowship
with sinners) against pious detractors. Whereas some scholars play down
Jesus’ conflicts with Pharisees, Borg emphasizes such conflicts that are so
central to the tradition,25 and contends that these focused on the correct
interpretation of Torah.26 On Borg’s view, Jesus posed mercy as an
alternative to exclusivist holiness. 27 He believes that Jesus’ merciful
interpretation of the law led to a distinctive approach to the Torah regarding
the sabbath28 and the temple.29 Thus, for example, he thinks that Jesus
condemned the Pharisees’ practice of extrabiblical tithes.30 His Jesus treats
holiness in terms of humility and self-death31 rather than in terms of
separatism, in contrast to Pharisaism.32

Borg rightly critiques some traditional critical assumptions.33 He is
intensely concerned with Jesus’ social settings,34 and rightly emphasizes
Jesus’ continuity with Judaism.35 Although he does not draw the net of
ancient sources as widely as some, he makes heavy use of Josephus, a first-
century Jewish historian who is one of our most useful sources.

More problematic is his reduction of traditional eschatology, as we have
noted.36 Whereas many scholars see Jesus as an “eschatological prophet,”
Borg envisions him as a social prophet.37 Borg relates “the future threat” to
Israel to its misguided present course, a course that Jesus’ mission
challenged.38 The alternative perspective on Jesus’ message, he says, is
“apocalyptic calculation . . . that the end of all was near,” a view he claims
is now rejected by “most scholars.”39

Expectation of the imminent end need not entail calculations of its
precise timing (some ancient sources even include multiple estimates), but
in any case one need not pose alternatives so starkly. However one counts
the number of scholars (I believe that Borg is mistaken on this point),40 is
the “alternative” perspective so incompatible with his own evidence? Some
alternatives are not mutually exclusive in ancient Jewish sources. For
example, Jewish sources could lay side by side the alternatives of the end
coming at a foreordained time41 or at a time contingent on Israel’s
repentance.42 Such alternatives were no more inconsistent than God’s



sovereignty factoring in human responsibility, a combination many or most
Jews accepted.43 However subsequent believers might temporally separate
the temple’s destruction from cosmic destruction or transformation after 70
CE, distinguishing coming catastrophes may have been no more necessary
for a prophet c. 30 CE than comparable earlier prophets’ warnings of
imminent judgment in light of the coming day of the Lord. Likewise, the
Qumran scrolls did not distinguish the two; apocalyptic sources sometimes
allowed for stages of transition to the kingdom, but we might count all the
future ones as eschatological in some sense.

While I do agree with Borg about the impending crisis in Israel, I would
argue that the early gospel tradition also suggests a climactic future
kingdom (cf. Mk 9:47; 10:23, 25; Matt 6:9//Lk 11:2; Matt 8:11-12//Lk
13:28-29) that was imminent at least in the sense of being potentially near
(Mk 1:15; 9:1).44 Likewise Jesus’ promise about the twelve reigning on
twelve thrones suggests the future kingdom (Matt 19:28//Lk 22:30). Our
earliest extant Christian source, Paul, seems to suggest a form of imminent
eschatology different from what Borg envisions for Jesus (1 Thess 4:13-
5:11; 2 Thess 1:5-2:15), although including trouble in the temple (2 Thess
2:3-4).45 I will argue later (ch. 17 and especially appendix 4) that Paul here
is directly echoing Jesus’ end-time teachings, hence providing our earliest
extant interpretation of Jesus’ future message (within two decades after
Jesus’ teaching). Nor was Paul’s interpretation, offered to many confused
Gentile Christians for whom it was clearly not originally designed,
eccentric; scholars have often shown that Jesus’ language resembles that of
other Jewish eschatological sources,46 hence would naturally be understood
by his followers in that light.

Still, the heart of Jesus’ eschatological teaching undoubtedly did involve
imminent historical crisis. The old order was collapsing; his people could
no longer take for granted the continuance of any structures on which they
depended. Such announcements from society’s fringe could not but disturb
anyone with political, economic, or other interests in the old order. Indeed,
Jesus must have calculated such warnings to dislodge his hearers’ comfort
and security, and must have been aware that it would provoke hostility from
the elite. It did so when other prophets challenged the old order (and would
undoubtedly have similar effect on modern western hearers as well).



Healings and exorcisms could point people to depend on God rather than
the old order for their most fundamental needs. But while all of this squares
well with envisioning Jesus as a social prophet of impending crisis (such as
the war with Rome a generation later), it does not rule out the possibility of
eschatological transformation, whether at that time or later. In Joel, for
example, a locust plague foreshadows the judgment of the nations. Apart
from specifying the end as unknown and expecting judgment within a
generation (see ch. 17), quantifying the times was not Jesus’ primary
interest.

Borg’s appeal to shamanism (what he more often calls the “holy man”
model) provides a cross-cultural model for examining Jesus’ activity as a
healer.47 Nevertheless, as a context for understanding Jesus’ use of
“kingdom of God”48 it is inadequate, since close Jewish parallels for Jesus’
terminology exist. For the most part, he doubts that Jesus’ kingdom
teaching is clearly future eschatology, depicting it more in terms of
experiential reality49 and numinous presence.50 Although Borg does not in
this work rule out the possibility of future elements absolutely,51 on this
point, at least, he comes close to forcing a choice that perhaps need not be
forced.



Jesus as Jewish Charismatic Healer
 
In chs. 13-17 we will examine in greater detail the evidence that many of
Jesus’ Jewish contemporaries understood him as a sage and prophet; these
views fit our textual evidence much better than proposals that neglect first-
century Jewish sources. Nevertheless, we must introduce such categories
briefly here lest some readers suppose that our position is a novel or
idiosyncratic one.

I will revisit Vermes’ work briefly in ch. 17 (though trying not to repeat
all that I have said here). Moreover, because I have deferred most questions
about Jesus’ miracles to a separate book, I will not treat Vermes’ approach
here as thoroughly as if I had tried to include all my material in one volume.
Nevertheless, it is valuable to introduce his work here, as illustrative of a
key element of the current discussion.52

The brief way in which scholars usually summarize other scholars’ views
may be too rigid. Although Vermes emphasizes the “charismatic” rather
than “eschatological” character of Jesus’ ministry, he recognizes that Jesus
probably expected God’s imminent kingdom.53 Nevertheless, Vermes is
best known for his comparing Jesus to “charismatic” sages,54 and it is to
this comparison that we now turn.



Jesus as Charismatic Sage
 
Vermes doubts that Jesus was a “rabbi” in the later sense of that term.55 By
this he does not mean that we cannot find fruitful comparisons between
Jesus’ teaching and that of later rabbis. Vermes himself draws these at
numerous points, since rabbinic sources preserve some wider Jewish
traditions, and certainly did not borrow ideas corresponding to the Gospels
from the Gospels themselves.56 Nevertheless, he envisions a closer model
for first-century Galilee: that of the charismatic holy man.

In his early work, Vermes can envision Judean Pharisees having a
difficult time with Jesus.57 Following the form critics, however, Vermes
attributes the Gospels’ particular stories about Jesus’ interpretive conflicts
with Pharisees, involving Scripture debates, to later Christian tradition.58

Although I believe that this approach oversimplifies our data, Vermes is not
apparently denying that conflicts occurred. On Vermes’ reading, Jesus was
devoted to the law, but was interested more in fulfilling its larger purpose
than in observing its specific regulations. 59 While I believe that Jesus may
have engaged in more midrashic (traditional Jewish interpretive) treatment
of the law than Vermes allows, one can well imagine how even Jesus’
frequently non-Pharisaic approach to the law would have brought him into
conflict with Pharisees at times. Vermes notes such conflict between Jewish
charismatics and Pharisees.60

Nevertheless, Vermes is undoubtedly right that Jesus was crucified not
for challenging interpretations of Jewish law nor for leading an insurrection,
but for having caused a commotion in the temple during Passover season.61

(We will return to this idea in chs. 20-21.) Vermes strikes a useful balance:
“There is little doubt that the Pharisees disliked his nonconformity” on
matters like healing on the sabbath; “There is no evidence, however, of an
active and organized participation on the part of the Pharisees in the
planning and achievement of Jesus’ downfall.”62

Even here, he allows that “some individual Pharisees bore a measure of
responsibility,” but he lays most of the blame on “representatives of the
political establishment — Herod Antipas and his supporters in Galilee, and



the chief priests and Pilate in the capital.”63 This perspective, incidentally,
fits well what we find in our Gospels; even the Fourth Gospel, known for its
polemical relationship to Pharisaism, shifts the focus to the chief priests and
Pilate in the passion narrative.64



Honi and Hanina
 

Most scholars today accept the claim that Jesus was a healer and exorcist,
as his contemporaries would have understood such categories.65 Vermes
naturally looks for the closest parallels to miracle workers not among
Gentiles but among Jewish sages, and cites the most prominent, namely
Honi and Hanina. He probably goes too far in suggesting that holy men like
Hanina ben Dosa dominated first-century Galilean religious experience
more than the priests or scribes did;66 we do not hear of many other
miracle-working sages,67 especially from Jesus’ era. This observation
conflicts with what we would expect if such miracle workers were as
common as Vermes allows.68 Still, he is surely correct to emphasize that
many people would have followed such charismatic leaders.69

Vermes appropriately looked to the most obvious context for
understanding Jesus as a miracle-working sage, namely those available in
his Palestinian Jewish setting. Hanina was a Galilean, like Jesus, although
he is the only other Galilean we know of to whom signs are attributed.70

Nevertheless, the value of these sources is more limited than we might
hope, if taken by themselves. Thus rain-making is the only miracle common
to both Honi and Hanina, yet it is absent from Jesus’ ministry.71 Relatively
few of the divine interventions reported involve healing.72

We also have a more difficult time knowing as much about these sages’
miracles as we would like because most sources for them come from
centuries after their time. While Honi (Onias) was earlier than Jesus and
undoubtedly known for getting answered prayer regarding rain,73 most of
the details we hear about him surface only perhaps half a millennium after
he lived.74 Most scholars place Hanina ben Dosa in the first century,75 but
his association with miracles is mild in early rabbinic sources.76 Later
material about Hanina is much more abundant, but was transmitted and
developed over the course of three or four centuries.77 Many scholars also
conclude that while Jewish wonder-workers offer closer parallels than
pagan ones do, they differ significantly from Jesus (especially because they



operate only through prayer and because they lack an explicitly
eschatological context for their miracles).78

But Vermes and others have also appealed to the biblical model of
Elijah’s signs.79 However relevant Honi and Hanina are for understanding
Jesus’ prophetic ministry, Jesus and most of his Jewish contemporaries
knew very well the model of Elijah. (Vermes shows that the rabbinic
portrait of Hanina ben Dosa is also modeled on Elijah.)80 Some biblical
prophets like Elijah and Elisha were particularly emphasized as healers;81

some others, like Isaiah, might heal occasionally (Is 38:21);82 and Jewish
sources continued to link miracles with many of the biblical prophets.83



Elijah’s Model
 
The observation that some of Jesus’ activity resembles Elijah allows us to
bring together both an emphasis on Jesus’ signs and an emphasis on his
end-time approach, that is, the best of both Vermes’ and Sanders’ insights.
Vermes himself notes Jewish future expectations for Elijah, suspecting that
some Galilean sympathizers probably viewed Jesus in this manner.84

Jewish tradition naturally developed the biblical promise of Elijah’s
return found in Mal 4:5-6 (MT 3:23-24). This development appears quite
early, in pre-Christian sources like Ben Sira (Sir 48:10);85 some also find
reference to Elijah as forerunner in 1 En. 90:31.86 4 Ezra 6:26 assumes him
among historic figures with special roles at the end of the age.87 Moreover,
the obviously knowledgeable Jewish writer Matthew (Matt 17:10)
unhesitatingly follows Mark (Mk 9:11) in presupposing that this role was
widely known in Jewish circles.

Later rabbis also seized on this feature of eschatological expectation,
although they more heavily emphasized Elijah’s present activity.88 The
rabbis were clearly aware of Malachi’s prophecy and anticipated Elijah’s
return at the end of the age,89 destined to appear alongside rabbinism’s
other eschatological figures.90 In ch. 17, we shall explore in more detail
ancient Jewish expectations of an eschatological Mosaic prophet. Some
sources appear to coalesce the end-time Elijah with the promised prophet
like Moses.91

Jesus as an Eschatological Prophet
 
Although a number of scholars have argued that Jesus functioned as an
eschatological prophet, E. P. Sanders has offered one of the seminal and
most influential cases for this position in our generation. I am addressing in
this section especially Sanders’ seminal work on Jesus research, Jesus and
Judaism, even though I believe that his later work for a broader audience,



The Historical Figure of Jesus, works out some earlier inconsistencies and
in some respects presents a more coherent picture of Jesus.

Sanders shows clear evidence that Jesus anticipated a future kingdom.92

For example, the Son of man will be ashamed of those who are ashamed of
Jesus and his message (e.g., Mk 8:38).93 He accepts the pervasive evidence
from the tradition that people believed that Jesus worked miracles.94 Given
Jesus’ eschatological message (such as the kingdom and apparently the new
temple), Sanders thinks Jesus’ healing activity was closer to the promised
signs of eschatological prophets (like Theudas) than to charismatic sages
like Honi (Vermes’ view) or to the magical papyri (Morton Smith’s view,
usually treated as eccentric today).95 (One cannot simply object to this that
the sign-prophets were not known for healing in contrast to Honi or
magicians, since Honi and magicians were also not known primarily for
this.)

I believe (and will argue in ch. 17) that Sanders and other like-minded
scholars have a solid case for viewing Jesus as an eschatological prophet.
As we have noted above, Elijah and Moses were both miracle-working
prophets expected to return at the time of the end. Especially because some
miracles attributed to Jesus resemble those of such prophets (e.g., Mk 6:41-
42), it appears that even from an early point in the tradition Jesus’ followers
envisioned him at least in some way along such lines. Indeed, he may be the
source of their perception on this point.

In the decades immediately after Jesus’ ministry, Josephus reports a
prophet who wanted to make city walls collapse or the Jordan to part96 —
like Joshua, Moses’ original successor.97 These prophets apparently
depended not on military might but on an anticipated eschatological miracle
to deliver them and their people.98 The expectation of signs-working
prophets is thus relevant for understanding Jesus, and we will return to it
more fully in ch. 17.



Jesus in Context
 
Unlike most of his predecessors, Sanders starts with some fairly certain
historical information about Jesus’ life, rather than with the sayings.99 For
example, he seeks to learn about Jesus’ expectations and mission based on
his act in the temple, which he regards as historically secure.100 Working
from this secure point, he compares expectation of a new temple and
restoration in early Jewish literature, 101 to which Jesus’ views seem
comparable, and finds other indications of Jesus’ Jewish restoration
eschatology.102 (Many or most scholars do now view Jesus as somehow a
prophet of Israel’s restoration.)103

These indications include the continuity of thought regarding
eschatological restoration from John the Baptist to Paul — implying the
intervening influence of Jesus.104 By comparing contemporary sources,
Sanders shows that Jesus’ choice of a special group of twelve disciples also
marks his movement as a remnant movement interested in Israel’s
restoration.105 Such features would have readily marked Jesus out to his
contemporaries as an eschatological preacher.

Some of Jesus’ other behavior contrasts with contemporary expectations.
Sanders presents Jesus’ fellowship with “sinners” as highly unusual, a
practice neither borrowed from contemporary Judaism nor fully endorsed
by his followers. It is, he contends, thus both authentic and revealing about
Jesus’ mission. 106 Sanders connects Jesus’ welcome of sinners with his
view that Jesus was not calling for national repentance.107 I would view the
evidence differently: on my view, national repentance was so urgent that
Jesus went out of his way to seek sinners, and his mission as an agent of the
kingdom was so central that embracing his message counted for more
before God than did conventional forms of expressing repentance. (I will
return to that subject in ch. 14.)

He doubts most supposed cases of Jesus rejecting the law (e.g., the
sabbath), but does find evidence that Jesus allowed the law to be set aside in
some cases, probably related to the emergency situation of the impending



kingdom. 108 He doubts much conflict with the Pharisees, but given Jesus’
action in the temple, he (like Vermes and others) allows the more lethal
opposition of the aristocratic priests.109



Forced Choices?
 
Although the reader will recognize that I agree with Sanders’ basic thesis
and agree with most of his approach, I wish at this point to note some areas
where I think Sanders has treated the evidence too narrowly.110 Like many
other scholars, Sanders sometimes presents alternatives in such a way as to
force choices, offering two alternatives without allowing for the possibility
of other options. For example, he argues that Jesus either attacks purity or
the necessary business arrangements in the temple, if he is attacking
anything at all;111 but a detractor could (if one wished) suggest that Jesus’
complaint had some other basis than these two alternatives (for example,
the location of the trade).

More importantly, while I believe that Sanders is right to argue for the
future kingdom, he may too readily play down some evidence for its
presence in Jesus’ ministry. In the gospel tradition, the kingdom is received
as a gift, entered as a child (Mk 10:14-15), and apparently parabled as a
current, smaller foretaste of the future (Mk 4:26-32). Here again, the
division of options seems part of the culprit in excluding potential evidence.
Dividing material about the kingdom into six categories, Sanders includes
this “present” material in two other categories (covenant112 and the
kingdom’s character).113 Because he includes each piece of evidence in
only one category, he thus excludes them from the category of the kingdom-
as-present in Jesus, a category that consequently has so little remaining in it
that Sanders can essentially reject it.114 Yet many of these sayings could
belong to multiple categories, a possibility excluded only by the arbitrary
choice of including them in only one category each. Even so, Sanders does
allow it as at least conceivable that Jesus believed that the kingdom was
breaking in through his message,115 in the same way that some other
prophets of his day may have thought this for their own activity.116



Repentance and Conflict
 
Sanders doubts the tradition’s portrayal of Jesus’ call to public
repentance.117 Yet I believe that his helpful approach to Jesus as an
eschatological prophet may challenge his own suggestion that Jesus did not
emphasize public repentance. Sanders distinguishes this repentance aspect
of Jesus’ mission too sharply from that of John the Baptist. But repentance’s
occurrence in John’s teaching and that of many of Jesus’ followers provides
an argument from continuity, the very sort of argument he elsewhere
accepts in the case of restoration eschatology.118

If Mark portrays Jesus as calling Israel to repent (Mk 1:14-15) or sending
his disciples to do so (Mk 6:12), Sanders thinks that the evangelists “felt it
necessary to remedy” the lack of Jesus’ teaching on the subject, hence
concludes that “the sayings were added.”119 By this line of argument, one
could account for any evidence in the tradition that conflicts with one’s
thesis as proof that one’s thesis is correct! He doubts that Jesus required
restitution.120 His case is somewhat stronger at this point; the Gospels do
not offer extensive evidence for Jesus demanding restitution. Nevertheless,
one can argue against Jesus’ concern for restitution completely only by
discounting a story like Zaccheus (Lk 19:8) and by ignoring Matt 5:24
(which he elsewhere seems to accept as authentic).121

While Jesus surely ate with sinners (hence accepted them on a social
level), to claim that he accepted them without repentance and moral
reformation122 seems to exclude a large amount of the Jesus tradition solely
on the grounds of its content (at least, if Jesus’ acceptance is construed as
making them his followers without transformation). Not only does Jesus’
message of repentance appear in multiple strata of the tradition (e.g., Mk
1:15; 6:12; Lk 13:3-5; 15:7, 10), but Jesus’ demands for discipleship are
radical. Sanders could be right that Jesus did not require sacrifice with
repentance123 and perhaps limited restitution; but in a different context
Sanders accepts the force of Matt 8:21-22//Lk 9:59-60,124 which necessarily
involves radical obedience for converts. As we shall note in ch. 14, many
other texts also emphasize radical discipleship (e.g., Mk 1:16-20; 8:34;



10:21-30). Limited use of the term “repentance” need not entail any denial
that Jesus demanded radical change.

Part of the conflict here is a matter of definition; “repentance” in first-
century Judaism required restitution and sacrifice, which Sanders finds
lacking in Jesus’ teaching.125 (He may not hold John the Baptist to the same
standard; although he allows that John preached repentance, we find no
requirement of restitution or sacrifice in John’s teaching.)126 We should not
argue against a practice from silence when ancient hearers may have simply
assumed it, but it does seem that Jesus’ interests differed from those of
priests and even Pharisees.

Moreover, Sanders does allow that Jesus would have believed in
repentance in the general sense, but argues that, unlike other Jewish
restoration sources, Jesus did not emphasize national repentance.127 It
seems to me more likely, however, that this very context in early Judaism
supports the probability that Jesus did call for national repentance, like
John. I believe that this call would support rather than detract from Sanders’
larger emphasis on Jesus’ restoration eschatology. Indeed, in “Q” material
that is difficult to doubt, Jesus laments entire towns that have not
adequately repented (Matt 11:21//Lk 10:13), and perhaps Israel as well
(Matt 12:41//Lk 11:32). (In a later work, Sanders also contends that Jesus
probably concurred with John’s message of repentance because of coming
judgment,128 though he continues to believe that “repentance” was not a
prominent theme for Jesus.)129

Just as Jesus should be more in continuity with John’s mission on the
matter of repentance, it would not be surprising if his mission led to conflict
with Jewish teachers who disagreed with him. While Sanders rightly reacts
against Christian scholarship that has traditionally demonized ancient
Judaism as a foil for Jesus, I believe that he too often minimizes or
eliminates tensions in the tradition between Jesus and the Pharisees.130

Although we must read Jesus within Judaism, we do know that most Jewish
groups did in fact have conflicts with others. Of course, Sanders’ emphasis
is appropriate: the Pharisees did not go around trying to kill people who
differed with their interpretation of the law. Even in the Gospels, where
some Pharisees “plotted” against Jesus, it is, as Sanders notes, Jerusalem’s
priestly leaders who get Jesus executed, and that within a few days of their



decision.131 But interpretive conflict with some Pharisees and/or scribes
pervades the tradition, appearing in every level of it.132 We address these
issues in ch. 16.



Jesus and Eschatology
 
What of Sanders’ contention that Jesus was an eschatological prophet?
Many, probably most, scholars find this conclusion difficult to evade
(despite differences among themselves on what they mean by
“eschatology”). Jesus is eschatologically oriented in Mark, Q (in our current
and least speculative form), and in our earliest Pauline sources that
probably reflect Jesus’ teaching on the subject (a point we will address
more fully in ch. 17 and appendix 4). Only the Fourth Gospel emphasizes
realized eschatology while playing down the future, and even that gospel
includes some future eschatology.133

Further, Jesus historically followed an eschatological prophet (John) and
generated an enthusiastically eschatological movement. The closest
parallels to his earliest movement are found among Palestinian Jews who
expected an imminent divine intervention of some sort. (I include in this
comparison those who expected divinely enabled political deliverance from
Rome through protest or revolt, and the “sign” prophets depending on
divine intervention.)134

Why then are some scholars today skeptical of an eschatological Jesus? It
is noteworthy that some of the scholars who do so appeal to non-Jewish
analogies to support their understanding of Jesus, even though no one can
seriously deny that Jesus was Jewish. There is also more intellectual
cultural appeal today in a non-eschatological Jesus, as was the case before
(as well as for most of the years since) Weiss and Schweitzer. Most scholars
who emphasize Jesus’ Jewish framework recognize that Jesus spoke
prophetically about the future, whether as a matter of an imminent crisis in
the political order (which did materialize), a more cosmic cataclysm, or
both.



Conclusion
 
We have surveyed several approaches to Jesus with an emphasis on his
Jewish context, and suggested that these offer a more satisfactory
framework for understanding Jesus’ ministry. Although I have focused here
on Borg’s early work and especially the approaches of Vermes and Sanders,
many other scholars could have been named. My primary objective in this
book is not to survey earlier literature, however, but to argue for a synthesis
that also draws on some additional information offered in the following
chapters. My point has been to illustrate the diverse range of views in Jesus
scholarship and provide a sense of where this book will fit within that
range.

Before I turn to various traditions about Jesus, I need to explore the
written sources that have preserved them. What are the most dependable
sources? That is, which ancient gospels or other works provide generally
useful information about Jesus? To this question we turn in the following
chapter.



CHAPTER 4
 

Other Gospels?
 

“I propose a single stream of tradition for the passion-resurrection traditions from the
[Gospel of Peter’s] Cross Gospel into Mark. . . . My theory, then, is that canonical Mark
dismembered Secret Mark’s story of the young man’s resurrection and initiation.”

JOHN DOMINIC CROSSAN1

 

 
 
“The claims that these writings contain independent valuable historical evidence for the
life and teaching of Jesus do not stand up to scrutiny.”

GRAHAM STANTON2

 

 
“. . . the Gospel of Thomas and the Gospel of Peter, to cite just two examples . . . drip
with indications of lateness, yet some scholars hope to date forms of these writings to
the first century. They do this by attempting to extract early, hypothetic forms of the text
from the actual texts that we have. But they do this without any evidence.”

CRAIG EVANS3

 
 
 
Whether due to theological dissatisfaction with the canonical Gospels or
due to historical curiosity, talk of “lost Gospels” is in vogue today.
Fortunately for such interest, we have good reason to believe, as we shall
note more fully later, that many accounts of Jesus’ life did circulate in the
first century (as noted in Lk 1:1). I doubt that there is a New Testament
scholar alive today who could contain her or his excitement should one of
these documents come to light.



Nevertheless, and unfortunately for our interest, none of the noncanonical
“gospels” currently circulating are authentic first-century works. This
deficiency proves especially unfortunate for scholars who have
reconstructed alternative pictures of Jesus and his earliest followers to a
significant extent based on these documents.4 In the case of at least some of
these scholars, the wish may be mother to the thought. As Craig Evans, a
scholar who has worked extensively in these sources, warns, “In marked
contrast to the hypercritical approach many scholars take to the canonical
Gospels, several scholars are surprisingly uncritical in their approach to the
extracanonical Gospels.”5 On the whole these works bear all the signs of
lateness rather than reflecting early Palestinian Jewish tradition. 6 At the
end of the chapter we shall briefly survey some other noncanonical
evidence, though the results of that examination also prove slender.



Constantine’s Canon?
 
Not many years ago parts of the media hyped the “lost” Gospel of Judas.7
While this “gospel” is valuable for understanding beliefs in the era from
which it emerged, however, for the most part neither the scholars who
worked on it nor New Testament scholars found it very relevant for
understanding the historical Jesus. The work is simply too late to preserve
reliable traditions about Jesus.8

Some popular writers today have spoken of scores of ancient “gospels”
competing with the canonical gospels until purged by Constantine.9 This
claim is either disingenuous or stems from ignorance of the facts.10

If we count as a “gospel” any “life of Jesus” regardless of the date of its
composition, we would have to include the plethora of nineteenth-century
“lives of Jesus” (along with a few movies about Jesus today). Clearly,
however, the only “lives of Jesus” that can be counted on to give us
independently reliable information are those that were composed within the
earliest generations of the church. As we shall argue, of the “gospels” that
survive today, for better or for worse only the four preserved and accepted
by the mainstream second-century church into their functioning canon can
lay a solid claim to stem from the first few generations (i.e., from the first
century, although the Fourth Gospel probably meets this criterion by less
than a decade). For the most part, what they failed to preserve failed to
survive.

We will argue later that far more works about Jesus circulated in the first
century than the four now in the Christian canon; apart from these four,
however, none was circulated widely enough to survive. The other extant
works are later, some from the second century, but many from centuries
following. One can in fact find scores of extant (most of them barely extant)
works that can be called “gospels,” but only a few of these date even to the
second century, and many stem from long after Constantine.

The popular claim is also disingenuous because matters were settled for
the vast majority of the church long before Constantine. By 170 CE, Tatian



in Syria harmonized the four gospels now accepted as canonical, probably
developing earlier work from the mid-second century. From the same
generation Irenaeus in the western Empire, far from Syria and addressing a
culturally quite different form of the Christian movement than Tatian
addressed, also emphasized these four gospels. Toward the end of the
second century, Irenaeus treats Matthew, Mark, Luke and John as the only
gospels universally accepted by the “orthodox” circle of churches.11

Irenaeus’ modern detractors may dispute his claims about how early these
works were accepted, but they were certainly widely accepted by his day,
and to place other works on an equal footing with the four as late as
Constantine is simply inaccurate. Works circulating in some minority
circles never attained sufficient readership to become standard or displace
their earlier public competitors.12

Most importantly, the popular claim is disingenous because it compares
apples and oranges under the rubric “gospels.” The other works that we call
gospels mostly fall into two broad categories: “apocryphal gospels” and
“gnostic gospels.”13 Neither of the two are exactly “lives” of Jesus (in the
sense of ancient biography), and gnostic gospels are especially disqualified.
Most gnostic gospels are simply collections of sayings.



Apocryphal Gospels and Acts
 
Until recent times most scholars agreed with Bultmann’s assessment of the
apocryphal gospels as legendary and historically valueless.14 The
apocryphal gospels tend to display second-century tendencies far removed
from a Palestinian tradition; they exhibit many more clearly secondary and
tendentious features than the earlier Gospels ultimately received as
canonical by the Church.15



The Genre of the Apocryphal Gospels
 
The apocryphal gospels seem concerned to fill in missing details of Jesus’
life,16 and are closer in genre to novels than to biographies.17 Novels
generally reflected the milieu of their readership more than that of their
characters,18 and this characteristic fits these apocryphal gospels’ cultural
horizons. Thus the apocryphal gospels did not even need to draw
extensively on earlier gospels,19 although there are some parallels.20

Ancient readers knew the genre of novel, but in the overwhelming
majority of cases could distinguish between historical and fictitious
narratives.21 Although this distinction was probably somewhat less obvious
once the apocryphal works became widely circulated beyond their original
audiences, there is little indication that they offered any serious competition
with the four gospels ultimately deemed canonical. Distinctions in genre
revealed distinctions in purpose. Even when historical works have incorrect
facts they do not become fiction, and a novel that depends on historical
information does not become history;22 what distinguishes the two genres is
the nature of their truth claims.23 (We address the contrast between novel
and history further in our following chapter.)

Most scholars recognize that the apocryphal gospels and acts bear
various similarities to ancient novels.24 The apocryphal acts include “faked
documentation and other devices used in ancient fiction to create an
atmosphere of verisimilitude.” 25 One scholar points out such apocryphal
works’ “large ration of the absurd,” such as “talking dogs and competitive
displays of magic, sky travels and a miracle competition (Acts of Peter),
obedient bed-bugs (Acts of John), baptized lions (Acts of Paul),” and
“cannibals (Andrew and Matthew among the anthropophagoi).”26 Needless
to say, many are enjoyable to read.

In contrast to Luke’s Acts, the apocryphal acts date from the period of the
heyday of the Greek romances.27 At least some of them, most obviously the
Acts of Paul, appear dependent in content on Luke’s Acts.28 Just as later
apocryphal gospels diverge significantly from Palestinian and Semitic traits



in the early strata of the Jesus tradition, so these apocryphal acts often
diverge much further from the undisputed epistles’ portrait of Paul than
Luke’s Acts does.29

Most novelistic gospels and acts were theologically compatible with the
majority of the church of their day, and simply appealed to the popular
imaginations of many Christians eager to fill in gaps of what was known
about Jesus’ earthly life. Still, their narrative form came too close to
canonical forms for some critics’ comfort, and not everyone took well to
composing fiction under the guise of fact: the church defrocked the well-
meaning presbyter in Asia Minor who compiled the Acts of Paul. (And it
should be admitted that, from a literary perspective, these early Christian
novelists were hardly forerunners of John Bunyan, G. K. Chesterton,
Dorothy Sayers, C. S. Lewis, J. R. Tolkien or Anne Rice.)

Nevertheless, a work can be harmless or even edifying and widely
recommended, without meeting the ancient church’s criteria for canonicity.
(To my knowledge, no one has recommended C. S. Lewis’ Chronicles of
Narnia for canonization, at least not officially.) Many early churches
viewed their gospels as “memoirs” of Jesus;30 novels might be good or bad,
but they were not memoirs. Simply because someone wrote a religious
work, even in the first century, would not automatically invite early
Christians to treat it as Scripture.

The church felt that its canon’s Gospels had to stem from those who
knew Jesus directly or through close association with those who did, to
guarantee accurate information. While scholars debate the authorship of the
four Gospels today, most place all four within the first century (within three
to six-and-a-half decades of the events they narrate). Works that appeared
suddenly at a later time, claiming a previously “hidden” tradition of
apostolic authorship (such as some apocryphal gospels do), would naturally
be suspect. When these later works contradicted the long-circulated,
publicly preserved traditions of Jesus’ teachings, as gnostic sources did,
they could hardly command a widespread hearing outside their own circles.



Examples from the Apocryphal Gospels
 
The character of Jesus in some of these “gospels” differs noticeably from
the character of the Jesus in our extant first-century sources. Thus, for
example, in the Infancy Story of Thomas (not the same as the earlier Gospel
of Thomas), Jesus strikes dead a boy who bumped him. When the deceased
boy’s parents complain to Joseph, Jesus strikes them blind, to his
stepfather’s dismay.31 When another observer complains because Jesus
made clay sparrows on the Sabbath, Jesus claps his hands and the birds fly
off.32 A child died accidentally and when Jesus was accused of having
pushed him, Jesus raised him to testify.33

The apocryphal gospels vary in kind,34 including infancy gospels (such
as those attributed to James and Thomas); a passion gospel (Acts of Pilate);
and the Gospels of Bartholomew; of Nicodemus; and so forth. For some,
like the Gospels of Barnabas, the Ebionites, and the Hebrews, we possess
only fragments quoted by other authors. Some of the apocryphal gospels are
very late (the Apocryphal Gospel of John, for example, not to be confused
with our canonical Gospel of John, may derive from the eleventh century).
Others probably stem from the second century, though probably dependent
on our canonical Gospels.35

A small minority of scholars think that the Gospel of Peter comes from
the first century;36 it is not docetic and has some apocalyptic elements.
Thus Crossan, an “alternative gospel” advocate, dates part of it (the so-
called Cross Gospel) earlier than any of the canonical Gospels, and relies on
it for part of his reconstruction of events surrounding Jesus.37 Its date,
however, is surely later than the first century. The ninth-century document
scholars today call the “Gospel of Peter” has no title, and its putative
original is dated to the second century only because some have supposed it
to be the work condemned (though not really described) by an ancient
bishop later quoted by Eusebius. Some argue that our document is not in
fact the one referred to in Eusebius; if they are correct, the original version
of this work could date as late as the ninth century.38



In any case, it would be difficult to argue that this text, with its self-
rolling stone, walking cross, and other features strikingly uncharacteristic of
the securest Jesus tradition, is earlier than the canonical gospels.39 It
appears to draw on all four canonical Gospels, and sometimes apparently
includes wording characteristic of those sources.40 The level of anti-Jewish
prejudice resembles some second-century works.41 Most importantly, the
work is so far removed from any knowledge of early Judaism as to portray
Jewish leaders keeping watch in a cemetery at night (obviously violating
Jewish belief and practice regarding ritual purity).42 Our standards and
expectations for novels, however, differ from those for biographies and
histories.



Gnostic Gospels
 
As we have noted, comparing many other surviving “gospels” with the
canonical ones is somewhat like comparing apples and oranges. If this
observation is true regarding apocryphal gospels, which are essentially
novels but at least share the canonical Gospels’ narrative form, it is much
more the case with regard to “gnostic gospels,” most of which are largely
collections of sayings. (While Jesus researchers are happy to study Jesus’
teachings, what we could say about his “life” would be severely limited if
these sources were all we had to work with.)

With regard to literary form, the gnostic gospels are nothing like the
canonical Gospels; they are called gospels only because they purport to
convey good news.43 Thus at most we could look there for some of Jesus’
sayings, not a biographic narrative about him (though some do frame
sayings with narrative, the emphasis is normally on the sayings). Much of
what we find in the gnostic “gospels” are in fact random sayings collections
including both sayings of Jesus (often randomly arranged) and later
gnosticizing words attributed to him.

Indeed, most of what appears in the gnostic gospels is not helpful even
for reconstructing Jesus’ teachings. Most sayings that first surface in the
gnostic “gospels” are hardly early, though the earlier of these collections
may preserve or adapt some authentic agrapha as well as sayings also
reported in our canonical gospels.44 The collections as a whole are
tendentious in a gnosticizing (and hence later) direction and lack most of
the sort of early Palestinian Jewish material frequently found in the
Synoptics and even John.45

The leading gnostics for the most part represented an academic elite, and
in their purely gnostic form never commanded a majority within ancient
circles of Christians. It is also unclear to what degree the plethora of
“gospels” and other works functioned as “canon” among them, and to what
degree some gnostic schools appreciated the authority of other gnostic
schools’ revelations. Groups categorized as gnostic by the later church were



more diverse than we usually assume;46 today some scholars even regard
our category as anachronistic, a neologism.47 Gnostics emphasized the
secrecy of their knowledge partly because they appealed to an elite class of
“insiders,”48 but probably also because they lacked any true sources that
allowed them to claim earlier public traditions.



A Sign of Lateness
 
The absence of full gnosticism in any first-century sources is significant,
since those extant sources from the early Empire report even prominent
individual philosophers and orators in Greek cities. One could cite the
gnostic claim of information passed on secretly, in contrast to the public
transmission of information in philosophic schools or the apostolic church.
Even to appeal to this secrecy, however, one must concede to a point that
works against the likelihood of any pre-Christian gnostic sects: gnostics’
appeal to secret traditions constituted their own tacit admission that their
traditions lacked any demonstrably early, publicly testable special
information.49 When we find clearly gnostic elements in a work, therefore,
these elements indicate that the work in its current form cannot predate the
first century.

Many respected scholars have argued for a pre-Christian, pagan
gnosticism, 50 but today an increasing number of them admit the scarcity of
the evidence. 51 Certainly in the areas of NT scholarship with which I am
most familiar (Synoptics, John, and Paul), appeals to gnostic backgrounds
have declined substantially in recent years, supplanted by more concrete
evidence from Jewish and Greco-Roman sources.

While “gnosticizing” tendencies as broadly defined clearly exist in pre-
Christian middle Platonic and related traditions, the features unique to
Christian gnosticism do not appear in any texts prior to the spread of
Christianity. Alongside other elements in gnosticism, the Christian element
is also clear in all extant bodies of gnostic literature.52

Many of the early gnostic texts found in the Nag Hammadi corpus
depend on Christian tradition.53 The individual texts that do not, might
presuppose Christian or at least mixed gnostic influence by virtue of the
collections in which they appear.54 Despite the contention of many scholars
that these texts preserve pre-Christian gnostic tradition,55 the clear Christian
influence in many of these texts shifts the burden of proof to the defender of
this thesis. Regardless of proposed antecedents, the gnosticism found in
these documents is from the Christian period and at times clearly



polemicizes against more traditional Christian “orthodoxy.”56 The extant
texts, therefore, do not prove a clear pre-Christian gnosticism.57

Still later are other collections like the Hermetica; scholars most familiar
with the documents do not date them before the Christian period.58

Comparing the Hermetica with the latest of the canonical Gospels, John,
shows far less overlap than some have supposed. Whereas only about 4% of
John’s words do not appear in the most common Greek version of the Old
Testament, 60% of John’s words do not overlap with the Hermetica; all
words shared by John and the Hermetica also appear in the Greek
translation of the Old Testament.59 This may suggest that John’s vocabulary
is derived most commonly from the Jewish Bible in its Greek form.60

Among the canonical Gospels, by contrast, even John’s thinking is much
farther from gnosticism than, say, the Jewish philosopher Philo’s is. The
discovery of the Qumran scrolls moved Johannine scholars to a greater
appreciation for John’s Palestinian Jewish elements; in chs. 14-16 we shall
focus on various Palestinian Jewish elements of the traditions in the
Synoptic Gospels. Even John includes substantial knowledge of Jerusalem’s
topography, long after Jerusalem’s destruction;61 most gnostic gospels, by
contrast, would probably not care about topography.



The Gospel of Thomas
 
While most scholars do not go this far, the Jesus Seminar treats the Gospel
of Thomas as an independent source.62 Of the surviving works that we call
“gospels” that were not accepted into the canon, the one thought to contain
the largest amount of early tradition is the sayings Gospel of Thomas. This
optimism seems likely correct, but if the post-canonical works include little
of value, it could be true without saying much. More than likely, Thomas
does contain some reliable traditions besides where it draws on the
canonical Gospels (or, on some views, their sources); but given clearly later
elements in Thomas alongside them, it is clear that much of Thomas is not
original.63 For most scholars, the later elements in Thomas bring into
question how much we can be sure of the elements that are impossible for
us to date.

Most scholars today agree that even the Gospel of Thomas in its present
form (some argue as many as one-third of its sayings) involves gnostic
influence, 64 even if it is less gnostic than many later documents. This state
of affairs contrasts with the canonical Gospels, especially the Synoptics,
which lack clearly gnostic elements. These canonical Gospels often retain
Palestinian Jewish figures of speech, customs, and so forth (sometimes in
spite of their authors’ own tendencies) that point to early Palestinian
tradition (see later chapters in this book). Although even the most obscure
of Greek philosophical schools in this period stand well documented among
our ancient sources, we lack evidence for full-blown gnosticism before the
second century (although its constituent parts, such as Middle Platonism,
were already evolving, as we have noted).65 Thus Thomas represents a late
document compared with the canonical Gospels.66

As in the case of the gnostic gospels in general, Thomas belongs to a
different genre than the canonical gospels.67 On the assumption that Q
(common material behind both Matthew and Luke) is purely a sayings
source, some wish to make Thomas as early as Q. But this argument
depends on a disputed (though defensible) major premise and an
indefensible, implicit minor premise. I address both more fully below, but



let me comment on them briefly at this relevant point. First, not all scholars
accept “Q” (though I accept it as very probable and employ it as a working
hypothesis in this book), and not all who do so accept it as purely a sayings
source.68 But the second, implicit premise is the more astonishing one.
Sayings collections existed for over a millennium before “Q” and for
centuries afterward. Why must one first-century sayings source invite us to
date Thomas (but not the many later gnostic sayings sources) to the same
period?

Against a first-century date for Thomas is also the recognition, with
probably the majority of scholars today, that Thomas in its current form
depends on the Synoptics. This is because Thomas has parallels to every
stratum of Gospel tradition (including John and distinctively Matthean
redaction) and some of its sayings follow others solely because of the
sequence in the canonical Gospels.69 Such dependence may limit how much
we can rely on Thomas as an independent source.70 If Thomas or a
collection that grew into Thomas existed in earlier stages,71 it seems to me
that trying to uncover these stages invites as much caution as it would if we
tried to uncover preliminary stages in, say, Mark’s Gospel — what most
scholars today would consider a speculative exercise (see below our
comments on stages within “Q”).

Some scholars have gone further, reconstructing a specifically late-
second-century date for Thomas. This thesis remains disputed, and I do not
rest my more general argument on it; the consensus dating is already over a
century after Jesus’ execution, outside personal memory of the
eyewitnesses, so adding an additional generation does not really change our
point much. Nevertheless, it is a thesis currently under discussion and
illustrates a possible milieu for the finished gospel.

Noting commonly recognized parallels with second-century Syrian
ideas,72 Nicholas Perrin recently reverted this Coptic document back into
Syriac. Although “back translation” is always precarious, in this case it
produced what appears to be a startling discovery: all but three of the
couplets in the Gospel of Thomas are linked by 500 catchwords73 (such
links being a common practice in Syriac and other sources).74 (Syriac puns
often occur in adjacent verses as well;75 for example, “fire” and “light” are
similar Syriac terms.)76 Thus Perrin argues that the work as we have it is



clearly an “organic unity,”77 composed (at least in its present form) all at
one time.78 In itself this discovery would not necessarily render Thomas
late; it suggests, in fact, that the work is at least somewhat earlier than our
earliest Coptic example of it.79

What is more troubling for an “early Thomas” hypothesis is that Thomas
bears numerous characteristics of Syriac Christianity from the second half
of the second century, more than of a Palestinian Jewish milieu well over a
century earlier. Worse yet, the Gospel of Thomas sometimes follows the
sequence and content of Tatian’s Diatessaron (and other Syrian tradition
from that period or later).80 It sometimes shares readings with the
Diatessaron that do not appear in the Greek manuscripts.81 In some cases
where some have regarded Thomas’ readings as earlier than the canonical
Gospels, they instead reflect precisely the later Syrian tradition (even to the
mix of second and third person in Thomas 54).82 Tatian’s Diatessaron is a
harmony of our four canonical Gospels dating to c. 170 CE (i.e., from
shortly before Irenaeus was defending the church’s commitment to these
four Gospels).83 If the Gospel of Thomas follows Tatian’s Diatessaron, it
would stem from some time after c. 170 CE.84 In this case it could be
assigned safely to the last quarter of the second century — roughly a
century after the average date assigned to the canonical Gospels by critical
scholars. This is the very latest at which one could possibly date this work,
given most scholars’ dating of P.Oxy. 1 (which attests it) to 200 CE.85

Against this conclusion, we could argue that Tatian and Thomas may
simply reflect a common Syriac tradition.86 Though the points of common
sequence might suggest more than a common oral tradition, granting a
common oral source would allow an earlier date than dependence on the
Diatessaron would require. This solution is a possible one, but Perrin’s
most important observation would nevertheless remain. We would still have
a Syriac provenance (probably not before the mid-second century) and
dependence on mid- to late-second-century Syriac tradition, not the original
Jesus tradition.87 Even without dependence on the Diatessaron, most
scholars date Thomas in its present form to the mid-second century;88

dependence would simply make the case firmer and a few decades later. By



contrast, very few scholars would try to date the Synoptics or John this
late.89

Perhaps not surprisingly, the gospel’s closing paragraph sounds more like
some Greek philosophers than like the Jewish teacher and prophet we hear
in the canonical Gospels. When Peter insists that Mary Magdalene, as a
woman, is unworthy of spiritual life, Jesus responds, “I myself shall lead
her in order to make her male, so that she too may become a living spirit
resembling you males. For every woman who will make herself male will
enter the Kingdom of Heaven.”90 One might compare such thinking in the
first-century Jewish Middle Platonist thinker Philo, whose world of thought
is almost universally recognized to differ substantially from Jesus’
Palestinian Jewish milieu. Wishing to praise the intellectual ability of the
empress Livia, Philo remarks that she became male in her intellect.91 In
contrast to some popular portrayals of this second-century gospel today,
Thomas, like Philo, was no feminist. Nor do such remarks belong to the
same conceptual world as the Palestinian Jewish sage and prophet of
Synoptic tradition.

Some argue that the original Gospel of Thomas lacked all the late
material found in its present form. One cannot of course rule out this
possibility, but this approach’s appeal to a hypothetical source constitutes a
tacit admission that no concrete documentary evidence supports the “early
Thomas” idea. (It offers the same problem as arguments for stages in Q: it
becomes more speculative than most scholars can find persuasive.) All the
concrete evidence that we do have suggests a later work simply drawing on
some earlier sources (at least including the canonical Gospels). Moreover, if
we do accept the catchwords thesis, they are so deeply embedded in the
work’s structure as to render quite difficult any attempt to reconstruct a
mid-first-century original.

In some cases, Thomas may appeal to scholars of a particular bent today
because of its noneschatological approach.92 Some of the same scholars
who appeal to Thomas, however, are fairly skeptical of much historical
tradition in John’s Gospel,93 which also emphasizes the present experience
of God much more than the future kingdom.94 In such cases, the double
standard is telling, for our textual evidence for John is earlier.



Mixing Types of Gospels
 
A minority of scholars have argued that apocryphal and gnostic gospels
reflect a form earlier than that of the canonical Gospels and similar gospels
no longer extant.95 Working from the apocryphal gospels, for example,
Helmut Koester has suggested that they reflect genres earlier than our
canonical Gospels,

. . . such as sayings collections, aretalogies (miracle collections),
and apocalypses. As a result, the Coptic Gospel of Thomas should
be seen in a trajectory from Q, the Infancy Gospel of Thomas
from collections like the Johannine Semeia source, and the
Apocryphon of John from revelations like the Apocalypse of
John.96

 
 
In principle, such genre comparisons are not objectionable (regardless of
whether or not they are correct). Any attempt to designate these later works
as early based on such genre considerations, however, would reflect an
illegitimate inference. All the relevant genres coexisted in the first century,
so chronological inferences on the basis of such genres are unwarranted.

Some have compared even the canonical Gospels with a kind of writing
called aretalogies (narratives celebrating marvelous deeds of heroes).97

Aretalogies do have some features in common with some gospel narratives,
but our ancient examples are normally brief narrations or lists of divine
acts, hence do not provide the best analogies for the Gospels as whole
works.98 These narratives might support the hypothesis of early circulated
miracle-collections, as Koester thinks (though they differ even from
apocryphal gospels). But aretalogy was not even a clearly defined genre,99

and, as we have already noted, the apocryphal gospels generally fit the
genre of novels.

The Gospel of Thomas probably does intentionally follow the ancient
form of a sayings collection; but acknowledging this form does not require



us to retroject gnosticism into earlier Christian sayings collections, or to
imply that Thomas must be as early as “Q.” First, as we have noted, sayings
collections are as old as Israelite and other ancient Near Eastern proverbs
and also extend to Greek collections of philosophers’ witticisms.100 We thus
cannot date a work based simply on its “sayings” genre.101 Sayings
collections hardly disappeared after the first century! The rabbinic
collection Pirqe Abot and the Syrian Sentences of Sextus in fact date to the
later period likely for the Gospel of Thomas.102

Moreover, as we have also noted, it is not clear that Q excluded all
narrative (the matter is debated). Although Q is probably primarily sayings
(some with narrative frames), it probably includes some narrative
(especially in Matt 3:1-12// Lk 3:7-17; Matt 4:1-11//Lk 4:1-12; Matt 8:5-
13//Lk 7:2-10);103 we will address the issue of Q more fully below. Of
course, some sayings sources could include narrative frames (even when
simply, “so-and-so said”) when needed. Reasonably assuming that Q was
largely a sayings source, however, would still not clarify the relationship
between these works and Q. Since various sayings sources existed, there is
no reason to assume that gnostic sayings collections made Q their model
unless they can be shown to draw substantially from Q material. In fact,
they appear to have had access to “Q” material only the way we do —
through Matthew and Luke. (As we have noted, even the Gospel of
Thomas, the possible exception, includes sayings that include Matthew’s or
Luke’s editing. Later works are even far more problematic than Thomas.)

We should also observe that the sayings form does not invite us to
assume that the sayings genre was opposed in principle to narrative gospels,
as some scholars have argued.104 Both forms could exist simultaneously
without representing competing “communities.” Ancient collections of
sayings of famous teachers did not preclude an interest in the deeds of those
teachers; reports of sages’ teachings frequently incorporated accounts of
their lives or settings for their sayings;105 and Ahiqar’s wisdom sayings and
narrative were probably already combined more than half a millennium
before the Gospels were written. 106 Most of the proverbs in the Old
Testament collection called Proverbs are traditionally attributed to Solomon
(cf. Prov 1:1; 10:1; 25:1); but it hardly follows that those who followed this
wisdom-genre therefore rejected the narrative reports concerning Solomon



in 1 Kings (cf. 1 Kgs 4:32). Ancient rhetorical experts also addressed how
to combine sayings with narrative.107 Early Christian tradition and use of
narrative genre were not likely isolated in a single stream; where Paul’s
incidental use attests Jesus traditions, they attest both Q and Mark, and
some of the Q material is more like Matthew whereas some is more like
Luke.108 Historically, it is simply nonsense to pretend that writers and
communities were limited to writing in a single literary genre.

While sayings collections, like narratives, could be either early or late,
both the gnostic texts and their more “orthodox” second-century
competitors are clearly later, expansive, and considerably farther removed
from the Palestinian Jesus tradition than the canonical Gospels are.



Still Later Gospels
 
We will not explore in any detail gnostic “gospels” later than Thomas. This
is because they tend to be more “gnostic” than Thomas, offering fewer
parallels with authentic Jesus tradition and even fewer signs of Jesus’
original milieu. In other words, few of their sayings offer much good claim
to derive from the Jesus of history, however much they may teach us about
what people were teaching in his name in a subsequent period. Such later
“gospels” include the Gospel of Philip and the Gospel of Mary. The Gospel
of Truth is a purely gnostic meditation, even further from a “gospel” form.

The majority of churches (what we might call the “mainstream” of
churches, what has traditionally been called “orthodox”) rejected gospels
composed based on gnostic “revelation.” They insisted instead on the
standard established by first-century Gospels, composed by eyewitnesses or
those who knew them. This reflects not simple bias on their part but their
insistence on materials known to be early, publicly believed to be from the
apostolic circle that knew Jesus, and those who learned from them directly.
This was a claim that the later gnostic works, despite their attributions,
could not meet; traditions supposedly passed on in “secret” were rightly
suspected of being later inventions.

Thus, apart from some disputed sayings in Thomas, it is unlikely that any
of the apocryphal or gnostic gospels reflect any degree of authentic Jesus
tradition. 109 Groups that claim “secret” traditions, as the gnostics often did
for their works, thereby concede their lack of public attestation, in contrast
to the widely circulated Gospels accepted by the mainstream of early
Christianity.110

As noted above, gnostic “gospels” constitute an entirely different genre
than the “biographic” genre now generally assigned to the four Gospels
later deemed canonical.111 Conclusions concerning them should not,
therefore, be read back into studies of the canonical Gospels.



A Twentieth-Century Forgery
 
The “Secret Gospel of Mark,” not to be confused with the canonical Gospel
of Mark, is an important source for John Dominic Crossan’s reconstruction
of the historical Jesus. But while some scholars have wished to use the
“Secret Gospel of Mark,” more scholars have cautiously warned against its
use in reconstructing the life of Jesus.112 In fact, Secret Mark, once hailed
by some New Testament scholars (especially by its putative discoverer
Morton Smith) as an early (even pre-Mark) source,113 has come to be
regarded by most as a forgery dating from anywhere between the late
second and the twentieth century.114 The most recent discussion suggests
that a twentieth-century date is most likely for the forgery, offering New
Testament scholarship’s own version of science’s famous “Piltdown
Man.”115

The only manuscript (actually, a photograph of a manuscript) seems to
derive from a different provenance than the monastery where it was
supposedly found, and evidence appears to suggest that it appeared at the
monastery only in recent times.116 Its attribution to Clement is stylistically
open to question;117 it also clearly presupposes modern idiom and perhaps
modern custom.118 In fact, recent analysis reveals the typical “forger’s
tremor” throughout the document, 119 as well as characteristics of Morton
Smith’s Greek handwriting style, convincing many that Smith himself was
the forger.120

Smith’s publications on Secret Mark reflect the same “cut-and-paste”
excerpting techniques that characterize the composition of both Secret Mark
and the allegedly Clementine document in which it is embedded.121 Its
understanding of homosexuality reflects that of Smith and his twentieth-
century context rather than that held in the first century,122 and some thus
suggest that it may have been composed precisely to advance that
twentieth-century perspective.123

The work may even reflect some twentieth-century literary models.124

These include a novel about a fraudulent document discrediting



Christianity, discovered at the very same monastery and exposed by one
“Lord Moreton” — published one year before Morton Smith’s first visit to
this monastery!125 We are all capable of being taken in occasionally, and it
is understandable that many scholars (including myself) would have been
reticent to charge such a noted scholar as Morton Smith with forgery. Given
the breadth of information today, we must depend on other scholars at many
points. The evidence, however, now seems to be in on this case: the Secret
Gospel of Mark is a forgery, hence any reconstructions based on it must be
re-reconstructed.



“Q” as a Lost Gospel?
 
One proposed “lost gospel” is in a different category from the other ones for
at least two reasons. First, “Q” is hypothetical — we have no actual
manuscript of the document. I would not, however, for this reason make Q a
less likely source than the others we have surveyed, and that is because of a
second reason: Q is probably genuinely earlier than any of our extant,
finished Gospels. Thus if there is a “Q,” it is one of our best sources for
reconstructing Jesus’ teaching, although it must be taken in connection with
other reasonably early sources.

The major problem in this case is not the date of the document, but that
the version of “Q” some scholars are citing is essentially nothing more than
a collection of sayings selected to fit their narrower reconstruction of Jesus.
Since we concluded our survey of various approaches to Jesus research in
ch. 2 by observing Burton Mack’s approach, it seems consistent to conclude
this chapter on “other gospels” by commenting on the hypothetical “early”
version of Q on which much of his case rests.

Many scholars recoil at Burton Mack’s announcement that “Q is . . . a
new text that has recently come to light.”126 Scholars used the Q hypothesis
through most of the twentieth century, so what Mack implies is that his
circle’s understanding of Q is a recent “discovery.” To put the matter less
charitably, the Q hypothesis has been coopted for a new agenda.127

I am among those who think the Q hypothesis quite likely (a number of
respected scholars today do not even grant this point),128 but
acknowledging and working from the hypothesis of Q is not the same as
building a speculative hypothesis on a speculative reconstruction of a
hypothetical document.129 Mack’s particular version of Q is not a consensus
document of NT scholarship.

I will address Q more fully in the chapter on the Gospels’ sources, but
should make a few comments about my own perspective here. I will draw
on “Q” in my own reconstruction of sources about Jesus, but in doing so, I
am clear that we know nothing about “Q” other than what we can



reconstruct from Matthew and Luke (“Q” representing the material that
they share in common). I had once considered “Q” simply a convenient
label for any traditions (probably many of them oral) outside Mark that
Matthew and Luke shared in common. It was working through the
Synoptics together again in D. Moody Smith’s Luke seminar that convinced
me that at least much of the Q material represents some shared written
source, because Matthew and Luke often follow it in the same sequence.130

I should note, however, that some of my colleagues in that very seminar
came to dispense with Q altogether. I suspect that none of us subscribed to
the various editorial “layers” in “Q” that some scholars have found. Despite
claims of consensus about Q in some circles, there is very much a lack of
consensus about it.



Are Wise Sayings Incompatible with Everything Else?
 
Mack uses the form of “Q” as a sayings source to argue for a “Q
community” that did not know accounts of Jesus’ deeds. This proposal rests
on at least four questionable premises: First, it assumes that we can
reconstruct entire “communities” from documents (even documents just
seven pages long) that use these documents, a premise that many scholars
reasonably find problematic.131

Second, it assumes that when a community employs a brief document
that omits mention of a particular belief, we can safely argue from that
silence that the community did not accept (or know of) that belief. Yet any
number of comparisons would demonstrate the logical falsehood of this
assumption. (I could even use the premise to argue that different books I
have written, some of which do not mention issues central to the other
books, were produced by different “communities.”)132

Third, it assumes that Q was exclusively a sayings-gospel.133 This
premise, not unique to Mack, is more plausible than any of the other
premises involved in this case, but may be somewhat problematic in at least
a few passages.134 Fourth and more problematic, it offers a dramatic leap of
logic on the basis of this third premise. It assumes that if “Q” (which it
further assumes as the earliest source) was a sayings source, then Jesus
must have been remembered originally for his teachings rather than his
deeds.135 The fourth premise does not follow from the third, even were the
third true.

I will return to the other premises later, but let us start with the third, least
objectionable, premise. Was Q a purely sayings gospel, completely lacking
narrative? Many scholars argue that Q consisted mostly of sayings, yet
concede that it included some narrative (certainly one need not assume that
it proved hostile to narrative).136 To argue that Q was exclusively a sayings-
gospel, Mack eventually must inform the reader that he distinguishes layers
within Q. Mack’s “Q” is not simply shorthand for the common material
shared by Matthew and Luke, the way many scholars use it. Rather, he
refers to what he considers the earliest “layer” of “Q.”



A Non-eschatological Wisdom Source?
 
Mack’s reconstruction of the “early layer” of Q not only excludes Q’s
arguably few narratives, but also its many sayings about future judgment
and a future figure, at least sometimes identified with Jesus. Omitting
eschatology from Q requires some major surgery! It is “Q” (the shared
material behind Matthew and Luke, apart from Mark) that mentions the
Twelve reigning and judging Israel in the end-time (Matt 19:28; Lk 22:30);
or the incomparably powerful end-time judge burning the wicked (Matt 3:7-
12; Lk 3:7-9, 16-17); or Jesus rejecting the wicked at the judgment (Matt
7:21-23; Lk 13:26-27).137

Following the work of some of his colleagues, Mack’s “early” version of
Q not surprisingly presents Jesus as a nonapocalyptic, Cynic-type sage, just
what Mack considers Jesus to be.138 Yet the idea that wisdom sayings in
“Q” constitute its earliest layer is hardly a consensus.139 Indeed, some
scholars, by contrast, have argued that the eschatological sayings are the
earliest layer in Q and that wisdom sayings were later embedded in this
apocalyptic framework!140 And any who regard even some of Jesus’
eschatological sayings as authentic will come up with a completely different
picture of Jesus than Mack does.141

Many other scholars are skeptical, I believe rightly, of the value of the
quest for finding specific layers of editing in Q.142 Literary critics outside
the discipline consider such procedures even more eccentric.143 Not only is
the entire procedure of distinguishing “layers” based on emphases too
speculative. Here it is also circular: the assertion that the “sage” layer is
earliest rests on the very reconstruction of Jesus the argument is designed to
prove!

A basic principle of historiography is that the more one builds hypotheses
on other hypotheses, the less the overall probability of the additional
hypotheses. If “Q” were (for example) 70% probable, and if one granted
(which I would not) that some layers within Q were 70% likely, one would
have already conceded that the overall likelihood of these layers is less than
50% (49%, to be exact). To then hypothetically reconstruct those layers and



argue (as again I would not) that one’s reconstruction was 70% likely, one
would be left with an overall probability of 34.3% (about one-third). Of
course, scholars differ on all the likelihood of each of these hypotheses, but
my point is simply that the more one adds speculation to speculation, the
further on a limb one’s speculation goes. Inevitably the limb becomes
unable to support the scholar’s weight.144



Arguments from Silence
 
Mack assumes that ideas not present in what he identifies as the earliest
recension of Q were not held by Q’s compilers. If Mack wishes us to apply
this methodological assumption consistently and rigorously, there was
actually quite little the “Q community” believed. If we cannot assume their
early Christian context on the basis of what they do clearly have in common
with early Christianity, perhaps we cannot assume their broader Jewish or
Greco-Roman context either. In short, a consistently minimalist approach
must insist that they believed only seven pages of wisdom sayings and
nothing else.145

If we assume Mack’s document for the sake of argument, it originally
focused primarily on ethics; but does a community that produced a manual
of ethics believe in nothing other than ethics? No one would accept this
thesis if it were applied to Qumran’s Manual of Discipline (1QS) or to most
of the later rabbinic tractate Aboth.

As an example of how Mack’s approach functions, one may take his
argument that the Q people did not accept Jesus’ Messiahship, since his
severely edited version of Q does not affirm that teaching.146 But assuming
that Jesus’ Messiahship was not accepted by the earliest Jewish Christians,
when did the idea arise? Diaspora Jews might believe in a messiah,147 but
our evidence generally indicates less messianic sentiment among Jews
outside Palestine than among Jews within Palestine.148 And messianic
speculation certainly would not arise among Gentile Christians who had not
first borrowed it from Jews: Gentiles had no messianic categories, and for
Greeks “Christ” often simply became Jesus’ last name. Who then invented
Jesus’ messiahship?149

If one argues that the authors of Q, as part of the early Jesus movement,
accepted other tenets that all surviving evidence indicates that all Jesus’
known followers believed, one offers an argument (rightly or wrongly) on
the basis of some explicit evidence we do have.150 By contrast, dismissing
all the concrete evidence we do have and then constructing a hypothesis on
the basis of silence offers only a specious argument.151 What a document



says may provide us some insights concerning the community it addresses,
but what it does not say tells us very little, especially in a seven-page
document addressing a particular issue (as Mack makes Q1 out to be).

Yale professor Leander Keck made this case rather strongly in an
influential article in 1974.152 As Keck puts it, given the randomly preserved
and situation-specific character of the early Christian sources,

. . . can we convert silence into absence? That is, can we argue
that the “silence” with regard to certain forms and traditions in the
literature in hand shows that the material itself was absent from
the community? . . . Can the theology and ethics of a community
be inferred from one strand of tradition? For example, was the
church which developed and used Q dependent on this material
alone?153

 
 
It is unfortunate that some scholars have continued to neglect this important
methodological caution.



Forced-Choice Logic
 
The assumption that the earliest version of Q must include either
eschatology or wisdom, but cannot include both, typically rests on the still
less likely assumption that these genres of thought are theologically
incompatible.154 (We briefly addressed this sort of forced-choice logic with
regard to genres, above.) Leander Keck bolsters his case against
communities that believed only particular documents by appealing to first-
century Jewish texts:

Surely Qumran has shown us that the same community uses and
produces multiple forms which function side by side. It is
tantalizing to imagine how the Qumran community would have
been reconstructed if the total finds from the caves had been
limited to the Hymns and the Genesis Apocryphon!

 
 

“Since Qumran shows us divergent ideas, as well as diverse forms,” he
contends, whoever seeks “to reconstruct discrete communities and
theologies on the basis of rigorous logical coherence alone” must bear the
burden of proof.156 Other scholars have noted the blend of wisdom and
eschatology in such early Jewish sources.157 Ben Witherington similarly
complains:

Arguing there was a Q community is rather like arguing there was
a Proverbs community, or an Aboth community. Besides the fact
that it is wholly an argument from silence, with no data outside of
Q by which to check such a view, where is there any precedent in
early Judaism for such a community?

 
 
The related view that Q must include only one outlook fails to fit what we
know of much of either early Judaism or early Christianity.159



Single communities used different documents in multiple genres that
expressed multiple interests. The Qumran community seems interested in
its founder’s teachings; many scholars have attributed many of the
community’s hymns to the same founder. Besides hymns, the same
community employed a manual of discipline, eschatological texts like the
War Scroll, and pesher interpretations of the Old Testament. More
specifically, single documents sometimes freely mixed wisdom and
apocalyptic thought;160 no necessary boundary in antiquity rendered these
categories mutually exclusive.161

Indeed, one need not search as distantly as Qumran to discern authors,
documents or communities that combine divergent perspectives. Matthew,
Mark, and Luke each freely combine narrative with sayings, and
eschatology with wisdom (especially in Matthew). If Matthew did not find
Mark and “Q” irreconcilable, 162 if Mark himself may have used Q at
points,163 why need the original users of Q have found narratives
intolerable? Why need the first users of a first edition of “Q” have found
wisdom and eschatology incompatible, when that edition’s supposed editors
felt free to add the alternative perspective to the same document? If “Q”
were so incompatible with the canonical Gospels, why would Matthew and
Luke make such abundant use of a source so dramatically antithetical to
their theology?164

The wisdom version of Q that Mack accepts as the earliest recension
seems more determined by the conclusion that he and some of his
colleagues wish to arrive at than by any other consistent or objective
method. He uses “Q” as an anti-“Gospel” that, by virtue of its greater
antiquity, trumps claims to accurate Jesus tradition in the early Gospels we
actually do have. Thus J. Andrew Over-man, chair of classics at Macalaster
College, understandably complains about Mack’s earlier Myth of
Innocence:

The data that constitute historically reliable information about
Jesus are largely based on a particular version of Q. There is great
trust in our ability to determine which traditions are “early” and
which are “late.” The selection of what is authentic material
frequently seems arbitrary.



 



More Dependable “Noncanonical” Sources
 
Are there then no surviving non-Christian sources about Jesus? Indeed there
are some, and several of these confirm some important points about the
historical Jesus. Yet all are fragmentary, and some depend on the reports of
Christians. 166 Some scholars note the brief but early comments of Thallus,
apparently in the 50s CE, regarding darkness around the time of Jesus’
crucifixion;167 the Syrian Stoic Mara bar Serapion, who claimed (c. 73 CE)
that Jesus was a “wise king of the Jews”;168 and various others.169 It is
helpful to note these sources, but the information available in them is
slender.170

The most relevant material appears in the early-second-century Roman
historians Tacitus and Suetonius and in the first-century Jewish historian
Josephus. Tacitus notes that Pontius Pilate had “Christus” executed;171

Suetonius’ report may suggest that Jewish people in Rome were debating
Jesus’ identity within two decades of his execution.172 We shall briefly
discuss Josephus further below.

Why do these sources not comment more? These writers addressed only
what was in their purview; the focus of Tacitus and Suetonius was on Rome
itself, and on the provinces or foreign wars especially insofar as they
affected matters in Rome. They had little reason to be interested in Jesus
himself,173 although the massive growth of his followers in Rome
apparently twice called for comment. Both these passages mention Jesus
only in connection with Rome.

This neglect is not a result of prejudice against Jesus (though of course
such prejudice existed); these historians simply did not focus on figures that
seemed irrelevant for their audience’s interests. By comparison, Tacitus has
little reason to discuss even the first-century Judean king Agrippa I.174

Pontius Pilate appears in Tacitus only as the governor who ordered Jesus’
execution.175 Jesus does appear in these Roman historians more than any
other “messianic” or prophetic leader of Palestine. Despite the prominence



of Josephus’ War as a firsthand Jewish account to the Roman world’s elite,
he is of no interest to later rabbinic sources (less, in fact, than Jesus was).
Later rabbinic sources acknowledge Jesus as a wonder-worker, but view
him with hostility, treating him as a magician. The rabbis write over a
century later than the Gospels (at the earliest nearly two centuries after
Jesus), however, and where they have “information” it tends to be
secondhand, based on Christian reports.176

Josephus offers more information about Jesus than Tacitus or Suetonius
do, though diplomatically remaining silent on the troublesome popular
movement that Jesus spawned.177 While Josephus plays down potentially
“messianic” elements in recent history178 and even in the OT,179 Josephus
does mention Jesus’ brother James (Ant. 20.200) and likely does mention
Jesus himself (Ant. 18.64). (For his treatment of John the Baptist, see ch.
11.)

Although three brief lines in Josephus’ passage about Jesus seem to be
later additions, the vast majority of scholars today believe that the passage
is authentic once these additions are set aside.180 (Only a few have defended
its complete authenticity, without interpolations.)181 One supporting factor
is the passing mention of Jesus in the passage on James; a Christian
interpolator would not mention Jesus only in passing, and Josephus would
mention him in passing only if he had already (in 18.64) mentioned him.182

Another factor is that the passage seems mostly neutral, not what an ancient
Christian would likely write about Jesus. 183 Interestingly, the Arabic
version of Josephus, transmitted without the same tampering, independently
confirms the hypothesis that the passage was genuinely from Josephus apart
from these interpolated Christian remarks.184

When we examine what Josephus actually says about Jesus, he portrays
him as a wise sage and apparently as a worker of miracles,185 both features
that recur in the Gospels that we will consider in greater detail there.



Why We Must Look Elsewhere
 
Even for Josephus, however, Jesus was not a central figure. He is treated far
better than any of the leaders of movements considered a threat to the land’s
political stability, but is not accorded more space than those other popular
leaders. Josephus is interested in government leaders and prominent
members of the aristocracy. It was instead those who were interested in
Jesus who would preserve his teachings and report more of his life. Not all
who came to be interested in Jesus began that way; at least some people
began with hostility to Jesus yet became his followers (Paul being the best-
known case in point).186 But only those with interest are likely to focus on a
person.

Jesus’ group was like other groups in this regard. Qumran documents
revere their founder, the teacher of righteousness; but no extant sources
outside Qumran speak of him, not even those authors (like Philo, Josephus,
and Pliny) who mention the Essenes.187 Josephus claims to have been a
Pharisee, and tells us much about the historic role of Pharisees. Yet he never
mentions Hillel, founder of the Hillelite school revered in later rabbinic
sources.188 Dio Cassius reports the Judean revolt of 132-135 CE without
ever mentioning Bar Kochba — its leader!189 Similarly, we would not
expect to find much interest in Jesus himself in contemporary Gentile
documents,190 or in fact among anyone except his followers.

Similarly, Israeli scholar David Flusser points out, “We can hardly expect
to find information about Jesus in non-Christian documents. He shares this
fate with Moses, Buddha, and Mohammed, who likewise received no
mention in the reports of non-believers.”191 Or as Flusser complains
elsewhere, for most charismatic figures in history, outside sources provide a
control, but we can know about them only through critically reading their
followers’ testimony. Thus

All that is significant about Joseph Smith (1805-1844), founder of
the Mormons, can be learned only from him, and from Mormon



documents. Then there is the case of Simon Kimbangu, the
African who performed miracles of healing in the Belgian Congo
from March 18 to September 14, 1921. He died in exile [sic:
prison] in 1950 . . . the testimony of the Belgian authorities in the
Congo are [sic: is] as helpful in his case as the imagined archives
of Pilate or records in the chancellery of the high priest would be
in the case of Jesus.192

 
 
Similarly, only four works informative about Socrates and from his era
survived, and the only three with any useful information derive from his
followers.193 (Even if one emphasizes divergences in these portrayals, the
agreements point to elements of the common figure of Socrates behind
them.)194

It is no surprise that it was those who followed his teachings, or came to
follow his teachings, who had the greatest interest in preserving them. And,
contrary to what some have said, ancient followers of a teacher were
normally interested in what the teacher actually did and taught (especially
in the first generation or two, the period in which the canonical Gospels
were forming). (We shall argue for ancients’ historical interest more fully in
ch. 7.) Most Jesus scholars recognize the canonical Gospels as the earliest
substantive sources for historical Jesus research.195 It is thus to these more
detailed sources that we must now turn.



Conclusion
 
Apart from minor comments about Jesus, the extracanonical sources
scholars have used to reconstruct the story or teachings of Jesus date from
the second century or later. These sources tend to be significantly later than
the first-century Gospels that early Christians chose to preserve. Although
the Gospel of Thomas may contain some authentic traditions, the Gospel of
Peter may be very late and Secret Mark appears to be a modern forgery. The
apocryphal gospels are novels mostly from the late second and early third
century; the gnostic “gospels” differ starkly in genre from our canonical
Gospels, and in any case reflect gnostic elements underlining their later
date. These features are quite in contrast to the abundance of Palestinian
Jewish elements that we shall note (e.g., chs. 11-16) in our canonical
Gospels. The pre-Gospel source we can probably reconstruct to some
degree, “Q,” is helpful, but cannot easily be divided into “authentic” and
“inauthentic” stages. It can be reconstructed only on the basis of our
canonical Gospels. It is, then, the canonical Gospels to which we must look
for our most secure information about the historical Jesus.

The rest of the book divides into two sections. First, we must examine the
question of the canonical Gospels’ genre and its implications for
discovering substantial historical information in them. (This may be our
most distinctive contribution to the discussion of historical Jesus research.)
Second, we must explore sample forms and passages within these Gospels
to evaluate how well their picture of Jesus fits his time and place (often in
contrast to the time and place of their writing). (We will focus on the less
controversial issue of the “Synoptic” Gospels — Matthew, Mark, and Luke
— and their sources, rather than on John.) In the process, we will also ask
how the most historically certain elements of their story about Jesus cohere
to tell us something about the Jesus who lived in history.



SECTION II
 

THE CHARACTER OF THE GOSPELS
 

“Because the evidence offered by the gospels is hearsay evidence, scholars must be
extremely cautious in taking the data at face value.”

THE JESUS SEMINAR1

 
 
As we noted in the introduction, some scholars consider “uncritical” those
who pay too much attention to the canonical Gospels. Nevertheless, some
of these same “critical” scholars on far less evidence have treated the Secret
Gospel of Mark (now shown to be a twentieth-century forgery) as earlier
than our canonical Gospels. These scholars sometimes criticize other
scholars for a “canonical bias,” but the criticism is inaccurate. As Dale
Allison points out, whereas nearly all documents in Crossan’s “earliest
layer” of tradition are hypothetical and none surely predate 70, the only
works providing information about Jesus that we can surely date before 70
all are accessible in the New Testament: Paul, “Q” and Mark.2

In fact, the majority of scholars working in Jesus research focus far more
on the canonical Gospels than on works like Secret Mark or even the
Gospel of Thomas. This is not because the canonical Gospels are
“canonical,” but because they are simply all that we certainly have (apart
from brief fragments here and there) to work with from the first century.
The church’s interest in these works led the church to preserve them; but for
all our historical interest in works that the church did not preserve,
unpreserved works do not remain available for our examination.

We cannot force later preserved works to make up for earlier unpreserved
ones; we simply have to work around our disadvantage when dealing with
early preserved ones. (Luke’s lack of derision for earlier works in Lk 1:1,
however, may suggest that most “Jesus books” in his day did not present a
radically different Jesus, even if they were differently arranged.)3 Neither
can we simply reject as “biased” all the information that we have, then
argue from the silence that remains for a contrary view. We must ascertain



how accurate these sources can be based on what we know of ancient
writing practices and the degree of tradition in these sources that
corresponds to the earliest environment of Jesus. In this section we will
look at ancient literary practice. In the book’s later section, we will test
sample gospel sources for correspondence to specifically Palestinian Jewish
elements and try to offer elements for a cohesive picture of Jesus from these
sources.

As noted earlier, we cannot know much very specific about Jesus (that
would distinguish him from any other Galilean of his generation) apart from
documents about him stemming from the generations immediately
following him. Apart from a brief report in Josephus and mention in two
Roman historians, we are dependent especially on those most apt to
preserve reports about Jesus, that is, those to whom he most mattered — his
followers. We may talk about their “biases” toward him, but ultimately we
have little beyond these sources to work with, and if we want to talk about
the “historical Jesus,” we must focus on the nature of our sources.

How reliable are these sources? Contrary to what modern writers
sometimes suppose, “bias” did not make biographies into novels. We take
bias into account when we read works of ancient biography or history, yet
at the same time we depend heavily on these sources to understand the
persons about whom they are written (both because they are the only
sources available, and because comparison shows such works to preserve
substantial information). If this is true for other figures of antiquity, why
should it be any less true of Jesus? (And if some of us assume that it must
be less true of Jesus, what does that say about our own presuppositions?)4

This observation raises several questions. First, what is the genre of those
gospels that we find most useful? We will argue (with the current majority
of scholars) that it best fits ancient biography, a genre normally expected to
deal in historical facts insofar as possible (albeit told from the writer’s
perspective).

Second, were ancient writers concerned with genuine history? Granted
that three of the Gospel writers composed “biographies” rather than
“histories,” what does the historical substance of histories tell us about
ancients’ interests in historical facts? Our conclusions here will not support
the common modern assumption that ancient thinkers were uncritical. Once



we turn to apply these observations to the Gospels, we will explore as a
particular example Luke-Acts, which was composed as a work of ancient
historiography.

Afterward, we will turn to a discussion of the Gospels’ sources, both
written and oral. Granted historical interest and biographic intention, would
ancient writers have made good use of their sources? How accurately would
the reports of eyewitnesses be retold and preserved? Only after we have laid
these foundations will we begin to examine samples of information from
the Gospels, in the extensive later part of the book.



CHAPTER 5
 

The Gospels as Biographies
 

“The Gospels are biographies. They tell the story of the career of Jesus in order to
persuade the reader of his significance.”

GRAHAM STANTON1

 

 
 
“. . . the very fact that they chose to adapt Greco-Roman biographical conventions to
tell the story of Jesus indicates that they were centrally concerned to communicate what
they thought really happened.”

DAVID AUNE2

 
 
 
A work’s “genre” is its literary “type” or classification. This classification
provides the culturally conditioned, conventional expectations according to
which a work would normally be read.3 Ancient readers recognized various
genre categories; 4 in fact, sometimes they sought to be too precise about
such categories. 5 Although as categories genres are fluid and overlap,6 they
are not always completely artificial. Ancient writers could adapt them, but
genre conventions did provide ranges of definition for those who chose to
follow them.



Premeditated Literary Works
 
Although we will be more specific about Gospel genre below, we must first
observe the broader significance of their narrative genre more generally. We
shall examine the importance of oral tradition in ch. 10, and this history of
transmission leaves an indelible mark on some of our Gospel sources.
Notwithstanding this important observation, we must not underestimate the
level of literary cohesiveness our works display. Literary critics have
demonstrated that in their present form the Gospels are relatively polished
and intricate works. The consequent cohesiveness characterizes literary
works in general, regardless of their more particular genre (e.g., novels,
biographies, and histories).7

Audiences in the ancient Mediterranean world would appreciate such
literary preparation, even for many speeches.8 Writers of Greek and Latin
narratives typically began with a rough draft before producing their final
work;9 Jewish writers in Greek could do the same.10 The Gospels are thus
undoubtedly polished products of much effort, carefully arranged to
communicate their points most adequately.11

The writers of the Synoptics, like writers of most ancient historical
works, probably began with a basic draft of the material in roughly
chronological order, to which they could later add a topical outline,
speeches, and other rhetorical adjustments.12 Luke and Matthew probably
followed one main source at a time, incorporating a large block of Q
material into Mark;13 both Luke and Matthew make Mark the backbone and
supplement this from other sources.14 After completing the book, a writer
might check copyists’ manuscripts when possible, and then give the first
copy to the dedicatee when appropriate15 (perhaps Luke did this for his
dedicatee Theophilus).

Large, premeditated narrative works like the Gospels are not mere
occasional documents like letters. As Charles Talbert points out,
“Foundation documents like the canonical gospels (and Acts) seemed more
analogous to systematic theology, albeit in narrative form”; they are more



shaped by the foundational events they report and less shaped by their local
situations than letters are.16

Foundation documents can be largely fictitious (like Virgil’s Aeneid), but
they can also use the best historical traditions to which authors had access.
Ancient historians often examined “foundations” in a way that encouraged
and solidified loyalties or convictions, whether Livy’s valedictory history of
Rome or, more to the point, apologetic histories of marginalized peoples (by
Josephus and others). Granted, foundation stories of the distant past might
be mythical; but such suppositions are less relevant for recent foundations.
To require an unimaginative choice between literary strategies and narrative
cohesiveness on the one hand, and substantial genuine information on the
other, is to impose categories unworkable in ancient literature (particularly
historiography and biography).



Suggestions about Gospel Genre
 
Readers viewed the Gospels as biographies of some sort from the mid-
second century through most of the nineteenth century. This view prevailed
until Votaw in 1915,17 when their differences from modern biography led
most scholars to seek a new classification for them.18 Thus Burton Mack
claims that in the early twentieth century scholars realized “that the gospels
were not biographies and that they sustained a very problematic relation to
history.”19 Yet as we shall see, this early-twentieth-century verdict about
gospel genre has proved premature.



Unique Genre?
 
The twentieth century generated a variety of proposals regarding the genre
of the Gospels.20 Some of these proposals have proved less helpful than
others. Classifying the Gospels as “gospels” is self-evidently true, but such
a classification does not reveal the broader literary expectations for reading
them that a broader classification could. That is, if identifying a work’s
generic category guides the way the reader interprets a document, the
earlier standard classification of the New Testament Gospels as “unique”21

is of limited value. Granted, their focus on Jesus’ character makes them
unique,22 but this is because of Jesus’ distinctive character more than the
literary techniques of the authors. Most works, including other Greco-
Roman documents, are “unique” in some sense.23 Even though the four
canonical Gospels are closer to one another than they are to any other
documents of antiquity,24 they are also each distinct from the others25 and
all fit into a broader category of narrative.26 While it is true that the Gospels
tell a story that was unique in their time, their first audience would have
been most familiar with coherent literary works surrounding primary
characters in terms of Hellenistic “lives,” or ancient biographies.27



Folk Literature?
 
Not much more helpful is the suggestion that the Gospels represent popular
or “folk literature” of the lower classes in contrast to the stylish,
sophisticated literature of the upper classes.28 While the Gospels’ oral
sources were naturally transmitted in such a folk milieu, such forced
categories prove unhelpful for genre criticism of the Gospels: they ignore
the continuum between “folk literature” and the more stylish rhetoric and
texts that strongly influenced them,29 as well as differences among the
Gospels themselves (Luke writes on a much more sophisticated Greek level
than Mark).30 Specific genre categories like “biographies” actually appear
throughout the continuum.31



Memoirs?
 
The Gospels’ sources may well include collections of “memoirs,” personal
recollections sometimes also polished in antiquity for publication.32 Such
memoirs could readily provide content for “folk” biographies.33 Some or
many second-century Christian writers viewed the Gospels34 — alongside
other apostolic works — as “memoirs,” perhaps recalling Xenophon’s
Memorabilia, a “life” of Socrates. This comparison provides attestation that
some saw the Gospels as a form of biography from an early period.35 A
common general pattern does exist, but the canonical Gospels may
represent a different kind of biography than most collections of memoirs;
they are complete literary narratives and not simply “folk” biographies as
most such collections would be.36



Drama or Mythography?
 
Not all literary works concerning specific characters were biographies. At
the same time, all four canonical Gospels are a far cry from some other
genres. Whether or not influenced by drama, clearly they were not written
as Greek plays, which were composed in poetry.37

Mythography could recycle oral tradition,38 but involved the distant past,
not recent historical individuals. Whatever one thinks of the Gospels’
accounts of healings and a smattering of other miracles, they remain a far
cry from the entertaining, fanciful metamorphosis stories, fantastic
creatures, divine rapes, and so forth in a compilation like Ovid’s
Metamorphoses. If some writers today treat the Gospels’ reports of healings
as similar to mythography, it is because of modern western cultural biases
that coalesce diverse kinds of paranormal claims, not a matter of genre.
Ancient historians often included reports of unusual phenomena, yet most
focused on the real world that differed significantly from mythographers’
focus. Indeed, tens of thousands of people today claim eyewitness
experience of supernaturally empowered recoveries, and whether or not we
agree with their interpretation of their experience, the genre of their reports
is not typically mythography.39 Mythography in this period normally also
addressed mythic topics (like Ovid’s Metamorphoses) or primeval times
(e.g., Apollodorus).40



Novels?
 
The primary literary alternative to viewing the Gospels as biography is to
view them as intentional fiction,41 a suggestion that I will argue has little to
commend it.42 (This observation is not meant to denigrate the value of
ancient novels for insights regarding ancient writers’ literary techniques;
but these same techniques appear in historical genres as well.)43

The true heyday of novels begins in the late second century44 (not
surprisingly the period when apocryphal gospels began to flourish).
Nevertheless, first-century readers recognized the genre of novel (the
hellenistic “romance”),45 occasionally (though not usually) including novels
about historical characters.46 At the same time, ancients usually
distinguished between narratives that were intended as fictitious and those
that were intended as historical.47

Whereas the apocryphal gospels and apocryphal acts betray
characteristics of novels,48 as we noted earlier, the four canonical Gospels
much more closely resemble ancient biography.49 Ancient novelists did not
usually seek to write historical novels; most focused on fictitious
characters.50 A small minority of ancient novels51 built them around
historical characters, but none of the examples typically cited involve
persons from recent history. This pattern does not at all fit what we find in
the first-century Gospels.

Moreover, the use of historical characters and even some historical
information was a far cry from historical research and sources (such as
Luke’s use of Mark and Q in his Gospel) that characterized biographies.
The excesses of some forms of earlier source and redaction criticism
notwithstanding, one would also be hard-pressed to find a novel so clearly
tied to its sources as Matthew or Luke is.52 Works with a historical prologue
like Luke’s (Lk 1:1-4; Acts 1:1-2) were historical works;53 novels lacked
such fixtures, although occasionally they could include a proem telling why
the author made up the story.54 As we shall show later (especially chs. 11-
16), the extant first-century Gospels reflect too much authentic Palestinian



Jewish background, sometimes including even obscure cultural details, to
be ancient novels.

Further, novels typically reflected the milieu of their readership more
than that of their characters,55 a situation quite different from histories and
biographies that were readily adapted for readers but focused on historical
content. Greek novels often focused on ethnographically or geographically
remote subjects not easily checked; this cultural distance allowed the
appearance of greater plausibility without requiring genuine research.56

Some novels were realistic,57 but many were inconsistent or uninterested in
local color.58 By contrast, local color pervades the Gospels so thoroughly
that we sometimes wonder how well Diaspora audiences understood some
of the details.

The majority of ancient novels were also “romances,” in which the two
major characters were lovers who persevered in faithfulness despite
obstacles, with erotic desire playing a leading role.59 Even the Christian
apocryphal acts work to accommodate this pattern (except within a
framework of chastity),60 but we see nothing of this interest in the earlier,
canonical Gospels and Acts.

Finally, novels were written primarily to entertain rather to inform.61 A
few62 functioned as religious propaganda as well as entertainment, but
entertainment remained a key element, and religious propaganda certainly
was in no wise restricted to the genre of novels.63 Nor is entertainment the
exclusive domain of novels; historical works intended primarily to inform
were nevertheless typically written in an entertaining manner.64 Most
ancient works sought to entertain; the question was whether they also
sought to inform, which novels did not.65

In contrast to novels, the Gospels do not present themselves as texts
composed primarily for entertainment, but as true accounts of Jesus’
ministry. Despite some differences in purpose among themselves, all four
Gospels fit the general genre of ancient biography: the “life” (often just the
public life) of a prominent person. Such biographies were normally written
to praise the person and to communicate some point or points to the writer’s
generation. That biographies, like novels, could seek to propagate particular
moral and religious perspectives does not challenge the distinction between



them; biographies were also often propagandistic in a more general sense,
intended to provide role models for moral instruction.66



Biographies
 
In more recent years scholars have been returning to the dominant historical
consensus that the Gospels represent biographies in the ancient sense of the
term.67 Biography (the bios, or “life”) was one of the more common literary
genres in antiquity; letters were even more so, hence it is not surprising that
much of the New Testament consists of these genres.68 Graham Stanton
regards as “surprisingly inaccurate” the older views of Bultmann and others
that the Gospels were not biographies.69

To claim that the four canonical Gospels are biographies is not to limit
the distinctiveness of the character they portray (sometimes the basis for
denial),70 but to contend that biography is the most obvious general
category for an ancient audience approaching a volume about a single
historical individual.71 Public “lives” (bioi) of important historical
individuals include the lives of sages. Surviving Greek examples focus on
philosophers, honoring founders of philosophic schools and preserving their
teachings.72

We have numerous examples of surviving biographies from within a few
decades after the Gospels,73 and others74 much earlier. Other works related
to biography appear even earlier, but with respect to genre the more
historically-oriented works such as these biographies from roughly the
Gospels’ era provide the most fruitful comparisons.

After carefully defining the criteria for identifying genre and establishing
the characteristic features of Greco-Roman bioi, or lives,75 Richard
Burridge’s dissertation shows how both the Synoptics and John fit this
genre.76 (For one example, the lengths of all four canonical Gospels
likewise fit the medium-range length — 10,000-25,000 words — found in
ancient biographies as opposed to many other kinds of works.)77 So forceful
is Burridge’s work on gospel genre as biography that one reviewer
concludes, “This volume ought to end any legitimate denials of the
canonical Gospels’ biographical character.”78 Arguments concerning the



biographical character of the Gospels have thus come full circle: the
Gospels, long viewed as biographies until the early twentieth century, now
are widely viewed as biographies again.



Greco-Roman Biography and History
 
Classifying the Gospels as ancient biography is helpful for understanding
the Gospels only if we define some of the characteristics of ancient
biography, particularly (for our interests here) with respect to biographies’
particular historical character. Although biographies were, as we shall
argue, meant to be historical works in the general sense, we must first point
out that their genre is distinct from history proper (while overlapping with it
at points).

Because the Gospels include elements that connect them with
historiography proper as well as with biography,79 some scholars have
argued that the Gospels fit the genre of history and not biography.80 Thus
one scholar argues that though the Gospels are “lives,” they differ from
Greek lives because they cannot trace moral development in one they
regard as God incarnate.81 He argues that in any case Roman biographies
fall closer to history, starting with the second-century writer Suetonius.82

This association, however, appears too narrow: did the Roman historian
Tacitus (in his Agricola) suddenly develop a new, mixed genre in the same
generation as Suetonius without prior models? Biographies of the Greek
writer Plutarch also include considerable historical content. Moreover,
historical works that focused on a particular individual were “lives” (bioi),
the most natural category in which ancient readers would place most of the
Gospels.83 Historical features in biographies are too pervasive to require us
to simply transfer biographies from the narrower biographic genre to the
wider historical one.

As noted above, although biographies could serve a wide range of
literary functions,84 ancient biographers intended their works to be more
historical than novelistic.85 This observation especially fits the forms of
biography dominant in this era (writers like Nepos, Plutarch, Suetonius, and
Tacitus). Thus some classicists treat biography as a particular “subdivision
of history.”86 This classification respects both biography’s particular



attention to the life of an individual and the interest in the genuine past that
it shares with historiography.

More generally, first-century historiography often focused on notable
individuals. 87 This approach eventually moved historiography in a more
biographic direction; thus “the Greco-Romans of the first century, chiefly
prompted by the Roman habit of thinking in terms of models, . . . extended
the definition of history by adding the life and character of famous men to
speeches and deeds as the proper subject of history.”88 Some distinguish
this approach from pure biography in terms of their distinct purposes.89 As
we have noted, the primary distinction is not biographic focus but whether
the work is limited to a single character.90 Such histories often tended to be
“encomiastic,” magnifying heroes,91 but as we shall note in a subsequent
chapter, such an emphasis does not make them fictitious.

The central difference between biography and history in this matter was
that the former focused on a single character whereas the latter included a
broader range of events.92 Classicists often note that history thus contained
many biographic elements, but normally lacked the sustained focus on a
single person and emphasis on characterization.93 Biographies were less
exhaustive, focusing more on the models of character they provided.94

Structured by the reigns of emperors, Roman historiography included
increasing elements of “imperial autobiography” by the end of the first
century.95

Biographies were normally essentially historical works (provided we
allow for the differences between the ancient genres and their modern
successors, noted below); thus the gospels would have an essentially
historical as well as propagandistic function. To quote more fully the words
of David Aune used above,

. . . while biography tended to emphasize encomium, or the one-
sided praise of the subject, it was still firmly rooted in historical
fact rather than literary fiction. Thus while the Evangelists clearly
had an important theological agenda, the very fact that they chose
to adapt Greco-Roman biographical conventions to tell the story
of Jesus indicates that they were centrally concerned to
communicate what they thought really happened.96



 
 
Our most obvious and abundant examples of biography from the early
empire are in Plutarch and Suetonius.97 To what extent does their genre
tether them to facts about the past? Plutarch does often work from memory
but his notes are taken from a wide range of sources, and are usually even
arranged fairly chronologically. 98 Plutarch sometimes takes liberties with
his material, though elsewhere proves very accurate.99 Suetonius took notes
from official “libraries and archives,” arranged his notes topically, but
proved less critically discerning about his material than Plutarch. He
includes various and sometimes varying accounts, but modern historians
appreciate “his hesitation to impose his own judgments.”100 As we have
noted, Suetonius seems to straddle the genres of biography and history.101

While some mythical elements appear in both these writers (particularly
when writing about the distant past), clearly both are biographies just as the
Gospels are.102

Naturally we have a range of works sometimes classified as biography.103

Yet where these biographies’ information is inaccurate, they do not thereby
become novels. As some literary critics have pointed out, even when
historical works have incorrect facts they do not become fiction, and a
novel that depends on historical information does not become history.
Nevertheless, some scholars have argued that while many ancient
biographers were mostly accurate, some were quite unreliable. While it is
true that some biographers were less accurate than others, frequently cited
examples like Ps.-Callisthenes’ Alexander Romance104 do not make the
case; this work does not belong to the main biographic genre (especially as
it existed in this period).105 When biography involved deliberate
falsification of events (as opposed to creative retelling of sources), it
departed from the expected conventions of its genre.

Ancient biographies and histories were different genres, yet (as the
contemporary debate over the genre of Luke-Acts shows) the former can
draw on the principles of the latter enough to allow considerable overlap
(hence I offer examples from ancient histories as well as biographies).
While taken by itself Luke’s Gospel is biography, as part of Luke’s two-
volume work the Gospel becomes a biographic component in a larger



history, just as authors of multivolume histories could devote an entire
volume or section to a particularly prominent character.106 Luke’s
biography of Jesus is thus inseparable from his larger historical work.

Yet claiming a basically historical function by ancient standards does not
mean that the gospel writers wrote history the way modern historians
would; ancient historiography itself proceeded on different principles than
modern historiography does, as we shall emphasize in a later chapter. This
was also true of ancient biographers; thus Plutarch opines that some ancient
writers added some missing details about Alexander’s manner of death,
inventing tragic scenes appropriate to the topic.107 Naturally, over the
centuries (as in the span of time between Alexander and Plutarch), such
adaptations by less conservative writers would multiply. We would expect
fewer such divergences from the eyewitness sources in the briefer span of
time between Jesus’ death and the appearance of first-century Gospels.



Different from Modern Biography
 
Ancient biography differed from modern biography in some respects,
including in how it treated historical information.108 For instance, ancient
biographies sometimes differed from their modern namesake by beginning
in the protagonist’s adulthood, as in many political biographies,109 the first-
century Life of Aesop110 or in Mark’s Gospel.

In contrast to modern historical biography, ancient biographers also did
not need to follow a chronological sequence; most felt free to rearrange
their material topically.111 This pattern is particularly obvious in
Suetonius.112 Some scholars maintain that one kind of biographies were
literary biographies ordered chronologically, insofar as was possible;113

they suggest that Alexandrian biographies were arranged more
systematically or topically.114 In practice, these types were never followed
exactly and chronological biographies appear to have been rare.115 Insofar
as we employ such types, however, Luke seems to fall closer to the former
category (following the order of Mark virtually exactly except for a few,
perhaps two, very significant exceptions), whereas Matthew follows the
more common topical format (compare e.g., his five topical discourse
sections).

Lack of chronological sequence posed no problems for readers of ancient
biographies. Many Jewish interpreters doubted that the biblical accounts of
Moses at Sinai were arranged chronologically.116 Nor did early Christians
expect the Gospels to reflect chronological sequence: Augustine suggested
the Evangelists wrote their Gospels as God recalled the accounts to their
memory; 117 as early as the early second century some Christian leaders
claimed that Mark wrote what he heard from Jesus’ disciple Peter, but Peter
did not narrate it (hence Mark did not write it) in the sequence in which it
occurred.118 The earliest traditions were oral, and oral performance can
vary the sequence of events.119



Some also argue that ancient biography, in contrast to modern biography
or novels, plays down characterization; this distinction, however, is not
accurate. Characterization was often developed by how a story was told
rather than specific comments,120 but comments about a person’s character
do appear in many biographies.121 Certainly ancient narrators in various
genres did care about characterization.122 We catch glimpses of even Jesus’
struggles in the Gospels (e.g., Mk 14:32-42). Yet if Jesus is a “flat” rather
than multidimensioned character in many Gospel accounts, it may be
because he was considered consistently positive, and because the writers
esteemed him too highly to tamper with the limited tradition on such
matters.123

Ancient biographers were also often less embarrassed by their biases than
are their modern counterparts. We shall note in a later chapter Greco-
Roman (and Jewish) historians’ emphasis on moral (and often political and
theological) lessons. Like other kinds of historical writers, biographers
frequently sought to teach moral lessons from their stories;124 one might in
a sense learn from great teachers of the past by proxy, as students of their
recorded teachings.125

Biographers may in fact have felt a special obligation to provide such
moral lessons. Thus the pre-Christian biographer Cornelius Nepos declares
that biographers dwelt on the virtues of their subject in ways that historians
did not, and intended their work for less technical audiences.126 Ancients
permitted biography more freedom to be one-sided in praise than was
appropriate for academic history.127 Biographers also could write for
apologetic and polemical reasons. 128 Some ancient biographers emphasize
moral lessons in their stories more than others do; some writers, like
Plutarch, vary in their moralizing even from one biography to the next.129

At the same time, the particular perspectives of such documents do not
destroy their historical value for us. As the Jewish scholar Geza Vermes
points out, “a theological interest is no more incompatible with a concern
for history than is a political or philosophical conviction,” and we can allow
for these in interpretation. 130 The better historians like Polybius felt that
their work should include praise and blame for individuals, but that they
should pursue truth and fairness,131 properly evaluating the right



distribution of praise and blame.132 Biographers felt free to critique their
heroes’ shortcomings,133 and most biographies mixed some measure of
praise and blame.134 Plutarch, for example, insists that it is necessary to
include failings in the biography of a good person, but to give the right
balance.135

Biographers of teachers could include a less than flattering story even
about one’s own teacher, though apt to report especially favorable matters
about him.136 One could also criticize some activities of other figures one
regarded highly.137 Of course some teachers were regarded as exceptional;
the earlier writer Xenophon has only good to report about Socrates,138 and
it is hardly likely that early Christians would find flaws in one they
worshiped.139 But normally disciples respected their teachers enough to
preserve and transmit their teachers’ views accurately, even when they
disagreed with them, rather than to distort their teachers’ views to fit the
disciples’ own.140 (This might be the more true with a teacher they
venerated.) Further, when one’s source could not recall the substance of a
speech a biographer might not try to reproduce it.141



Conclusion
 
The Gospels are premeditated foundation documents. While foundation
stories about the distant, legendary past were inevitably mythical, schools
tended to preserve information about more recent founders, a more
appropriate comparison for first-century Gospels about the recent figure
Jesus. Scholars have proposed various genre forms for the Gospels; some
(like “unique” or “folk literature”) are not very helpful. Others, like
“memoirs,” are on the right track (even if “memoirs” underestimates the
literary cohesiveness of Matthew, Luke and John). Clearly the Gospels are
not mythography, novels, or pure drama. As works focused on a single,
historical character, drawing on significant amounts of historical tradition,
the Gospels are most readily recognized as ancient biography.

Although ancient biography differed from its modern heir and namesake,
it was supposed to deal in historical information rather than the fanciful
creation of events. Some biographies were more historically reliable than
others (typically, those about recent generations were much more reliable
than those about the distant past). We must examine the Gospels in greater
detail to see where on this spectrum they lie.

Before turning to material about Jesus in the Gospels, however, we must
address two issues. First, one of the Gospels shows a particularly clear
overlap with the larger genre of history. Second, we must address an
objection that some modern writers raise: did ancients even care about
genuine historical information?



CHAPTER 6
 

Luke-Acts as History
 

“. . . having acquired thorough knowledge I decided to compose carefully for you an
orderly narrative from its beginning, honorable Theophilus, so that you may be fully
assured about the matters in which you have been instructed.”

LUKE 1:3-41

 

 
 
“The reasons for regarding Luke-Acts as a History are obvious and, to most scholars,
compelling.”

LUKE TIMOTHY JOHNSON2

 

 
 
“[Luke] is not just an ‘edifying writer’, but a historian and theologian who needs to be
taken seriously. His account always remains within the limits of what was considered
reliable by the standards of antiquity. That means that the author’s assurance in Luke
1:3 is more than mere convention; it contains a real theological and historical
programme, though this cannot be measured by the standards of a modern critical
historian.”

MARTIN HENGEL3

 
 
 
We have treated the Gospels as biographies, but one Gospel invites a
somewhat different approach, an approach that illustrates the often fine line
between biography and history. Luke’s Gospel is indeed a biography, but it
is part of a two-volume work (Luke-Acts) that when taken together cannot
easily be defined as biography.4



Although the two volumes may differ somewhat in genre,5 the narrative
unity of the two works6 would invite any attentive auditors to hear them
together. Many scholars suggest that Luke may combine elements of two
genres,7 especially in this case the related genres of history and biography.
While taken by itself the Gospel is biography, as part of Luke’s two-volume
work the Gospel becomes a biographic component in a larger history.
Ancient auditors would not find such a combination difficult to
comprehend; authors of multivolume histories could devote an entire
volume or section to a particularly prominent character.8 Luke’s biography
of Jesus is thus inseparable from his larger historical work.

Just as most scholars today recognize the Gospels as biographies, the
dominant view concerning Acts today, earlier argued by Lukan scholars
such as Martin Dibelius and Henry Cadbury,9 is that it is a work of ancient
historiography. 10 Luke Timothy Johnson in the Anchor Bible Dictionary
notes that most scholars today accept this assignment of genre for Luke-
Acts as a whole.11 Indeed, Hengel and Schwemer contend that those who
deny Luke-Acts as acceptable first-century historiography need to read
more ancient historiography “and less hypercritical and scholastic
secondary literature.”12



Luke-Acts as History
 
Various factors support the thesis that Luke conceives of his project as
primarily a history. Unlike a novel, Luke uses sources abundantly in his
first volume (usually agreed to be at least Mark and “Q”) and presumably in
his second volume as well, though we cannot distinguish the sources clearly
in Acts.13 Luke’s claim to investigate or have close acquaintance with his
information (Lk 1:3) fits historical works,14 and his occasional use of the
first-person plural (e.g., Acts 16:10) emphasizes the involvement
considered ideal for a good Hellenistic historian.15

Other aspects of Luke-Acts fit the historical genre. Luke’s extensive use
of public monologues in Acts fits the conventions of ancient histories better
than those of biographies or novels.16 (Indeed, in Acts they may
cumulatively consume a larger proportion of the work than in Thucydides
or Sallust, though Luke’s speeches are individually shorter than was typical
in the multivolume histories.)17 Likewise, neither a biography nor a
romance should end the way Acts does, because they would focus on Paul
the character (hence perhaps his death or release). But if Acts is a historical
work, it can chronicle “the rise and spread of the gospel and of the social
and religious movement to which that gospel gave birth,” especially from
Jerusalem to Rome.18 We focus below on some historiographic features that
include or are more specific to the Gospel.



Luke’s Preface
 
Significantly, Luke-Acts also includes what appears very much like the
prefaces found in histories.19 Granted, they also show some features similar
to the scientific treatise tradition,20 a tradition that not surprisingly overlaps
in some of its features with those of history works more narrowly defined
(but not novels).21 But some proposed parallels to scientific prefaces seem
questionable,22 and while Luke’s preface could fit this tradition stylistically
(and most kinds of prefaces share some similarities),23 the stylistic criterion
is inadequate without attention to the more important matter of content.24

David Aune points out that Luke-Acts “is obviously not a scientific or
technical treatise”;25 moreover, its prefaces do speak of historical matters
(Lk 1:1; Acts 1:1).

Loveday Alexander, who originally pointed out the parallels in technical
treatises, has clarified her understanding of the value of these parallels. She
agrees that Luke is not writing a technical scientific work; her appeal to
such parallels in prefaces was not intended to delineate his work’s genre.26

She explains further:

Nor was I claiming that Luke did not intend his work to be read
as ‘history,’ if by that we mean a reliable account of events in the
recent past. In fact (paradoxically enough), casting Luke as a
sober, pragmatic, writer of ‘scientific prose’ might give us a much
more secure handle on his reliability. It is certainly evident (as I
have made clear all along) that the preface shows a strong interest
both in ‘reliability’ and in the preservation of authentic
tradition.27

 
 
Where the conventions she cites appear in historiography, they appear in
writers culturally marginal to the dominant Greek culture, such as Jewish
authors.28 In view of his preface, Alexander argues that Luke is clearly not
writing rhetorical history or epic history;29 if Acts is history, it is, she



contends, the sort of history where scientific and historical traditions
“intersect, i.e. on the more scholarly, less rhetorical side of history . . . , and
perhaps especially where the author and/or subject is non-Greek.”30

If Alexander debates whether Luke’s preface is appropriate exclusively to
history, nevertheless the majority of scholars argue that, in the most
important respects, this preface is consistent with or even points to31

historiography. As Terrance Callan notes, a good introduction should
summarize what is to follow; 32 and Luke’s summary of what will follow is
explicitly historical: “an orderly narrative of the things fulfilled among us”
(Lk 1:1, 3). Likewise, his explicit purpose is to confirm what Theophilus
has learned about such events (1:4). “Given this statement of the question, it
is almost obvious that the preface of Luke-Acts most resembles the prefaces
of histories.”33 Luke focuses on “a narrative of events,” as Herodotus
“writes of ‘the great and marvellous deeds done by Greeks and foreigners’
(1.1).”34

Just as Luke’s purpose is to confirm truth (Lk 1:4),35 Lucian emphasizes
that history’s distinctive commitment is to truth.36 That Luke also sees his
work as useful (Lk 1:4)37 would not conflict with this goal.38 Given Luke’s
clear statements, especially in view of parallels to such claims in historical
works, Luke-Acts would easily enough project a historical genre (especially
in view of the following narratives) to a first-century audience.

Luke’s language otherwise fits historical prefaces, as numerous scholars
point out. David Moessner shows that Dionysius of Halicarnassus, writing
perhaps a century before Luke, “combines three technical terms that Luke
will employ in his short prooemial period (Lk. 1.1-4),” and they share also
four other key terms.39 Clare Rothschild40 and Todd Penner41 also list
several comparisons with most historical prefaces. While not all these
characteristics they note are limited to historiography, the conjunction of
various features in historiography is significant.

Likewise, when possible Luke sets his events in the context of world
history, just as historians (and almost exclusively historians) did in their
histories (Lk 2:1-2; 3:1-2; Acts 18:12).42 Moreover, where we can check
Luke against extrinsic data, he fits far better than novels set in the past, like
Chariton’s romance or Judith. 43 Some have even found in Luke’s work
specific stylistic echoes of Polybius and his successors in Hellenistic



historiography, suggesting that Luke imitates not only the Septuagint but
also the style of eastern Mediterranean historians.44

A more specifically Jewish approach could point in the same direction.
After surveying Luke’s use of Old Testament historiography, Rosner
suggests that Luke’s use of analogous features implies that he “was writing
what he conceived to be a historical work.”45 Some scholars even argue that
Luke sought to write salvation history as he knew it from the Old
Testament.46 Certainly Luke cites the Septuagint far more than any other
source, and it is in fact the only extant historical source (apart from Mark)
that he quotes (and one that he in fact regularly quotes with marked
citations). Nevertheless, as in the case of Josephus’ Antiquities, use of
biblical information would not prevent one from writing Hellenistic history
at the same time.47

Luke’s claims that have invited significant question are largely the sorts
of issues on which we would expect Luke to have less information from his
Christian sources (such as private conversations48 or some events most
geographically and chronologically remote).49 Questions on such points
should not be used to ignore Luke’s record on the many other points where
we can expect him to preserve the best evidence (just as we would not
ignore the value of other historians’ best evidence on account of their more
questionable material). Indeed, in such places (for example, Acts’ we-
narratives) difficulties of this sort appear rare.



Luke’s Claim of “thorough knowledge” (Lk 1:3)
 

For Greeks the very term used for research or investigation, historia, left
“no doubt possible about what was early considered the defining
characteristic of the genre”; it focused on “the interrogation of witnesses
and other informed parties” and then weaving their responses into a
cohesive narrative.50 Even if some writers failed to travel to all the places
their narratives covered, travel was apparently a familiar component of
historical research. The early Greek historian Herodotus initiated this
emphasis on research,51 traveling widely; Thucydides, who cross-examined
his sources, assumed this approach as the standard.52 Diodorus Siculus53

and Appian54 both claim to have visited sites about which they wrote.
Although most of the subjects for Philostratus’ sophistic biographies were
long deceased, he interviewed some who lived, even on multiple occasions;
55 in addition, he recorded information from those who had heard them.56

Polybius avers that investigation is “the most important part” of writing
history.57 His proposed method for conducting investigation, given the
limitations of space and time, was to interview people, critically evaluate
reports, and accept the most reliable sources.58 Although interviews were
impossible when dealing with the distant past,59 writers preferred them
when living witnesses remained available.60 Greek historians often traveled
to the locations of events and consulted those considered reliable oral
sources.61 Condemning writers who sought to make guesses sound
plausible, Polybius noted that in his research he had also come across
documentary evidence.62 Probability is one helpful test, he conceded, but
visiting a location and interviewing witnesses there is much better.63

Greek historians had their weaknesses, but primary research was one of
their strengths. Klaus Meister observes,

Although Greek historians usually referred to only one or two
predecessors and quoted them uncritically (an ‘unscholarly’
practice according to modern understanding), their primary



research was often superior to that of modern historians: they
relied to a large degree on ‘autopsy’ and their own experiences,
collected and examined the oral transmission, questioned
eyewitnesses and sources, and visited the scenes of events in
order to gather their information on the spot.64

 
 
In actual practice, not all historians in this period traveled.65 Roman
historians usually focused on Roman history, most of which was available
locally through armies and legates sending word back to the senate. Thus
they sometimes simply collected information without field research,66

although they still expected accuracy in their writing.67



Did Luke Travel?
 
Was Luke more like a typical Greek historian or a typical Roman one on the
matter of travel? Given Luke’s Greek style and his focus on events in the
Greek East, those who contend that Luke was primarily a “Hellenistic
historian” rather than a Roman one easily have the stronger case. This
observation need not mean that Luke traveled to all locations in his
narrative, but it appears that he traveled sometimes. If, as apparently at least
a slight majority of Acts scholars contend, the author of Acts also authored
the “we” source,68 Acts clearly stands much closer to the Hellenistic mold.
Luke would not have traveled as widely as, say, Polybius,69 but on this
majority interpretation he would be acquainted firsthand with material and
locations in his more detailed “we” material, including Jerusalem and
especially Caesarea. He could have spent up to two years in Judea (Acts
24:27 with 21:15; 27:1). Probably most of it would have been in Caesarea
on the coast rather than in Galilee, but he would have had access to
believers there who had been part of the early Jerusalem church and were
familiar with the earliest traditions (Acts 21:8, 10, 16). He may have had
some contact with James the Lord’s brother (Acts 21:18), though we cannot
say how much.

Opinions do vary regarding his “we” sections, and one’s approach to
Luke’s historical methodology does not rise or fall on this point alone.
Nevertheless, I believe that evidence for his genuine participation in some
later events in his second volume, Acts, is very strong.70 “We” appears only
sporadically, whereas a fictitious “we” in a novel normally appeared
throughout the work. Without comment (as if the audience knows the
identity of the narrator), the “we” appears incidentally in Troas, leaves off
in Philippi (Acts 16:10-16), and resumes years later, again in Philippi (20:6-
21:18; 27:1-28:16). It does not appear at more theologically pregnant points
where it would be most useful (say in Acts 2, 10, or 15).71 As one might
expect for eyewitness material, the “we” sections tend to be among Luke’s
most detailed material.72 (Detractors often cite differences from Paul; at



least some of the more significant of these, however, may reflect a
traditional Protestant misunderstanding of Paul.)73

Scholars offer various interpretations of this material. While the “we”
material could reflect a travel itinerary, it would presumably be the
narrator’s own; why else would he preserve its first person narration only
here, when he has other sources also reporting eyewitness material (Lk
1:2)?74 Most current scholars believe that the proposal of a literary device
for sea-voyages75 misreads the evidence;76 the proposal of a fictitious
literary device more generally is also questionable. Although entire works
could be pseudonymous,77 Luke does not name himself, and his first
audience seems (and Theophilus surely is) aware of his identity.78 First-
person narrators normally remain central to the action throughout the
narrative in novels,79 but (as we noted in ch. 5 and here) Luke-Acts is not a
novel. More relevant is first-person narration in histories; like third-person
narration naming the narrator, this narration nearly always indicated the
actual presence of the author on the occasions noted.80 Classicist Arthur
Darby Nock noted that a fictitious “we” is extremely rare outside obvious
fiction; he thus evaluated Luke’s “we” narratives as authentic eyewitness
memoirs. 81 For such reasons a majority of Lukan scholars concur that Luke
here uses his own notes; that he indicates his presence on the occasions
marked by “we”; and/or that this section includes the narrator’s genuine
personal reminiscences. 82 We would grant the accuracy of this claim to
almost any other ancient historian who made it; that some NT scholars are
skeptical in Luke’s particular case may say more about the assumptions of
NT criticism than about Luke himself.

What is the relevance of this connection to Luke’s “research” for the
gospel story? The “we” departs for Judea with Paul in 20:5-21:18 and
departs from Judea up to two years later (see 24:17) in 27:1-28:16. The
narrator probably spent most of the interim in Caesarea, but even this
location would have afforded Luke the opportunity to become more “fully
acquainted” with reports about the Judean events (if not geography) that he
depicts.



More on “thorough familiarity”
 
Luke informs his audience that he “was thoroughly familiar with” the
matters about which he writes (Lk 1:3). Although some translations render
his verb parakoloutheō as if it denotes investigation or research, neither is
necessarily implied, “although both these activities might be required in the
process.”83 Nevertheless, the term does indicate thorough acquaintance by
one means or another.84 In view of other ancient prologues using the same
language, Luke’s wording suggests thorough familiarity with reports and
that he is able to evaluate their accuracy.85 One would use this terminology
to display one’s “impeccable credentials” for writing reliably.86

How extensive was Luke’s firsthand acquaintance and/or his
investigation? As we have noted, Roman historians typically consulted
records; Greek historians in the tradition of Polybius traveled and consulted
with witnesses.87 Although Luke himself was not a witness to the events in
the Gospels (as potentially opposed to some later parts of Acts),88 his
travels allowed him to confirm many of the oral traditions circulating (Lk
1:2), traditions already known to his audience (Lk 1:4). Presumably this
confirmation would have at least included interviewing Jerusalem followers
of Jesus who could confirm and augment the stories circulating among
Diaspora Christians.89 Luke’s appeal to “eyewitnesses” (Lk 1:2)90 fits the
appreciation for research in Hellenistic historiography and has parallels in
some histories.

The actual term autopsia (mentioned by Meister, above) is a rare one; but
the convention of appeal to such sources is much more widespread.91 While
the term may not be common, the emphasis on visual observation that it
implied was;92 both Greek93 and Roman94 historians emphasized it. The
ideal for ancient historians was to have seen events themselves;95 since this
was not always possible, they often had to depend on oral sources.96 When
they needed to defend their work, historians typically showed their reliance
on oral sources and autopsy, from Polybius through the first century.97

Tacitus sought information from witnesses where possible (and otherwise



had access to imperial annals for numerous points).98 When the term is
used, it normally indicates “those with personal/first-hand experience: those
who know the facts at first hand.”99 Luke emphasizes eyewitness attestation
not only in his preface, but commonly enough to reinforce the preface’s
claim.100



Confirmation (Lk 1:4)
 
That Luke’s research serves a primarily confirmatory purpose (1:4) suggests
that Luke in the end does not arrive at conclusions far distant from his
sources.101 Ancient rhetoricians often appealed to common knowledge to
make a point; though this information may have sometimes been gossip, it
seems unlikely that it was typically simply a rhetorical deception.102

Appeals to common knowledge suggest that the knowledge was in fact
widespread; hence that what Luke reports in his Gospel (and, to a lesser
extent, in Acts) was already in wide circulation at the time of his writing,
probably within the lifetime of some who had known Jesus’ public ministry.

Thus many stories Luke includes in his Gospel (as well as many that he
did not) were probably widely disseminated among many churches. The
early churches throughout the Empire were already informally networked
long before Luke wrote, and certainly long before the more explicit network
of bishops we recognize by the early second century. In Mediterranean
antiquity in general, travelers regularly carried news from one location to
another;103 whenever one learned of someone traveling near a place where
one had friends, one might prepare and send a letter.104

Clearly already in the third decade of the Christian movement, many
churches knew what was happening with churches in other cities (Rom 1:8;
1 Cor 11:16; 14:33; 1 Thess 1:7-9), and even shared letters (Col 4:16).
Missionaries could speak of some churches to others (Rom 15:26; 2 Cor
8:1-5; 9:2-4; Phil 4:16; 1 Thess 2:14-16) and send personal news by other
workers (Eph 6:21-22; Col 4:7-9). Urban Christians traveled (1 Cor 16:10,
12, 17; Phil 2:30; 4:18), carrying letters (Rom 16:1-2; Phil 2:25). They also
relocated to other places (Rom 16:3, 5; perhaps 16:6-15 passim) and sent
greetings to other churches (Rom 16:21-23; 1 Cor 16:19; Phil 4:22; Col
4:10-15).105 Pauline scholarship works from a more objective basis for
understanding early Christianity than some of the hypotheses circulated in
sectors of Gospels scholarship. While different locations might have their
own struggles or theological emphases, the idea that the early,
geographically distinct Christian communities were theologically and



socially isolated from one another (e.g., a “Q” community with a non-
messianic, Cynic Jesus) is simply a fiction created by modern scholarship.



Apologetic Historiography
 
Most scholars concur that one of the primary functions of Luke-Acts is
apologetic (that is, defending the faith). This purpose fits quite well into a
well-known line of ancient historiography. Because apologetic involves a
purpose rather than a specific literary form, it can overlap with various
other types of historiography that are classified instead by form or topic.

Nevertheless, apologetic historiography was common for works by
minority authors about their peoples (or in this case about an aspect of their
movement). The literary elite of minority cultures sometimes wrote about
their ancient traditions, seeking to counter Greek ethnocentrism.106 Often
they argued that their own civilizations predated the Greeks, hence that the
Greeks borrowed from them.107 Hellenistic Jewish historians followed this
pattern, adapting their stories as best as possible to Greek literary and
rhetorical forms to argue that their culture was older and greater than that of
the Greeks.108

Although the apologetic element is not always dominant, all extant
ancient Jewish historiography to some degree emphasized the antiquity and
superiority of Israel’s religion.109 The most complete example of Jewish
apologetic historiography is Josephus’ retelling of sacred Jewish history in
his Antiquities; Josephus seeks to demonstrate God’s special providence in
Israel’s history.110

Many scholars contend that Luke-Acts fits the genre of apologetic
historiography, 111 even if apologetic constitutes only one element of his
objective. Part of Luke’s apologetic is his argument that the Gentile
Christian movement, far from being a recent innovation, is an appropriate
outgrowth of Israel’s ancient and sacred history. Luke indeed goes beyond
other Hellenistic Jewish writers (like Artapanus, Demetrius, Eupolemus,
and Pseudo-Eupolemus) in his overarching promise-fulfilment schema;112

this approach naturally reflects his theological perspective that the promised
messianic era has come. It claims to unify Luke’s story with Israel’s earlier
story in a way that these earlier writers did not claim for their own stories,



suggesting that Luke views Luke-Acts itself as a continuation of the biblical
story.113 As noted earlier, those writing “biblical” history could also be
writing hellenistic historiography. Luke’s adaptation of his recent sacred
material (about Jesus) should not be greater than his adaptation of his
“ancient,” biblical material, as exemplified in Acts 7 (where even some of
the changes reflect early Jewish traditions rather than Luke’s imagination).



Conclusion
 
As the majority of scholars concur, Luke’s preface, speeches, and other
features support the assignment of his two-volume work to the genre of
ancient historiography (without contesting that the first volume by itself is
biographic in character). We shall examine the use of sources in a later
chapter, but Luke’s use of sources points in the same direction. Luke’s
claim of “thorough knowledge” fits the claims, and normally the research
practices, of eastern Mediterranean historical writers. He would have had
ample opportunity to learn from eyewitnesses and/or those who knew them.
Luke’s particular apologetic interests do not detract from, but strengthen his
ties to the historical genre (see further discussion on writers’ perspectives
and commitments in ch. 8).

Some modern scholars recognize that ancient writers, whatever their
human biases, were in a better historical position to evaluate matters of their
day than we are today.114 Luke was able to investigate or at least be aware
of the information passed on to him. Roughly the same critical tools were
available to him as are available to us, and much more information was
available to him than is otherwise available to us. While we may recognize
Luke’s emphases and question him on matters of detail, we ultimately have
little to work with for alternative reconstructions if we dismiss the Gospels’
materials.



CHAPTER 7
 

Ancient Historiography as History
 

“. . . ancient historians understood the narrative framework to be an intentional literary
creation that would interpret the actions and events being described.”

TODD PENNER1

 

 
 
“On balance, therefore, tendentiousness, though an omnipresent danger, probably
threatened the integrity of [ancient] historiography no more than in present times.”

C. W. FORNARA2

 
 
 
The view that ancient writers cared little for historical accuracy, or that
blends all narrative genres as if all were equally novelistic, is misinformed.
As we have noted, biography and history overlap in their interests, so
historical method is relevant for understanding biographies. Because (as we
have also noted) one of the Gospels, Luke, belongs to a larger historical
project (Luke-Acts), comparisons with ancient historiography will prove
especially relevant there.

Ancient historians were interested both in facts and in how they
communicated them, both in what we today consider historical information
and in delivery (conventional literary or rhetorical presentation). These
concerns mingled inseparably in their work, but we shall try to separate
them into two chapters here. The first will address mostly ancient
historians’ use of genuine information. The second will focus on how they
dressed up that information for their audience. Both can inform how we
understand the Gospel writers, since they will illustrate how these authors
expected an ancient audience to hear their works.



Most historians did value historical accuracy regarding events where they
could achieve it; they often displayed critical thinking regarding sources (as
often, though not always, exemplified in Polybius); and they recognized
that sources closer to the events were more apt to be accurate than later
ones were.



Concerns for Historical Information
 
In ways that differed starkly from modern historians, ancient historians
were creative with speeches and moralistic adaptations.3 Here, however, we
examine the more “conservative” side of ancient historiography: historians
did not normally invent “events” in their sources. (Even those that accused
others of extensive embellishment rarely accused them of inventing battles,
deaths, and so forth.) Rhetorical adaptation (in which some historians like
Josephus apparently took great pride) was not novelistic composition from
scratch, and events tend to remain among different writers even as
interpretations of those events vary. Paul’s letters suggest that the earliest
Christians were interested in the apostles and their advance of the gospel.4



Historians’ Concern for Accuracy?
 
Contrary to what some have argued, ancient historians generally had
concerns for accuracy regarding events.5 Although historians, especially
elite historians, were also concerned with rhetorical presentation, they did
not consider factual and rhetorical goals incompatible so long as rhetoric
was kept within appropriate bounds (the verdict of appropriateness varying
from one historian to another). Many historians did not achieve common
ideals of accuracy, but objective accuracy remained an ideal by which other
historians evaluated their work.6

In one of the seminal studies a generation ago, A. W. Mosley examined
the claims and practice of various ancient historians and concluded that
some (he includes both Herodotus and Thucydides) followed their material
as carefully as they could, whereas others (he includes here Strabo and
Plutarch) were much less dependable.7 Among Romans, Tacitus proved a
more critical historian, though many were not.8 The ideal, then, remained
accuracy, although not all writers achieved this goal equally well.

History was supposed to be truthful,9 and historians harshly criticized
other historians whom they accused of promoting falsehood, especially
when they were thought to exhibit self-serving agendas.10 To a lesser
extent, historians critiqued those who unknowingly got their facts wrong.11

More damagingly, a writer who consistently presented the least favorable
interpretation, ignoring the diverse views of his sources, could be accused
of malice.12 Even biographers, who had a bit more freedom to be one-
sided,13 might evaluate sources’ or witnesses’ motives.14

Ancients readily distinguished between the goals of history and those of
less factual epic poetry. For example, the Greek thinker Aristotle noted that
the difference between “history” and “poetry” was not their literary style,
for one could put Herodotus into verse if one wished. Rather, he insisted,
the former recounts what actually happened whereas the latter recounts
what might happen. 15 Early Greek historians distinguished themselves
from epic poets not only by prose but by explicitly identifying themselves



and the limits of their knowledge.16 Likewise, even rhetorical historians
recognized that historical inquiry required not merely rhetorical skill but
research,17 and those thought guilty of inadequate research or firsthand
acquaintance with their reports were likely to be doubted.18

The perspectives of Pliny the Younger are helpful here. Pliny was an
orator who was alive during the writing of the Gospels; he valued history,
even though his public speaking career never allowed leisure to write it
himself.19 Ideal subjects for history offered original and interesting
material, he opined, but only provided that the material was based on
genuine facts.20 We shall explore later the role of rhetoric in historiography,
but Pliny, a rhetorician, felt that history’s primary goal, in contrast to that of
some other genres, was truth and accuracy rather than rhetorical display.21

He insisted that accuracy was praiseworthy.22 Historians would insist that
their duty was to present facts accurately, though acknowledging that some
individuals discussed in their histories viewed the facts (and the political
perspectives informing their presentation) quite differently.23

Still, he recognized that contemporary political exigencies could affect
the telling of current history; eager to appear in Tacitus’ history, Pliny
reminds him of one of his own noteworthy deeds,24 though the incident, the
prosecution of one bad governor,25 is barely worthy of mention. Tacitus can
increase Pliny’s fame, the latter urges. Yet his caveat is also significant: of
course he ought not go beyond the facts, Pliny allows, since history must
attend only to the truth.26

Although Pliny writes as a Roman, writers in the eastern Mediterranean
(such as the Gospel writers) may have held a greater commitment to
firsthand research than Roman historians did. Romans were often interested
in history more for collections of moral examples than for its own sake
(though both Greeks and Romans valued both uses for history). Thus
because Livy valued history for its examples, he sometimes failed to
research alternative perspectives on the character of those about whom he
wrote.27 But even among Romans, while some may have written something
like fiction, “Such excess . . . for which there are enough modern parallels,
was a gross evasion of the rules of historical responsibility.”28 In the first
century BCE, Cicero noted that everyone expected historians to avoid



falsehood and bias.29 Accuracy was not always achieved, but the desire for
it does distinguish the conventions of historiography from those for novels
or epic.

C. W. Fornara, a scholar of ancient historiography, argues that despite the
failures of some writers, objectivity remained the goal in history. For this
reason modern scholars dispute which direction Sallust leaned; he produced
“a designedly neutral text,” “concealed his predilections,” and, “for the sake
of historical truth, he repressed his loyalties and took (or tried to take) an
objective view.”30 “Honesty and objectivity” were part of the genre,
Fornara contends, part of “the contract between author and reader.”31 He
concludes, “On balance, therefore, tendentiousness, though an omnipresent
danger, probably threatened the integrity of historiography no more than in
present times.”32

Fornara very likely plays down tendentiousness too much (see our
discussion in the next chapter); yet he is surely correct to the extent that
historians did not feel free to invent events, but only to interpret them. They
were not always objective, but blatant fabrication of persons and events
violated the rules of their genre, inviting severe criticism. Interests shaped
the telling of history, but did not allow anything close to the same degree of
factual freedom they normally afforded novels and epics.

As one sample of a range among earlier Greek historians, we may
contrast Herodotus with Thucydides, perhaps the two most widely read
historians in antiquity.33 Ancients recognized that Herodotus wrote more for
his audience’s pleasure than Thucydides did;34 his charm consisted
especially in making readers feel that they were reading stories rather than
history.35 Thucydides, however, had a reputation for notably accurate
history writing.36

Herodotus employed but sometimes misunderstood his oral sources in his
travels, and could not read other nations’ written ones.37 Yet even
Herodotus, who was largely pioneering38 the sort of ethnographic research
he undertook, was a genuine ancient historian. His depiction of the eastern
Mediterranean coastal regions fits what we know of these regions from
other sources.39 One faction of modern scholars has made him out to be “a
mere ‘arm-chair scholar’ who only feigned his journeys, his personal
observation and his sources,” but Klaus Meister judges this view an



“aberration” that has been refuted yet really merits little refutation. It is
unbelievable, he argues, that Herodotus simply invented the vast array of
citations scattered throughout his work.40 Herodotus does not, to be sure,
work from the consensus methodology of critical scholarship laid down
after his time, in that he offers little attempt to evaluate his sources; he does
not, however, invent them.41 Herodotus also displays far less Hellenic bias
than we might expect.42 Ancient historians’ frequent use of sources is not
simply an anachronistic supposition; we address some explicit evidence for
their use of sources in chapter 9.



Historians and Critical Thinking
 
Although there were plenty of cases of historical credulity,43 and ancient
historians were less critical of their sources than their modern successors
are,44 most historians and biographers were capable of critically evaluating
their sources. Thus, for example, Plutarch disputes a claim of Herodotus
based on the numbers and an extant inscription.45 Elsewhere he tries to
distinguish more accurate from less accurate sources by using reason,46 or
questions a later source including information missing in an allegedly
primary source.47

Such concerns are hardly rare. Livy opines that some numbers he found
in early “annals” may be exaggerated, and simply concludes that in any
case the slaughter was great.48 Pausanias complains that many think that
Theseus instituted democracy, despite the inconsistency of such a notion
with the claim that he was in fact a king. Then he adds, “there are many
false beliefs current among the mass of mankind, since they are ignorant of
historical science and consider trustworthy whatever they have heard from
childhood in choruses and tragedies.” 49 Citing historical plausibility, the
Jewish historian Josephus similarly argues against various claims.50

Dionysius of Halicarnassus,51 himself a rhetorician, critiques not only
Thucydides’ style52 but his failure to achieve the expected standard of
historical accuracy. “Art,” this rhetorician opines, “does not excuse history
from such exaggeration.” 53 Yet Thucydides himself was hardly oblivious to
the need for critical evaluation. Thucydides recognizes that Greeks were not
called “Hellenes” before the Trojan War, since Homer, writing long after
that war, does not yet use the term.54 He refused to dismiss Mycenae’s past
splendor based on remains in his day, noting that cities of his own day
might hold power without impressive physical structures.55 When a
distinction between accurate and inaccurate sources proved impossible,
writers often simply presented several different current opinions on what
had happened.56 A writer might simply admit that he did not know how
something happened.57



Even Herodotus’ methodology of reporting a range of sources without
evaluating their accuracy58 did not thereby assume or pronounce judgment
in their favor, provided the audience would be duly warned to, or would
understand that they were obligated to, make their own decisions. Thus
Lucian advised that the historian should report a myth found in one’s source
without commiting oneself to it; “make it known for your audience to make
of it what they will — you run no risk and lean to neither side.”59

Polybius recognizes that myth may be helpful for bringing pleasure,60 but
argues that the goal of history is purely truth.61 Dionysius of Halicarnassus
warns that history involves truth rather than legends, and that one should
pursue facts, “neither adding to nor subtracting from” them.62 (Even if such
historians underestimated the role of an author’s presuppositions, the value
of facticity they articulated for historiography is not one easily applied to
novelistic or purely mythical narrative forms.) Herodian (perhaps somewhat
rhetorically) criticizes earlier historians for preferring rhetorical style to
truth63 and emphasizes that he never depended on unconfirmed
information.64 Because of their obligation to truth, biographers and
historians could report unflattering accounts of individuals they generally
respected.65 Historians might recognize exaggerations in an account, while
averring that genuine historical tradition stood behind it,66 or might regard
an account as too implausible altogether.67 Ancient historians were also
aware that propaganda helped create legend.68

Such perspectives show us that some ancient historians criticized others
for failing to live up to the ideals of the discipline. While it is also clear that
the ideal was not always realized, these claims indicate how historians
could expect to be evaluated by their peers and reveal the extent to which
ancient historiography anticipated its modern namesake. Although some
ancient historians were not consistently rigorous, ancient thinkers were as
capable of critical thought as modern ones. The most vocal example of this
principle, however, is Polybius.



Polybius’ High Ideal Standard
 
Although not all historians shared Polybius’ more rigorous standards, his
work provides special opportunity to explore these questions because he
raises them so frequently in his writing.69 Polybius’ invective against the
rhetorical historian Timaeus70 provides an example of the standards by
which historians might be judged by their peers. To be sure, Polybius’ peer
review of Timaeus seems hardly objective itself; he impugns his motives,71

even while opining that Timaeus warrants such harsh treatment because he
has been harsh with others.72 Fornara rightly questions the fairness of
Polybius’ critique; he polemicized “against Timaeus, by our standards an
indefatigable and enterprising scholar,” because the latter merely collected
books rather than traveled.73 We know that some writers (note here Lucian)
could use hyperbole as part of their wit in satirizing “bad” historians;
though bias may have been more acceptable, hence more pervasive, in
antiquity than it is today, it was probably not commonly as severe or
malicious as accusers (and perhaps competitors) like Polybius suggest.
(However harsh some modern reviewers may be, modern scholars may be
grateful that we did not write two millennia ago.)

Nevertheless, Polybius’ critique illustrates the demands for accuracy to
which ancient historians could be subjected, and the public consequences of
leaving oneself open to the critique of having failed to achieve such
accuracy.74 Polybius complains that Timaeus’ work reveals that he was
unacquainted with Africa, about which he writes.75 Timaeus’s errors are
hardly surprising, Polybius opines, since he failed to do sufficient
investigation,76 and even when he did visit places and consult witnesses, he
got his facts wrong.77 When covering matters treated properly by other
historians, Timaeus elaborates excessively and confuses the information
that is there.78 Polybius accuses Timaeus of fabricating sources where he
fails to name them.79 (This accusation is probably an unfair one, reflecting
simply different approaches to style or different target audiences.)



As we have noted, Polybius is not above assuming that he can infer
Timaeus’ motives. Timaeus’ problem, Polybius argues, is not ignorance but
prejudice; Timaeus is more concerned with epideictic rhetoric (praise and
blame) than with proper history.80 One could forgive historians who merely
erred, Polybius allows, but Timaeus’ errors are deliberate lies.81 Polybius
charges that Timaeus slanders people by presenting them in a worse light
than is appropriate.82 This criticism may well unfairly impugn Timaeus’
motives for his perspective, and may simply inform us that Polybius
evaluated the data differently; one could not easily avoid rivals’ criticisms.
But from Polybius’ description it appears likely that Timaeus did at least
exaggerate.

More broadly, Polybius condemns authors who sensationalize their story
to make it more graphic and provide cohesiveness;83 Polybius himself
might permit a little of this to tie the narrative together, but (he contends) he
would not permit very much.84 He complains that another historian,
Phylarchus, records tragic scenes of women, children, and the aged wailing
as they are enslaved. Polybius objects to this portrayal (even though we can
suspect that it is a historically likely inference) because it is meant to arouse
pity, i.e., pathos used for entertainment value.85 The historian should not,
Polybius opines, “try to thrill his readers” with exaggeration or tragic poetry
endeavoring “to imagine the probable utterances of his characters.”86 A
tragic poet should entertain and settle for verisimilitude, he contends, but a
historian should stick with facts.87

On a more general level, however, these standards that Polybius cites are
not exclusively his own, but are shared with Timaeus himself, however well
or poorly he may live up to the standard in a given instance. Timaeus
admits that falsehood is the worst vice in writing history, and that those who
write falsehood should find a different name for their book than history.88

Timaeus would also agree with Polybius that the truth of a book’s content,
rather than its style or length, confirms that a work is history.89

Likewise, Polybius has to defend himself in advance against others’
criticisms. He feels compelled to explain why he himself depends on Aratus
rather than the often contradictory accounts of his contemporary
Phylarchus.90 He contends that the latter “makes many random and careless
statements,”91 and promises to offer just the most relevant examples.92



Historians of the early empire continued to maintain such standards as
the ideal; Tacitus declares that history should cater to leaders neither by
flattering nor by attacking them.93 Although political pressure might require
some adjustments for current monarchs or dynasties (or even influence the
selection process by which historians survived, published, and their works
remained extant), this pressure did not permit wholesale invention of facts
(nor ought we to imagine the Gospel writers constrained by such political
pressures from their protagonists!). Historians who invented events (far
more than sensational or rhetorical historians embellishing relevant details;
see our next chapter) risked refutation and serious denunciation, and their
works were unlikely to survive their patrons.94



Earlier Versus Later Sources
 
The question of how soon the gospel sources derive after the events that
they report is essential to the discussion of their potential reliability.
Ancient as well as modern historians valued firsthand sources most highly
(all other factors being equal), and after these they valued those closest in
date to the events reported. 95 On this count the Gospels fare better than
many historians.96

Ancient historians were especially happy, when reporting recent events,
to include oral tradition from eyewitnesses.97 The second best source after
the author being an eyewitness was the author’s use of eyewitnesses.98

Josephus concurs with Gentile historians in preferring this practice.99 Of
course, whether due to bias or memory lapse, even eyewitnesses did not
always agree on details, requiring some weighing of individual
testimony.100 (Among logical principles deemed useful then as today,
witnesses were considered most dependable shortly after the events they
purported to attest.)101

Because oral traditions were most reliable in the generation they
recounted, Greek historians liked to travel to compile oral sources in the
generation of the current events they reported. Thus “the historians of each
generation establish the record of their own time” most effectively.102

Nevertheless, sources committed to writing often held a special
authority;103 even an eyewitness might even cite another eyewitness source
written before his own work had been committed to writing.104 Writers
often recognized that whereas oral tradition could be modified over time,
written sources were fixed.105

When historians or biographers were themselves eyewitnesses, they
usually noted this.106 Audiences naturally would give special credence also
to writers whose works bore the approval of eyewitnesses. Josephus
emphasizes that he wrote his autobiography while witnesses remained alive
who could verify or falsify his claims,107 and complains that Justus, one of
his rivals, waited twenty years to publish, till after the eyewitnesses were



dead.108 Josephus thus contends that Justus should be less believable than
himself, whose work was known to the eyewitnesses and never contradicted
by them.109

Elsewhere also Josephus condemns Greek historians willing to write
about events where they were neither present nor dependent on those with
firsthand knowledge.110 Some, he complained, wrote about the war without
having been there, which he regarded as inadequate research for appropriate
histories.111 By contrast, Josephus says, he was present112 and he alone
understood the Jewish refugees and wrote the information down;113 his
accusers did not know the Jewish side of the story.114 Justus was not present
when the events he describes took place in Galilee, and those who could
have supplied Justus with such information perished in the siege of
Jerusalem.115 Josephus himself was not present for most of his Antiquities
or parts of his War, but the principle of dependence on eyewitness or early
sources when possible is useful for considering the Gospels; they differ
from works written centuries after the events they narrate. Most scholars
date Matthew and Luke after 70 or even 80, hence over four or five decades
after the events described in the Gospel, albeit while some eyewitnesses
may remain alive. That some eyewitnesses remained alive when Mark was
written is very likely; probably even more remained alive (and in church
leadership, Gal 2:9) during the primary period of oral transmission.

The critical sensitivity of ancient historians about the proximity of
sources to events especially affected their understanding of the remote past.
Ancient historians were less accurate when they wrote about people of
many centuries past than when they wrote about more recent events (as the
Gospels do),116 and they were themselves aware of this difference.117

(Conversely, the advantage of writing about ancient history was that one
could simply collect what earlier historians said, whereas writing about
recent matters could lead to offense!)118

Ancient historians, like their modern successors, generally preferred not
only witnesses but writers closer in time to the events reported rather than
later sources.119 Following the same principle, many ancient writers pointed
out the obscurity of reports from centuries earlier, expecting a much higher
standard of accuracy when handling reports closer to their own period.120



Most writers recognized that the earliest period was shrouded in myth,121

even if they sometimes found the myths’ basic outline acceptable.122

Sources about characters who lived many centuries in the past often
conflicted, a conflict that inadvertently attests to a proliferation of written
historical sources no longer extant (see our discussion of sources in ch. 9).
When writing about characters of the distant past, then, historians would
have to sort through legendary as well as actual historical data,123 and might
well have difficulty ascertaining which was which.124 Sometimes they
simply repeated apparently incredible information and warned readers to
use discretion;125 often, however, they sought to “demythologize” their
ancient reports.126 We may take the example of Plutarch writing about
Theseus, who was thought to have lived over a millennium before him.
Plutarch proposes to purify “Fable, making her submit to reason and take on
the semblance of History” by determining what is probable and credible.127

This means that when depending on historically remote sources, ancient
historiography sometimes had to settle for historical verisimilitude rather
than high probability (by modern standards) concerning the events that
ancient historians reported.128

Their criteria for distinguishing what was credible from what was not
were often inadequate, but they illustrate ancient intellectuals’ recognition
of the problem and their critical intentions.129 Sometimes writers employed
a criterion of coherency with other evidence,130 such as known customs of a
report’s day;131 other historical context132 (including chronological data);133

coherence with documentary sources;134 consistency of reported behavior
with a person’s other known behavior (something like modern form critics’
criterion of coherence); 135 or even material remains.136 Following the
probability argument standard in the law courts,137 a historian could
challenge an event recounted in earlier histories because of intrinsic
improbabilities in their accounts.138 Another historian often evaluates
various reports by comparing them; he notes that one story too prominent to
ignore is not reported by any of the eyewitness writers, hence is likely
unreliable.139

Historians’ generally more cautious approach to early sources contrasts
with their greater trust in more recent material, and we generally agree with



their intuitions, which were informed by greater knowledge of their period.
We respect Thucydides, Polybius, and (closer to the Gospels’ era) Josephus
as contemporaries of much of what they report (regardless of some
rhetorical embellishments). We depend heavily on writers of the early
empire like Tacitus and Suetonius, who report relatively recent events (of
the past century to century and a half, with accuracy increasing further later
in that period). Despite their biases, they provide an invaluable source for
understanding the early empire (see discussion below on evaluating degrees
of historical reliability). Barring convincing evidence to the contrary (such
as much greater divergence from primary sources than we find in such
historians), we should evaluate the Gospels analogously. They write about
events fulfilled within the past century, mostly roughly half a century or so
before they wrote.

Ancient as well as modern writers recognized that one could
communicate truths through fictitious stories, whether Jewish sages’ story
parables, Greek fables, or philosophers’ illustrations. But the stakes
changed once authors made claims about history, thereby inviting historical
falsification. Early Christians and their critics recognized the genre of
gospels and Acts as offering public claims in the arena of history (cf. 1 Cor
15:3-8; Lk 1:1-4; 2:1-2; 3:1-2; Acts 26:26), and proceeded in their debate
accordingly.

Sometimes the distinction between myth and history served polemic or
apologetic purposes, but it did so precisely because many thinkers believed
that the nature of foundational claims mattered. “The distinction between
myth (or fiction) and history” became one crux in early Christianity’s
debates with its detractors; “Celsus describes the gospels as fictions
(πλἀσµατα) and viewed them as largely unhistorical,” and Christians took
the same approach toward Philostratus’ Life of Apollonius.140 Celsus,
Porphyry and Julian all claimed that the gospels were fictions, fabricating
stories and not history,141 apparently assuming “that one needs to show the
falsity of the sources (e.g. the biblical literature) of the Christians’ message
before one can stop the religion.”142

But using information for an agenda is not incompatible with the
presence of genuine information. Contrary to what is sometimes assumed,
early Christians did have historical interest, and this is what we might



expect in their setting. In the context of a Jewish covenant understanding of
history as the framework for God’s revelation, the earliest Christians should
have been interested in the history of Jesus.143 Even apocalypses often
provide “historical reviews.”144 Indeed, even the Qumran sect, whose
teacher was important but much less central than in the Christian
movement,145 preserved at least some information about its teacher.146

Interest in history distinguished the Christian movement147 from both
Mithraism, with its more cosmic emphasis,148 and earlier mystery cults,149

but fits the commitment of ancient historians.150



Limited Analogies with Josephus
 
As a Hellenistically educated monotheist steeped in Palestinian Judaism but
writing history for a Diaspora audience,151 Josephus may invite comparison
with the Gospels. The comparison is less complete than some scholars
might make it; the Gospels address a much less sophisticated, much more
popular audience than Josephus does. As we shall see, Josephus appeals to
an elite audience that demanded more rhetorical elaboration than some
other historians thought fitting, and more than the Gospel writers were
probably rhetorically capable of providing. Nevertheless, Josephus provides
one among several possible analogies, and an analogy potentially valuable
enough to warrant exploration.

Clearly Josephus both preserves and adapts prior material. Josephus does
not uncritically affirm all his sources; he can note that some make a
particular claim,152 and can refuse to decide himself the cause of some
events, diplomatically leaving final decisions to the reader’s discretion.153

He can also question a source’s bias.154 Yet we can best test Josephus’
reliability where he is reproducing accounts to which we have ready access,
most often biblical accounts.155

Josephus, like some other Jewish writers,156 dramatizes, adds speeches,
omits what appears counterproductive, and inserts his own apologetic
slant.157 Sometimes Josephus apparently “corrects” or adjusts biblical
accounts based on other biblical passages.158 This practice may not
represent his method everywhere; he may strive for greater rhetorical
sophistication in his magnum opus, the Antiquities (where we have most of
his overlap with Scripture), than in his earlier War.159 But even here
Josephus tends to adapt events in his sources, not create them.160 (Speeches
are, as often noted, a different story.)161

Even when he adds extrabiblical events to biblical accounts (such as
Moses’ exploits as an Egyptian prince), our extant sources (such as
Artapanus) often confirm that he is following earlier extrabiblical traditions,



not composing from his imagination. Josephus also clearly depends on
sources, for postbiblical as well as biblical events,162 such as the work of
the eyewitness Nicolas of Damascus, 163 although he critiques what he sees
as Nicolas’ bias.164

Like other extant historians, Josephus affirms his intention to write truth,
in contrast to those historians he thinks are unconcerned for it.165 This claim
recalls the standard that historians demanded, but does not resolve the
extent to which Josephus fulfills it.166 He condemns those who wrote about
events without any firsthand knowledge, contrasting them with his own
knowledge of the Judean-Roman war.167 Not only was he an eyewitness of
much that he claims,168 he claims to have even taken notes,169 receiving
reports also from deserters from the city.170

Yet whether due to conflicting sources,171 careless composition, or
neglecting to explain information that would resolve some of the tensions,
Josephus sometimes contradicts himself.172 Sometimes he does this even in
some of his most rhetorically refined material, and in material closest to his
own lifetime.173 Josephus also sometimes forgets to include information;
although promising to recount more about Helena’s and Izates’ benefactions
during Jerusalem’s famine, 174 he never returns to the subject (at least not in
this extant volume).175

How does Josephus usually fare in his reports of the postbiblical period?
Scholars on Josephus range from skepticism to appreciation, generally
depending on the aspects of his historiography on which they focus their
attention. I shall mention some of his weaknesses first. On a number of
points he fails to impress,176 for example, in his speeches.177 Most
historians today also argue that Josephus’ population estimates are
unreliable and that he is sometimes mistaken on distances.178 Since it is
unlikely that Josephus actually counted people or measured distances, such
matters do not otherwise affect the substance of what he reports about
events. Josephus occasionally makes mistakes on even his most public
information,179 although this appears to be the exception rather than the
rule.180

Josephus’ biases are, despite his claims of straightforwardness, difficult
to miss. He is probably more accurate in many of his details than in his



summaries; he does not fabricate events, but he puts his slant on them.
Indeed, his overarching summaries181 and apologetic perspectives182

sometimes conflict with the information he himself reports. For example, he
presents the Judean-Roman war as virtually an accident in which
incompetent governors and a few Jewish “bandits” forced Judea into
unwilling conflict with Rome.183 His perspective is that of an aristocrat,
favoring Jewish aristocrats;184 some of his work may be biased toward
Pharisees (a group to which he allegedly once belonged); 185 he may also
exaggerate Jewish privileges in the Empire (albeit based on genuine
precedents) to further his apologetic on their behalf; and he presented
Jewish sects in terms of Greek philosophic ideals.186

Josephus’ biases do not, however, significantly hamper our use of his
work for historical reconstruction; as one historian notes: “These biases are
to be expected” and are usually easy enough to recognize; “With proper
allowance made for his special interests and recognition that he was
sometimes misinformed, the reader will find Josephus on the whole
reliable.”187

If we leave aside examples of bias (including in summaries), speeches
and difficult estimates, Josephus proves generally accurate on matters of
historical detail. As noted above, whereas archaeology has challenged some
of Josephus’ claims, it has vindicated him on many detailed points.188 Apart
from distance estimates, Josephus proves otherwise generally reliable on
geographic matters, 189 and archaeology confirms most of his observations
about Jerusalem, which he knew well: here, despite some errors, he is often
accurate in even quite minute details such as the measurements of
columns.190 One of Herod’s three towers remains, 66 feet square and 66
feet high — just as Josephus claimed.191

Outside Jerusalem, the Caesarea Ancient Harbor Excavation Project has
largely confirmed Josephus’ description of Caesarea’s harbor, despite some
omissions in his description.192 Josephus appears to confuse the directions
of the theater and amphitheater from Caesarea’s harbor, but supplies many
correct details.193

As one Israeli archaeologist emphasized regarding the concrete physical
data (where Josephus fares better than in his fairly blatant biases or
rhetorical distortions):



Before archaeological excavations, it was the vogue among
historians — very serious historians — to argue that Josephus in
many places relates sheer nonsense, that he is not historical, that
he exaggerates, and so forth. But the more we dig in Jerusalem
and at Masada and at Herodium and in [Herodian] Jericho, the
greater respect we — both archaeologists and historians — have
for the accuracy of Josephus. He is one of the greatest historians.
Of course he had his own prejudices. But show me any historian
without them. Josephus is accurate not only for his own period
but for previous periods as well, for example, the Hellenistic
period.194

 
Despite reservations, scholars normally accept his main outline of events as
accurate. 195 Josephus not only claims accuracy196 (itself no guarantee of
it), but he presented copies to Vespasian, Titus, Herod of Chalchis, Agrippa
— so he dared not have seriously misrepresented the events also known to
them.197 (By the same principle, we may doubt that Luke could have easily
gotten away with fabricating new events contradicting those Theophilus had
already heard; Lk 1:4.)

How do Matthew and Luke compare with Josephus? Their adaptation of
Mark generally sticks close to Mark’s stories and Luke (with very rare
exceptions) 198 reproduces even his sequence. If this pattern is
representative of their use of written sources, they may stay closer to their
sources than Josephus stays to the Greek Bible in his Antiquities. Moreover,
the Gospel writers are not “rhetorical” historians (Luke, the closest, is
nowhere close to Josephus); by contrast, Josephus in his Antiquities (more
than in his War) often is.199 Historians frequently depend on Josephus,
despite his biases and literary freedom, for historical information where he
is our primary source. Although the Gospels address less politically
significant information, they reflect more rigorous transmission methods
and far less rhetorical adaptation. Because they remain our best source, we
ought to give significant heed to them.



Conclusion
 
Ancient historians did show genuine concern for historical information.
Some were more accurate than others, but obvious biases or misinformation
invited critique from other historians. Historians did often critically
evaluate their sources. While we may suspect that biographers were often
less critical with information that suited their purposes, their historical
interests (noted in the previous chapter) would have motivated them to
make some use of such historical methods. We must, however, also
examine the other side of ancient historical writing and assess its relevance
for our subject.



CHAPTER 8
 

Ancient Historiography as Rhetoric
 

“Contrary to the conclusions of past scholarship, these literary tools [rhetorical
techniques] do not undermine generic understandings of the work as historiography in
favor of theological readings, rather they support the designation of Luke-Acts as
Hellenistic historiography.”

CLARE ROTHSCHILD1

 
 
We have noted historians’ interest in historical information; now we must
note their interest in rhetorically acceptable presentation. On the elite level
of most of our extant sources, this interest involved techniques common to
rhetoric; on the less elite level of the Gospels, it probably involved more
techniques found in popular storytelling. (In this respect the Gospels
probably resemble many other popular biographies.)

There was no academic discipline of “history” in antiquity; the two
advanced disciplines were philosophy and rhetoric, and rhetoric (something
like “communications” today) was more dominant in public discourse.
Because of this, rhetoric pervaded Greco-Roman life, and many of the elite
with most leisure to write history were orators. Their works consequently
often reflect careful literary design meant to appeal to their audience’s
sophisticated tastes.



Modern Versus Ancient Historiography
 
Although it should go without saying, we must be careful to distinguish
ancient historiography from modern historiography.2 When we claim that a
biblical (or other ancient) work is history or letter, modern readers often
make the facile assumption (happily more difficult for apocalyptic texts)
that we are talking about the same genres as modern history or modern
letters.3 Granted, there are considerable similarities; the ranges overlap; and
modern analogies evolved from these ancient forms. But conventions
differed, and only those who have done little reading in the ancient sources
will simply equate them.

It is anachronistic to assume that ancient and modern histories would
share all the same generic features (such as the way speeches should be
composed) simply because we employ the same term today to describe
both. Barring supernatural inspiration to write according to as-yet
nonexistent historical conventions that no one expected (even when they
did assume such inspiration), we should not demand that ancient historians
conform precisely to modern historiography. Ancient historians sometimes
fleshed out scenes and speeches to produce a coherent narrative in a way
that their contemporaries expected but that modern academic historians
would not consider acceptable when writing for their own peers. This
contrast reflects the different interests of ancient and modern
historiography: ancient writers (at least those whose works survived)
emphasized a cohesive narrative more than simple recitation of facts. By
contrast, modern scholars value accuracy in facts much more than the
“flow” of the narrative for their audience.

Ancient historical writers varied in the degree of cohesiveness and
attention to bare facts, just as modern historical writers do; but on the
whole, the ancient range was far more concerned with fleshing out missing
details for cohesive narratives than modern ones are.4 Because of their
focus on traditional, sacred content, the Synoptics differ from elite
expectations. They are sometimes less cohesive, sometimes with more



evidence of their sources, and do not develop scenes with elaborate
descriptions. Nevertheless, it is helpful here to establish the options
available to ancient writers and the degree of freedom within which they
worked.

Perhaps the biggest difference between ancient and modern
historiography would appear in the treatment of speeches. Rhetorically
minded elite ancient historians augmented or adjusted information about
speeches (or when necessary invented them) to fill out a full scene, as
opposed to simply offering what would have been considered rhetorically
inept tidbits of tradition.5 (Thus one orator criticizes a historian who
conveys much accurate information yet fails to achieve this eloquently.)6

Because such speeches are not directly relevant to biographies (including
the Synoptics),7 and because the Synoptics generally involve sayings
traditions rather than speeches, I will, for the sake of space, omit full
discussion of speeches here. The interested reader may find my treatment of
them elsewhere.8

Such differences do not mean that most historians made up “events.”
They do mean that where necessary historians had the generic freedom to
fill in a missing detail to make sense of their sources, to flesh out a speech
or even a scene, and so forth.9 In such situations, plausible and probable
inferences could be acceptable.10 Having noted this general caveat,
however, we do have good reason to believe (as we will show later) that the
first Gospel writers had sources for the events and sayings they depict and
wrote reasonably close in time to the events they narrate. After having
written commentaries on Matthew, John, and Acts, I believe that Luke, in
particular, while making some use of the ancient historian’s freedoms for
arrangement,11 remained as careful as possible according to the standards
typically expected for popular historiography.



Ancient Expectations
 
Lucian writes that good biographers avoid flattery that falsifies events12 and
only bad historians invent data.13 By his criticism Lucian shows us two
things: first, that some historians did fabricate data (or at least could be so
accused by those who disagreed with them);14 and second, that most
historians agreed that the practice was unacceptable, at least for events
(rather than, say, details of conversations or reports of emotions).15

The boundaries of genres were not, however, always clearly defined.
Many ancient readers questioned the veracity of particular historians, and
some used the trappings of history to recount fanciful tales.16 Although
most surviving histories are quite distinct from novels, we do have some
novels about historical characters. Cicero reasonably opined that
Xenophon’s story of Cyrus was meant to teach about proper government,
not history about Cyrus.17 Most scholars allow that works such as
Xenophon’s Cyropaedia and Pseudo-Callisthenes’ account of Alexander are
exceptions to the usual division (novels about historical personages,
sometimes employing some known traditions).18 Such historical novelists
were more interested in rhetorical effect and praising their protagonist, but
as we noted in the previous chapter, this was hardly the desired norm for
history.19 (It should also be noted that Pseudo-Callisthenes wrote
somewhere between 460 and 760 years after Alexander’s death — i.e.,
likely over half a millennium later, a situation quite different from the
Gospels.) Some other statements, however, suggest that even some true
histories fell short of the ideal standard. Plutarch complains that some
writers added details missing elsewhere, for example composing a proper
tragic finale for Alexander’s life.20

This practice reflected a wider use of historical information in speeches;
the influence of rhetoric pervaded Greco-Roman intellectual life.21

Rhetoricians were permitted to “adjust stories” to provide cohesiveness to
their narrative; if Coriolanus died one way and a rhetorician was drawing a



parallel between Coriolanus and Themistocles, the rhetorician could make
use of a parallel account of the latter’s death already invented by others.
One could do this, Cicero claimed, knowing full well that the parallel
account was not solid history.22 Fornara complains that the view that Cicero
here allows rhetors to “distort history” misreads his Latin; rather, he simply
spoke of rhetors using historical illustrations in their speeches.23 The
context, however, at least suggests that Cicero expected some speakers to
select their accounts on utilitarian grounds, that is, for what worked best
rhetorically in their speeches. At the same time, it is true that Cicero was
speaking about speeches, not about Greek historiography. Even when
historical works embellished their story in a manner that modern historians
would consider fictional, they were bound by the prior story in a way that
novelists were not.24

Claiming that historical writers used sources (as we shall argue in ch. 9)
and were concerned about genuine historical information does not mean
that they did not place their own “twist” on the material. To the contrary, it
was customary for writers to do so, and the more rhetorically sophisticated
the expected audience, the greater the expectations of such displays of
rhetorical prowess.

Because time has naturally preserved mostly the rhetorically respected
historians of the elite class (who also had the most leisure and resources to
publish their histories), these histories are typically more rhetorical (and
certainly usually include fuller speeches than) Luke-Acts;25 the other
Gospel writers are not even comparable. Nevertheless, these observations
reveal that ancient historiography was more reader- (better, hearer-) driven
than its typical modern academic analogue, and we must take this factor
into account when reading ancient works with historical content.



Historians and Rhetoric
 
Rhetorical techniques were pervasive in ancient historiography, so such
elements do not detract from assigning any work to this genre.26 Historians
used rhetorical techniques to make their histories persuasive.27 Greek
historians knew how to present their material in an artistic way,28 and
rhetorical conventions affected the telling of good history.29 This influence
was especially prominent during the Empire, when rhetorical style affected
not only speeches but even Roman literature.30 Romans not only continued
the Greek emphasis on argumentative history with an “interpretive
superstructure” for the information; they mixed it far more deliberately with
rhetoric.31 Pliny the Younger declares that one orator’s histories were as
charming as the writer’s speeches, though more concise.32 Even Tacitus,
one of the most respected Roman historians and our principal source for the
early Empire, was a powerful orator in his own right.33 Although Greek
historians on the whole maintained a standard of accuracy in the events they
told, rhetorical standards did influence the ways they told their stories and
how they conceived historical verisimilitude.

Historians were interested not only in accuracy but also in plausibility
and probability,34 as in rhetoric more generally.35 They might claim to
prefer truth over style, but so did orators; such claims merely show that they
dealt with information as well as style.36 The measure of each of these
elements varied from one historian to another, but historians in general both
appealed to the historical research tradition and sought to represent the past
persuasively.37 Historians could draw on epic literary strategies and
interests in how they told their narratives.38

Members of the elite class expected histories to conform to the
appropriate historical style.39 Readers noticed when the pre-Christian
Roman historian Sallust regularly displayed rhetorical tropes in his
historical writing.40 A history written in a style between the normal



historical and discursive styles could sell well among the rhetorically
trained elite.41

Although some historians sought restraint in the use of rhetoric, no one
opposed it entirely.42 “Pleasure and beauty” remained important purposes
for any work.43 Not only Thucydides, but even the methodologically
insistent Polybius could succumb to the temptation to exaggerate the unique
importance of his subject matter.44 Rhetorical conventions also appeared in
ancient biography, though more so in rhetorical biographers like Isocrates
than others.45 If for no other reason, the prominent role of speeches in
ancient histories made the heavy use of rhetoric inevitable.

Some ancient historians allowed rhetoric more control over their
presentation of history than others did. As Clare Rothschild points out,
ancient historians debated “not about whether, but about how methods of
argumentation should be used”: should the orator persuade by logical
appeal or “inferior means (obsequy, amusement, sensationalism)”?46 By the
era of the Gospels, historians imitated and mixed the various types of earlier
historical approaches, including “epic, tragic and scientific approaches.”
Some “sacrificed standards of critical research for the immediate
gratification of their audiences,” using especially epic and tragic techniques.
Meanwhile, “others catering to more critical audiences imitated the more
subtle argument strategies of Herodotus and his tradents.” Most mixed
techniques to some degree to reach the widest possible audience.47

We should not, however, use the rhetorical element to summarily dismiss
the historical value of ancient historical writers; if Theopompus’ rhetoric
spoiled his history,48 that of the orator Tacitus did not spoil his.49 Even the
best historians employed standards of rhetoric, but they used more restraint
in rhetorical embellishment.50 Moreover, though historians even as early as
Herodotus employed rhetorical strategies, history was written quite
differently “from poetry, drama, oratory, and forensic argument.”51 Most
historians recognized that historical inquiry required not merely rhetorical
skill but research.52 The historian’s moral or political aims could weigh
more heavily than literary artistry, and neither such aims nor rhetorical
presentation meant that historians simply “‘revised’ the past to serve their
own purposes.”53



Some writers explicitly criticized those more interested in showing off
rhetorical skill than in historical truth.54 Lucian expresses this concern in a
particularly emphatic manner, heavily criticizing those who overemphasize
rhetorical embellishment in histories.55 In his essay How to Write History,
Lucian summarizes the expectations of at least the more stringent historical
critics (the standards by which other historians could expect to be
evaluated).56 He complains about writers who wanted to praise their rulers
and generals, but emphasizes that true history must not include any lies,
unlike encomia.57

Such writers, Lucian warns, must recognize that history employs rules
“different from poetry and poems,” which can blame their excesses on
inspiration. 58 “This . . . is the one thing peculiar to history, and only to
Truth must sacrifice be made”; one writing history must ignore all other
concerns.59 Flatterers work for the present; historians preserve truth for the
future.60 History’s purpose, he opined, should not be to give pleasure, but
only to be useful; “and that comes from truth alone.”61

Of course, not all ancient historians agreed with Lucian, who is among
the most critical writers in this regard.62 We have noted that Josephus was
heavily rhetorical,63 for example, composing some speeches freely.
Likewise in narrative, comparing his Antiquities with the LXX reveals the
degree of his rhetorical adaptation.64

At the same time, we should not obliterate the distinctions between pure
rhetoric and the use of rhetoric in historiography (outside its speeches).
Pliny the Younger points out that, for all their commonalities, history and
oratory are different disciplines: rhetoric focuses on trivial narratives, and
history on famous deeds.65 He notes that in these different genres, style,
vocabulary, rhythm, and subject-matter all differ.66

Various historians indicate the careful balance they often sought.
Polybius recognized the epideictic function of historical writing, contending
that historians must render judgments about whether peoples or individuals
“are worthy of praise or blame.”67 Moral judgments and rhetorical artistry,
however, did not require abandonment of historical responsibility; a history
was not a speech (epideictic or otherwise). Thus Polybius at one point
warns that in his history he had to differ from what he had earlier written



about someone in an encomium. There he had exaggerated the person’s
“achievements,” but “the present history, which distributes praise and blame
impartially, demands a strictly true account and one which states the ground
on which either praise or blame is based.”68 In a later period, Dio Cassius
emphasizes that he has given attention to both tasteful literary style and
historical accuracy in his narrative.69

Suetonius, though more disposed to credit scandals about some of his
subjects than about others, avoids embellishment and would not easily be
classed a “rhetorical” historian,70 in spite of his considerable interest in
rhetoric.71 But his contemporary Tacitus, a renowned orator who also wrote
about oratory,72 was no less careful a historian (and in some respects was
more so).



Gospels Distorted by Rhetoric?
 
The only Gospel writer likely influenced overtly by rhetorical conventions
was Luke. (Later Christian writers who had every reason to find significant
rhetorical expertise in the Gospels failed to discover it there.)73 Was Luke
heavily or only mildly influenced by models of dramatic rhetorical
historians? Luke’s preface indicates some concerns shared with rhetorical
historiography: his emphasis on an “orderly” account suggests that he
valued persuasive arrangement.74

Yet Luke was certainly no rhetorical historian like Theopompus; he was
likewise certainly not as rhetorically trained as most extant historians and
biographers, often members of the elite trained first of all in rhetoric.
Modern scholars evaluating Luke-Acts in terms of Greco-Roman rhetoric
thus sometimes come to strikingly different conclusions. On the one hand,
some argue that classical rhetorical conventions deeply influenced Luke’s
literary techniques. 75 On the other hand, others argue that Luke’s literary
level would be considered low to educated Greeks, in contrast to refined
hellenistic history.76

Both perspectives have some value, depending on which part of Luke-
Acts we are reading and the foil with which we are contrasting Luke’s
work. Luke employs classical rhetoric where needed (e.g., Lk 1:1-4; Acts
17:22-31), including even some complex periodic sentences (Lk 1:1-4; Acts
15:24-26; cf. Lk 3:1-2).77 He employs the same rhetorical authentication
techniques we find in many of the more elite historians.78 Luke fairly often
employs the rhetorically clear technique of “inflection,” though this was
apparently one of the more basic exercises.79 More significantly, Luke
makes significant use of prose rhythm (based on vowel rhythm), which is
otherwise rare in our earliest Christian documents.80 The cumulative effect
of rhetorical comparisons with speeches in Acts suggests that Luke was
familiar with various rhetorical strategies and devices.81



Yet Luke writes for a more popular audience than most elite historians
did.82 Luke surely did not belong to the elite in the way that extant
historians of the Roman senatorial class or equites did. Most Hellenistic
historians had formal rhetorical training;83 it is not clear that Luke did.
From his preface in Lk 1:1-4, Loveday Alexander suggests that if Luke
writes history, he writes it from the more scientific, less rhetorical side of
historiography.84 Though educated, Luke does not necessarily display
advanced training in rhetoric. The ability to vary style, even in a single
speech, was rhetorically important;85 yet Luke does not even seek to vary
style in speeches as much as one would expect of some rhetoricians.

The more detailed rhetorical exercise of elaborately describing scenes is
missing in Luke-Acts; it uses rhetoric, as all literary works did, but is not
intended as anything like an epideictic showpiece.86 Even the shortest sort
of example of the elaborative rhetorical device ekphrasis87 is missing in
Luke’s work. Luke depicts action and itineraries, but hardly graphically; he
offers physical descriptions of neither places88 nor people, as all those who
have wished they knew what Jesus or Paul looked like are well aware.

Second Sophistic orators appreciated earlier rhetorical historians like
Sallust painting a vivid picture of details and feelings,89 and thought that
historians ought to describe the countryside,90 lengths to which Luke never
comes close. (This is true even in the “we” material, where Luke is most
vivid and detailed. There is nothing, for example, about the famous 100-
petaled roses around Philippi.)91 Rhetors demanded graphic scenes
providing visual horror fitting for the events;92 that Luke, though reporting
Jesus’ and Stephen’s executions, avoids depicting gore, places him toward
the more restrained end of this continuum. Later elite writers shaped by the
Second Sophistic93 averred that historians should write in the “grand”
style,94 which is not Luke’s preferred style.95

I thus differ from the scholars who see Luke’s work as “dramatic” history
in terms of such elaborations.96 Still, Luke is “dramatic” in other ways, e.g.,
by including numerous “signs” reports.97 Eckhard Plümacher sees
miraculous elements as more dominant in “tragic-pathetic” history;98 yet
Luke is readier to report signs than to develop specifically tragic-pathetic
elements at any length.99 Popular literature often developed tales of exotic



distant lands, unusual “natural phenomena,” divine interventions, and
wonders;100 Luke’s lands belong to the real world,101 and he focuses on
only those unusual phenomena (miracle reports) genuinely relevant to his
story. Such features simply suggest that he wrote in a manner more
consistent with an audience immersed in Scripture (which reported many
such signs) than in elite Greco-Roman rhetorical conventions (and that he
wrote more about miracle-workers, whose role he hardly invented; cf. 2 Cor
12:12).

John, Matthew, and especially Mark appear less conversant in Greco-
Roman rhetoric than Luke is. We should not therefore expect significant
distortion of information in the interest of rhetorical presentation (although
Jewish storytelling conventions may have influenced John and Matthew).102

Yet even if we did find significant rhetorical influence, we would not for
this reason expect the Gospels to be less reliable sources than Suetonius or
Plutarch.



Historical Perspectives, Tendenz, and Purpose
 
We have noted that most ancient historiography involved both an interest in
information and an interest in pleasing rhetorical presentation. In histories,
however, rhetorical presentation was meant not merely to entertain, but also
to convey particular perspectives.103 All historians, ancient and modern,
write from some systems of values and perspectives, whether these systems
reflect the larger culture, conventions of their guild, minority values, or
idiosyncratic perspectives. 104 More than most historians today, ancient
historians generally also wrote for cultural or moral edification (which often
included nationalistic themes).

Just as most historical writers today also have particular interests (say,
women’s history; African-American history; modern military history; and
so forth),105 ancient historians could write with moral or political agendas.
An ancient historical monograph (relevant to Luke-Acts) would normally
include an even more particular focus.



History and Agendas
 
No close reader of the Gospels will deny that they communicate particular
perspectives as well as information.106 Does their “slant” reduce the value
of the information they convey? An ancient audience would expect
perspectives and agendas whenever they encountered biographies and
histories. While modern historians take such agendas into account when
they read ancient biographers and historians, they do not for this reason
treat them as novelists who simply fabricated stories to communicate their
views.

Ancient historians could write from particular overt moral or religious
perspectives.107 Indeed, it was an “interpretive superstructure”108 that
distinguished history as a literary work from mere chronicles. Whatever the
boundaries between history and novel, modern traditional boundaries
between history and theology are far less applicable to ancient texts. If
anything, the emphasis on providing moral models and lessons is even
clearer in succinct biographies than in the larger histories. It is certainly
clearer in both of them than in the vast majority of novels (the primary
objective of which was usually entertainment).

We recognize today that no historians, including modern ones, are
disinterested reporters; historians select the events that they will report
based on what they find to be of greatest interest or of greatest relevance to
their focus (which again relates to interest).109 (Interest shapes even
journalists’ reports and the editing of these reports for popular
consumption.) Ancient historians, however, had less pressure from strict
peer review in the direction of objectivity or in the direction of consensus
among historians than is usual today. No less than biblical historians,
Hellenistic historians “selectively reported the past in order to accomplish
larger goals.”110

While affirming the truth of their own perspectives, ancients also
recognized the danger of biases (typically others’ biases) distorting the
historical enterprise. Thus for example Josephus complains about
contemporary historians who distorted Nero’s reign, either from favor



because they benefited from it or from malice because they suffered under
it.111 He complains that such historians failed to avoid bias even when
reporting earlier eras, because they do not care about truth.112 Because his
interest is in truth, he insists, he writes with greater accuracy.113

We may well dispute Josephus’ accuracy at points, but we should also
take note of the ideal that he expects his audience to embrace: bias should
be avoided. That Josephus could appeal to such an ideal, while
straightforwardly writing with an explicit focus and from an explicit
vantage point, should caution us not to confuse perspective-shaped
historical writing with novels. Perspectives and interests are to be expected,
but the prospect of critics could engender at least some sense of
accountability to fairness regarding the substance of events, and set some
limits on how much bias was acceptable in a public forum. 114 As is the
case today, historians could fiercely debate conflicting views, but being able
to marshall genuine information would strengthen one’s case.

Political and National Agendas
 
Historians often wrote to inculcate “good citizenship,”115 hence usually
displayed, in varying measures, national or ethnic biases. Polybius, for
example, exhibits a pro-Roman Tendenz.116 Thucydides, though a
participant in the Peloponnesian War, proves surprisingly impartial; yet
even he had his biases.117 Livy claimed that history teaches a nation’s
greatness and what one may imitate. 118 One also thinks of Josephus’
apologetic attempt to whitewash his people from excess complicity in the
revolt while simultaneously appealing to the dignity of his Roman
readership.119

It is of course true that history is usually written by the victors,120 but
even in ancient epic triumph121 or national loyalties did not always dictate
bias. Historians often report sympathetically both sides of a conflict.122

Herodotus, one of the earliest historians, often regards Egyptians and others
as superior to his fellow-Greeks123 and describes other peoples fairly
objectively; he criticizes Greek failings, and praises both Spartan and



Athenian virtues.124 Biographers, too, included both “flat” and “round”
characters.125 Lucian criticizes historians who praise their own leaders,
while slandering the other side, as engaging merely in panegyric.126 A
historian who focuses on what is negative about a character can be accused
of malice, unless this approach is necessary for the telling of the story.127

Yet political and ethnic agendas were not the only agendas in ancient
historiography. Historians had moral and theological biases as well as
political ones (political, moral and theological categories in fact sometimes
overlapped). While we cannot draw a strict line between nationalistic and
moralistic agendas (patriotism was generally viewed as a moral virtue
itself), broader moral lessons sometimes even took precedence over
nationalistic agendas. Despite Polybius’ pro-Roman Tendenz, for example,
he notes that he often praises both Romans and Carthaginians, but only so
he can set before statesmen proper models for conduct.128

Moral Agendas
 
Most ancient historians felt responsible to certain standards of historical
accuracy (whether or not they achieved them), but also felt responsible to
arrange their histories in such a manner as to provide moral lessons.

Respectable members of ancient society in general reflected similar
concerns in a variety of genres; for example, in letters about honorable
people, writers could praise past figures’ virtues as models inviting
imitation.129 The emphasis on imitating ancestral wisdom and learning from
both positive and negative historical examples pervaded rhetoric from
classical Athens through the late empire.130 Orators could employ earlier
biographies (such as Plutarch’s Lives) this way.131

These objectives were clear in histories and biographies themselves.
Contrary to what some modern interpreters suppose, moral agendas
characterized ancient historiography and biography far more often than they
characterized novels. The moral agenda constituted a paramount one for
historians; one taught history not simply to memorize the past but to draw
lessons from it.132 Thus some historians felt that historians should choose a



noble subject, so their work would contribute to good moral character as
well as providing information. 133 No less a careful ancient historian than
Polybius begins his multivolume history by observing its utilitarian value:
people “have no more ready corrective of conduct than knowledge of the
past.”134

Likewise, Tacitus, one of our most reliable historical sources for the early
empire, emphasizes that the biographic study of history promotes virtue.135

Often lamenting the decline of traditional Roman values, he was (like his
contemporaries) “a moralist, who regards it as his duty to hold vice up to
scorn and to praise virtue.”136 Lucian, a stickler for historical accuracy, as
we have noted, allows for history’s edifying value, i.e., moral lessons,
provided they flow from truth.137

Valerius Maximus was not the most careful historian, but his perspective
on the utility of historical examples is representative: It is helpful to know
history “so that a backward look . . . may yield some profit to modern
manners.”138 Historians and biographers frequently included even
moralizing narrative asides to interpret history’s meaning more directly for
their readers, to illustrate the fulfillment of prophetic utterances, or to
provide the author’s perspective. 139 Jewish historiography was certainly no
less interpretive.140

The Value of Moral Examples
 
What such historians often meant by the instructive value of history was the
positive and negative moral examples of other persons’ behavior. Whereas
one’s own life was too brief to use one’s own experience to guard against
all faults, the collective memory of humanity offered greater wisdom.
Historians generally believed that if one understood why events
happened,141 not merely historians but also statesmen142 and orators143

(both of which some of them were) could use these events as precedents.144

When the pre-Christian rhetorical historian Dionysius of Halicarnassus lists
purposes for writing history, its value as a model inviting honorable
behavior is a significant one.145



Jewish people understood the Bible’s narratives as providing moral
lessons in the same manner: the writers recorded examples of virtue and
vice for their successors to emulate or avoid.146 They could likewise
employ postbiblical models as examples of virtues.147 Because Josephus
repeats so much of the biblical narrative in the Antiquities, one can observe
the way he adapts biblical characters to accentuate their value as positive
(Lot;148 Isaac;149 Joseph;150 Moses; 151 Ruth and Boaz;152 Samuel;153

Hezekiah;154 Jehoshaphat;155 Josiah;156 Daniel;157 Nehemiah),158 negative
(Jeroboam;159 Ahab)160 or intermediate moral models.161 Such observations
are relevant for understanding the Gospels as biographies applying their
narratives.

The Role of Praise and Blame
 
Historians narrated accounts with a view to praise or blame.162 Some
historians might criticize other historians for getting the mixture wrong, but
no one doubted that history provided moral lessons. Thus Polybius, who
insists on the appropriate distribution of praise and blame,163 criticizes
some historians for praising Philip, noting that his actions warrant
censure.164 Polybius emphasizes that he himself does not praise or blame
prominent people in his prefaces, but always while recounting their
(praiseworthy or reproachable) behavior; that, he averred, was the
appropriate place to express one’s views.165 Nor was Polybius alone in
viewing praise and blame as important elements in selecting moral
examples. History-writing preserves for immortality the fame of those who
deserve it, Pliny opined, hence offers incentive for noble deeds.166

Historians’ interest in these matters reflected the broader value assigned
to imitating moral examples in antiquity. Thus rhetoricians invited hearers
to learn from both positive and negative examples in history.167 Histories
that focused on individuals often tended to be “encomiastic,” magnifying
heroes.168

When reading ancient biographers and historians, modern historians can
take into account their propensity to praise or blame, but we do not for such



reasons discount the value of their evidence, as if they were novels. Most
ancient biographers, for example, felt free to record negative as well as
positive features of their protagonists, when appropriate.169 Thus while
Suetonius’ Vespasian is mostly adulatory (a striking contrast to his
biographies of Caligula, Nero or Domitian), he reports his love of
money.170 He reports Nero’s good deeds first “to separate them from his
shameful and criminal deeds, of which I shall proceed now to give an
account.”171 Suetonius did not indiscriminately praise all, but assigned
praise and blame on what he viewed as the preponderance of positive and
negative actions — that is, based on an interpretation of, rather than free
creation of, information.

Ancients were well aware that their affection or respect for a person
could bias their judgments, but also recognized that such affection could be
based on sound evaluations.172 Certainly bias would influence presentation
while praising an emperor’s virtues, even if one avoided telling any
untruths.173 More common would be a case like Tacitus, a sober historian,
who composes an encomiastic biography of his father-in-law Agricola. This
example, however, involves perspective and interest rather than deliberate
distortion. Tacitus’ Agricola may praise his father-in-law, but it expresses
no less historical interest than his Annals or Histories. Josephus’
autobiography may include apologetic — but so do his less biographic,
more strictly historical works.



Historians’ “Theology”
 
Historians’ moral illustrations, social commentary in speeches, and political
interests often reveal their distinctive philosophic and theological
perspectives.174 Most importantly for understanding the gospels, most
ancient historians also sought to interpret the divine will in some patterns in
history.175 Oracles and omens were said to reveal Rome’s divine destiny.176

Some deity helped the Greeks escape Persia, Xenophon decides.177 Despite
Herodotus’ occasional rationalism, he reports dreams, omens, and other
signs of divine activity, his ideal audience’s consensus on the reality of
which he seems to assume.178

Israelite historians also sought to interpret from a divine perspective the
events they recited.179 While postmodern critics may view history as
useable for agendas, the thought that it included objectively recognizable
patterns seems odd to both modern and postmodern readers; yet this was the
dominant perspective in many other eras (albeit a perspective that could not
preclude diverse opinions concerning what constituted those patterns).180

From a broader perspective, Hellenistic historians saw providence in
history, so that Diodorus could describe “historians as ‘ministers of divine
providence’ who arrange their accounts in the light of their understanding
of providence in human events.”181 Dionysius of Halicarnassus includes
among history’s lessons the virtue of piety toward the gods.182 Jewish
historians naturally offered such an approach as well;183 Josephus is often
explicit about providence in human affairs.184 Of the four Gospels, Luke,
the most hellenistic, has been compared most frequently with this
approach.185

Most Jews viewed God’s communication to them in Old Testament
narrative as historically true,186 hence would have taken for granted that
history could communicate theology.187 Even most Hellenistic Jewish
intellectuals viewed most of Scripture as historically as well as
theologically true.188 While foundation stories could use evocative
mythology, some scholars rightly point out that the earliest Christian



writers, grounded in this traditional Jewish framework, claimed to use
genuine history as their “myth,” purporting to announce historical truth in
the public arena.189 The Gospel writers, some or most writing within half a
century after the events narrated, believed that they were communicating
genuine historical information in a theologically relevant way.

Separating their history from their theology is not as simple as many
modern readers assume. Part of the gospel writers’ “theology” involves the
proclamation of God’s acts in history; thus if some modern readers reject
their claim that God acted in history in Jesus of Nazareth, they are also
disagreeing with the Gospels’ theology (and not just with their
historiography). Disagreeing with their theology may also lead to
displeasure with how they frame their historiography. Attempts to screen
out anything in the Gospels that is compatible with the writers’ faith
prejudice the case against their perspective, for the early Christians believed
that their faith flowed from the faith-stimulating impact of Jesus.190

All other ancient historians and biographers, like many modern ones, had
agendas they considered important; they used history to shed light on their
own time, no less than did the Gospels.191 But had the Gospel writers
wished to communicate solely later Christian doctrine and not history, they
could have readily chosen simpler forms than biography for this purpose.192



Is Theological Tendenz Compatible with “True” History?
 
Modern historians write from various perspectives, just as ancient ones did,
as interpreters in postmodern times in particular emphasize.193 (Dunn points
to the varying estimates of Winston Churchill and Margaret Thatcher today
as examples.) 194 No historian can escape subjective bias; but holding a
perspective concerning events does not make the information about the
events bad history, even if it may bias what information gets presented and
preserved.195 Similarly, even news outlets in different countries (and
sometimes in the same country) select and “spin” news in different ways,
but most (the vast majority of free media) are responsible enough to use
genuine data.196 We may evaluate the value of authors’ perspectives (e.g.,
theodicy for the gods; capitalism; globalism) from our own perspectives
(e.g., Enlightenment rationalism; Marxism; or nationalism). Recognizing
writers’ perspectives does not, however, require us to assume that they
falsified their data. Another writer may select and emphasize the data
differently without disagreeing in the main with the reliability of the
specific data presented.

The Gospel writers’ agendas are less often moralistic, and far less often
nationalistic, than was frequent among their contemporaries, but no less
often (and in fact generally more often) theological (in the stricter sense).
At the same time, ancient historians and biographers normally
communicated these agendas by recounting stories that they believed to be
true.197 As the Jewish scholar Geza Vermes points out, “a theological
interest is no more incompatible with a concern for history than is a
political or philosophical conviction,” and we can allow for these interests
in interpretation.198



Ancient History as Non-history?
 
We should not treat rhetorical or moral interests as inimical to historical
information. Ancient historians developed many of the critical
methodologies further refined and used by historians today.199 We err when
we treat ancient historians as if they were modern historians, but we also err
when we treat them as lacking interest in historical information.

On one side, many scholars are anachronistic in holding ancient
historians to modern standards. Some have done so in order to defend a
particular theological understanding of how gospel authors should have
written; others use these standards to discredit them.200 Both approach the
Gospels in an anachronistic manner in this regard.

By contrast, some scholars, in rightly emphasizing the differences
between ancient and modern historiography (differences we have been
noting), have overstated these differences.201 While ancient biography and
history need not have been accurate in all details, the genres generated
expectations of some ideal standards. Granted that ancient historians write
from locations of class, political and ethnic bias;202 that they supplied (and
historians cannot help but supply) interpretive grids in how they constructed
their narratives;203 that historians, especially elite historians, made abundant
use of rhetoric, including epideictic rhetoric;204 that historical intention
does not guarantee the accuracy of one’s sources: shall we for such reasons
simply dismiss all historical value in Tacitus, Suetonius, or even Josephus,
as if they wrote something historically on the level of novels about
historical characters? Such a sweeping claim, if pressed fully, could easily
eradicate most of what we claim to know about first-century history.205

Ancient historiography was not modern historiography, but neither was it
identical with novels.

Gerd Lüdemann appears to imply that such watering down the factual
historical demands of ancient history represents modern apologists’ attempt
to rescue biblical writings by lowering historical standards.206 Claims that
ancient historians wrote history so differently from today that one cannot



hold Luke (and other Gospel writers) to a high standard “are irrelevant,
deceptive, or as false as the occasionally advanced claim that the ancients
were not concerned about false attribution of writings”; ancients did in fact
care about “what really happened.”207 “To say that the great Roman
historians did not write what actually happened does not mean — as
Haenchen seems to imply — that they could write almost anything.”208

Lüdemann may also overstate the case, but the fact that we find scholars on
both sides of the debate probably reflects the diversity of our data regarding
information and rhetoric: ancient historians endeavored to recount their
information in rhetorically sensitive ways.

Thus when Josephus portrays Agrippa’s death according to tragic
conventions and uses the owl as an omen,209 Josephus takes his full
liberties as a rhetorical historian (much more interested in Hellenistic
rhetorical and tragic conventions than any of our Gospel writers are); but he
does not invent Agrippa’s death on that occasion. Clare Rothschild offers a
fairly balanced, centrist assessment: historians, who like orators claimed
that they placed truth over style, varied in their preferences, but mostly
dealt both in information and its persuasive presentation.210

While it is true that virtually all ancient historians exhibited both a degree
of literary freedom and edifying agendas unacceptable to many modern
(albeit perhaps less so to postmodern) historians, denying that most of the
events they report derive from their sources is easily refuted by comparing
them with their extant sources where both cover the same ground (e.g.,
Luke using Mark). Historians could exercise flexibility on details to provide
coherent rhetorical presentation, but such flexibility did not normally entail
wholesale creation of events (and not necessarily even of all details, when
authentic details were available).



Conclusion
 
In the previous chapter, we established that writers on historical subjects did
have historical interest. Here, we have examined some of their other
interests. These included, first of all, communicating in an appealing form;
for elite audiences this involved rhetoric (though for more popular
audiences it may have simply meant recounting the stories in an
entertaining manner). Ancient historical writers were also interested in
offering positive or negative models, to provide moral, political, and even
theological perspectives.

Ancient audiences did not regard such goals as incompatible with true
history, though even they sometimes noted the tensions these competing
goals raised. Although less overtly, modern historians and biographers also
write from particular perspectives. We should take into account the liberties
such ancient expectations would have allowed the Gospels’ authors, though
some (such as John) may have made more use of the liberty than others
(such as Luke). Yet we should also not exaggerate the liberty, whether to
defend or condemn the Gospel writers.



CHAPTER 9
 

The Gospels’ Written Sources
 

“[I surveyed] about 2000 volumes . . . we have collected in 36 volumes 20,000
noteworthy facts obtained from one hundred authors that we have explored. . . . For you
must know that when collating authorities I have found that the most professedly
reliable and modern writers have copied the old authors word for word, without
acknowledgement.”

PLINY THE ELDER1

 

 
 
“. . . many have set out to compose a narrative of the events fulfilled among us . . .”

LUKE 1:1 (PROBABLY WRITING IN THE 70S OR 80S CE)
 
 
 
Some of those who wish to reconstruct material about Jesus are very
skeptical about the only real extensive sources available for such a quest:
namely, the first-century Gospels. Some of these scholars, ironically, seem
more prepared to advance their own hypotheses on the basis of relative
silence (after they have excluded our concrete evidence) than to consider
the actual evidence of our first-century sources. Classicists recognize the
various weaknesses of their sources, but nevertheless find them more
practical than modern alternative reconstructions offered without any extant
evidence.2 Historical Jesus scholars are at their best when they follow the
same approach.

In preceding chapters we have argued for the likelihood that the Gospels,
as ancient biographies from within two generations of the events (i.e.,
within the first century), preserve substantial information about Jesus. We
have also argued that such writers would have historical interest and would
likely preserve considerable historical information. In this chapter we



examine more specifically some of the methods that scholars use to mine
these sources.

Scholars have already offered detailed arguments regarding the sources
of our present Synoptic Gospels. The predominant views have not achieved
complete consensus, and I acknowledge that the minority views merit
consideration. My views on Matthew and Luke using Mark and “Q” are the
traditional and dominant ones in Gospels scholarship, although I leave them
open to correction. Here, however, I will simply work with this majority
view without supplying detailed arguments for it. I am doing so because
this view has been argued extensively elsewhere; because I have nothing
new to add to that particular discussion; because it is difficult to justify
making this book longer for points that are already so widely held; because
one must start the discussion somewhere (and a consensus position is the
easiest place to start, especially when the writer agrees with it); and because
most of those whose views I am challenging in this book also concede the
existence of “Q.”

Where I can add to the discussion is the broader methodological
question, more often discussed among classicists, of how ancient
biographers and historians used sources. This discussion will be relevant
even for those who reconstruct the sources of the Gospels differently than I
do.



Using Sources
 
Ancient historians and biographers exercised considerable literary liberties,
as we have seen, yet they were hardly free to invent events, at least without
encountering significant criticism from other historians. The same principle
should have held true among early Christians who respected the apostles;
Gospels and historical Jesus scholars often underestimate the networking of
early Christians, a mistake Pauline scholars (dealing with more concrete
information on the matter) cannot so easily repeat.

As we noted more extensively in a previous chapter, the early churches
throughout the Empire were already informally networked long before the
writing of the Gospels. Probably before any of our extant Gospels were
written, urban Christians traveled (1 Cor 16:10, 12, 17; Phil 2:30; 4:18);
relocated to other places (Rom 16:3, 5); sent greetings to other churches
(Rom 16:21-23; 1 Cor 16:19; Phil 4:22; Col 4:10-15); and so forth. While
different locations might have their own struggles or theological emphases,
the idea that the early Christian communities were isolated from one
another is a modern academic inference that conflicts with all our actual
evidence.



Ancient Historical Writers’ Use of Sources
 
Omniscient narrators, common in epic poetry,3 were not common in history
or biography. Historians, in fact, often felt constrained to indicate some of
their sources,4 especially if they depended on written sources and wrote for
upper class readers who might have access to these various works.
Accuracy of sources, unimportant in some genres, was known to be a
concern of historians. 5 One could establish one’s point better by naming
various earlier sources supporting it.6 A historical writer who does not
include everything that has been written might need to explain that he had
in fact read almost everything but did not judge it all suitable for inclusion.7

That ancient historians, biographers and anthologists8 depended on
earlier sources is not in question; both biblical9 and Greco-Roman10 writers
frequently cite them. (Other means of detecting them, such as different
textures within a narrative, are usually less dependable.)11 They often cite
varying accounts, even when preferring one above another.12 Thus, for
example, the biographer Arrian prefers above other sources his two earliest
ones, which often agree, and he chooses between them when they diverge;13

when sources diverge too much he frankly complains that the exact truth is
unrecoverable.14

Likewise the biographer Philostratus notes a point where his sources
diverge, and his research provided no definitive resolution;15 such a
complaint hardly implies that ancient biographers regularly practiced free
invention!16 At one point the biographer Plutarch names five sources for a
“majority” position and nine for a minority one,17 plus an extant letter
attributed to the person about whom he writes.18 Occasionally historians
also found ways to harmonize traditions,19 or apparently smoothed out
contradictions in their sources in their own rewriting.20

At the same time, lack of citation does not mean that sources are not
used. As our opening quote from Pliny suggests, writers did not all
acknowledge all of their sources. Historians usually mentioned sources, but



generally did so only when they conflicted or the author disagreed or was
unsure about their reliability21 or about which sources were best.22 Such
conflicts arose more often when treating events of the more remote past
than when treating the present. The Gospel writers do not identify specific
sources (although they clearly had some available; Lk 1:1-2), probably at
least partly because they discuss events of a recent generation on which
sources have not yet diverged greatly.23 They may also follow some Jewish
conventions on this point; in some such works we can identify the sources
only because they are extant.24 The more popular audience anticipated may
be a more important factor; popular works of various genres were less
likely to cite sources, even when they clearly depend on them. Earlier
exaggerated contrasts between elite and popular literature aside,25 the
Gospels do not reflect an elite audience.

Including material missing in earlier extant sources does not always
betray fabrication. A writer providing information missing in some earlier
historians sometimes was drawing from sources unavailable to the other
historians, whether the sources were written, oral, or both.26 Moreover,
even writers who preserved their sources sometimes edited them, even in
the case of sacred cultural texts27 and philosophic works.28 Some argue that
such changes were more common at the written than the oral level,29

perhaps because the former reflected literary urban culture and the latter
more traditional society.

For one example of using sources we may return to Polybius, whom we
have noted before. Polybius complains that Timaeus failed to make
appropriate use of earlier historians’ works, though living in Athens
provided him access to them;30 this complaint reinforces the picture that
many sources were available and that good historians were expected to
consult them when possible. For Polybius, real history requires a study of
documents, though this must take a third place after visiting the locations in
question and reviewing their historical context.31

We should not underestimate the research sources available to ancient
writers, especially since (as in Lk 1:1) they often explicitly mention the
existence of such works. Clearly an abundance of contemporary sources
existed then that are no longer extant;32 for example, Pliny the Elder,
explaining that he could not survey everything,33 notes that he surveyed



about two thousand volumes (though focusing especially on a hundred), and
supplemented them with other data.34 Few of his sources remain extant, but
we can appreciate Pliny’s preservation of much of the content.



Luke’s Relation to Earlier Sources
 
One of the Gospels, Luke, openly attests to the existence of a number of
sources available before he wrote. Luke’s original prologue (Lk 1:1-4)
probably introduces the entire two-volume work,35 although not necessarily
every statement covers every section of his work equally. At least for his
Gospel, Luke claims the availability of “many”36 written documents
covering the same events that he covers (Lk 1:1). Some of these documents
were probably among his sources;37 certainly they were not all written at
once, and those he mentioned wrote before him, though we cannot say how
early the first narratives were.38

Did Luke find most such first-generation sources about Jesus trustworthy
or suspect? Luke’s mention of these earlier works does not denigrate their
information. Historians often cited inadequacies in earlier writers as reasons
for writing,39 though some explicitly disclaimed such reasons.40 Some
rhetorical critics also offered this claim of unique superiority for select
historians before their time.41 Many think that Luke thus finds fault with the
work of his predecessors; thus elsewhere in Luke’s work, a cognate to
asphaleia in Lk 1:4 can address distinguishing truth among “competing
claims” (Acts 21:34; 22:30; 25:26).42

But Luke’s language is far less harsh than that of writers who genuinely
criticized their predecessors, and need not imply that he is claiming that
they lacked eyewitness sources that he has.43 Some writers noted that they
simply had a fresh perspective to add to the work of their predecessors.44

Another writer could claim to prefer even his predecessors’ style to his
own, but to regard his own selectivity as an improvement;45 or note that he
has nothing new to add in terms of information, but offers it in a different
way.46

Luke departs from the work of his predecessors not primarily in terms of
accuracy of information but instead in terms of rhetorical superiority:47 in
1:3, he promises kathexēs, which was the proper sequencing of events in



terms of cause and effect, necessary to an accurate account.48 The term
need not specify chronological order, but rather logical and persuasive
order;49 for a history, however, logical order would include as much
chronology as possible. Luke does in fact follow Mark’s sequence closely,
with two major exceptions.50 In contrast to some other genres (usually
including biography),51 history should be written sequentially,52 though
often allowing for completing narratives begun at different times.

Other elements of Luke’s prologue may point to a claim of either
rhetorical or factual excellence. Some argue that his language in Lk 1:3
involves only literary completeness, providing an explanation for events.53

While this reading of Luke 1:3 is possible, Luke’s use of akribōs elsewhere
could suggest accuracy instead of or in addition to completeness; accuracy
was also part of the term’s nuance, 54 including in Luke-Acts.55 The term
can suit an “exact” account elsewhere. 56

Luke’s rhetorical superiority to earlier Gospels of his day (though not to
elite historians) is likely: as a comparison with our other extant Gospels
may confirm, his Gospel is far closer to the general vein of extant Greco-
Roman historiography. Nevertheless, his research and arrangement did not
lead him to depart substantially from the facts of his predecessors; he saw
his purpose as confirmatory (Lk 1:4). Their nearness in basic substance may
reflect the relatively recent nature of the events they report.



Gospel Sources
 
As nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century scholars sought to test the
historical reliability of the Gospels, their attention naturally turned to source
criticism. 57 Source criticism asks the question: What written sources might
the author of a Gospel have used? During some early forays into this
question critics overindulged their imaginations, overconfidently but
arbitrarily assigning various elements to numerous, speculative source
layers. Scholars who study Greco-Roman literature have increasingly
recognized the excesses of traditional source criticism,58 and other literary
disciplines have likewise rejected this often speculative nineteenth- and
early-twentieth-century approach to uncovering sources.59

Nevertheless, the criteria appear somewhat more objective in Matthew
and Luke, where we probably retain evidence for at least two of their
sources. Although various source theories have come and gone, the
majority of scholars today agree that Matthew and Luke used Mark, “Q”
(i.e., a source Matthew and Luke shared), and some other material not
employed by our other extant Gospels. 60 Scholars commonly call this view
the “Two-Source Hypothesis.”

While this remains the general consensus, however, scholars are no more
unanimous on this subject than on most others. Some able scholars have
made a defensible case for the older view that Mark used Matthew rather
than the reverse, and their case merits fair consideration.61 But for several
reasons, and especially because so much of Mark appears in Matthew and
Luke (and Mark lacks many useful sayings found in these Gospels), most
scholars remain convinced that Matthew and Luke both used Mark and at
least one other source that they shared in common.62 Further, consistent
patterns appear in Matthew’s abbreviation of Mark,63 and Matthew uses an
eclectic text-type for his Old Testament quotations except where he overlaps
with Mark, where he tends to follow Mark in employing the most common
Greek version.64



Most scholars also agree that Matthew and Luke shared another source,65

which is nicknamed “Q”66 for lack of a better name. On this point, too
(even more than on the use of Mark), scholarship lacks complete unanimity.
Although some write as if fairly certain concerning the substance and extent
of “Q,”67 most scholars express skepticism to what degree of certainty it
can be reconstructed. 68 Given questions about its precise extent and other
factors, “Q” certainly should not be used to “reconstruct the whole
theological outlook” of its community.69 That Galilee (including
Capernaum) is central in “Q” could reflect the milieu in which it was
transmitted,70 but could also simply reflect the milieu of Jesus whose
sayings it contains.71

Still others have debated even “Q”’s existence as a concrete document.72

Some envision it as purely oral tradition,73 and still others as a composite of
sources.74 By contrast, most scholars do view “Q” as a whole document,
which is in my opinion likely, given the common sequence of Q in Matthew
and Luke.75 (This does not, of course, require that all points shared by
Matthew and Luke belong to this document. Further, we lack any parts of
“Q” that one or both of these authors failed to use.)76 “Q” was probably
originally in Aramaic, and various translations of it into Greek may account
for some of the variants between Matthew and Luke.77

Scholarship has become increasingly polarized between those who
reconstruct “Q” in excessive detail and those who deny it altogether,
although I think that the range of options between these positions remains
the majority position. Some are able to dispense with a Q hypothesis
altogether, suggesting that Luke (a smaller number here add Mark) simply
used Matthew.78 This final view, while more defensible than a collocation
of different traditions, remains a distinctly minority (though respectable)
position.79 (A very few scholars deny even literary dependence among the
extant Gospels.)80 Nevertheless, I concur with the majority position that
Matthew and Luke used a common source in addition to Mark. Because the
point of this book is historical Jesus research rather than literary
dependence among the Gospels, I am using this position (as opposed to the
possibility that Luke used Matthew) as a default position, rather than
expending space arguing for it.81



“Q” probably represents more than simply a tapestry of oral traditions.
Since Matthew and Luke often follow their shared material in the same
sequence, we concur with the most common theory about Q: it (or most of
it) probably represents a single prominent written source. Although we
acknowledge weaknesses in this position (and probably interaction with
continuing oral tradition at every stage of writing), I will work here from
the basic two-source hypothesis. Because the Q collection was probably
edited in the 40s, less than two decades after the events it describes,82 we
may assume a high degree of reliability for its traditions.

Because Matthew and Luke follow Mark and Q closely (by ancient
literary standards) where we can check them, the assumption held by many
scholars that they simply invent material where we cannot check them83

seems simply imagination run amuck.84 Their basically conservative editing
at most points will impress one if one begins with neither a thoroughgoing
skepticism nor a naive fundamentalism, but the standards of ancient texts in
general. As Ben Witherington puts it (1994: 214), Matthew

takes over more than 90% of his Markan source (606 out of 661
Markan verses), while Luke takes over only a little over 50%. The
difference in degree of word for word appropriation of Mark in
the pericopes and sayings that Matthew and Luke take over is
minimal. Luke uses about 53% of Mark’s exact words in the
material culled from that source, while the First Evangelist uses
about 51% of Mark’s exact words of the 606 verses he
appropriates. This means that Luke and the First Evangelist are
about equally likely to preserve the exact wording of their source,
and they do so about half the time.

 
So “conservative” is Matthew’s editing by ancient standards that
Witherington suspects that Matthew “very likely saw himself as primarily
an editor or redactor, not an author.”85 This suggestion surely overstates the
case (Matthew edited his Gospel so tightly that it functions as a unified
whole);86 nevertheless, many changes that Matthew makes in some of his
sources could depend on information his other sources supply.87 Thus
Matthew sometimes “corrects” ambiguities in Mark (e.g., Matt 12:3-4//Mk



2:25-26; Matt 3:3//Mk 1:2-3; Matt 14:1//Mk 6:14); sometimes “rejudaizes”
his language (Matt 19:3, 9//Mk 10:2, 11-12; passim for “kingdom of
heaven//God”;); and at least on some occasions, Matthew makes his
changes because of early tradition older than Mark (Matt 12:28//Lk 11:20;
missing in Mk 3:23-29).

At the same time, these authors’ relative conservatism need not render all
of their sources of equal historical worth; and where the sources were oral,
they might, for all we know, have exercised greater freedom in their
retelling.88 At any rate, Matthew’s circle certainly had other Palestinian
traditions beside Mark and Q, and these traditions had undoubtedly been
interacting with Mark and Q long before he wrote his Gospel.89 From the
earliest period, Mediterranean storytellers regularly drew on a much larger
body of oral traditions.90

Since Matthew and Luke depend on Mark, it is important whether or not
Mark preserves some reliable information. Tradition from perhaps within
half a century of Mark does in fact claim his dependence on Peter,91 a claim
that from the standpoint of the putative dates of the sources is not
implausible.92 We should remember that Luke believes that many written
accounts as well as the oral material on which he depends reflect material
passed down from eyewitnesses (Lk 1:1-2). Given his frequent use of Mark,
Luke presumably believes that Mark depends on significant eyewitness
material. Because (as we have suggested earlier) Luke may have earlier
been in Judea for up to two years near 60 CE, Luke presumably had good
reason to form this favorable opinion of Mark’s substance and to confirm
what Theophilus had heard (Lk 1:4), probably sources including such
widely disseminated works as Mark’s.



Expanding and Condensing Sources
 
Ancient writers freely expanded or abridged accounts without any thought
that others might find this practice objectionable. Contrary to early form-
critical studies of the Gospels, which supposed that the tradition’s tendency
was always expansive, it is impossible to predict whether the passage of
time would lengthen or shorten accounts.93 Expansion was in fact
sometimes due to the passage of time and consequent growth of tradition;94

in other cases, however, lengthy stories were sometimes progressively
abbreviated in time.95

One ancient rhetorical exercise involved “expanding” and “condensing”
fables. 96 When applied to other kinds of narrative, this approach need not
tamper with historical substance. For example, aside from adding details
known from other sources and adding some description that is either
implicit in the narrative or inherently probable in itself, the same ancient
writer’s example for expanding a chreia does not make much change in its
basic meaning.97 Likewise, another writer explains amplification as adding
more and more phrases to bring home the point increasingly forcefully.98

One could expand a work by including more summaries and connections.99

In rhetorical exercises one can elaborate a chreia by offering an encomium
on a character; then paraphrasing; then explaining; and so forth.100

Hellenistic Jewish historians followed this practice. Josephus, for
example, often follows accurately the sequence and substance of the
biblical account, while expanding on some biblical narratives,101 even
though he could not but assume that many Jewish readers would readily
recognize the addition. 2 Maccabees openly claims to be a careful
abridgment of a five-volume work by Jason of Cyrene (2 Macc 2:24-25),
noting that the author has followed the rules of abridgment (2:28). Most
Synoptic scholars likewise believe that Matthew (and less frequently Luke)
abridges Markan accounts. Few stylistic critics would have complained
about abridgments. Greco-Roman writers and rhetoricians appreciated



conciseness in a narrative, provided that it did not impair clarity or
plausibility.102 Perhaps more importantly for many ancient readers, longer
works were not only more expansive, but also more expensive.

Many changes that writers made in their sources were matters of
arrangement, which was of great importance to those trained in rhetoric.103

Writers sometimes added clauses nonessential to the meaning or removed
essential ones simply to make the arrangement sound better.104 Also
relevant to the Gospels, inserting sayings from sayings-collections into
narrative, or narratives into sayings, was considered a matter of
arrangement, not a matter of fabrication. 105 Linking sayings based on
common points and wording was apparently common.106 Thus, for
example, while Matthew and Luke overlap a great deal in their initial
lengthy “speech” of Jesus (Matt 5:3-7:27//Lk 6:20-49), an ancient audience
would not be surprised that Matthew also apparently weaves in other
material not from the same speech in his source (e.g., Matt 7:7-11//Lk 11:9-
13; Matt 7:13//Lk 13:24).

As we have suggested, even writers intending to write accurate historical
information could “spice up” or “enhance” their narratives for literary,
moralistic, and political purposes.107 Again, this is not to say that good
biographers or historians fabricated events (sometimes in fact they simply
repeated their sources);108 but they did often alter or add explanatory details
to events.109 Given the importance of vividness for rhetorical style,110 it is
not surprising that some writers added details to augment dramatic effect.111

Many interpreters through history have noticed divergences in the Gospels
without feeling troubled by them; for example, Luther apparently
considered concern over divergences among the sources on points of detail
a pedantic exercise.112

Authors differed among themselves as to how much variation in detail
they permitted, but some writers who wanted to guard the historical
enterprise from distortion had strong feelings about those who permitted too
much (as we noted earlier). Thus the second-century rhetorician Lucian
objected to those historical writers who amplified and omitted merely for
literary or encomiastic purposes (i.e., to make the character look better).113

Even despite their divergences from one another, however, modern



historians of the period regularly mine various ancient historians that
conflict on various points.114

Palestinian Jewish haggadah about ancient persons permitted greater
amplification than Hellenistic historiography,115 but may be comparable in
this respect to Greek mythography.116 (A significant part of the difference
between historical and mythical was often perceived as the difference
between recent historical figures and remote characters of the mythical or
legendary past.)117 The process was probably often incremental, preserving
earlier legendary accretions and speculations. Writers used amplification for
various reasons (see appendix 3, on Palestinian Jewish biography). But
while such traditional techniques may have influenced Hellenistic Jewish
historians and particularly their sources, they did not characterize the genre
of history per se. (Some early Christians also seem to have found the
traditional haggadic approach problematic; cf. 1 Tim 1:4; Tit 1:14.)118 What
may therefore be more relevant for works written in Greek is the degree of
variation among Hellenistic Jewish works involving historical traditions
such as 2 Macc and 4 Macc119 (though 4 Macc is a philosophic treatise
more than a historical monograph) and probably especially the historian
Josephus.120

But in general, one does not expect as free a treatment of recent
characters (the sort covered in the Gospels or most of Josephus’ report of
the Jewish war) as with those of the distant past, where audience
expectations for accuracy of details was less. Moreover, as we have noted,
the Gospel writers did not write on the same rhetorical level as Josephus,
who needed to impress the Greek and Roman elite with his rhetorical skills.
What they lack in elite rhetoric, they make up for in the cohesiveness of
their more popular and concise narrative.



Redaction Criticism
 
We will treat the history of “form criticism” more in our next chapter, but
must offer a few comments about “redaction criticism” here. While source
and form criticism were sometimes helpful in understanding the nature of
Jesus’ teachings and the way the Gospels are written, scholars asked these
questions mainly to test the Gospel stories’ reliability, not to understand the
Gospels’ message. Inevitably scholars began to ask, “Given that Matthew
and Luke used Mark and Q, why do they edit them the way they do?” This
question became the focus of the editorial critics, generally called redaction
critics.121

More sober controls eventually checked the early excesses of some
redaction critics. Some redaction critics assumed that any material Matthew
or Luke added to their main sources was not historical. This view stemmed
not from careful observations, but from some unlikely presuppositions:
namely, that Matthew and Luke had no other information available except
in Mark and Q, and that editing a source for literary style or theological
emphasis renders one’s information unhistorical.122 Yet ancient writers
often followed a main source that they checked or supplemented with other
sources.123

Various other weaknesses characterize these assumptions. For example,
the probable presence of substantial traditional material in Matthew besides
Mark and Q weakens these premises.124 (Certainly it is unreasonable to
suppose that Matthew and Luke used historical sources only where we
happen to be able to check them.) Further, characteristic diction or style do
not make elements ahistorical;125 indeed, writers could openly acknowledge
their stylistic editing of earlier sources even for purely aesthetic reasons.126

Some variation may simply reflect the sorts of adaptation familiar in “oral
performance,” for dramatic or phonetic purposes rather than theological
ones.127 Some note that, given the emphasis on memory in antiquity, many
early Christians could have known sources like Mark by heart, and
Matthew and Luke can be “redacting” more freely based on memory rather



than a rigid text in front of them.128 Current scholarship thus practices its
redaction criticism more carefully, though it would be a mistake to abandon
the method’s insights altogether.129

I noticed a fairly consistent rhetorical pattern when I was working on my
Matthew commentary. Where possible, Matthew has underlined Jesus’
Jewish character more emphatically than Mark did. That is, where Mark
adapted Jesus to a broader (more “universal”) Greco-Roman audience,
Matthew has fairly consistently re-Judaized Jesus. In some cases, Matthew
may have been following the rhetorical practices of speech-in-character and
historical verisimilitude, 130 making Jesus fit what was known about him in
general (e.g., as a Jewish teacher, he should have introduced parables with
the sorts of formulas used by Jewish teachers; he may have used “kingdom
of heaven”). If Matthew lacked tradition on any of these points, his guesses
are nevertheless more apt to be correct than ours, given his proximity to
Jesus’ situation. Sometimes Matthew also demonstrates a more sensitive
understanding of Palestinian Jewish nuances than does Luke or his
tradition.131

In other cases, however, I am reasonably sure that Matthew has re-
Judaized Jesus based on solid traditions available to him. If the Didache is
not dependent on Matthew, it may often cite some of this pre-Matthean
tradition.132 As we have noted, Matthew elsewhere “corrects” Mark’s
adaptations for Gentile readers to better accord with historical data
available to him.133 In any case, Vermes is correct to argue that Matthew
has preserved much of the special Jewish coloring of Jesus, which fits with
our picture of Jesus in undeniably authentic traditions134 (as we shall see in
some subsequent chapters).

For historical questions, redaction criticism remains useful in inviting us
to observe the patterns of how writers adapt their material to make a
particular point. This observation in turn helps us recognize both the extent
to which they viewed adaptation as a legitimate part of their biographic task
and which of our sources preserves the likeliest original tradition in
particular cases.

It also helps us recognize that the Gospel writers we can test (Matthew
and Luke) employed their sources in ways similar to those of other
historical writers. If anything, a synopsis of the Gospels convinces us that



they tended to be more conservative than many other historians writing
about the recent past (the past two or three generations), and much more
conservative than those writing about the distant past of earlier centuries. If
this is true of the Gospels that we can test, and they trusted Mark, the earlier
source, the burden of proof should rest on one arguing that Mark composed
more in a novelistic way than based on tradition.

What we know of how historical writers composed their works (above) is
relevant to how we should expect the Gospel writers to have employed their
sources.135 Historians frequently followed an earlier historian in the first
draft;136 2 Maccabees, for example, abridges an earlier work by Jason of
Cyrene (2 Macc 2:23). Such observations do fit the Gospel writers that we
can concretely test, Matthew and Luke. Like other Greek writers, Luke
mostly follows one source at a time, at least in his Gospel, where he
incorporates a large block of Q material into Mark;137 both he and Matthew
make Mark the backbone and supplement this work from other sources.138

Some people viewed use of preexisting lines as plagiarism; yet even
writers who regarded failure to credit sources as dishonest note that most
ancient authors did so, frequently verbatim.139 Even in elite circles, if one
alluded to well-known works the hearers might recognize, the thought was
not plagiarism but literary sophistication that flattered the source;140 if one
could assume one’s audience’s knowledge, one did not need to state the
source of one’s quotes. Given the pervasiveness of oral traditions about
Jesus, the Gospels probably functioned as common property of the apostolic
church, so that borrowing from an earlier one would sound more like
flattering the source than like plagiarism. If much gospel tradition was
“common property” of the early churches (cf. Lk 1:4), audiences might not
expect particular identification.141 (As noted above, even elite writers
sometimes cited sources especially where they conflicted.)142



Conclusion
 
The Gospels that we can best test for their use of sources, Matthew and
Luke, seem to have employed them at least as conservatively as other
ancient historical and biographic writers. Some of these sources presumably
represent written sources belonging to the first generation following Jesus’
ministry. Most scholars date Mark within four decades, and many date “Q”
to roughly two decades, after the bulk of events and sayings they report. By
the standards we use for determining events in antiquity, such written
sources are remarkably early. (Scholars who date the Gospels earlier than I
do could assert this claim still more strongly.)

When we think in terms of these few decades, we should recognize a
point that some more skeptical scholars often neglect: during most of this
period, Jesus’ closest disciples remained the Jesus movement’s leading
teachers.143 Were we trying to reconstruct the public activity and teachings
of another teacher from the period, and had sources from the first
generation of his followers, we would be relatively confident that these
sources preserved much reliable material (this is the case, for example, with
regard to Musonius Rufus). If the teacher founded a school, we would
normally assume that those interested in and trusted for writing about the
teacher in the first generation either were disciples or would have derived
information preserved by the disciples. Some scholars treat the Gospels and
their sources in ways far more skeptical than classicists would treat other
sources. We shall address the issue of oral traditions and disciples in the
next chapter.



CHAPTER 10
 

The Gospels’ Oral Sources
 

“Only sayings and parables that can be traced back to the oral period, 30-50 C.E., can
possibly have originated with Jesus.”

THE JESUS SEMINAR1

 

 
 
“. . . the tradition in the Gospels is not strictly a folk tradition, derived from long
stretches of time, but a tradition preserved by believing communities who were guided
by responsible leaders, many of whom were eyewitnesses of the ministry of Jesus.”

W. D. DAVIES2

 

 
 
“. . . many have sought to compile a narrative of the acts fulfilled in our midst, just as
those who were eyewitnesses and servants of the message have from the beginning
transmitted them orally to us.”

LUKE 1:1-2
 
 
 
We noted in ch. 7 that while Roman writers about the past often depended
simply on written records, eastern Mediterranean writers about the past
usually preferred consulting eyewitnesses and those within living memory
of them, when this was possible. Written transmission was thus often
secondary to oral transmission, which played an essential role in Greek
circles and the primary role in later rabbinic circles.3 One philosopher
reportedly reproved a friend who lamented losing his notes: “You should
have inscribed them . . . on your mind instead of on paper.”4



Although we will survey the nature of oral transmission more generally,
the observations below concerning disciples and teachers are paramount for
the Jesus tradition. Few scholars doubt that Jesus had disciples, including
close adherents that in ancient terms would have constituted his “school.”
Yet students were normally quite trustworthy with their mentors’ teachings,
even when they disagreed with these teachings. Why (except to negatively
prejudice the discussion’s outcome) should we assume that Jesus’ disciples
were distinctively incompetent in this regard? Moreover, these disciples
were respected leaders and teachers in the Jesus movement during the
critical period of oral transmission before written gospels appeared (cf. Gal
1:17-19; 2:1-2, 7-10; 1 Cor 15:5-7). Should this observation not have
implications for our quest? Answers in the affirmative are increasing today,
even more than when some of us were offering these observations more
cautiously over a decade ago.



Orality
 
By Jesus’ day, much of the Mediterranean world was literate as well as
oral,5 but even at this time only a minority could read, especially on a
formal level, and orality remained an important part of the larger culture.
Memory cultivation is particularly emphasized in oral cultures,6 and there
remained a bias toward orality and oral memory in the first-century world.7

Many cultures orally pass on information for centuries, maintaining
accuracy in the points transmitted.8 (Even in the transmission of Balkan
ballads, where this pattern has been disputed, the basic story is fixed at the
oral stage long before the words are fixed at the written stage.)9 Many oral
societies are now in transition due to westernization and the social
dislocation caused by urbanization. My wife, who is Congolese and spent
much of her childhood in villages, knows many stories about earlier
generations (especially within her family). She also observes, however, that
such stories are being lost as younger generations fail to repeat them and
most stories fail to be written down.

In oral cultures the point of recall tends to be thematic rather than
verbatim, but can include epics considered hopelessly long to modern
western audiences. 10 Variation is to be expected in oral performances,
perhaps explaining a number of variants in our gospel tradition as well.11

Not all societies are equally careful with the details of their traditions, but
oral history can supplement written records both in orally skilled and
unskilled societies.12 Oral historiography has therefore come into its own as
a discipline,13 although it is more useful (for historical information) when
applied to figures in the recent memory of the informants14 than when
investigating the legendary past.15

Like some other societies, the ancient Mediterranean world highly prized
oral memory. Bards recited Homeric epics and other poets from memory,
though intellectuals generally regarded these bards as low-class, engaging
in an elementary exercise.16 Centuries before the Gospels, the best



professional reciters could recite all of Homer by heart;17 in the general era
of the Gospels, Dio Chrysostom even claims a people who no longer were
able to speak Greek well but most of whom knew “the Iliad by heart.”18

Many poems remained fluid, but the Iliad remained textually constant,
because it became canonical for Greek culture.19 Such feats of memory
appear in some other oral societies.20



Oral Traditions Besides Written Sources
 
Even the Gospels that used written sources appear to have used oral sources
as well. Over one third of the “Q” material shared by Matthew and Luke
shows “less than 40 percent” verbal correspondence.21 The content and
often sequence show that this is clearly the same material, yet the flexibility
in communicating it fits what we expect of “oral performance.”22 Certainly
the Gospel writers must have had access to oral material beyond what
appears in their written sources. As James D. G. Dunn warns, “What kind
of failure in historical imagination could even suggest to us that Matthew,
say, only knew the Lord’s Prayer because he read it in Q? Or that Luke only
knew the words of the Last Supper because he found them in Mark? The
alternative explanation positively cries out for consideration: that these
were living traditions, living because they were used in regular church
assemblies.”23

Dunn argues that features characteristic of oral tradition more generally
also characterize the material in our Gospels.24 Though a sufficient number
of persons could read and write, the majority of people were illiterate and
would know the stories about Jesus from hearing them repeatedly.25

From a comparative historical standpoint, it is surely nonsense to assume
that the surviving documents represent the entirety of the stories told about
Jesus, and that whatever Matthew and Luke did not find in Mark or Q they
must have invented.26 No one would assume such a position for other
ancient sources. Thus, for example, our collection of orations by the famous
ancient orator Dio Chrysostom (c. 40/50 to after 110 CE) includes only
some of his material, as is made clear in the many additional fragments
found in Stobaeus (c. 450 CE) and Maximus the Confessor (580-662 CE).27

Pliny the Elder explored some two thousand volumes (focusing on about a
hundred) as sources for his own encyclopedic Natural History,28 yet barely
any of these other sources have survived.

In the ancient Greek world, some writers felt free to add information
from centuries-old oral traditions that did not appear in their written



sources.29 The countless allusions to other stories in Homer30 lent
themselves to later development, but clearly refer to fuller stories that
Homer’s works did not record, and which we have in forms developed from
such traditions. In the case of the Gospels, the writers themselves assume
knowledge of traditions about Jesus not recorded in their Gospels (e.g.,
Acts 20:35; Jn 20:30).

Jewish storytellers also passed on traditions informally over long
stretches of time, ultimately contributing to many of the documents now
collected as “Pseudepigrapha.”31 The careful preservation of details in such
oral tradition is difficult to guarantee;32 but within the first generation or
two, one would expect more of the widely circulated oral sources to remain
accurate than would be the case in a later period. It is clear, in any case, that
many traditions and documents flourished for some time in antiquity
besides those that have survived to this day.



Sayings Traditions
 
Although historians were known to invent speeches and conversations,
biographers often preferred to draw on a teacher’s sayings when these were
available. Sayings collections (such as Arrian’s Diatribes, a collection of
Epictetus’ teachings by one of his students) sometimes could even reflect
the teacher’s style (though the writer’s interests could select which sayings
were most relevant).

Remembering teachers’ sayings was an expected part of the culture. Both
attributed and unattributed maxims were memorized and passed on for
centuries even in elementary educational settings.33 Jewish sayings
collections like Proverbs and Pirke Aboth consist primarily of short, pithy
sayings, and some of Jesus’ sayings were no doubt remembered and
circulated in such a form.34 Greco-Roman sayings collections likewise
included sayings and brief contexts for them when necessary.35 Outside
such collections, sayings were often transmitted apart from one another,36

although sayings could also be combined with narratives to make a work
more cohesive. As we noted earlier, ancient readers considered inserting
sayings from sayings-collections into narrative, or narratives into sayings, a
matter of arrangement, not a matter of fabrication.37

Nevertheless, Jesus probably also used some sayings on more than one
occasion, just as most speakers do.38 Moreover, sayings for which context
was necessary, such as in brief narratives climaxing in the protagonist’s
quip (a kind of chreiai today sometimes classified as pronouncement
stories),39 were often transmitted with narrative contexts.40 Thus we
probably have some sayings of Jesus in the Gospels in their original
contexts, whereas others may appear in distinct contexts (cf. e.g., Matt
7:13-14//Lk 13:24; Matt 8:11//Lk 13:29).

Sayings traditions also may have grown, although in most cases this
expansion became significant primarily over a period of generations or
centuries.41 Similar sayings could be attributed to different teachers;



sometimes this simply indicated that both had uttered the same idea,42 but
in other cases sayings or even entire tales may have been transferred,
deliberately (as common property cited by various teachers) or through
mistake, from one teacher to another, as in Greek tradition.43 Although
ancients often assumed the accuracy of attributions, they were not always
certain.44 On other occasions, however, the famous speaker himself may
have borrowed sayings from others.45

The relevance of this transfer of sayings to study of the Synoptic sayings-
traditions is limited;46 such transfer and composition began to happen
regularly only long after the teachers’ death, usually a number of
generations (and most fully, centuries) after the teachers’ death. By contrast,
from the first generation the basic framework of the Jesus tradition was
already established in the entire community that revered him, and quickly
fixed in various written texts. Moreover, Jesus held a special status in early
Christianity; there were not a number of other teachers with whom he could
be confused or whose sayings the transfer of which would enhance his
authority. He may have also himself used some sayings already in
circulation (given the familiarity of his Jewish teaching style in other
respects; see e.g., our ch. 13).

Ignoring such limitations, many early form critics applied to the gospel
tradition principles of form criticism culled from studies of Old Testament
traditions preserved for many centuries and various folk traditions
developed over centuries.47 Yet as W. D. Davies notes, probably only a
single life span

separates Jesus from the last New Testament document. And the
tradition in the Gospels is not strictly a folk tradition, derived
from long stretches of time, but a tradition preserved by believing
communities who were guided by responsible leaders, many of
whom were eyewitnesses of the ministry of Jesus. The Gospels
contain materials remembered recently, at least as compared with
other traditional literatures, so that the rules which governed the
transmission of folk tradition do not always apply to the tradition
found in the Gospels.48

 



 
Pierre Benoit similarly protests that many rabbinic apophthegms preserve
some genuine reminiscences, but that beyond this, recollections no more
than thirty to forty years old cannot be compared with the rabbis’ “oral
tradition stretching over several centuries which only very late in its life
received a fixed form.”49 Others rightly emphasize that Jesus taught
publicly as well as privately, and a “radical amnesia” that allowed his
followers to forget even the substance of his teachings is quite unlike other
schools, and is historically improbable.50

Further, early Christians plainly did not indulge the temptation to create
answers for their own situations in the Jesus tradition preserved in the
Synoptics: some significant conflicts that early Christians faced (such as
circumcising Gentiles) fail to turn up in the Gospels.51 Meanwhile, many
sayings imply a Palestinian setting more relevant to Jesus than to the later
church.52

Thus Mark, who alone uses the words of Jesus to address the controversy
about the purity of foods, resists the temptation to make Jesus explicitly say
Mark’s view; Mark provides this explicit interpretation only in an editorial
aside (Mk 7:19, which Matthew, writing for a kosher audience, naturally
feels free to omit). The gospel tradition nowhere addresses the later-burning
issue (attested in Acts and Paul’s letters) of whether Gentiles must be
circumcised to join God’s people. It provides only two examples of Jesus’
ministry to Gentiles, and in both cases (if we read his initial response to the
centurion as a question)53 he first snubs the Gentile.54 (This is most obvious
where Jesus calls the Syrophoenician woman a “dog,”55 a title recognized
as an insult throughout the ancient Mediterranean world.)56 One would not
expect believers later involved in the Gentile mission to create the snubs,
although they undoubtedly sought to make use of these stories about
Gentiles available in the gospel tradition.

Although the Gospel writers and their sources felt free to adapt the
gospel tradition in ways customary to their era, the tradition does not bear
the marks of fabrication. As Secret Mark reflects its twentieth-century
milieu and the apocryphal gospels reflect the late-second- to early-third-
century heyday of Greek novels, the gospel tradition bears signs of forming



earlier than the extant first-century Gospels that adapted it for their own
day.



Memorization in Antiquity
 
In this section we will survey some conclusions from memory studies more
generally, but then turn to more concretely relevant examples specific to the
ancient Mediterranean and Middle Eastern world of which Jesus was a part.
Antiquity provides much evidence of skilled memory, and we will find
particularly relevant examples for ancient disciples. Both memory studies
and ancient sources suggest that what was most accurately preserved for the
longest time was the gist, the basic substance of the experience.57



Memory Studies More Generally
 
Studies of long-term memory show the character of information
preservation by informal, untrained eyewitnesses in modern western
culture.58 Typically informal memory will include components rather than
the whole, and lack a chronological framework for events.59 (Thus, for
example, various sayings of Jesus on different occasions could easily have
been linked in memory reconstructions without regard for the specific
sequence of occasions on which they were spoken.) Although memories can
be imperfect, there are normally limits to this imperfection (i.e., they do not
ordinarily involve free composition of events); even when some details are
inaccurate, the “gist” is usually accurate.60 The reconstruction and
arrangement of memory do involve interpretive structures, but these
structures would also be involved in the initial hearing.61

Studies of long-term memory also show the sorts of information apt to be
preserved by eyewitnesses. These include, among other elements, unusual
events;62 consequential events;63 events in which the eyewitness “is
emotionally involved”;64 “vivid imagery”;65 and “frequent rehearsal.”66

Most of these factors are relevant for Jesus’ followers’ memories about
him.67 While memory studies in general are important, however, we must
give special attention to what can be known about memory practices in the
time of Jesus and the Gospels.



Skilled Memory in Antiquity
 
Because the majority of specifically Jewish sources addressing the issue are
later, but the sources that we do have reflect patterns more widely
distributed in Mediterranean antiquity, we cast the net for information on
ancient Mediterranean memory as widely as possible. Such information
suggests that issues of memory were relevant for historiography in antiquity
as they are for historiography today.

The ancient historian Thucydides shows us the problems that both
memory’s limits and its interpretive structures impose, as suggested above.
He complained about the difficulties involved in his quest to determine
accurate details, “because those who were eyewitneses of the several events
did not give the same reports about the same things, but reports varying
according to their championship of one side or the other, or according to
their recollection.”68 Such limits from everyday witnesses must be taken
into account. Nevertheless, Thucydides felt that, by noting commonalities
among the various sources, he did manage to provide an accurate story.
Although the gospel tradition may not have had many skilled interrogators
like Thucydides, some other factors suggest that it preserves much
historical information. Before turning to the Gospels, however, it is
important to survey the prowess of some memories in antiquity.

Records abound of carefully trained memories. The elder Seneca was
able to recount long sections of over a hundred declamations from his
youth,69 though Seneca was admittedly exceptional.70 Difficult as it may
seem to most readers today,71 the elder Seneca testifies that in his younger
days he could repeat back 2000 names in exactly the sequence in which he
had just heard them, or recite up to 200 verses given to him, in reverse.72

Even if his recollections of youthful prowess are exaggerated, they testify to
an emphasis on memory that far exceeds standard expectations today.

Seneca also reports that another man, hearing a poem recited by its
author, recited it back to the author verbatim (facetiously claiming the poem
to be his own).73 He also recalls the famous Hortensius, who listed back



every purchaser and price at the end of a day-long auction, his accuracy
attested by the bankers. 74 Another source claims that one sophist even in
his old age could repeat back 50 names in sequence after hearing them just
once.75 Rhetoricians believed that artificial memory, augmented by
discipline and training, could move far beyond natural memory,76 and
ancients developed mnemonic techniques to help them recall blocks of data
astonishing to modern readers dependent on a continuous flow of
information.77

Orators would memorize their speeches, often even of several hours’
duration; 78 memoria, i.e., “learning the speech by heart in preparation for
delivery,” was one of the five basic tasks of an orator.79 Rhetorical students
practiced declamation, offering their practice speeches “from memory.”80

Pliny the Younger praises a rhetorician so skillful that he could repeat
verbatim speeches that he had delivered extemporaneously.81 One rhetor
memorized his speech as he was writing it out, never needing to read it
again;82 he could remember every declamation he had ever delivered, word
for word, making books unnecessary.83

At least rhetorically trained hearers could recall elements of speeches,
even some that hearers might consider inferior, with memory strong enough
even to supplement written sources.84 Likewise, a deceased teacher’s
former disciples might also collectively remember bits and pieces of
speeches, sewing them together, 85 a process relevant to communal memory
and to other cases of groups of disciples carrying on their master’s
teachings.

Even if the early church altogether lacked those with the sort of
exceptional memories noted by Seneca and some others (and it seems likely
that they would have had at least a few members with exceptional
memories), it requires far less exceptional communal memory to have
preserved the basic substance of Jesus’ message and the direction of his
ministry. Communal memory is relevant where a group of hearers could
remind one another of various points, with those whose memory was most
exceptional taking the lead.86 Whereas “chain” transmission might depend
on a single person’s memory, “net” transmission of a community could help
guarantee larger amounts of tradition.87 (I return to this concept briefly in



discussing traditions passed on from other Jewish teachers to their
disciples.) Although not directly relevant to the gospel tradition, communal
memory also could preserve some central ideas for even several centuries;
thus for example, Megarians retained ethnic hatred against Athens seven
centuries after their late-fifth-century BCE conflicts.88



Disciples and Teachers
 
Memorization was the most pervasive form of ancient education.89 The
youngest learned by rote memorization at the elementary level.90

Memorizing sayings of famous teachers was a regular school exercise at the
basic level;91 students at various levels also memorized examples.92

Although it was the youngest who learned by rote memorization at the
elementary level, higher education (after about age 16) included
memorizing many speeches and passages useful for speeches93 — though
the ultimate goal was both understanding and remembering.94 Even at the
stage of advanced education, which focused on rhetoric, students especially
“memorized model speeches and passages” for their own use.95

Disciples were expected to be attentive; thus the philosopher Peregrinus
rebuked an equestrian who seemed inattentive and yawning.96 Teachers
passed on their teachings to others,97 language that could also be used for
transmission of information through written histories.98 Sayings attributed
to founders of Greek schools were transmitted by members of each school
from one generation to the next;99 the practice seems to have been
encouraged by the founders of the schools themselves.100 Indeed, in all
schools “teaching was passed down from master to pupils, who in turn
passed it on to their own pupils”;101 the founder’s teachings often
functioned as canonical for their communities.102 Of course, disciples
passed on teachings, not speeches or extensive dialogues per se (hence
more like what we find in the Synoptics than in John).103

A former student need not always agree with one’s teacher,104 but respect
for teachers was paramount,105 and in such a setting we would expect
respectful preservation of teachings even when the transmitter registered
disagreement.

Whether the emphasis was on memorizing texts or the teacher’s words
depended on the particular ancient school in question.106 Lucian portrays an
excellent philosophic student as rehearsing each of the points of the



previous day’s lectures in his mind.107 Some schools were known for
practicing particularly diligent training of their memories, training
especially prominent in stories about the Pythagoreans.108 One criterion for
prospective Pythagorean disciples was said to be their ability to preserve
what they were taught.109 As a method of training their memories, the
Pythagoreans reportedly would not rise from bed in the mornings until they
had recited their previous days’ works.110 (Pythagorean emphasis on
repetition for memorization111 reflects a relatively effective method of
preserving long-term memory.)112 While stories about the Pythagoreans
represent an extreme, they provide a graphic illustration of the value more
generally placed on memory in ancient schools.

Although the emphasis lay on memorizing teachings, students studied
and emulated teachers’ behavior as well.113 They further transmitted it:
thus, for example, Eunapius learned a story about Iamblichus from
Eunapius’ teacher Chrysanthius, who learned it from Aedesius the disciple
of Iamblichus himself; 114 Philostratus has oral information about a teacher
two generations earlier through an expert from the previous generation.115

Jews also learned from the behavior of their ancestors, i.e., from lessons
drawn from narratives,116 as students must also imitate their teachers.117

(This reflects a broader practice; Greek disciples also often learned by
imitating teachers’ moral behavior.)118



Note-Taking
 
Emphasis on orality coexisted with literacy in Mediterranean school
settings.119 Orators often used written speeches or notes,120 or wrote out,
polished and published their speeches after delivery.121 Hearers of speeches
sometimes took notes to capture the gist of the speeches,122 although some
speakers wanted their hearers to be too spellbound to be able to take
notes.123 (Such notes were not, of course, verbatim transcripts, which were
not available in this period.)124 One could also takes notes125 from which
one would later arrange one’s material for a composition, for the purpose of
guarding memory.126

It is especially in academic settings, however, that note-taking prevailed.
Disciples of advanced Greek teachers, both in philosophy and rhetoric,
often took notes during their teachers’ lectures.127 Thus, for example,
Quintilian mentions such taking of notes, even while emphasizing the use
of memory.128 Likewise, our collection of discourses from Musonius Rufus
appears to depend on the writings of one of his students.129 Many teachers
left the matter of publication to their followers.130

From an early period those who took such notes sometimes published
them.131 The practice is attested close to the era of the Gospels by Arrian, a
disciple of Epictetus. His accounts of Epictetus’ teaching in Koine are so
different from Arrian’s own Atticizing diction in his other writings132 that
he feels it necessary to apologize for the rough style of these discourses:
“whatever I heard him say I used to write down, word for word, as best I
could, endeavouring to preserve it as a memorial, for my own future use, of
his way of thinking and the frankness of his speech.”133 Records of
teachings thus could preserve even the teacher’s distinctive style (fitting
distinctive style and language for Jesus often evident in our Gospels).

Quintilian, the famous Roman teacher of rhetoric, inadvertently attests
the potential accuracy of such a practice. Some of the boys who were his
students had published in his name their notes on his lectures. He attests
that their notes were fairly accurate, though he clearly wished that he had



had the opportunity to polish them for publication. His own published work
overlapped with what they had written.134

While Jewish disciples may have taken fewer notes and emphasized
orality much more highly than most Gentiles, they also were able to take
notes and use them as initial mnemonic devices to recall larger blocs of
material.135 Certainly the supposition that few Palestinian Jews could write
has been challenged and shown inaccurate.136 Some suggest that at least
one of Jesus’ followers, a tax-collector (Mk 2:14),137 would have had the
skills to take such notes, and later Christian tradition in fact opined that the
other disciples later made use of his notes.138 Whatever the particulars, the
possibility that some disciples took some notes during Jesus’ ministry or
soon afterward is a factor worth taking into account. Confronted with a
classicist’s evidence of note-taking in antiquity, one traditional form critic
conceded that such evidence would require revision in the skepticism of
radical form critics.139



Jewish Academic Memory
 
Jewish education emphasized memorization of Torah (through repeated
reading and recitation).140 Josephus likewise stressed memorization and
understanding, though his focus (in contrast to that of Greeks) was the law
rather than earlier Greek authors.141 This method of learning was thus
hardly limited to the circle of later rabbis; it was part of regular Jewish
education in the home and basic school education all Jewish youths were to
receive.142

But the most easily documented example, where the process was taken to
its fullest extent and where we have the greatest volume of extant material,
is among disciples of rabbis. Rabbis lectured to their pupils and expected
them to memorize their teachings by laborious repetition.143 Thus a rabbi
might praise a student who, instead of trying to learn on his own, merely
preserved his teacher’s wisdom, like a good cistern.144 This practice was all
the more intense for those studying to be teachers of Torah.145

There is much emphasis in both Tannaitic and later Amoraic literature on
careful traditioning.146 Because this traditioning in practice tended toward
“net transmission” rather than “chain transmission” (i.e., the sayings
became the property of the rabbinic community, and not only of a single
disciple of a teacher), transmission could be guarded more carefully in the
first generation or two.147 There is also evidence that Jewish teachers
sometimes spoke in easily memorizable forms, as did Jesus.148 Stylistic
features of oral tradition (and perhaps a teaching style designed to facilitate
such transmission) pervade Jesus’ teachings recorded in the Gospels.149

Some have complained (technically correctly) that all the rabbinic
evidence is later than the first century; but it is hardly likely that this
evidence would be discontinuous with all the other Jewish and Greco-
Roman evidence that we do have, especially given the particular focus on it
in our later extant sources.150



Limited Adaptation
 
At the same time, teachings could be condensed and abridged,151 and the
very emphasis on the tradition could lead rabbis to portray their teaching as
merely amplifying what preceded,152 or to attempt harmonizations of earlier
contradictory opinions attributed to a given rabbi.153 Among Gentiles,
standard rhetorical practice included paraphrasing sayings, as evidenced by
the rhetorical exercises in which it features prominently.154 (It is thus not
surprising that a writer would praise a sophist who both “received” disciple-
instruction accurately and “passed it on” eloquently.)155 The standard of
accuracy for ancient memory was the “gist”;156 memory often preserves the
gist of matters even when details remain more obscure or inaccurate.157

Thus both faithfulness to and adaptation of oral sources characterize
early rabbinic use of earlier tradition,158 and the exact wording of Jesus’
sayings could vary, for instance, from Matthew to Luke to the Didache.159

E. P. Sanders concludes that “The gospel writers did not wildly invent
material,” though “they developed it, shaped it and directed it in the ways
they wished.”160

Implications
 
In light of the foregoing discussion, our starting assumption should be that
disciples of Jesus would have learned and transmitted his teachings no less
carefully than most ancient disciples transmitted the wisdom of their
mentors.161 If we must start with assumptions either way, should not the
burden of proof rest on the assumptions of the radical skeptics, rather than
on the assumption that Jesus’ disciples were like other disciples in antiquity
and hence sought to transmit their master’s sayings accurately?

The views of the more extreme form critics that seem to presume that the
church created rather than submitted to the substance of his teaching
contrasts with our evidence, including our limited evidence about ancient



Jewish traditioning. Birger Gerhardsson’s initial work published in 1961
may have overstated his case,162 but many now recognize that his severest
critics have done the same.163 As we have noted, memorization and
transmission of famous teachers’ sayings was not only a later rabbinic
practice; it characterized elementary education throughout the
Mediterranean. Further, most of the forms of traditions passed on in the
Synoptic Gospels are the sort that would be passed on in circles less formal
than Gerhardsson suggested yet more controlled than Bultmann
suggested.164 Studies of oral tradition suggest that the form of news and
jokes was highly flexible; that of parables and narratives was somewhat
flexible; and that of proverbs and poems allowed virtually no flexibility.165

Most of Jesus’ sayings would thus be conveyed with either some or
virtually no flexibility, not with maximal flexibility.

Examining the early Christian data supports this likelihood that Jesus’
teachings would have been transmitted substantially accurately. Paul, our
earliest extant Christian source, attests even many of the purportedly
“latest” developments of first-century Christian thought (such as wisdom
Christology) within the first generation.166 He attests even some elements
of the Jesus sayings tradition in occasional letters like 1 Corinthians and 1
Thessalonians (though such attestation was plainly not his purpose).167 In
some of these cases, his language suggests that he was passing on to his
many readers what he had received.168 Paul seems to have known and
expected his audience to recognize that he knew the Jesus tradition;169 he
explicitly distinguishes his teaching from that of Jesus (1 Cor 7:10, 12,
25).170 Communities already schooled in the oral tradition would catch
subtler allusions to that tradition than modern hearers who demand a greater
degree of verbatim correspondence.171

Indeed, to assume from silence that Paul did not know the Jesus tradition
because he does not cite it more explicitly and more often is almost
analogous to assuming that the writer of 1 John was unaware of the
Johannine Jesus tradition because the document presupposes rather than
cites that tradition.172 Despite clear differences in terms of target audience,
Bultmann’s radical dichotomy between Paul’s Diaspora perspectives and
Palestinian Jewish material in the Gospels is read into the evidence.173 The
writer of a probably post-70 Diaspora Gospel from the Pauline circle shows



awareness of many earlier sources that he insists go back to the
eyewitnesses (Lk 1:1-2); and he was probably in a position to know (Lk
1:3-4). The exclusively oral stage of the Jesus tradition, before the written
sources of Lk 1:1, could not have been more than three or at most four
decades,174 and occurred while the eyewitnesses maintained a dominant
position in early Christianity.175

As we shall note later, these eyewitnesses included the “twelve,” a group
that most scholars date to Jesus’ lifetime.176 Few scholars would question
that Jesus had disciples, or that at least some of those most intimate
followers (like Peter) rose to prominence in the early Jesus movement.
Revolutionaries had followers without having disciples, but prophets could
have both;177 even eccentric wilderness ascetics could have disciples.178

But most importantly, teachers and sages almost by definition had disciples;
and whatever else Jesus was, he was surely a teacher (see ch. 13). Our
extant first-century sources about the early Jesus movement emphasize
continuity of testimony (cf. Acts 1:21-22),179 with the “twelve” apparently
maintaining a dominant position in the decades following Jesus’ mission to
Jerusalem (Gal 2:9; cf. 1 Cor 15:5).

The witnesses include also many others from the early period, including
other apostles (1 Cor 15:7), Jesus’ relatives (1 Cor 15:7),180 a number of
women prominent enough to be named (Mk 15:40-41),181 and at least 500
others (1 Cor 15:6). The sources repeatedly emphasize the importance of
witnesses for the tradition;182 plenty of persons are named in the Gospels
who could be sources and guarantors of the tradition.183 Even the tradition
in the Fourth Gospel, which we are not engaging much in this book, rests
on the testimony of the “beloved disciple” (who claims to be an eyewitness
of at least some of the key events; Jn 13:23; 19:26-27, 35; 21:24).184



Early Christian Creativity?
 
More skeptical scholars often overestimate the degree of early Christian
creativity in the gospel tradition. Clearly early Christians resisted the
temptation to read some major issues of their day into gospel materials
(e.g., food laws and circumcision).185 Some of Paul’s occasional letters also
inadvertently attest at an early date the accuracy of elements of the Jesus
tradition (1 Cor 7:10-12; 11:23; 15:3; 1 Thess 4:15), whereas the Jesus
tradition in the Gospels exhibits little influence from Paul.186 Indeed, many
sayings in the tradition imply a setting relevant only to Palestine and/or the
specific time of Jesus.187

Even more significantly, written Gospels were appearing within three
decades of Jesus’ ministry, while eyewitnesses maintained positions of
prominence in the Church;188 as we noted in chs. 6 and 9, Luke attests his
reader’s awareness of many existing written sources (Lk 1:1-4). Had early
traditioners and writers indulged in free invention in various geographical
communities, we could have expected Gospels much more diverse than our
Synoptics are189 — more like the later Gnostic materials formed under such
conditions.190 That is, had Gospel writers composed freely without regard
for their sources, we would have much more radically different works
instead of the substantial overlap in content we find in our Synoptic
Gospels. For this reason as well as those given above, it should be more
when a scholar disputes a particular saying, rather than when one contends
for its authenticity, that one should assume the burden of proof.191

Discerning “tradition” on the basis of spontaneous revelation192 also
appears to be a later practice. Although all concur that the early Christians
prophesied, it is highly unlikely, against some scholars,193 that many
“sayings of the risen Jesus” were retroactively attributed to the historical
Jesus.194 The few clear examples of prophecies we have in the New
Testament are always explicitly identified as such,195 and again, issues of
the later church rarely appear in collections of Jesus’ teachings.196 As we



shall note later in the book, Jesus was a prophet who launched a prophetic
movement; but he was also a sage who taught disciples to preserve and
expound his teachings. The disciples probably were communicating the
substance of Jesus’ teaching even during his lifetime, if even so much as a
historical kernel lies behind Jesus sending the Twelve in his lifetime.197 On
the antiquity of some end-times material and the extreme improbability that
it originated in prophecy, see appendix 4.

Robert Price has suggested other objections to a reliable tradition. He
rejects the analogy of rabbinic transmission, comparing instead the
seventeenth-century messianic claimant Sabbatai Sevi or the twentieth-
century African healer Simon Kimbangu, whose disciples within a
generation made him out to be the Messiah.198 Yet these comparisons are
anachronistic and misplaced. Kimbangu did not train disciples by passing
on easily memorizable sayings;199 nor did all of his followers make such
assertions about him;200 nor do we have first-century Jewish examples of
such rapid deification. Moreover, the labels given to Kimbangu and
Sabbatai Sevi derived from analogies with Jesus — a claim more difficult to
make for Jesus given the lack of contemporary parallels in his day. His
early Palestinian Jewish followers lacked close models for rapid deification;
his later Gentile followers in the Diaspora would hardly have invoked the
category of “Messiah.” Ancient sages could be deified, but not so quickly,
and certainly not in Jewish monotheism, even in the Diaspora.

Price also suggests that the apostles would not have been concerned with
others spreading invented tales, nor could they have stopped this practice if
they were.201 But where would the Gospel writers have sought their
information? Who would have been considered the most reliable sources?
To whom did ancient biographers of sages turn in other cases? Was it not
more often to disciples and schools that passed on a founder’s teaching,
rather than to popular opinion? And to whom would the early Jesus
movement have looked for leadership, but to Jesus’ circle of closest
followers, and to James his brother? In fact, Paul’s undisputed letter to the
Galatians confirms that precisely these persons were the leaders in the
Jerusalem Jesus movement, and that they were also known to be such in the
Diaspora. Price’s skepticism thus seems excessive and unwarranted.



Traditional Form Criticism
 
As mentioned earlier, nineteenth- and twentieth-century scholars
investigated the gospels’ written sources. Because early Christians told and
retold the stories about Jesus orally before writing Gospels, however,
scholars also began to ask about the way early Christians transmitted them,
and thus developed form criticism.202

Many form critics made observations difficult to dispute, for example,
that Jesus used teaching forms popular among his contemporaries (such as
parables and witty sayings), and that early Christians transmitted Jesus’
sayings and deeds in forms used by other biographers and storytellers of
their day. They also identified characteristic forms of various narrative
units, such as controversy stories.203

Many form critics, however, speculated about the preaching settings of
the various forms, opining that we know more about the preaching
communities (though they are not explicitly mentioned in our sources) than
about Jesus (the subject of the sources)! In a post-Schweitzer period of
skepticism about the historical Jesus, Bultmann and many other New
Testament scholars focused on the early communities that transmitted
reports about Jesus, which they thought might prove more fruitful
historically. But this approach has proved ironic, for we in fact know far
less about the earliest transmitting communities than we know about the
historical Jesus.204 If pioneers in any discipline tend to exaggerate their
discipline’s importance, such early form critics were no doubt among them!

Some form critics started with skeptical presuppositions and
consequently produced studies with predictably skeptical conclusions
(Bultmann being the best-known example);205 others started with less
skeptical premises and accepted much more of the material as authentic to
Jesus.206

The conclusions varied in part because of the varying premises with
which different scholars started, and in part because flaws existed in the
standard methodology.207 Some criteria for authenticity the form critics



developed were, however, reasonable: for instance, a saying of Jesus
attested in a variety of independent sources or that would not have been
made up by the later church was probably authentic.208 At the same time,
although these criteria could logically help to verify traditions, they could
not logically help to falsify them. For example, one could hardly assume
that a saying of Jesus preserved only once or that his followers agreed with
is necessarily inauthentic! In other words, the best criteria of form criticism
work much better to demonstrate the reliability of some material in the
Gospels than to argue the reverse.209

The abuse of these criteria sometimes led to pure speculation grounded
only in preexisting theories about the development of early Christianity.210

Skepticism about the fidelity of oral tradition partly reflects the earlier form
critics’ print culture, which can predispose us to bias against orality.211 If
some early form critics were skeptical about what can be known about
Jesus, their contrary confidence about their own ability to reconstruct the
prehistory of traditions behind texts is widely viewed as eccentric by
literary critics outside biblical studies.212



Form-critical Criteria
 
Twentieth-century form critics established some criteria that remain helpful
today, although form criticism’s serious weaknesses have rendered most
contemporary scholars skeptical concerning the degree to which they
remain valuable. 213 Some criteria are more helpful than others. We explore
especially four traditional form-critical criteria briefly here: multiple
attestation; coherence; dissimilarity; and Palestinian environment.



The Criteria of Multiple Attestation and Coherence
 
Negative uses of the form-critical criteria resemble arguments from silence.
Given the dearth of two-millennia-old sources remaining extant, we have
silence in abundance; nevertheless, we have what seem to be representative
samples of enough kinds of sayings to reconstruct a great deal about Jesus
with a high degree of historical probability.

Form critics pointed out that when multiple, early and independent
sources attest a saying, that saying holds a greater claim to authenticity.
This observation does not mean that sayings attested only once must be
inauthentic; in fact, we can be quite sure that most things Jesus said during
his lifetime are attested nowhere in our tradition. Apparently enough
traditions remained by the late first century that we cannot expect any
Gospel writer to feel obligated to include them all (cf. Jn 20:30; 21:25). But
the principle does provide a guideline useful to those who want to find the
most secure elements in the tradition, and for that purpose it seems a matter
of common sense. Thus we can use the criterion positively (to support the
likelihood of particular sayings) but not negatively (to screen them out).
Ancients, too, used this criterion to support portraits of, say, Socrates.214

Moreover, although many of Jesus’ individual sayings are not repeated in
all our sources, particular themes and emphases, many of them distinctive
to Jesus, are.215

The criterion of coherence asks whether the sayings in question fit with
other sayings or behavior that we regard as authentic. Again, this criterion
was used even in antiquity.216 Recent scholars, more critical of the negative
use of all the form-critical criteria, have critiqued even the negative use of
the criterion of coherence, since the same person need not always speak the
same way.217 Although less warranted than criticism of the dissimilarity
criterion (below), the critique is at least somewhat deserved, given the
unsystematic and sage-like character of Jesus’ teaching. Moreover, as we
have noted, we surely have only a fraction of Jesus’ teaching, teaching that
if available more fully might also provide context for assimilating a more
diverse range of thoughts.



Writers’ preferences also affect which diverse aspects of Jesus’
personality appear. For example, one may compare two ancient collections
of tradition about the philosopher Musonius Rufus, each of which portrays
him quite differently. 218 Moreover, most who have used the criterion of
coherence have traditionally based it on the criterion of dissimilarity:
anything Jesus truly said must cohere with whatever was unique to Jesus.219

If one doubts the criterion of dissimilarity (which is quite easy to doubt; see
our discussion below), any criteria based on it will also collapse. Used
positively, though, the criterion can be helpful; this includes coherence with
broader themes in Jesus’ teachings (such as the kingdom), and teachings or
actions consistent with Jesus’ “rejection and execution.”220 In fact, the
Synoptic portrait of Jesus is probably more generally internally coherent
than many modern scholarly reconstructions of Jesus are.221



The Criteria of “Dissimilarity” (Uniqueness) and Embarrassment
 
One criterion, that of dissimilarity, has particularly fallen on hard times.
The criterion excludes the likelihood of Jesus having a high degree of
continuity with his Jewish contemporaries and the likelihood of his
disciples having a high degree of continuity with his teachings.222 From
what we know of ancient teachers and their schools, however, the reverse is
far more likely. The criterion is therefore useful only in its positive role:
what later Christians would not have invented is authentic tradition (this
resembles what scholars currently call the criterion of embarrassment). This
criterion of embarrassment can be useful.223

In recent years scholars in the discipline have thus seriously critiqued the
negative use of this criterion and urged special caution regarding it.224 The
rising dissatisfaction easily evident a decade ago225 is currently a relatively
strong consensus against the feasibility of this particular form-critical
approach, and not surprisingly so. Second Questers used the criterion to
emphasize Jesus’ uniqueness (a status they believed theologically
useful);226 most Third Questers set Jesus in his Jewish context, hence tend
to emphasize a criterion of continuity.227

Finding a Jesus different from Judaism historically has anti-Semitic
roots;228 a historian’s first focus should not be what is distinctive about
Jesus, but what is characteristic of him.229 If one applied this criterion to
Luther, accepting about him only what differed from both contemporary
Catholicism and subsequent Lutheranism, one’s knowledge of Luther would
prove meager indeed.230 The negative use of this criterion thus can produce
only a “skewed . . . picture of Jesus,” one that wrongly isolates him from his
known context.231



Palestinian Environment
 
The criterion of Palestinian Jewish environment makes far more sense than
the criterion of dissimilarity, and frequently cancels it out.232 A sort of
“similarity” criterion is thus more in vogue today: whatever situates Jesus in
the continuum between contemporary Judaism and the movement that
emerged from him offers the likeliest portrait of Jesus.233 The Third Quest
tends to highlight Jesus’ Jewish environment,234 but sometimes to the
neglect of the movement that emerged from his teaching; a “continuum”
approach seeks to integrate both contexts.235 Noting Jesus’ continuity with
his environment also allows one to highlight areas of his discontinuity
(genuine dissimilarity) more accurately and in a more nuanced manner.236

In its negative form, one would use this criterion to reject the authenticity
of anything in the stories about Jesus that cannot plausibly fit in Jesus’
environment, e.g., the idea that the temple was no longer standing (a post-
70 development). 237 This does not mean that Jesus never said or did
anything dissonant with his environment (his death on a Roman cross likely
suggests significant dissonance regarding something). Others of his
contemporaries, too, differed from the mainstream of their environment in
various ways. But as we shall see in later chapters, a significant proportion
of gospel tradition fits Jesus’ own Galilean environment better than it fits
the later urban and probably mostly Diaspora churches that provided the
dominant first audiences for our Gospels.

We should note, of course, that Greek culture transformed Palestinian
Judaism, but Palestinian Judaism exerted little influence on Greek culture.
We thus regularly read Palestinian Jewish sources in light of their Greek
context, and should not be surprised to discover Greek elements in the early
gospel tradition. The passing on of these traditions and writing them down
for Diaspora audiences would only increase such elements. When we find
distinctively Palestinian Jewish features in the tradition, however, we must
recognize these as marks that the tradition originated in Jewish Palestine.
Palestinian Jewish features need not guarantee that a saying must have
inevitably originated with Jesus, but they do take us back to the earliest



circle of witnesses for Jesus, greatly increasing the probability that the
saying is authentic.

The direction of hellenization (or at least more hellenistic ways of
recounting matters) should have increased in later sources, and on average
Palestinian elements should be earlier. As we noted in ch. 2, the older
liberal view that the earliest christology evolved from a Palestinian Jewish
apocalyptist to a hellenistic divine man does not fit our evidence
adequately,238 but certainly it comes closer to fitting it than does the
contemporary “Jesus Seminar’s” frequent apparent reversal of the sequence,
which assumes that later Christians Judaized Jesus.239 This later Judaization
of less Jewish material makes no sense in view of Roman anti-Judaism and
the growing influence of Diaspora Christianity as years passed.240 Our
earliest Christian sources support a Palestinian Jewish foundation for the
movement: though writing to mixed churches in the Diaspora that may have
struggled with his message, Paul shares an apocalyptic worldview with
much of Palestinian Judaism as much as two decades before Mark wrote.241



Aramaisms
 
Scholars have often cited a particular linguistic feature of Palestinian
environment as characteristic of Jesus.242 Although our extant Gospels are
written in Greek, that they contain Aramaic figures of speech also tends to
suggest authentic Jesus material,243 especially if the first translators into
Greek frequently sought word-for-word fidelity as some scholars
suggest.244 Although reconstructing Aramaic behind gospel traditions
seems more complex than often allowed, some have argued that the
Aramaic original of as much as 80% of the Synoptic sayings material
appears to fit a poetic or rhythmic form helpful for memorization.245 Jesus’
common phrase “Son of Man” (literally, “the son of the man”) makes no
more sense in Greek than it does in English, but such a phrase makes
perfect sense in Hebrew or Aramaic, where it frequently occurs. Some
divergences in Jesus’ sayings in different Gospels may reflect different
possible translations of these sayings from Aramaic.246 (Various Semitic
structural features of many sayings also suggest their antiquity, and perhaps
that their sage uttered them in easily memorized form.)247

Although Greek was the universal trade language in the urban east (hence
probably the one common language for even the Jerusalem church), the
Aramaic vernacular would be dominant in rural settings, such as most of the
settings where Jesus taught (especially in Galilee). (Although Aramaic was
probably the first language of most Galileans outside the urban centers,
even in Lower Galilee,248 Greek was widespread in Palestine;249 even the
Semiticist Gustaf Dalman long ago recognized the use of Greek in
Jerusalem.)250 Aramaic was the diplomatic language of Israel in dialogue
with Mesopotamia before the exile (2 Kgs 18:26; Is 36:11), and the
dominant language of Israel before the Hellenistic period.251 Many Qumran
scrolls appear in Aramaic (despite the prejudice for Hebrew),252 and
Babylonian Jewry, which affected Palestinian Judaism just as the
Mediterranean Diaspora did, used Aramaic.253 Throughout western Asia,



Aramaic remained the vernacular of peoples (especially in rural areas or
small towns) whose first language was not Greek or a small local language.

Material from Masada indicates that bilingualism (and even
trilingualism) was common, but Aramaic was the common tongue for most
Judeans, though Hebrew could be used in priestly and purity matters.254

Aramaic was the dominant language for the masses even in Jerusalem.255

Even Greek composition in Judea reflects abundant Aramaisms, especially
for those scribes and translators whose Greek was weaker.256 The Aramaic
tradition apparently remained important enough that Paul seems to have
taught some Aramaic words to his churches (Rom 8:15; 1 Cor 16:22; Gal
4:6).

Because most of Jesus’ teachings in the Synoptics appear to have been
delivered to Galilean villagers, they probably reflect Aramaic rather than
Greek originals.257 It is quite true that the earliest church, like Jesus, often
spoke Aramaic; but the early presence of many Greek-speakers in the
Jerusalem church means that, in Jerusalem at least, the shared language of
the community understood by all was Greek. From an early period, the
bilingual milieu of the Syrian and Palestinian churches undoubtedly
facilitated the ready translation on a popular level of Jesus’ sayings from
Aramaic to Greek, probably sometimes in diverse forms.258

Some might therefore charge that the earliest Christians could have
invented some sayings attributed to Jesus in this period.259 But given all we
know of Jewish and (for that matter) Greco-Roman traditioning and the
growth of legends, this would be the least likely period in which sayings or
stories would be invented.260 (Paul attests two of the leading eyewitnesses
— Peter and John — plus Jesus’ brother in positions of leadership in the
Jerusalem church — Gal 2:9; cf. 1 Cor 15:7.) At the same time, early
Christians wrote our Gospels and probably their direct sources in Greek,
and just as Matthew frequently adjusts Mark’s Greek, his sources may have
also adapted earlier language. So Aramaisms suggest traditions stemming
from the earliest (hence most reliable) community; but261 good Greek is not
a mark against the reliability of the traditions (especially if most Palestinian
Jews were bilingual, as is probably the case).262 Aramaic could be
translated into colloquial Greek just as it could be translated into Greek
with Semitic interference in its syntax.



Narratives about Jesus
 
Ancient biographers generally felt that a record of the subject’s deeds and
words revealed the person’s character far better than editorial comments
might.263 Jewish disciples cared about their teacher’s lifestyle, which they
normally sought to imitate,264 and which in later sources might even
function as legal precedent.265 Even Jewish children learned by practice and
imitation as well as by memorization, so a teacher’s behavior was
presumably a matter of careful observation.266 In Greek as well as Jewish
culture, students were eager to preserve the deeds and character of their
masters as well as their teachings.267

Although the early Christians undoubtedly retold the stories in a variety
of ways, the most common form of Synoptic pericopes suggests that early
Christians adopted the sort of short narratives typically used to recount the
deeds and deed-related sayings of famous teachers. These often bare-bones
scenes offered the easiest form for remembering and transmitting the
accounts. Even original eyewitness reports usually include a narrative
element; the interpretive process of narrativizing occurs throughout the
process of memory and is not inconsistent with even eyewitness reports.268

The “forms” of stories that form critics assigned to early Christian homiletic
use (perhaps based partly on their familiarity with the pericopes’ later
Christian usage) could thus as easily stem from the natural ways
eyewitnesses could have constructed and developed their stories.269 But we
do not know the precise milieu in which any given unit of tradition in our
Gospels assumed its basic present form.

Although our present Gospels are finished literary works intended to be
read as such, they still reflect some of the process of oral tradition that
stands behind their sources. For instance, many of our stories in the
Synoptic Gospels are brief accounts of events in Jesus’ ministry, often with
a minimum of chronological links to their context. Some have compared
these Synoptic accounts with chreiai, brief examples (often of heroes of
history) recounted, memorized, and paraphrased in regular school exercises



in the ancient Mediterranean world.270 (The length and form of chreiai
admittedly varied,271 limiting the precision of the comparison.) It was
natural for Jesus’ disciples and their first hearers to remember stories about
Jesus in the same way that they were accustomed to remembering stories
about other important figures. The combination of such narratives with
anecdotes, teaching material (sayings and speeches), plus an extended
account of the protagonist’s end, characterizes ancient biography in general,
so we should not be surprised to find it in the Gospels.272

In the first half of the twentieth century form-critics pointed out some
particular patterns in the Synoptic Gospels’ accounts about Jesus. Some
form-critics called one recurrent pattern “controversy-narratives,” short
accounts where Jesus debates with his opponents and proves his case.
Although we may guess that the social repercussions of these debates
continued long after the recorded narratives end, such narratives typically
close with a rejoinder or quip from Jesus that shames and often silences his
opponents. Some form-critics called narratives concluding with Jesus’ witty
retorts “pronouncement stories.” Such stories about teachers were common
in antiquity,273 suggesting that Jesus shamed his opponents in a way
understood by his disciples from their culture. 274 The use of such accounts
also suggests why the disciples would have transmitted the stories as they
did. Occasions on which restraint is shown in describing miracles suggest
controls on these traditions similar to those on the sayings traditions.275

Because Jesus authored the sayings material but not the narratives about
him, his disciples presumably transmitted the sayings more carefully while
transmitting the narratives more in their own words;276 hence Aramaisms
predominate in the former. Other ancient writers also seem to have adapted
narratives with some degree of freedom, as we have noted. Nevertheless,
the historiographic considerations we noted for ancient sources in general
apply here: sources from the first generation or two are likely to have often
preserved the gist of the events they report.



Conclusion
 
Ancient Mediterranean culture valued orality more than modern western
culture does. They could preserve oral traditions and could use collections
of sayings in written or oral form, or in both. Many of Jesus’ teachings are
in the sort of readily memorizable forms in which sages often offered them
to facilitate retention.

Ancient memories could be highly developed, as illustrated in oratory,
storytelling, basic education and advanced education. Disciples normally
preserved the substance of their masters’ teachings and, where relevant,
stories about their behavior. Disciples sometimes took notes that proved
highly accurate. To assume that Jesus’ disciples acted completely unlike
other disciples with regard to transmitting their teacher’s sayings — despite
the comparatively early publication of sources about Jesus — is to value
one’s skepticism about Jesus more highly than the concrete comparative
evidence.

Scholarship as a whole has become less impressed with some earlier
form-critical criteria like the criterion of dissimilarity (meant to emphasize
Jesus’ uniqueness); today it often emphasizes the continuity between Jesus
and his Palestinian Jewish environment. Jesus’ sayings often reflect their
original context in his Galilean ministry far better than they reflect the
situations of the churches addressed in the Gospels. Such insights will help
to shape the discussion involved in the rest of this book, where we hope to
illustrate how well the Jesus of the Gospels fits his milieu.



SECTION III
 

WHAT WE LEARN ABOUT JESUS FROM THE BEST
SOURCES

 



Jesus’ Story in the Gospels
 
In this section we will examine aspects of Jesus’ teaching and story in our
most reliable sources, the Gospels. A maximalist approach to the sources
grants as evidence whatever is possible; a mediating approach looks for
whatever is most probable historically. “Historical Jesus” research
sometimes, however, seeks to identify a critical minimum, the least that all
scholars “should” be willing to accept in view of historical evidence.1 There
is nothing wrong with looking for a critical minimum, as long as it is clear
that this is what we are doing. Yet some scholars speak as if they are
looking for whatever is probable, when in fact they are seeking only a
critical “minimum.”

The danger of a minimum is that, if defined too narrowly, it can exclude
so much evidence as to offer a skewed picture that is certainly distorted and
easily manipulated. For some, a minimalist reconstruction of what we can
know about Jesus is very little indeed, when they define the minimum in
terms of historically proved certainty. This is an unfair standard, since
historical reconstruction by its nature never reaches the levels of certainty
possible in, say, theoretical mathematics. Most scholars accept a larger
working framework, however, and admit in their “minimum” what is
“almost certain” or even add what is “very probable.”

Approaches vary partly on whether scholars’ goal is whatever is
historically probable or what is the critical minimum. Approaches also vary
based on how particular scholars define “minimum,” and they also vary
depending on the value one assigns to various lines of evidence. We have
already worked to establish that we can expect a high degree of reliable
evidence for the substance of Jesus’ life and ministry from the sources of
the Synoptic Gospels. Our objective will be to build on this approach to
note some of what is probable, rather than simply a minimum.

Nevertheless, because we focused more on Luke’s approach earlier, we
will focus more often on Mark, “Q,” and to a lesser extent Matthew here. In
reconstructing what we can know about Jesus to a great degree of



probability by purely historical means, I depend heavily on Mark and “Q”
material in this final section. It should be understood that I do not regard
this material as the only potentially reliable material; I have already argued
that we should expect otherwise based on the nature of our sources. But I
am giving preference to these sources because I am appealing to a
consensus of scholarship regarding the most accepted sources for
reconstructing Jesus’ life.

When we combine elements about Jesus for which the Gospels provide
us much evidence, much of the picture that emerges becomes coherent,
fitting a cohesive whole.2 Jesus prophetically summoned his people to
prepare for the kingdom, offering radical ethical demands to prepare them
for it. But Jesus himself had a mission that would involve confronting the
ruling elite, as the powerful figures of this present age, and lead to his
martyrdom. This, too, was connected to the coming kingdom, a connection
understood by his followers in terms of the resurrection.



CHAPTER 11
 

John the Baptist
 

“. . . it may be that John the Baptist served [Jesus] not only as the reagent by which the
elements of his distinctive Gospel were brought to precipitation but also as the
inspiration for that line of thought that leads from the contemplation of his personal
jeopardy toward the conception of his own place in God’s plan.”

CARL H. KRAELING1

 

 
 
“It seems likely, then, that in continuing John’s message, Jesus also continued his
immersion.”

JOAN E. TAYLOR2

 

 
 
“At the beginning of Jesus’ career, then, we find him accepting the mission of John the
Baptist, who said that the climax of history was at hand. Within no more than a decade
after Jesus’ execution, we have firm proof that his followers expected this dramatic
event very soon. Jesus must fit this context.”

E. P. SANDERS3

 
 
Scholars today frequently depict John as Jesus’ “mentor,” or Jesus as John’s
“disciple.” 4 Even if such explicit titles go beyond our extant evidence,
Jesus certainly had some respectful relationship toward John. The Gospels,
eager to exalt Jesus, would hardly have invented his submission to John’s
baptism or portrayed Jesus’ ministry as chronologically following John’s (at
least in the Synoptics) if John did not genuinely play an important role in
Jesus’ ministry. Early sources compare Jesus with John (Mk 11:27-33; Q
material in Matt 11:18-19//Lk 7:33-34), and some of John’s known



emphases (like baptism, also attested in Josephus’ portrayal of John)5 show
up in the early Jesus movement probably because Jesus approved of such
emphases.

Thus what we know about John affects what we can surmise about Jesus,
as scholars often observe. This observation challenges the suppositions of
those who think of Jesus opposing an eschatological message (in contrast to
the explicit gospel evidence to the contrary), when we know that both John
and Jesus’ subsequent followers supported it.6 To posit such a view is
simply to dismiss all the evidence for Jesus’ teaching and his context (in his
own and John’s movements) that we have and to argue the contrary based
on inferences from silence. While such inferences satisfy particular
audiences today, such an approach ends up trying to explain away more
evidence than it explains.

A much larger number of scholars accept John’s ministry as a positive
context for that of Jesus.7 As Robert Webb concludes, “We may conclude at
the historical level what the early Christians concluded at a theological
level: John the Baptist was the forerunner of Jesus.”8 Since I do not wish to
expend much space on material already treated more thoroughly by others,
this chapter will be quite brief. It is nevertheless important to offer a context
for Jesus’ mission as an end-time prophet as well as a sage.



John in Josephus
 
Even the Jesus Seminar almost unanimously recognized that John the
Baptist invited repentance and baptized.9 This recognition fits the portrait of
John in Josephus, who cannot be accused of writing with any bias
supporting the Gospels: John, “called the Baptist” (Ant. 18.116) and
drawing great crowds (18.118), administered baptism in the following
manner; John “was a good man, and commanded the Jews to exercise
virtue, both regarding justice toward one another, and piety toward God,
and thus to come to baptism.” It would be acceptable if they used it to
purify the body once the soul had been fully purified by “justice” or
“righteousness” (Ant. 18.117).

Most scholars think Josephus’ comments on John are authentic. Among
other reasons, this confidence is because they fit the language of this section
of Josephus’ work10 and a Christian interpolator would have harmonized
them with the Gospels (which is not the case with this passage).11 John’s
movement had an independent existence outside Jesus’ movement, a status
that seems to have generated some later confusion and ambivalence
concerning the groups’ relationship (cf. Acts 19:1-6).12 Nevertheless, John
remained important in the history of the early Christian movement because
his movement provided an immediate context for that of Jesus. Early
Christians viewed the connection as more important for historic than
theological reasons; thus it is prominent in the Gospels, mentioned in
historic references in Acts, and missing in the letters and Revelation.

Although the Gospels and Josephus agree on various points, where they
differ the Gospels (which are slightly earlier) may actually be more
authentic. Although Josephus presents the Baptist’s mission like a
moralizing philosopher for his Hellenized audience,13 the Gospel accounts
preserve a greater ring of authenticity: John was a wilderness prophet
proclaiming impending judgment. That is, the Gospels, which flow from a
community that embraced much of John’s message, have changed the
portrait of John (at least in this regard) less than Josephus did.



John’s Mission in the Wilderness
 
That John historically baptized in the wilderness (Mk 1:4-5) is clearly early
tradition, Mark’s account citing a geographical situation (the narrow Jordan
Valley in the wilderness) that obtained only in Palestine.14 The meaning of
John’s location would not be lost on Syro-Palestinian Jews. Israel’s
prophets had predicted a new exodus in the wilderness.15 Many of John’s
Jewish contemporaries acknowledged this as the appropriate place not only
for renewal movements16 but for prophets and Messiahs.17

Further, even the verse that the Gospels use to justify John’s mission in
the wilderness (Is 40:3) could reflect the self-identity of John’s own early
renewal movement in Palestine.18 The Qumran sectarians, also located in
the wilderness, already applied this very Isaiah text to their own mission in
the wilderness. 19 Despite this similarity, however, John was not, at least at
this time, part of the Qumran community. Rather than separating himself
totally from Israel as the Qumran community did,20 he preached directly to
the crowds that came to him there (Mk 1:4-5; cf. Jos. Ant. 18.118).21

No less important to John’s mission, the wilderness was likewise a
natural place for fugitives from a hostile society,22 including prophets like
Elijah (1 Kgs 17:2-6; 2 Kgs 6:1-2). John could have safely drawn crowds
there as he could have nowhere else (cf. Jos. Ant. 18.118), and it provided
him the best accommodations for public baptisms that symbolically
challenged the hegemony of establishment leaders (see Jos. Ant. 18.117).

Josephus confirms the image of John as a wilderness reformer, who
sought to purify those who had first purified their souls (Ant. 18.117). This
portrait fits the Gospels’ picture of a baptism “of repentance”; Josephus
merely employs more hellenistic (hence less likely original) language than
the Gospels do.23 That Josephus speaks favorably of John — in contrast to
his condemnation of wilderness “prophets” urging insurrection against
Rome — suggests that he knew the difference.24 John’s renewal movement



was designed to bring Israel to repentance so that God would act on their
behalf, not to challenge the authorities directly or militarily.

It is even plausible that some of John’s more specific words in the “Q”
tradition preserved in the Gospels reflect some of his original message,
remembered by many of his followers who afterward joined Jesus’
movement.25 Thus God raising up stones for Abraham’s children (Matt
3:9//Lk 3:8) may reflect a wordplay that worked only in John’s Aramaic,
not the later church’s Greek.26 That a prophet of renewal would challenge
individual Jewish people’s special status in order to secure their repentance
fits earlier biblical expectations.27

That a prophet of the kingdom could speak of God’s imminent judgment
(as earlier prophets often did) is also not surprising.28 The specific imagery
John employs in “Q” fits his likely audience in rural Palestine better than
that of the Gospels’ likely urban Diaspora audiences, though it was
probably intelligible to everyone.29 “Q”’s John shares with earlier biblical
writers the natural agricultural image of harvest and threshing-floor (Matt
3:12//Lk 3:17) as judgment and/or the end-time.30 This image is also
consistent with the rest of the Jesus tradition (Mk 4:29; cf. Mk 12:2; Matt
9:38//Lk 10:2; Matt 13:39) and early Judaism; 31 the wicked are destroyed
“like straw in fire”32 or like chaff.33 Fire naturally symbolized future
judgment (e.g., Is 26:11; 66:15-16, 24).34

John’s imagery of threshing35 and harvest fits agricultural practice,
although he graphically extends the metaphor. But where the imagery
departs from realism, it most starkly underlines the point. Chaff did not
burn eternally (or even long),36 yet John depicts the wicked’s fire as
“unquenchable.” John does not simply echo the Jewish consensus of his
day, because opinions divided on the character of hell.37 Some believed that
it was eternal for at least the worst sinners;38 but some others believed that
most sinners would endure hell only temporarily and would then be
destroyed39 or (on some views) released.40 Thus John specifically affirmed
the harshest image of his day: divine judgment involved eternal torment.
Again, however, teaching about “Gehinnom” (hell), whether eternal or
temporary, fits especially a Palestinian milieu (even linguistically), not the
environment of the later Gospel writers.41



Announcing the Coming One?
 
That John announced impending judgment is very likely; but did he also
announce a coming messianic figure or associate that figure with Jesus?42

In support of the possibility, articulated in direct discourse in both Mark and
“Q,” we may note that prophets of impending judgment, like many other
Jewish people, could believe in a messiah or end-time prophet, or could
speak of the coming of God himself. Likewise, given the undeniable
connection of some sort that Jesus had with John, it is certainly plausible
that John knew of Jesus. Given the greater movement that ultimately arose
from Jesus, his potential historical significance even before his independent
prominence should not be underestimated. If John announced a coming one,
whether or not he specifically associated that expectation with Jesus,43 we
would expect Jesus’ early followers to have preserved this expectation as
the confirmation of a reliable prophet. We thus examine some aspects of
“Q”’s report of John’s prophecy about the coming one.

Although the Gospel writers portray John as the expected end-time
“Elijah,” preparing the way for the Lord (Mal 3:1; 4:5-6), even John’s
reported message about the coming one may reflect tradition earlier than the
purpose to which the Gospel writers put it. John may proclaim no mere
human “messiah,” but the expected intervention of God himself: “one is
coming who . . . will baptize you in the holy Spirit and fire” (Matt 3:11//Lk
3:16). John was surely aware that in Scripture only God pours out the
divine Spirit (e.g., Is 44:3; Ezek 39:29; Joel 2:28-29) and fiery end-time
judgment. Because “Spirit” can also mean “wind,” which was used to
separate wheat from chaff during threshing,44 this image would also fit as
part of the preceding context.45 Because the earlier biblical prophets we
have just mentioned announced an outpouring of the Spirit connected with
Israel’s restoration, and because John was a prophet seeking Israel’s
restoration, it makes sense that this promise of both the Spirit and judgment
belonged historically to his message. That Jesus’ highly charismatic



movement emerged in the context of John’s preaching is also consistent
with this notion.

Moreover, the coming one appears to be somehow divine in the sandal
image: “I am not worthy to handle his sandals” (Mk 1:7//Jn 1:27; probably
also Q in Matt 3:11//Lk 3:16). In ancient Mediterranean thought, a
household servant’s basest tasks involved the master’s feet, such as washing
his feet, carrying his sandals or unfastening his sandals’ thongs.46 Although
ancient Jewish teachers often expected disciples to function as servants,47

later rabbis made one exception explicit: disciples did not tend to the
teacher’s sandals.48 Whereas Israel’s prophets had called themselves
“servants of God,”49 John declares himself unworthy even to be the coming
judge’s slave!50

Others, however, object that God does not wear sandals (although the
image appears figuratively in Ps 60:8; 108:9, John would not touch God’s
figurative sandals). Webb suggests that the tension between the divine and
human elements of John’s proclamation makes some sense in the setting of
other Jewish expectations of some exalted, coming figures.51



John’s Doubts, Jesus’ Praise (Matt 11:2-11//Lk 7:19-28)
 

Rather than conflicting with John’s earlier proclamation about the
coming one, his subsequent doubts about Jesus in “Q”52 would fit it well.
Jesus’ ministry had so far fulfilled none of John’s eschatological promises.
A prophet who was merely healing the sick and driving out demons did not
appear to fulfill John’s vision of a divine immerser in God’s Spirit and end-
time fiery judgment.53

In any case, the “criterion of embarrassment” makes John’s doubts even
more plausible historically than the “Q” report about his message; one
hardly expects Christian tradition to have invented his doubts! Although
early Christians had reason to stress John’s testimony for Jesus, this
narrative reports John’s doubts and does not even conclude with a clear
statement of John’s renewed faith.54 The tradition here is thus likely
authentic, not a creation of early Christian imagination.55

Jesus’ recorded response to John’s doubts (Matt 11:5-6//Lk 7:22-23) is to
invite John’s attention to the nature of Jesus’ miracles as signs of the
promised kingdom. Many scholars argue that Jesus interprets his miracles
here by means of an allusion to Isaiah 35:5-6, which mentioned some of the
same signs he was performing. In so doing Jesus reminded John’s disciples
that the works he was currently performing might be less dramatic than a
fire-baptism, but that Isaiah had already offered them as signs of the
messianic era.56 Thus they were compatible with John’s message. Some
scholars have argued that the deeds Jesus lists were even already considered
messianic in some streams of Jewish thought;57 the biblical allusions that
many scholars find in his words here suggest an early Palestinian
interpretive tradition also attested at Qumran.58 Whatever the particulars,
Jesus’ answer here does fit a Palestinian Jewish setting.

Most modern scholars, including even Bultmann, accept this response of
Jesus as authentically reflecting the words of Jesus.59 The saying does, after
all, sound more like Jesus than like his later followers: Jesus’ roundabout
response to John is characteristic of Jesus’ responses (fitting the Messianic



secret, a Middle Eastern teaching style, and Jesus’ penchant for riddles).
The gospel for the “poor” coheres with other Q tradition about Jesus (cf.
Matt 5:3//Lk 6:20); and the saying exhibits Semitic structure. The setting of
the saying also seems likely authentic.60 The account lacks specifically
Christian understandings of Jesus (e.g., emphasizing atonement or
Lordship) and traditional Christian titles (“coming one” hardly qualifies).61

After John’s messengers leave, Jesus goes on to praise John to the
crowds. Jesus’ contrast here between John and a shaking reed or pampered
prince also appears to reflect early Palestinian tradition. That John was
plainly not a pampered prince (Matt 11:8//Lk 7:25) probably contrasts him
with his persecutor, Herod Antipas, Galilee’s best-known prince.62 Jesus
contrasts John with Antipas only implictly, as we would expect for an
authentic saying from during Jesus’ public ministry; to name this ruler
openly during Antipas’ tetrarchy would be indiscreet (given Antipas’
contemporary abuse of John). Later Christians might not catch the allusion,
but Jesus’ Galilean contemporaries presumably would have.63

That this tradition reflects a setting during Jesus’ ministry is made more
likely by the observation that Jesus’ claim that John was no easily bent reed
(Matt 11:7; Lk 7:24) fits a setting in Jesus’ own day.64 The image reflects
the literal setting of John’s ministry: the banks of the Jordan, the site of
John’s baptism, hosted reeds growing as high as five meters.65 Moreover,
Theissen suggests that even this image might also allude more specifically
(albeit again discreetly) to Antipas,66 arguing for the reed as Antipas’
emblem on coins before A.D. 26.67 If Theissen is right, the saying must
have originated in Palestine while the memory of Antipas’ reed emblem
remained fresh — probably in the late 20s, i.e., the time of John’s
ministry.68

After implicitly challenging Antipas, Jesus honors John. Jesus claims that
John is a prophet (Matt 11:9//Lk 7:26), a role in which many would have
viewed him, as we have noted. Scholars may be more apt to dispute Jesus’
quotation of Mal 3:1 in the following lines (Matt 11:10//Lk 7:27), referring
to a messenger who will prepare the way, since this tradition surely
envisions Jesus as the one whose way John prepares.69 Yet if Jesus
continued John’s mission of summoning Israel to repentance, and worked
more signs than John, could he not have viewed himself as John’s greater



successor? We know of no other successor of John as popular as Jesus was.
Whether or not the original saying refers to Jesus, it comports with “Q’s”
portrayal of the one John claimed would follow him (Matt 3:11//Lk 3:16).
The text in context refers to preparing God’s way (Mal 3:1), and ancient
Jewish tradition usually viewed the end-time Elijah as preparing God’s
rather than the Messiah’s way.70

Jesus’ praise of the Baptist in Matt 11:9-11//Lk 7:26-28 is presumably
authentic; the later church, sometimes concerned with John’s undue
popularity, would hardly have invented it.71 Yet it is quite easy for those
unfamiliar with ancient Jewish rhetorical practices to misunderstand the
character of his praise.



Jesus’ Repudiation of John?
 
After Jesus praises John, he observes that the least in the kingdom are
greater than John. Some scholars suggest that Jesus denigrates John by
claiming that “the least in the kingdom is greater than he”72 (Matt 11:11//Lk
7:28). On the basis of this alleged criticism they then suggest a breach
between the two that led to Jesus proclaiming a message contrary to John’s,
namely, that Jesus must have opposed John’s eschatological message. (This
hypothesis does invite those of us who understand the “kingdom” as
eschatological to wonder why Jesus would have denigrated an
eschatological message by referring to the kingdom.) This reading,
however, imposes a foreign understanding on the account and employs that
interpretation as a substitute for any genuine evidence that Jesus’ message
contradicted John’s. The ministries of the two prophets certainly differed,
but our sources indicate that Jesus, like John, continues to warn about
repentance in the face of God’s impending day of justice.

The view that Jesus broke with John, hence opposed John’s message,
hence did not speak of imminent judgment or the end, depends on a series
of extrapolations. It also has to suppose that the extant gospel tradition
consistently distorts the actual teaching of its “lord” to make it fit that of
John (as if the gospel tradition owed more fidelity to John than to Jesus).
This view uses an explanation of a saying that many consider obscure to
explain away the only hard evidence we have, and then to argue from the
silence that remains that Jesus believed the opposite of what both John
believed and what Jesus’ followers thought Jesus taught. Would later
Christians have wrongly conformed Jesus to John (the competition)? His
own contemporaries sometimes compared him with John or with Elijah
(Mk 6:15; 8:28), who in gospel tradition was the background for John (Mk
1:6; 9:13; Matt 11:14; 17:12), despite John’s lack of signs. They viewed
both as prophets (e.g., Mk 6:4, 15; 11:32).

In fact, Jesus is not at all hostile toward John here; after all, he makes
John the most significant figure of history so far (Matt 11:11//Lk 7:28)! He



confronts John’s question graciously in Matt 11:4-6//Lk 7:22-23, quite in
contrast with how he addresses his opponents and even wayward disciples
(Mk 8:33; 12:38-40; Matt 23:25-39//Lk 11:39-52); far from invoking
judgment as on one who had seen much and believed little (Matt 11:21-
24//Lk 10:13-15), he had John’s disciples recount to John what they had
now seen for the first time (Matt 11:4-5//Lk 7:21-22) and pronounced a
blessing on him if he would persevere (Matt 11:6//Lk 7:23). He calls John
his promised forerunner (Matt 11:10//Lk 7:27).73 He further chides that
generation for not receiving John (Matt 11:18-19//Lk 7:33-34).74

The suggestion that Jesus is criticizing John at all in these words reflects
an inadequate understanding of ancient Jewish speech patterns (and even of
broader Greco-Roman rhetoric).75 Jesus’ contemporaries and successors
developed hyperbolic and superlative praise still further: rabbis called
Johanan ben Zakkai “the least” of Hillel’s eighty disciples not to demean
Johanan but to praise Hillel as a teacher.76 This observation fits the context.
Over half a century ago Carl Kraeling’s work on John the Baptist showed
that the explicitly positive saying in Matt 11:11//Lk 7:28 (no one born of
women is greater than John) exemplified standard Jewish rhetoric:

In a single passage in the Mekhilta, for instance, we have
statements about both Joseph and Moses that use the same
expression. About Joseph it is said, ‘there is not among his
brethren one greater than he,’ and about Moses ‘there is not in
Israel one greater than he.’ As used in Jewish texts such
statements are not to be taken as blanket judgments . . .”

 
The “least” in the kingdom is greater than John simply in the sense that

anyone in the kingdom has access to a fuller revelation than those who
spoke beforehand (Matt 13:16-17//Lk 10:23-24).78 It exalts Jesus’ followers
not by denigrating John but by comparing them with someone great, just as
the context interprets it.

Further, when Jesus divides time into eras by making John transitional
between earlier prophets and the kingdom (Matt 11:12-13//Lk 16:16), he
cannot mean that John would be excluded from the future kingdom. In “Q”
tradition, the righteous who precede the era of the kingdom nevertheless



would participate in it (Matt 8:11//Lk 13:28). Jesus’ language is meant to
envision the promised eschatological blessing, not John’s failure to be
saved.

That the prophets continued their ministry until or through the time of
Jesus’ predecessor John (Matt 11:13//Lk 16:16) suggests that the saying
envisions both John and Jesus highly, making John the climactic prophet
and Jesus’ promised forerunner. Jesus might allude to a traditional Jewish
recognition that the law and prophets pointed to the coming messianic era,79

which had now confronted them in his own ministry. Far from necessarily
being later Christian language, such a claim fits Jesus’ vision of himself as
special revealer of the kingdom (Matt 12:28//Lk 11:20).

Seeking to emphasize differences between Jesus and John, Crossan
points out that Jesus further contrasts John with himself also in Matt 11:18-
19//Lk 7:33- 34.80 The point of the contrast, however, denigrates not John
but the hostile critics that John shares with Jesus: they reject the message
whether it comes through the style of John or of Jesus, neither of which
styles Jesus condemns.81 The charge that John the prophet “has a demon”
could suggest a familiar spirit, such as those that belonged to magicians.82

Although his accusers could not enforce any punishment in the relatively
pluralistic Judaism of first-century Palestine, under Jewish law such a
charge involved a capital offense. Likewise, the charge that Jesus was a
“glutton and a drunkard” alludes to the “rebellious son” of Deuteronomy
21:20 — also a capital offense.83 Jesus and John, despite their different
styles, were God’s servants with a common opposition.



John’s Execution
 
The accounts of John’s martyrdom in Josephus and the Gospels are clearly
independent, and their overlap is limited. Where they overlap, however,
they mutually attest that Herod Antipas imprisoned and subsequently
executed this popular prophet.84 Indeed, they agree even in their portrayal
of Herodias’ character, though this portrayal appears in a different
connection in the two sources.85

Views vary concerning the historicity of Mark’s account of John’s
execution. Even John Meier is skeptical of the account, citing Mark’s
“legendary tone” plus differences with Josephus.86 But “legendary” is a
tricky category; if we allow the Gospels to tell a story about the Herodian
court to begin with, many items will support historical verisimilitude
(including the character of Herodias in Mark), though some details of the
account87 appear more questionable. By contrast, Gerd Theissen thinks that
the story behind Mark was a popular account, originally not preserved just
among Christians, a tradition also standing behind Josephus.88

Rather than either of these alternatives, however, I believe that Josephus
and Mark depend on different traditions of a common event. Josephus’
sources are probably more Herodian, Mark’s perhaps from Christians who
once circulated among the Baptist’s disciples (cf. e.g., Acts 19:3-5), who
may have received explanation from contacts within the Herodian court.
The source for Mark’s story of John’s martyrdom could also easily come
from within Antipas’ household via Joanna or Manaen, who became
disciples (possibly also among Luke’s sources — Lk 8:3; 24:10; Acts
13:1).89 From a purely historical standpoint, we can be fairly certain that
Antipas had John executed for preaching what he took as undermining his
honor.

Antipas, son of Herod the Great and a Samaritan wife, had functioned as
“tetrarch” over Galilee and Perea since about 4 BCE (not a “king” as in
Mark).90 He had engaged in a politically prudent marriage with a Nabatean
princess, perhaps seeking to secure further loyalty from Nabatean subjects



within his territory of Perea.91 Yet Antipas’s lust undercut his political
prudence. When Antipas divorced his first wife to take his brother’s wife
Herodias,92 he violated the Mosaic law concerning incest (Lev 18:16;
20:21), as Josephus also points out.93

These were fresh issues in the time when John the Baptist was arrested,
not when the Gospels were written. Mark’s account that the prophet
publicly reproached a public example of immorality is thus quite plausible.
Josephus’ portrayal of Antipas suggests that he was doubtless little
concerned about Jewish morality,94 but what John viewed in moral terms,
Antipas undoubtedly saw as a potential political threat, undermining the
security of his people’s allegiance.95 The political threat was particularly
acute because it was his very affair with Herodias that was already
destabilizing his kingdom; Antipas’ plans to divorce his first wife had
provoked trouble with her father, the powerful Nabatean king Aretas IV.
This trouble later led to war and public humiliation for Antipas, which his
own people then attributed to divine judgment for executing John.96 That
many Nabateans in Perea presumably remained loyal to Aretas rather than
Herod Antipas the tetrarch further extended the embarrassing political
implications of the affair.

According to Josephus’ briefer account of John’s execution, it must have
occurred at Herod’s famous fortress Machaerus in Perea,97 where Antipas’
first wife had escaped to her father,98 where many Nabateans lived, and
near where John had often preached.99 This fortress included a dungeon
where John was kept, and apparently separate dining facilities for men and
women (thus Mark notifies us that Herodias’ daughter “went out” to confer
with her mother).100

Josephus says nothing of the dance of Herodias’ daughter (presumably
the one he calls Salome), mentioned in Mark, but it is not as implausible as
some contend.101 According to some accounts the girl, Salome, may have
been between six and eight years old; more likely, she was a virgin of
marriageable age (twelve to fourteen), but possibly already betrothed or
married to Philip the tetrarch. 102 Apart from Antipas’ drunkenness, one
would hardly expect him to invite another member of the royal family to
engage in a sensuous Hellenistic dance.103 Her dance is, as one



commentator notes, “an improbably bizarre touch, which could forthwith be
dismissed as fictional, were it not a known fact that the excesses of the
Herodian court were in most respects quite notorious.” 104 Ancient
historical literature is sufficiently replete with such scenes — even the
display of freshly severed heads during banquets — to warn against facile
assumptions of what is possible.105

If Mark knew of it, he relinquishes the opportunity to report the eventual
outcome of Antipas’ marriage to Herodias. Josephus, however, cannot be
accused of the same neglect. He recounts that when Antipas, prompted by
his wife Herodias, later sought the title “king” that had been granted to her
brother Herod Agrippa I,106 he was deposed and banished to Gaul for his
arrogance.107

Historically, John’s execution must have affected Jesus and his
movement. John’s execution cast a shadow over Jesus’ ministry: if the elite
could silence one prophet, they could silence others. In fact, most prophetic
figures of the era were suppressed or killed, according to Josephus (who
counts as false prophets most of them, excluding John, Jesus, Joshua ben
Ananiah and a few others). In such a context, that Jesus would challenge the
temple authorities in Jerusalem without an armed following could suggest
that, contrary to many scholars’ views, he too expected martyrdom.



Jesus’ Baptism by John
 
The most telling explicit connection with John in the Gospels is that Jesus
accepted baptism under John’s ministry. This baptism indicates, at the least,
that Jesus knew and accepted John’s message, which involved summoning
Israel to turn back to God.108 That indication in turn supports the likelihood
that Jesus’ message stood in continuity with John’s, even if their approach
differed.109 The traditions about Jesus’ message in our Gospels do in fact
confirm this expectation.

Given the embarrassment of some early Christian traditions (both in the
canonical Gospels and in the early Gospel of the Nazoreans) that Jesus
accepted baptism from one of lower spiritual status than himself, it is
virtually inconceivable that early Christians made up the story of John
baptizing Jesus.110 It was established rhetorical practice to hurry most
quickly over points that might disturb the audience.111 Matthew
appropriately hastens over the baptism itself in a participle (Matt 3:16); the
Fourth Gospel omits it altogether! The Gospel writers did not wish to
emphasize that Jesus had been subordinate to John’s ministry in some way,
especially so close to the beginning of Jesus’ own. Following their sources,
however, the Synoptics retain this information, albeit in the barest form.



John as the Source of Baptism for the Jesus Movement
 
If Jesus followed John, and Jesus’ disciples baptized, the most probable
connection between these facts is a line of continuity running through Jesus
himself, as in our opening quotation from Joan Taylor above.112 This
practice seems likely even though the Gospels make little of it, perhaps
because for them it was only Jesus’ anticipated Spirit baptism that would
radically transform John’s water baptism. The Fourth Gospel’s portrait of
baptism by Jesus’ disciples (Jn 3:26) thus makes sense. Because Christian
baptism is presupposed in our earliest sources (Paul, e.g., Rom 6:3-4; 1 Cor
1:14-17) and our depictions of the earliest events (Jesus’ postresurrection
commission in Matt 28:19; the first Christian sermon in Acts 2:38), it seems
more likely that Jesus, who moved in the Baptist’s circle, actually urged on
his followers the rite, than that later urban Jerusalem Christians or Galilean
Christians more chronologically and geographically distant from the Baptist
would have done so.

The Synoptic tradition does omit mention of the practice. Whether the
Synoptics deemphasize it to avoid comparisons with the Baptist, or whether
Christian baptism represents a postresurrection mandate, is unclear. At the
same time, the Fourth Gospel appears to have more reason to downplay it
than the Synoptics do, yet reports it. This Gospel thus may report accurate
historical tradition that in the earliest stage of Jesus’ ministry, which
overlapped with John in a comparable region, Jesus’ disciples supervised
others’ baptisms under his instruction. The author is careful to report that
Jesus himself did not practice baptism (Jn 4:2), which might help explain
why it does not appear in Synoptic tradition. Further, to outsiders the
baptism of Jesus’ followers at this stage would have appeared as merely a
continuation of the Baptist’s practice by one of his former disciples.113

Even in baptism, the context of John and the subsequent Jesus movement
sheds light on Jesus.



Conclusion
 
Our information from Josephus supports the Gospels’ basic portrayals of
John’s baptism of repentance and martyrdom. That John announced another
eschatological figure after him is also consistent with our knowledge of
ancient Jewish thought.

Jesus’ recent submission to John suggests that he at least in part
envisions himself as carrying on his mission. Although we should not rule
out originality on Jesus’ part, the respective chronologies of John’s and
Jesus’ ministries do not provide for much time for radical shifts in the
message and mission between John’s execution and that of Jesus. Both
prophets summon Israel to repentance, and Jesus follows John’s prophetic
road to martyrdom at the hands of corrupt authorities over his people.

We turn now to Jesus’ Galilean context and his teachings. As we shall
see, despite the differences between the two prophets, the bulk of Jesus’
teachings in the gospel tradition fit our expectation of one who continues
John’s mission. Both as sage and prophet, Jesus calls for a new standard of
righteousness before God, in the process sometimes challenging the norms
of the current political elite and of the traditional religious establishment.



CHAPTER 12
 

Jesus the Galilean Jew
 

“At that time Jesus came from Nazareth in Galilee and was baptized in the Jordan
under John’s supervision.”

MARK 1:91

 
 
 
Whatever else we can say about Jesus historically, those who emphasize
Jesus’ traditional Jewish environment certainly have a far better case than
those who compare him especially with Cynic philosophers. Virtually no
one today disputes or has any reason to dispute that Jesus was a Jew from
Galilee. The later church lacked incentive to invent either his ethnicity or
his apparently unpromising origins on Judea’s “frontier.” In this section I
introduce some aspects of Jesus’ Galilean Jewish context2 that I believe are
difficult to dispute.



Jesus from Jewish Galilee
 
Theissen and Merz rightly note that local, Palestinian Jewish coloring
pervades our Gospel accounts about Jesus.3 This color suggests that this
material originated not in the Diaspora (or, given its often Galilean and rural
character, even in Jerusalem), but most likely during Jesus’ ministry,
circulated among his earliest Galilean followers. As the Israeli scholar
David Flusser noted, “The early Christian accounts about Jesus are not as
untrustworthy as scholars today often think. The first three Gospels not only
present a reasonably faithful picture of Jesus as a Jew of his own time,” but
“portray him quite plausibly as a Jewish miracle-worker and preacher”4

rather than as the object of the church’s proclamation.
No one would have invented Jesus’ Galilean background. Such a

background was obscure to most people in the Diaspora, and Judean critics
could employ it as a matter of scorn. This was true partly because of the
urban/rural divide in antiquity; Jerusalem and the urban centers where
Jesus’ movement first spread in the Diaspora would not be predisposed to
appreciate the intellectual or cultural world of the Galilean countryside.5
This contrast even supports the rural, Galilean features of Jesus’ ministry by
way of the positive use of the “criterion of dissimilarity,” since after Jesus’
disappearance his movement spread quickly from Jerusalem to other urban
centers with less use for rural tradition.

Further, some Judean rabbis questioned Galileans’ observance of the
law.6 As we shall note below, their perspective stems especially from
prejudice;7 nevertheless, it suggests that inventing an origin in Galilee
would hurt the Jesus movement in Judea. According to the rabbis, regional
differences helped determine whether one could trust that food had been
properly tithed.8 As we shall note, Galileans tended to be loyal to the law —
but not always to Pharisaic interpretations of the law. In any case, the urban
Jerusalem and Diaspora branches of the Jesus movement would hardly have
served their own cause by inventing a rural Galilean background for Jesus.9



If Jesus was from Jewish Galilee, we may also assume Jesus’ Jewish
culture and ethnicity.10 Although a de-Judaized Galilee appealed to “Aryan
Christians” who wanted an Aryan Jesus,11 Jewish sources always portray
Galileans (in contrast to the force-converted Idumeans) as full, genuine
Jews.12 Archaeological surveys indicate that Galilee became heavily
populated only after the Hasmonean conquests, suggesting Judean
settlement there.13

In our earlier chapter responding to the “Cynic Jesus” thesis, we noted
the Jewishness of even the Galilean city Sepphoris, and still more the
countryside around it.14 Granted, Gentile cities abounded around Galilee15

and social intercourse occurred.16 The Upper Galilee had robust
commercial ties with Tyre.17 But Gentiles did not predominate,18 and Greek
cultural influence was far less in Galilee’s villages than in urban Jerusalem
before 70 CE.19 Whereas the Upper Galilee included both Jewish and
Syrian elements, lower Galilee was nearly completely Jewish by the time of
Josephus.20

Whereas the Lower Galilee may reflect more hellenized art and speech
due to its contact with larger cities,21 it has been questioned whether it was
appreciably more hellenized in other respects.22 The theater of Sepphoris
seated only five thousand, hence at most half of Sepphoris’s own
population; it was not intended for, nor did it likely attract, Galilean
villagers.23 I suspect that some scholars have overstated the case against
hellenization, but their emphasis offers a welcome counterbalance to
portraits of rural Galilee that in principle virtually equate it with Athens or
Corinth.24

What is preserved about Jesus’ own ministry reinforces still further this
connection with a traditional Palestinian Jewish context. Jesus himself
restricted his ministry almost entirely to the Jewish parts of Galilee,
apparently avoiding even the two more hellenized Jewish cities Tiberias and
Sepphoris.25



Galileans and the Law
 
There is no reason to doubt Jesus’ Jewish orthodoxy based on his
environment. Later rabbinic opposition to Galilee derives especially from
later Babylonian texts26 (notably after the Palestinian rabbis had settled in
Galilee following the abortive Bar Kochba revolt of 132-135 CE), though,
as we have noted, some earlier rabbinic texts also question Galileans’
observance of the law.27

By contrast, first-century sources indicate Galileans’ loyalty to the law,28

and later Palestinian sources can approve Galilean customs even when they
differed from the norms of respected rabbis.29 Moreover, Josephus indicates
that most Galileans were loyal to Jerusalem and the priesthood.30 Although
Jerusalem exercised no political control over Galilee, Josephus shows that
its status as Judaism’s center gave it special influence.31

Archaeology confirms Jewish Galileans’ “Jewishness” and “orthodox”
practice. 32 Stone vessels, which were considered less susceptible to
impurity,33 predominate, and are common even in pre-70 Sepphoris.34

Distinctly Jewish purification pools are common, again even in Sepphoris;
so are distinctive Jewish burial practices such as ossuaries.35 Studies of
Galilean bones show pork-free diets, and pig remains are missing in pre-70
Jewish Galilee.36

Galileans apparently shared with Judeans religious customs and some
elements of material culture, but differed in some other aspects of culture,
such as wealthy Jerusalemites’ decorations and foreign styles.37 That is,
they were likely if anything more culturally conservative, rather than more
culturally liberal, than Judeans.



Galileans and Jesus vs. Pharisees?
 
Some argue that charismatic teachers, less amenable to traditional
restrictions than Pharisaic scribes were, may have been more common in
Galilee than Pharisees were.38 Galileans were loyal to the Jerusalem
Temple, but not particularly loyal to the Pharisees or their successors
(probably accounting for some subsequent rabbinic calumnies).39 Even in
the second century, Galilee did not accept the predominantly Judean
Pharisees’ or rabbis’ leadership.40 The rabbis tried to control Galilean
Jewry purely in religious matters, but Galileans generally did not
accommodate them even here.41 Jesus was probably not the only
conservative Galilean Jew to run into conflicts with Pharisees or the
Jerusalem elites, though he may have had one of the larger followings.



Galileans and the Zealot Jesus?
 

If Jesus’ Galilean context might explain some of his popularity vis-à-vis
the usual Judean popularity of the Pharisees, it does not lend any specific
support to the idea, briefly surveyed early in this book, that Jesus was a
revolutionary. “Judas the Galilean” (Acts 5:37), leader of the infamous and
ill-fated tax revolt during Jesus’ childhood, was naturally considered
Galilean (though not actually born there).42 This association does not,
however, mean that Galileans were particularly predisposed toward
revolution, as some have suggested.43

The “revolutionary Galilean” approach neglects considerable evidence.44

When Josephus’ rhetoric is taken into account,45 Galilee was clearly
unprepared at the time of the first revolt; it hardly proved an ideal base for
Zealot sympathizers. 46 Sepphoris, in fact, refused to join the revolt of 66-
70 (perhaps recalling its earlier destruction under the Roman governor
Varus). Further, the messianic uprisings of Theudas, the Samaritan, and the
Egyptian prophet that Josephus reports neither transpired near Galilee nor
boasted explicit Galilean support.47



Life in Galilee
 
Although ancient population estimates are always precarious, estimates of
Galilee’s population around three-quarters of a million48 probably at least
offer a general order of magnitude to work with.49

Literary and archaeological sources both suggest a cultural distinction
between upper Galilee (the Golan) and lower Galilee. The latter included
larger and more culturally mixed urban areas; although most of its
inhabitants lived in villages, the wider cultural diversity in Galilee’s cities
must have regularly influenced the villages to some degree.50 Nevertheless,
Galilee as a whole had some homogenous cultural characteristics.51

Moreover, archaeological and literary evidence confirm that the heavy
population of the lower Galilee was primarily rural and agricultural,52 and
villages, despite outside cultural influences, were mainly autonomous
politically and economically.53 The wider ancient Mediterranean clash
between urban and rural life obtained in Galilee as well,54 though it should
not be exaggerated.55



Virtually Certain Information about Jesus
 
Our knowledge about Galilee constitutes part of Jesus’ context. Some
information the Gospels offer specifically about Jesus’ Galilean
environment provides an even more detailed context for what we can say
about him.



Jesus Was from Nazareth
 
No one would invent Nazareth as a background for Jesus. As we noted
earlier in the book, Nazareth is too insignificant a site56 for tradition to have
invented;57 indeed, such a place of origin could count against one’s
credibility (cf. Jn 1:46).58 (It is rarely disputed today; that Jesus was from
Nazareth is multiply, independently attested.)59

Likewise, despite the appeal to the rejected-prophet motif after the fact,
no one would invent Jesus’ rejection in his home town. Nevertheless, this
home-village disdain may fit its village gossip lifestyle just as Jerusalem’s
less informed but swift execution of Jesus would have fit the city’s expected
disdain for a country prophet.



Jesus Ministered among Fishing Villages
 
No one would make up fishing villages as sites of a great person’s ministry.
Granted, they had at least more strategic value than most Galilean villages,
but this is not saying much. Capernaum proved a more suitable site for
Jesus’ ministry than smaller Nazareth would have. Capernaum was walking
distance from both Perea and Philip’s territories across the Jordan.60 But
while Capernaum may have been locally significant, it would not appear
particularly significant to urban audiences elsewhere in the Roman Empire.
Estimates for Capernaum’s population have ranged as high as 12,000,61 but
the current estimate is closer to 1000-2000 people.62 No one in either
Jerusalem or the Diaspora would make up such a town as a strategic site for
the Messiah’s ministry.63

That Capernaum appears so often in stories about Jesus (e.g., Matt
8:5//Lk 7:1; Mk 2:1) may suggest that someone was interested in preserving
tradition about this small town — perhaps some of Jesus’ own disciples
who lived there.64 Jesus’ denunciation of Capernaum’s limited
responsiveness in “Q” (Matt 11:23// Lk 10:15) would also hardly appear
relevant to later believers and is unlikely to have been invented.

Jesus’ association with Capernaum is multiply attested in various strata
of tradition (e.g., Mk 1:21; 2:1; Matt 4:13; Lk 4:31; Jn 2:12), including “Q”
(Matt 8:5//Lk 7:1). Although Jesus continued to be identified by his place of
reputed origin (Nazareth), as was customary, Jewish tradition supports the
notion that even outsiders could also come to view him as a resident of
Capernaum in time.65 That Capernaum appears in later rabbinic accounts
solely in connection with “schismatics,” presumably in this case Jesus’
followers, 66 suggests that Jesus’ missionary strategy there was ultimately
successful. Archaeology attests the early Christian presence there, including
a house that many scholars believe is the actual house of Peter that figures
in the Gospels.67

In “Q,” Jesus denounces “Chorazin” and “Bethsaida” (Matt 11:21; Lk
10:13).68 Theissen69 notes that whereas Bethsaida was well known,70



Chorazin is otherwise barely known apart from modern excavations there.71

Some argue that few Greek and Roman authors except Pausanias knew
much of the cities around the Lake of Galilee, including Bethsaida;72 others
contend that Bethsaida was forgotten after the Roman destruction in 70.73

Later Christians would lack incentive to invent such a tradition about either
site.

Moreover, Bethsaida was renamed “Julia” after 30 CE. Whereas
Josephus in the late first century calls it by both names, the Gospels call it
only “Bethsaida,” its name during Jesus’ public ministry. That is, the
Gospels do not switch to the name current in the period when the tradition
was being passed on, but preserve only and precisely the name that was
used during Jesus’ Galilean ministry, which ended about 30 CE.74

Nor is the oracle against these villages easily attributed to the later
church on other grounds. The prophecy does not reflect later Christian
preaching75 and may reflect signs of an Aramaic origin.76 Because the same
oracle claims that Tyre and Sidon would have repented had they had the
same opportunities as these villages, it may presuppose lack of Christian
communities in Tyre and Sidon, in contrast to the situation that obtained by
the late 50s at the latest.77 That Jesus uttered such oracles against these
Galilean fishing villages seems the most logical conclusion.

Returning to Capernaum: what is true of these villages is also true of the
oracle against Capernaum in the same context in “Q” (Matt 11:23//Lk
10:15). Later Christians probably would have been loath to fabricate
opposition to Jesus’ ministry in his adopted town.78 Indeed, far from
testifying that the saying is a later Christian invention,79 Capernaum’s
unrepentance suggests that the saying dates to Jesus’ lifetime, since, as we
have noted, Capernaum later became a center of Galilean Christianity.



Jesus Called Fishermen
 
No one would invent rural Galilee, fishermen, or tax gatherers. We have
already noted that the elites of the empire held little respect for peasants.
Fishermen were not peasants,80 but probably often were, like tax-gatherers,
“among the more economically mobile of the village culture.”81

Nevertheless, they were not elite. Mere propagandists wishing to impress
outsiders might have been happy to cite respectable adherents close to
Herod (cf. Lk 8:3; Acts 13:1), who might have impressed the entire range of
ancient society. By contrast, the example of fishermen could appeal only to
the working class themselves.

Yet fishermen involved with Jesus also fit the criterion of Palestinian
environment (here more narrowly the “criterion” of Galilean fishing
villages such as Capernaum and Bethsaida). Although the primary
occupation even on the lake of Galilee was agricultural,82 fishing remained
a major industry there,83 and fish was a primary staple of the first-century
Palestinian diet,84 as elsewhere in Mediterranean antiquity.85 Fishing
imagery in Jesus’ parables fits a Galilean setting. (Thus, for example, the
parable about the end-time involving a seine net and the separation of
edible, perhaps kosher fish from inedible ones; Matt 13:47-50.)86

That Jesus would call fishermen, therefore, should arouse no skepticism.
Davies and Allison list a number of points favoring the historical tradition
behind the section,87 which I adapt only slightly below:

1. The Synoptics and John attest, probably independently, that
Peter and Andrew followed Jesus in Galilee.
2. Other “Q” narratives confirm that Jesus, in contrast to most
rabbis, called his own disciples (Matt 8:19-22//Lk 9:57-62),
Jesus’ practice here probably follows the model of Elijah (1 Kgs
19:19-21), which plays a comparatively minimal role in rabbinic
texts.88

3. The tradition of the Twelve attests that he did choose disciples
whom he expected to aid his mission (like other teachers, he



expected disciples to propagate the work).
4. The structure of Mk 1:17 is “recognizably Semitic” and the
saying makes sense only as part of the narrative.
5. No one had reason to invent the four’s occupation as fishermen
(Mk 1:16; cf. Jn 21:3), and Andrew, who is not central in
Synoptic or Pauline tradition, must appear for more historical
reasons.

 
Ben Witherington adds some other observations. For example, “fishers of

humans” is hardly a later Christian image for mission, yet the metaphor
makes sense if some of Jesus’ earliest disciples were fishermen. The
narrative also hardly drew the image of Jesus recruiting disciples from
Jewish practice (it was neither traditional Jewish nor subsequent Christian
practice); finally, Luke 5:10 attests the “fishers of humans” saying in a
different context and form, perhaps supporting the saying’s authenticity by
means of multiple attestation.89 Some of the above arguments are more
convincing than others, but cumulatively the most convincing of them offer
a very strong case.



Conclusion
 
Most of the Gospels’ portraits of Jesus fit his Galilean milieu. He likely
grew up in Nazareth and moved to Capernaum. We cannot infer from such a
milieu that Jesus was extremely hellenized, that he was disloyal to the law,
or even that he was predisposed toward revolution. From this milieu we can
conclude, with the Gospels, that some of Jesus’ first disciples were likely
fishermen. This Galilean Jew was not a Cynic and not likely a Pharisee
(despite some shared common ground with Pharisees); he was, however, a
sage, and plausibly a charismatic one.



CHAPTER 13
 

Jesus the Teacher
 

“A disciple does not outrank his teacher, nor a slave his or her slaveholder; it suffices
for a disciple to become like his teacher, and a slave like a master . . .”

MATTHEW 10:24-25
 
 
When people in antiquity spoke or wrote about teachers, one of the main
subjects of discussion was naturally the teachers’ sayings. Ancient
historians rarely could provide more than plausible reconstructions of
speeches, offering the semblance of what was known or supposed to have
been said on a particular occasion. By contrast, notable sayings of famous
sages often circulated and were memorized and passed on. Interested
followers or admirers sometimes gathered these sayings into collections or
included them in related narratives. When the sages were recent, one could
expect the sayings to reflect genuine tradition about the speaker (though not
usually in order).

In this chapter I will introduce Jesus the sage, a role that the majority of
scholars today accept regardless of their views on other issues (such as
Jesus’ eschatology). I will focus especially on Jesus’ use of parables, a form
distinctive to Jesus in our first-century Christian sources, and show how
these parables fit a first-century Palestinian Jewish context. Indeed,
examining other Jewish parables demonstrates that even the parable
interpretations in the Gospels can be understood within a first-century
Jewish context much more readily than many earlier scholars supposed.

We know much about Jesus’ teachings. Scholars differ over the details,
but without reconstructing Jesus’ precise words, scholars can gather enough
evidence from our sources to speak of Jesus’ purpose and mission.1



Jesus as a Sage
 
Although a gap exists between prototypical sages of traditional wisdom like
Joshua ben Sira on one hand and local legal experts on the other,2 many
people apparently expected popular teachers to straddle the continuum, and
many teachers accommodated such expectations.3 But while Jesus does
debate the law with legal experts in our sources, the dominant ethos of his
teaching seems to focus less on legal and scribal matters than it combines
the role of wisdom teacher with (as we shall see later) that of prophet.

The case should not be overstated. Some scholars today, emphasizing
that Jesus was a charismatic leader of some sort, are reticent to call Jesus a
teacher of the law.4 It is true that Jesus was not part of what later became
the rabbinic movement, nor was he merely a Jewish scribe or ancient Near
Eastern wisdom sage.5 But many other early sages traveled,6 and it is
unlikely that Galilean Jews who saw themselves as faithful to God’s law
would have made a hard-and-fast distinction among categories like
charismatic sage, teacher of wisdom and teacher of Scripture.7

Some doubt that Jesus would have used implicit quotations, opining that
few Galileans would have been educated enough to catch them.8 Yet this
view probably underestimates the biblical literacy of Galileans (perhaps
acceding too much to Judean propaganda in early rabbinic sources), who
presumably regularly heard Scripture in local synagogues. Jesus’
contemporaries did not shun such allusions aimed for those who would
catch them;9 given his movement’s direction over time, it seems
implausible that later Gentile Christians added the allusions.10 By contrast,
and, I think, more accurately, other scholars have shown that Jesus did use
Scripture extensively.11

Although many others besides scribes undoubtedly expounded Scripture
in first-century synagogues,12 Jesus’ frequent teaching in synagogues
suggests that many viewed him as an authoritative teacher, though not as an
ordained rabbi in the later sense.13 Most scholars note that many



characteristics of Jesus’ ministry fit expectations for sages and scribes, and
whatever else Jesus may have been, he was clearly a Jewish teacher of one
or both types as well.14



Jesus and Sages’ Style
 
Jesus was distinctive in some respects.15 Each teacher had some unique or
characteristic elements in his style,16 and many scholars have commented
on specific characteristics of Jesus’ teaching style, some unique to him and
others common to ancient Jewish teachers in general.17 (For instance, few if
any other teachers sometimes prefaced their words with, “Amen [Truly], I
tell you.”)18

By contrast, some other elements of Jesus’ style are characteristic of his
contemporaries in general.19 Most rhetorical forms in biblical wisdom
literature, such as proverbs and riddles, continued among sages of Jesus’
day.20 Jewish teachers typically employed the rhetorical techniques of
hyperbole and rhetorical overstatement.21

Unfortunately for some of his subsequent interpreters, Jesus employed
this same evocative, engaging teaching style, regularly seeking to evoke
specific responses rather than to provide direct proof-texts for subsequent
theological systems.22 Modern interpreters often find his sayings hopelessly
contradictory and incoherent when we fail to familiarize ourselves with
catchy figures of Jewish speech, expecting instead developed doctrinal
pronouncements.

We find even exact parallels to some of his language among Jewish
teachers. 23 For example, Jesus often introduces parables with precisely the
same language documented in later rabbis. Jesus’ phrases like “To what
shall I compare . . . ?” (Matt 11:16//Lk 7:31; also Lk 13:18, 20)24 and “So-
and-so is like” (e.g., Mk 4:26, 31; 13:34; Matt 11:16; 13:24; 25:1; Lk 6:48-
49)25 both appear regularly in later Jewish sources. These later sources
undoubtedly did not borrow them from Jesus, so Jesus and the later rabbis
undoubtedly reflect a common pattern already used by sages in Jesus’ era.

As we noted earlier, much of Jesus’ audience must have also consisted of
rural, agrarian peasants. More than in the settings of many later rabbinic



parables, 26 the settings of the majority of Jesus’ extant parables reflect an
agrarian environment.27



The Teller of Jewish Parables
 
Although some styles of rhetoric spanned numerous cultures, one sort of
Jewish teaching style is fairly distinctively Jewish.28 Greek animal fables
are somewhat comparable, but Jesus’ stories are almost always about
human (rather than animal) actors, and bear many traits reflecting their
Jewish and often even rural Galilean flavor.29 Although later Christians
employed illustrations, they were usually the sort of illustrations
characteristic of the Greek world, not the sort of story parables at home
specifically in Jewish Palestine.30

By normal historical standards, then, we should give special attention to
parables in the Gospels as among the least debatable, most securely
authentic elements of the Jesus tradition.31 In this section, I will spend more
time showing Jewish elements in some of the parables than in discussing
Jesus’ message, which has been amply done by others. For most Gospels
scholars, however, it can almost go without saying that a major theme in
many of the Gospel parables (and certainly in our first extant Gospel, Mark)
is God’s kingdom, a theme that we will explore briefly later.



Story Parables as a Jewish Form
 
What is a parable? The range for the Greek term for “parable” in the
Gospels roughly translates the sense of the Hebrew term mashal.32 The
Septuagint (the standard Greek version of the Old Testament dominant in
Jesus’ day) translates mashal in different ways, but in several texts it
translates it as parabolē.33 The mashal includes a variety of types of
discourse, including stories (e.g., Ezek 24:2-5; cf. fable in Judg 9:7-15),
proverbs (e.g., 1 Sam 24:13), taunt-songs (Is 14:4), and riddles (Ezek
17:2).34 Jewish hearers were thus accustomed to a variety of parables, and
this range of forms overlaps significantly with those teachings of Jesus
designated “parables” in the Gospels. But in rabbinic literature, the mashal
specifically includes the kind of story parables told by both Jesus (e.g., Mk
4:3-8; 12:1-9) and later rabbis.35 This suggests that between the Septuagint
and the time of the rabbis, a parable of the sort that Jesus told would already
be recognized as a mashal (as attested later by the rabbis), which would
naturally be rendered into Greek as parabolē (as attested by the
Septuagint).36

Although Gentiles also used analogies, metaphor, allegory, and riddles,37

the source of Jesus’ storytelling style is plainly not primarily Greek.38 Story
parables are a largely Jewish phenomenon.39 Parables appear in the biblical
prophets (2 Sam 12:1-7; Is 5:1-7),40 in some apocalyptic literature41 and
some other Jewish texts,42 but were especially common property of the
sages.43

The closest formal and linguistic parallels to Jesus’ parables, however,
occur in Middle Eastern rabbinic texts, i.e., later records of how Jewish
teachers customarily reasoned and taught.44 This close similarity seems the
consensus of scholars directly familiar with both sets of parables.45

Although rabbinic parables are midrashic, hence more stereotyped,
examination demonstrates considerable formal similarities between rabbinic
and Gospel parables, especially morphological but often extending even to
stock metaphors and characters.46



Our rabbinic parables are admittedly all later than Jesus, though this
could not be otherwise, since all rabbinic literature is later than Jesus, as are
most of the sages it cites.47 But because Jesus probably did not influence
directly most later rabbis,48 it appears most logical to infer that both Jesus
and these rabbis drew on and adapted standard Palestinian Jewish teaching
techniques of their day.49 Jesus probably occasionally even developed
earlier sages’ parabolic story lines.50

Some differences between the two groups of parables reflect the different
sorts of environments addressed by the respective tellers of parables.
Whereas the later rabbinic parables often focus on settings such as royal
courts, however (as in Matt 18:23; 22:2; 25:34), Jesus most often told
stories about agriculture and the daily life of his common hearers,51 a
characteristic that supports authenticity in his Galilean context. Another
contrast with rabbinic parables is that Jesus’ parables tend to subvert
conventional values, whereas those of the rabbis tend to reinforce them.52

This difference may reflect also the contrast between Jesus’ prophetic role
and the function of educated legal experts. Jesus’ parables are also far more
apt to emphasize eschatology,53 though it is possible that this difference
might reflect the situation of Palestinian Jewish thought after the failure of
the Bar Kochba revolt more than it reflects a divergence of interests in
Jesus’ day.

Except when reporting Jesus’ parables, other New Testament writers,
usually addressing urban communities outside Palestine, do not employ
such parables. Because later Christians would therefore not have invented
Jesus’ parables, most scholars accept their authenticity as genuine teachings
of Jesus.54



Limited Adaptation, not Wholesale Creation
 
Authenticity, of course, does not preclude adaptation, which was common
in retelling stories. Later tellers altered characters in earlier rabbinic
parables and otherwise adapted them to speak to new situations.55 Likewise,
embellishment was natural to the folklorish context in which parables were
transmitted.56 But rabbinic literature preserved parables primarily because
of the story lines and morals themselves, whereas the gospel tradition
preserved parables because they were Jesus’ parables. Thus we should not
expect the same measure of adaptation in Jesus’ recorded parables.

Moreover, rabbinic tradition preserved and recycled some parables over
the course of many generations and even centuries, a period of transmission
not comparable to the period informing our written Gospels. As noted in
our discussion of the Gospels’ sources, the process of transmission behind
our extant Gospels was much briefer than that in rabbinic literature, and the
relatively controlled conditions do not lend themselves to a great deal of
folklorish embellishment. In this early period we should probably usually
think of more conservative adaptations57 (compare Matthew’s and Luke’s
conservative adaptations of Mk 4:3-20), while allowing for reapplication of
parables in new contexts (e.g., Matt 5:15 with Mk 4:21//Lk 8:16). These
observations do not suggest that the evangelists invented wholly new
parables that they then attributed to Jesus.



Parable Settings in the Gospels
 
Some scholars suggest that some of the parable settings may have been
transmitted along with the traditions to which they were attached.58 In
rabbinic parables one might expect an attribution and an application, but
rarely a description of the setting in which the teaching was uttered; still,
rabbinic analogies may break down here, since rabbinic texts usually stress
the rabbis’ teaching more than their person, whereas the gospel tradition is
interested in both. It is thus possible that Jesus may have spoken many
parables on specific occasions mentioned in the Gospels. An inductive
approach would test this best, and one such study concludes that Synoptic
writers almost invariably claim the same audience for the same parables,
with but two exceptions that could conceivably represent different
parables.59 Some settings also make good local sense; like a cove near
Capernaum, many natural acoustic settings existed in Galilee that would
enable thousands to hear the voice of someone properly positioned.60

At the same time, it is likely that Jesus spoke parables in a variety of
settings (e.g., Mk 3:23; 4:2; 7:15, 17; 12:1; 13:28), and many of his
parables were collected into arrangements like those in the Gospels.
Parables tend to occur in bunches in later Jewish texts as well.61 Neither the
Gospels nor their sources were under obligation to report the occasions on
which Jesus told parables, and ancient writers had considerable freedom to
rearrange material to fit their purposes.62 Also some parables scholars note
that, “Like the gospel parables, the same rabbinic parable may appear in
different contexts far removed from one another.”63



Parable Interpretations in the Gospels
 
Where the Gospels offer interpretations for Jesus’ parables, many scholars
have traditionally argued that those interpretations are later elements in the
reports about Jesus. While this perspective dominated much of the
twentieth-century consensus on Jesus’ parables, it completely conflicted
with the most thorough research on Jewish parables: other Jewish parables
frequently include interpretations. As scholars have increasingly worked
with early Jewish parables, they have increasingly recognized the likelihood
that Jesus could have offered interpretations alongside his parables.

Jewish teachers normally used parables as sermon illustrations to explain
a point they were teaching.64 By contrast, some writers attribute many of
the Gospels’ parables to Jesus but many of the interpretations of the
parables to later editors. In light of contemporary Jewish models, their
presupposition for this approach is almost certainly mistaken.65 Even the
more distant Greek analogies would tend to challenge skepticism about the
interpretations. Many Greek and Roman fables include explicit moral
lessons at the beginning66 or end67 of the fables; occasionally fables include
morals at the beginning and the end.68

Of more direct relevance, however, are the Jewish models. Though some
are riddles,69 our earliest Israelite parables usually have interpretations
(e.g., Judg 9:16-20; 2 Sam 12:7-9), and rabbinic parables nearly always
occur alongside the points they illustrate.70 Rabbinic parables typically
begin with the point to be illustrated and include the nimshal (application or
explanation) near the end.71 Rabbinic sources often include explicit
interpretations.72

What is unusual about Jesus’ teaching is not that it includes
interpretations, as at times in the Gospels, but that it so often does not
include them. To offer an illustration without stating the point was like
presenting a riddle instead.73 Yet Jesus was not completely alone even in
this practice.74 Jewish sages sometimes spoke of the “hidden things.”75 The
Qumran community believed that God had revealed to its leaders mysteries



hidden from other readers of Scripture.76 Although most mainstream Jewish
teachings were available to the public, many Jewish teachers apparently
held particular teachings to be too esoteric for public teaching.77

Perhaps most relevant for comparison with the case of Jesus’ parables are
other eschatological Jewish parables. Here explanations can appear, but do
not always appear. Even the parable of 4 Ezra 4:13-18 includes some sort of
explanation in 4:20-21. Enoch’s eschatological Similitudes78 remain more
mysterious, however, like most of Jesus’ public parables about the
Kingdom.79



“Allegorical” Interpretations
 
Some complain that several interpretations in the Gospels (such as those in
the parable of the four soils, Mk 4:14-20) include multiple points of
reference. Many parables scholars traditionally viewed these
correspondences as problematic because they followed Adolf Jülicher, who
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century insisted (against previous
interpreters) that parables must have one main point.80 By contrast, against
Jülicher’s categorization of parables in these strict Aristotelian terms,81

others drew attention to rabbinic parallels, which revealed weaknesses in
Jülicher’s line of argument.82 Jülicher began with deductive categories and
imposed them on the Gospel data, whereas his critics’ approach was
inductive, based on concrete parables.83 The influential parables scholar C.
H. Dodd followed Jülicher, but as one expert in rabbinic parables points
out, Dodd’s own work unfortunately “betrays not the slightest first-hand
acquaintance with rabbinic parables.”84 Another influential parables
scholar, Joachim Jeremias, whose knowledge of rabbinic sources might
have protected him from the error, admits that he follows Dodd.85

Biblical parables could include multiple points of contact with the
original audience’s situation (e.g., 2 Sam 12:1-6). Noting these
correspondences is legitimate and need not be confused with the wanton
allegorization practiced in much of Christian history.86 Rabbinic parables
likewise often have allegorical features, with multiple points of
interpretation,87 just as in Jesus’ parable of the four soils.

Robert M. Johnston, toward the end of his massive study of the earliest
layer of rabbinic parables, thus complains that “The demand that we must
choose between one-point-of-comparison ‘parable’ and every-feature-must-
be-decoded ‘allegory’ is artificial, arbitrary, and unreasonable.”88 The vast
majority of these Tannaitic parables would be “allegories, by Jülicher’s
definition.” 89 One of his most important conclusions bears quotation:

Most importantly, the study of rabbinic parables renders unusable
the distinction between parable and allegory in respect to the



parables of the gospels: if the parables of Jesus are generically the
same as those of the rabbis, which seems inescapable from the
standpoint of morphology and inner structure, then the classical
Jülicherian model must be discarded as inapplicable to the gospel
parables.

 
There is thus no historical reason to deny the authenticity of parable
interpretations of Jesus based on allegorization or multiple extrinsic
referents.91



Galilean Imagery in Jesus’ Parables
 
As for the Palestinian Jewish setting of the content of Jesus’ parables, a few
images may suffice. The woman baking bread (Matt 13:33//Lk 13:21) can
fit Jesus’ rural setting: although Roman cities had bakeries, Galilean village
women baked their own families’ bread.92 Jesus’ use of harvest for the end
of the age is likewise relevant: thus one later Jewish writer depicts the end-
time as a harvest when the seed of the evil ones and of the good ones is ripe
for harvest;93 a later rabbinic tradition depicts Israel as wheat gathered at
the age’s end but the wicked nations as the field’s straw and stubble to be
burned and scattered.94 In some other Jewish texts, the final harvest would
be when God will gather the wicked for judgment.95

Although we could look at parables in Mark, I will cite here a few
parables that appear only in Matthew to illustrate that, even when not
multiply attested, Jesus’ parables often show signs of authentic Palestinian
tradition. The farmer who sold everything to buy a field with buried
treasure in it (Matt 13:44) may fit Palestinian custom revealed in some legal
contracts, which could specify the sale of not only the land but of “all that is
in it,”96 freeing him to later “rediscover” the treasure.97 Jewish teachers also
recounted stories that included items like the pearl of great price (Matt
13:46).98

More extensively, the parable of laborers in the vineyard appears only in
Matthew, but Matthew did not likely invent it. He frames it with a principle
in Mk 10:31, that the first will be last and the last first (Matt 19:30;
20:16);99 yet starting with the principle alone, one could have created a
parable that would have illustrated it with a much closer correspondence
than a parable about equal pay for unequal labor!

Whatever this parable’s point, it clearly resembles the parables of some
other Jewish sages. One may for example compare one early rabbinic
parable: a king paid other workers a modest wage, but to an especially hard
worker, symbolizing Israel, he provided much pay. The rabbis concluded
that God repaid Gentiles for their little good in this life, but would repay
Israel all she deserved in the coming world.100



The setting also fits Galilean life; although some of the following
features could fit rural life anywhere in the Empire, the Christian movement
outside Galilee started in cities throughout the Empire, only gradually and
slowly spreading to the countryside. Rural features of the Jesus tradition
would thus tend to be early.

Other features in this parable tend to fit this setting. Vineyards101 and
hirelings were important features of Galilean life in this period.102 Other
Jewish teachers also laid heavy emphasis on fieldowners showing concern
for the poor,103 and, more to the point, could portray God as the master of
one’s labor, who would pay the reward of one’s work.104 While many
Galileans seem to have worked their own fields or crafts,105 many others
were peasants working the estates of a handful of well-to-do absentee
landlords.106 The harvest required an influx of extra workers,107 for which
landowners typically drew on the ranks of the landless poor for such brief
and urgent tasks.108 In Jesus’ day the average harvest wages may have been
a half drachma or lower,109 so it could be understood that the landowner in
this parable has been generous to all the laborers.110

Urban writers who lived on rural estates could write accurately about
rural life, but one would not expect as much insight from non-elite
Christians in cities outside Galilee as from a storyteller genuinely in touch
with the Galilean countryside. Nor would one expect later writers to look
for authentic rural features to add to Jesus’ teachings; one would not even
expect them to focus on such matters. By way of comparison, the later
gnostic sayings collections do not typically concern themselves with
accumulating such features.



Conclusion
 
In this chapter I have argued that Jesus’ parable-telling practice is authentic,
and that we should also accept most parables attributed to him in the
Gospels as authentic, barring strong evidence to the contrary. I have not
explored the message of Jesus’ parables, some of which I will subsume
under some general themes regarding Jesus’ teaching, to be treated
especially in ch. 14.

But it bears mention here that such themes include the kingdom (Mk
4:11). In parables, Jesus’ articulation of this theme probably included how it
was already at work in Jesus’ ministry but yet to be fully consummated.
This point appears in Mark’s parables of the gradual growth of seed for
harvest, and of the mustard seed (Mk 4:26-32). It is probably also the point
of Q’s parable of the woman’s leaven (Matt 13:33//Lk 13:20-21).111

Parables also proclaimed both that the end (or at least, some sort of
judgment) was imminent (Mk 13:28-29; perhaps Matt 5:25-26//Lk 12:58-
59), although that the precise time was unknown (Mk 13:33-37). As we
shall see later, a surely authentic parable also includes the conviction that
Jesus as God’s agent, more special than earlier prophets, would meet a
prophet’s fate in confronting the guardians of Israel, i.e., the Jerusalem elite
(Mk 12:1-12). This seems to suggest a connection between Jesus’ beliefs
about his identity and the inauguration of God’s kingdom.



CHAPTER 14
 

Kingdom Discipleship
 

“Whoever wants to belong to my movement must deny themselves, accepting their
shameful execution and following me [to death].”

MARK 8:34
 
 
 
Putting Jesus in his Palestinian Jewish context will help us to recognize that
the later Gospels do in fact preserve much of the voice of the “historical
Jesus.” I sought to provide an early Jewish setting for most of Jesus’ words
in Matthew in my commentary on that work; here I merely survey some
important examples from that and other research.

Because there are too many available examples for a single chapter, I am
treating some themes relating to the kingdom and the radical demands of
discipleship in this chapter, while deferring Jesus’ ethical teaching and legal
controversies for the next two chapters. The distinction is artificial: ethics
belong to Jesus’ demands for discipleship, and the priority of preparing the
kingdom undoubtedly exercises at least some effect on the other categories.



Preaching the Kingdom
 
Because virtually every stratum of Gospel tradition testifies that Jesus
regularly announced the kingdom, there should be no doubt that this was a
characteristic emphasis of Jesus’ teaching.1

We do not need to separate preaching of a coming kingdom from its
“political” ramifications.2 Those expecting God to intervene and establish a
new order could not but expect the passing of the old, whether or not the
proclaimers had a role (direct or indirect) in that transition. Many others
who believed that their activity was part of God’s end-time plan (probably
including insurgents who rose in the countryside in later decades) could be
even more hostile to the present order, which appeared to them as clearly
not an expression of God’s reign.



Background for Jesus’ Kingdom Preaching
 
Palestinian Jews were quite familiar with the concept of the kingdom.3 The
Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek terms generally translated “kingdom” usually
signify the concept “reign” or “authority” or “rule.”4 Like the Old
Testament, Jewish teachers could speak of God’s present rule (especially
among the people who obeyed his law).5 But Jewish people also looked for
the kingdom as God’s future rule, when he would reign unchallenged,6 as
attested in regular Jewish prayers.7 Because “heaven” was a common
Jewish periphrasis for “God,”8 some other Jewish texts use “kingdom of
heaven” as a periphrasis for “kingdom of God.”9 Sometimes they also seem
to use “kingdom” as a periphrasis for the divine name.10

Jesus’ picture of the kingdom, as well as of the Son of Man, might derive
especially from Daniel 7, a passage less frequently mined by Jesus’
followers than in the Jesus tradition itself.11 With its collocation of
language such as a “mystery” about God’s “kingdom,” “Son of man,” and
God’s kingdom ending worldly empires, Daniel provided the most fertile
(and immediately available) background for Jesus’ teachings about the
kingdom.12 In Daniel, God’s kingdom intervened at the climax of all earthly
kingdoms, in the time of the fourth human kingdom, which ancient
interpreters (at least in the Roman period)13 widely understood as the
Roman empire.14



Present or Future?
 
Scholars have often debated whether Jesus emphasized a present or future
kingdom. More of the clearest evidence may favor Jesus announcing a
future (impending) kingdom.15 Certainly many of Jesus’ contemporaries
believed that the current age was drawing to a close and a new era was
dawning.16 Yet many have also noted an emphasis on the presence of the
kingdom in the Gospels, especially in the kingdom parables and sayings
like the one about entering the kingdom as a child (e.g., Lk 13:18-21;
18:17; Mk 4:26-32; 10:15).17

The kingdom’s imminence contributed to its present demand. Climaxing
the introduction to his Gospel, Mark summarizes Jesus’ teaching, as Mark
(and perhaps his sources) understood it: “The promised time is now
fulfilled! The kingdom has drawn near, so turn to God and trust this
promised good news!” (Mk 1:15). Jesus’ proclamation here probably
implies that the kingdom “has drawn near”18 rather than “has arrived,”19

but in either case the sense of its intrusive imminence compels an
immediate response.20

Elsewhere, in “Q” material,21 Jesus claims that his expulsion of demons
by God’s finger (Lk 11:20; cf. Matt 12:28)22 proves that God’s kingdom has
come on them.23 Some think that the kingdom has already “come” in some
sense in this verse;24 those who disagree often view it as at least quite
imminent.25 This means that the earlier gospel tradition, and probably Jesus
himself, envisioned Jesus’ exorcisms as a sign of God’s impending reign.26

This end-time interpretation of Jesus’ exorcisms lacks parallels in magical
exorcism texts.27 That it also lacks substantial parallels in Jewish messianic
and end-time expectation28 may support the authenticity of the saying; early
Christians had no other available source for the idea than Jesus himself,
whom all our strata portray as an innovator.29

One of the clear texts supporting a future kingdom appears in the pre-
Synoptic form of Jesus’ kingdom prayer (Matt 6:9-13//Lk 11:2-4), which
most scholars accept as authentic.30 A minority of scholars, like Crossan,



deny the prayer’s authenticity, suggesting that if Jesus taught this prayer to
his followers it should show up in more than two Gospels and in “a more
uniform version.”31 Yet how wide the attestation we should expect for any
given tradition is a subjective judgment. Indeed, we should count ourselves
fortunate to have any attestation for the prayer since we have no early
Christian hymnbook. By comparison, Qumran hymns from the Teacher of
Righteousness (the community’s founder) turn up only rarely outside
Qumran’s liturgical documents.

The prayer cannot be an invention of the later Gentile church; it closely
echoes the Kaddish (as well as the language of other early Jewish
prayers).32 For that matter, we do have the prayer in another fairly early
Christian source (Did. 8.2), although this form (unlike the briefer form in
Luke) probably depends on Matthew. Yet Crossan needs the prayer to be
inauthentic, or at least (as he says) for none of it to be eschatological, to
defend his argument that Jesus did not teach a future kingdom.33 Those not
bound to that conclusion need not accept the argument designed to produce
it.

If this prayer is authentic, as I believe it is, I believe that we should
construe the first lines as eschatological. When Jewish people prayed for
God’s kingdom to “come,” they were not simply invoking God’s mystical
presence among them for the present time; they were praying for God’s
future reign to come. If Jesus meant something different from these prayers,
it is surprising that he would use precisely the same language they do,
leaving the disciples confused regarding his point.34

In Mk 8:38-9:1, Jesus is reported to claim, “For anyone who is ashamed
of me and my words in this unfaithful and wicked generation, the Son of
man will also be ashamed of that person when he comes in his Father’s
glory with the holy angels. . . . some of those standing here will not taste
death until they have witnessed the kingdom having been inaugurated with
power.” The Synoptics apply the last part of the saying to the
transfiguration (Mk 9:2); perhaps it should be understood in terms of
inaugurated eschatology. Despite such plausible approaches to the saying,
its straightforward sense (some of Jesus’ disciples surviving until the
kingdom comes) does not as easily fit the experience of the later church.
They would not likely have invented a saying so easily construed as



contrary to their experience regarding at least most of the original
disciples.35 Some contend that multiple attestation also supports the
authenticity of this saying.36



Balancing Present and Future Aspects
 
If one examines the entire evidence available in the Gospels, the kingdom
appears to exhibit both present and future elements, as is widely recognized
today. 37 Eventually Jesus’ first followers, once they believed that Jesus
would need to come back to establish his kingdom fully, affirmed that the
anticipated kingdom would arrive in two stages corresponding to Jesus’
first and second coming. But could Jesus have conceptualized both present
and future aspects of the kingdom? His teachings seem to imply that God’s
reign was already at work in his ministry (including his exorcisms; Matt
12:28//Lk 11:20) in a comparatively obscure way, yet one that not only
foreshadowed but would eventuate in the mighty rule of God on earth (Mk
4:26-32; Matt 13:33//Lk 13:20-21).

If Jesus implied his messiahship in any sense,38 and spoke of a future son
of man, we may thus assume that when he announced the kingdom, he
undoubtedly announced God’s imminent rule in the final sense (rather than
simply God’s providential and generally noncontroversial rule over creation
or over Israel through the law). He also expected to play a role in this
kingdom,39 already active in a hidden way in the present (because he was a
key agent to usher it in). That he both proclaimed an imminent kingdom
and trained his disciples to carry on his work suggests that the tension
between present and future in the gospel tradition’s kingdom teaching may
go back to Jesus himself.



Jesus’ Community for the Kingdom
 
Could Jesus have envisioned a community carrying on in an interim
between two phases of the kingdom? It is understandable that many
scholars believe that he did not, and that the disciples “discovered” this
perspective only gradually. One could infer this from Jesus’ apparent belief
that the end was imminent. Yet while many of Jesus’ extant sayings do
seem to proclaim an imminent end of the age (at the least in terms of
potential imminence), other sayings of Jesus suggest a period between his
initial mission and the end of the age (Mk 4:15-20, 26-32; 13:5-13 [vs.
13:14-27]).40 We suggested above that Jesus’ own teaching may contain
this tension. Perhaps Jesus envisioned a brief period of transition to the
future kingdom, common enough in apocalyptic texts.41

Ancient teachers regularly established communities of followers to
perpetuate their teachings;42 other Jewish groups planned communities;43

and culturally relevant evidence (like Jesus’ choice of twelve disciples)
supports the notion that Jesus did as well.44 Some doubt that Jesus, who
expected the kingdom in the near future, could have founded a
community;45 yet Qumran’s Teacher of Righteousness, who expected the
end of the age in the near future, did just that.

Indeed, we may have a more explicit saying in this regard. Although
many scholars find the saying implausible (it appears only in Matthean
material), others think that Jesus may have even spoken of building a
“community” of followers (Matt 16:18).46 Some argue that “a Messiah
without a Messianic Community” would have been “unthinkable” to
contemporary Judaism,47 and Davies and Allison offer a number of
cumulatively noteworthy arguments for the passage’s authenticity.48 Indeed,
the example of Qumran shows that a Jewish renewal movement could have
employed the very language Jesus does in this passage.49 We treat this
passage in greater detail in discussing Jesus and the twelve in ch. 17.

Modern interpreters’ resistance to Jesus’ announcement of a future
kingdom is sometimes theological. Although most scholars concur that



Jesus taught about the kingdom, many find it a concept difficult to translate
for those interested in Jesus’ teaching today. Some contemporary scholars,
who maintain that Jesus’ future kingdom is an unrealistic hope for modern
people, label the kingdom a myth and translate it into existential language
more appropriate for their own academic circles of thought.50 But their
position presupposes modern contempt for apocalyptic thought rather than a
detailed historical argument.51 Further, even on theological terms, a future
kingdom hardly appears irrelevant to the persecuted and oppressed, who
nurture hope that God’s justice will ultimately triumph and vindicate
them.52 Finally, on the historical level, whatever modern readers’
application of such passages, it would be naïve to presuppose that the early
Jesus movement shared modernity’s non-eschatological perspective; had
they wanted a noneschatological mode for expressing their convictions,
Sadducees and much of Diaspora Judaism offered much more relevant
models.53



Son of Man
 
In early Christian literature, “Son of man” appears almost exclusively in
sayings attributed to Jesus;54 it is clearly not a designation for Jesus
invented by the later church. In view of the patently Semitic, non-
Hellenistic figure of speech involved, 55 the view that the expression
originated later, among Hellenists,56 should be rejected.

Some scholars propose a distinction between the “Son of Man” and Jesus
himself based on some of his sayings (Mk 8:38; Lk 12:8). This supposed
distinction, however, ignores the common polite Aramaic use of third-
person speech for oneself.57 Sometimes the more generic use of “son of
man” might even mean “I” in common usage.58 Indeed, the alleged
distinction can be found in only four sayings; if even one of the many other
“Son of Man” sayings is authentic, this distinction between Jesus and the
Son of Man would be untenable.59 Jesus’ use of the term allows some
ambiguity,60 however, which might help him to maintain the “messianic
secret” (see ch. 18) and delay his own conflict with the politically powerful
authorities.

Normally, “Son of Man” was simply good Hebrew and Aramaic for
“human one,”61 and sometimes was used as a circumlocution like “that
one.”62 While this broader usage allowed Jesus to maintain sufficient
ambiguity to protect himself officially, his eschatological usage probably
points to a more specific biblical allusion. On the basis of the more general
usage, some scholars reject its eschatological sense in the Gospels.63 Most,
however, recognize that at least some of the Son of Man sayings use the
title eschatologically,64 whether they derive the title’s background from
Daniel65 or, on somewhat more debatable evidence, from the Similitudes of
1 Enoch.66

Yet the Similitudes are of uncertain date,67 and even the phrase’s
meaning in these sayings is debated. Some argue that Enoch is himself the
“son of man” (human one; see 1 En. 71:14),68 or even that “son of man”



there represents humanity in general.69 Still, whether representing Enoch or
not, the figure in most passages in the Similitudes is an exalted one: the Son
of Man was chosen before creation of world,70 will be worshiped by the
whole earth,71 and will be a light to the Gentiles;72 he appears to be
identified with “my Elect”73 and “God’s Anointed.”74 He sits on the throne
of glory as a judge.75

In any case, an eschatological usage in the Similitudes would probably
reflect an interpretation of Daniel,76 which (as part of common Judaism’s
basic “canon”) circulated even more widely than the widely known
traditions of 1 Enoch. The “Son of Man” in 1 En. 46:3, the first occurrence
in the Similitudes, reflects the language of Dan 7.77

Meanwhile, scholars debate also the precise sense of Dan 7:13. Some
think that the figure of Dan 7:13 is angelic;78 this is not clear, since the
figure is closely identified with the suffering saints of the most high God
(Dan 7:18, 21-22). The figure in Daniel 7 may be corporate,79 but probably
reflects a sort of corporate identity between the people (Dan 7:18, 21-22)
and their ruler (7:13-14).80 In any case, the passage was certainly amenable
to such an interpretation in the first century.81

When the Pharisees think that Jesus “blasphemes” because he forgives
sins, Jesus demonstrates the “Son of Man’s authority on earth” (Mk 2:10);
he likewise claims authority for the Son of Man as “Lord of the Sabbath”
(Mk 2:28). The Son of Man’s “authority” here may refer to Dan 7:14; in the
previous verse the “Son of Man” receives the kingdom and authority. But
Jesus’ allusion to Daniel 7:13-14 becomes most explicit in Mk 13:26
(addressed to Jesus’ disciples) and in Mk 14:62 (address to Jesus’
opponents, fully ending Mark’s “messianic secret”). It is clear that Mark
views the background of Jesus’ usage as in Daniel.

Although some scholars have argued that the later church created many
or all of Jesus’ “Son of Man” sayings,82 “Son of Man” in early Christian
texts appears almost exclusively, as we have noted, on Jesus’ lips. The
proper, positive use of the criterion of dissimilarity thus would suggest that
if any title of Jesus is authentic, this one is.83 Although many scholars agree
that Jesus used the title, they dispute the authenticity of one or more of the
groups of sayings (especially either suffering or reigning Son of man



sayings) in which the title is used. Yet if the title is authentic and barely
used by anyone except Jesus, one need not a priori exclude any of the
groups of sayings. If Jesus proclaimed a kingdom and implied his
messiahship, one especially need not exclude the eschatological sayings.

If the Gospels provide any indication at all, as we have observed, Jesus
apparently defined his mission — both its suffering and exaltation — in
terms of the Son of Man of Daniel 7:13-14.84 Daniel’s context would
explain both the suffering and exaltation aspects of the title (cf. Dan. 7:21-
22, 25-27), rendering irrelevant any forced choice between their uses.85 For
Mark, the Son of Man who suffered before his exaltation is the forerunner
of the community of faith, his audience, now suffering great tribulation at
the hands of hostile world-rulers (Mk 13:9-20, 26).86 Yet because of its
more common idiomatic associations, “Son of Man” retains an ambiguity
that “Son of God” as a title for a specific person would lack.

The Diaspora audience likely for most or all of our extant Gospels was
likely less familiar with Enoch’s Similitudes than they would have been
with Daniel. The mention of clouds with the Son of man’s coming in Mk
13:26 and 14:62 deliberately recalls Dan 7:13.



Radical Demands of Discipleship
 
Jesus summoned disciples to follow him, making this call more pressing
than kin or other social ties, than possessions, or even their lives. To
illustrate this emphasis, we will briefly examine his sayings about letting
the dead bury their dead; about it being easier to get a camel through a
needle’s eye than a rich person into the kingdom; and the demand to take up
the cross and follow Jesus to death.

The urgency of the kingdom message risked subverting the social order.
Yet if Jesus held a prominent role in the kingdom, and if he expected to
reign as the “son of man” in any sense, the demand to follow him might
prepare for the kingdom in another way. Most of Jesus’ demands could fit
those of a radical sage, but they would be even more appropriate if he were
an eschatological prophet or ruler.



Jesus Summons Disciples
 
That Jesus actually called disciples to follow him, regardless of the
consequences for livelihood and social ties (Mk 1:20; 2:14), suggests a
perception of his identity quite different from that of the normal Jewish
teacher. Normally disciples chose teachers; only the most radical teachers
(here a comparison with Cynics and their ilk becomes more relevant than
usual) called their own disciples, with the expectation that the disciples
would follow.

While Jesus was a traditional Jewish teacher in some respects,87 he was
not merely a traditional teacher.88 As one scholar observes, no one can
question that Jesus called disciples;89 but the evidence indicates that, unlike
other teachers, he never trained his disciples to replace him in all respects.90

Mark portrays Jesus calling his own disciples rather than waiting for
them to come to him (Mk 1:16-20); as we have noted in ch. 12, this call of
fishermen probably reflects authentic tradition. Jesus’ activity in this
narrative differs from the most common practice, since disciples normally
chose their teachers rather than the reverse.91 Early Jewish and Greek
tradition most frequently assume that disciples are responsible for acquiring
their own teachers of the law or philosophy.92 Despite exceptions, the more
radical teachers who, like Jesus, sometimes even rejected prospective
disciples (Mk 10:21-22), probably considered the disciple’s responsibility
so weighty that many of them would have felt it dishonorable for the
teacher to seek out the disciple.

Some scholars thus opine that Jesus’ seeking out disciples himself thus
represents a serious breach of custom, “coming down to their level”
socially.93 Although discipleship language in the Gospels is roughly the
same as in other extant streams of Jewish tradition,94 some of Jesus’
methods mark him out as a radical teacher on the periphery of the more
usual social institution. Probably Jesus selects as his model the prophetic
way of choosing one’s successor found in 1 Kgs 19:19-21, as at least part of
the gospel tradition may have recognized (cf. Lk 9:61-62). As “fishers for



people,” their mission was primarily to “win back” the lost sheep of
Israel,95 i.e., to serve as the nucleus for Jesus’ renewal movement.



Relinquishing Family Ties
 
The claim that the disciples abandoned their livelihoods to follow Jesus
would offer a useful lesson for early hearers of the gospel tradition, like
similar accounts in antiquity (many of them likely true).96 Biographers,
historians, and often even rhetoricians used stories that were true to
illustrate these lessons, so there is likely historical information here as well
as hortatory value.

James and John left behind not only their fishing boat, representing their
livelihood, but their father and the family business (Mk 1:20). Likewise,
though the disciples apparently later took wives with them on their travels
(1 Cor 9:5), this was probably not the case during Jesus’ public ministry;
none of the women traveling with Jesus’ group (Mk 15:40-41; Lk 8:2-3) are
said to be the male disciples’ wives.97 Although Galilee was small enough
that the disciples could have conceivably returned home regularly, these
narratives suggest a style of discipleship more demanding than usual.

Although disciples of rabbis normally remained with their wives during
study,98 later rabbis did praise those who stayed away from home for years
of Torah study.99 The stories are probably fictitious — many teachers
forbade leaving one’s wife for more than thirty days to engage in Torah
study100 — but the stories probably do presuppose that some Jewish men
went away from home to study with famous teachers of the Law.101 Jesus
apparently demanded more in this way than the vast majority of his
contemporaries.

In a culture emphatic about familial respect, Jesus taught his disciples
that following him took precedence over the approval or even civility of
one’s family. 102 Some radical philosophers demanded such loyalty to
philosophy and some rabbis to Torah, but few teachers demanded such
loyalty to themselves. Jesus told disciples that whoever loved parents or
children more than him were unworthy of him (Matt 10:37//Lk 14:26).
Luke’s harsher wording (“hating” them) could mean “love less” (Matt
10:37),103 but is probably original; Jesus undoubtedly employed the more
graphic expression as hyperbole, and Matthew has communicated the sense



less offensively. Many viewed honoring one’s parents as the highest social
obligation;104 even if some spoke of honoring one’s teacher more,105 no
Jewish teacher would speak of “hating” one’s parents by comparison. God
alone was worthy of that role.106

Nor did Jesus merely apply such social demands to his disciples; in
tradition coherent with his teaching, he followed such demands himself.
Jesus relativizes his loyalty to his own family, defining kinship by
adherence to God’s will more than by genetic relationship (Mk 3:33-35).
Because such language could have invited censure against Jesus from later
Christians’ critics as well as from his own contemporaries,107 it seems
unlikely that later Christians invented it. (That Jesus himself did not mind
offending critics may be suggested by other stark sayings familiar in the
Jesus tradition; his prophetic role; and the relative brevity of his ministry
prior to his execution.)

Moreover, the context of the saying involves the unbelief of Jesus’
immediate family. Given the role of “James the Lord’s brother” in the later
church (Acts 12:17; 15:13; 21:18; 1 Cor 15:7; Gal 1:19; 2:9; Jude 1), one
would rather expect the early Christians to have emphasized his virtues and
so to avoid the charge of nepotism.108 The stark portrayal here is not apt to
reflect an invention of the early Jewish Christians who honored James.
Thus it is likely that Jesus had some conflict with his immediate family
regarding his mission, as Mark indicates.



Let the Dead Bury Their Dead
 
In “Q” material, Jesus declares that following him takes precedence over all
social obligations, even those family obligations one’s society and religion
declare to be ultimate (Matt 8:21-22//Lk 9:59-60). This saying is widely
accepted as authentic, particularly due to the positive application of the
criterion of dissimilarity; it does not fit the mainstream of early Judaism,
Christianity, or Greco-Roman thought.109

In this passage, when a prospective disciple requests permission to
simply attend to his father’s burial before following Jesus, the latter replies,
“Let the dead bury their dead.” This striking response may represent a
typically sage-like sort of catchy saying110 probably meaning, “Let the
‘spiritually dead’ see to such concerns.”111 Others suggest, “Let the other
physically dead persons in the tombs see to your physically dead father,” a
manifest impossibility characteristic of Jesus’ typically shocking and
graphic style to emphasize that this is no business of the living disciple’s.112

Despite the graphic language, Jesus’ demand may prove less harsh in
some respects than it sounds at first. The prospective disciple is probably
not asking permission to attend his father’s funeral later that day; his father
more likely either was not yet dead or had been buried once already. When
a person died, mourners would gather, the body would be prepared, and a
funeral procession would take the body to the tomb immediately (cf. Mk
5:35, 38; Lk 7:12), leaving little opportunity for family members to be away
making promises to sages. For a week afterward, the family would remain
mourning at home and not go out in public.113 But father and son might
wish to be together before the father died,114 and Semitic idioms in other
languages might suggest that “I must first bury my father” could function as
a request to wait until one’s father dies — perhaps for years — so that one
may fulfill the ultimate filial obligation before leaving home.115

A custom practiced only in the decades immediately surrounding the
time of Jesus might illumine this passage more directly, however. In Jesus’
day the eldest son would return to the tomb a year after the father’s death to
“rebury” his father by arranging his now bare bones in a container and



sliding it into a slot on the wall. If the father has died, this young man
cannot refer to his father’s initial burial (which would be underway at that
moment), hence must be asking for as much as a year’s delay for a
secondary burial.116

Then again, if Jesus’ demand sounds less urgent than we might suppose,
in respect to priorities it proves more demanding than it at first sounds to
modern western readers. The offense lies not in the immediacy of the
demand but in the priority the demand takes over family obligations,117 the
kind of demand God made of biblical prophets.118 Many Jewish people
considered honoring parents the supreme commandment,119 and considered
burial of one’s parents one of the most important implications of that
commandment regardless of the circumstances.120

A few teachers did insist that disciples honor their teachers above their
parents,121 but for a young man in his thirties (as Jesus apparently was)122

to seek such honor would be considered presumptuous and shameful.123

Moreover, such teachers never envisioned anything as dramatic as
neglecting the parents’ burial. When sages figuratively placed demands for
the honor of sages higher than those of one’s parents, it was to emphasize
the importance of Torah study, but they would never have placed even the
urgency of Torah study above the urgency of burying a parent who had
died,124 and presumably would have avoided dishonoring or disobeying
living parents by any means possible.125

In most current interpretations of biblical law, only one person’s honor
took precedence over the honor shown to parents: God’s.126 Jesus does
insist on honoring parents (Mk 7:6-13); yet he demands a greater affection
toward himself. A disciple cannot simply “move on” from him after several
years, as with some other teachers, and count it a profitable learning
experience.127 In a saying generally deemed authentic, Jesus scandalously
claims the supreme position of attention in his followers’ lives.



Relinquishing Belongings
 
Jesus urged someone with many possessions to sell them and give the
proceeds to the poor (Mk 10:17-22, what we often call the story of the “rich
young ruler”). This demand coheres with Jesus’ invitation to disciples to
give their resources and store up treasures in heaven (Matt 6:19-21//Lk
12:33) and various other sayings (e.g., Matt 10:9//Lk 9:3; Mk 4:19; 10:25;
Lk 12:16-21; 14:33), including an almost indisputable one using Aramaic
(Matt 6:24//Lk 16:13).128 It coheres also with the calling of the disciples
(treated above) and other narratives in the Gospels (Mk 1:16-20; 10:28).129

The particular story in question probably reflects authentic tradition, with
a sufficiently graphic point to invite some disciples’ memory of the
occasion. The ruler’s opening question, “What shall I do to obtain eternal
life?” (Mk 10:17) seems to have been the sort of practical question one
could address to a religious teacher.130 That Jesus appears to reject the title
“good” in this story, attributing that title to God alone, is not likely a
response that the later church would have invented.131

The demands also fit the positive use of the criterion of dissimilarity.
While some later Christians did take Jesus’ words literally, these again are
probably not the sort of words that the Christian community designed for
itself. It would also sound radical in a mainstream Jewish context in the first
century (though not among the wilderness Essenes).132 Nevertheless, as
general advice (rather than the specific call to a wealthy person), it would
make sense within an eschatological and/or wisdom framework.133



A Needle’s Eye
 
When Jesus’ demand dissuades the prospective disciple from following,
Jesus warns that a rich person can enter the kingdom no more easily than a
camel can pass through a needle’s eye (Mk 10:25). The multiplicity of
subsequent attempts to tone down Jesus’ radical language here134 shows the
discomfort with this saying among subsequent Christians (who often had
means or valued supporters who did). Granted that Jesus’ saying may be
intended as shocking hyperbole to seize attention on a particular
occasion,135 it is also characteristic of Jesus’ teaching style.

Jesus apparently employs a common figure of speech when he speaks of
a camel passing through a needle’s eye. In Babylonia, where the largest land
animals were elephants, Jewish teachers could depict what was impossible
or close to impossible as “an elephant passing through a needle’s eye”;136 in
Palestine, where the largest land animal and beast of burden was a camel,137

describing the impossible as a “camel passing through a needle’s eye” may
have been a common expression as well.138 The criterion of Palestinian
environment supports the wording; the criterion of coherency with Jesus’
other radical sayings supports Jesus speaking in this way. Given the
eschatological urgency (characteristic of the Jesus tradition) that adapts the
more traditional saying, Vermes thinks the saying authentic.139



Taking Up the Cross
 
“Taking up one’s cross” (Mk 8:34; Matt 10:38//Lk 14:27; cf. Jn 12:25) in
antiquity hardly meant the relatively minor burdens assumed by many
popular readers of the text today. It meant marching on the way to one’s
execution, shamefully carrying the heavy horizontal beam (the patibulum)
of the instrument of one’s own execution through the midst of a sometimes
jeering mob.140 Under less controlled circumstances, the mobs themselves
could tear people apart.141 Jesus anticipated literal martyrdom for himself
(Mk 8:31) and many of his followers by the Romans’ standard means of
executing lower-class criminals and slaves; talk about his kingdom could
appear ultimately incompatible with Rome’s claims.142 If disciples “come
after” and imitate their teacher, their lives are forfeit from the moment they
begin following him.

Jesus added that his followers must abandon preserving their life in this
world if they hoped to preserve it in the world to come (Mk 8:35-38). Jesus’
contemporaries would understand that losing one’s life in this age would be
a small price to preserve it in the eternal age to come.143

Together, such radical demands of Jesus regarding relinquishing or
relativizing family ties, possessions and one’s own life suggest the urgency
of the kingdom that overturns the ordinary worldly expectations. (Even
some more traditional Jewish teachers allowed that prophets could
temporarily overturn regulations of the law for national emergencies.144

The imminence of the kingdom would certainly constitute such an
emergency.) Moreover, most of these demands specifically involve
following Jesus himself, suggesting that he viewed his ministry as more
than that of an ordinary sage or even healer. Following him was an urgent
demand of the kingdom; presumably he believed that he acted as a divine
agent of God’s impending kingdom. Following God in this time thus would
include following Jesus himself. Such demands would fit expectations of a
new Moses or other eschatological prophetic leader (cf. ch. 17; as well as
some other eschatological roles such as the messianic king, discussed in ch.
18).



Eschatological Inversion
 
Mark and “Q” cohere in emphasizing Jesus’ teaching about an
eschatological inversion — the exaltation of the lowly and the humbling of
the proud. In Mark, Jesus warned that the first would be last, and the last
first (Mk 10:31; cf. Matt 19:30; 20:8, 16; Lk 13:30). In the saying’s context,
those who sacrificed everything for the kingdom in the present would be
exalted in the kingdom, supplanting the prosperous of this age (Mk 10:21-
30).145

In “Q,” Jesus claimed that whoever exalted themselves would be
humbled, and whoever humbled themselves would be exalted (Matt
23:12//Lk 14:11). In both Matthew and Luke, the contexts involve seating
and personal honor.146 Jesus here evokes a biblical concept, including
prophetic imagery involving impending judgment in Isaiah,147 and the
language does fit Jesus’ contemporary Jewish environment as well.148

Eschatological inversion more generally was also a widespread Jewish
expectation.149

It is Jesus’ particular application of this expectation in his ministry that is
frequently distinctive. For example, Jesus declares that the kingdom
belongs to children (Mk 9:37; 10:14-15) — to those lowly in status and
dependent on the heavenly Father (cf. Matt 6:8-9//Lk 11:2; Matt 7:7-11//Lk
11:11-13). This portrait fits many texts about depending on God the way
that flowers or birds do (Matt 6:28-30; Lk 12:27-28) — a complete trust in
God that also fits the Gospels’ portrait of Jesus as a worker of miracles. (So
prominent in Jesus’ parables and wisdom sayings are his emphasis on utter
faith in God and relinquishment of possessions that Vermes considers
“detachment from possessions, unquestioning trust in God and absolute
submission to him” as the central thrust of Jesus’ teaching.)150 This picture
may tell us something about Jesus’ own relationship with the Father in
terms of his radical dependence on him. The kingdom belonging to children
seems to be an idea distinctive to Jesus, yet in keeping with his radical
approach to the Jewish idea of end-time inversion.



Jesus’ teachings about outsiders to power also cohere well with his
healing ministry and his later confrontation with the authorities (treated in
ch. 20). Jesus did not busy himself with impressing the elite, but with
healings and exorcisms — with the needy rather than the powerful. Since
what mattered was divine approval at the judgment and not human rank in
this age, he could not respect the honor boundaries of his culture. His
growing popularity would therefore inevitably lead to collision with some
members of the elite concerned with preserving their own superior honor in
this age. Some others did share this disdain for those honored in this age;
whereas Josephus shows that some responded violently (targeting the
aristocratic priests), many would have looked to God for vindication. Jesus’
healing ministry, however, seems a fairly distinctive application of this
priority (we address Jesus’ healings briefly in ch. 17 and more fully in a
separate, forthcoming book).

Less distinctive is Jesus’ expectation of God’s concern for the
economically marginal. Although Jesus apparently had some supporters
with means (Lk 8:3 [cf. Mk 15:41]), he had special interest in preaching
good news to the poor, which he describes in language (in Matt 11:5//Lk
7:22) that clearly evokes Is 61:1 (as appears more fully in Lk 4:18). Jesus’
teaching on God’s concern with the poor coheres well with his Jewish
environment,151 but also with the importance of those who had possessions
relinquishing them for others (e.g., Mk 10:21), an emphasis noted above.

In “Q,” God’s favor for the poor is expressed also in terms of
eschatological inversion: it is the poor who would receive the kingdom
(Matt 5:3//Lk 6:20; cf. Jms 2:5). Although the corresponding “woe” to the
rich appears characteristically and explicitly only in Luke (Lk 6:24; cf. Lk
1:53), the idea is certainly consistent with Jesus’ teaching, both concerning
the wealthy (Mk 10:25) and concerning the use of eschatological inversion,
sometimes in the context of woes (e.g., Matt 11:21-23//Lk 10:13-15; Matt
23:12-13).152

Jesus’ ministry to the marginalized led him to transgress some
expectations for ritual purity (cf. our discussion in chs. 15-16). Although
the matter is too controversial today to make it a central point here, Jesus
also seems to have been less apt to enforce traditional gender restrictions
than the majority of his ancient Mediterranean contemporaries.153 The



conception may also cohere with and inform Jesus’ expectation of
impending martyrdom, depending on divine vindication and exaltation.

One place where Jesus’ application of the principle of eschatological
inversion is particularly unusual is that he does not speak of Israel’s
exaltation over the nations, but welcomes the spiritually and morally
marginalized through repentance in light of the kingdom. Among those he
welcomes are tax-gatherers, sometimes viewed as collaborators with the
Gentile occupation.



Welcoming Tax-collectors
 
That Jesus welcomed tax gatherers into the kingdom, ate with them, and
even invited one or more to follow him as disciples is multiply attested (Mk
2:14-15; Lk 19:2; Matt 11:19//Lk 7:34).154 In doing so, Jesus was not
merely playing to his primary audience of nonelite Galileans, but was
expressing a controversial conviction about the kingdom. The common
people and nonaristocratic pietists alike despised tax-gatherers as agents of
the Romans and their aristocratic pawns.155

Like the parable in Lk 18:10-11 (cf. Mk 2:16), later rabbinic texts
sometimes contrast tax-gatherers and Pharisees, the least and most pious
people one might expect to meet in daily life.156 Later rabbinic tradition
likewise continues the common people’s disdain for the profession.157

(Perhaps not surprisingly, those directly involved with taxation were not
popular elsewhere in the Empire either.)158

The average Jewish person in ancient Palestine had several reasons to
dislike tax-gatherers. First, Palestine’s local Jewish aristocracies
undoubtedly arranged for this tax-collection.159 Second, that the Empire
sometimes had to take precautions against tax-gatherers overcharging
people160 suggests that some taxgatherers did just that.161 Extant documents
indicate that to avoid such problems people sometimes paid tax gatherers
bribes, in one case as high as 2200 drachmas “for extortion.”162 Further,
nearly all scholars concur that taxes were exorbitant even without
overcharging.163 To illustrate in an extreme manner (though matters were
probably less severe in Galilee), in some parts of the Empire taxation was
so oppressive that laborers fled their land, occasionally depopulating entire
villages.164

In Mk 2:14-15, Jesus calls the tax gatherer Levi to follow him, and eats
in his home along with many other tax gatherers and “sinners” who were
following him. Levi’s office would have made him locally well-known.
Levi probably either taxed local fishermen or acted as a customs agent
charging levies on merchandise leaving Philip’s tetrarchy for that of Herod



Antipas.165 Because Capernaum was ideally located for significant customs
revenue, many scholars today lean toward the view that Levi here is a
customs officer.166 Customs officers167 probably generated less local
discontent, however, so this interpretation might have greater problems
explaining the contextual association with despised sinners (Mk 2:15-
17).168

For Jesus to welcome tax collectors into God’s kingdom suggests a
radical rethinking of the character of the kingdom. Jesus, like John, called
all Israel to repent in light of the coming kingdom; repentance along the
lines of Jesus’ movement would grant one a place in the kingdom
regardless of one’s past sins. The matter of the kingdom was apparently also
urgent enough to welcome whoever would embrace it (Matt 22:9; Lk
14:23).169



Supping with Sinners
 
Tax-collectors represent a striking example of a larger category of people
welcomed in Jesus’ ministry. Although the negative use of the dissimilarity
criterion has been discredited, the positive version can remain useful,
especially when supplemented by multiple attestation (which does support
Jesus’ eating with tax gatherers and other sinners). On a positive use of the
criterion of dissimilarity, most scholars concur that Jesus sometimes ate
with those whom others considered sinful.170 Certainly the later church
would not have invented a practice it found difficult to carry out itself (cf.
already Gal 2:12-13). Nor would the church have invented the “glutton-and-
drunkard” charge (Matt 11:19//Lk 7:34), which we treated in our chapter on
John the Baptist, and which coheres with Mark’s portrayal of Jesus eating
with sinners (Mk 2:16-17).171

That most of Jesus’ religious contemporaries did not share Jesus’ practice
is not difficult to understand. Table fellowship established something of a
covenant relationship;172 eating with sinners thus would appear to connote
acceptance of them. By contrast, a pious person normally preferred to eat
with scholars.173

Scholars debate what the Gospels mean by “sinners.” Some have taken
“sinners” here to mean the am haaretz, common people whom the Pharisees
despised for their lack of adherence to Pharisaic food laws.174 Others have
responded that the Pharisees did not despise the common people as
sinners.175 Pharisees seem to have been often annoyed by these people who
did not share their concern for and understanding of the laws;176 most
people certainly failed to tithe on their foods according to Pharisaic
standards.177 Yet if the am haaretz comprised the vast majority of
Palestinian Jews in the first century,178 the Pharisees could hardly have
viewed them as fully excluded from the covenant.179

The label “sinners” usually specifies blatant violators of the law,180 and
that seems the most natural way to take it here. The Gospels do not explain
the general title “sinners,” and Mark’s and Luke’s probably largely Gentile



audiences would not naturally associate “sinner” (Mk 2:17) with am
haaretz.181 The Gospels thus presumably interpret the term more
generally,182 and their authors were likely in a better position to know the
particular meaning of the term than we are. If we take the approach that
Jesus referred to more blatant “sinners,” we can understand Pharisaic
concerns with Jesus’ choice of dining companions all the better. Pharisees
were concerned about with whom they ate, and if they were careful about
meals merely with am haaretz,183 one can be certain they would suspect a
teacher who ate with blatant “sinners.”

Pure table-fellowship was a primary defining characteristic of the
Pharisaic movement.184 Scripture was already clear that one should not
have fellowship with sinners (Ps 1:1; 119:63; Prov 13:20; 14:7; 28:7),
though the point in each instance was to warn against being influenced by
sinners. Jewish tradition developed this warning against improper
association with the wicked.185 Jesus’ behavior thus thoroughly violated his
contemporaries’ understanding of holiness.186 Yet had the Pharisees valued
his objective more than his method they should not have been annoyed. In
Jesus’ case the influence was going one way — from Jesus to the sinners
(Mk 2:15, 17; Lk 15:1; cf. Ps 25:8).187

Although later Jewish tradition remarks that it would be difficult for a
tax-gatherer to repent,188 it allowed that God can forgive this sin like any
other189 and emphasized God’s love toward the repentant;190 Jewish
tradition already warned not to reproach one who had turned from sin (Sir
8:5). In actually seeking out tax gatherers and sinners, however, Jesus goes
beyond the traditions of his contemporaries. Even John, who called for
Israel to repent, allowed people to come to him in the wilderness. Jesus
goes even to the most obviously sinful and seeks their repentance. This
behavior was so shocking that it left an indelible mark in the traditions
about him, traditions that may have been less than comfortable even to
some of his later followers (cf. Acts 11:3; Barn. 4.2; 10.10; 11.7).



Conclusion
 
Jesus taught about God’s impending kingdom, and demanded that people
get their lives in order to be ready for it, even as signs of the kingdom were
breaking in around them. In view of the coming kingdom, his followers
needed to be ready to relinquish family ties, possessions, and even their
lives for the greater prize of the kingdom. Many of these sayings also
indicate that the followers need to relinquish these goods for Jesus, who
therefore clearly holds a role more prominent than that of a mere sage.
Jesus perceives following him as a necessary part of preparing for the
kingdom (hence presumably views himself at least as a significant
eschatological prophet).

In light of the coming kingdom, Jesus also spoke and acted as if God
would invert the present order, exalting the lowly and casting down the
proud. Many others also expected such an inversion, but Jesus acted on it in
sometimes distinctive ways in his ministry, welcoming children, focusing
on healing the sick and disabled, and even welcoming those marginalized
from society for moral reasons. Such values also cohere with his impending
confrontation with some elite persons of status in the present age and his
submission to a shameful death in expectation of God’s vindication.



CHAPTER 15
 

Jesus’ Jewish Ethics
 

“The chief demand in God’s law is: ‘Heed, O Israel, the Lord, our God, the Lord is one.
You must love the Lord your God with every fabric and fiber of your being.’ The
demand that comes second to this one is, ‘You must love your neighbor as you love
yourself.’”

MARK 12:29-31
 
 
 
Jesus’ ethics are inseparable from his demands for discipleship, and the
priority of preparing for the kingdom that pervades his teaching. This
chapter is thus, in a sense, a continuation of the previous one. Here we
survey some more of Jesus’ teaching on possessions; love; divorce; korban;
and the beatitudes. We conclude with some other randomly selected sayings
that illustrate how pervasively the criterion of Jewish environment supports
the earliness of this sayings material.

Last of all I will survey some of Jesus’ purity practices. I reserve these
for the end because my examples here focus on Jesus’ behavior more than
on his sayings, and because purity practices provide the best transition to
the controversy narratives in the following chapter.



Jesus on Possessions
 
We have already noted Jesus’ demands on some potential disciples’
resources (e.g., Mk 10:21-22). Such examples cohere with a larger
emphasis in Jesus’ teaching, one that appears in multiple layers of the
tradition and is undoubtedly authentic to Jesus.

Some of Jesus’ teachings on discipleship appear too radical to have been
conveniently invented by more sedentary later followers.1 For example, we
noted that Jesus’ emphasis on utter faith in God and relinquishment of
possessions is so recurrent that Vermes considers it the central thrust of his
teaching.2 Jesus’ teaching on possessions coheres on the one hand with his
radical dependence on the Father, and on the other with Jesus’ demands for
discipleship and the absolute priority of the kingdom. In light of the coming
kingdom, matters considered valuable in the present lose all their value (Mk
10:21; Matt 6:20//Lk 12:33; Matt 13:44-46).3

Although only the more radical sages of antiquity shared Jesus’ view that
earthly possessions were essentially worthless,4 his illustrations of the point
fit their Jewish environment. Thus for example Jesus invites his hearers to
lay up their treasures in heaven rather than on earth, where they remain
susceptible to moths, rust and thieves (Matt 6:19-21//Lk 12:33). Jesus
employs images that were probably familiar to most of his audience. They
would recognize the corruptibility of wealth,5 that obedience on earth led to
treasure in heaven,6 and that laying up treasures according to God’s
commandments was better than letting one’s resources rust (Sir 29:10-11).

Jesus warned against being divided between two masters, God and
Mammon (Matt 6:24//Lk 16:13). Everyone must serve someone, but one
whose service is divided will love one master and hate the other.7

“Mammon” here was a common Aramaic term for money or property,8 but
its contrast with God as an object of service here might suggest that it has
been deified (by its worshipers) as well as personified.9 The Aramaic term



tends to support authenticity; the graphic image, characteristic of Jesus’
teaching style, reinforces that support.

Jesus sometimes used a standard type of Jewish argument traditionally
called qal vaomer: “how much more?” (e.g., Matt 7:11//Lk 11:13; Matt
10:25; 12:12).10 This figure of speech appears also in Jesus’ teaching about
trusting God regarding possessions. For example, if God cares for birds and
for perishable flowers, how much more for people in his image, and for his
own beloved children (Matt 6:26, 30//Lk 12:24, 28)! Even Jesus’ claim that
one should not worry about tomorrow’s food (Matt 6:31-34//Lk 12:28-31)
is compatible with his Jewish environment,11 including his language
chiding his disciples for their “little faith” (Matt 6:30//Lk 12:28).12



The Love Command (Mk 12:29-31)
 
Mark reports Jesus as teaching that the greatest commandments in the law
are whole-hearted love for the only true God and loving one’s neighbor as
oneself (Mk 12:29-31). The positive use of the double “similarity” criterion
(the continuum approach) comes into play here: that is, the teaching fits
Jesus’ environment as well as left a conspicuous imprint on the church.
Jesus’ teaching here, as well as the question about the greatest
commandment that it answers, readily fit the criterion of Palestinian
environment. They reveal Jesus as a sage still in dialogue with Judean
teachers of the law. At the same time, they explain the centrality of a “law
of love” in diverse parts of early Christianity in a way best explained by
dependence on the single authority figure shared by that entire movement.

This passage surely reflects Palestinian Jewish tradition.13 Some
Pharisees ask a question with which they had sufficient practice, since their
own teachers debated among themselves which commandment was the
“greatest.”14 Although all commandments were equally weighty in one
sense,15 teachers had to distinguish between “light” and “heavy”
commandments in practice.16 Although many opted for the command to
obey one’s parents as the “greatest,” other Jewish teachers stressed love as
the preeminent commandment.17

In the late first century R. Akiba, in contrast to some of his colleagues,
regarded love of neighbor in Lev 19:18 as the greatest commandment in the
law.18 Although Jesus ranked it only second,19 their rankings were close.20

Other Jewish teachers also conjoined love of God with love of neighbor,21

following the natural Jewish interpretive principle22 of linking two
commandments on the basis of the common opening word we’ahavta (“You
shall love”).23 (Others also looked for summaries or epitomes of the law.)24

Yet as Vermes notes, there is also something distinctive about Jesus’
combination of the two as the greatest commandments.25 This link
exercised an authoritative influence on subsequent Christian formulations.26



In the multiplicity of other proposals concerning the greatest commandment
among other Jewish teachers, only Jesus wielded the moral authority among
his followers to focus their ethics so profoundly around a single theme.27

The distinctive primacy that love plays in virtually all early Christian ethics
would not have been possible had the Christians not derived this primacy
from the mouth of the one Teacher who united them. Thence comes the
early Christian “law of love,” attested not only in Mark’s tradition but in
Paul (Rom 13:8-10; Gal 5:14), James (Jas 2:8), and Johannine tradition (Jn
13:34-35).28

From Jesus’ teaching on the subject we see him engaged with Jewish
discussions of his day and devoted to the Torah, especially on matters of
foundational principle. The first passage Jesus cites in fact portrays the love
of God as a summary of the law (Deut 6:1-7); one who loved God would
fulfill the whole Torah (Deut 5:29). This passage about loving God was the
central and best-known text of Judaism, the shema.29 Likewise, the
command to love one’s neighbor as oneself (Lev 19:18) expresses a general
principle (cf. Lev 19:34), though its original context applied it to a more
specific situation.

The love command coheres with some of Jesus’ other teachings, such as
the “Q” saying about treating one’s neighbor as one would wish to be
treated (Matt 7:12//Lk 6:31).30 This saying fits its Jewish environment,31

although not in a distinctive way (being a sentiment shared with other
cultures as well,32 even as far away as China).33 That both Matthew (Matt
7:12; but not Luke) and a later report about Jesus’ predecessor Hillel34 cite
it as fulfilling the law is surely more than coincidence.35 The love command
coheres particularly well with Jesus’ extension of the command to love of
enemy in “Q” (Matt 5:44//Lk 6:27, 35).36



Divorce
 
Many of Jesus’ radical sayings better reflect the wisdom of a sage shocking
hearers to attention than that of a community creating a behavior code. This
observation is obviously true concerning Jesus’ teaching on divorce. The
church would hardly have invented a saying that it had so much trouble
implementing: although Mark and Luke simply include brief versions of the
saying, Matthew and Paul both qualify it for practical situations such as a
spouse’s infidelity or abandonment.37

Moreover, multiple attestation makes Jesus’ divorce teaching (in various
forms) one of his most assuredly attested teachings.38 It appears in Mark
(Mk 10:11-12; cf. Matt 19:9); “Q” (Matt 5:32; Lk 16:18); and already in
Paul (1 Cor 7:10-12).

Although the language comes closer to the debate of first-century
Pharisaic schools in Matt 19:3-9 than in Mark 10:2-12, both passages can
be understood as evoking a debate among the two Pharisaic schools known
to have been current precisely in Jesus’ day.39 In a manner resembling other
first-century Jewish teachers, Jesus counters his interlocutors’ standard text
in Deut 24 by appealing to a countertext. Since other Jewish teachers of this
period looked to the creation narrative for God’s ideal purposes on various
issues,40 including the Pharisaic schools we have just noted,41 Jesus’
argument would be difficult to ignore. 42 Based on the citation of Scripture
in CD 4.20-5.2, Sanders regards the tradition that Jesus cited the creation
narrative in defense of his divorce position as likely.43 I have treated Jesus’
teaching on divorce more extensively in other works (especially regarding
its hyperbolic function),44 but the survey of evidence here should be
sufficient to establish that the teaching is one of the most securely
grounded, clearly authentic elements of traditions preserved about Jesus.



Korban Teaching
 
Although Jesus demanded allegiance to himself over family, as we have
noted, he also resisted religious arrangements by which one sought freedom
from responsibility for caring for aged parents. This concern appears in a
passage where he is accusing religious teachers of focusing on external
purity concerns while ignoring deeper principles of the law such as caring
for parents. Apparently some were devoting resources to the temple that
were needed to care for their parents.

Mark seems to imply that this was being arranged through what his
tradition calls “Korban,” a distinctly Jewish oath meaning “gift.”45 The
term was applied to an offering to God, including what was vowed to the
temple.46 One could dedicate an object for sacred use, and even if Pharisaic
teachers agreed with Jesus that the vow turned out to be inappropriate,
given what we know about their views on vows they probably would not
have used their authority to cancel it.47 As far away as Alexandria some
Jewish teachers could use such vows to keep property from other family
members.48 By exploiting some commonly held traditional practices, an
unscrupulous person could have circumvented some biblical principles.

Jesus’ portrayal of the issue and his response both fit his environment. A
Pharisaic teacher could have offered the same sort of argument that Jesus
offers here, since Pharisees could argue by laying one text against the
interpretation of another. As much as or more than in surrounding cultures,
Judaism heavily stressed honoring49 and obeying50 one’s parents. They
likewise highly emphasized the obligation to support one’s parents in their
old age.51 Not only Jesus, but Pharisaic tradition also unremorsefully
criticizes Pharisees who fell short of what they considered virtue.52



Beatitudes
 
Beatitudes appear elsewhere in the Mediterranean world,53 but were a
characteristically Jewish rhetorical form. They appear most obviously
throughout the Hebrew Bible and Septuagint54 and afterward continued in
use in early Judaism.55

Although back-translation into another language is always precarious, it
is likely more than coincidence that some of the verbal differences between
Matthew’s and Luke’s beatitudes reflect different possible ways of
translating Aramaic expressions into Greek.56 A common Aramaic original
would suggest that these particular beatitudes, at least, go back to our
earliest traditions about Jesus.

Many of Jesus’ beatitudes resemble traditional Jewish formulations and
ideas; thus his claim that the merciful would receive mercy (i.e., from God;
Matt 5:7) fits the traditional Jewish notion that “God is merciful to the
merciful.”57 It has been argued that Jesus’ same beatitude, when translated
back into Aramaic, reflects a particular rhythm characteristic of some of
Jesus’ teaching.58



Some Other Sayings Supported by the Jewish Environment
Criterion

 
Sayings supported by the criterion of Jewish environment are too many to
recount here (without becoming like a commentary), but we can offer a
sample. Jesus offered many witty sayings and riddles in the gospel tradition,
so frequently that they may be safely considered fairly characteristic of his
teaching. Some of these sayings can be understood fully only in Jesus’
original environment or among his Jewish followers familiar with the
traditions of Judean sages (i.e., especially for those who lived in greater
Judea). If these sayings come from the first generation (before 70 CE),
and/or if they come from Jewish Palestine, they come from the time and
place where Jesus’ words would be most clearly remembered and
understood, and in a period when oral tradition was most likely to get their
attribution correct.

In one case, Jesus asks rhetorically how one should re-season salt that has
lost its saltiness, a striking image. The image is striking both because salt
technically cannot become unsalty,59 and because seasoning that needs to
be seasoned is absurdly pointless. That this graphic image would have
struck his contemporaries forcefully is clear; a late-first-century Palestinian
rabbi reportedly answered the same absurd question with an equally absurd
answer (one should salt it with the afterbirth of a mule),60 suggesting that he
understood its rhetorical force.

Likewise, Jesus underlines the permanence of Scripture’s authority in a
graphic, hyperbolic manner, declaring that not even the smallest letter
would pass away (Matt 5:18//Lk 16:17). His recorded language apparently
alludes to a more widely known story, probably known to Jesus’ original
hearers, but perhaps not to most of Matthew’s and surely not to most of
Luke’s audiences. Jesus’ “letter” (NRSV), “smallest letter” (NIV), “jot”
(KJV), or (literally) iota (the smallest Greek letter) undoubtedly refers to
the Hebrew letter yod,61 which Jewish teachers said would not pass from
the law. Some said that when Sarai’s name was changed to Sarah, the yod



removed from her name cried out from one generation to another, protesting
its removal from Scripture, until finally, when Moses changed Oshea’s
name to Joshua, the yod was returned to Scripture. “So you see,” the
teachers would say, “not even this smallest letter can pass from the
Bible.”62 Likewise, sages declared that when Solomon threatened to uproot
a yod from the law, God responded that he would uproot a thousand
Solomons rather than a word of his law.63

While not multiply attested, Jesus’ saying that follows this one in
Matthew (Matt 5:19) fits only a distinctly eastern, Jewish milieu. Jesus
claims that one who keeps and leads others to keep the least commandment
will be greatest in the kingdom.64 Jesus again employs hyperbolic rhetoric
characteristic of sages: his words do not seem to allow for the possibility of
many who would keep or break the least commandment (hence vie for the
same status), nor of some who would break some commandments while
keeping others. Jewish teachers typically depicted various persons as
“greatest,” rather than only a single one; the emphasis was not on numerical
precision but on praising worthy people.65 When Jesus speaks of the “least”
commandment, he also reflects Jewish legal language. Jewish teachers
regularly distinguished “light” and “heavy” commandments, 66 and in fact
determined which commandments were the “least” and “greatest.”

Noting that both the “greatest” commandment about honoring parents67

(Ex 20:12; Deut 5:16) and the “least” commandment about the bird’s nest
(Deut 22:6-7) bore the same promise, “Do this and you will live,” some
later rabbis decided that “live” meant “in the world to come,” and said God
would reward equally for any commandment. One who kept the law
regulating the bird’s nest merited eternal life, whereas one who broke it
merited damnation.68

Jesus here likely employs the rhetoric in a manner analogous to that of
his contemporaries. As some ancient Jewish teachers put it, “one should be
as careful with regard to a light commandment as you would be with a
heavy one, since you do not know the allotment of the reward.”69 Likewise
one who keeps a single commandment keeps his life, but one who neglects
such a commandment neglects his life.70 The sages were not suggesting that
they never broke commandments, 71 but rather felt that one who cast off
any commandment or principle of the law was discarding the authority of



the law as a whole.72 Likewise, accepting some commandments implied
recognizing the validity of them all.73

One could pile up countless other samples of Jesus’ sayings fitting a
Palestinian Jewish environment: for example, Jesus’ teaching (limited to
Matthew) that lust constitutes adultery (Matt 5:28);74 his demand for
integrity rather than oaths (Matt 5:33-37);75 the abuse of oaths in his
environment (cf. Matt 5:34-36; 23:16-22);76 the kingdom prayer of Matt
6:9-13 and Lk 11:2-4;77 the warning that it would be “measured” to one as
one measured to others (Matt 7:2; Lk 6:38);78 removing the beam from
one’s eye before trying to remove the chip from another’s (Matt 7:3-5//Lk
6:41-42);79 the confidence that the heavenly Father would provide for his
children no less than an earthly one would (Matt 7:11; Lk 11:13);80

admonishing another privately before public reproof (Matt 18:15-17; cf. Lk
17:3);81 and possibly the allusion to a heavenly “Sanhedrin” or court (Matt
5:22).82

So many other possible examples of Jesus’ teachings making their best
sense in a Palestinian Jewish framework could be offered that there is no
point merely listing them here.83 Because Matthew amplifies traditional
Jewish formulations even in the wording that he adds to Mark and “Q,” we
cannot rule out Matthew and other Jewish disciples of Jesus presenting his
words in a manner most in keeping with their Jewish context. That is, some
elements suggesting a Palestinian Jewish environment in Jesus’ collected
sayings could potentially stem from others besides Jesus. Nevertheless,
adapting sayings is not the same as creating them, and the preponderance of
such sayings in early tradition suggests that they do in fact reflect Jesus’
message and style. And again, the sources most in touch with Palestinian
Jewish traditions are also the sources apt to be closest to the historical
Jesus.



Purity Practices
 
Although a longer book could devote an extensive section to exploring
Jesus’ treatment of levitical impurity, we simply pause to note it briefly
here. The kingdom was so all-consuming that it took precedence not only
over one’s possessions, kinship ties and moral past but even over levitical
purity practices (and certainly their postbiblical expansion). From our
limited extant sources, it does not appear that Jesus regarded such practices
as wrong (cf. in fact Mk 1:44), but rather that he believed that, in view of
the kingdom, the heart of the law must take precedence (cf. Matt 23:25-
26//Lk 11:39-41; Matt 23:23//Lk 11:42).

Narratives reflecting Jesus’ practice cohere with collections of his
sayings and conflicts with rival teachers. Jesus’ violation of his
contemporaries’ conventional purity boundaries appears throughout the
gospel tradition.84 In the Gospels, however, Jesus does not explicitly
address contracting impurity so much as he removes the impurity (hence
addresses it far more effectively than levitical separation from it does).
Gospel narratives portray Jesus touching the unclean, including lepers (Mk
1:41)85 and (most impure of all) corpses (Mk 5:41; cf. Lk 7:14). They also
portray him publicly acknowledging the touch of a bleeding woman (Mk
5:31-33), which should have rendered him impure (Lev 15:25- 27).86

Presumably the writers viewed such cases the way they viewed Jesus’
contact with sinners: the true influence flowed from Jesus to others, not the
reverse. Nevertheless, they are no more likely to have deliberately invented
this pervasive yet potentially controversial emphasis in Jesus’ behavior
toward the impure than they are to have invented his welcome of sinners.

We may illustrate this unlikelihood by way of comparison with a related
issue. We have no saying of Jesus explicitly claiming all foods to be pure
(suggesting that the Gospel writers did not invent such sayings to address
the issues with which the church soon struggled; cf. Acts 10:13-15; Rom
14:14; Col 2:16, 21; Heb 13:9). We have one saying that could be
interpreted that way,87 and Mark’s interpretation (rather than adaptation) of



the saying along these lines. But whereas Matthew reports Jesus’ saying
found in Mark, he omits Mark’s interpretation (Mk 7:19), with which he
apparently either disagreed or found unhelpful in his setting.88 Since the
Gospel writers did not invent sayings of Jesus purifying foods, which
became an issue for them, they had little reason to invent Jesus touching the
unclean. Matthew omits Mark’s interpretation about unclean foods, but he
nevertheless allows Jesus to touch the unclean.89

As we shall see in the next chapter, a number of Jesus’ sayings
(particularly conspicuous in Q) do show that he emphasized inward purity
over outward purity (a sentiment shared by some of his contemporaries),90

and disagreed with some of his contemporaries over purity and other
matters.



CHAPTER 16
 

Conflicts with Other Teachers
 

“It will be bad for you Pharisees, for strict though you are in tithing even products like
mint and rue and every sort of herb, you overlook justice and the love of God. You
should have done the latter without neglecting the former.”

LUKE 11:42 (PARALLELED IN MATTHEW 23:23)
 
 
Although Jesus’ teachings fit their Palestinian Jewish environment, that
Jewish environment included a range of perspectives. The diversity of
perspectives regularly led to disagreements, often produced harsh rhetoric
between competing groups, and reportedly occasionally even led to
violence. If Jesus taught some ideas that differed from those of some other
teachers of the law, we would expect some disagreements. This is, in fact,
what we find in the tradition. Although valuing and calling his people back
to the message of Scripture, Jesus failed to lay the emphasis where some of
his contemporaries expected. If Jesus’ other activities (such as healings)
augmented his popularity beyond that of most other teachers, others may
have viewed him as undermining the sound teachings they were laboring to
cultivate among the people.1



Doubting Conflict with Pharisees
 
Some scholars attribute stories about Jesus’ conflicts with the Pharisees
only to the imagination or experience of later Christians.2 Elsewhere some
of the same scholars concede that disputes occurred, but “not necessarily
between Jesus and the scribes and Pharisees.”3 To this perspective we must
make three concessions. A simple comparison of the extant Gospels will
reveal that Matthew and especially John do at least sometimes intensify the
specifically Pharisaic opposition in their narratives (e.g., Matt 3:7;4 Jn 1:24;
7:32, 45). At least sometimes, therefore, more general disputes were later
assigned specifically to the Pharisees.

Nevertheless, we must qualify this concession; we should not assume on
the basis of these few examples that every mention of Pharisees was added
later (even Matthew and John do not do it all the time). It seems more likely
instead that Matthew and John felt free to adapt these “opponents” based on
the presence of Pharisees already in many of the accounts. Opposition,
including Pharisaic opposition, appears already in Mark (Mk 2:16, 18, 24;
3:6; 7:1, 3, 5; 8:11, 15; 10:2; 12:13), and Jesus harshly criticizes the
Pharisees in “Q” (Matt 23:6, 23-28//Lk 11:39-44). To argue that every layer
of tradition must be misrepresenting Jesus values a theory about how Jesus
“should” have acted, without any supporting documentary evidence, against
all the documentary evidence we do have.

As a second concession, Pharisees probably were rare in Galilee.
Josephus mentions the Pharisees primarily in Jerusalem in our sources, not
in Galilee.5 Still, Josephus’ interest focuses on Jerusalem in any case,6 so
we would not expect him to tell us as much about any individual Pharisees
living in Galilee. One could thus argue that more Pharisees lived in Galilee
than some of our sources suggest, though they presumably predominated in
Jerusalem.7 Local elites, at least, presumably did have significant contact
with Jerusalem.

Further, the Pharisees could be visitors from Jerusalem rather than local.8
Indeed, if Jesus was becoming well-enough known, Pharisees could have



visited to evaluate and dialogue with him; Josephus reports such measures
in his own case in Galilee.9 Moreover, keeping in mind that ancient
biographers were more interested in anecdotes than in chronology, we can
allow for the possibility that Jesus had some of these conflicts in Judea. We
have every reason from Jesus’ context to believe the Gospels’ claim that
Jesus, like most Galileans, did travel to Judea for festivals.10 (Nevertheless,
this final objection by itself could account for only some of the stories.)11

A third caveat is that the Pharisees did not go around trying to kill or
even arrest people who differed with their interpretation of the law — at
least not in this period.12 Even in the Gospels, where some Pharisees
“plotted” against Jesus, it is Jerusalem’s priestly leaders who get Jesus
executed, and that within a few days of their decision.13 The Fourth Gospel,
which most often combines “Pharisees” with (and perhaps occasionally
substitutes them for) other groups elsewhere in the gospel tradition, also
lays the blame for Jesus’ execution mostly on the priestly elite.14



Authenticity of the Conflict Accounts
 
Now that we have registered and qualified these caveats, however, the
substance of these accounts is likely authentic. First of all, the accounts
must predate the major Jewish-Christian conflicts to which some wish to
attribute them. Mark’s accounts clearly precede the major breaches in the
post-70 era;15 because they appear in Mark, they could not have been
composed far enough after 70 merely to respond to Pharisaic dominance
after the temple’s destruction. Further, such stories would not have arisen in
a period when Pharisees were not the Christians’ primary enemies, and
perhaps were on good terms, in the late 40s (Acts 15:5)16 through the early
60s.17 These stories probably would not have arisen much in most of the
early period of the Jerusalem church, either (cf. Acts 5:17, 33-34).

Second, some Pharisaic opposition in the early period existed and
probably had earlier roots: at least some Pharisees in the very earliest part of
this period joined ranks with the Sadducees to persecute Christians (Phil
3:5-6),18 and it is unlikely that the conflicts simply began shortly after
Jesus’ cruxifixion. Jesus’ movement was popular before his execution as
well as afterward, so we need not infer, against the only documentary
evidence we have either way, that conflict must reflect the disciples’ rather
than Jesus’ life-setting.

Moreover, some other early persecution by some Judean opponents
against Jesus’ Jewish followers is certain (e.g., 1 Thess 2:14-16).19 We
know that some of Jesus’ followers were whipped as a form of synagogue
discipline; while the tradition could have transferred the attitudes of
synagogue leaders more generally to Pharisees, it is also possible that some
Pharisees may have been involved. Paul, maintaining his solidarity with the
synagogue, suffered this public disgrace at least five times (2 Cor 11:24).20

Although the fair-minded Pharisees apparently officially opposed corporal
punishment for matters of theological disagreement, 21 popular sentiments
sometimes could yield to violent actions (cf. Jer 20:1-2; 37:15), and even
Pharisees might permit floggings for disrupting public order.22 The



persecution started at some point, and accepting the claims of some of the
documents that it started in Jesus’ own lifetime is just as reasonable as
placing it afterward. Regarding the Pharisees, Gospel reports of the conflict
are generally more verbal than violent anyway, which is even less
problematic.

Together these first two observations suggest authenticity: Some sort of
conflicts appeared in the earliest Jesus tradition, but these were not all
conformed to the primary opponents of Christians in the early years after
the resurrection (Sadducees), nor were they all added after 70 when the
heirs of Pharisaism are thought to have become the dominant competition.
Thus it is reasonable to suppose that the original opponents in these
traditions may have been usually correctly transmitted.

Third, multiple attestation supports the thesis that Jesus did have Sabbath
conflicts.23 They appear in Mark (e.g., Mk 2:23-28), apparently
independently in John (Jn 5:1-9), and perhaps independently in special
Lukan material (Lk 13:10-17). Lack of clear narrative attestation in Q
(unless Matthew simply omits the tradition of Lk 13:10-17) is not surprising
given how few narratives from Q appear in our Gospels, but as we have
noted, Jesus clearly denounces Pharisees in Q material (Matt 23:6, 23-
28//Lk 11:39-44), and such a challenge to honor would initiate conflict even
if none existed beforehand. Because Pharisees were the most “meticulous”
interpreters and non-priestly observers of the law with whom Jesus would
have come in contact,24 it is reasonable to trust the Gospels’ claim that
these conflicts were with Pharisees.

Fourth, conflict over the interpretation of the law was common.25 Vermes
thinks that Jesus’ lack of halakic (though not biblical) concern would lead
to the situation that he “cannot have been greatly loved by the Pharisees.”26

He notes that in normal times Jesus’ debates with the Pharisees would seem
mere “infighting” of related “factions,” but eschatological tension meant
that times were not normal.27

Indeed, surprising as it may be to readers in some parts of the twenty-first
century world, such conflicts sometimes even turned violent, whether this
behavior had any official sanction or not. Not only in intra-Jewish strife
nearly two centuries earlier (during the civil war during Alexander
Jannaeus’ reign),28 but also during the subsequent war with Rome, Judeans



massacred fellow-Judeans of rival parties. Josephus faced life-threatening
opposition from rivals within his own social class,29 and both such passages
in Josephus and the history of other early Jewish groups such as the Essenes
(violent conflicts with the priesthood)30 and Pharisees31 indicate the
pervasiveness of intra-Jewish strife.

Finally, Jesus’ theological kinship with the populist Pharisees may have
led to open disagreements. One may note that Jesus’ teaching more closely
resembles that of the Pharisees than any of the other “parties” mentioned by
Josephus (Sadducees, Essenes, or revolutionaries); yet dissimilarities are
also striking.32 But like most of his contemporaries, Jesus undoubtedly did
not belong to any of these “parties,” and in any case such a marginal
kinship would hardly preclude conflict. Social conflict theory illustrates that
conflicts become most severe among groups most closely connected.33

The Gospels charge the elite, mainly Sadducees, with abuse of power and
engineering Jesus’ execution. But while the Pharisees were probably not
violently against Jesus, it is likely that they sometimes had conflict with
him.



Coherence of the Conflict Tradition
 
Tom Holmén shows that Jesus’ conflicts appear in every layer of tradition
(i.e., they are “multiply attested”), and that they frequently involve the same
issues (i.e., they fit the criterion of cohesiveness). He notes that
contemporary Judaism emphasized various “covenant markers” (such as
sabbath, circumcision, temple, and purity, including kashrut) as signs of
loyalty to the covenant.34 He argues that Jesus was not against these
practices, but neither did he treat them as path markers or loyalty tests.35

For example, sabbath conflicts appear throughout the traditions about
Jesus, hence are multiply attested.36 The later church did not invent these,
because its question was not relaxed Jewish observance (as apparently in
Jesus’ case) but whether Gentiles needed to observe the sabbath.37 Various
layers of gospel tradition also multiply attest Jesus’ conflicts with some of
his contemporaries over issues of purity.38 Jesus criticized the temple and
its cult, despite their centrality to his contemporaries.39 Jesus’ approach to
tithing (Matt 23:23// Lk 11:42 Q; Lk 18:9-14) differed from its emphatic
use as a path marker among Pharisees and some others.40 Some apparently
treated regular fasting as a covenant marker as well, in contrast to Jesus
(Mk 2:17-20).41

We have noted Pharisaic concern with Jesus’ distinctive practice of
eating with sinners; they would have seen this behavior as challenging their
understanding of path markers.42 Holmén notes that “sinners” were not
pervasive in Galilee, hence argues that Jesus was deliberately violating his
contemporaries’ holiness conventions.43 (While this might be true, I believe
that Jesus may have additional reasons for reaching out to even the
alienated of Israel,44 while he believed that those who rejected his kingdom
message and authority would be excluded because they were rejecting the
gift of God’s kingdom.) Jesus’ command to love enemies was (in that
emphatic form) distinctive,45 which might challenge the nationalism
implicit in path markers.



Holmén concludes that these covenant markers are so prominent in the
stories about Jesus because they were so central to Palestinian Judaism in
his day, but the stories consistently portray Jesus refusing to emphasize
such features. 46 He proposes that Jesus may have shared covenant belief
and expected loyalty, but approached them in terms of the internal law of
Jer 31:31-34 and Ezek 36:27 rather than path markers,47 as suggested by his
possible allusion to the new covenant at the last supper.48 I am less inclined
than Holmén to think that Jesus relaxed the law,49 but I think he has firmly
established his case that conflict over key issues of the law, emphasized by
Jesus’ contemporaries, pervades the traditions about Jesus.



Differing Interpretations of the Sabbath
 
Jewish people held some views of the Sabbath universally, but many,
including many Pharisees, recognized diverse interpretations of Sabbath
practice. The Sabbath was central to Jewish practice throughout the ancient
world.50 It was part of Jewish life, not restricted merely to the most pious.51

The rest of the Roman world marked its calendar with market-days rather
than a weekly religious day of rest,52 but they were widely aware of the
Jewish Sabbath.53

The seventh day was already important in the Genesis creation narrative,
but it became still more so in later tradition,54 which declared that angels
kept the Sabbath and that this day was holier than any other holy day.55

(Some later rabbis even said, in notoriously hyperbolic language, that the
Sabbath outweighed all other commandments of the Torah.)56 A well-
educated first-century Jew like Josephus could assume that Moses
commanded Jewish people to assemble to learn the law together each
Sabbath57 (the law actually commanded no such thing). Josephus also
claims that Jewish laws required, and even the laxer Jews of Tiberias
observed, retiring to one’s home for a dinner when the Sabbath began
around 6 p.m.58 Later teachers meticulously detailed a protective “fence”
around the Sabbath law.59

Most Jewish people allowed some exceptions, especially for saving a life
(including defensive warfare).60 But any activity that could be done before
the Sabbath was prohibited on the Sabbath.61 Although matters of life and
death remained exceptions and common people were probably less
particular, most Pharisees probably opposed minor medical cures on the
Sabbath, generating conflict with Jesus’ healing activities.62

It is doubtful that Jesus himself rejected the Sabbath, though he clearly
interpreted and applied it quite differently from many of his
contemporaries. Even in the Fourth Gospel, Jesus defends his Sabbath
practice with a good halakic argument (Jn 7:22-23).63 As Vermes notes, “If,



as is often claimed, the evangelists aimed at inculcating . . . Christian
doctrine such as the annulment of the Sabbath legislation . . . they did a
pitiful job which falls far short of proving their alleged thesis.”64 One may
suspect that wishful thinking of later Gentile Christianity generated some of
the later antinomian or partly antinomian traditions of interpretation.65



Conflicts about the Sabbath
 
Under later rabbinic rules, which may or may not reflect earlier Pharisaic
ideals, Sabbath violation was in theory worthy of death.66 Nevertheless,
under the same rules it would have been impossible in practice to have
found someone sufficiently guilty of Sabbath violation to warrant
execution.67 The Essenes observed the Sabbath more strictly than others,68

probably sharing the view of the document Jubilees that death was
appropriate for even minor infractions such as intercourse with one’s wife69

or fasting70 on the Sabbath.71 Nevertheless, in practice they commuted the
biblical death sentence for its violation.72

Jesus’ conflicts in the Synoptics with his contemporaries concerning the
Sabbath were relatively minor by the standards of Sabbath controversies of
the period.73 Even in later rabbinic sources, divergent opinions flourished,74

including in probably first-century houses-debates.75 Some other groups did
apparently come to blows,76 and individual representatives of some groups
might wish Jesus’ death in contradiction to their own group’s ethical
teachings;77 Josephus attests that some aristocrats went so far as seeking to
kill a fellow aristocratic rival for influence (in this instance, himself).78

Jesus’ conflicts with Pharisees concerning the Sabbath are (as we have
noted) multiply attested in the tradition and are likely historically.79

Some scholars challenge the settings of some of the Gospel sabbath
conflict narratives. One would not usually expect to find Pharisees in a
Galilean wheat-field on the Sabbath;80 this was hardly their usual habitat81

and makes sense only if they were looking for grounds to accuse the
disciples.82 But as we have noted, the case against allowing any Galilean
Pharisees in the Gospels argues only from silence in very limited sources;
and we cannot rule out the possibility of Judean visitors or other factors. It
is not even impossible that these Pharisees were traveling with Jesus or
seeking to test him, although this is not the most obvious interpretation.



Apart from the narrative’s unusual setting, however, the rest of its portrayal
of these Pharisees’ reasoning makes sense without much explanation.83

If Jesus’ disciples picked heads of grain on a sabbath so they could eat, it
is plausible that controversy would arise. The law explicitly forbade work
on the Sabbath (e.g., Ex 31:13-14; 35:2; Ezek 20:20), and some of the pious
might construe gleaning as work, as a form of “reaping.”84 But Jesus and
his disciples could also make a contrary case from the law and Jewish
tradition. Scripture did not explicitly prohibit their specific action,85 and
Jewish tradition celebrated the Sabbath with joyous feasting.86 Such a
principle might even invite Jesus’ disciples to glean provided that the
urgency of their mission had detained them from preparing food the
previous day.87

Like any good Jewish teacher, Jesus responds to his detractors from
Scripture. Although his critics may have insisted on beginning with an
explicit legal text,88 Jesus appeals instead to inspired narrative to show how
God expected the legal statements to be qualified in practice, “a precedent
for allowing hunger to override the law.”89 The Pharisees could have
objected that the David story addressed forbidden food rather than the
Sabbath,90 but Jesus extrapolates from principle.91

Why would some Pharisees have objected to Jesus healing on the sabbath
in other Gospel accounts? Some teachers considered applying medicine to
be work justifiable on the Sabbath only if a person’s life was in danger.92

But the teachers themselves found ways to circumvent some of their
regulations,93 and many teachers probably permitted medicine if it had been
prepared before the Sabbath94 or if the act was medically urgent.95 This act,
however, was not medically urgent.96 But Jesus acted as a man of prayer,
not a pharmacist, and in Mk 3:5, Jesus does not even lay hands on the man,
which some might have considered work. Instead, he simply orders the man
to stretch forth his hand, an act that was not considered work by anyone’s
standard; God alone performs “work” in this scene.97

Even the strict majority Pharisaic school in this period, the Shammaites,
would have violated their own standards of ethics to have punished Jesus
harshly (at most a later rabbinic judge would have fined him or ordered a
beating, which one rabbi occasionally — but rarely — levied against



another). Although they prohibited prayer for the sick on the Sabbath, they
never sought to kill the minority school at the time, Hillelite Pharisees, for
permitting prayer on the Sabbath.98 Why then might Mark infer that they
wished to kill Jesus (Mk 3:6)?

We can say certainly that Pharisaic ethics would have prohibited killing
Jesus for such arguments. We cannot rule out the possibility that, humans
being what we are, some wished him harm; but we also should note that,
whatever their inferences about Pharisees’ anger, the Gospels never accuse
the Pharisees of carrying out such wishes (by contrast, cf. their attempt even
to warn Jesus in Lk 13:31). The passion narrative blames Jesus’ execution
primarily on the largely Sadducean Jerusalem elite who, once they decided
Jesus was a threat, acted efficiently and within days. There is thus a
difference in kind between the sorts of conflicts that Jesus had with
Pharisees and those he had with Jerusalem’s rulers. This difference does not
offer us license, however, to deny any conflict.



Why Conflicts with Pharisees?
 
The passion narrative is clear that largely Sadducean Jerusalem aristocrats
engineered Jesus’ execution; first-century sources also suggest that Jesus’
Jerusalem followers and the Pharisees sometimes made common cause in
subsequent decades. 99 Moreover, Jesus’ ethical teachings and even belief in
the resurrection closely resemble that of the Pharisees. Why then would
conflict arise between them?

We have noted that social conflict theory shows that disagreeing groups
sharing the most ideology in common often experience the greatest
friction.100 Indeed, some later rabbis even thought that debates between
Shammaites and Hillelites (two schools of Pharisees in Jesus’ day)
occasionally brought them to blows!101

What we can know of Jesus’ actions suggests that his ministry would
have generated at the least vigorous debate with many of his Pharisaic
contemporaries. 102 Although some scholars today have viewed Jesus’
denunciations of Pharisees as anti-Jewish because of their subsequent
abuse, in Jesus’ lifetime these controversies were “in-house” Jewish
controversies, part of a larger pattern of many debates among Jewish groups
in that period. Even the harshest of polemic against scribes and/or Pharisees
in the Gospels (Mk 12:38-40; “Q” material in Lk 11:39-52 and, more
extensively, Matt 23:1-36) was intra-Jewish polemic, the sort elsewhere
offered by one Jewish group against another.

Jesus was not alone in criticizing some fellow Jews for hypocrisy.
Rabbinic Judaism, which probably sprang in large measure from
Pharisaism, harshly condemned hypocrisy.103 Indeed, these later rabbis
were quick to condemn the hypocrisy of some kinds of Pharisees whose
motives were less than holy,104 and acknowledged hypocrisy among
scholars105 and within Israel.106 They regarded hypocrisy in general as
morally reprehensible and deserving of judgment.107 The Synoptic writers’
critiques, like these, are Jewish critiques within Judaism, “no more ‘anti-



Semitic’ than the Dead Sea Scrolls,”108 and not intended for exploitation by
Gentile anti-Judaism. (The Qumran scrolls in fact treat most of Israel as
followers of Belial.)109 They are demonstrably quite different from the sort
of Gentile anti-Judaism exemplified by Tacitus or Apion, who mocked
Moses and Israel, rather than simply critiqued another Jewish group.110

The language of Jesus’ woes111 against scribes and Pharisees (Matt
23:13-29// Lk 11:42-47) reflects the regular conventions of ancient
polemical rhetoric.112 In a detailed study, Overman has demonstrated that
the language of Matt 23, the harshest of the passages, is not ancient anti-
Judaic language, but the language of other sectarian Jewish sources like 1
Enoch, 2 Baruch or 4 Ezra against the establishments of their day that they
viewed as corrupt.113 Even lawlessness was a charge sectarian communities
regularly leveled against those outside.114 Josephus estimates only 6000
Pharisees in Jewish Palestine,115 surely far less than one percent of the
population.116 It is thus irrational to assume that being anti-Pharisaic made
one anti-Jewish.117

Josephus testifies that some aristocrats exploited popular piety for
personal reasons, and that those who valued popular support dare not
appear to fall short in such piety.118 As Davies and Allison point out,
“hypocrisy belongs to the human condition and so can always be found in
the enemy camp”119 as well as one’s own. Yet the Gospel writers at least
sometimes turn this criticism into a moral warning for their own
communities (fairly explicit in Matt 24:51).120 Indeed, in one of the most
polemical contexts, Jesus even agrees that many of the ethical teachings of
the scribes and Pharisees are good, simply critiquing them for not living up
to them (Matt 23:2-3).



Impure Purists
 
Pharisees were known for their concern for purity in matters such as tithing
and eating. It is presumably here that, as in the Gospel traditions, Pharisees
found Jesus’ different behavior most objectionable. One may note, for
example, the complaints against disciples eating with unwashed hands (Mk
7:1-2). It is also here that Jesus particularly lambasts them, emphasizing
inward purity more than outward purity (comprising most of the heart of the
“Q” material in Matt 23:23, 25-27//Lk 11:39-44).121 Many Pharisees may
have agreed with the value of inward purity, yet maintained the importance
of outward, levitical purity as well. Jesus’ emphasis on the kingdom might
explain his more radical perspective, laying even heavier weight than usual
on the central principles of the law.



A Hyperbolic Pharisee
 
In our earliest sources, Jesus critiques the Pharisees with the sort of wit that
characterized the environment of Jewish scribal polemic. For example, in
an undoubtedly original saying122 in “Q” Jesus denounces a hyperbolic
Pharisee who tithes meticulously on mint and other debated substances
while neglecting the principles of God’s law such as justice and love (Matt
23:23//Lk 11:42). As we have noted, Pharisees were known to be careful
about tithing (cf. also Lk 18:12). Consequently they sought to determine
which substances counted as foodstuffs, hence were covered under the Old
Testament agrarian tithe.123 Later rabbis agreed to tithe on dill124 and
cummin125 but eventually excluded mint.126 First-century Shammaites
doubted that black cummin need be tithed, in contrast to Hillelites.127

In their eagerness to avoid violating any portion of the law, the ultrastrict
Pharisees Jesus addresses here (perhaps a hyperbolic, reductio ad absurdum
construct) tithe even the most disputable of substances. Believing that they
were showing their faithfulness to God’s law by examining its every detail,
they would not have thought of themselves as neglecting the law’s broader
principles. Jesus, however, insisted that their commendable attention to the
former had neglected the latter.128 Pharisees would have understood Jesus’
insistence on some matters of the law being weightier than others.129

Consistent with such “Q” material, even material found only in Matthew
(who has reasons in his own milieu to highlight Jesus’ conflict with
Pharisees) sounds as Jesus should have sounded in his original setting.
Immediately after denouncing Pharisaic preference for tithing over mercy,
Jesus illustrates their inconsistency in Matt 23:24 with a characteristically
witty illustration, again portraying a superscrupulous Pharisee more
attentive than Pharisaic legal rulings required.

In this saying, Jesus complains that they “strain out a gnat yet swallow a
camel!” Again, he probably portrays a hyperbolic, superscrupulous
Pharisee. If a fly fell into one’s drink, an observant Jew might hope to strain
it out before it died, lest it contaminate the drink (cf. Lev 11:34). But
Pharisaic legal experts decided that any organism smaller than a lentil (such



as a gnat) was exempt.130 Passionate for purity, this Pharisee goes beyond
the apparent letter of the law.131

Nevertheless, these hyperbolic Pharisees were so inconsistent, Jesus said,
that they concerned themselves with purity issues as trifling as a gnat while
ignoring a much larger purity issue in swallowing a camel whole. Biblical
law explicitly deemed camels unclean for eating (Lev 11:4). Gnats appear
in ancient illustrations as the prototypically smallest of creatures132 and
notably inconspicuous;133 by contrast, camels were the largest animal in
Palestine.134 In addition to such features of Palestinian Jewish background,
the saying probably reflects an Aramaic original. Jesus’ contrast involves a
pun that works in his Aramaic speech, but not in our Greek translation:
“You . . . strain out a gnat but swallow a camel!” In Aramaic the words
gamla (“camel”) and kamla or kalma (“gnat,” “mosquito,” “louse”) sound
almost the same.135



Unwashed Hearts
 
Jesus complains that Pharisees insist on cleaning the outside of the cup, but
do not first clean their hearts (Matt 23:25-26//Lk 11:39-41). In using this
image, he alludes to a debate that was raging between two schools of
Pharisees precisely in his own generation, although he is employing the
image figuratively.136

The two Pharisaic schools, Shammaites and Hillelites, divided over
whether one should purify the inside or the outside of a cup first. The
Shammaite school of Pharisees was less concerned whether one cleansed
the inner or outer part first. By contrast, the Hillelite Pharisees thought that
the outside of cups was typically unclean anyway and thus, like Jesus,
insisted on cleansing the inner part first.137

On the surface, Jesus’ statement challenges Shammaite practice (though
for the effect of the metaphor); that the Shammaites predominated in Jesus’
time but not after 70 supports the saying’s authenticity.138 Other features
also support the saying’s authenticity. That Luke’s version (Lk 11:41) reads
“give in charity” rather than “cleanse” suggests an original Aramaic saying
like the one Matthew records; the former (which fits Luke’s theology of
charity, and could be construed as abrogating purity laws) represents the
Aramaic zakkau, the latter (which fits the saying itself) represents the
Aramaic dakkau.139 But Jesus’ ultimate challenge goes beyond ritual purity
practices to the point he illustrates: the heart comes first (Mk 7:18-23).



Corpse-impurity
 
In Mk 5:41, Jesus touched a corpse, bringing it to life. Whatever the other
sources for impurity, touching a corpse caused one to contract even greater
impurity. 140 Although dead creatures in one’s fluid (Matt 23:24) and
flowing blood (cf. Mk 5:25-34) produced impurity, corpse-uncleanness
(Matt 23:27-28//Lk 11:44) was more severe, extending seven days.141 In
Jewish tradition, if so much as one’s shadow touched a corpse or a tomb,
one contracted impurity.142

Jesus complains that the Pharisees are like hidden tombs that defile
people through contact without the people even realizing it (Lk 11:44).
Matthew’s version of the saying claims that the tombs are whitewashed to
make them look respectable (Matt 23:27). Jesus may have originally
alluded to the practice in the spring of using whitewash to warn passersby
and Passover pilgrims to avoid unclean tombs lest they become impure and
hence barred from the feast,143 an idea consistent with the parallel in
Luke.144 (Matthew highlights instead the whitewash’s function as a
beautifying agent to cover the tomb’s corruption.)145 Some scholars think
that Jesus also may have intended a play on words between the terms for
tomb (qeber) and inward part (qereb).146

We should not overplay the contrast with the Pharisees here, as if all of
them would have disagreed completely with Jesus regarding purity, or he
would have challenged all of them equally regarding spiritual purity.147

Some Pharisees may have agreed with Jesus’ emphasis on inner rather than
outer purity (Mk 7:15), but they normally stated it only in private148

(perhaps out of fear that people would stop observing the practices
literally).149



Relationship to Jesus’ Kingdom Message
 
What sorts of behavior might Jesus specifically have in mind when he
denounces Pharisees and scribes (scribes in Mk 12:38-40)? He denounces
vices such as economic injustice (Mk 12:40), hypocrisy and misplaced
priorities (merely outward righteousness; Mk 12:40; Matt 23:23-28//Lk
11:39-42, 44), and seeking one’s own honor (Mk 12:38-39).150 Pharisees
would in fact have largely agreed with Jesus’ principles here, even if not all
lived up to them (just as not all religious people today who agree with them
live up to them).

In view of Jesus’ end-time kingdom ethic, he may have demanded more
than many teachers in his day, however. He apparently believed that the
urgency of the kingdom demanded priorities different from those of most of
his contemporaries; secondary issues of uncleanness and even some aspects
of sabbath observance could be suspended in light of the urgency of the
hour. Most Jews agreed when they regarded a situation as a matter of life
and death;151 some Torah teachers allowed a prophet to temporarily
suspend even a duty in the Torah for the sake of an emergency.152

Most teachers apparently did accept marks of their status,153 as Jesus
implies in this denunciation. But as we noted earlier, Jesus emphasizes that
the time of eschatological inversion has come, and it will overturn even the
marks of religious and intellectual honor in which people boast. The right
way instead would be the way that he would model: absolute trust in,
dependence on and submission to the will of God, depending on God’s
power to bring life even from death.154 That Jesus would be martyred
through the agency of the world’s elite was itself a sign that God’s kingdom
would favor not the elite of this age but the broken who depended solely on
God.



Killing the Prophets
 
Even religious people, even God’s own people, might kill prophets. In Matt
23:29-31//Lk 11:47-48, in a context addressed to scribes and/or Pharisees
(Matt 23:29; Lk 11:46; cf. Lk 11:42), Jesus recalls the widespread early
Jewish tradition that their ancestors had killed the prophets.155 More recent
prophetic figures, from Onias156 to Jesus’ predecessor John, had shared this
very fate.

In the context, Jesus challenges the hypocrisy of those who honor the
prophets by caring for their tombs (Matt 23:29//Lk 11:47), yet perhaps like
their ancestors will kill the prophet who has come to them.157 Their
behavior proves that they are spiritually not “descendants of the prophets,”
but rather “descendants of those who killed them”; descendants who walked
in their ancestors’ ways would also reap their ancestors’ judgments (Ex
20:5).158

After this denunciation, Jesus warns that his generation will face all the
reserved judgment due for the martyrdoms from Abel to Zechariah (Matt
23:35// Lk 11:51). Jesus probably chooses as examples here the first and
final martyrs of the biblical record (many treated the Writings, including 2
Chronicles, as the final section of Scripture).159 The blood of Abel, a
prototypical martyr160 and figure for the beginning,161 had cried for
vengeance against his fraternal slayer (Gen 4:10).162 Jesus’ second example
is probably the Zechariah of 2 Chron 24:20-22, martyred in the Temple.163

According to a Jewish tradition preserved in later sources, Zechariah’s
blood, like Abel’s, had cried against his murderers for vengeance; in this
tradition Zechariah’s blood invited the massacre of many priests.164

Jesus suggests climactic bloodguilt on that generation (Matt 23:35//Lk
11:51), a sentiment that makes particularly good sense if Jesus saw himself
as a special agent of God and expected martyrdom.165 The Gospel writers
who recorded this earlier “Q” saying undoubtedly viewed this judgment as
fulfilled in 70 CE. As Zechariah’s blood had once desecrated the priestly



sanctuary and so invited judgment,166 so might the blood of the priests in 66
CE as the “abomination that brings about desolation” (Mk 13:14; Matt
24:15).167 (That the shedding of innocent blood invited judgment was a
biblical theme continued in Jewish tradition,168 and one had to take special
pains to protect the sanctuary from bloodshed.)169 The murder of Zechariah
in the temple (Matt 23:35//Lk 11:51) recalls their murder of the very
prophets whose tombs they build (Matt 23:29-31// Lk 11:47-48).170



Jesus the Wounded Prophet
 
Jesus apparently expected his conflicts with established teachers and
authorities to escalate in Jerusalem. While the Pharisees were centered there
and they do appear in the context of Matt 23:29-31//Lk 11:47-48 (treated
above), Jesus’ expectation of hostility in Jerusalem appears too broad to
focus exclusively on them. The “Q” saying in Matt 23:37//Lk 13:34
displays Jesus’ love for his people and laments that, despite the Galilean
crowds, Israel as a whole had not quickly embraced his (and John’s) vision
of repentance. Whereas we noted earlier Jesus’ lament over the Galilean
villages of Chorazin and Bethsaida, this new lament171 suggests that
Jerusalem, the center of the Jewish world, was also the object of his
concern. For a prophet, neglect might constitute rejection no less than
persecution did, but Jesus apparently expects some persecution as well.

In Matt 23:37//Lk 13:34, Jesus again recalls the Jewish tradition that
Jerusalem killed the prophets, at the same time noting Jerusalem’s
unwillingness to heed him. This connection coheres with Jesus’ sense of his
mission including martyrdom as in other evidence in the Gospels (a matter
to which we turn in ch. 20). Although Matthew understandably locates the
saying during the passion week in Jerusalem, Luke’s context would also
recall Jesus’ physical vulnerabity to his enemies on Israel’s behalf (Lk
13:32).

In the same saying (Matt 23:37//Lk 13:34), Jesus wished to gather his
people under his wings. This apparently unusual claim recalls the familiar
Jewish image of God sheltering his people under his wings.172 (Jewish
teachers also came to speak of one who converted a Gentile as bringing him
or her under the wings of the Shekinah.)173 Perhaps recalling the experience
of God in some other Jewish sources,174 Jesus’ love for Jerusalem here
gives way to the brokenhearted pain of their rejection and/or their
judgment.

For Luke, Jesus’ grief and his promise that they will see him later (Lk
13:34- 35) precedes, hence is fulfilled in, the triumphal entry (Lk 19:41);



Matthew places it among the woes of coming judgment after that entry, but
in so doing transforms this into a promise of future hope (cf. Matt
10:23).175 Although Luke’s context might be more original in this case,
Matthew’s sense probably does fit the restoration prophet emphasis of
Jesus’ ministry. Perhaps as in some early Jewish teaching,176 Israel’s
repentance was the goal of history, and her salvation was contingent on her
repentance.177



Conclusion
 
The early traditions strongly suggest that Jesus and some Pharisees had
disagreements over such matters as how to observe the sabbath properly.
Each side was convinced that it understood Scripture more accurately, and,
if Jesus’ words in various strata of the tradition are any indication, harsh
words were exchanged. Jesus denounces the Pharisees, masters of ritual
purity, for their spiritual impurity, and compares experts in the law with
those who murdered the prophets.

But while Pharisees and scribes may have provided many of Jesus’
conflicts in the Gospels, his expectation of martyrdom in Jerusalem reflects
a wider failure to receive his mission. (As we will argue later, he could
expect martyrdom there primarily through the involvement of Jerusalem’s
priestly elite, not the Pharisees.) Like John, Jesus would face martyrdom,
and apparently envisioned this martyrdom as divine necessity. Israel was
not yet repenting adequately before the coming judgment.



CHAPTER 17
 

Jesus the Prophet
 

“The prevailing opinion has been that Jesus acted as a prophet and was recognized as
an eschatological figure. The social historian recognizes traits that support another
role. The figure that immediately comes to mind is that of the popular philosopher
known as the Cynic.”

BURTON MACK1

 

 
 
“Jesus cannot be considered simply a teacher. The miracles do not require us to think
that he was an eschatological prophet, but they are compatible with that view.”

E. P. SANDERS2

 

 
 
“Jesus had aims which engaged with the destiny of Israel. He was not simply a wisdom
teacher.”

KIM HUAT TAN3

 
 
 
In considering Jesus as a prophet, I subsume under this title several more
specific categories sometimes offered by others: eschatological prophet;
charismatic holy man and healer; and founder of a renewal movement.
While these categories can be reasonably distinguished (and certainly
existed separately for various ancient Jewish figures), they coalesce in Jesus
and all do fit the general, earlier biblical rubric “prophet.”

That a follower of John who also drew crowds should have been
considered a prophet is hardly surprising.4 The gospel tradition identifies



John as the expected Elijah at various points (e.g., Mk 1:6; 9:13; Lk 1:17;
Matt 17:12-13), but elsewhere more subtly reserves this image, alongside
that of the new Moses, for Jesus (e.g., Lk 4:24-27; 9:8, 30-35, 61-62; Jn
1:21; 6:14-15).5 Unlike the Baptist, Jesus apparently claimed that his
ministry was actually introducing (not merely presaging) the kingdom, and
all strata of gospel tradition confirm that Jesus performed miracles like
those of Elijah and Elisha.6 (The category also makes some sense of
tradition behind Josephus’ description.)7 That the early Christian movement
was also intensely prophetic8 likewise may point to the prophetic character
of its founder.9

Most scholars believe that Galileans followed Jesus as a prophet,10 even
if scholars continue to debate which sort of prophetic models are most
relevant. Many people in Jesus’ day undoubtedly followed charismatic
leaders.11 Although scholars increasingly concur that the historical Jesus
was a “charismatic leader” in some sense, they dispute whether he was
“(with Vermes) a charismatic healer like Hanina ben Dosa and Honi the
Circle-Drawer or (with Hengel, Theissen and others) a charismatic
prophet.”12 Given the fluidity of such distinctions in antiquity and the
Gospel portrayal of Jesus as legal teacher, healer, and prophet, one must ask
why we are forced to choose among these options. Observers probably
approached him in terms of whichever role they needed him to fill, although
this probably meant in practice that most people approached him as a
charismatic signs-prophet (cf. Mk 1:34; 3:10; 6:4, 15; 8:28; Matt 21:11, 46;
Lk 24:19).

Those who insist that because Jesus was a sage he was not a prophet13

assume exclusive modern categories that would not have held among Jesus’
contemporaries. 14 Scholars often thus reject the forced choice between
Jesus being a sage or a prophet; he could have been both.15 As Vermes’
work on Honi and Hanina suggests, some popular charismatic teachers
looked more like prophets, and despite more scribal teachers’ objections,
the line between popular teachers and prophets may have remained thin for
many.16

Modern scholars who insist that if Jesus were a sage he could not be an
eschatological figure ignore the intensely eschatological orientation of



Palestinian Judaism as a whole in Jesus’ day;17 nor can teachers and
revolutionaries always be distinguished.18 Most such forced-choice logic
represents the strict imposition of modern categories on much more fluid
concepts of charismatic leaders held by people in first-century Jewish
Palestine.19



Sign-prophets
 
Jesus’ prophetic activity was distinctive in many respects,20 but
comparisons with other prophetic figures of his day help us identify some
elements of his ministry that also fit his Palestinian Jewish milieu. Popular
prophets21 include both those who led movements22 and “solitary popular
prophets,” such as Joshua ben Hananiah.23 The former were often perceived
as prophets of deliverance, whose claims evoked Moses or Joshua; the latter
resembled the majority of prophets in ancient Israel.24

Apparently many people hoped for a new deliverance like the exodus;
Josephus complains about several who viewed themselves as eschatological
sign prophets, and it is possible that these were simply his most
conspicuous examples. Probably, then, first-century Jewish Palestine’s most
popular figures were the prophets of deliverance, leading messianic
movements and modeling their ministries after Moses and Joshua.25 Some
of their promised activities may evoke Moses, signalling their attempts to
secure eschatological deliverance. 26 (Eschatological signs were likely
widely anticipated. Many Jewish people probably expected not only
significant signs before the final deliverance and special miracles at the
end27 but pondered the promised signs of the Messianic era offered by
Isaiah, Ezekiel, and other biblical prophets.)28

First-century sign-prophets evoking Moses or Joshua included Theudas,
who tried to part the Jordan, and a Jewish-Egyptian false-prophet, who
expected Jerusalem’s walls to collapse before him.29 Some of these sign-
prophets may have envisioned themselves as possible messiahs; Josephus,
who tells us about them, had good reasons to play down messianic claims
(although he does fail to brand them “brigands” as he normally does
revolutionaries).30 Some of their followers undoubtedly understood them in
such terms, and they could not help but recognize that their followers did
so.31



No less than these prophets who sought to evoke a new Moses, Jesus was
an “eschatological” prophet, a prophet of God’s impending reign. Accounts
of Jesus’ miracles accord well with his interpretation of them in light of Is
35:5-6 (Matt 11:5//Lk 7:22); that is, he interprets them eschatologically as
blessings of the future kingdom in the present.32 Most recognize that in the
Gospels, Jesus’ miracles function as signs of the kingdom (explicit also for
exorcisms in Matt 12:28//Lk 11:20).33 Subsequent Christian sources
similarly associate the Christian movement with an eschatological renewal
of signs (e.g., Acts 2:17-18).

Jesus’ miracles differed from those of the “sign prophets” after him
denigrated by Josephus.34 Although some of these figures announced a
major eschatological sign, they did not perform them.35 Unlike them, Eric
Eve notes, Jesus “healed and exorcized, but seems not to have promised a
particular spectacular sign.”36 The only sign attributed to him that
resembles Moses was feeding people in the wilderness,37 not plagues or
conquest; most of his signs were benevolent acts of healings.

Theissen and Merz appear representative of many scholars today in
concluding that while Jewish wonder-workers offer closer parallels than
pagan ones do, they differ significantly from Jesus (especially in working
only through prayer and lacking eschatological miracles).38 No other source
reports as many miracles concerning an individual as the Gospels do
regarding Jesus.39 Moreover, Jesus stands alone among prior miracle-
workers in using healings and exorcisms to indicate the coming of the
eschatological order.40



Jesus as Healer and Exorcist
 
Although the evidence is limited concerning most particular miracles, all of
the many ancient sources that comment on the issue agree that Jesus and his
early followers performed miracles: Q, Mark, special material in Matthew
and Luke, John, Acts, the epistles, Revelation, and non-Christian testimony
from Jewish and pagan sources.41 Underlining further the point, Mark
would hardly have invented the idea that Jesus could not heal where faith
was lacking (Mk 6:5).42

The testimony is not limited to Christian sources. The most explicit non-
Christian sources available on this point, the rabbis43 and Celsus44 are clear.
(Many of these later non-Christian sources attribute the miraculous works
to sorcery, probably the earliest anti-Christian explanation for Christian
miracles.) 45 Earlier than these, Vermes has argued persuasively that the
miracle claim for Jesus in Josephus is authentic, based on Josephus’ style.46

Josephus calls Jesus a “wise man,” who also worked “startling deeds,” a
term by which Josephus also depicts the miracles worked by the prophet
Elisha.47 This unanimity is striking given the conversely unanimous silence
in Christian, Jewish and even Mandean tradition concerning any miracles of
respected prophetic figures like John the Baptist.48

The evidence for Jesus as a miracle-worker is stronger for this claim than
for most other specific historical claims we could make about earliest
Christianity; miracles characterized Jesus’ historical activity no less than his
teaching and prophetic activities did.49 Because miracle claims attach to a
relatively small number of figures in antiquity (itinerant or not), there is
little reason to suppose that Jesus would have developed a reputation as a
wonder-worker if he did not engage in such activities.50 As Gerd Theissen
and Annette Merz put it, “Just as the kingdom of God stands at the centre of
Jesus’ preaching, so healings and exorcisms form the centre of his
activity.”51 That particular stories would be preserved is also not surprising.



If followers would preserve his teachings, how much more would they (and
especially those who experienced recoveries) spread miracle reports!52

The “Third Quest” is more respectful toward the Gospels’ miracle
tradition than the so-called first and second quests were;53 scholars who
treat Jesus as prophet and miracle-worker appear to be the mainstream.54

Thus, regardless of their philosophic assumptions about divine activity in
miracle claims,55 most scholars today grant that Jesus’ contemporaries
viewed him as a healer and exorcist. 56 E. P. Sanders regards it as an
“almost indisputable” historical fact that “Jesus was a Galilean who
preached and healed.”57 Using traditional historical-critical tools, John
Meier finds many of Jesus’ miracles authentic.58 Raymond Brown notes
that “Scholars have come to realize that one cannot dismiss Jesus’ miracles
simply on modern rationalist grounds, for the oldest traditions show him as
a healer.”59 Otto Betz regards it as “certain” that Jesus was a healer, a
matter that “can be deduced even from the Jewish polemic which called
him a sorcerer.” 60 The miracles are central to the Gospels, he notes, and
without them most of the other data in the Gospels are inexplicable.61

Israeli scholar David Flusser notes that the picture of Jesus in the Synoptics
is consistent and Jewish, hence reliably attests to Jesus as “a Jewish
miracle-worker and preacher.”62 Even Morton Smith argues that miracle-
working is the most authentic part of the Jesus tradition,63 though he
explains it along the magical lines urged by Jesus’ and his movement’s
early detractors.64

The emphasis on healings and exorcisms seems fairly distinctive to Jesus
(fitting a positive use of the dissimilarity criterion regarding his
environment, though healing and exorcism continued among many of his
subsequent followers). By way of contrast, most types of miracles reported
in Josephus’ accounts show little interest in healings.65 Stories of
postbiblical miracles are not very common outside Josephus,66 and healings
are particularly rare.67

That Jesus would draw a following performing such signs is not at all
surprising. Once word of Jesus as healer spread, one cannot doubt that
people throughout Galilee would flock to him.68 People in antiquity
traveled long distances to reach healing sanctuaries,69 and one may



compare the masses flocking to the hot springs at Tiberias in Galilee70 and
similar sites71 to recover their health.72

Because of the philosophic questions involved, it is not possible to
address Jesus’ miracles further here without considerably expanding this
book. I have therefore devoted a separate book to this subject, deferring
further discussion on the issues of ancient miracle reports (especially the
plausibility of eyewitness claims about them in historical narrative) and
their interpretation to that book. I have treated most of the Gospels’
individual miracle reports in my commentaries, 73 so anyone apt to
complain that I have omitted prior discussion of them need only examine
this work elsewhere. In the later book regarding miracles I will focus on the
broader question of miracle reports and the extent to which they can be held
to reflect or develop eyewitness material.



Limited Parallels with “Charismatic Sages”
 
As we noted in an earlier chapter, Vermes has clearly and helpfully shown
that one need not look to more geographically distant Gentile healing
traditions for the historical Jesus. Our limited material reports some Jewish
signs-workers in Palestine, including in Galilee. Nevertheless, the
postbiblical parallels should not be pressed too far.74 While Honi (Onias)
was undoubtedly known for getting answered prayer regarding rain,75 most
of the details we hear about him surface only in Amoraic tradition —
perhaps half a millennium after he lived.76 At the very least, much of the
rabbinic characterization of Honi appears to be later. Thus, for example, we
do not know if “Honi the Circle-Drawer” actually drew a circle around
himself, as in the rabbinic legend (but not Josephus),77 or merely prayed for
rain. Eric Eve contends that, against Vermes, it is not clear that Honi
represents a class of people beyond himself.78

Vermes’ other chief example in rabbinic sources, Hanina ben Dosa, is
usually assigned to the first century.79 Like Jesus he was a Galilean, though
he is the only other Galilean we know of to whom signs are attributed.80 He
appears several times in early-third-century sources,81 where he could tell
when he prayed whether the sick would recover or not,82 and where a lizard
who bit him as he prayed died.83 Later material about Hanina is much more
abundant, yet was transmitted and developed over the course of three or
four centuries.84

Moreover, even if the tradition is reliable, it differs from Jesus: whereas
Jesus was itinerant, people came to Hanina for prayer, and few of the divine
interventions mentioned involve healing.85 In their respective sources,
Hanina was a petitioner of numinous or divine power, whereas Jesus was its
bearer.86 We cannot know much about other Galilean folk-healers, but Jesus
was clearly no ordinary one.87 Honi and Hanina are the natural places to
start when looking for the Jewish context of Jesus’ miracles, but the
parallels they offer are more limited than we would like.



Elijah-like Signs
 
Nevertheless, Vermes’ suggestion of a Palestinian Jewish model for Jesus
appeals ultimately to a source earlier than Honi or Hanina. The miracles of
Jesus resemble especially those of Elijah, Elisha, and Moses in the Hebrew
Bible.88 Jesus and his early followers, like some other Jewish wonder-
workers,89 may have deliberately emulated these models; the use of such
patterns is probably deliberate (for Jesus; for those who reported the
tradition orally; and for those who recorded the pattern in the Gospels and
Acts). Unlike other models that some propose, these biblical examples are
clearly earlier than our early Christian accounts and were clearly known to
Jesus, his audience, and to those who told, wrote, and heard about him.

We need not place Jesus’ emulation of Elijah (a sign-working prophet)
and acting as an end-time prophet in contradictory categories. As we noted
at much greater length in an earlier chapter, people were looking for Elijah
precisely because they were expecting the end, with which Elijah was
associated (Mal 4:5-6; Sir 48:10).



The Model of Moses
 
Elijah was not Judaism’s only model for conceptualizing a central end-time
prophet. As we have noted in our discussion of sign-prophets above, some
prophets sought to emulate a new, eschatological Moses. In contrast to his
silence about Elijah figures in this area, Josephus seems quite interested in
(though disparaging of) these purported prophets whose activities evoke
Moses. 90 As we have noted, one such figure tried to part the Jordan, and
another expected Jerusalem’s walls to collapse before him (like those of
Jericho of old).91

As with the case of Elijah (Mal 4:5), a prophecy of Scripture generated
the expectation of this new prophetic figure. Deut 18:15, 18, promised a
new prophet like Moses, a promise that Jesus’ contemporaries commonly
applied to the near future. Thus the Qumran Scrolls at least sometimes
linked their expected “prophet” with the prophet like Moses text of
Deuteronomy.92 At least some Qumran sectarians apparently associated this
mission also with the future anointed ruler.93

Likewise, Samaritan expectation, though idiosyncratic and preserved
only in much later sources, may also preserve a more widespread tradition
concerning the prophet like Moses.94 Samaritans apparently (if our sources
reflect this early period) rejected prophets (or at least the Jewish tradition of
prophets) between Moses and the final prophet, a prophet like Moses, the
Taheb or “restorer.”95

Although the rabbis apparently rarely interpret Deut 18:15-18
eschatologically, 96 many compared the future redeemer to the former one,
i.e., to Moses.97 The hidden Messiah tradition often connects the Messiah
with Moses, who was also hidden before he was revealed.98 The related
expectation of a new exodus persisted as late as the rabbis,99 but was
already present in so-called Deutero-Isaiah. 100 The expectation of a new
Moses could be compatible with expectations of an eschatological leader. In
fact, a wide range of Jewish tradition emphasized Moses’ role as “king”
(Deut 33:5).101



Together such backgrounds help us to picture the various ways that
Jewish observers could have understood charismatic leaders of their day in
light of contemporary end-time expectations. One need not appeal primarily
to geographically distant categories (such as urban Hellenistic Cynics) to
explain Jesus, when models of Jewish charismatic miracle-workers and,
more often, of end-time prophets were closer at hand. These models, and
especially the model of an end-time Moses leading an eschatological
exodus, are also compatible with gospel traditions about Jesus’ claims to
special authority.



Prophetic Acts
 
Jesus acted like a prophet in various ways. Like one prophetic figure a
generation later (Joshua ben Hananiah) or like Jeremiah centuries earlier,
Jesus announced judgment on the temple. Like Jeremiah, he offered a
dramatic symbolic action to draw attention to the temple’s problematic
status.

Likewise, Jesus chose twelve disciples as the nucleus for a renewal
movement. This action is consistent with a prophet of restoration who
anticipated God’s restoration of his people, as evidenced in his promise that
the twelve would sit on twelve thrones judging Israel. He also announced
judgment on Israel, and offered various sayings that were more
characteristic of prophets than sages.



Challenging the Temple
 
I treat here only briefly Jesus’ overturning tables in the Temple, because I
will revisit it in connection with Jesus’ passion. But as a prophetic sign it
coheres well with Jesus’ prophecies of the Temple’s impending destruction,
inviting some discussion at this point.

Of all Jesus’ actions, his challenge by overturning tables in the Temple
came closest to appearing as a revolutionary challenge to the political order.
Nevertheless, this action was plainly a prophetic declaration rather than the
challenge of a revolutionary leader seeking a following.102 Revolutionary
messianic figures typically drew followings in the wilderness, attempting to
build support (preferably armed support) before striking; Jesus, by contrast,
acted under the nose of the Roman authorities and calculated his
martyrdom. His act in the Temple was undoubtedly more symbolic than
efficacious. Jesus acted against only a small area in the crowded outer court
(the entire area of which was 300 meters by 450 meters).103 Further, he
neither “recleansed” the Temple daily, although the sellers had undoubtedly
set up their tables again, nor continued his disruption long enough to permit
the intervention of the Temple’s Levite police or, had a riot begun, the
Romans.104

Rather than inciting revolution, Jesus’ action fits the conception of a
kingdom established by God’s direct intervention (a view attested in some
apocalyptic sources and the Qumran documents); like some of his
contemporaries, Jesus undoubtedly expected a kingdom “in which a temple,
whether new or cleansed, would be useful.”105 Some of his contemporaries
apparently expected God rather than mortals to supply the eschatological
sanctuary.106 We would add that Jesus probably differed from most of these
contemporaries in expecting a future temple that would at least include a
spiritual temple (as in other Qumran texts) founded on himself.107



The Twelve as a Nucleus of a Renewed Remnant for Israel
 
Jesus’ choice of twelve disciples identifies him as leader of a renewal
movement for Israel, again suggesting at the least his prophetic interests
(and possibly more). Although Jesus had many disciples, he selected a core
group of twelve (e.g., Mk 3:14; 1 Cor 15:5) to communicate a symbolic
point. Jesus presumably selected this number to function as
representatives108 for the righteous remnant of the eschatological people of
God.109 This is probable because it appears analogous to twelve select
leaders in Qumran texts,110 as is widely noted.111

Twelve naturally was frequently understood to symbolize the twelve
tribes of Israel, and many contemporary interpreters understood other
references to “twelve” in this manner.112 Jewish people sometimes opined
that ten of the twelve tribes were lost and would be restored only in the end
time;113 many thus believe that Jesus’ choice of “twelve” apostles signified
the imminence of the end-time regathering of God’s scattered people.114

The twelve apostles may be viewed as akin to the twelve patriarchs (cf. Rev
21:12, 14), or to the princes of the tribes (cf. Num 2:3-29; 7:11, 18-78;
17:6), who would rule over the tribes at the time of their eschatological
restoration (Matt 19:28//Lk 22:30).115

The designation “the Twelve” undoubtedly is authentic Jesus tradition.
Later Gentile Christians would not have invented “Q” material like the
twelve’s rule over Israel (Matt 19:28//Lk 22:30, which does not suit typical
Gentile Christians’ theology).116 The designation “twelve” was established
tradition well before the writing of the Gospels (1 Cor 15:5), despite the
likelihood that those who passed on the tradition knew that one of Jesus’
own disciples betrayed him.117 The criterion of embarrassment makes it
highly unlikely that the later church invented a disciple betraying Jesus, and
the historical tradition of the betrayal by someone in Jesus’ inner circle
makes unlikely any invention of that circle. The variations in the lists
among New Testament documents are slight, but the variations may also
testify to the idea of a group of “Twelve” more widely known than a



standardized list of names.118 Thus Luke both in Acts 1:13 and in Lk 6:16
has “Judas son of James” rather than Mark’s “Thaddeus” (Mk 3:18).119

The existence of the “twelve” suggests a role for Jesus beyond that of
prophet, however. That Jesus expects the twelve to rule, but is himself their
leader, suggests that he claimed to be more than an average prophet (Matt
19:28//Lk 22:30). (In the next chapter, we shall explore other evidence
supporting this suggestion.)



Jesus’ Community on the Rock?
 
A wide range of scholars believe that Jesus’ choice of twelve disciples
supports the notion that Jesus, like some other Jewish groups, planned a
community.120 A more debated saying, but one worth considering, is Jesus’
blessing of Peter the “rock,” with a promise to build his community on him
(a passage discussed briefly in ch. 14). The particular stream of Protestant
interpretation that dominated twentieth-century New Testament scholarship
not surprisingly doubted the authenticity of Matt 16:17-19 (especially the
specifically Matthean blessing of Peter). For some the skepticism guarded
against Catholic theology,121 but others simply objected (correctly) that
Matthew alone reports these lines. Yet for all we know, it could belong to
“Q” and Luke simply chose not to follow it here; we cannot know.
Likewise, we need not assume that Mark and “Q” are Matthew’s only
possible sources.

If one follows Mark’s sequence, this material in Matthew may seem
intrusive, and one may argue that Matthew himself has placed an earlier
tradition of Peter’s commendation (the existence of which is probably
implied by Peter’s central role in the early church)122 in this particular
narrative.123 But no other suitable place for commending a Petrine
revelation exists in the tradition; certainly after the resurrection
commendations on such a revelation would be beside the point.124 More
likely, Luke may have simply followed Mark, who omits it, and Mark’s
punchy narrative style and emphatic theme of discipleship failure were
better served by omitting it if he knew of it.125 Matthean wording126 may be
more common where Matthew follows oral tradition rather than Mark.127

Apart from its single attestation, such a saying to Peter is plausible, and
more recent interpreters have shown less skepticism. Davies and Allison,
for example, argue for authenticity on the following grounds (which I
merely summarize here):128 (1) Evidence in Paul (especially Gal 1:11-21);
(2) Semitisms; (3) indications of Palestinian provenance by comparison
with the Qumran scrolls; (4) the criterion of consistency; (5) the criterion of
dissimilarity (gates of hades, keys of the kingdom, and binding and loosing



are not distinctively Christian;129 the promise to Peter is not pre-Christian
Jewish); (6) geographical setting; and (7) the weakness of the objections to
the contrary.

There is little about the saying that is not characteristic of Jesus
elsewhere or that fails to fit a Palestinian Jewish environment.
Commissionings (Mk 6:7- 11; Matt 10:5-16//Lk 10:3-16) and beatitudes
(Matt 5:3-11//Lk 6:20-22; Matt 11:6// Lk 7:23; Matt 13:16//Lk 10:23)
appear elsewhere in Jesus’ words and certainly elsewhere in early
Judaism.130 Jewish teachers sometimes pronounced blessings on those who
gave correct responses, as Jesus does here.131 Jesus granting Simon Peter
the chief rank among the disciples best explains his multiply attested
leadership role both in the gospel tradition and in the apostolic church.132

Although the passage as a whole is not multiply attested, some of its
elements are. This passage calls Peter’s father Jonah,133 but apparently
independent tradition preserves a similar name for Peter’s father, “John” (Jn
1:42; 21:15). That Jesus gave him his nickname, “Peter,” is also multiply
attested (Jn 1:42, using the Aramaic equivalent). That Jesus gave Simon this
nickname also fits Jesus’ authority as a teacher and biblical naming
traditions. It is also not a common name,134 hence more apt to be a
symbolic nickname (“rock”)135 than the sort of name usually given by
parents. That “Peter” translates the multiply attested Aramaic version
“Kephas” (Jn 1:42), including in undisputed and pre-Gospel letters of Paul
(1 Cor 1:12; 3:22; 9:5; 15:5; Gal 1:18; 2:9, 11, 14), points to very early
tradition. Many scholars contend that the persistence of the Aramaic
nickname suggests that Jesus may have been its author.136

Nearly every other element of the blessing (not least the blessing formula
itself) is at home in a Palestinian Jewish setting, as I and others have shown
elsewhere.137 The element most crucial for our point about Jesus’
continuing mission, however, is Jesus’ promise to build his “community”
on the rock (coherent with an image in “Q”).138 Some scholars doubt that
Jesus could have spoken of a “church,” of followers after his departure.139

But this doubt presupposes that Jesus did not expect a period between his
initial mission and the end of the age, whereas many of his extant sayings
suggest otherwise.140 (One could also envision an eschatological
community after the end; Qumran texts allow both possibilities.) Albright



and Mann go so far as to suspect that confessional polemics are often at
work in excluding the passage, noting that “a Messiah without a Messianic
Community” would have been “unthinkable” to contemporary Judaism.141

Not only did various leaders plan communities to carry on their work;142

a Jewish renewal movement might have employed the same language Jesus
did. The Essenes described themselves as the qahal,143 the Hebrew word
for God’s congregation in the exodus narrative, which the Greek versions
translate as ekklēsia, or “church.”144 Jesus likewise depicts his community
as the true, faithful remnant of Israel in continuity with the covenant
community of Israel;145 this image coheres with his choice of twelve
persons to lead the renewal movement. (What marked it as new was Jesus’
specific designation, “my community.”) 146 This term had a later Christian
sense, but also a familiar Jewish sense based on the Greek version of the
Old Testament (neither of which would have made sense to uninitiated
Gentiles).147 The language of “building up” this community echoes biblical
language and was at home in Judaism.148

In favor of Jesus planning for his followers to carry on his work is
another disputed, though in this case multiply attested, tradition.149 Scholars
dispute whether Jesus sent out his disciples in ministry during his own
ministry, as the Gospels suggest; but just such missions would have better
prepared them for the rapid expansion of the movement that historically
followed under their leadership.150 Moreover, teachers often trained leading
disciples in part by giving them practice among themselves and with others.
Various elements in the “Q” version of the sending fit well the criterion of
Jewish environment better than the later Gentile church (e.g., Matt
10:16//Lk 10:3).151 Indeed, even some elements attested in only one extant
location (such as the admonition to freely give as they had freely received,
Matt 10:8) fit this criterion.152



Judging the Twelve Tribes (Matt 19:28//Lk 22:30)
 
To the twelve who forsook their livelihoods to follow Jesus’ call Jesus
promises that they will sit on thrones judging the twelve tribes of Israel
(Matt 19:28//Lk 22:30).153 Some scholars suggest that this Q promise must
be authentic, preceding the betrayal by Judas.154 The “Twelve” continued
even after Judas’ betrayal (1 Cor 15:5), but one would expect any later
prediction pretending to be prophecy and addressed to the Twelve to stress
the condition of perseverance, given the church’s knowledge of Judas’s
failure.155 Further, though later Christians might conceivably have invented
a tradition about their apostles reigning, they surely would not have limited
their rule to Israel.156 Given Mark’s skepticism about the first disciples
(perhaps about disciples in general), it is not difficult to see why he would
have omitted this promise, even if this is the point at which it appeared in
the tradition. Stylistic evidence also favors an early tradition.157



Judgment on Israel
 
Just as Jesus founded a renewal movement to summon Israel to repentance,
he also warned of impending judgment on his people if they failed to
repent. (He and John the Baptist were not the only teachers of their day to
pose such stark alternatives; the Dead Sea Scrolls testify that the
community that produced them viewed itself as Israel’s righteous remnant,
and the rest of the nation as headed for judgment.) Thus Jesus prophesied to
Israel as well as founded a prophetic movement to carry on the mission.



Prophetic Sayings, Especially Regarding the Temple
 
Jesus undoubtedly viewed himself as a prophet, not just a sage. This
observation is suggested not only in his proclaiming the kingdom, working
signs or confronting Jerusalem’s temple authorities, but in some of his
clearly prophetic sayings. For example, Jesus’ woes against Galilean
villages like Chorazin and Bethsaida are surely authentic (as we have
noted), yet they also clearly evoke the language of biblical prophets, who
sometimes unfavorably compared God’s people to Sodom or pronounced
judgment through mock laments.158

We noted some of Jesus’ eschatological teachings in ch. 3. Such
teachings about the future generally suggest Jesus’ prophetic interests, often
with a future role for himself. Most of these hold good claim to authenticity.
We have already noted, for example, Jesus’ saying in “Q” that his disciples
would judge Israel from twelve thrones (Matt 19:28; Lk 22:30). If Jesus’
twelve chief disciples held this exalted role, what role might we expect for
their teacher (who repeated the common observation159 that a disciple is not
above a teacher)?

Finally, and at greatest length here, Jesus’ warning of the Temple’s
destruction seems surely authentic.160 It is multiply attested, probably even
in “Q,” which is likely pre-70 and pre-Markan (Matt 23:38//Lk 13:35). By
itself, the “desolation” of the “house” could in principle refer to anything
from a royal palace (Jer 22:5) to Israel as God’s house (perhaps Jer 12:7),
but in the context of Jesus’ teachings in the gospel tradition it can only
mean the destruction of the Temple. 161 Thus the Temple is “left” (cf. Mk
13:2) “desolate” (Mk 13:14). This interpretation is the most natural in a
Jewish context;162 the Babylonians had also left the Temple163 and city164

“desolate.”165

Mack asserts that, “apart from Mark’s passion narrative, there is no
indication that Jesus or his early followers looked for the destruction of the
Temple,” 166 but few scholars today would find his position consistent with
our data.167 That Jesus actually uttered such a judgment against the Temple
a generation before it happened should not be doubted historically. Whereas



the later church may have forgotten some of the significance of some of
Jesus’ words and deeds against the Temple, they nevertheless preserved
them: a symbolic act of judgment there (Mk 11:15), the testimony of
witnesses the Christians believed to be false (Mk 14:57-58; cf. Mk 15:29;
Jn 2:19; Acts 6:14),168 and (as we noted) “Q” material like the house being
left desolate (Matt 23:38//Lk 13:35). Jewish Christians who continued to
worship in the Temple (Acts 2:46; 21:26-27) nevertheless remained faithful
to a saying of Jesus that they would surely not have created.169

Further, those who question the authenticity of Jesus’ more specific threat
to destroy and rebuild the Temple based on lack of contemporary
expectations for the Temple’s destruction and renewal have not examined
contemporary expectations carefully enough.170 Granted, Jesus’ warnings
about the Temple’s destruction cannot have been as popular (or likely as
explicit in public) as his teaching that God’s kingdom was coming. While
first-century Jews did not focus on “positive” messages the way many of
the most popular preachers in the U.S. today do, most still remained loyal to
the Temple and many regarded it as invulnerable.171 Nevertheless, Jesus
was surely not isolated in his perspective.

Some of Jesus’ sectarian contemporaries also predicted judgment on the
Temple; for instance, if Testament of Levi is pre-Christian at this point, it
promises the desolation of the sanctuary on account of the priests’
uncleanness.172 The Testament of Moses, which accuses priests of polluting
the altar,173 prophesies judgment against the Temple,174 and because the
Roman ruler destroys only part of the Temple in the oracle, the prophecy
undoubtedly predates AD 70. In some texts, enemy rulers may want to
destroy the Temple,175 but God will establish it eschatologically.176

Likewise, pre-Christian Jewish literature includes many texts about God
bringing down a new Temple, a claim that presumably has implications for
the old one.177 (Some scholars even think they find evidence for a
Messianic Son of David building the new Temple.)178 This expectation may
help inform how we should understand Jesus’ own approach. Jesus hardly
expected his own disciples to tear down the old Temple; like some of his
contemporaries, as Sanders observes, Jesus expected God to act.179 The
disciples who hear Jesus’ warning about the Temple’s destruction are said
to connect it with the age’s end (Mk 13:4) — thus allowing for an imminent



Temple from above. As we have observed, this expectation fits the sort of
beliefs known to have existed among some of their contemporaries.
(Crossan admits that Jesus’ threat against the Temple is authentic, yet
doubts that it could have been literal.180 Such an approach, however, while
not impossible,181 runs into more difficulty with the criterion of Jewish
environment; a “symbolic” threat against the Temple is much harder to
document among Jesus’ contemporaries.)

One may also compare a Qumran document from before 70 CE. It
accurately warns that the Kittim (by whom they mean the Romans) would
carry off the Jerusalem priesthood’s wealth.182 Yet this warning hardly
makes the prediction, in a document that must predate 70 CE, a post-70
prediction!183 As David Hill observes,

that Jesus himself could have made the prediction [of the
Temple’s destruction] is no more improbable than that Jesus ben-
Chananiah should have done so in AD 62 (Jos. Bell. VI.300ff.):
indeed, the destruction of the Temple was one of the most
important elements in post-Herodian messianism, and not every
reference to it requires a date after AD 70.

 
Similar examples could be multiplied.185

Similarly Jesus’ evocation of the language of the biblical prophets
renders superfluous a necessary appeal to prophecy after the event.186 That
the first Temple’s previous violations indicated judgment would have made
sense to Jesus’ contemporaries steeped in biblical tradition,187 and many,
though not all, Jewish teachers in succeeding centuries recognized the
destruction of Herod’s temple as judgment.188

Finally, those writing a retroactive prophecy after an event might be more
likely to report the prophecy with literalistic accuracy rather than hyperbole.
That is not the case here, for some stones were left standing on others;189

some of these stones in fact still remain, and are rather conspicuous. Most
of them are between two and five tons, but one, nearly forty feet long, is
close to 400 tons. One would suppose that someone “prophesying” after the
event might have taken better account of the concrete evidence against



one’s literal claim.190 Whether or not Mk 13 predates 70, the Jesus tradition
it reflects surely does.

Similarly, one would also never guess from the passage that the Temple
actually was destroyed by fire.191 Moreover, in a “prophecy” after the
event, the earliest sources would probably also have more clearly
distinguished between the Temple’s demise and Jesus’ return (cf. Mk
13:2).192 Thus one scholar, who doubts that the Synoptics accurately report
Jesus’ teaching about the imminent end-time, complains that if the
Synoptics are accurate here, Jesus was “mistaken rather than
misreported”193 — the very sort of conclusion composers of tradition after
70 would have wished to avoid.

Jesus’ graphic language of the sacrilege or desecration that would lead to
desolation or destruction (Mk 13:14) made sense in its Jewish environment.
It alluded to a recurrent biblical and early Jewish judgment motif regarding
Israel’s history; it provided the ultimate symbol of national and religious
humiliation. 194 Jewish people resisted such desecration to the death,195

except in times of national apostasy, when they might be considered its
cause.196 Even before the first exile, the prophets recognized scattering and
tribulation as a judgment designed to bring God’s people to repentance
(e.g., Deut 4:26-31). In the second century BCE, the Syrian ruler defiled the
altar, causing an “abomination,” ruining the sanctuary with “desolation” (1
Macc 4:38; cf. 1:54). In the Dead Sea Scrolls, one could profane the Temple
by persecuting the righteous there.197

While such language informs Jesus’ wording more generally, Jesus’
particular reference to a desolating sacrilege in the sanctuary (Mk 13:14)
suggests a more specific biblical allusion to the Book of Daniel.198 Noting
this allusion might not in itself resolve what Jesus meant by it. When the
Book of Daniel refers more than once to the “abomination that would result
in desolation,” it might, like Israel’s larger history, allow for more than a
single event.199 In any case, the end had not come after Antiochus’
desecration of the Temple (Dan 11:31; cf. “then” in 12:1), providing ancient
interpreters the possibility that another desolation would come (see Dan
12:11-12). Early Jewish interpreters reapplied Daniel’s image of final
tribulation in new ways, in the Dead Sea Scrolls200 and apparently other
circles,201 including among some first-century Christians.202



End-time Sayings
 
Although some, as we have noted, doubt that Jesus would have spoken
about the future, particularly in images resembling those often found in
apocalyptic literature, their skepticism probably reveals more about their
presuppositions about Jesus than about the evidence, as Albert Schweitzer
pointed out long ago.203 Jesus’ message about the future pervades the
tradition and in a first-century context is hardly inherently incompatible
with Jesus the sage. Gentile Christians would not have introduced such
Jewish imagery, and one doubts that Jewish Christians need have been more
inclined to it than their teacher.204

Scholars debate whether the Synoptics applied Jesus’ predictions of
imminent destruction only to the Temple or also to a later end of the age.
What is most important for our purposes here, however, is that Jesus spoke
about what he expected in the future from his vantage point. Though Jesus’
eschatological imagery is not apocalyptic revelation in the strictest sense,205

it is thoroughly Palestinian Jewish, and reflects motifs common to
apocalyptic literature.206 Even the motifs of imminence and prerequisite
signs appear together in apocalyptic texts as well as in this discourse.207

Disciples may have assembled elements of the tradition before Mark’s
composition during some crisis of eschatological significance such as
Caligula’s public intention to have his statue erected in the Temple.208

Jesus’ “eschatological discourse,” which weaves together a prophecy of
judgment against the Temple and eschatological imagery, certainly predates
the Gospels. Roughly twenty years after Jesus’ execution, the earliest New
Testament sources already were using many of Jesus’ eschatological
teachings. Despite limited correspondence in exact wording, Paul’s
eschatological material in 1 Thess 4-5 (cf. also 2 Thess 2) corresponds so
closely in content to eschatological material elsewhere attributed to Jesus
that it reads almost like an interpretive summary of it.

The allusions in the earliest extant Christian document (1 Thess 4:13-
5:11; cf. 2 Thess 2:1-12) include clouds, gathering of the elect, angel(s),
lawlessness, apostasy, defilement of God’s temple, the parousia (common



to Matthew 24 and the Thessalonian correspondence), coming as a thief,
unknown times and seasons (Acts 1:7), sudden destruction on the wicked,
and so on.209 (Though some detractors remain, most scholars recognize the
correspondences.)210 Jesus’ final discourse in Matthew includes not only
Markan and Q material but also special Matthean elements, yet even some
of Matthew’s redaction (such as the trumpet in Matt 24:31//1 Thess 4:16;
coming as a thief in the night in Matt 24:43//1 Thess 5:2; and the
“parousia”) appears to echo genuine oral Jesus tradition.

Other explanations for the correlation between Paul and eschatological
language attributed to Jesus falter. Paul’s and Jesus’ eschatological imagery
fits their early Jewish environment, but in contrast to the vast array of early
Jewish motifs, the degree of correspondence between Paul and Jesus is
overwhelming. Thus both Jesus’ discourse and Paul in these passages lack
many other themes of Jewish apocalyptic (e.g., mutant babies).211 This
coincidence of particular motifs and absence of others also refutes the idea
that merely early Jewish-Christian scriptural embellishment rather than
Jesus himself would stand behind both the extant Jesus tradition and 1
Thessalonians. The latter probably constitutes our earliest Christian
document and derives from a very nonapocalyptic milieu.212

The Jesus tradition does not borrow from Paul: that various Jesus
traditions all happened to reproduce so much of Paul’s correspondence with
one church is hardly likely.213 The same coincidence of motifs refutes the
thesis that Paul and the Gospel tradition have a common source in some
early Christian prophecy.214 Given the abundance of prophecy in early
Christianity, probably multiple prophecies during the average weekly
gathering (cf. 1 Thess 5:20; 1 Cor 14:26-31) and the number of eastern
Mediterranean house churches, tens of thousands of prophecies must have
been uttered in the early churches before Paul wrote. Why would a
particular prophecy or particular set of motifs come to preeminence?215

The only genuinely workable explanation for the coincidence and the
“you yourselves already know” (1 Thess 5:1-2), hence the meaning of
Paul’s “word of the Lord” (1 Thess 4:15) and “traditions delivered to you”
(2 Thess 2:15), is that the earliest dominical tradition stands behind Paul’s
Thessalonian correspondence as well as behind the Gospels. With many
scholars,216 I am virtually certain that this material in Paul reflects



dependence on Jesus’ eschatological teaching — a dependence that
confirms both the preservation of such teaching and the likelihood that
Jesus was viewed as a prophet. (Paul applies it to the end of the age, though
this does not tell us how the Gospel writers after 70 CE might interpret it.) I
treat this subject much more extensively in Appendix 4, where I also
provide a chart of some of the motifs.



Conclusion
 
Various prophetic figures appeared in Jesus’ day, including sign-prophets
portending imminent deliverance and miracle-working charismatics
somewhat in the mold of Elijah. Jesus differs from extant examples of both
models (focusing on healings and exorcisms), but does function as an
eschatological prophet working Elijah-like signs and depending on divine
intervention for deliverance. Biblical models of a new Elijah and new
Moses may contribute to his construction of his prophetic calling.

Jesus also appears as a prophet in his sayings about judgment on Israel,
particularly the Temple, hence (as in the denunciations of some of his
Jewish contemporaries) the ruling priestly elite in Jerusalem who had
corrupted it. (That Jesus prophetically challenged the elite is also consistent
with his martyr’s death in Jerusalem.) Many of Jesus’ sayings also seem to
address the end of the age (or minimally the present order in some dramatic
sense). These sayings are sufficiently well-documented to show that Jesus
did not content himself merely with uttering wisdom sayings, but also
spoke of the future.

Not only what Jesus said, but also what he did, revealed his prophetic
character; he engaged in various prophetic acts. These included acting
against commerce in the outer court of the Temple, an act that coheres well
with his prophecy of judgment against the Temple. He founded a restoration
movement within Israel, as symbolized by his choice of twelve leaders for
the new community; some evidence even suggests that he spoke of the new
community itself and Peter’s foundational role in its formation. That he
envisioned his twelve key followers as ruling Israel in the future suggests
that he also envisioned a role for himself in the kingdom. Some more
explicit material, treated in our next chapter, makes this final point even
likelier.



CHAPTER 18
 

Jesus as Messiah?
 

“He will be a Jesus, who was Messiah, and lived as such, either on the ground of a
literary fiction of the earliest Evangelist, or on the ground of a purely eschatological
Messianic conception.”

ALBERT SCHWEITZER1

 

 
 
“Before his death Jesus proclaimed the kingdom of God, and after his death his
disciples proclaimed him to be the Messiah, the king of Israel. Logic strongly suggests
that a messianic element was present in Jesus’ teaching and activities, if only implicitly,
and that this best accounts for this development.”

CRAIG EVANS2

 
 
Many respected scholars, such as Rudolf Bultmann, have thought it
unlikely that Jesus believed he was the Messiah.3 This opinion has not been
the consensus in all generations of critical scholarship,4 however, and today
many European and other scholars are more open to the idea that Jesus
thought of himself in some such terms. How did Jesus view himself?



Jesus’ Self-Identity
 
As we have already been noting (e.g., chs. 14, 17), some of the gospel
tradition’s sayings assign to Jesus a central role in God’s plan; some of
these exceed the expectations for normal prophets. Some have suggested
that Jesus experienced early marginalization, helping to explain his
predilection for the marginalized.5 Such factors are certainly possible. One
should not, however, in any case infer from such marginalization that Jesus
lacked confidence in his role; in our surviving evidence, he exhibits a
confidence that he speaks for God, based on his confidence in his
relationship with God.

Some of Jesus’ sayings, as we have noted, call Israel to moral
reformation. This is what we would expect from a prophet in the Israelite
tradition. Other sayings, however, give Jesus a more unusual prophetic role,
for example, when he insists that a disciple following him immediately
takes precedence over burying a dead father. Even here we might possibly
attribute the unusual demand simply to eschatological urgency.

But many other prophetic sayings in the same kinds of sources (notably
“Q”) assign Jesus an important and distinctive role in the kingdom. Thus for
example, when Jesus calls “twelve” disciples in organizing a renewal
movement for Israel, he calls them to follow him. If they will sit on twelve
thrones judging Israel (Matt 19:28//Lk 22:30), what should we assume for
the role of the one who called them to follow him? John’s sayings in “Q”
about one who might be viewed as his successor suggest an even more
exalted status (see discussion in the following chapter).



Early Belief in Jesus as Messiah
 
Some doubt that Jesus’ earliest followers considered him a Messiah, but
this skepticism rejects all the explicit testimony that remains extant in favor
of a hypothesis argued virtually from silence.6 Writing in a Diaspora setting
where “anointed one” was unintelligible as a title, Paul, our earliest extant
NT writer, sometimes uses “Christ” virtually as Jesus’ surname; the idea of
Jesus as “Messiah” must certainly predate Paul. Paul’s language may
suggest that the entire Judean Jesus movement that he knew considered
Jesus as “Christ” (Gal 1:22); certainly he shows no awareness of, or need to
refute, Jesus-followers who deny Jesus’ Messiahship (not even Paul’s so-
called “Judaizing” opponents do this).7 The closest explicit evidence we
have in the first century for a nonmessianic interpretation of Jesus belongs
to Josephus (Ant. 18.63), whom no one claims as Jesus’ follower.

Other respected scholars have even suggested that Jesus himself drew on
biblical passages that lent themselves to a messianic interpretation.8 Such
arguments remain contested, but one observation seems difficult to evade.
Given the environment in which Jesus ministered, he had to know that his
teachings about the kingdom and some of his actions would lead to
speculation about his messianic character.9 It would not have been possible
for him to be ignorant of the frequent connection between Jewish
eschatology and biblical expectations of an end-time Davidic ruler and that
his growing following and invitations to follow could not but have stirred
speculations.10 In keeping with this observation, we should note the
observation of E. P. Sanders and others that the earliest strands of the Jesus
tradition indicate that Jesus taught that his disciples would have a role in the
Messianic kingdom, a promise that would naturally imply that he attributed
to himself the role of God’s viceroy.11



“King of the Jews” and the Disciples’ Perspective
 
In the Gospels, Pilate ordered Jesus executed on the charge of sedition, for
claiming kingship. Most scholars hold that this charge against Jesus as
“king of the Jews” (Mk 15:2, 9, 12, 26) is historical.12 First, it fits what we
know of the period. As we shall observe in ch. 21, the priestly aristocracy
would arrest and the Romans execute anyone who offered the slightest
grounds for suspicion of treason against Rome (grounds that could include
reports about acclamations at the triumphal entry, Mk 11:8-10). Likewise,
Romans crucified many self-proclaimed kings and their followers.13

Moreover, Christians would not have invented the charge “King of the
Jews.” It does not reflect any traditional Christian confession; Jesus’ “you
say” in the tradition (Mk 15:2) suggests that it is not even the title the
tradition believed that Jesus would have emphasized. More importantly,
Christians would have hardly invented the claim that Jesus was crucified on
these grounds, since such a claim invited potential repression for
themselves as well (cf. Acts 17:7).14 As broadly as “treason” could be
defined in Roman law15 and especially in Sejanus’s Rome,16 the charge of
claiming to be a king on the part of an otherwise unimportant provincial
might require little investigation to secure condemnation. Ironically, Pilate,
though known from an inscription and from Jewish sources, appears in
extant Roman history only as the governor who ordered Jesus’ execution.17

Once we grant that Jesus was executed on this charge, his immediate
context makes skepticism about his messianic claim implausible. Both
Pilate (who had Jesus executed) and the earliest extant views of Jesus’
followers on the question portray Jesus as a Jewish king. Yet neither Pilate
nor the disciples got the idea from each other; certainly the later church did
not get the idea from Pilate. What source did Pilate and the disciples have
in common? Surely Jesus himself is the likeliest source. Or did both Pilate
and the disciples, who were privy to more information about Jesus than we
are, coincidentally both misinterpret him — the only true interpreters being
modern skeptics of the claim? (Modern skeptics, incidentally, must explain



away all the early textual evidence for the claims and then argue from the
silence that remains.)

His disciples claimed him to be Messiah; his execution as king indicates
that others believed that he considered himself Messiah.18 It is inherently
likelier that Pilate and the disciples shared in Jesus a common source for
this idea than that the disciples derived it from Pilate or that Pilate got it
from renegade disciples who affirmed something that their teacher denied.
That Jesus is the common source is a likely inference, and is more than that:
it is in fact what our only extant sources claim.

E. P. Sanders thus thinks that many scholars have been too cautious about
assuming that Jesus believed he was a king:

Jesus taught about the kingdom; he was executed as would-be
king; and his disciples, after his death, espected him to return to
establish the kingdom. These points are indisputable. Almost
equally indisputable is the fact that the disciples thought that they
would have some role in the kingdom. We should, I think, accept
the obvious: Jesus taught his disciples that he himself would play
the principal role in the kingdom.20

 
“Messiah” was a Jewish category, not a Gentile one, so the suggestion that
the title was invented by later Gentile Christians can be rightly deemed
hopeless. “Christ” was a natural way to translate “Messiah” in Greek,21

hence it translates “anointed one” (not just in the royal sense) regularly in
the Septuagint. But as we have noted, because that term in regular Greek
usage simply meant “ointment” — an image the royal nature of which was
wholly unintelligible to most Greeks22 — Paul in the Diaspora normally
uses it as Jesus’ surname rather than as a title,23 in contrast to the more
primitive usage in the Gospels.24

A primary objection that scholars traditionally raised against Jesus
claiming to be messiah was that the sources portray him accepting the claim
only privately and at the end of his ministry. We shall examine this
“messianic secret” below, but first should note that even where the Gospels
note Jesus as messiah, they qualify the traditional sense of messiahship.



Qualifying “Messiahship”: The Triumphal Entry
 
Jesus did not claim to be “messiah” in what was likely the most common
traditional sense, that of a warrior king.25 (We survey some of these
diverse, traditional messianic views below, none of which seem precisely
what Jesus claimed for himself.) The gospel tradition itself suggests that
Jesus, when he accepted the title, would not always accept it in an
unqualified way (Mk 8:29-31; cf. 15:2).26

Mark portrays Jesus entering Jerusalem in a way that some could
construe as royal, yet not as a military challenger to the elite or toward
Rome (Mk 11:7- 10). Clearly Jesus did enter Jerusalem during this week,
and clearly he already enjoyed the reputation of a prophet; something like
the triumphal entry is therefore inevitable. Yet even beyond such a general
statement, we can make a strong case for some further details recorded in
the Gospels.

Some scholars doubt much of the historical substance of the triumphal
entry narrative; some, for instance, contend that Mark 11:1-11 fits the
formal pattern of a legend, in this case, of a king entering his city.27 Yet
historical narrative could be told using the same formal pattern.28 In favor
of the narrative’s reliability, Witherington points out that others
commandeered animals; the original acclamation (one coming in the Lord’s
name) hardly reflects later christological confessions; and Psalm 118:26
(cited by the crowds) was genuinely used during Passover, though later
Christians probably would not know this (hence would not fabricate it; see
more fully below).29 Others point out that Mark and John may
independently attest Jesus entering on a donkey.30

Moreover, if Jesus entered the city in a memorable way at all (and there
was no other reason to preserve the story), he had to acquire the animal by
some means.31 Correspondingly, if he rode an ass, he himself probably
intended the allusion to Zechariah32 (which Mark seems not to have
exploited and perhaps not to have noticed). And why not, if Jesus both read



the Hebrew Bible and believed himself the future king (as we have begun to
argue)?

Thus, as many scholars today point out, the triumphal entry itself appears
to be historical (even if modest in scale).33 Perhaps the Romans waited so
long to execute Jesus because they did not know of the entry, perhaps
because the acclamations at his entry would have been ambiguous to most
Jerusalemites greeting pilgrims and his entrance was accomplished
quickly.34 The disciples, however, would have remembered the event in
great detail, and what Jesus intended to convey to them through the
symbolic act is more critical than the immediate understanding of other
bystanders. There was no need to be more publicly explicit than this; Jesus
would be executed as a messianic pretender soon enough.35 Only in
retrospect would memories of the event be impressed with the meaning
subsequent events were thought to instill in them.36

It is unlikely that the later church would have thought to create a scene
based on the authentic character of the Passover season; Mark’s account,
adapted by Matthew, thus presumably preserves accurate tradition. The
acclamations “Hosanna!” and “Blessed is he who comes in the Lord’s
name” (Mk 11:9-10) both reflect Psalm 118, part of the Hallel psalms sung
during this season. 37 Although in our later sources people officially began
singing the Hallel only the night before the first day of Passover,38 Passover
pilgrims could begin arriving, as Jesus did, considerably earlier, and
probably were often singing such psalms in advance of the festival.39

Interestingly, these allusions to the Hallel appear also in the parable of the
vineyard and at the last supper, in every case during the Passover season.
Nevertheless, none of these citations betrays any overt connection with
Passover (hence do not appear to be deliberate forgeries for verisimilitude).
These allusions to the Hallel fit the original context so well (and probably
so much better than that of the later church) that they undoubtedly stem
from a very early part of the tradition.

Once we conclude that the narrative reflects historical tradition, we must
ask whether it tells us anything about how Jesus and others viewed his
identity. Is it plausible that anyone viewed him in messianic terms at this
entry? Crowds would have been using the Hallel anyway, but though the
disciples undoubtedly knew that, their tradition preserved a particular part



of the Hallel especially relevant to Jesus: “Blessed is the one who comes in
the name of the Lord” (Mk 11:9). Rendering the connection with Jesus’ role
more explicit, Mark or his tradition speaks of the coming Davidic kingdom
(Mk 11:10). Such features fit the actual setting better than we might
suppose. Hopes for redemption ran high in the crowded fervor of Jerusalem
near Passover, requiring the Roman governor to increase security during
this time. Later Jewish thinkers clearly saw the future redemption
prefigured in Passover, the Hallel,40 and the cry, “Hosanna!”41 Thus the
arrival of a prophet from Galilee already associated with eschatologically
significant acts (e.g., Mk 6:34-44; Matt 12:28//Lk 11:20) could lead the
Galileans in the crowd, who were most familiar with Jesus’ works, to
acclaim the imminent restoration of the Davidic kingdom (Mk 11:10).

Yet the triumphal entry was probably not a lengthy event, and probably
not everyone in Jerusalem would have understood it the same way. The
Sadducean aristocrats’ position of power depended on them keeping peace
between their people and the Romans.42 That they did not intervene during
Jesus’ triumphal entry suggests a number of possible factors on the
historical level: first, the entry probably happened relatively quickly and the
priestly aristocrats, most of whom were occupied on the Temple Mount
during this period, were unaware of these events while they were
transpiring. Probably many of those greeting the royal party did not
recognize the entry as messianic, and possibly the messianic commotion did
not spread beyond the portion of the crowd already excited by Jesus’
reputation. It is likely the rural Galilean pilgrims more than urban
Jerusalemites who hail Jesus as a prophet (cf. Mk 11:9; Matt 21:10-11).43

Assuming, as I think we should, that the event itself is historical, we must
ask what Jesus intended the event to convey. In that vein, it is important to
note that the later church or Jesus’ Jewish followers could have chosen for
Jesus a more militant steed, but Jesus chose a beast of burden that would
convey the image of Zech 9:9.44 That knowledge of the Zechariah allusion
seems lost on Mark and perhaps his tradition,45 as we have noted, suggests
the antiquity of the tradition of Jesus’ entry on the animal.46 Although later
teachers and probably Jesus’ contemporaries regarded this prophecy as
Messianic,47 it was not such a popular text that his followers need have
grasped the full significance of his actions immediately. He was hardly the



only pilgrim to enter Jerusalem on an ass, though he was probably the only
potential messianic figure to do so in the midst of public acclaim. Many
scholars who observe the actions believe that Jesus was announcing that he
was indeed a king, but not a warrior-king.48

The Gospels suggest that Jesus’ view of his kingship was not the
common political or military understanding, but that not only his enemies
but also his disciples initially misconstrued him in accordance with popular
expectations associated with the exaltation and deliverance of Israel.
Nevertheless, Jesus and the early movement that emphasized his teachings
at least found in the diverse concepts of messiahship a nucleus appropriate
for partly defining his mission. The diverse views about messiahship we
will survey below show that Jesus did have some room for redefining the
meaning of the term. Just as Qumran adapted its messianic and
eschatological vision in a distinctive manner, Jesus’ disciples would have
been forced to do the same.49



Why a Messianic Secret?
 
“Secrets,” or rather attempts at privacy or at least crowd control, pervade
Mark’s (and to some extent probably independently John’s)50 story about
Jesus. In a number of Gospel accounts about Jesus’ ministry, he urged his
followers to silence, perhaps to reduce undue pressure from premature
popularity. This popularity demanded other measures as well, such as
speaking from a boat separate from the crowds (Mk 3:9), praying alone
before sunrise (Mk 1:35), taking the disciples apart alone (Mk 6:31-32;
7:24; cf. 8:27), or evading further crowds in one town in order to fulfill his
mission elsewhere (Mk 1:38). In this broader context, it would appear that
the tradition that he admonished his disciples to silence about his messianic
identity in particular (Mk 8:29-30) might guard against even greater
dangers than popularity — such as premature exposure to the authorities as
a political threat.

Scholars have, however, widely debated the reason for this “messianic
secret.” In the early twentieth century William Wrede contended that Mark
invented the Messianic Secret to explain why some traditions denied that
Jesus claimed Messiahship.51 Most scholars today, however, judge Wrede’s
thesis to be inadequate because it dismisses too much of the data.52 Wrede
was correct to notice that Jesus did not proclaim himself messiah or even
initially welcome the claim that he was messiah. Yet Wrede was not the first
person to notice this reticence, nor is his its only explanation; it was noticed
already, and certainly explained differently, in antiquity.53

Others suggest that Jesus rejects the title initially due to its military
connotations; 54 no public acclamation of Jesus’ Messiahship could be
understood accurately until after the crucifixion and resurrection (Mk 9:9;
15:26).55 Indeed, some scholars argue that Jesus could be viewed only as
Messiah-designate till after the resurrection anyway.56 Wrede’s opinion of a
nonmessianic tradition likely falters not only on literary critical grounds but
also on the basis of comparative studies. Our limited information on first-
century potential messianic claimants may suggest a reticence to declare



their identity prematurely; they apparently felt they had to produce some
evidence of their messiahship before publicly claiming kingship.57 (This
may have been the case with the “sign-prophets” treated in ch. 17.) In the
broader culture, self-testimony may have seemed inappropriate, especially
in view of the sentiment against self-boasting in the first-century
Mediterranean world.58 Further, some prominent biblical prophets often
worked clandestinely, endeavoring to accomplish their mission without
seeking their own honor (e.g., 1 Kgs 11:29; 13:8-9; 21:18; 2 Kgs 9:1-10),
partly because they were investing their time especially in a small circle of
disciples they were training (1 Sam 19:20; 2 Kgs 4:38; 6:1-3).59

Each of these proposals may be helpful, and we shall discuss Jesus’
messiahship further below. But because the “secret” of the kingdom
extended far beyond Jesus’ messiahship (Mk 4:11), solutions addressing
only a “messianic secret” may be too narrow.60 That Jesus offered private
teaching to his disciples is no more unusual than that some other teachers of
his day did so (as we noted in our discussion of parables in ch. 13).61

Since the disciples rather than crowds presumably supply the primary
source of information about Jesus for the gospel tradition, these private
teachings could have been transmitted as accurately as the public ones. Of
course, later generations could easily claim to report “secret” teachings
passed on privately for generations (e.g., second-century gnostics). But
teachings could be genuinely passed on in schools, and these “private”
teachings of Jesus to disciples were kept private only briefly during the
course of his ministry. Depending on when some of these events occurred,
that could mean that they were kept private only for a matter of months or
weeks.62

But while this broader context is important, scholars who note the
particularity of secrecy about Jesus’ messianic identity are also correct. In
addition to some of the other arguments above, at least one important
reason for allowing claims of his messiahship only toward the end of his
ministry was a matter of practical strategy. Messianic acclamations could
(and did) lead the authorities to wrongly classify Jesus as a revolutionary
and seek his execution; thus Jesus presumably delays his martyrdom until
the appropriate time and place (Passover in Jerusalem) by seeking to reduce
his activity’s explicitly political associations. Undue publicity drew



uncontrollable crowds (e.g., Mk 1:45; 2:2; 3:9-10, 20); the crowds and the
rumors they might spread could invite further “incriminating charges” that
Jesus sought to delay until the appropriate time.63 As we have also seen
elsewhere, Jesus waited on God to establish the kingdom and install the
Messiah. Thus he could expect to fill this role himself while rejecting any
attempt to claim it for him before God established it.64

Such factors surrounding Jesus’ ministry explain the “secret” better than
Wrede’s theory does. The Gospels portray Galilean crowds risking
overwhelming Jesus and his disciples, as we noted above. Explicit public
teachings about Jesus’ role in the kingdom would risk inciting those eager
to follow a traditional messiah and hasten Jesus’ conflict with the
authorities before he was ready. If Jesus knew anything at all about the
political situation in Jerusalem, he would know that a public messianic
claim would lead to his almost immediate execution; in Mark, it does.65

Even when traveling to Jerusalem, Jesus does not arm his followers or offer
signs of resistance; the Gospel narratives are thus plausible as they stand,
offering a plausible reason for Jesus’ silence.



Views of Messiahship in Antiquity
 
To understand why Jesus needed to qualify the definition of messiahship, it
is important to understand the range of ideas attached to messiahship in his
day. Jesus was not the only teacher to dissent from other messianic views,
for the range of views was broad. Most of the views would not fit his
ministry (just as others’ messianic views would not fit all the messianic
paradigms of their contemporaries).

The prophets had foretold an eschatological king and/or dynasty
descended from David,66 a theme that continued in early Judaism.67

Because the king was the “anointed one,”68 Jewish people often granted the
eschatological anointed king, the king par excellence, the articular title, “the
messiah.” “Anointed” (for both royal and nonroyal uses) came into the
Septuagint regularly as christos.69

The Gospels provide the impression that Palestinian Jews in general
understood the term “messiah” (“anointed one”) and expected his coming.
Given the term’s inadequacy in the Diaspora and in later Christian
christology (“son of David” christology is far less prominent than wisdom,
lord, and other christologies), it seems unlikely that the Gospels would have
simply invented this usage.70 Yet our first-century evidence on the issue is
disparate; some of it, especially texts directed toward Diaspora audiences,
make minimal use of the term. But this lack of use may say more about our
sources than about first-century Palestinian Judaism’s messianic
expectations.

Josephus’ omission of messianic data is understandable; writing for a
Diaspora readership, seeking to minimize Judaism’s revolutionary
involvement, he has reason to play down messiahs and popular messianic
ideals that could have political implications.71 Josephus may have even
toned down David’s revolutionary activity and ancestry for the messiah.72

He elsewhere suppresses Jewish ideas that would present his heritage badly
to the Romans and undoubtedly does the same with messiahship, “though
certain of the persons whom he describes as brigands and deceivers must



really have been messianic pretenders.” 73 Yet the nature of such messiahs
varied: not all such messiahs were necessarily associated with militant
resistance. If the Samaritan prophet, Theudas, or the Egyptian prophet were
messianic figures, they looked to a miraculous divine intervention rather
than mere military force to establish God’s reign.74

The failed Bar Kochba revolt of 132-35 CE led to Hadrian’s
establishment of pagan Aelia Capitolina on the site of Jerusalem. The
Romans flayed alive R. Akiba, one of the primary sources for the Mishnaic
tradition. It should therefore not surprise us that the earliest rabbinic texts
generally preserve a much more cautious approach to messianism, where it
has not been suppressed altogether, than later texts that have returned to
contemplation on biblical prophecies about the Son of David.75 Such
skepticism is reported of R. Johanan ben Zakkai, who survived the
destruction of 70 CE: finish what you are doing before going out to greet a
Messianic claimant.76 But even in the late second century, rabbis still
reportedly hoped for the coming of Messiah.77

A variety of other texts, however, emphasize messianic hopes.78 For
example, the fourteenth and fifteenth benedictions of the Amida, probably
rooted in the pre-70 period,79 long for the restoration of David’s house.80

Likewise, Psalms of Solomon 17:32, a pre-Christian source, declares hope
in the coming king; the context envisions a warrior messiah (17:21-25). A
variety of other Jewish sources from this period81 address the Messiah and
often connect him with the final judgment.82 Both 4 Ezra 13 and Enoch’s
Similitudes suggest a preexistent individual Messiah of some sort who will
destroy the wicked.83

The Davidic Messiah was, by any definition of the type, a future ruler
ordained by God with political (not merely spiritual) rule.84 Nevertheless,
views about this Messiah diverged widely. Qumran’s “Messianic”
expectation apparently encompassed two major eschatological anointed
figures, a Davidic Messiah and a high priest.85 The Hasmoneans had
combined priesthood and kingship in the same persons,86 a combination to
which the Zadokite priests who founded the Qumran community
strenuously objected.87 Thus this separatist priestly community emphasized
an “anointed” priest as well as a king (cf. Zech 4:14; 6:13).88 Other texts



less clearly connected with the Essene movement also stress the role of the
future priest.89

In the earliest texts associated with the sort of movement we find at
Qumran, Levi and Judah probably fulfill a special role because these two
tribes constituted most of Israel as the community knew it,90 but only from
Judah is a salvific figure mentioned.91 The ruler would come from Judah,
not from what the sectarians viewed as the corrupt priestly Hasmonean
line.92

After this period, however, scholars divide on the interpretation of the
Qumran texts: some contend that they support one Messiah,93 others that
they support two Messiahs,94 others that diversity of opinion existed within
Qumran or its documents,95 or that different documents portray different
stages in the community’s development of eschatological thought.96 1QS
9.11 does conjoin the expectation of a prophet with that of “the Messiahs of
Aaron and Israel”; the Damascus Document, however, consistently employs
the singular, lending credence to the possibility of diverse views in the
texts.97

But the title “anointed” may apply to any figure for a leading office,
which diminishes the conflict.98 One “anointed” figure is the rightful high
priest (in contrast with the wicked one in the Temple), so only the other
anointed figure is the eschatological king.99 Still, the Qumran evidence may
suggest diverse approaches to Messianism; the possibly single Messiah of
Aaron and Israel in the Damascus Document would imply that at some
point Qumran’s greatest expectation was a Levitic rather than a Davidic
anointed one.100

The rabbinic idea of two messiahs,101 however, derives from different
exegesis and probably arises independently from later circumstances.102

Sufficient Old Testament basis existed to provide midrashic proofs for a
suffering Messiah,103 but it is probably only after the failure of the Bar
Kochba revolt that the rabbinic tradition of a suffering Messiah (Messiah
ben Joseph) in addition to the triumphant warrior Messiah (Messiah ben
David) arose.104 (The earlier proposal that the Dead Sea Scrolls envision a
slain Messiah105 has been largely rejected.)106



A variety of messianic views thus existed. The view articulated by Jesus’
followers exists within this range in its Jewish environment, but is
distinctive, not derived from any one source. This view does fit, however,
what we have seen of Jesus’ mission.



Conclusion: Jesus as a King
 
We have argued that the earliest sources reveal that while Jesus was initially
reticent to claim messiahship publicly, and while even his disciples initially
misunderstood the character of his messianic claim, Jesus viewed his
mission at least partly in messianic terms. He taught that his disciples would
have a role in the Messianic kingdom, which implies that he attributed to
himself a messianic role.107 His disciples claimed him to be messiah, and
his execution as king indicates that others believed that he considered
himself messiah.108 Neither Pilate nor the disciples got the idea from each
other; rather, it derived from a common ultimate source in Jesus himself.
For later followers of Jesus to invent such a title for him is inconceivable; it
risked persecution against themselves for following one executed for
treason.

We noted above E. P. Sanders’ view that many scholars have been too
cautious about assuming that Jesus believed he was a king.109 Raymond
Brown likewise concludes that some of Jesus’ followers may have thought
him the Messiah, but that he responded ambivalently because his mission
defined the term differently than the popular title would suggest.110

Martin Hengel sums up the evidence well. Although many scholars are
reluctant to think that Jesus viewed himself as Messiah, most concur that he
does not easily fit within merely sage or prophetic categories alone.111

Jesus’ preaching about the kingdom has implications for his own
identity;112 Jesus seems to claim that the kingdom is present in him (Matt
12:28//Lk 11:20).113 Such teachings cohere well with the secure
information that Jesus was executed on the charge of claiming to be Israel’s
rightful king.114 Clearly Jesus viewed himself not as simply “one
‘eschatological prophet’ among many.”115



CHAPTER 19
 

More Than an Earthly Messiah?
 

For the “first followers of Jesus . . . what mattered most was the body of instructions
that circulated in his name.”

BURTON MACK1

 

 
“. . . the type of interpretation that makes Jesus a moralist, a teacher of an enlightened
and individualistic morality, for all of its significant historical insights . . . does not even
come close to the real figure of Jesus.”

POPE BENEDICT2

 

 
“. . . devotion to Jesus as divine erupted suddenly and quickly, not gradually and late. .
. . More specifically, the origins lie in Jewish Christian circles of the earliest years.”

LARRY HURTADO3

 
 
As we have noted, the earliest extant sources about Jesus redefine the
traditional nature of “messiahship” in light of his mission. While his
mission offered what some of his contemporaries might have viewed as a
“low christology” in some respects — he was not a warrior messiah
consummating an immediate kingdom — our earliest extant sources also
offer a “higher christology” than many modern scholars have supposed.

We have already noted Jesus’ self-designation, “son of man,” which
probably connected him with an eschatological role more cosmic than many
messianic expectations. As we shall see here, some material in our earliest
extant sources — Mark and especially the more sayings-focused “Q” —
points to a role for Jesus higher than that normally found in most



conceptions of an earthly messiah. Our other extant sources that comment
seem to agree.



The Eschatological Judge in “Q”
 
In ch. 11, we noted that John the Baptist announced the coming of someone
who would baptize in God’s Spirit and fire. In John’s Bible, however, only
God would pour out the divine Spirit (e.g., Is 44:3; Ezek 39:29; Joel 2:28-
29) and fiery end-time judgment. Whether or not John applied this image to
Jesus, Q certainly did. Although Mark omits baptism in fire, he still
includes baptism in the Spirit, perhaps abbreviating Q.

In ch. 11, we also noted John’s claim that he was unworthy to handle the
coming one’s sandals, i.e., unworthy to be his servant. (Although this
saying could be assigned to Mark rather than Q, because I believe that Mark
abbreviates “Q” material for his introduction here I believe this saying
predates Mark.) Because prophets were servants of God, we pointed out
that such an image appears to imply some superhuman or even divine role
for the coming one.

In one “Q” parable, Jesus emphasizes his eschatological role. In both
Luke and Matthew, Jesus’ sermon on ethics climaxes with a parable that
provides the authority for his ethics (Lk 6:47-49//Matt 7:24-27). We have
already noted that parables are characteristic of Jesus’ teaching, not that of
his followers; we would thus naturally deem a “Q” parable particularly
reliable. In Jesus’ parable, whoever builds on his wise words will endure
testing,4 whereas whoever does not will be swept away.

Jesus sounds like more than a mere sage here, especially when we
consider how others may have normally told this same parable. An early-
second-century teacher, not dependent on Jesus but probably dependent on
a common tradition, offered a similar parable. In this parable, one who
studies Torah and has good works “may be likened to” one who lays a
foundation of stones and then of bricks, so that rising water or rain cannot
overturn it. But one who studies Torah and has no good works is like one
who builds with bricks on the bottom, so that even a small amount of water
overturns it.5 The language of this example is almost as similar to
Matthew’s as Luke’s version of the parable is.6 Jesus here refers to his own



words in the way that Jewish teachers generally referred to God’s law.7 The
label “sectarian”8 may therefore constitute an understatement!

We also encounter Jesus’ exalted role elsewhere in “Q.”9 As we noted in
our chapter on Jesus’ conflicts, Jesus wished to gather his people under his
wings (Matt 23:37//Lk 13:34). This claim, as we noted, recalls a biblical
and early Jewish image of God sheltering his people under his wings;10

Jewish teachers also came to speak of one who converted Gentiles as
bringing them under the wings of the Shekinah, the divine presence.11



David’s Lord in Mk 12:35-37
 
In Mark, Jesus begins to hint his messianic identity publicly at Mk 12:6;12

he begins to imply a corresponding identity greater than that of David
already in Mk 12:35-37. Jesus is no mere David redivivus, no mere warrior
king like David, but one far greater than David. If he is David’s “lord,”
enthroned not simply in Jerusalem but at God’s right hand, how can he be
his “son”?

While Jesus’ teaching could be read as repudiating the messiah’s Davidic
descent, 13 the real problem here (as Matthew and Luke especially
emphasize) seems to be how he can be David’s Lord yet at the same time
David’s son,14 younger in age yet superior in rank.15 Jewish teachers often
asked didactic questions that functioned as “haggadic antinomy,” in which
both sides of a question were correct but their relationship needed to be
resolved.16 The messiah, i.e., the “anointed” king, was by definition “son of
David” in various circles of Jewish expectation. 17 Yet the title “Lord”
describes him far more adequately.18

Because the language about being son of David is ambiguous, however,
it does not seem very likely that the early Christians would have created a
tradition that could be used to challenge Jesus’ Davidic descent, hence his
messiahship.19 Jesus’ messiahship was precisely a point of debate with their
Jewish contemporaries, and Jesus’ wording here could be used against his
movement’s case on that point. Why would Mark, who clearly affirms that
Jesus is Christ (Mk 1:1; 8:29; 9:41; 14:61-62) and seems to also affirm that
he is son of David (Mk 10:47-48; cf. 11:10), take this risk if not bound here
to genuine tradition?

The question of theological precedent or lack thereof does not affect the
point. Early Judaism may not have understood Ps 110 in a messianic
sense,20 but the psalm was readily available for Jesus’ own use no less than
that of his followers, and by speaking of a “lord” of David secondary to
Yahweh it naturally enough lent itself to quasimessianic or supermessianic
speculation. That it became widespread in a wide range of early Christian



circles21 probably suggests that a common authority stands behind its
usage. Thus it seems most likely that the passage reflects Jesus’ own
teaching.22

Whatever the original psalm means, it probably does portray an
exaltation greater than that of David historically. If the psalmist spoke to a
lord besides Yahweh, a lord who would be enthroned at God’s right hand as
his vice-regent, then this king was someone greater than an ordinary royal
descendant of David. 23 Some in the psalmist’s day might have understood
the image on the Near Eastern analogy of divine kings.24

The context in Mark reinforces the striking nature of the claim, though
we cannot know for sure how closely together the sayings were actually
spoken. Because Jesus in Mark’s preceding passage had cited one text in
which the only “Lord” was God (Mk 12:29-30), his emphasis on the
subordinate “Lord” of Psalm 110 (pronounced as if it read the same in
public reading and certainly in Greek, despite the difference in Hebrew)
would sound striking, especially given the frequent practice of linking texts
on the basis of common key words.25



Jesus’ Special Relation to God
 
Jesus’ special designation of himself as God’s “son” in some traditions
connotes intimacy, but it lent itself readily to his followers’ later use of it as
a title for him. Jesus himself at the very least implied a special intimacy
with the Father when he addressed God as “Abba” (Mk 14:36),26 an
Aramaic title that carried over into the early church (Rom 8:15; Gal 4:6)
and must be original with Jesus.27 Jesus calls himself “the Son” (of God) in
Mk 13:32, a saying unlikely to have been invented, and in a “Q” saying
(Matt 11:25-27//Lk 10:21-22).



God as Father
28

 
Claiming that Jesus called God “Father” should not be controversial.
Nevertheless, by itself it would also not say much about how he viewed
himself. Calling God “Father,” including in prayer, is not distinctive; it is
not even limited to Judaism. Claiming that God or Zeus was father or
begetter of humanity was a common Greek idea.29 Zeus or Jupiter appears
as “the Father” in both Greek30 and Latin31 texts; is addressed as “Father”
in invocations;32 is “Father of all”;33 father of the gods;34 father of
humanity;35 and often “father of humans and gods.”36 Zeus could also be
portrayed as father of kings37 or of the virtuous.38 Stoic thinkers also spoke
of God as a father,39 i.e., “father of all,”40 father of human beings,41 and
father of humans and deities,42 by virtue of creation.

Jewish people called God “father” (also an occasional OT title for
God),43 though not all with equal sympathy for the Greek usage. The
Diaspora Jewish philosopher Philo speaks of the “supreme father of deities
and people” acknowledged by both Greeks and barbarians;44 Josephus,
however, condemns the Greeks’ “father” who rules heaven as a tyrant,
rejecting Zeus’ identification with the true God.45 Greek-speaking Jews
were united, in any case, in regarding God as Father of all,46 from Philo47 to
the Sibylline Oracles;48 Jewish magical texts could also invoke God as
“father of all creation.”49 God was “begetter of gods and humans.”50 Greek-
speaking church fathers agreed.51

A variety of other Jewish sources also called God “father.”52 The
liturgical title that came to dominate in later rabbinic Judaism was “father in
heaven.”53 Corporate Jewish and Christian prayers to God as Father are
nearly identical.54 Because Jewish culture generally perceived fathers as
wise, benevolent, but authoritative protectors, “father” offered a useful
image for God.55 For most Jewish sources, God is especially Israel’s
father;56 for most Christian sources, God is the father of Jesus’ followers.



“Abba, Father”
 
While calling God “Father” was not distinctive, Jesus calls God “Father”
frequently, and sometimes addresses him as “my Father” (Matt 11:27//Lk
10:22).57 He also emphasizes the intimacy of his relationship with his
Father (Matt 11:25- 27//Lk 10:21-22), which was not the common use of
the image either among his people or among Gentiles. This relationship
may be most clearly obvious in the title “Abba” (Mk 14:36).58

Vermes views Jesus’ invocation of his “Father” as “Abba” as in line with
other charismatic sages, comparing the grandson of the famous
“charismatic” sage Honi the Circle-Drawer.59 Whereas the German scholar
Joachim Jeremias had insisted that Jesus’ use of “Abba” for God was
unique,60 Vermes notes that Honi’s grandson compares God with an
“Abba.”61 The source for this comparison is much later than Jesus,
however,62 and is merely a comparison, not a direct address. If Jeremias’
case for uniqueness may be overstated, the address is at least highly
distinctive with Jesus. Vermes’ appeal to its “charismatic” character may at
least reinforce its implications for Jesus’ intimate dependence on God.

Because Mark is written in Greek, only selectively reproducing Aramaic
words of Jesus, we read Jesus’ “Abba” address there only once, in a time of
Jesus’ intimate and desperate prayer (Mk 14:36). What suggests to us that
this language may have been more generally characteristic of Jesus’ non-
public prayer addresses is its wholesale adoption by many of his followers.
Although Paul, like Mark, supplies the Greek translation with the title, he
uses the expression in two letters to Greek-speaking churches (Rom 8:15;
Gal 4:6). In both cases, he seems to assume that most of the church will be
familiar with the term; that one of these instances is to a church he has
never visited (Rom 8:15) indicates that the usage was widespread in early
Christianity.63

In both cases, Paul refers to a mark of the Spirit within Jesus’ followers
that gives them intimacy with God. In one case, he describes this
relationship as the activity of the Spirit associated with God’s Son Jesus, so
that Jesus’ followers are transferred into Jesus’ own intimate relationship



with the Father (Gal 4:6).64 What is most significant about this claim for
our purposes is that Jesus’ movement widely recognized his intimate
relationship with the Father.



The Son’s Knowledge Limited
 
Some sayings attributed to Jesus that are almost certainly authentic claim
his Sonship in a special sense. For example, in Mk 13:32, Jesus claims that
no one knows the day nor the hour, not even “the Son,” a saying that is
surely authentic. 65 Especially because Scripture already attested that the
Lord knows the time (Zech 14:7), the early church would hardly have
created a saying limiting divine omniscience to the Father;66 no circle of
first-century Christianity securely known to us would have readily invented
such a christological concession. Had early Christians simply needed a
saying to address the delay of the parousia, they would more naturally have
created a claim that Jesus denied the imminence of the parousia, not that he
was ignorant of its timing.67

The saying fits a Palestinian Jewish milieu; Diaspora Jews tended to be
far less interested in end-time speculation. In the early centuries of this era,
some Jewish futurists even set dates for the end of the age,68 eliciting a
strong reaction among more conservative teachers.69 Although some later
rabbis thought that God revealed all things to his angels, those later rabbis
who commented on the subject generally doubted that angels knew the time
of Israel’s deliverance,70 and angels were rarely viewed as omniscient.71

If we accept the saying as authentic, however, it incidentally verifies the
view that Jesus called himself the son of God in a distinctive sense, and
assigns himself a role among or above the angels.72



The Son’s Special Relation to the Father
 
One passage in “Q” (Matt 11:25-27//Lk 10:21-22) attributes to Jesus a
relationship with the Father that sounds almost like what we read in the
Gospel of John.73 This is especially true in the particular saying in Matt
11:27//Lk 10:22: “My Father has delegated everything to me, and no one
knows the Son except the Father. Nor does anyone know the Father except
the Son — and to whom-ever the Son wishes to reveal him.” Such a claim
about the exclusivity of divine knowledge involving Jesus resembles
contemporary claims about divine wisdom (e.g., Wisd 9:17).

By employing here a term frequently used for passing on tradition74 the
Gospels might contrast Jesus’ revelation, which is directly from the Father,
with the traditions that sages received from earlier sages. Although this is
not a claim to omniscience (as we noted with regard to Mk 13:32),75 it
claims a position of special authority and relationship with the Father. The
Father has given Jesus the sole prerogative to reveal him, so that anyone
who approaches God a different way will not find him. Some scholars
object that this passage sounds too much like something the Gospel of John
would say (e.g., Jn 1:18; 14:6). Others respond, however, that if Jesus never
spoke in terms like these, it would be more difficult to explain where
Johannine tradition derived its picture of Jesus.76

Some scholars have objected that this exalted Q picture of Jesus and the
language used to describe it is gnostic or Greek, hence not from Jesus
himself. But the gnostic interpretation falters severely on the phrase “no one
knows the Son but the Father” — a claim that denies the very heart of much
gnosticism as we know it.77 Moreover, further investigations have shown
that the passage is thoroughly Palestinian Jewish, representing the sort of
blend of mystic and apocalyptic thought that clustered around discussions
of Israel, divine Wisdom and the law.78 As Jeremias already pointed out
several decades ago, “Language, style and structure . . . clearly assign the
saying to a Semitic-speaking milieu.”79 Not all scholars are certain that the



saying is authentic,80 but most today will agree that it is clearly not
hellenistic.81

But not even all scholars who suspect that the saying originated with
Jesus agree on its sense; some suggest Jesus indicates his relationship with
God merely by means of analogy with a natural family: “only a father and
son really know each other.”82 The analogy interpretation falters on the
inadequacy of the image, however: men were in fact generally closer to
their wives and friends than to their fathers.83 Jesus’ prayers addressing
God as Father and the use of “Son” as a title for Jesus in the indisputably
authentic saying in Mk 13:32 also suggest that Jesus here refers to himself
as God’s unique son.84 Although other images85 may also be at work, many
scholars believe Jesus describes himself here especially in the language of
divine Wisdom.86 Witherington notes that

The claim of exclusivity of mutual knowledge of Father and son
should be compared to the claims that state only Wisdom knows
God and vice versa (cf. Job 28:1-27; Sir. 1:6, 8; Bar. 3:15-32;
Prov. 8:12; Wis. 7:25ff.; 8:3-8; 9:4, 9, 11). The middle two
clauses suggest that Jesus sees his relationship to the Father in the
light of wisdom ideas, and he may see himself as Wisdom
incarnate here.87

 
Jesus claimed to be not merely one sage or prophet among many, but the
supreme end-time revealer of God’s character and purpose.



“Son of God” in Judaism
 
In the context of our other observations about Jesus’ ministry, the title “son
of God” surely meant more than simply intimacy, although it included that.
Speaking of God’s Messiah as his “Son” may not have been common in
early Judaism, but it was certainly intelligible — though in various senses.

Scripture and Jewish tradition apply the “Son of God” title to those who
belong to God;88 to Israel (most commonly);89 and to a righteous person in
general. 90 Angels, too, could be called “sons of God,”91 although given
that angels were not human, and “son of God” bore many other senses,
probably no Jew would interpret a human as “God’s son” in the angelic
sense without an explicit statement to that effect in the narrative.92 Yet the
problem with most “son of God” parallels, both hellenistic and Jewish, is
that early Christians controversially proclaimed Jesus as not merely a son of
God, but the Son of God, his beloved and unique Son.93 How did the early
Jesus movement employ the title?

The most appropriate Jewish background of the term when applied to
Jesus was the messianic sense. This usage need not rule out figurative
nuances of sonship like obedience, submission,94 intimacy and delegated
authority95 that would be part of the metaphor in a Jewish context. But the
notion of special sonship distinct from Israel or the righteous (such as we
have seen in Mk 13:32 or Matt 11:27//Lk 10:22) demands something more,
and Scripture provided the content. Nathan’s oracle in 2 Sam 7:1496

indicated that God would adopt David’s royal descendants (his “house,” 2
Sam 7:11), starting with Solomon, as his own sons, perhaps borrowing this
special status from Israel (Ex 4:22) and from divine adoption of kings in
other ancient Near Eastern cultures.97

Ancient Israel’s temple cultus came to celebrate this royal promise (Ps
2:7; 89:26-29).98 The prophets reminded God’s people of the qualification
of obedience (cf. 2 Sam 7:14b), even suggesting that the royal tree would
become a stump and the house a tent until a time of restoration came (Is
11:1; Amos 9:11). But the prophets also recognized the promise to David



(e.g., Is 55:3; Jer 33:17-26; Ezek 34:23-24; 37:24-25; Zech 12:10),
sometimes fulfilled in his lineage or his ultimate descendant. This promised
reign would last forever, so that the king would be, in Isaiah’s words, a
“mighty God” (Is 9:6-7) — a title applied in the context to YHWH himself
(Is 10:21).99

Although hope for an eschatological anointed leader or leaders ran high,
and the Davidic messiah remained prominent in many expectations, “son of
God” was no more a common description of him in this era than people
commonly thought of Dan 7 when they used the more generic expression
“son of man.”100 But neither was the usage unknown. In at least some
circles, 2 Sam 7:14 was interpreted with direct reference to the Davidic
messiah as “son of God” (as we may note from some clear Qumran
examples).101 Some other Dead Sea Scrolls texts (like 4Q369 frg. 1, 2.6-
7,102 and, on some views, also 4Q246 col. 2, line 1)103 have been thought to
apply the phrase similarly.104 Hints may be found that others also
understood Ps 2 Messianically in the period of formative Christianity.105

Early Christians normally applied this Old Testament title especially to the
king’s enthronement rather than his birth (Rom 1:3-4; Heb 1:5; 5:5; Acts
13:33).

But while Jesus’ use of “the son” probably involves messiahship, Jesus’
usage noted above also redefines the character of his messiahship. Jesus’
distinctive use of the title seems to emphasize more his intimacy with the
Father than his royal status, and in some texts particularly underlines a
unique and exalted role. Jesus is Israel’s messiah, but even more than this,
he is the Father’s special son.



Who Did Jesus’ Movement Think He Was?
 
We lack direct access to the minds of Jesus’ earliest followers in the 30s and
(for the most part) the 40s. The first-century documents we do have,
however, virtually without exception suggest an exalted role for Jesus that
exceeds rather than falls short of contemporary Jewish messianic
expectations. All our sources that address the issue distinguish this open
recognition about Jesus’ exalted identity after the resurrection from the state
of affairs before it106 (see discussion of the “messianic secret” in ch. 18);
nevertheless they seem unanimous in their central affirmation. Perhaps
Jesus’ followers believed that his postresurrection teaching allowed the
resurrection to cast a different light on sayings and events that had
preceded. We survey some of their texts below (although recognizing that
other scholars have treated this material in greater detail). 107 I omit
Johannine texts here108 because John’s exalted christology is sufficiently
widely recognized as to require little comment.



Who Did Mark Think Jesus Was?
 
Besides the text about Jesus being David’s “Lord” and texts about Jesus’
return, addressed earlier, Mark seems to indicate an exalted role for Jesus
elsewhere (although it is not his focus). We will note here his understanding
of how Jesus functioned as John’s successor in light of Scripture, and
Mark’s report that Jesus claimed to be “Lord of the Sabbath.”

In Mk 1:3, Mark quotes Is 40:3 with reference to John the Baptist’s
mission of preparing the “way of the Lord.” This text is presumably earlier
than Mark, since not only Matthew and Luke, who follow Mark directly,
but also the Fourth Gospel (Jn 1:23), which probably does not, cites the
verse.109 Some even suspect that John himself used this text (Is 40:3) to
explain his own sense of mission (as in Jn 1:23).110 In view of a Qumran
parallel, use of this Isaiah text is more plausible in a Palestinian Jewish
environment — indeed, especially in John’s wilderness — than anywhere
else. The Qumran community applied the same Isaiah text to their own
mission in the wilderness,111 especially to their knowledge of the law.112

At the very least, the usage tells us Mark’s view about Jesus: the one
whose way John prepares is none other than the “Lord” himself (Is 40:3).113

If Mark was at all biblically literate, then, he would have understood that
applying this passage to John meant that John was preparing the way for
God himself, though in Mark’s narrative John prepares the way for Jesus.
This connection would fit his inclusion of John’s sayings about being
unworthy to deal with the “coming one’s” sandals, and that the coming one
would baptize in God’s Spirit, language apparently implying the divine
status of the coming one.

Most of all, it is consistent with the quotation that Mark links with this
one (Mk 1:2), from Mal 3:1, where again the messenger prepares for God’s
own coming. In Malachi that messenger is Elijah, sent before the great day
of the Lord’s judgment (Mal 4:5). Not surprisingly, a few verses after
quoting Malachi’s promise of God’s messenger, Mark describes John
coming in the wilderness with a leather girdle around his waist — an image
all biblically informed hearers would associate with Elijah (2 Kgs 1:8).114 If



Mark believes that John is Elijah preparing the way of God, and in Mark
John prepares for Jesus (cf. Mk 9:11-13), Mark plainly has an exalted view
about Jesus.

In Mk 2:28, Jesus claims that the Son of Man is Lord of the Sabbath.
Such a claim might not generate hostility.115 Because the Semitic
expression “son of man” usually just means “human being,” even some
modern commentators have read Jesus’ Son of Man statement here as a
teaching about persons in general. 116 In the immediately preceding context,
Jesus claims that “The Sabbath was made on account of humanity, rather
than humanity on account of the Sabbath” (Mk 2:27). Many other Jewish
teachers uttered such a sentiment117 and similar logical constructions.118

Thus one could infer that Jesus simply claims that the sabbath was made for
humans, so humans are “lord” of the sabbath. While such an interpretation
may have occurred to Jesus’ hearers within the narrative, however, those
familiar with his self-designation as “son of man” would find here a self-
claim resembling other hints in his teaching. In the context of Mark’s larger
Gospel, Jesus’ identity as “son of man” is clear. Thus David’s “lord” was
lord of more than David and his kingdom, but lord even of God’s
sabbath.119



Who Did Matthew Think Jesus Was?
 
Robert Gundry finds Jesus assuming the role of Yahweh in his teaching in
Matthew, citing numerous specific examples (Matt 10:32-33; 11:5, 10, 28,
29; 13:41; 16:27; 17:11; 24:31; 25:31).120 Although not all of these
passages require this interpretation, a number do use imagery typically
associated with God in Scripture or early Judaism, and it is clear that
Matthew believes Jesus to be more than an earthly messiah.

When Jesus invites hearers to accept his “yoke” (Matt 11:29-30), he may
allude to the traditional idea of God’s law or kingdom as a good yoke.121 By
speaking of God’s law or kingdom as Jesus’ own, Jesus implicitly claims
authority from the Father (cf. the “Q” saying in Matt 11:27) greater than
that of Moses himself; other Jewish texts would have spoken only of God’s
yoke here,122 or of the yoke of God’s Torah.123 Jesus’ words clearly evoke
the invitation of the sage Joshua ben Sira (Sir 51:23-27):

Draw near to me, you who are uneducated . . .
Why do you delay in these matters, 
when your souls thirst so much? . . . 
Place your neck under the yoke, 
and let your soul accept training — 
she is near if you wish to find her. 
Witness with your own eyes that I have labored little, 
yet have found much rest for myself.

 
Yet the offered yoke here is not Ben Sira’s, but that of divine Wisdom,

and Wisdom elsewhere invites the hearer, “Come to me, you who earnestly
desire me,” and eat and drink of wisdom (Sir 24:19-21). John is not the only
Gospel writer with a “wisdom christology” (Jn 1:1-18; 6:35; 7:37).125 Even
Jesus’ promise of “rest for your souls” in this passage evokes a divine role;
in Scripture, this promise belonged to God’s people if they obeyed God (Jer
6:16 MT).126



In Matt 1:23, toward the beginning of his Gospel, Matthew calls Jesus
“God with us” (Is 7:14). This claim cannot be a mere slip of the pen;
because it fits two other strategic texts about Jesus and the divine presence
in Matthew, one at the Gospel’s conclusion (18:20; 28:20), Matthew surely
makes an exalted claim about Jesus here.127 In Matt 18:20, Jesus implicitly
claims to be the divine presence, using language familiar in a specifically
Jewish environment. An ancient Jewish saying promised God’s presence
not only for ten males (the minimum prerequisite for a synagogue),128 but
for even two or three gathered to study God’s law.129 Here Jesus himself
fills the role of the Shekinah, God’s presence, in the traditional Jewish
saying.130 (Jewish teachers often emphasized God’s omnipresence.) 131 For
Matthew, Jesus is “God with us” (1:23; 28:20).

Is it plausible that Jesus actually uttered words like these during his
earthly ministry, at least privately to his disciples (who understood such
words in a more exalted way at a later time)?132 The theme is multiply
attested in the tradition, though more dominant in Matthew (and certainly
John).133 What we can unquestionably say historically is that, contrary to
some modern scholarly constructs about them, our early Christian sources
offer a consensus about Jesus’ identity and, where they address it, his own
knowledge of his identity.



Who Did Luke Think Jesus Was?
 
Luke indicates his views about Jesus in a speech attributed to Peter on the
day of Pentecost — the first point at which Luke reports preaching about
Jesus after his exaltation. In addition to the image of Jesus baptizing in the
Spirit (which Lk 3:16 presumably derives from“Q”), in Acts 2:33 Jesus
“pours out” the Spirit, a clear allusion to God pouring out the Spirit in 2:17-
18 (the only other passage in Luke-Acts that uses ekcheō). Jewish texts also
speak of God pouring out wisdom (Sir 1:9) as his gift (Sir 1:10; cf. Acts
2:38).134 But the most obvious source of the language, in view of the
allusion to Acts 2:17-18, is Joel 2:28-29, where God pours out the Spirit.

Moreover, Peter interprets the name of the “Lord” (the divine name in
Hebrew) in terms of Jesus of Nazareth in Acts 2:21, 38 (interpreting Joel
2:32 by way of Ps 110:1). By concluding that the gift of the Spirit was
available to “as many as God would call,” Luke clearly echoes the end of
Joel 2:32 (3:5 LXX), completing the quotation interrupted in Acts 2:21.135

That is, having finished his exposition of “whoever calls on the Lord’s
name” (2:21) by showing that the name on which they must call is Jesus’
(2:38), he concludes the quotation in 2:39. The salvific name of God, then,
is “Jesus.” That other early Christians interpreted the Joel text similarly in
the 50s (Joel 2:32 in Rom 10:9, 13)136 signals that Luke follows an earlier
tradition of interpretation.



Who Did Paul Think Jesus Was?
 
Paul’s evidence, ranging from less than two to roughly three decades after
the resurrection, offers our earliest NT evidence and a decisive
contradiction to the idea that Christians only gradually evolved the idea of
Jesus’ exalted status.137 To be sure, Paul’s interests were not the same as
those of authors who composed later Christian creeds; but for him Jesus
was not only human, but also the preexistent Wisdom of Jewish tradition
and the exalted Lord.

In the earliest extant Christian document, 1 Thessalonians, Paul might
apply to Jesus’ appearing some Old Testament language about God’s
coming.138 Likewise, the Marana tha invocation of 1 Cor 16:22 indicates
Jesus’ exalted status, and is taken by many scholars as “clear evidence that
in the very earliest days the Aramaic-speaking church referred to Jesus by
the title that in the OT belongs to God alone.”139 In other words, the title “is
the ascription to Jesus of the functions of deity.”140

Paul uses wisdom language for Jesus. The language is found in what are
often taken to be pre-Pauline formulas, but of which Paul at the least plainly
approves.141 These passages include 1 Cor 8:6, probably also adapting the
Shema (the confession of the oneness of Israel’s God, the Lord): “To us
there is only one God, the Father, from whom is everything . . . and one
Lord, Jesus Christ, through whom is everything . . .”142 Likewise Phil 2:6-7
reads at least something (despite some debate) like this: Jesus “being in
God’s form did not consider equality with God something to be taken hold
of; instead, he emptied himself, taking a slave’s form, having embraced
human likeness . . .”143 Like some other passages, this one goes on to apply
to Jesus an Old Testament text about God (Phil 2:10-11, using the language
of Is 45:23). Many also would count here the wisdom language in Col 1:15-
17144 and other passages. Paul’s references to the “day of the Lord Jesus” or
“day of Christ” (1 Cor 1:8; 5:5; 2 Cor 1:14; Phil 1:6, 10; 2:16) clearly evoke
OT texts about the “day of the Lord” (YHWH).145



This summary does not even count the rare passage where many scholars
believe that Paul explicitly calls Jesus “God.”146 Nor does it count the many
incidental references assuming Jesus’ divine status, such as blessings from
Jesus along with the Father (in epistolary introductions where a blessing
from a deity was conventional)147 or links with the Father and the divine
Spirit.148

It is not likely that Paul originated this “wisdom christology” himself. As
we have noted, the same wisdom imagery appears for Jesus in Matthew and
probably Q (Matt 11:28-30;149 23:34; Lk 11:49; cf. Matt 11:19; Lk 7:35), is
most developed in John,150 and is nowhere clearly challenged in extant
records of the early Christian movement. Paul shows that preaching a
divine/wisdom Christ precedes Mark’s adaptation of the Greco-Roman
biographic form to appeal to Gentile audiences accustomed to the sort of
narrative structure Mark provides. 151 His (and some other early
Christians’) central proclamation was a briefer outline of the salvific story,
and in that story Christ was no mere mortal (e.g., Acts 2:21, 38; 22:16; 1
Cor 8:6; 12:3; Phil 2:6).

The issue is not that later christologies exalt Jesus in contrast to early
sources that do not (though later ones like John are clearly more
developed). The issue is instead that it is difficult to find any early Christian
source that says much about Jesus that leaves him as a mere earthly
Messiah. (Even James, which deals little with Christology, speaks of “our
glorious Lord Jesus Christ,” claiming Jesus’ Lordship and perhaps
comparing him with the divine “glorious king” in Scripture.)152 Unless one
counts hypothetical reconstructions as evidence, we lack concrete evidence
for a first-century Jesus movement that did not exalt him beyond normal
earthly messianic status. This observation may not fit easily into modern
theories about the evolution of early Christian christology, but it should not
be simply ignored.

At what point might such claims have created tension with other Jewish
groups? Judaism was monotheistic and Palestinian Judaism rejected
divinizing mortals, but it did provide a fertile context for speculation about
exalted figures.



Exalted Figures in Early Jewish Thought
 
Judaism’s use of divine language was more fluid in this period153 than it
later became.154 (One may compare, for example, hellenistic Jewish
application of divine language to Moses155 or Palestinian Jewish exalted
language for “Melchizedek.”) 156 Many portrayed a sort of subordinate but
powerful vizier alongside God, sometimes apparently understanding
wisdom or the logos in such terms.157

More often, early Judaism seems to have understood wisdom as an aspect
or part of God, merely personified distinctly.158 Although Jewish
Christians’ christology violated the messianic concepts of most other Jews,
especially those later seeking to normativize Judaism,159 it offered an
alternative interpretation rather than a disavowal of God’s unity.160 Rather
than defining what God was in a metaphysical Greek sense, biblical faith
knew God by his acts and words and distinguished him from all other
realities. At some point, early Christians began affirming Jesus’ deity within
the identity of the God of their Bible, the way their contemporaries often
presented wisdom as a divine attribute. They continued to distinguish this
biblical God’s identity from all other realities.161

As we have noted, Wisdom christology informed early Christian
understanding about Jesus already in our earliest sources such as Paul and
possibly “Q.” That a first-century Palestinian Jewish movement would
within its earliest decades already hold a consensus that their founder rose
from the dead and somehow embodied or existed as divine wisdom is
remarkable. We have no comparable evidence for the deification (or even
belief in the heavenly exaltation) of other first-century Jewish messianic
figures. It seems that something distinctive within the movement, rather
than merely following a common first-century Jewish social pattern,
produced this consensus. It is difficult to comprehend how without the
authority of Jesus’ teaching about his exalted identity in some form so
many monotheistic Jews in the early church would have simultaneously



come to emphasize Jesus’ exalted character, and, while debating
circumcision, food laws, Jerusalem’s authority and other points, fail to offer
concrete evidence of being deeply divided over this aspect of
Christology.162

Israeli scholar David Flusser contends that “On the one hand, Christology
developed from Jesus’ exalted self-awareness and from what happened to
or was believed to have happened to Jesus and, on the other hand, from
various Jewish religious motifs which became connected with Jesus
Christ.”163



Conclusion
 
Jesus’ exalted status appears early in the tradition. Whether or not Jesus’
earliest followers developed that status fully in keeping with his own aims,
it is unlikely that they derived these perspectives from someone who lacked
confidence in his important role in the kingdom. All our concrete evidence,
in fact, suggests that Jesus was conscious of a crucial role in God’s
kingdom plan. To abandon this evidence by overemphasizing one
interpretation of the messianic secret is to argue not from concrete
information but from the secret’s silence. That silence is better explained in
terms of a stage in the mission not yet completed, as the Gospels suggest.

But how did Jesus envision his immediate mission in God’s kingdom
plan? At least part of his understanding of his mission seems wrapped up in
his final journey to Jerusalem. This journey and its consequences consume
an inordinate amount of space in the Gospels, and for good reason: ancient
biographies typically focused on the subject’s fate if the subject died a
significant death. We will suggest that unless Jesus was extremely naïve
about political realities in Jerusalem, his significant death was no accident.
His martyrdom was part of his plan.



CHAPTER 20
 

Confronting and Provoking the Elite
 

“. . . After [Jesus] entered the temple, he started driving out the sellers and their
customers active in the temple. He overthrew the moneychangers’ tables and the seats
of the dove-sellers.”

MARK 11:15
 

 
“What will the vineyard’s owner do? He will come and destroy those tenant workers,
and entrust the vineyard to others.”

MARK 12:9
 
 
Because the Jesus Seminar explains away most conflict in Jesus’ life, it
omits, as Craig Evans puts it, “a convincing explanation of what led to
Jesus’ death.”1 We cannot unnaturally isolate the Jesus of the Gospels’
sayings from the significant martyrdom that certainly followed them.2

In light of the coherence of gospel tradition, Jesus’ behavior seems to
exemplify his teaching. He was apparently ready for martyrdom, depending
solely on the Father for vindication. Overturning tables in the temple was a
prophetic act that knowingly shamed the elite, openly inviting retaliation —
and ultimately martyrdom.3 It is thus reasonable to suppose, even apart
from the more controversial evidence of his reported sayings, that Jesus
came to Jerusalem not only to challenge the “rulers of this age” but also to
face martyrdom.4 (Cf. also our discussion regarding the triumphal entry in
ch. 18.)



The Parable of Tenants
 
In Mk 12:1-12, Jesus in Jerusalem tells a parable about murderous tenants.
The parable is likely reliable and in contrast to some other parables
probably was told at the point in Jesus’ ministry where the Gospel
narratives depict it. The story indicates the rising level of the threat against
Jesus at this point in his ministry.



The Parable’s Authenticity
 
As we noted in ch. 13, Jesus’ parables are generally authentic.5 Besides this
general consideration, this parable also does not appear to be invented
based on the details of Jesus’ execution, since he was not killed in the city
and thrown out (Mk 12:8).6

Although understandable in Jerusalem (where Mark has Jesus tell it,
perhaps to some who economically identified themselves with the landlords
on whose estates tenants worked), this parable offers an accurate depiction
of rural life. It makes better sense from a rural teacher like Jesus than from
the later Jesus movement, which spread quickly from Jerusalem to other
urban centers.

The viticulture is accurate enough, although this accuracy stems from the
Isaiah allusions,7 and little of it would require specialist knowledge. The
viticultural details fit the rural Mediterranean world: fences (often a wall of
loosely-fitted stones) or hedges protected vineyards from animals8 and
watchmen could use a tower,9 often “a hut of leaf-covered wood or possibly
of stone which served both as a look-out . . . and as a shelter for the
vinedressers at harvest time.”10

Tenant farmers worked the land for its owners, often absentee landlords,
and paid the landowners as much as half the resulting produce.11 This
arrangement was familiar enough that later rabbis also told parables of
vineyards tended by tenants;12 they also could tell of an owner uprooting a
vineyard that provided no fruit to portray God’s judgment on a people who
refused to repent.13

Probably more telling in favor of its authenticity than its accurate
Galilean or rural flavor here, many Semitisms appear in the Markan
parable.14 It may also adapt some elements of early Palestinian Jewish story
lines.15 It does not distinguish the climactic messenger, the “son,” from the
earlier messengers as sharply as later Christians would distinguish Jesus
from the prophets.16 Given what we know about Jesus, there is no reason
that the parable could not stem from him.17



The Hallel and Authenticity (Mk 12:10-11)
 
Against some, various factors argue strongly for the authenticity of even
Jesus’ concluding reference to Ps 118:22-23 (Mk 12:10-11).18 For example,
Jewish parables typically did include a scripture citation;19 moreover, the
citation appears in all three Synoptics (plus Thomas);20 Jesus draws his
citation from the festal liturgy; “stone” might provide a Semitic play on
words here with the “son” earlier in the parable;21 “Have you not read?” is
unique to Jesus in the NT;22 and the collection of stone sayings in a variety
of disparate early Christian texts supports a common authoritative source
for diverse early Christian groups (Acts 4:11; Rom 9:33; 1 Pet 2:6-8; cf. Lk
19:38, 40, 44).

Most important among these arguments may be dependence on the festal
liturgy. These lines belong to the Hallel, a series of Psalms (Ps 113-118)
sung during Passover season. A later Gentile church would not have known
to add precisely this detail at precisely this time. One could object that these
allusions to the Hallel were added to the passion narrative by early Jewish
Christians, who probably did continue to observe the Passover (cf. Acts
20:5-6, 16). (The Hallel surfaces even in Mk 14:26, although Mark makes
nothing of it.)

But the same circles of early Jewish Christians also had some reason to
associate Jesus’ death with Passover (1 Cor 5:7), and, most importantly
here, early Jewish Christians were also the ones with the best access to the
authentic traditions. That they merely invented Jesus’ execution during the
Passover week is unlikely. We know that Jesus was a Galilean executed
near Jerusalem; the likeliest time to find Jesus and his Galilean followers in
Jerusalem would have been precisely at one of the three major pilgrimage
festivals.

We have already argued that Jesus’ parables were widely remembered.
There is a logical reason for consistently associating this particular parable
with the passion narrative — namely, that it occurred then. It is this parable
that, in our current Gospels, comes closest to unveiling what has been
called the “messianic secret.”23 That Jesus would discreetly reserve such a



revelation, obscure though it remains, for a public confrontation with
Jerusalem’s elite might help explain why he was not detained and executed
any earlier than he was.



Threatening Judgment on the Elite
 
In this parable tenants in the vineyard refuse to yield to the owner his share
of the produce, and resist his benevolent messengers. So evil do they prove
that they kill the owner’s son, foolishly assuming that if he has no heir they
will come to own the vineyard. By this point in the story, Jesus’ audience
will have long been ready for the owner to take vengeance on the tenants;24

like Nathan of old (2 Sam 12:1-7), Jesus uses a parable to invite some
hearers to recognize the just verdict of condemnation against them.

That the relationship between God and Israel constitutes the most
common theme in early rabbinic parables25 may be significant here.
Because the vineyard probably refers to Israel,26 the vine-growers refer to
the nation’s religious leadership (Mk 12:12). Thus while Jesus borrows the
imagery of Isaiah, he adapts it so that the primary evildoers represent not
Israel but her leaders.

Despite some realistic details, the landowner’s behavior here is
unrealistically benevolent. Ancients valued the benevolence of landowners
toward tenants, but even those who recommended that they be less than
insistent on timely payment27 warned them not to neglect collection of
payment lest the tenants default.28 In antiquity, all sides regarded as
treacherous the killing of unarmed messengers, or heralds.29 As most
commentators suggest, the rejected messengers probably depict the biblical
prophets;30 Jewish tradition not only acknowledged but amplified their
sufferings.31

But even had hearers not recognized the image of God and his prophets
here, no one would expect the benevolent landowner to remain benevolent
any longer; indeed, normal landlords sometimes even had their own hired
assassins to remove troublesome tenants.32 The state would clearly side
with the landlord, and the murderers would die or be enslaved.33 The
landlord would also know by now that the tenants hate him; in antiquity, the
way people treated one’s messengers is the way they would treat the
sender.34 Ancient cultural conventions were clear: by continuing to appeal



to their sense of honor, the landowner has made himself appear a fool; to
maintain any vestige of honor, he must retaliate against their repeated
shaming of him.35

Quite in contrast to expectations, however, the landowner acts with such
benevolence that ancient hearers could have regarded his action only as
utter folly: he believes that the murderous tenants will at least respect his
son as his own representative. This turn of events would raise the suspense
for the parable’s first-time hearers. Those who respected an authority figure
would respect his son,36 but those who hated that figure might kill his son.37

Jesus tells about the death of the father’s own “beloved” son.38

Who is the “son”? The designation “son” is consistent with Jesus
addressing God as “Abba” elsewhere (Mk 14:36).39 What would the “heir”
inherit, that the tenants wanted to control? In Scripture, Israel was God’s
“inheritance.”40 What was the produce due the owner, that the tenants
refused to offer? In “Q,” “fruit” involved obedient works (Matt 3:10//Lk
3:9; Matt 7:17-19//Lk 6:43-44).41 Instead of welcoming the benevolent
landowner’s “son,” however, the tenants commit the ultimate act of
treachery. Casting him outside the vineyard, they kill him.42

In the final week of his ministry, then, Jesus seems ready to begin to
unveil the “messianic secret”: more than any prophet before him, Jesus
stands in a special relationship with God, and his rejection finally spells
doom on the land.43 Even here, however, his self-revelation would remain
somewhat obscure to hearers without the larger context of his ministry; a
similar Jewish parable portrays the son as Jacob and thereby Israel.44

Jesus’ brief “interpretation” of the parable involves God’s response. As
we have observed, Jesus cites Psalm 118:22, familiar at the season from the
Hallel: “The stone rejected by the builders has become the chief
cornerstone.” The cornerstone or topstone45 to which Jesus refers possibly
could allude to the architecture of the temple; some hearers might have
recognized that he was comparing the elect community to a temple, as in
the Dead Sea Scrolls.46 Most clearly, however, they would recognize that he
was challenging the “builders,” here the temple authorities. (On the
historical level, this represented especially, though probably not exclusively,
the Sadducees.)47



Although the challenge was not explicit, conjoined with Jesus’ recent
overturning tables in the temple it would be plain enough. Jesus had
challenged the authorities, whose honor could best be regained, and whose
control could best be maintained, by retaliating against him (just as Mk
12:12 implies).



Challenging Israel’s Guardians
 
The parable may imply a special relationship between Jesus and the Father,
hence hinting more publicly at what was hitherto part of the “messianic
secret.” 48 This hint could provoke further concern from the guardians of
public order (cf. the report in Mk 14:61).

More obviously, the parable challenged Jerusalem’s political elite (Mk
11:27; 12:1, 12). Whereas the Pharisees might disagree or be angry with
Jesus and his disciples, they lacked political power in this period to
suppress their rivals. Jerusalem’s predominantly Sadducean municipal
aristocracy, however, was quite another story. Jesus, like many other
religious Jews, regarded the priestly authorities as illegitimate rulers, whose
way would necessarily be supplanted by the coming kingdom. Indeed, their
power was historically linked with Herod (who installed their families in
power) and relations with Rome; it perished in the Judean revolt.

Jesus was ready to deliberately challenge this elite, not from the
wilderness (like leaders of most prophetic or revolutionary movements), but
in Jerusalem, and to depend on God’s vindication. In view of the Jewish
tradition of Jerusalem rejecting prophets, that city was the appropriate place
for a prophet to perish (Lk 13:33).49 Jerusalem was the center of Jewish
restoration eschatology, hence also the appropriate place for a prophet of
such eschatology to prepare his kingdom.50 But as we shall argue, Jesus did
not intend to defend himself physically against their retaliation; his
conception of the kingdom (exemplified in the present by healings and
exorcisms) was not a political one in the sense in which they would
understand it.



Did Jesus Foreknow His Death?
 
Although scholars in the past century have often doubted that Jesus could
have predicted his own death,51 others have demurred, entirely apart from
the question of prophetic foreknowledge.52 As Leander Keck observes, if
“Jesus did reckon seriously with the likelihood that he would be put to
death violently, then the passion predictions merit another look.”53 Because
they do not interpret the significance of his death, Keck argues, they give no
indication of being Christian inventions after the fact.54

Some protest that “Q” omits passion predictions, since the passion
predictions come from Mark,55 but this objection fails to reckon with
several factors. First, for all we know, “Q” could be Mark’s source for the
idea at least once; sometimes Mark apparently gives an abbreviated version
of “Q” material.56 While this is simply an objection to an argument from
silence rather than a positive argument, other objections exist to assuming
these predictions to be merely Mark’s invention. Thus second, John
apparently independently provides passion predictions (Jn 2:4; 8:28; 12:23-
24, 32-33). Third, Paul, writing earlier than Mark, confirms the tradition of
one passion prediction and explanation that is implied in Jesus’ words at the
last supper (1 Cor 11:23-25).57

Even if one discounts the possibility that God could grant insight to one
of his agents concerning his mission (which, as Raymond Brown notes, is
merely a philosophical a priori),58 doubts that Jesus foresaw his death are
untenable for several reasons.59 Good historical reasons exist for supposing
that Jesus foresaw his imminent martyrdom, and probably even viewed it as
part of his mission.60

First, the saying may reflect an early Aramaic construction and three
characteristics of Jesus’ distinctive style.61 Second, Jesus shared the
common Jewish view that sufferings precede the kingdom,62 which renders
more understandable his own imminent expectation of suffering. Third, he
also accepted the Jewish view, confirmed in John’s death, that prophets are



martyred, and Jesus in a “Q” saying (Matt 23:37//Lk 13:34) linked this
tradition of martyred prophets with Jerusalem’s failure to accept his own
message.63 (Some also recall that God’s suffering servants in the remnant
traditions of both Isaiah and Daniel provided sufficient grist for such
views,64 and the Maccabean tradition hallowed martyrdom.)

Fourth, the gospel tradition reports numerous conflicts Jesus had
experienced up to this point, the implications of which should have become
clearer as he approached the arena of the political powerbrokers in
Jerusalem.65 Fifth, some of Jesus’ other sayings, like disciples sharing his
cup (Mk 10:38) and his words at the last supper (Mk 14:22, 24), point in the
same direction.66

But finally and most importantly, Jesus could not but have foreknown his
death: Jesus ultimately provoked his death, showing his control over its
timing, by his apparent assault on an institution by which the priestly
aristocracy symbolized their power.67 No one could directly challenge
Jerusalem’s municipal aristocracy, which was connected with Roman
interests in “stability” and “order,” without anticipating severe reprisals, for
any such challenge could not but appear to the state’s guardians as a threat
to the state’s political security.

That Jesus’ execution as an accused evildoer condemned by the highest
court of the land would be instigated by his people’s priestly leaders (also
Mk 8:31) is one of the striking ironies of the gospel story that must have
made it offensive to Jewish people loyal to the religious establishment —
hardly the sort of story Jewish Christian apologists would have invented.68

Minorities in conflict with the priestly political elite in Judea (whether the
Pharisees or, to a greater extent, the Essenes and others) could understand it,
but it would simply amplify the offense of Jesus’ execution for Diaspora
hearers. Yet it fits Jesus’ own mission: if he expected a prophet’s death in
Jerusalem, political conditions being what they were he had to expect the
elite priests’ Sanhedrin and possibly (especially at Passover) the Roman
governor to play a role.

It would not be implausible that if Jesus expected to face rejection and
death for an offensive message like many earlier prophets, he might also
expect God’s vindication in swiftly establishing the kingdom,69 hence (in
the perspective of many Palestinian Jews) raising the dead. Kim Huat Tan



has shown the plausibility of Jesus speaking of a future, postmortem role
for himself based on several factors, the most compelling being the
multiplicity of sayings about the resurrection and especially parousia, many
with features we normally use to signal authenticity.70 That Jesus may have
expected his own postmortem, resurrected exaltation ahead of that of others
would be distinctive — we know of no direct precedents for the view — but
would at least be compatible with Jesus’ apparent expectation of an interim
era in which a community could carry on after him (see ch. 14). (Certainly
some other Jewish teachers envisioned an interim eschatological era of
some sort.)71

That Jesus rarely spoke about his impending passion, especially in
public, fits the Gospels’ picture of him focusing on God’s reign rather than
himself in public teaching.72 That the disciples misunderstood such clear
teaching (e.g., Mk 8:32) may imply the strength of the more popular
messianic category in light of which they interpreted Jesus’ mission; it also
suggests that the passion prediction, clear as it was, could be construed the
way oracles in the ancient Mediterranean were often construed, on the
principle that they often appeared obscure until fulfilment.73 In any case,
that Jesus expected his execution seems clear from his course of action.



Provoking Martyrdom
 
Given the large amount of theological controversy in first-century
Palestinian Judaism, it was most likely not mere debates with the Pharisees,
but rather Jesus’ acts that could be interpreted politically, or as
confrontation with the elite, that led to his execution.74 Against some
scholars who have questioned whether Jesus could have predicted his
impending death, it seems nearly impossible that he would not have done
so: by disrupting public activity in the Temple and publicly challenging the
authorities’ honor, Jesus virtually provoked it.75 In our chapter addressing
Jesus as a prophet, we briefly addressed his action in the Temple; here we
seek to show its connection to his execution.

Merely prophesying the Temple’s destruction publicly could invite
scourging and the threat of death,76 and execution would prove an
especially appealing solution if a leader already had a significant gathering
of followers.77 The guardians of law and order in the Temple, whose
positions depended on keeping peace between the Romans and the people,
were permitted to punish violations of the sanctity of the Temple — and
only this offense — with death.78 If Jesus did not violate the inner
sanctuary, nevertheless he provoked the antagonism of those who could
hand him over to the Romans as a messianic (royal) pretender, an offense
the Romans viewed as treason.79

Sanders regards Jesus’ controversy with the Temple establishment as an
“almost indisputable” historical fact.80 Later Christians would not have
invented Jesus’ act against the Temple; they maintained their connections
with the Temple (Acts 2:46; 21:23-26) and wished to avoid the suspicion
that they were subversive (which enemies of temples were considered
anywhere in the Empire). Attestation by both Markan and Johannine
streams of tradition further supports the tradition’s antiquity.81 It moreover
provides the best explanation for Jesus’ execution.82



This action also coheres with Jesus’ prophecy against the Temple.83 This
prophecy is likely authentic (see ch. 17). A few scholars doubt that Jesus
predicted the Temple’s destruction, attributing that “fiction” to Mark.84 In
so doing, however, they miss several points (noted in ch. 17): the tradition’s
multiple attestation (cf. Jn 2:19); that the church would not have invented
the claim, feeling comfortable attributing the charge especially to false
witnesses (Mk 14:58; Acts 6:14); and likely Jesus tradition in 2 Thess 2:4.85

That the later church felt comfortable attributing the charge about Jesus
destroying the temple only to false witnesses (Mk 14:58; cf. Acts 6:14)86

suggests that it is not an idea that Jesus’ earliest followers felt comfortable
with, at least not initially.

Jesus’ prophecy against the Temple is plausible in his milieu; we have
noted that a minority of Jews before 70, mainly sectarian, did oppose the
Temple or the establishment that controlled it.87 Others before 70 CE also
predicted the Temple’s destruction,88 and there is no reason to doubt that
Jesus did so.89 Like some of his contemporaries, as Sanders notes, Jesus
undoubtedly expected a kingdom “in which a temple, whether new or
cleansed, would be useful.”90 Because Jesus’ protest in the Temple would
have deliberately provoked the authorities to seek Jesus’ death,91 we should
also see the act in the Temple as a pivotal event in Jesus’ mission.92



Describing Jesus’ Action
 
Some scholars doubt that Jesus could have overturned tables without
incurring intervention from the guards in the Fortress Antonia. This
skepticism would ring true had Jesus led a full-scale riot, but given the
enormity of the outer court and the loudness of the crowds thronging it, a
small-scale act by a single person might have escaped the attention of the
Roman guards, at least in time for their intervention.93

Where did Jesus’ prophetic action occur? Sanders argues that most trade
took place in shops along a street adjoining the Temple, rather than in the
sacred precincts themselves.94 But the narrow street beside the Temple does
not appear to have been large enough to hold sufficient sacrificial animals
(certainly not all the lambs needed for Passover) and still admit any flow of
passersby. Most likely the shops outside the Temple precincts served the
tourist industry, whereas the outer court included authorized dealers at
festival times.95 Very few scholars doubt that birds and moneychangers, at
least, were in the outer court of the Temple, where they would save pilgrims
considerable time in procuring and offering sacrifices.96

Of the four Gospels, only John mentions the oxen and sheep, as well as
birds, in the Temple (2:14-15).97 Sanders doubts that cattle would have been
held in the Temple proper, given difficulties such as getting them up the
stairs.98 Yet even John’s account is not inherently improbable here. One
would not need many cattle for sacrifices, but to fulfill biblical
requirements one would have needed some,99 especially during the
festivals. These cattle had to be gotten into the Temple somehow.100

Moreover, archaeologists have now discovered a direct passage from where
large animals were brought to the temple courts.101 John may be more given
to theologizing narrative than the Synoptics are, but his information here
corresponds with what we know about the Temple.



Why Jesus Challenged the Temple
 
Within at most a day after Jesus overturned tables and created a disturbance
in the Temple, it is likely that the previous activities had resumed. Indeed,
without a significant enough band of followers to overpower the Temple
guard and Roman garrison and to permanently hold the Fortress Antonia,
Jesus would not have expected it to turn out otherwise. (Our few extant
examples of sign-prophets acted outside the city proper, not in the midst of
the authorities’ power.) It is therefore probable that Jesus intended his act in
the Temple symbolically in some sense, as many scholars recognize.102

Throughout the ancient Mediterranean world people recognized the value of
symbolic actions,103 Jeremiah’s smashing of a pot in the temple precincts
being a particularly relevant case in point (Jer 19:10-14).104 The meaning of
the symbol here, however, has engendered considerable debate. Some
proposals have generated little support among current scholarship, for
instance the proposal that the Gospels use the Temple cleansing to
symbolize the replacement of the cultic system of the Temple with Jesus’
new sacrifice for sins.105 Others, however, merit further discussion.

Economic Exploitation?
 
Some have proposed that Jesus challenged economic exploitation in the
Temple, but the extant evidence for this thesis is not very strong. Jerusalem
was the center of a prosperous trade and tourist industry;106 while the local
aristocracy may not have profited directly from mercantile activity in the
Temple (see below), they were at the top of a steep economic pyramid
(artisans may have been at its bottom) that profited from Jerusalem’s
economic strength, especially from a tourist industry encouraged and
accommodated by the Temple establishment. Profiting from a system that
profited everyone need not, however, be construed as economic
exploitation, and sacrifices were not at the heart of it.107



One Jewish scholar notes the rabbinic tradition that moneychangers
worked in the outer court for about one week and received no profit.108 He
admits that in practice some may have abused this system, and that Jesus
may have justly reacted against the abuses; but he doubts that the abuses
pervaded the system.109 This tradition that the moneychangers did not profit
(at least not exploitively) may well be late, but we lack a specific early one
that offers a contrary view.110 If one tradition is dependable, the commercial
use of the court of the Gentiles, turning it into something of a hellenistic
agora, began only shortly before the time of Jesus; this practice may have
invited criticism from a number of pietists at that time.111 Again, we cannot
be certain how reliable the tradition is.

Some propose that the issue was simply paying money in the Temple.112

Yet it is difficult to see how the sacrificial system could have been
conducted without selling, money and moneychangers.113 Pilgrims could
hardly bring their own sacrifices from the Diaspora, and it would be
inconvenient even from Galilee. Despite other professions in lists of
unscrupulous means of profit, moneychangers provoked little complaint,
and were often persons of high moral reputation and prominence.114 Given
varying city currencies, moneychangers were also necessary, even in the
towns of Galilee.115 Certainly in the Temple, where pilgrims arrived with a
wide variety of currency but needed to purchase sacrifices to obey the law,
moneychangers were necessary.116

Perhaps most importantly, there is little evidence that Jerusalem’s
aristocracy profited directly from the commercial activity in the Temple,
whether from selling or moneychanging. Although polemical texts often
complain about the priestly aristocracy, they remain completely silent about
them profiting from sales in the Temple.117 Granted, our texts cannot reveal
the motives of those involved in such trade, and some exploitation may
have occurred.118 But this possibility does not constitute evidence that
economic exploitation was at the center of the activity in the Temple or of
Jesus’ protest there.

Defending the Worship of Gentiles?



 
Gentiles were welcome alongside Israelites in Solomon’s temple (1 Kgs
8:41-43). But due to increased sensitivity to purity considerations, by Jesus’
day Gentiles were excluded from courts nearer the holiest place.119 Thus
the commercial activity in the outer court, by treating it as less sacred than
the courts of women and Israel that were also part of Solomon’s outer court,
risked marginalizing Gentile visitors’ worship of Israel’s God.

Merchants did not prevent gentiles from praying, but the Temple’s
structure expressed an ideology of separation that, as Borg puts it,
“excluded gentiles generally,” and that Jesus rejected.120 Thus it is possible
that the separation of Gentiles constituted at least one source of Jesus’
protest.121 It is likely that at least Mark understood Jesus’ action in this
manner; in Mk 11:17 Jesus quotes Is 56:7: “My house shall be called a
house of prayer for all nations.” Yet while the saying in Mark fits this
agenda, it is otherwise unlikely that defense of Gentiles was Jesus’ sole
reason for challenging the Temple. The other Gospel writers probably
surmised this, for it is not the reason emphasized in Matthew and Luke,
who both omit Mark’s line about God’s house being “for all nations.”

Judgment on the Temple
 
Most likely, Jesus’ act in the Temple challenged the Jerusalem aristocracy
that controlled the Temple system, hence related in some way to Jesus’
prophecy of the Temple’s impending destruction. Thus when Jesus
overturns the tables in Mark he also cites Jer 7:11 concerning the Temple’s
destruction (Mk 11:17).122 A symbolic prediction of judgment fits the
likelihood that Jesus did predict the Temple’s destruction (a likelihood
noted earlier in this chapter).

Some who denounced or prophesied against the Temple did so because
they opposed the aristocratic priesthood who ran it.123 Some thus see Jesus’
act as a prophetic symbol of ritual cleansing, reacting against the moral
defilement there.124 In its most extreme form, this view portrays Jesus as
following Pharisaic purity rules to their logical conclusion;125 in its more
reasonable forms, it portrays Jesus as zealous for the Temple’s cleansing, an



agenda that he could easily have borrowed from biblical renewal
movements or even Scripture (e.g., Mal 3:1-4).

Others concede contemporary denunciations of the Temple hierarchy’s
uncleanness but note that the Gospels do not emphasize this point;126 they
argue that a concern for purity in the traditional Jewish sense would focus
on ritual concerns.127 They believe that Jesus’ action symbolized something
more dramatic than the Temple’s purification — namely, its destruction.128

Sanders argues that Jesus believed that God would directly intervene to
establish his kingdom, and that Jesus was preparing for a kingdom “in
which a temple, whether new or cleansed, would be useful.”129 Sanders’
proposal may well be correct; such an image fits many contemporary ideas
about the eschatological Temple (whether supernaturally reconstructed or
humanly restored). This hope naturally stirred more prominently after 70
CE130 but is abundantly attested before Jerusalem’s destruction,131

especially in the Qumran Scrolls.132 The expected restoration of the vessels,
the ark133 and perhaps its manna134 also implies a renewed, eschatological
temple of some sort.135

The proposals of purification and prophecy of judgment are not,
however, mutually exclusive; if Jesus believed that the temple institution
warranted judgment, he could well have believed that immoral leadership in
some sense had defiled it. Many of Jesus’ contemporaries emphasized a
new or renewed Temple precisely because of the impurity of the
priesthood.136 Purification and replacement are thus not mutually exclusive
options.

While Jesus undoubtedly spoke of the destruction of the Temple and
apparently envisioned a new, eschatological one, the gospel tradition does
not provide clear indication that Jesus’ eschatological Temple was purely a
physical one. Jesus’ contemporaries, including those that expected an
eschatological Temple, could also depict the Temple in spiritual terms.137

One would expect such spiritualized imagery in the Jewish philosopher
Philo,138 but more noteworthy is its appearance in the Dead Sea Scrolls,
where the true Temple sometimes symbolizes the community.139 The use of
Psalm 118 in the festal Hallel suggests the authenticity of its citation in the
Synoptic tradition (Mk 12:10-11; cf. 11:9-10; 14:26),140 which in turn



might suggest that Jesus himself did intend a new Temple but with himself
as the cornerstone.141 If so, his followers rightly understood that Temple
spiritually (1 Cor 3:16; Eph 2:20-22; 1 Pet 2:5; cf. Lk 19:40, 44; Rom 9:32-
33).142

Before Jesus could become the chief cornerstone, however, he had to be
rejected by the builders — the establishment who controlled Herod’s temple
(Mk 12:10-12). Opposition to the Temple would generate hostility from
most of mainstream Judaism,143 and perhaps even martyrdom at the hands
of the authorities. 144 For Jesus to offer this provocation, then refuse to flee
Jerusalem or arm his followers, suggests that he intended to face the
authorities’ hostility.



Jesus and Politics
 
Various lines of evidence converge to show that Jesus expected his
martyrdom, even if his talk about a role in the impending kingdom made
that expectation seem less than intelligible to his disciples. These lines of
evidence include both considerations above and the likelihood that (as we
argued in ch. 18) Jesus viewed himself as king, and that some of his
followers viewed him this way at least potentially.

However Jesus meant “kingdom” or his role in the kingdom (probably as
God’s viceroy, hence probably as a messiah), he could not but know that
this teaching would sound like (and would at the very least ultimately prove
to be) a challenge to the political elite of Jerusalem.

Jesus could have left Jerusalem afterward, yet he chose not to do so; he
also could have gathered more followers or armed them, but chose not to do
so. (Josephus does not class him with the wilderness “prophets” with armed
followings that Josephus so detested.) Jesus did not resist or flee the
authorities’ retaliation; he therefore must have expected either his imminent
death, God’s imminent intervention on his behalf, or more likely (if we
incorporate all the evidence we have) both. The question is whether he
expected God’s intervention before his death (preventing it) or afterward
(raising him, whether individually, as in the gospel tradition, or along with
others eschatologically, as in popular expectation).

Why would Jesus have deliberately exposed himself to martyrdom? As
noted above, this was an expected fate of prophets; yet it is also possible
that Jesus expected his death to accomplish something on behalf of his
people who were not adequately prepared for the kingdom. Some of Jesus’
contemporaries believed that martyrs’ deaths could atone for Israel (see
discussion below); Jesus may have therefore intended to lay down his life
on behalf of his people.

Probably the majority of first-century Palestinian Jews waited for God to
bring the end rather than advocating direct violence against the oppressors;
while not pacifists, they were “very passively hostile.”145 That Jesus did not



resist (cf. Jn 18:36: “otherwise my servants would fight”), and that his
followers continued his example, suggest that they may have agreed with
this eschatological model.146 Nevertheless, many plausibly believe that
Jesus opposed the Judean elite (as in the Gospels, e.g., Mk 12:9, 12; 13:1-2;
cf. 12:38-40); Jewish scholar Alan Segal argues that “Jesus was a
passionate advocate of political and individual justice who predicted a
terrible and imminent end for the evil regime ruling Judea.”147 At the very
least, he did not believe that the aristocratic families empowered by Herod a
generation earlier148 were Israel’s true and permanent leaders, and he was
prepared to face death at their hands partly to make that point.



The Last Supper
 
As we have noted, the same circles of early Jewish Christians who
preserved reminiscences of the Hallel and other early Jewish features also
had some reason to associate Jesus’ death with Passover (1 Cor 5:7), and
early Jewish Christians were also the ones with the best access to the
authentic traditions.149 That they invented Jesus’ execution during the
Passover week is unlikely. We know that Jesus was a Galilean executed
near Jerusalem; the likeliest time to find Jesus and his Galilean followers in
Jerusalem would have been precisely at one of the three major pilgrimage
festivals. Had Jesus been martyred in Galilee, where Herod’s son Antipas
rather than a Roman governor ruled, it is unlikely that he would have died
on a Roman cross. Unless Jesus was executed immediately after his entry
into Jerusalem, therefore, his “last supper” there was presumably near
Passover.



Suggested Comparisons for the Last Supper
 
No one denies that Jesus ate a final meal with his disciples, but this claim
by itself is not saying much; if Jesus ever ate with his disciples, the last time
he did so was by definition a “final” one. What bears keeping in mind here,
however, is that this meal would be a Jewish one, and would likely be
especially remembered by his followers by virtue of it being their last table
sharing together. In the ancient Middle East and Mediterranean world,
sharing a meal bonded its participants in mutual loyalty. Given the tensions
we have noted during passion week, and Jesus’ apparent plan to both
provoke and await martyrdom, that Jesus spoke about his death at such a
meal is not at all implausible.

Ignoring closer Jewish parallels, some have found pagan backgrounds for
the Lord’s Supper,150 which would represent the creation of the later church
rather than the disciples’ accurate memories of what happened on the night
of Jesus’ arrest. For example, some have compared the Lord’s Supper to
pagan cult meals151 or even suggested that the hellenistic sacramental meals
were read back into the Jewish last supper tradition.152 Still further removed
from a Jewish setting are occasional proposed connections153 with the
Greco-Roman cult of the dead, which honored departed ancestors.154

Against connections with the cult of the dead is the antiquity of the
resurrection tradition (i.e., disciples were not simply “remembering” a
departed loved one), and the closer parallel in the biblical paschal
tradition.155 Mention of “memory” in a passover context involved not mere
recollection but more of a participatory commemoration.156

Greek associations regularly met for common meals,157 normally
dedicated to the association’s patron deity (but with little further attention to
the deity).158 Greek meal practice did affect contemporary Jewish banquets,
including Passover customs,159 hence did indirectly influence some
customs at the Last Supper; in some respects the hellenistic church also
assimilated the Lord’s Supper to hellenistic meals.160 These meals do not
provide the most immediate parallels for the earliest form of the Lord’s



Supper tradition, however. Most scholars also recognize that before the
spread of Christianity, hellenistic meals were not sacramental161 and did not
communicate mystical elements of the deity.162

Others, helpfully looking closer to Jesus’ actual milieu, have compared
the Last Supper with Qumran meals.163 Their meals themselves might
reflect some hellenistic influence.164 Although some have viewed these
meals as priestly or eschatological,165 others contend that the sacral
character may be no more than in most Jewish meals,166 and the
eschatological interpretation also remains unclear. 167 Nevertheless, the
proposed parallels between the Qumran meals and the Lord’s Supper are
not strong:168 the leader presiding over the meal and blessing bread and
wine fits all Jewish meals (see below) — like most other characteristics of
the meal.169 Certainly special rules obtained in the Qumran order,170 but
their meals merely show that a concept related to the sacred meal was
already present in Palestinian Judaism and that one need not appeal to
geographically distant parallels to explain the Lord’s Supper.171

Some think that Jesus’ final meal more resembles the regular weekly
gatherings of the haburoth,172 whose Pharisaic purity rules, some think,
may have bound them to eating especially among themselves.173 But again,
are meals of associates or students of the sages pervasive and distinctive
enough as meals to warrant special attention in connection with the Last
Supper?174 Palestinian Jewish families probably celebrated the more
common weekly Sabbath Kiddush from a very early period.175 Diaspora
Jews also apparently assembled for communal meals at times.176 What most
of these meals have in common with the Lord’s Supper they also have in
common with each other, as simply standard Jewish meal or banquet
practice.



A Passover Seder
 
Many of those features of the Last Supper that are distinguishable from
regular Jewish meals parallel the Passover meal, a correspondence not
surprising in view of the night on which Jesus was betrayed in the
tradition.177 That Jesus followed the more common practices regarding
Passover cannot be proved (especially given the uncertain dating of our
extant paschal sources),178 but this proposal is likely, especially in view of
the correspondences on points that can be tested.179 We note some of these
below.
 
180,181,182,183,184



 



Jesus’ Words (Mk 14:22-25; 1 Cor 11:23-25)
 
On the grounds of multiple attestation (Paul as well as Synoptic tradition)
Jesus’ words about the cup, the bread, his body and blood are among the
most secure elements of our traditions about Jesus.185 Paul’s claim that he
“received” and “delivered” to the Corinthian church the Lord’s Supper
tradition (1 Cor 11:23) reflects ancient language, including ancient Jewish
language, for the passing on of traditions.186 Some think that Paul’s claim to
have received the tradition “from the Lord” (Jesus) means a divine
revelation rather than traditions from the Lord’s disciples. But other Jewish
teachers sometimes claimed to receive a halakah from Sinai (i.e., through
Moses) even though everyone understood that the tradition was mediated
via other authorities.187 Paul’s claim to have received the tradition “from
the Lord” (Jesus) thus does not diminish the likelihood that he draws on
early Palestinian tradition here.188 Although variations in the tradition189 fit
the sort of development one might expect on the basis of liturgical and
rhetorical usage, a partly recoverable common Aramaic tradition may
remain behind the Markan and Pauline versions.190 Various early linguistic
features appear.191

Paul attests the Last Supper tradition before Mark was written, indicating
that this tradition was already circulating in the first generation of Jesus’
followers.



The Sacrificial Purpose for Jesus’ Death
 
The Last Supper was a symbolic act, like the triumphal entry and Jesus’ act
in the Temple.192 Whether the specific act of breaking bread foreshadowed
Jesus’ death is difficult to decide; it was customary for the head of the
household (or group)193 to break bread so he could distribute it (Mk 6:41;
8:6, 19-20).194 Interpreting the elements of the Passover feast (the bread,
bitter herbs, etc.) was a standard Passover practice,195 but instead of using
standard explanations Jesus interprets two elements (the two elements
representative of food and drink in blessings at Jewish meals) in a strikingly
new way.196

Because this tradition is thus very early, whatever information it
preserves therefore likely tells us much about Jesus’ view of his mission.197

Jesus elsewhere spoke of the martyrs’ blood inviting judgment (Matt
23:35//Lk 11:51). But because Jesus invites his followers to share in this
act, he may also play on the atoning value of martyrs’ deaths (especially
attested in 4 Maccabees). Yet Jesus’ death appears as more than that of a
mere martyr in this earliest tradition, whether as the climactic basis of
judgment198 or as the single martyr whose death his followers should
commemorate. The probable allusions to Is 52-53 in Jesus’ language
here199 tell us a great deal about how Jesus viewed his own death.

Even more probably, many of Jesus’ words (such as “flesh,” “blood,”
“poured out”) suggest sacrificial terminology,200 especially since
crucifixion itself technically required no blood.201 The “blood of the
covenant” refers to Ex 24:8, where blood was shed to establish God’s
covenant with Israel (just as most covenants in Israel’s history required the
shedding of blood).202 Whether Paul’s “new covenant” midrashically
interprets the “blood of the covenant” allusion to Ex 24:8 in light of Jer
31:31,203 or the most likely textual tradition in Mark and Matthew
suppresses “new” to heighten the Exodus allusion, this “covenant” must be
a new or renewed one, a prophetic image current in Jesus’ day.204 That



Jesus intended his death as sacrificial in some sense fits the evidence from
Jesus’ life for his intended martyrdom205 (we discuss Jewish sacrificial
martyr theology below).

When Jesus claims that the bread “is” his body he is not claiming any
biochemical connection between the two. Presumably he means that the
bread “represents” or stands for his body in some sense;206 the disciples
presumably would have understood his words here no more literally than
they would have taken the normal interpretation of Passover elements, some
of which may have been in widespread use this early: “This is the bread of
affliction that our ancestors ate when they came from the land of Egypt.”207

(By no stretch of the imagination did anyone suppose that they were re-
eating the very bread the Israelites had eaten in the wilderness.)208 Those
who ate of this bread participated by commemoration in Jesus’ affliction in
the same manner that those who ate the Passover commemorated in the
deliverance of their ancestors.209 The language of Passover celebration
assumed the participation of current generations in the exodus event.210

Jesus probably followed Passover practice regarding the cup as well.
According to tradition, the head of the household, who had been reclining,
would now sit up to bless God for the bread before the meal; after the meal,
Jesus probably interprets the third or fourth cup.211 If later codified customs
continued earlier basic practice, as is probable in the case of an annual
festal tradition, Jesus may have lifted the cup with both hands, holding it in
his right hand about a handbreadth above the table.212 But after partaking of
this cup, Jesus utters what resembles a traditional vow of abstention
(promising God to abstain from something for a specified period of
time),213 in this case vowing not to drink wine until the coming of his
reign.214 Many Jewish people viewed the kingdom as a banquet (Is
25:6),215 so Jesus is apparently promising not to drink wine again until his
kingdom. 1 Cor 11:26 (which says that the Lord’s Supper declares his death
“until he comes”) recalls this eschatological significance in the Lord’s
Supper, related to the implications of future redemption many Jewish
people saw in the Passover.216

After what was normally a few hours of discussion,217 here perhaps
abbreviated, the household would sing the remaining hymns of the Hallel,



undoubtedly the “hymn” to which the text refers (Mk 14:26),218

antiphonally if they could.219 As we have noted, the Hallel included lines
relevant to the passion narrative like, “The stone rejected by the builders
has become the chief cornerstone” (Ps 118:22); “O save . . . blessed is the
one who comes in YHWH’s name” (Ps 118:25-26).



Martyrdom and Atonement in Early Judaism
 
Jesus’ salvific understanding of his death was intelligible in the tradition
precisely because it was not isolated, but belonged to a wider framework of
understanding about atoning blood sacrifice, suffering, and martyrs’
sacrificial death. Greeks understood the notion of expiatory sacrifice,220 but
we need not look so far afield.221 4 Maccabees probably offers the closest
extrabiblical parallels to atoning martyrdom in the first century.222 In 4
Macc 17:22, God watched over Israel because the blood of martyrs atoned
for the land (cf. also a martyr’s prayer that his suffering would substitute for
that of Israel in 4 Macc 6:28-29).223 Indeed, the concept is already present
in the much earlier work 2 Maccabees, where martyrs suffer to turn away
God’s wrath from Israel (7:37-38).224

Some contend that Isaiah’s suffering servant provides an earlier model
for this conception of atonement, followed by Qumran and possibly 4
Maccabees. 225 Like Jesus at the Last Supper, the saying in Mk 10:45
probably alludes to the suffering servant of Isaiah, particularly in Jesus not
only serving but offering his “soul” or “life” (Is 53:12) as a ransom or
redemption price (cf. Is 53:10- 11)226 on behalf of “the many” (Is 53:11-12;
cf. Rom 5:15). Despite the different paths they have taken into Greek, the
numerous correspondences between our first extant appearance of this
saying in Mark (Mk 10:45) and the language of Isaiah suggest that Isaiah’s
servant was in view from the start.227

In any case, it was natural for Jesus’ followers to apply the Jewish
understanding of atoning martyrdom to Jesus’ death.228 What is more
striking from the standpoint of our historical purpose is that this application
appears in our earliest tradition of the Lord’s Supper, attested in both Paul
and Mark — hence probably stemming from Jesus himself. Jesus intended
to be martyred, and apparently believed that his martyrdom would appease
God’s anger against his people (which was what many expected the death
of martyrs to do). In view of Jesus’ expectation of impending judgment on



the land (Matt 23:34-38//Lk 11:49- 51), however, he might view the
atonement as particularly efficacious for the new remnant community he
was founding.



Conclusion
 
The best available evidence suggests that Jesus told the parable of the
tenants in Jerusalem before his passion. In this parable he implied his
impending death at the hands of Jerusalem’s elite. He also challenged
Israel’s guardians in other respects, most publicly and obviously by
disturbing order in the Temple’s outer court. Against the traditional critical
view, Jesus certainly could have predicted his death. In fact, he not only
foreknew it — he deliberately provoked it. He could not but have known
where his actions would lead if he neither fled nor fought; the priestly
aristocrats would have viewed his actions as both an affront to their honor
and a challenge to their authority.

Some of the strongest available evidence in the gospel tradition supports
Jesus eating a final meal with his disciples, where he further interpreted his
impending death. This meal undoubtedly occurred during the Passover
season, as in the Gospels (Galileans likely visiting Jerusalem especially
during the major pilgrimage festivals). In these words, Jesus offered a key
for understanding his actions that were leading to his impending death:
Jesus was offering himself as a martyr to turn away God’s anger from
Israel, as Jewish tradition understood some other martyrs. His death was no
unfortunate or unexpected accident.



CHAPTER 21
 

Jesus’ Arrest and Execution
 

“We should begin our study with two firm facts before us: Jesus was executed by the
Romans as would-be ‘king of the Jews’, and his disciples subsequently formed a
messianic movement which was not based on the hope of military victory.”

E. P. SANDERS1

 

 
 
“Jesus had alarmed some people by his attack on the Temple. . . . It is highly probable,
however, that Caiaphas was primarily or exclusively concerned with the possibility that
Jesus would incite a riot. He sent armed guards to arrest Jesus, he gave him a hearing,
and he recommended execution to Pilate, who promptly complied. That is the way the
gospels describe the events, and that is the way things really happened, as the numerous
stories in Josephus prove.”

E. P. SANDERS2

 
 
 
No one doubts that Jesus was executed. Early Christians would not have
invented this fate for their leader, a fate that posed considerable risks for
them as followers. Likewise, scholars do not routinely suppose that first-
generation persecuted groups usually invented elaborate stories of their
founders’ executions on criminal charges when such founders died a natural
death.

Moreover, early Christians are not the only ones to report Jesus’
execution, though some other sources (like the Syrian Stoic Mara bar
Serapion, who around the year 73 CE blames the Jewish people for Jesus’
death) may follow Christian reports. In the early second century, Tacitus
attributes the execution to Pilate. Most strikingly, the Jewish historian
Josephus in the first century apparently blames both the governor and
Jerusalem’s aristocrats: “Pilate condemned Jesus to crucifixion, after our



leaders had accused him.”3 Josephus’ verdict fits not only the reports in the
Gospels but also how matters were usually carried out in this period.



Historical Tradition in the Passion Narratives
 
Before turning to the historical events surrounding Jesus’ death, we must
again return to the question of sources.4 What can scholars say about the
Gospels’ passion story? The basic outline of the passion story is attested
earlier in Paul (cf. 1 Cor 11:23-25). The Fourth Gospel also confirms a
number of points in the Synoptics, though divergences at some points
underline John’s independence (though not necessarily his ignorance) of the
Synoptic version.5 Most ancient believers probably heard the story multiple
times; even without religious reasons, ancient Mediterranean storytellers
regularly repeated the most popular or important stories. If churches
celebrated the Lord’s Supper as a symbolic reenactment of the Last Supper
at some level, as 1 Cor 11:24-26 in its passover context could suggest, the
passion story must have been familiar indeed.



Genre of Passion Narratives
 
First we should address the genre ancient audiences may have perceived in
the passion narrative. Naturally in the Gospels readers would approach the
passion narrative as related to a common feature of ancient biographies
(i.e., the final part narrating the subject’s death). Nevertheless, we must also
ask about the earlier, independent passion narrative (or perhaps more likely,
various passion narrations) that stand behind this portion of the Gospels.

Because both the passion narratives and martyr stories address the unjust
death of the righteous, the passion narratives repeat some themes that also
appear in the martyr stories (e.g., 2 Macc 6-7; Wisd 2:12-20),6 as many
scholars have properly emphasized.7 Ancient moralists and historians
praised honorable and heroic deaths, whether within or beyond martyr
stories.8 Writers may have also drawn on a stock arsenal of motifs when
expanding martyr stories for dramatic purposes.9 At the same time,
analogous story lines need not demonstrate dependence or genetic
relationship. Those who stood against the establishment regularly invited
repression, so their stories tended to turn out in similar ways.

Important as comparisons with martyr stories are for analysis of the texts,
the comparisons involve some limitations. Apart from the fact that both
martyr stories and Gospel passion narratives involve a righteous person’s
unjust death, the parallels may be inadequate to place the Gospel passion
stories fully in this genre, especially given the differences.10 Many features
reflect common notions of courage or acting on behalf of others.11 More
specifically, early Jewish Christians probably drew on the Isaian servant
songs, which came to be widely applied to Jesus (e.g., Matt 12:17-21; Acts
3:13; 8:32-35; 1 Pet 2:22).12

Of the other motifs that both the passion narratives and martyr stories
share, many are no more distinctively characteristic of martyr stories than
of other ancient literature. For example, where possible, Diogenes Laertius
ends his discussions of the lives of eminent philosophers with their death.13



Martyr stories of course could vindicate their protagonist’s devotion and so
offered greater impact than other death accounts.14

Despite analogies, barely anyone would suggest that Jesus’ execution
was merely fabricated to fit this genre; as we have noted, early Christians
had every reason to avoid fabricating a story that would bring them into
repeated conflict with Roman authorities and their own Jewish elite.
Further, most biographies that reported their subjects’ death did not
conclude with martyrdom, and nearly all scholars concur with good reason
that the basic kerygma (gospel message) arose shortly after Jesus’
execution.15 Though martyr stories may explain the form in which some
cohesive passion narrative or narratives circulated, they would not by
themselves indicate their composition to be fiction.

Theissen thus concludes his own analysis, “There is no analogy to the
passion narrative in all of ancient literature. Elements of Hellenistic acts of
the martyrs and Jewish tales of martyrdom have been melded into
something quite new.”16 If he overstates their uniqueness from a formal
standpoint, he nevertheless corrects an overemphasis on parallels that
explain less than some other scholars would claim. The vast majority of
ancient biographies concluded with the subject’s death, funeral, and related
events.17 Many biographies focused a significant amount of space on the
conclusion of their subjects’ lives, especially if the end was central to the
subject’s achievements.18 Likewise, if the passion narrative is not simply a
martyr story, neither is it a typical Greek apotheosis story; the focus in the
Synoptic Gospels is on Jesus’ mortal suffering, not a promotion to
divinity.19



The Historical Foundation for the Passion Narratives
 
The extreme skepticism expressed by the most radical scholars is surely
unwarranted. Burton Mack, for instance, suggests that most scholars have
simply gone easy on the passion narratives from faith prejudice.20

Nevertheless, he shows little familiarity with the evidence cited by such
“prejudicial” scholarship,21 and in dismissing previous scholarship on the
passion narratives as uncritical seems unaware of his predecessors who
have focused critical attention on the passion narratives.22 (Mack himself
curiously reads the passion narrative more in light of subsequent western
history than in light of ancient urban politics.)23

In contrast to Mack’s position, we have no record of any form of
Christianity where the basic structure of the kerygma was missing, whether
or not Christians had yet constructed full passion narratives.24 Other
narratives may have figured as much in early Christian ethical preaching,
but it is likely that early Christians would have told and retold the passion
story, which lay at the heart of their kerygma, and that the Gospel writers
would have here a variety of oral and perhaps written traditions from which
to draw.25 Thus Paul has a passion sequence similar to Mark’s (1 Cor 11:23;
15:3-5), and if, as is probable, John represents an independent tradition,26 it
is significant that his passion narrative again confirms the outline that Mark
follows, conceivably supporting a pre-Markan passion narrative.27 In
preaching one could flesh out the full sequence or omit some of the stories,
but the basic outline would remain the same.28

Most scholars think that “Q” lacked a passion narrative. But for all we
know, as Bart Ehrman points out, Q could “have had a passion narrative; we
simply can’t know.”29 If multiple versions were available, the Gospel
writers would not be bound to any particular one; “Q” could even be one of
Mark’s sources, as possibly elsewhere.30 Most scholars who doubt that Q
had a passion narrative do not infer from this doubt the premise that Q
opposed a passion narrative.31 Yet as we noted in ch. 4, a few scholars



argue from the possible silence in Q that what Q (possibly) lacked, its
community did not believe in.

But how could a community believe Jesus’ teachings yet ignore his
martyrdom? Because some composed dialogues of Socrates, and most of
these dialogues do not mention Socrates’ death, ought we to doubt that they
cared about his martyrdom? Such a supposition does not make sense with
other documents in antiquity. This incoherence prompts me to wonder
whether some New Testament scholars get away with compounded
speculations only because we treat our discipline as purely subjective, so
that if enough scholars claim something it becomes a “likely” position,
regardless of whether any concrete evidence supports it.

In fact more positive evidence favors the substantial reliability of the
passion narratives. Theissen argues for the most part (and sufficiently)
persuasively that the pre-Markan passion narrative as a whole was in use by
A.D. 40 in Jerusalem and Judea.32 Thus, for example, Mark preserves
names (such as the sons that identify the second Mary and Simon) that
serve no recognizable function in his own narrative — but that may well
have been recognizable to those who transmitted his early Jerusalem source
(Mk 15:21, 40).33 Place names like Nazareth, Magdala, and Arimathea
would mean nothing to audiences outside Palestine.34 (Regarding Mary
Magdalene, who would invent an origin in Magdala? A Magdala appears
often enough in later rabbinic sources,35 but it was not known by this name
outside Palestine.)36

Although one normally identifies local persons through their father’s
name, most persons in the passion narrative (which identifies more people
“than elsewhere in the synoptic tradition”) are identified by their place of
origin instead. This practice makes the most sense in the church’s first
generation in Jerusalem, when (and where) its leading figures were people
from elsewhere.37 Mark presumes his audience’s prior knowledge of Pilate
and (more significantly) Barabbas and other insurrectionists, despite Pilate’s
confrontations with a wide array of revolutionaries.38 Finally, some central
characters in the account remain anonymous, probably to protect living
persons who could face criminal charges in Jerusalem, fitting other ancient
examples of protective anonymity.39 Taken together, these arguments seem
persuasive.40



Evidence does suggest that Mark edited his passion narrative,41 but such
editing no more denies the authenticity of the prior tradition than frequent
rewriting of sources by any other ancient author, including the writers of the
Gospels elsewhere;42 thus, for example, Matthew and Luke may agree
against Mark at points (e.g., Mk 14:72; Matt 26:75//Lk 22:61).43

Independent tradition drawn on by Matthew, Luke and John preserves the
name of the high priest, but Mark may follow the oldest passion account in
omitting his name for political prudence, though Pilate, now deposed and
despised, could easily be named in this period.44 Where John’s passion
narrative diverges from the Synoptics, it sometimes displays special
Johannine interests. At the same time, D. Moody Smith argues that some of
its divergences, like Jesus carrying his own cross or the legs of the crucified
men being broken, appear more historically likely than the Synoptics. 45

Thus one should not rule out historical tradition even in John’s passion
narrative.

Another line of evidence also supports the substantial reliability of the
picture of Jesus’ execution found in the passion narrative: it fits what we
know of the period in question. Thus Craig Evans compares Josephus’
account of Joshua ben Hananiah, who similarly entered the Temple area
during a festival.46 Like Jesus, he spoke of doom for Jerusalem, the
sanctuary and the people, even referring (again like Jesus) to the context of
Jeremiah’s prophecy of judgment against the Temple.47 The Jewish leaders
arrested and beat Joshua48 and handed him over to the Roman governor,49

who interrogated him.50 He refused to answer the governor,51 was
scourged,52 and — in this case unlike Jesus (though cf. Mk 15:9) —
released.53 The different outcome is not difficult to account for: unlike
Joshua, Jesus of Nazareth was not viewed as insane and already had a band
of followers, plus a growing reputation that could support messianic
claims.54 Joshua ben Hananiah could be simply punished in an attempt to
deter his continued antisocial behavior; Jesus of Nazareth had to be
executed.



The Abandonment of Jesus’ Disciples
 
That Jesus’ disciples abandoned him at his arrest fits the criterion of
embarrassment. For disciples to abandon their teacher in this way was a
betrayal of their bond of intimacy, and in the social order of the day would
have been deeply shaming to the teacher.55 The abandonment could reflect
badly on Jesus in terms of status and clearly reflects badly on the disciples;
it is surely not the invention of the later church.

This abandonment is also plausible, even for disciples who had seen
Jesus’ healings and exorcisms and believed that God was with him. Indeed,
disciples attracted to kingdom signs of power, such as healings and
exorcisms, might readily miss the parallel trajectory that led to the cross.
Their expectations of Jesus’ mission to Jerusalem could well be different
(as Mk 10:32-37, for example, suggests), just as some groups today
emphasize only one or the other of these aspects of Jesus’ life.

From the perspective of disciples, because God blessed Jesus with
healings and exorcisms or even was offering Jesus to Israel as a king was no
guarantee that he or they would survive at the hands of a political and
religious elite who treacherously apprehended him away from the crowds.
Had not God previously deferred Israel’s deliverance because of their
disobedience? The disciples could retain belief in God and even in the truth
of Jesus’ mission while believing that something had gone horribly wrong
— indeed, what else could they assume? Even if Jesus had emphasized his
impending death as part of his mission, the disciples had little motivation to
embrace this particular perspective of his, which, from their frame of
reference, contradicted his clearer messianic identity. He might simply be
discouraged; or perhaps he had come to realize that Israel would prove
unworthy, hence God would await a worthier generation for the messiah.
Surely God would raise Jesus up at the resurrection of the righteous, but the
current mission seemed shattered.



The Betrayers
 
A minority of scholars doubt the participation of a betrayer in Jesus’
arrest,56 but Romans normally did work through local informers, including
in their attested dealings with Christians less than a century later.57 Mark’s
betrayal narrative (Mk 14:43-52; followed by Matt 26:47-56 and Lk 22:47-
53) is paralleled in John (Jn 18:2-12), hence appears to be multiply attested.
1 Cor 11:23 refers to the night that Jesus was “handed over” in connection
with his execution, which could well refer to the “betrayal” to the chief
priests,58 although other interpretations are possible.59

More critical in recognizing the authenticity of this tradition, however, is
the criterion of embarrassment. Just as the loyalty of one’s adherents proved
a matter for praise,60 their disloyalty would prove a matter of a teacher’s
shame.61 Jesus’ followers would hardly invent a betrayer, especially a
betrayer he had chosen to be a disciple. (Indeed, the Gospel writers are at
pains to emphasize that Jesus foreknew that one of the twelve would betray
him.)62

The Synoptics highlight the heinousness of this betrayal by their
depiction of Judas “kissing” Jesus to identify him. Raymond Brown is
correct that we cannot historically establish or refute the historicity
specifically of this kiss;63 but it does make sense. Except when obscured by
clouds, the moon would illumine the countryside during Passover;64 yet
others around Jesus, the shade of olive trees and the importance of getting
the right person immediately (before resistance or flight could allow his
escape) demanded that Judas specify the right person.65

Nevertheless, visibility was probably less to the point than trying to make
the expedition look more peaceful than it was; the authorities needed to
capture only the ringleader and apparently wished to minimize
confrontation and bloodshed (cf. Lk 22:38).66 By having a disciple trusted
by his colleagues approach the group, the aristocratic priests might hope to
catch the disciples off guard and delay resistance; and these priests may



have considered Judas more expendable than their own guards if the ploy
failed or Judas actually was leading them to a trap (cf. Matt 27:3-10).
Disciples often greeted rabbis with a kiss as a sign of intimacy and
respect.67 That Judas should betray Jesus with an outward gesture of
devotion makes the act all the more heinous, and an ancient audience might
grasp something of the depth of such betrayal’s pain (Lk 22:48).68



The Heinousness of Betrayal
 
The heinousness of the betrayal suggests the depth of Jesus’ wounding at
this point. His actions suggest that he was prepared to face martyrdom at
the hands of the political elite (leading aristocrats and the Roman occupiers
that supported them). Yet betrayal by one of his own special disciples that
he had called to lead the renewal movement, and to whom he had promised
a special place in the kingdom (Matt 19:28//Lk 22:30), likely invited deeper
anguish.69

Although it sometimes occurred, people in ancient Mediterranean society
considered betrayal by a friend far more heinous than any insult by an
enemy.70 The deeper the level of intimacy, the more that trust was a duty,
and the more terrible its betrayal.71 Breach of covenant such as treaties was
regarded as terrible;72 Judas’ discipleship and its longstanding implicit
covenant of friendship makes his betrayal a heinous act of treachery,73 and
the meal context that immediately precedes the betrayal amplifies the
heinousness of the betrayal all the more.

For many, sharing food and drink represented the most important bond of
kindness.74 Those who ate together shared a common bond and were
normally assumed to be trustworthy.75 Hospitality established friendly ties
even with strangers and was mandatory in the ancient Mediterranean.76

Guest-friendships were politically binding,77 and could effect reconciliation
between political partisans at enmity.78 Injuring or slaying those who had
eaten at one’s table was a terrible offense from which all but the most
wicked would normally shrink;79 such behavior was held to incur divine
wrath.80 Those who eat together at a table should not betray friendship even
by slandering one another.81 Though rarer due to the normal distribution of
power, betraying or slaying one’s host, as here, was equally terrible.82



Peter’s Denials
 
Jesus’ announcement of Peter’s betrayal is early tradition, attested in other
contexts in Mk 14:30 and Lk 22:31-34.83 Especially based on the criteria of
multiple attestation (in both Markan and Johannine tradition)84 and
embarrassment (probability is against early Christians inventing such a
negative story about Peter), 85 the tradition of Peter’s denials is very likely
historical.86

As with the abandonment of the disciples, so with Peter’s denials the
criterion of embarrassment proves particularly telling; because the loyalty
of one’s followers reflected positively on one87 and because early Christian
storytellers would seek to provide a positive moral example (ancient
historians sought to elucidate edifying morals in their writings; see ch. 8),
the account’s survival most likely testifies to its historical verity. Three
denials might fit a storytelling pattern, particularly that of the pre-Markan
passion narrative,88 but even this detail is probably historical.89



The High Priests and Jerusalem’s Elite
 
Jesus’ primary lethal opposition in the Gospels is also what makes best
sense of his execution in Jerusalem: he offended members of the municipal
elite, aristocrats who mediated between Judea and Rome. Even though the
Fourth Gospel addresses a later situation after the demise of the Sadducean
party (and John does not in fact mention Sadducees), the high priests
provide a major part of Jesus’ final opposition even in John (Jn 18:3, 35;
19:6, 15, 21).

A few comments on the high priesthood are therefore in order.90

Elsewhere in the Roman Empire, the title did not always bear the prestige it
held in Palestine. 91 Perhaps under foreign influence, Jewish writers came
to speak of the priestly aristocracy or high priestly family as “high priests,”
rather than reserving that title merely for the ruling chief priest, the kohen
hagadol of the Hebrew Bible.92 (The Gospels’ use of “high priest” for
multiple members of the high priestly family is not then inaccurate.) Even
Pharisaic tradition respected the office of high priest,93 though Sadducees
dominated it.94 Jewish high priests held considerable political authority.95

Contrary to Israelite law, however, Roman officials freely gave and revoked
the high priestly office.96

The Gospels are not “anti-Jewish” to complain about corruption among
the chief priests; that they were corrupt is the perspective of most ancient
Jewish sources (except for the aristocratic priests themselves,97 none of
whose views anyone else cared to preserve). Thus Josephus experienced the
opposition of high priests he considered corrupt.98 Qumran and others
opposed the priestly aristocracy that controlled the Temple; as Overman
notes, “For many marginalized groups in this period the problem, in short,
was the local leaders and politicians in Roman Palestine.”99 The sum total
of our extant sources suggests that corruption and exploitation pervaded
Jerusalem’s elite no less than that of other elites in antiquity.100 Most of
Jerusalem’s municipal aristocracy or Sanhedrin consisted of members of



elite priestly families; these ruling families had been promoted to their
favored positions by Herod the Great after he eliminated the aristocrats who
opposed him (i.e., most of the earlier Sanhedrin).101

A sunedrion was a ruling council, equivalent to a boulē, or a senate.102

Cities like Tiberias had their own ruling senates composed of the leading
citizens.103 Municipal senates consisted of aristocrats the Romans called
decurions, and in the eastern Mediterranean “varied in size from thirty to
five hundred members.” 104 The Jerusalem Sanhedrin was in a sense the
municipal aristocracy of Jerusalem; but just as the Roman senate wielded
power far beyond Rome because of Rome’s power, Jerusalem’s Sanhedrin
wielded some influence in national affairs, to the degree that Roman
prefects and Herodian princes allowed.105

Tradition claims that the Sanhedrin included 71 members;106 yet if it
simply represented a body of ruling elders from the municipal aristocracy
this may have been at best an average figure.107 Later tradition claims that
they met in the Chamber of Hewn Stone on the Temple Mount;108

otherwise they met close to the Temple Mount.109 Our first-century sources,
the New Testament and Josephus, include Sadducees and other groups in
the Sanhedrin, under high priestly control; later rabbis characteristically but
inaccurately portray the Sanhedrin as an assembly of rabbis.110

The Sanhedrin in Jesus’ day probably consisted largely of members of
the Jerusalem aristocracy and wealthy landowners in the vicinity.111

Sometimes rulers could use sanhedrins, or assemblies, the way some
politicians today use committees: to secure the end they wanted without
taking full responsibility for that decision. In Josephus, rulers like Herod
appointed the Sanhedrin members they wished and obtained the results they
wished.112 Before Herod came to power, the Jerusalem Sanhedrin exercised
significant authority.113 In Pilate’s time, without Herod the Great’s
interference and the Romans expecting local aristocracies to administer the
business they could,114 we should not be surprised that chief priests were a
more dominant force. They could convene a sanhedrin,115 and the priestly
aristocracy constituted a large portion of it.116 Nevertheless, the Sanhedrin
had good reasons to seek to please Rome.117 Less than four decades after
the events the Gospels describe, Jerusalem’s aristocracy continued to act as



a body. When the high priest and the leading Pharisee allegedly acted
without the approval of the rest of the assembly, they provoked that
assembly’s anger.118

After examining Josephus’ three mentions of “Sanhedrin” and five of
boulē,119 Brown concludes that Josephus’ portrait of the Sanhedrin is quite
close to that of the Gospels and Acts. They judge, consist of “chief priests,
scribes, and rulers or influential citizens (=elders),” sentence those found
guilty of crimes, and constitute the leading Jewish body with which Roman
rulers would deal. Clearly they “played a major administrative and judicial
role in Jewish self-governance in Judea.”120



Annas and Caiaphas in the Passion Narrative
 
Joseph Caiaphas’s involvement with Jesus’ trial makes historical sense.121

Rome now appointed high priests at will, and Jewish piety was not a
primary concern in their appointments. Caiaphas held power for nineteen
years (18-36 CE), longer than any other high priest in the first century. His
tenure suggests his political acumen in keeping the Romans content.122 In
the case of potential threats to the political stability of Jerusalem, of course,
that would mean dealing with them swiftly and efficiently. And someone
who caused a commotion in the Temple in the dangerously crowded period
just before Passover would clearly be perceived as a threat to the public
order.123 Despite his otherwise high opinion of Caiaphas, Sanders thinks the
high priest probably wanted Jesus “dead for the same reason Antipas
wanted John dead”: public order.124 That Caiaphas and Pilate would have
cooperated in the matter is likely; “That is the way the gospels describe the
events, and that is the way things really happened, as the numerous stories
in Josephus prove.”125

This information reinforces the suspicion one gets from other nonpriestly
sources concerning the character of much of the high priesthood under
Rome: Caiaphas was a skilled but probably often ruthless politician. He
kept the public peace in a manner that satisfied both Rome and the
populace, and in so doing preserved his own position.126 He was well-to-
do,127 part of the most hellenized elite,128 and hence had much at stake
personally in keeping the peace. It is reasonable to suppose that, even given
the purest of concern for their people’s welfare — on which their own rose
or fell — the priestly aristocracy would regard unrest, hence the popularity
of Jesus, as a threat.129

Annas held power from 6 to 15 CE and retained considerable political
influence until his death in 35; he may have dominated the two high priests
(his successors included a son-in-law and five sons) who followed him.130

Annas appears especially, but plausibly, in John’s passion account. Some



writers have charged that John’s use of the name “Annas” reflects Jewish-
Christian tradition but lacks historical foundation, since Annas had long
since retired from office. 131 This skepticism, however, reads more into
Annas’s “retirement” than the historical evidence warrants; it is likely that
he continued to exert power within his household (especially if they
privately recognized the biblical tradition concerning the lifelong character
of a high priest’s calling), including through his son-in-law Caiaphas, until
his death in 35 CE.132 In any case, even though it was customary to refer to
the entire high priestly family by John’s day as “high priests,”133 John
labels only Caiaphas as “high priest,” not Annas. Scholars have offered
historically plausible arguments for Annas’s involvement.134



Historical Tradition in the Trial Narrative?
 
Some have assailed the historicity of Mark’s “trial” narrative;135 others
have shown that the arguments against authenticity are at best inconclusive
and at worst fallacious.136 We may quickly and initially dispense with one
argument that could be adduced on the issue. Rabbinic sources
acknowledge the Jewish trial of Jesus yet not the Roman trial;137 but the
former acknowledgement probably derives from a response to Jewish
Christian polemic whereas the latter silence may derive from
embarrassment for the need for Roman intervention138 or from the same
polemic. These sources, centuries later than Mark’s account of Jesus’ trial,
cannot be given equal weight with it.

More often considered are claims that the Gospel accounts violate the
Sanhedrin’s legal procedures or, more compelling, that the Jesus movement
would lack access to any information about what would have occurred in
any such meeting of Jerusalem’s aristocrats.



Violation of Legal Procedures?
 
Traditionally, writers have most often cited against the gospel account its
incompatibility with rabbinic sources concerning proper legal
procedures,139 but this argument is difficult to defend today.140

Although various elements of the later Mishnaic code of legal conduct
are probably early,141 it is tenuous to dispute the historicity of the earlier
Gospel accounts of the trials (which include traditions more contemporary
than those on which the Mishnah is based) based on conflicts with rules in
the later Mishnah. First, the Mishnah reports Pharisaic-type idealizations of
the law in its own day, recorded at a period over a century later than the
latest of the four Gospels; the Mishnah was written almost two centuries
later than Jesus’ trial.142 Meanwhile, the Council in Jesus’ day was hardly
dominated by Pharisees, further calling into question this rabbinic
idealization.143

Second, rabbinic sources themselves indicate that the aristocratic priests
did not always play by the rules (and certainly not by Pharisaic ones).144 In
fact, because elements of proper legal procedure were standard throughout
Mediterranean antiquity, the Gospel writers may expect us to notice
significant breaches of procedure. Unless one presupposes that the
aristocratic priests (like later rabbis) would follow careful procedure even in
explosive political situations — which is unlikely — an argument from
Mishnaic technicalities does not work against the Gospel narrative.145

Sanders puts the matter best:

The gospel accounts do present problems, but disagreement with
the Mishnah is not one of them. . . . The system as the gospels
describe it corresponds to the system that we see in Josephus. The
trial of Jesus agrees very well with his stories of how things
happened.146

 
If judicial corruption or executions for political expediency seem
implausible to readers in many contemporary liberal democracies, we



would do well to recognize that they seem quite plausible to readers in
many parts of the world today. 147

Further, the “trial” account of Matthew and Mark probably represents
what was more technically a preliminary inquiry in which Jesus’
interrogators would be even less likely to regard the rules as
constraining;148 a more formal hearing seems delayed until morning (Mk
15:1; Lk 22:66; cf. Jn 18:24). The hearing is not a technical trial in John (Jn
18:19-24, 28).149 Both the Synoptics and John agree that Jesus was first at
the house of the high priest (Mk 14:53-54, 66; Lk 22:54; Jn 18:13-24).
Although many regarded trials in the judge’s home as unethical,150

Josephus shows us that such informal trials could suffice for some high
priests, who then made recommendations to the Roman governor.151

Finally, the Gospel writers probably intended to convey breach of
procedure, not to pretend that the mock trial and abuse they depict were
standard Jewish custom.152 (Again, we cannot be sure which Mishnah rules
would have been respected by first-century Sadducees, but some of these
principles were broadly Mediterranean legal ethics.) At this point we should
pause to mention possible breaches of procedure (if the laws were early and
the Gospel writers or their traditions seek to portray them as breaches of
procedure). To the extent that the later sources provide a reliable picture of
legal ethics that many in antiquity would have respected and at least
considered ideal, probable breaches of legal ethics indicated in the Gospel
trial narratives include the following.

First, judges must conduct and conclude capital trials during daylight;153

this may explain a late, brief, more official meeting around 5:30 a.m.,
before conducting Jesus to Pilate (cf. Lk 22:66-71; Jn 18:24), but the high
priests probably were unconcerned with such details. Further, trials should
not occur on the eve of a Sabbath or festival day,154 as this day is in John’s
version (Jn 18:28).155 (Still, officials may have regarded this as an
emergency situation. Even Pharisaic interpretation supported executing an
extraordinary offender on a pilgrimage festival to warn others not to repeat
the crime.)156 Pharisees, at least, probably would have disapproved of the
haste involved in the verdict and execution. 157 Further, the Sanhedrin (or
acting members thereof) should not meet in the high priest’s palace.158



Most obviously, Jewish law opposed false witnesses, reported in the
Synoptic passion narratives (Mk 14:57). The biblical penalty for false
witnesses in a capital case was execution (Deut 19:16-21), and later Jewish
ideals, at least, continued to regard this penalty as appropriate,159 as did
Roman law.160 Cross-examination of witnesses was standard in Jewish
law,161 and apparently the examiners did their job well enough here to
produce contradictions they did not expect (Mk 14:56, 59). (It is not very
likely that Mark would invent their honor-ably accurate cross-examination.)
In the end, these witnesses could provide only a garbled account of Jesus’
proclamation of judgment against the Temple (Mk 14:58; cf. Jn 2:19; Acts
6:14), which could have seemed to some members of the elite political
reason enough to convict him.162

If the Gospels imply that the aristocratic priests did not observe the
highest standards in legal ethics, they do not here contradict other early
Jewish reports about many of the chief priests. Many officials in antiquity
abused their authority, and minority Jewish groups felt that the chief priests
did so. We have already observed that ancient Jewish sources regularly
criticize the high priests of this period for abuse of power,163 and Josephus,
a contemporary source who sometimes defends the high priests, is our most
eloquent witness to the corruption that their power bred. In the time of
Felix, high priests became so audacious that they sent their own servants to
the threshing floors to seize the tithes that would have gone to poorer
priests, leading to the death in poverty of some of the latter.164 Later we
read of another aristocratic priest seizing their tithes; his bold servants
would beat those who refused to comply.165 Josephus claims that a
Jerusalem aristocrat bribed and persuaded the high priests to attack
Josephus, using both Pharisees and priests as agents.166 Josephus also
believes that a Jewish aristocrat, a friend of a high priest, arranged for the
high priest’s assassination by bandits.167 Early rabbinic sources confirm the
corruption of various high priestly houses.168 Ancient Jewish sources
confirm rather than undermine the Gospels’ perspectives here, and the
charge that the basic gospel portrait of the trial is anti-Jewish reflects a
misunderstanding of first-century Judean politics and intra-Jewish conflict.



Speculation or Source?
 
While one cannot prove the veracity of the contents of the trial narrative at
this remove, skepticism that the first followers of Jesus would have had
access to such information169 also assumes too much. Sources for the
substance of the trial narrative may derive from Joseph of Arimathea (Mk
15:43), from connections within the high priest’s household (Jn 18:15-16),
others who later became disciples or sympathizers (Jn 19:39; cf. perhaps
Acts 6:7), or, if one accepts the resurrection narratives, Jesus himself (cf.
Acts 1:3).

It seems unthinkable at least that the early Palestinian tradition would
have neglected the witness of anyone like Joseph who could have had
contacts present at the trial. Matthew and John apparently independently
preserve the report that Joseph was a disciple (Matt 27:57; Jn 19:38).
Because tradition preserves his name, Brown thinks that Joseph was a
disciple, though only later;170 even if Joseph became a disciple only later,
he would still provide a source for the Jerusalem church long before the
writing of the Gospels. That leaks from within the Jerusalem council
occurred on other occasions in the first century171 does not prove that such
a leak occurred in Jesus’ case, but it does challenge the claims of those who
suppose such a leak implausible.172

Even though Mark may have crafted the material in his own words and
for his own purposes,173 some argue that substantial evidence remains that
he accurately preserves “the decisive elements of Jesus’ examination before
the Sanhedrin in their correct order.”174



Involvement from the Jewish Elite?
 
Although Gentile soldiers executed Jesus at Pilate’s orders, involvement by
the Jerusalem elite is also likely. Contrary to some detractors, this claim can
hardly be viewed as anti-Semitic. As we have noted, it appears in
Josephus.175 Moreover, later rabbis attribute Jesus’ trial and execution
solely to Jewish rather than Roman authorities,176 though the Gospels’
picture of Roman crucifixion is far more plausible.

While it is true that Rome’s soldiers attacked eschatological prophets and
their followings in the wilderness without explicit involvement from the
priestly elite, such cases are not very comparable, and Jesus “did not die on
the battlefield.”177 Jesus’ actions more closely resemble John — martyred
by Herod Antipas178 — or the later beating of Joshua ben Hanania, initially
detained by the chief priests for prophesying the temple’s destruction before
being handed over to the governor.179 True, it was Rome that counted “king
of the Jews” a seditious claim; but who framed Jesus’ nonviolent activities
in such a manner for the Romans?180 Rome would normally expect
members of Jesus’ own people (especially elite members, who would have
the greatest hearing) to perform the function of delatores, or accusers, to
charge him with sedition.181 The substance of the events even in John’s
account matches historical expectations; “It begins with a formal delation . .
. and ends with a formal condemnation pro tribunali” (Jn 18:29; 19:13).182

Together the cleansing of the Temple (which would offend the Sadducean
aristocracy) and crucifixion by the Romans suggest the intermediary step of
arrest by the priestly authorities; as Sanders observes, conflict with the
Romans, crowds, or Pharisees would not explain subsequent events, but the
continuing enmity of the chief priests against Jesus’ followers (e.g., Acts
4:1-7; 5:17-18; 9:1-2) points to the priestly aristocracy as the main source
of opposition.183 Given high priestly involvement, the Gospel writers are
probably not so generous as to have alleged even the pretense of a hearing
if in fact they had no tradition that one occurred. Like most modern
preachers, the Gospel writers were more interested in applying their text



than in creating a wholly new source to be applied. The tradition of Jewish
involvement in Jesus’ death is also multiply attested as early as what is
probably our first Christian document (1 Thess 2:14-15; cf. 1 Cor 1:23).

Some believe that the Romans would have acted without a session from
leaders of the municipal aristocracy,184 but this expectation does not fit the
usual Roman manner of delegating preliminaries to local officials.
Detractors sometimes protest that if the Sanhedrin genuinely tried Jesus,
they would have executed him themselves, avoiding a Roman cross. This
objection rests, however, on the highly improbable notion that the
Sanhedrin had legal capital authority or, if not, would have lynched a
popular prophet during a festival with the governor in town. On local elites’
lack of capital authority in the Roman Empire, see Appendix 7.



The Plausibility of Pilate’s Role
 
Philo and especially Josephus are ill-disposed to report good of Pilate;185

they seem to have felt that the unrest in Judea is better blamed on deceased
prefects like Pilate (once supported by the corrupt Sejanus)186 than left with
the Judeans themselves. Even as governor Pilate seems to have been quite
unpopular.187 From a Roman perspective, however, he was a minor official;
his only appearance in the Roman historian Tacitus involves his execution
of Jesus.188

Few historians would dispute that Jesus in fact appeared before Pilate
(accepted even by Crossan as unlikely to have been invented);189 only the
governor 190 could order a person crucified. Further, if Pilate wished some
semblance of order, he would provide at least a brief hearing. True, Pilate
was known for his brutality,191 and sometimes had reportedly executed
Jews without trial.192 But that Pilate executed Jesus without some form of
hearing is improbable. Even apart from the risk of needlessly provoking
anyone who followed him as a mere sage, this is the very sort of breach of
normal procedure the earliest Christian sources (eager to show Jesus’
innocence under true Roman justice) would be most likely to report; yet
they mention nothing of the kind.193

That Jesus was crucified by the Romans is likewise inevitably historical;
Christians would hardly have invented execution at all, but certainly not
Roman execution, that would have painted them thereafter as subversives in
the Roman world.194 Pilate often went to great lengths to quell so much as
public complaints, including violent suppression of a crowd, leading to
many deaths.195 Romans had borrowed an earlier custom of hanging people
alive,196 and the victims of the punishment were disproportionately
slaves197 and the provincial poor.198 Roman citizens could not be crucified
legally, but slaves and provincials could be.199 Although dangerous
criminals,200 like slaves, were regularly crucified, crucifixions of free



persons in Palestine usually involved the charge of rebellion against
Rome.201



Pilate’s Reticence
 
The Romans usually allowed internal religious matters to be handled by
Jewish courts,202 hence Pilate’s reticence to accept the case at first (Jn
18:31a), so long as no capital charge is offered, makes sense on legal
grounds. But what is known of Pilate’s personality and the situation’s
political demands has raised questions about this scenario.

The narrative portrays those who brought the charge as quite insistent
that Jesus be executed, and this behavior is hardly surprising given the
situation portrayed. What is instead striking is Pilate’s reticence to
pronounce sentence; if no Roman citizens were involved, one might expect
most governors to act quickly at the local aristocracy’s request.203 The
Gospels show that Pilate did indeed act fairly quickly, but they also report
his reluctance to do so.

Thus some scholars question whether the Pilate of the Gospels is “in
character” with the Pilate known to us from other sources.204 Pilate
executed people without trial; it was excessive use of capital punishment
that ultimately cost him his office.205 His earlier plundering of the temple
treasury to support an aqueduct206 and particularly his recent issue of coins
bearing an insignia of the divine emperor207 blatantly demonstrated his
insensitivity to local Jewish concerns. (Pilate was an ethnocentric
colonialist governor, but his injustice is quite believable in view of even
harsher cases of provincial exploitation and maladministration.) 208 From
what Philo and especially Josephus show us of Pilate’s character, any
reticence to accept the local leaders’ recommendation would be more out of
spite for them than out of concern for justice.209

Yet this reticence may not be unhistorical.210 As corrupt as the later
governor Albinus was, he dismissed Joshua ben Hananiah from further
punishment (after a scourging reportedly bared his bones) once he took him
to be insane, hence harmless.211 The Gospels do have important apologetic
reasons for emphasizing Pilate’s reticence,212 but Pilate may have had good
reason for political concern if he erred in judgment.213 Philo notes the anti-



Jewishness of Pilate’s patron, Sejanus.214 If Sejanus was executed on
October 19, 31 CE,215 it is not impossible (though not extremely likely) that
some premonitions of his impending weakness might have been felt a year
and a half earlier at the likely time of Jesus’ trial near Passover of 30 CE.216

If one dates the crucifixion to 33 CE, the second most accepted date,
Pilate’s position had certainly become much less secure.

More clearly Pilate, like most provincial officials,217 was probably
politically ambitious, hence would not unnecessarily and deliberately
generate bad reports about himself.218 In contrast with many of his peers in
office, being only an equestrian left him especially vulnerable apart from
Sejanus’ patronage.219 More to the point, Pilate had already incurred the
hatred of the Jewish people,220 and on some other occasions had backed
down to pacify them,221 especially if threatened with appeal to the
emperor.222 Thus Pilate was not only cruel but, like many bullies, fearful of
exposure to those in authority over him.223

If anything, this situation might require Pilate in time to become more
rather than less cooperative with the more powerful of his subjects (cf. Jn
19:12- 13); to fail to prosecute a potential revolutionary, accused by the
leaders of his own people, could lay Pilate himself open to the charge of
maiestas.224 Even the suspicion of treason could be fatal under the current
emperor Tiberius,225 and despite Sejanus’ patronage he likely would not
risk it. Further, although Jesus may have proved politically innocuous,226

cooperation with the local aristocracy would be more politically
advantageous than concern for this non-Roman provincial; that Pilate
survived as governor until 36 CE,227 long after his patron’s demise,
suggests that he had belatedly acquired some political savvy. Even a better
governor might have executed a non-citizen potential troublemaker with
minimal evidence, especially under pressure from local leaders.228 This
was, after all, the provinces, not Rome.

In any case, the hearing before Pilate is brief, and the execution swift (a
few hours later).



How Did Pilate View Jesus?
 
Of the four Gospels, it is ultimately John that supplies us the most plausible
explanation of Pilate’s reticence to execute an accused “king” (just as he
supplies the most plausible reason for the Jerusalem aristocrats’ alarm about
Jesus in Jn 11:48-50).229

Whereas in other extant gospel tradition Jesus reluctantly accepts the
charge “king of the Jews” with the words, “That is what you are saying”
(Mk 15:2; Matt 27:11; Lk 23:3), in Jn 18:36-37 John transposes Jesus’
response into his own idiom, allowing him to explain the sense in which he
is and the sense in which he is not “king of the Jews.”230 Jesus declares that
his kingdom was not this-worldly; thus his servants would not fight to
protect him (Jn 18:36). Jesus shows Pilate that he and his followers invoke
a different sort of kingdom. Whatever we make of the scene, it corresponds
with historical information we already recognize. As we have noted, E. P.
Sanders accepts as two “firm facts” Jesus’ execution by the Romans as a
professed “king of the Jews,” and a messianic movement of Jesus’
followers who entertained no anticipation of military triumph. “Jesus was
Messiah, but his kingdom was ‘not of this world’.”231

Jesus’ nonresistance (Jn 18:36) was a striking contrast to expected
models of treason. What would have been clear from Pilate’s more
hellenized perspective was the political harmlessness of a sage whose
“kingdom” consisted of truth (18:37). As Diaspora readers would readily
recognize, an educated Gentile who heard about a “kingdom of truth”
would not think of political kingship, but that of philosophers.232 For
example, Stoics claimed to be kings, by virtue of their character fitting them
to rule properly;233 Cynics made the same sorts of claims.234 (From Plato
on, philosophers claimed that they were the citizens best suited to rule the
state,235 writing both essays and briefer discussions about wisdom’s role in
ruling.)236 No one took such claims as a threat to the security of the state,
because such philosophers rarely if ever genuinely challenged that security.

Although we argued in ch. 2 that Jesus was not a Cynic, a Cynic is not a
bad analogy for how Pilate might view him. To a pragmatic Roman



governor, Jesus was nothing more than a harmless philosophic sort of sage;
a nuisance, perhaps, but surely no genuine political threat. Ironically,
whereas Pilate views Jesus as a harmless sage, the Jerusalem aristocracy
views him as a threat to Rome’s interests (Jn 19:12, 15; cf. 11:49-50). From
their inadequate conceptual frameworks, both misconstrue his perception of
his own identity. If John’s portrayal of their exchange is his interpretation of
how Pilate understood Jesus and how Jesus understood himself, it is a very
plausible interpretation.



Jesus’ Scourging
 
In the Synoptic tradition Pilate orders the preliminary scourging that,
whether with rods or whips, generally preceded crucifixion and other forms
of capital punishment.237 Unlike some lesser forms of beatings, flogging
and scourging regularly accompanied the death sentence.238 In contrast to
Jewish synagogue discipline, Romans did not limit the number of lashes,
hence sometimes victims not even sentenced to death died or were disabled
under cruel supervisors. 239 Indeed, Josephus had opponents scourged “until
their entrails were visible” 240 and reports a procurator laying bare a man’s
bones, though the man survived.241 This form of scourging also proved
more severe than most Roman public corporal disciplines as well (cf. Acts
16:22; 2 Cor 11:25);242 sometimes this kind of scourging caused death
directly.243 Whereas Romans used rods on free persons and sticks on
soldiers, they used scourges on slaves or provincials of equivalent status.244

Following custom Jesus was presumably stripped245 and tied to a pillar
or post,246 then beaten with flagella — leather whips “whose thongs were
knotted and interspersed” with pieces of iron or bone, or a spike.247 This
torture left skin hanging from the back in bloody strips.248 Various texts249

attest the horror with which this punishment was viewed. It was soldiers
who normally executed this task in the provinces.250 Some felt that the
flagellum was merciful because it so weakened the prisoner as to hasten his
death on the cross.251 That the Gospels mention but do not describe the
practice makes them read more like official reports than rhetorical
documents with a heavy element of pathos at this point.252

A scourging is independently attested by John and the Synoptics,
although the sequence differs.253 Moreover, even Paul seems aware of the
tradition of Jesus’ abuse (Rom 15:3, citing Ps 69:9).254 Jesus’ abuse also
fits the criterion of embarrassment; public beatings produced shame as well
as physical pain.255 Given abundant ancient attestation for the abuse of



prisoners coupled with the known tendency of humans to abuse power, the
gospel account is plausible.256

The other abuse reported in the Gospels, such as soldiers ridiculing
Jesus’ “kingship,” is not implausible.257 That soldiers would take the
opportunity to taunt a captive for entertainment should not surprise us;
although one cannot prove that they did so, evidence suggests that such
events were not unusual.258 Public abuse of victims, even adorning
someone as a king and beating him, occurred on other occasions.259 Games
of mockery included the game of king,260 and theatrical mimes were
common as well.261

Although soldiers sometimes scourged the prisoners en route to the
crucifixion, the practice is not mentioned in the Gospels, presumably
because Jesus was already scourged.262 Since crucifixion sometimes lasted
days,263 the swiftness of Jesus’ death (probably multiply attested: Mk
15:44; Jn 19:33) reinforces the notion that Jesus was already quite weak.264

Given the unlikelihood that the soldiers would simply show mercy to a
condemned prisoner, scholars are probably correct to suppose that Jesus
was too weak to carry the cross himself, and that his executioners preferred
to have him die on the cross rather than en route to it.265



Jesus’ Execution
 
Once Pilate had pronounced sentence, Jesus’ crucifixion would follow. We
briefly explore the reported involvement of Simon of Cyrene; the certainty
of Jesus’ crucifixion; Jesus’ reported cry of abandonment on the cross; and
the tradition that women (rather than Jesus’ male disciples) followed him to
the cross. The involvement of these women will also provide a transition to
the topic of Jesus’ burial.



Simon of Cyrene
 
Since condemned criminals normally carried their own crosses, it would
increase the perception of Jesus’ shame if he proved too weak to carry his
own.266 The criterion of embarrassment thus suggests that Mark’s report
that Simon of Cyrene carried the cross (at least once it became clear that
Jesus could not) reflects strong earlier tradition.

In such circumstances, that the soldiers would have drafted a bystander is
not improbable;267 one would not expect them to carry the beam themselves
if they could “impress” another into service.268 Most scholars agree that
Simon of Cyrene is a historical figure.269 It does not seem simply part of
Markan predictions of scripture fulfillment, and Simon does not bear the
cross willingly as a mere invention to fulfill a disciple paradigm.270 Many
Jews lived in Cyrene in North Africa,271 and archaeology also attests
Cyrenians with such names having settled in Jerusalem.272

At Jerusalem’s festivals, full of pilgrims and immigrants from other parts
of the world,273 one might simply identify oneself by one’s place of origin.
This would also be true if Simon or his sons remained part of the Christian
community (many believe that Mark’s tradition recalls his name and that of
his sons because he and/or they became Christians)274 in Jerusalem, which
probably transmitted the passion narrative.275 The passion narrative in
Jerusalem, then, rather than any other part of the gospel story, is the right
place for Simon to appear.



The Certainty of Jesus’ Execution
 
Few would dispute the claim that Jesus died, since we know of no first-
century exceptions to that fate. To claim that Jesus died by crucifixion is
also not controversial; as we noted above, Jesus’ followers had to work hard
to present his execution positively, and would not have invented it.
Following a leader crucified for treason made the followers themselves
liable to the same charge.276

Jesus’ crucifixion by the Romans outside Jerusalem is, as Sanders notes,
an “almost indisputable” historical fact;277 Christians would not have
invented the crucifixion. Whereas rhetorical historians would elaborate on
sufferings at length,278 the Gospels keep to the point and avoid such
elaboration. The full horror of that mode of execution279 remained vivid
enough in the first century that all four evangelists hurry by the event itself
quickly.280

Nevertheless, what they do report would likely have been seared deep
into their communal memory (especially through the testimony of the
women bystanders, which, as we note below, is likely historical). Events
most readily remembered, according to memory research, are those in
which the eyewitness “is emotionally involved”;281 for any sympathizers of
Jesus, the crucifixion would constitute a major psychological trauma.

Although some features of crucifixions remained common, executioners
could perform them in a variety of manners, limited only by the extent of
their sadistic creativity.282 Executioners usually tied victims to the cross,
but in some cases hastened their death by also nailing their wrists (Jn
20:25).283 Modern depictions of the crucifixion typically sanitize it.
Romans crucified their victims naked;284 Jewish leaders probably would not
have demurred,285 but even if they had,286 it is unlikely that Pilate’s soldiers
would have accommodated them in such details.287 Public nakedness could
generate shame,288 especially for Palestinian Jews.289 One being executed
on the cross could not swat flies from one’s wounds, nor withhold one’s
bodily wastes from coming out while hanging naked for hours and



sometimes days.290 The victim would be elevated enough for crowds to see,
though the cross was not normally as high as in modern symbolic
portrayals; animals sometimes assaulted the victim’s feet.

291

The writing posted above Jesus’ head292 announces the charge: Jesus was
executed as king of Israel (Mk 15:26), a charge that is historically quite
probable. 293 As we have noted, reports about Jesus’ triumphal entry (Mk
11:8-10) would mark him as a potential royal aspirant (to those so wishing
to interpret them); the priestly aristocracy would arrest and the Romans
execute anyone who offered the slightest grounds for suspicion of treason
against Rome. The title is not a traditional Christian confession; Jesus’ “you
say” (Mk 15:2) suggests that it is not the title he would have emphasized,
and Romans crucified many self-proclaimed kings and their followers on
the charge of treason.294 Other Jewish rebels apparently hoped for
kingship,295 but unless they desired repression Christians would have
hardly invented the claim that Jesus was crucified on these grounds.296

A further datum supports the plausibility of the posting of this charge: on
some other known occasions a member of the execution squad apparently
would carry in front of or beside the condemned a small tablet (tabula)
declaring the charge (titulus), the cause of execution (causa poenae), which
he might later post on the cross.297 That Matthew and Luke (perhaps Q;
“this is”) and Matthew and John (“Jesus”) share some common elements
against Mark suggest the prominence of this memory in the common
passion tradition.



Jesus’ Cry of Abandonment
 
Jesus’ cry of abandonment (“My God, my God, why have you forsaken
me?”) meets the criterion of embarrassment, if any witnesses at all were
present to report it (such as the women reported in the Gospels). Why
would the witnesses, or anyone else who wished to honor Jesus, have
invented such a cry of despair? Given subsequent Christian beliefs about
Jesus, the early church would have hardly fabricated Jesus uttering a
complaint about alienation from God,298 even though he is quoting Psalm
22:1.299 Mark records the prayer in its fully Aramaic form;300 Matthew
rehebraizes the address (changing “Eloi” to “Eli”), either to conform to
frequent early synagogue practice of using Hebrew prayers,301 or to explain
how listeners thought they heard Jesus calling for “Elijah.”302 (These
bystanders may have known the Jewish tradition that rabbis in distress
sometimes looked to Elijah for help,303 and assumed that Jesus was doing
likewise.)



Women Followers at the Cross
 
The presence of some of Jesus’ women followers is historically likely as
well as theologically suggestive (cf. Mk 15:40-41). It is not unlikely that the
soldiers would have permitted women followers to remain among the
bystanders.304 First, that Jesus had close women followers could be used by
critics as grounds for scandal,305 and this potential for scandal militates
against the invention of this tradition by later Christians.306 Multiple
attestation of their following also supports the tradition (Mk 15:40; Lk 8:1-
3; Jn 19:25).

Second, the soldiers might not have recognized who among the crowds
constituted Jesus’ followers; many people would be present merely to
watch the execution. 307 While the women might not stand immediately
beside the cross, they could remain within hearing range. But third, soldiers
would be less likely to punish women present for mourning; those supposed
to be relatives might be allowed near an execution.308 Ancient
Mediterranean society in general allowed women more latitude in
mourning,309 and women were far less frequently executed than men,
though there were plenty of exceptions.310 They might be given latitude
especially if some were thought to be Jesus’ relatives. Often family
members were permitted to gather around the person being crucified.311



Jesus’ Burial
 
The presence of women also offers a transition to the next part of Jesus’
story. The Gospels note that the women were watching the burial (Mk
15:47); although many tombs existed in the Judean hills, these women must
return by themselves early Sunday morning to the same site. Against
Crossan,312 this does not make good sense as simply Christian apologetic to
cover up the women’s ignorance of the site; burial practices from this
period suggest that people kept track of bodies, and immediately after
claims of resurrection appearances, others (both followers and critics)
would have checked the tomb (see our next chapter). But this observation
does underline the care that was taken to locate the right site, albeit initially
for later expressions of mourning.



Historical Support for Jesus’ Burial
 
That Jesus was buried is attested in pre-Pauline tradition known to Paul’s
readers in his own and other congregations (Rom 6:4; 1 Cor 15:4). John and
Mark apparently independently attest the historical role of Joseph of
Arimathea in the burial: Given early Christian experiences with and
feelings toward the Sanhedrin, the invention of a Sanhedrist acting piously
toward Jesus (Mk 15:43) is not likely.313 Neither Mark nor his tradition
invents many names; it is also not likely that Joseph of Arimathea (an
inconspicuous village) is named simply for the entertainment of Mark’s
audience. Despite its bias against the Jewish authorities, early Christian
tradition preserves burial by one of them (Mk 15:43, 46; Acts 13:29).314

Burial was the standard expectation after death in Judea, even in cases of
executions when public mourning was forbidden.315 That Jewish officials
would permit and that some pious Jewish leader might aid in Jesus’ burial is
thus historically quite reasonable. The Romans normally preferred that the
bodies of condemned criminals rot on crosses,316 but biblical law, respected
by all the Jewish sects (including the chief priests), prohibited this final
indignity, demanding burial by sunset (Deut 21:23).317 Josephus
additionally testifies to this practice.318 Burial was an essential duty for
both Jews319 and most Gentiles;320 like most of their contemporaries,321

Jewish culture regarded lack of burial as a horrible fate.322

Because the punishment was in Pilate’s hands, the burial would not be
simply delegated to the Judean authorities,323 but it is unlikely that Pilate
would be unaware of the Jewish concern for burial. Jewish law required
burial even for foreigners passing through their territory,324 and even the
most dishonorable burial for executed, including crucified, transgressors,
was burial nonetheless. 325 If Pilate accommodated a demand for execution,
he would surely accommodate local sensitivities concerning disposal of the
corpse.326

Thus Brown is certain that pious Jews, given their views of burial, would
not have allowed Jesus to go unburied.327 “The only surprise,” Davies and



Allison note (on Matt 27:60), is that Joseph buries Jesus in a family tomb
rather than a criminals’ burial plot.328 (Although only Matthew suggests
that it was Joseph’s own family tomb, his explanation plausibly accounts
for how Joseph came by it so quickly.329 Most burial sites were private, the
property of individual families.)330

Although Brown is convinced that Jesus was buried and believes that
Joseph played a role in this, he doubts that Joseph was a disciple, supposing
that this is why the women did not cooperate with him in the burial;331 but
we may well question to what degree the women would have trusted a
Sanhedrist they did not know at that point. The preservation of his name
and other details may suggest that Joseph either followed Jesus at this time
(as we think more likely) or, as Brown thinks,332 that Joseph became a
disciple later.



Burial Preparations (Mk 15:42-47)
 
In the Synoptic chronology Jesus died c. 3 p.m.; after Joseph stopped to
secure Pilate’s permission (Mk 15:43),333 perhaps only an hour remained
before sun-down and the prohibition of work. Although anointing (Mk
16:1) and washing the corpse were permissible even on the Sabbath,334

some other elements of the burial335 could be conducted only in the most
preliminary manner for the moment, though undoubtedly hastened
considerably through the agency of Joseph’s servants. Pious Jews would not
move the corpse or its members on the Sabbath.336

Spices (Mk 16:1) could diminish the stench of decomposition and, in
practice, pay final respects to the deceased; they were not, however, used to
preserve the corpse,337 since the bones would be reinterred a year later.338

Against the traditional Markan account of women coming to anoint the
body after the Sabbath (Mk 16:1), some doubt that women would seek to
anoint a corpse that had been decomposing that long.339 This objection to
the tradition, however, may point us in precisely the opposite direction.
Whereas someone inventing a story about Jesus’ burial may have been
concerned about such an issue, the tradition fits the time and place it
depicts. William Lane Craig observes that “Jerusalem, being 700 meters
above sea level, can be quite cool in April” (cf. also Mk 14:54); the body
remained in the tomb only a day and two nights, and “a rock-hewn tomb in
a cliff side would stay naturally cool.”340 The women may have done what
the tradition depicts, precisely in that time and place.

Some other details simply fit what we know about burials more
generally. For example, in a Jewish setting, linen shrouds341 were part of
honorable burial (Mk 15:46),342 specifically for the righteous.343



The Site of the Tomb
 
Golgotha, the site of Jesus’ execution (Mk 15:22), was undoubtedly near
the current site of the Holy Sepulchre.344 That traditional location was
outside the city walls, but only roughly 1000 feet north-northeast of Herod’s
palace, where Pilate was staying.345 All available historical evidence favors
the premise that the earliest Christians preserved the accurate site of the
tomb. That Jesus’ followers would forget the site of the tomb (or that
officials who held the body would not think it worth the trouble to produce
it after the postresurrection Jesus movement arose) is extremely
improbable. James and the Jerusalem church could have easily preserved
the tradition of the site in following decades,346 especially given Middle
Eastern traditions of pilgrimage to holy sites.347

The modern Protestant “Garden Tomb” is a much later site and cannot
represent the site of Jesus’ burial;348 by contrast, the Catholic Holy
Sepulcher and tombs in its vicinity date to the right period.349 The tradition
of the latter vicinity is at least as early as the second century (when Hadrian
erected a pagan temple there; he defiled many Jewish holy sites in this
manner),350 and probably earlier.

Good evidence exists, in fact, that this site dates to within the first two
decades after the resurrection. This is because

1. Christian tradition is unanimous that Jesus was buried outside
the city walls and no one would make up a site inside (cf. Heb
13:12; Jn 19:41)
2. Jewish custom made it common knowledge that burials would
be outside the city walls351

3. the traditional vicinity of the Holy Sepulchre is inside
Jerusalem’s walls, a site that would not have been invented
4. Agrippa I expanded the walls of Jerusalem, thereby including
this area, sometime between 41 and 44 CE352

 



If Joseph of Arimathea owned the ground in which he buried Jesus (perhaps
implicit in Mk 15:46, though more explicit in Matt 27:60),353 the Jerusalem
Christians could well have maintained the site, at least until 70, and it
apparently remained known by Judeans in the early second century354 and
preserved afterward.355 Because the site predates 44 CE (the time of
Agrippa’s death), it must go back to a period of eight to fourteen years after
Jesus’ burial, during a time in which his closest followers led the growing
church in Jerusalem, within walking distance away (Gal 2:1, 9).



Conclusion
 
Ancient schools and biographers naturally preserved information about
prominent persons’ deaths, particularly when those persons died significant
deaths like martyrdoms. A number of features in the passion narrative meet
the criterion of embarrassment, that is, are elements that early Christians
would have been embarrassed to invent, such as the abandonment of Jesus’
disciples, denial by his chief disciple Peter, and especially betrayal to death
by one of his leading disciples after a shared meal.

The passion narrative’s portrayal of the political machinations behind
Jesus’ execution also fits what we know of ancient politics in a province
like Judea. Ancient Jewish sources reveal the extent to which other Jewish
groups experienced much of the priestly aristocracy as corrupt; Herod had
installed many of the aristocratic families dominating the Sanhedrin, and
Rome currently installed the high priests. Local elites often repressed
potential threats to public order and to their own power. To execute
someone, however, they would first need to accuse the troublemaker to the
Roman governor, who depended on local accusers for most cases. The chief
priests may have viewed their own role more favorably, but the current high
priest Caiaphas probably would not have maintained his office for such a
long period without a significant measure of political acumen and efficiency
in maintaining order.

That local leaders would have handed Jesus over to Pilate fits analogous
accounts in our other first-century source, Josephus. Jewish sources portray
Pilate as uncooperative and insensitive to local concerns, yet sometimes
giving way under pressure. Pilate could well have viewed Jesus as merely a
harmless sage of the sort familiar from Greek and Roman cities, but
political considerations would likely have favored Jesus ultimately being
executed. As in the Gospels, scourging was standard before an execution.
The charge on which Jesus was executed, “king of the Jews,” represented
high treason against the majesty of the emperor, and is almost certainly the
charge on which Jesus was executed. The passion tradition that preserves



the name of Simon of Cyrene undoubtedly also preserves accurately his
role. Plausible eyewitnesses can be suggested for many elements of the
tradition; moreover, sources outside the Gospels attest the basic outline and
various elements of the tradition.

In short, elements of the passion tradition so frequently match what is
historically probable (with many others being plausible) that the general
outlines of this source should be embraced with a great degree of
confidence. Even the site of Jesus’ burial was very likely preserved from
within fourteen years of his execution; that being the case, the lack of
alternative to the resurrection message in early Christianity suggests an at
least equally early tradition of the empty tomb.



CHAPTER 22
 

The Resurrection
 

“Do not be shocked! You are seeking Jesus of Nazareth, who was crucified. He has been
raised up! He is not here! Look at the place where they deposited him.”

MARK 16:6
 

 
“A surprising number of people have asked if I plan a trilogy to conclude with The
Resurrection of the Messiah. Responding with mock indignation . . . I tell them
emphatically that I have no such plans. I would rather explore that area ‘face to face.’”

RAYMOND BROWN1

 
 
Others have already written separate books addressing the resurrection, and
I do not intend to add to that literature.2 My own treatment, then, will be
relatively cursory. Further limiting my scope here, I am addressing
historical evidence for an event and (to a limited degree) the first witnesses’
understanding of the nature of that event, not philosophic questions
regarding supernatural causation. In choosing not to address such questions
in this chapter, I am not excluding the viability of such questions, but
merely limiting my purview here. Those questions are more complex and
involve metahistorical issues (grappling with the nature of historiography),
and cannot be addressed fully in this book. (I address them in a preliminary
way in appendix 8.)



The Traditions
 
The disciples’ experience of Jesus’ resurrection generated a much wider
range of traditions than remain extant in our sources. Various non-Markan
material recurs in Matthew and Luke (e.g., Matt 28:6; cf. Lk 24:6). John’s
resurrection narratives resemble each of the three Synoptic accounts in
different respects, and many scholars believe that he used “traditions which
lie behind the Synoptic Gospels, and not the Gospels themselves.”3 Such
factors suggest access to non-Markan resurrection traditions or perhaps
material in a now-lost ending of Mark,4 if indeed the ending we have in Mk
16:8 was not the original one (a disputable premise).5 It is, in fact, difficult
to doubt that such other traditions would have existed, given the large
number of reported witnesses to the resurrection (cf. 1 Cor 15:5-7).

The witness of women at the tomb is very likely historical, precisely
because it was so offensive to the larger culture — not the sort of testimony
one would invent. Not all testimony was regarded as being of equal merit;
the trustworthiness of witnesses was considered essential.6 Yet most of
Jesus’ Jewish contemporaries held much less esteem for the testimony of
women than for that of men;7 this suspicion reflects a broader
Mediterranean limited trust of women’s speech and testimony also
enshrined in Roman law.8

Indeed, the male disciples are said not to believe the women (Lk 24:11;
even in the late material in Mk 16:11) — an embarrassing tradition that may
reflect historical reality at this point.9 For the early Christians, neither the
empty tomb nor the testimony of the women was adequate evidence by
itself (cf. Lk 24:22- 24); they also depended on the testimony of men for the
public forum (1 Cor 15:5-8).10 The criterion of embarrassment indicates
that no one had apologetic reason to invent the testimony of these women,
though the Gospel writers may have a profound theological purpose in
preserving it. Most thus judge the report that the women were the first
witnesses of the resurrection message to be historically accurate.11



Some scholars are convinced that one can completely harmonize the
stories of the women at the tomb if we grant that the Gospel writers
reported only data essential to their distinctive accounts;12 others, while
acknowledging that the conviction of the resurrection is early, doubt that
our current Easter stories belong to the earliest stratum of tradition.13 While
harmonization approaches become strained when they misunderstand the
liberties literary historians sometimes applied on details (see ch. 8), they do
exhibit the virtue of working harder than more skeptical approaches to
make the best possible sense of the data we have. They often help us to
probe evidence more deeply if used heuristically rather than inflexibly, and
are often so used in historiography more generally. 14 (Differing biographies
of Lincoln or news reports may conflict in detail, but we do not normally
conclude from these divergences that the reporters or biographers were
fabricating their stories and hence are completely unreliable sources.)15

Whatever the merits of seeking to explain plausibly in such ways some
differences among accounts, our approach here will not be to harmonize
details but to look for common elements behind the diverse claims.16 In
courts of law and certainly in history, testimonies may vary on details due
to memories and perspectives. The substance, however, is normally what is
most important.

On any account, two matters are plain and a third likely follows: (1) the
differences in accounts demonstrate that the Gospel writers were aware of a
variety of independent traditions. The likely diversity and number of such
traditions precisely here (more so than at many other points in extant gospel
tradition) suggest a variety of initial reports, not merely later divergences in
an originally single tradition. Sanders rightly contends that “a calculated
deception should have produced greater unanimity. Instead, there seem to
have been competitors: ‘I saw him first!’ ‘No! I did.’”17 Eyewitness reports
often varied on such details, in antiquity as today.18

(2) The independence of the traditions thereby underlines the likelihood
of details the accounts share in common.19 These divergent traditions
overlap significantly, hence independently corroborate the basic outlines of
the story. (3) Given the likely variety of initial reports, explaining the
similarities and differences in terms of multiple witnesses surrounding a



core historical event appears plausible and indeed probable. This is the
same way that we would approach other historical reports from antiquity.20

The various resurrection narratives in our Gospels vary considerably in
length, focus, and detail. (For example, the variation in length of the
Gospels’ resurrection narratives21 may partly reflect the desire to make
optimum use of the scroll length, rather than leaving a blank space at the
end as sometimes happened.) 22 If “Q” included a resurrection narrative (a
thesis that is not necessarily probable but for which we actually lack
evidence either way), most of the Gospel writers treated it as merely one
among many; given the many witnesses of the risen Christ (1 Cor 15:6), it
is hardly surprising that numerous accounts would exist and different
Gospel writers would draw on different accounts. The four Gospels differ in
detail, but in all four the women become the first witnesses, and Mary
Magdalene is explicitly named as one witness among them.23



Pagan Origins for the Christian Resurrection Doctrine?
 
Here, as elsewhere, some scholars have tried to place the source of our
basic traditions outside Jewish Palestine.24 That Mack suggests that the
“resurrection myth” first originated in Jesus groups in northern Syria and
Asia Minor25 is historically incredible.26 Despite divisions in the church
over other issues like food laws and later hellenistic questions about the
nature of the resurrection, early Christian testimony is unanimous
concerning the resurrection and eyewitnesses of the resurrection, including
in the pre-Pauline traditions (most notably 1 Cor 15:3-8 with its possible
Aramaisms).27

Even apart from this observation, bodily resurrection was a Palestinian
Jewish idea. It is difficult to conceive of a rapidly hellenizing Gentile
church preaching a dying-and-rising mystery deity triggering Palestinian
Jewish Jesus people to adopt a pagan idea and then modify it in a
Palestinian Jewish direction (including the specifically Jewish language of
“resurrection”). It is far more likely that later Gentiles attracted to a
growing Jewish cult would have adopted and transformed a Palestinian
Jewish understanding of the resurrection.28

Supposed pagan parallels to the resurrection stories prove weak; Aune
even declares that “no parallel to them is found in Graeco-Roman
biography.”29 Whether any “parallels” exist depends on what we mean by a
“parallel”; but plainly none of the alleged parallels involves a historical
person (or anyone) resurrected in the strict sense. This is probably in part
because resurrection in its strict (bodily and permanent) sense was an
almost exclusively Jewish belief, and among Jewish people was reserved
for the future. Most pagans would have preferred to play down a savior’s or
demigod’s human death.30 Ancients commonly reported apparitions of
deceased persons31 or deities, and hence occasionally those of persons who
had become immortal,32 but these are not resurrection appearances.



Even the appearance of Apollonius of Tyana, which exhibits some
parallels with the Gospel accounts,33 is not an exception. This story appears
in a third-century source, after Christian teaching on the resurrection had
become widely disseminated; further and more to our present point,
Apollonius proves that he has not died, not that he has risen.34 In another
third century CE work probably by the same author, the hero Protesilaos
appears to people and lives on; he is said to have “come back to life,”
though he refuses to explain the nature of this claim.35 But whatever else
his “return” from death might claim, it does not involve bodily resurrection:
his body explicitly remains buried.36 Moreover, even claims like this one
made for Protesilaos do not predate the rise and proliferation of the
Christian teaching about Jesus’ resurrection.37

Nor do stories about magical resucitation of corpses have much in
common with the account of Jesus’ resurrection (for example, when a witch
drills holes in the corpse to pour in hot blood, dog froth, and so forth).38

Ancient readers never supposed that bodily immortality followed such
resucitations, because they did not connect them with any doctrine like the
Jewish notion of eschatological resurrection. Celsus, a second-century critic
of Christians, was fully able to distinguish bodily resurrection from “old
myths of returning from the Underworld,” hence argued instead that Jesus’
resurrection was merely staged, as commonly with apparent postmortem
recoveries in novels.39

Most cultures believe in some form of life after death and such cultures
frequently accept some form of contact with the spirits of the dead or of
some of the dead. Such phenomena may help explain how some ancient
Mediterranean hearers may have conceived of Jesus’ resurrection
appearances; but to cite them as “parallels” to those appearances, as if they
define the latter, stretches the category of parallel too far to be useful. These
claims do not normally involve bodily existence. If Jesus’ body was
eschatologically transformed in advance of the fulness of the kingdom, how
would the disciples know it and proclaim it if he failed to appear to them?



Mystery Cults as Background?
 
Some have offered parallels between dying-and-rising deities, especially in
the mysteries, and the early Christian teaching of the resurrection. We must
therefore address the alleged parallels first and then turn to what proves a
far closer background for the early Christian teaching of the resurrection
and its first articulations even in a Greco-Roman setting (see 1 Cor 15:4,
20-28, 35-49).

The Mysteries apparently influenced some Palestinian Jewish thought in
late antiquity, though the exact date is unclear. Numismatic evidence
indicates some presence of the mysteries in Palestine,40 though among
Gentiles and especially in a later period.41 Limited mystery language may
have infiltrated some forms of Judaism,42 but the use of such language is
hardly evidence for widespread influence. 43 Pagan accusations that
confused Judaism and the Mysteries44 do not constitute good evidence that
Judaism as a whole made that confusion. For example, Reitzenstein’s early-
twentieth-century claim that “Even in Trajan’s time the Roman Jewish
community still . . . either altogether or in large part worshiped the Zeus
Hupsistos Ouranios and the Phrygian Attis together with Yahweh”45 has
turned out to be nonsense, refuted by subsequent research into Roman
Judaism.46

The language of the mysteries clearly infiltrated Christian writers of the
second century and later. For example, Tertullian claims that Christianity
has the true mysteries, of which others are poorer and later copies.47 Such
language becomes much more prevalent in the third and fourth centuries
CE.48 Some of the “parallels” appear in Christian interpretations of the
mysteries, not in the pagan sources (which naturally kept mysteries more
secret). That the Fathers understood the Mysteries as “imitation
démoniaque du Christianisme”49 may suggest that they, like many early
modern students of these cults, read them through the grid of their own
Christian background, and the ready-to-hand explanation of demonic



imitation may have led them to heighten rather than play down the
similarities between the two.

Yet it is in fact likely that by the patristic period some features of the
mysteries were being borrowed from Christianity. As they began to lose
devotees to Christians in a later period, the mysteries could have adopted
some features of Christian practice; many of the “parallels” in the mysteries
are known only from the period in which Christianity’s ideas had become
widely known.50

Suggestions of mystery influence on first-century Christianity are
overdrawn. Much of the most specifically mystery vocabulary is lacking in
earliest Christianity: Metzger, following Nock, lists such terms as mustēs,
mustikos, mustagōgos, katharmos, katharsia, katharsis, teletē, and so on.51

(We treated the Jewish use of the more general term “mystery” in ch. 13.)
What is perhaps more significant is the different perspective on the events
described by both kinds of religions. As Metzger points out,

. . . the Mysteries differ from Christianity’s interpretation of
history. The speculative myths of the cults lack entirely that
reference to the spiritual and moral meaning of history which is
inextricably involved in the experiences and triumph of Jesus
Christ.53

 
In the apostolic and subapostolic literature,

In all strata of Christian testimony concerning the resurrection of
Jesus Christ, “everything is made to turn upon a dated experience
with a historical Person [citing Nock],” whereas nothing in the
Mysteries points to any attempt to undergird belief with historical
evidence of the god’s resurrection.

 
To notice this difference is perhaps to notice the different cultural matrixes
in which these cults took root. In contrast to mysteries, a cult rooted in
Israelite biblical piety could not neglect concern for salvation-historical acts
of God. God’s acts could be celebrated annually in cultic ritual (as with the
Passover), but they were viewed as unique events secured by the testimony
of witnesses, and grounded in corporate piety.55



Harvard classicist Arthur Darby Nock points out that, while many of
Paul’s hearers may have understood him in terms of the mysteries, most of
the early Jewish-Christian missionaries like Paul had probably had little
firsthand exposure to the mysteries and reflected instead a broader milieu of
which the mysteries were only a part.56 The mysteries played even less a
role in the formation of the earliest Jesus movement in Galilee and Judea.



Dying-and-Rising Deities?
 
One area of special comparison between the mysteries and Christianity,
especially in early-twentieth-century literature, involves the matter of
salvation and dying and rising gods. Against some, there were stories of
dying (and something like rising) deities before the time of Jesus.57 Descent
to the underworld in such texts need not be permanent; deities might visit or
even be restored to life.58 Greeks seem to have been most familiar with
Egyptian accounts of dying and rising deities.59

But the parallels remain problematic. While there seems to be pre-
Christian evidence for the account of Osiris’ rescusitation,60 he is magically
revivified, not transformed into an eschatological new creation. His corpse
is awakened through the same potencies as exist in procreation, and he
remains in the netherworld, still needing protection by vigilant gods, and
replacement on earth by his heir.61 Adonis’ death was mourned annually,62

but his rising is not documented prior to the middle of the second century
CE.63 (Some sources suggest simply seasonal revivification,64 which, as we
argue below, differs greatly from early Jewish and Christian notions and
origins of the resurrection.) Attis, too, was mourned as dead,65 but there is
no possible evidence for his resurrection before the third century CE, and
aside from the testimony of the Christian writer Firmicus Maternus, no
clear evidence exists before the sixth century CE.66

Dionysus’ return from death67 is clear enough, but perhaps in the same
category as Heracles’ apotheosis or the wounding of Ares in the Iliad;
mortals could be deified and deities could suffer harm.68 Some also
understood him as returning annually for his holy days in the spring.69 And
even Persephone was taken down to the underworld alive (rather than
dying), as Orpheus descended alive to rescue his beloved Eurydice.70

Frazer’s scheme of the “dying and rising god,” based on patching together
elements of disparate stories and famous over a century ago, has thus been
largely discredited in more recent times.71



A number of earlier New Testament scholars asserted, again perhaps
through the grid of their own religious understanding, that the Mysteries
must have provided salvation through union with dying-and-rising gods.72

While there may be some truth in the idea that a god not subject to death
could grant immortality, a specialist in mystery cults cautions against
finding this pattern as a common element.73 Much of the evidence is late74

and/or specifically Christian.75 More recent writers are therefore generally
more cautious about connecting spiritual salvation (when it appears in the
mysteries) with the dying deity motif.76

In the Eleusinian rites, the mystēs received the promise of a happy
afterlife, but by being pledged to the goddess, rather than being reborn or by
dying and rising with the deity.77 The cult of Cybele likewise does not
support the hypothesis of immortality through a rising deity, as Gasparro
notes.78 The main problem with the view that many members of the early-
twentieth-century “history-of-religions” school, eager to produce “parallels”
to primitive Christianity, adduced, is that most of the people who turned to
the mysteries already believed in some afterlife in the netherworld anyway.
At most (in some cults), it was merely a happier afterlife in that world that
the gods could guarantee.

Those like Bousset who drew such connections79 did not take adequate
account of the vegetative, cyclical, and seasonal nature of most of the
rescusitation rituals.80 The annual renewal of life in spring is a far cry from
the earliest Christian picture of Jesus’ bodily resurrection rooted in explicit
Jewish eschatological hopes. It also differs substantially from Paul’s claim
that Jesus’ eschatological transformation was an event in recent history
guaranteed by hundreds of eyewitnesses, including himself. Paul even
insists, despite his hellenistic audience, that this perspective is a necessary
understanding of resurrection for a true follower of Jesus (1 Cor 15:1-2, 12-
19, 29-34). Earlier Palestinian Christianity would not have held a less
rigorously Jewish perspective than Paul did.81

The “third day” tradition offers potential parallels, though most of these
were not very significant.82 Most importantly, the “third day” was a fairly
regular expression for a short period of time (such as “the day after
tomorrow”). While the third day is used for resurrection in the later ritual
for Attis and perhaps for Adonis, these may be based on Christian



precedents.83 The third day in the cult of Osiris is most significant, but the
traditional Jewish view about the corpse, the use of a “third day” for an
interval between two events in close succession in the Hebrew Bible, and
the inherent likelihood of some coincidence between a brief period in early
Christian tradition and one in the Mysteries, qualify its significance
considerably. Some other Jewish traditions may also shed light on this idea,
but appeal to them must remain tentative because of their uncertain date or
because they were not widely enough recognized to have been obvious
without explicit qualification.84

The fixing of the third day in the pre-Pauline formula in 1 Corinthians
15:4, however, weights the case in favor of a Palestinian Jewish-Christian
tradition for Jesus’ resurrection prior to any exposure to the cult of Osiris in
the hellenistic world.85 And while gods could often die in the Mysteries,
their deaths were not portrayed as triumphant or meaningful as in many
early Christian traditions. Further, the gospel narratives suggest that to
whatever extent the early Christians might have adapted the language of
three days, they historically intended only parts of three days.86 That is,
they interpreted rather than invented the interval.



Jewish Teaching about Resurrection
 
Jewish hope in the resurrection of the body belonged to the larger
framework of hope in an entire new order,87 the sort of kingdom of God
Jesus preached. Jewish belief in “resurrection” meant not simply the
appearance of a ghost from the afterlife; people believed they saw such
ghosts after death, often in dreams,88 but this was a far cry from the end-
time raising of the dead affirmed in Dan 12:2-3. Although Jewish views on
the character of the resurrection varied (sometimes it involved an angelic or
astral existence; see discussion below), it did not simply represent a
disembodied afterlife of the soul, which (in some Jewish views) preceded
the resurrection.

The Jewish doctrine of the resurrection was not simply an assertion of
immortality. 89 Because much of Greek thought in general, like many
cultures in the world throughout history,90 addressed the survival of the soul
after death,91 it should not surprise us that the Eleusis cult promised a happy
life in the underworld, 92 that Isis promised patronage and protection,93 and
the Dionysiac mysteries may have indicated a happy afterlife.94 But there is
little evidence for any future hopes in the cult of Cybele, and certainly not
any linked with Attis.95 When the early Christian picture of bodily
resurrection plainly derives directly from Jewish eschatological teaching,
one casts the net rather widely to make all human hopes for afterlife parallel
to it.96

Pagan afterlife notions and myths of risen deities did provide Gentiles a
handle for apprehending aspects of early Christian teaching about the
resurrection, 97 but the Christian teaching remains distinctly Jewish in its
origin. The teaching can be recognized in some OT texts (probably Is
26:19; most explicitly Dan 12:2)98 and probably has early antecedents in
Israel’s history, though personalized eschatology appears in texts only after
the Exile.99



Not all streams of early Judaism clearly articulate a doctrine of bodily
resurrection. The Sadducees denied it;100 rabbinic texts, which here
probably represent the populist Pharisaic consensus, complain about the
moral offensive-ness of this denial.101 The evidence we do have from
Qumran may support the likelihood that those responsible for the sectarian
Dead Sea Scrolls accepted it,102 though the concrete evidence is scarce.103

Clearly the Pharisees and their probable successors in the rabbinic
movement104 affirmed the doctrine of the bodily resurrection,105 almost
equating belief in it with belief in the afterlife.106 The Pharisees were the
most popular “sect,” according to Josephus, and popular views of the
afterlife might be expected to follow an optimistic rather than pessimistic
line of thought, though this was not always the case in paganism.

In any case, widepread attestation in a vast range of pre-Christian Jewish
sources (2 Maccabees, Psalms of Solomon, 1 Enoch, and so forth) indicates
that the doctrine was much more widely held than among the Pharisees,
representing common Judaism,107 and as the widespread use of Daniel
(especially in the LXX) would almost require (Dan 12:2).108 Sanders could
be right that nearly all religious Palestinian Jews except the Sadducees
affirmed the doctrine.109

The belief was probably less widely held initially in the Mediterranean
Diaspora, though some evidence for it exists.110 Some hellenistic Jewish
writers, while accommodating the idea to hellenistic notions of immortality
and the language of deification, also allude to the doctrine of bodily
resurrection.111 Perhaps after rabbinic Judaism consolidated its influence,
the doctrine of a literal, bodily resurrection also became standard in much
of the Diaspora.112 Paul’s contention with the Corinthian Christians might
reflect not only pagan Greek but also first-century hellenistic Jewish
aversion to discussion about the resurrection; while many Diaspora Jews
would affirm the resurrection and most would know about the doctrine, in
the first century it was probably most widespread in Palestine, to the East,
and among the least hellenized communities. Such geographic indications
simply reinforce other confirmations of our earliest sources’ claim that
belief in Jesus’ resurrection originated in Jewish Palestine and nowhere
else.



But Jesus’ early followers did not simply adopt the resurrection doctrine
wholesale from Judaism without adaptation: traditional Jewish expectation
was a collective, future resurrection.113 The notion of an individual’s bodily
resurrection fulfilled in history would therefore not arise without additional
factors (such as the experience of the disciples) to explain it.



Historical Support for the Resurrection Tradition?
 
All our early Christian sources unanimously affirm the bodily resurrection
of Jesus,114 although 1 Cor 15 attests that Paul had to deal with some
Gentile Christians who could assimilate the Palestinian Jewish doctrine
only with difficulty and did not wish to accept it beyond the case of Jesus.
(The sense in which resurrection was “bodily” may have also varied, as in
early Judaism; we return to this subject below.) Within earliest Christianity,
however, there remains no debate about the received tradition that Jesus
himself rose bodily, unless one is inclined to count as proof inferences from
silence offered by some modern scholars without explicit supporting
evidence.

By some point in the second century, gnostics and others who found the
notion of a bodily resurrection of any sort incompatible with Platonic
metaphysics sought to interpret the early Christian tradition differently,115

but there is no clear record of detractors in the Jesus movement, even by
way of attempts to answer them, in the first century. Such silence is strange
when we consider the centrality of the resurrection teaching to all explicitly
known forms of the early Christian movement, and how many debates they
had on other issues.

Orthodox Jewish scholar Pinchas Lapide, while doubting that the
resurrection proves Jesus’ messianic or divine identity (connected though
this has traditionally been to the resurrection),116 nevertheless finds the
evidence for his resurrection compelling.117 Many scholars doubt Jesus’
historical resurrection on philosophic or other grounds, but Ladd is
generally correct that “Those scholars who are unable to believe in an
actual resurrection of Jesus admit that the disciples believed it.”118 That is,
apart from philosophic questions about what might have happened to the
body, the historical evidence indicates that the early eyewitnesses were
convinced that they had seen Jesus genuinely alive.



The Missing Body
 
Because Paul explicitly reports only resurrection appearances, some argue
that the empty tomb tradition was originally a myth.119 Weeden, for
instance, is among those who doubt that the empty tomb tradition precedes
Mark. His claim that there is no “hard evidence that the early church ever
knew of Jesus’ grave’s being empty”120 suggests that it did not occur to him
that anyone would have checked — an idea as unlikely in Roman antiquity
as today. Others rightly question whether Mark could have been inventing
16:1-8 as apologetic. Whether one accepts the pre-Markan Semitic
expressions some have proposed in the passage, its conclusion with the
women’s fear and silence is hardly apologetic, and it lacks any mention of
corroborating attestation from Joseph of Arimathea or others.121

The variant versions of the tomb discoveries in the other Gospels suggest
multiple and likely pre-Markan empty tomb traditions. That Paul does not
explicitly mention the empty tomb while spending four verses listing
witnesses does not mean that he assumed that the body remained in the
tomb. First, witnesses of the risen Jesus counted as much stronger evidence
(an empty tomb does not by itself reveal what happened to the body), so
there was no need to recount the empty tomb in his brief narration of
eyewitness evidence.122

Further, Paul believed that Jesus was “buried” (1 Cor 15:4; cf. Rom 6:4;
Col 2:12), and must therefore have assumed that the risen Jesus left the
tomb: as noted above, Palestinian Jewish doctrine of resurrection meant
transformation of whatever remained of the body. For the same reason, the
thesis that Palestinian Jewish disciples and authorities would have simply
ignored the tomb after the resurrection appearances strains all credulity.
Indeed, many of Jesus’ followers might well have visited the tomb
immediately after the sabbath (hence before most of the appearances), given
the need to show respect to their teacher’s body. (As noted in the last
chapter, we have archaeological evidence supporting the preservation of the
site of the tomb to within roughly a decade of Jesus’ burial, when Jesus’
followers led the significant Jerusalem church not far from the site.)



Nor is there historical merit to the old “swoon” theory (that Jesus was not
yet dead, hence revived enough to act “resurrected” but then died
somewhere unknown). Crucified persons did not simply revive: Josephus
had three friends taken from crosses, and despite medical attention, two
died.123 Further, if one could revive, one would still be trapped within the
tomb, which would soon lead to death.124 Those inventing an empty tomb
tradition would hardly have included women as the first witnesses (see
comment above), and Eduard Schweizer is right that “Jesus’ resurrection
could hardly have been proclaimed in Jerusalem if people knew of a tomb
still containing Jesus’ body.”125

Failure to find a body could reflect an ancient motif (see especially 2 Kgs
2:16-17; Gen 5:24 LXX),126 but need not be fictitious; such a narration is
appropriate to the belief that the hero was still (or newly) alive, and in the
case of the Gospels involves the recent, eyewitness past rather than the
distant, legendary past as in most pagan parallels. Admitting historical
evidence favoring an empty tomb is not purely the domain of Christian
apologetic; for example, without addressing Jesus’ resurrection
appearances, Vermes, a Jewish scholar closely acquainted with the primary
evidence, opines that “the only conclusion acceptable to the historian” must
be that the women actually found the tomb empty.127 Historian Michael
Grant likewise contends that “if we apply the same sort of criteria that we
would apply to any other ancient literary sources, then the evidence is firm
and plausible enough to necessitate the conclusion that the tomb was indeed
found empty.”128

Some suggest that tomb robbers could have stolen the body.129 If this
happened shortly after this messianic figure’s martyrdom, and was followed
by the disciples all having resurrection appearances, such a coincidence
would prove fortuitous indeed for the formation of what became
Christianity. But even discounting the improbability of this coincidence in
general, most of our evidence for tomb robberies comes from Gentile rather
than Jewish areas.130 Even assuming otherwise, the arguments for this
position would remain weak. Whereas tomb-robbers normally carried off
wealth, carrying off the body was so rare that it would shock those who
heard of it.131 It is not impossible that someone would steal a body; corpses
were used for magic132 and people suspected that witches sometimes stole



bodies for magic.133 Indeed, corpses that died violent deaths were
considered particularly potent for magic.134 Nevertheless our evidence for
the theft of corpses appears in Gentile regions, never around Jerusalem.135

At least some opponents of the resurrection claim suggested that this was
in fact the fate of Jesus’ corpse (Matt 28:13-15).136 Yet one would not
expect disciples guilty of the corpse’s theft to maintain the truth of their
claim in the face of death, nor others to withhold the body when bringing it
forward to challenge the emerging Jesus movement might have secured
substantial reward. If the disciples did not protect Jesus while he was alive,
surely they would not have risked their lives to rob his tomb after his
death.137 Other factors also militate against supposing that the disciples
stole the body. Jewish scholar Geza Vermes notes that “From the
psychological point of view, they would have been too depressed and
shaken to be capable of such a dangerous undertaking. But above all, since
neither they nor anyone else expected a resurrection, there would have been
no purpose in faking one.”138 Those who have ever had their beliefs or deep
hopes shattered will recognize that Jesus’ death should have disillusioned
the disciples too much for them to wish to fake a resurrection (which would
also be inconsistent if they expected one). Though the corpse remaining in
the tomb would have easily publicly refuted a resurrection claim, had the
authorities been able to produce it,139 an empty tomb by itself would not be
self-explanatory.



Resurrection Appearances
 
Witnesses claimed that they had seen Jesus alive from the dead (e.g., 1 Cor
15:5- 8); virtually all the narrative accounts also suggest significant
conversation with him (rather than merely fleeting appearances). They were
so convinced of the veracity of their claims that many devoted their lives to
proclaiming what they had seen, and some eventually died for their faith
that rested on it. Whatever one makes of what happened at the tomb, clearly
the disciples’ testimony was not fabricated.140 Ancients also recognized that
the willingness of people to die for their convictions verified at least the
sincerity of their motives, arguing against fabrication.141 People of course
die regularly for values that are false; they do not, however, ordinarily die
voluntarily for what they believe is false. Intentional deception by the
disciples is thus implausible; as E. P. Sanders notes, “Many of the people in
these lists [of witnesses] were to spend the rest of their lives proclaiming
that they had seen the risen Lord, and several of them would die for their
cause.”142 These disciples plainly believed that Jesus had risen; and not
only that, but that they had seen him alive.

As noted above, some scholars deny the empty tomb tradition; most,
however, affirm that the disciples believed they had seen Jesus alive. For
example Sanders, while conceding his agnosticism as to what lay behind
the disciples’ experiences, concludes, “That Jesus’ followers (and later
Paul) had resurrection experiences is, in my judgment, a fact.”143 Yet some
scholars deny the historical value of even these resurrection appearances;
Mack, for example, suggests that before the Gospels we have only Paul’s
account of “visions.”144 But while the language Paul employs is general
enough that it could include visionary experiences, he is reporting earlier
Palestinian tradition in 1 Cor 15:3-7,145 and Palestinian Jews did not speak
of nonbodily “resurrections” (see discussion of the Jewish resurrection
belief above).146

Nor would anyone have persecuted the disciples for simply affirming that
they had seen someone who had been dead; apart from the bodily character
of the resurrection — the sort that would leave behind an empty tomb —



people would merely assume that they were claiming to have seen a ghost,
a noncontroversial phenomenon in antiquity.147 Ghosts were “phantasms”
thought to appear especially at night,148 but this phenomenon is not what
the resurrection narratives report (Lk 24:40).149 Further, Jesus “appeared”
to his followers in Acts 1:3 yet there provided concrete proofs of his
physicality (cf. Lk 24:39-40).150 Finally, Paul himself distinguishes between
the Easter appearances and (the more common phenomenon) mere visions
(cf. 1 Cor 9:1; 15:8; 2 Cor 12:1-4).151

Few alternative proposals seem persuasive as explanations of the
disciples’ experiences. The pagan thinker Celsus compared Jesus’
resurrection appearances with hellenistic epiphanies.152 In Greek tradition
deities periodically “manifested” themselves to mortals, sometimes in sleep
and sometimes as apparitions. 153 Yet from the late hellenistic age
“epiphanies” of Greek gods usually meant the activity of a deity rather than
its appearance;154 it is primarily these activities that witnesses attest,155

though additionally appearances in personal dreams and visions occur.156

Appearances of deities visible to large numbers of people normally
belonged to an era many centuries earlier than the writings,157 in contrast to
early Christian reports about Jesus, arising from the beginning of the
movement. We also lack Palestinian Jewish parallels to the claims of the
resurrection appearances.

Further, very little evidence suggests the plausibility of successive and
mass, corporate visions (see especially 1 Cor 15:5-7).158 Conditions in
first-century Judea and Galilee were not those that later produced the
seventeenth-century messiah Sabbetai Zevi, many of whose followers failed
to be deterred by his apostasy,159 and some even by his death.160 Aside
from different social conditions, knowledge of the Christian belief in Jesus’
resurrection and redefinition of messianic models through him could
provide later messianic movements a model for redefining the messianic
mission in a manner that did not exist prior to Jesus.

I have elsewhere noted some potential parallels not usually exploited in
this connection, though with the observation that they are unpersuasive.
Josephus claims that people saw heavenly chariots moving through the
clouds and surrounding cities,161 and priests heard voices in the temple.



Some scholars plausibly regard these as collective fantasies,162 but other
explanations that could be offered are that they were (1) somehow true (a
Postenlightenment perspective might allow for this possibility, though few
of us are likely to embrace it); (2) the sun playing tricks on eyes at dusk; (3)
propaganda to justify Jerusalem’s fall after the event, which Josephus has
accepted;163 or (4) Josephus’ own propaganda (he is the only extant witness
concerning the witnesses apart from sources dependent on him).164

In fact, Josephus may be following a standard sort of report of such
events as portents of destruction.165 Some poetic writers engaged in poetic
license;166 other writers were fairly sober historians citing reports for
particular years. Portents included events such as we might regard as
natural phenomena today, such as physical deformities at birth, lightning
striking temples, comets, and so forth,167 but also included visions of
celestial figures or armies.168 The armies were sometimes heard rather than
seen;169 sights that were seen were often acknowledged as divine illusions
rather than objects physically present;170 and the apparitions of armies did
not draw near anyone.171 Such reports were normally not verified by citing
witnesses, and the historians who report them sometimes express
skepticism concerning their value, at times allowing for imagination in their
production172 and at times pointing out that such reports fed on each other
among the gullible.173 Some of what was genuinely seen at a distance may
have been misconstrued; thus for example the report of two suns and light
at night may reflect an aurora.174 In any case, this phenomenon of celestial
noises and appearances is quite different from meeting again and talking
with a person one had personally known, which the Gospel accounts stress.

But the difference again concerns the resurrection. To most ancient
Mediterranean peoples, the concept of corporal resurrection was barely
intelligible; to Jewish people, it was strictly corporate and eschatological.175

Yet if one grants, from a neutral starting point, the possibility of a bodily
resurrection of Jesus within past history, the appearances would follow such
an event naturally with or without parallels. In a Jewish framework, Jesus’
resurrection within history must also signify the arrival of the
eschatological era in some sense.176



Early Christian Faith
 
Why did Jesus’ movement survive in contrast to those of Judean prophets
like Theudas? It did so in part because Jesus’ followers distinctively
believed that he remained alive.

Early Christian faith cannot easily be explained by mere visionary
experiences, since these alone would not have convinced many disciples
that the person they saw had returned to life bodily (whatever that claim
would have meant for them). As we have noted, postmortem “appearances”
(especially in dreams) were not unusual, and no one would draw the
corollary of Jesus as “Lord of humanity” from claims to have seen a dead
person who was “alive” only in the sense that anyone after death was
believed to remain alive. Hearers would certainly not have been convinced
simply because someone said, “In a vision my deceased teacher told me that
he is now ruler of the cosmos.” If they believed the speaker’s experience,
they might conclude that the spirit was lying boastfully; that the visionary
had misinterpreted a claim about authority over many other deceased
spirits; or the like.177 But the claim of a mere postmortem apparition would
not have generated a movement around one believed to be a living Lord,
whether its recipients were believed or not.178

Yet this claim that Jesus was the exalted Lord was no less pervasive in
our early Christian sources than that he was risen; he obviously was not
physically present on earth, yet he himself, and not merely a didactic
tradition about him, was held to continue to reign in his church. (Indeed, at
least Pauline and Johannine Christians linked a continued charismatic
experience of the Spirit with their own continuing experience of Christ.) As
many scholars today note, a treatment of the historical Jesus, and certainly
of early claims about his resurrection, that does not take into account the
early church’s newborn faith does not provide a cohesive explanation of the
evidence.179 The church’s extant resurrection claims are earlier (in Paul)
and more consistently documented than Jesus’ teachings are, and were
undoubtedly the reason that those teachings continued to circulate widely. I
suspect that historical Jesus scholarship’s fixation on sayings while



sometimes neglecting the resurrection claims is a remaining legacy of
nineteenth-century liberal Protestant lives of Jesus, reflecting that era’s
attraction to Jesus’ ethics180 while discounting the earlier documented
center of his earliest followers’ preaching. Without the disciples’ experience
of resurrection, one wonders whether his movement (every known form of
which held this belief) would have persisted or would have preserved Jesus’
sayings in his name to any greater degree than the sayings of countless
other sages of his day have survived.181

Some might argue that we could explain the disciples’ faith in Christ as
reigning Lord if the disciples before the crucifixion believed that Jesus was
the messiah (which seems fairly likely, although some doubt that they held
this belief), hence regarded their faith as vindicated by these apparitions.
But not only would such an explanation fail to explain the terminology of
“resurrection”; one also wonders to what extent Jesus could function
presently as Messiah or Lord if he were merely a ghost. The explanation
also conflicts with all our evidence about the more plausible emotional state
of the disciples depicted in the Gospels, as well as with the antagonistic
state of Paul before his belief in Jesus. The disciples might believe Jesus a
pious man whose messianic mission nevertheless failed; God might raise up
a different messiah in a worthier time.182 Moreover, why did it happen not
to one or two disciples (who then convinced the others) but to all?183 The
interim unbelief of the disciples, which in that culture would dishonor Jesus
as well as themselves, meets the criterion of embarrassment.184

Of course, one could doubt all the resurrection narratives’ claims that
Jesus spent time with the disciples, and did not simply appear in their
visionary trances. But how would they have known that they were
experiencing a resurrection appearance and not an apparition? Would they
not wish fuller confirmation than what a dream could confer? Would the
group as a whole stake their lives on a mere dream or apparition no
different in kind from those commonly claimed by those who thought they
dreamed about someone deceased?

The nature of Jesus’ “body” is another question. Paul’s “spiritual” body
cannot be simply contrasted with a “physical” body; Paul contrasts it with a
psychikos body adapted for life in the old Adam, not with physicality (1 Cor
15:20-22, 44-48),185 and means a body transformed and/or ruled by God’s



Spirit. At the same time, he clearly intends a quite different form of
“physicality” than any experience with biological existence would
predispose one to understand. This body is immortal, a body of glory rather
than of flesh, comparable to stars, hence perhaps angels (1 Cor 15:35-54,
esp. 40-43, 50; Phil 3:21).186

Whatever its character, though, it must have been somehow “bodily” to
qualify as “resurrection” and to distinguish it from other forms of
apparitions. 187 Again, whatever it was, it was understood as transformative,
and not supposed to leave a corpse behind (cf. 1 Cor 15:51; Phil 3:21).
Whether or not one believes the Gospels’ empty tomb narratives, one can
hardly imagine that the disciples would have proclaimed the “resurrection”
without consulting the tomb. One can imagine even less that their detractors
would not have done so to silence them.188 That so many followers had
these experiences (hundreds of them reportedly on a single occasion, 1 Cor
15:6) and they also happened to find the tomb empty, as a mere coincidence
without relation to some event, strains plausibility.

While I personally believe that Jesus’ resurrection provides the most
plausible explanation (barring inflexible antisupernaturalism) for the
disciples’ faith, it also coheres with the larger theological context of Jesus’
ministry (for first-century Palestinian Jews, if not necessarily for many
modern readers).189 If Jesus was a prophet of restoration eschatology,
resurrection was a common feature of that eschatological expectation.
Jesus’ followers would thus naturally understand Jesus’ resurrection as a
foretaste of the promised resurrection of the righteous in Israel (and for
some circles, of any righteous Gentiles). (Moreover, resurrection addressed
a more general human concern with death, a concern sometimes associated
with Adam traditions in Jewish sources.190 Paul’s theological conclusions in
this regard were not inevitable, but they were natural.)

It fits Jesus’ teachings about a role for himself after his martyrdom.191 As
we have noted, it also cohered with the the christology of the movement
that sprang from Jesus: if Jesus was alive in a distinct (indeed,
eschatologically resurrected) way, yet clearly not present physically among
the disciples, he was exalted192 and remained active through the church.193



Jesus’ Mission and the Resurrection
 
If Jesus went to Jerusalem expecting his death at the hands of the political
elite (as we have argued) yet also envisioned a role for himself in the
imminent kingdom (as we have also argued), he apparently trusted God to
vindicate him. He certainly believed in an eschatological resurrection,194 so
there should be no question that he expected to rise from the dead. By itself,
this could explain his sayings about his role in the coming kingdom (e.g.,
Matt 19:28//Lk 22:30; Son of Man sayings; parousia sayings).195

But if Jesus also established a school to carry on after him, he may have
envisioned an interim era between his martyrdom and the consummation of
the kingdom. If we allow the possibility of his resurrection predictions (e.g.,
Mk 8:31; Jn 2:19), we can even entertain at least the possibility that he
envisioned what in fact his disciples just days after his execution believed
happened. Whether he expected his resurrection with others or in advance
of them, but especially in the latter case, Jesus died expecting God to raise
and vindicate him. This posture coheres with both the demands for radical
faith (Mk 4:40; 5:36; 6:7-13; 9:23, 29; 11:22-24; Matt 6:25-34//Lk 12:22-
32; Matt 7:7-11//Lk 11:9-13) and nonresistance (Matt 5:38-47; 7:1; Lk
6:27-37) found elsewhere in our gospel sources about Jesus.

Was Jesus’ faith in God’s intervention on his behalf misplaced? We
cannot really begin to answer this question without asking a question
involving the rest of his ministry. Was God active in Jesus’ ministry? Did
Jesus cure people simply by giving them confidence (in which case he rose
in the experience of his disciples only), or was the God of Israel actually
working through him, in which case a yet greater miracle might be deemed
possible? Some scholars, grappling with how to translate the disciples’
resurrection experience for a modern world, ask whether it should be
interpreted in light of modern (nonsupernaturalist) premises, or whether
such premises should be modified in light of the resurrection?196

Any approach to this question in turn raises a philosophic question: is it
possible that a deity, if one exists, can do miracles?197 Can God act in
history? I will treat this question only briefly, in appendix 8. (The question



of miracles requires a separate book, a sequel to this one, where I can
address ancient parallels, the objections of David Hume, and other issues.
Even in that sequel, however, my primary focus will remain with the
historiographic question regarding the plausibility of eyewitness testimony
to miracle claims, more than with the philosophic question of divine
activity.) While I do not, as I have said, agree with those who rule out of
bounds the validity of such a question, my purpose in the main part of this
book has been to make a case on other historical grounds without exploring
that question here.

We mentioned earlier that Jesus’ movement survived in contrast to those
of other Judean prophets because his followers distinctively believed that he
remained alive. (This distinctiveness invokes a positive use of the
dissimilarity criterion.) This belief invites the further historical question:
Why did his movement in contrast to other first-century Jewish movements
affirm that its teacher rose from among the dead? That question takes us to
the heart of the question “What happened at the tomb?” We examine that
question in Appendix 8.



Conclusion
 
However we understand or explain it, a major historical impetus for the
spread of Jesus’ movement after his martyrdom was a pivotal event that his
disciples virtually unanimously (along with at least a few former detractors)
understood as his resurrection. Whatever one does with the more
controversial question of divine causation, the best evidence suggests that
the first witnesses believed that they had seen Jesus alive from the dead.
They interpreted Jesus’ current life as resurrected life — a foretaste of the
new order, not at all comparable with mere ghost apparitions. Moreover,
they were convinced enough as to the nature of this life as to stake the rest
of their own lives, both in the current age and in the coming one, on Jesus’
resurrection. For them, Jesus’ resurrection cohered with his message: God
was establishing a new order, and Jesus its proclaimer held first place in it.
Whether we choose to agree with their faith or not, we cannot easily doubt
the depth of their conviction.



Conclusion
 
In this book, we have worked to establish especially that the basic portrayal
of Jesus in the first-century Gospels, dependent on eyewitnesses, is more
plausible than the alternative hypotheses of its modern detractors. (The
detractors tend to explain away genuine evidence selectively to fit theories
rather than to construct theories coherent with the bulk of the evidence.)

We began arguing this case by showing the weakness of some of today’s
strongest alternatives. We then examined the biographic and historical
character of the Gospels, and something of what that would mean for a
first-century (as opposed to simply modern) audience. We then focused on
the nature of the Gospels’ sources, both written and oral, including the
character of oral tradition from eyewitnesses in Mediterranean antiquity.

After laying this broader foundation for why we should treat the Gospels
as useful sources for reconstructing our historical portrait of Jesus, we
surveyed some elements of his mission in those sources, particularly those
that could be shown most consistent with Jesus’ first-century Jewish
environment. The elements surveyed included many of his teachings (e.g.,
about the coming kingdom and faith in God), his exalted self-identity, his
conflict with the Jerusalem authorities, and his apparently voluntary
martyrdom in Jerusalem, probably believing that he was inaugurating
salvation for his people.

Although scholars may differ with this or that aspect of the portrayal, I
believe that on the whole there is much that we can know about Jesus
historically, and that the first-century Gospels preserved by the church
remain by far the best source for this information.



APPENDIX 1
 

Zealots and Revolutionaries
 
What do we know about the “Zealot movement”? Evidence seems to tell
against a unified revolutionary movement in first-century Palestine.1 The
actual designation “Zealots” applies strictly only to some rather than to
most early Jewish revolutionaries; Josephus seems to reserve the title for a
limited group.2

Josephus portrays the revolutionaries as “brigands,” endeavoring to
marginalize them from the mainstream Jewish population.3 Richard Horsley
and John Hanson envision the Zealots as peasant brigands in contrast to
more educated levels of resistance.4 Some modern scholars view these
peasant brigands before the Jewish revolt in the light of modern studies of
social bandits.5 The revolutionaries and bandits of Jesus’ day may have had
some support from Galilean villagers; at least the Roman governor
Cumanus thought that they did.6 But it is not clear to what extent Galilean
peasants really supported the goals of such bandits, especially in the Lower
Galilee whence Jesus came (we discuss revolutionaries and Galilee further
in chapters 1 and 12);7 one should also allow for the impact of some degree
of urban unrest.8 Nevertheless, it seems likely that many bandits circulated
among the peasantry.9

Much of this brigandage before the first revolt may have been
“prepolitical” rather than aimed at an overthrow of Roman domination, an
objective that may have grown only toward the beginning of the Jewish
War.10 Brigandage was common in antiquity and inevitably warranted
execution if the brigands were captured.11 Yet revolution was always a
possibility. Many dissatisfied persons opted to work within the system, but
others likewise hoped for its overthrow, eschatologically or otherwise.12

Even Josephus informs us that some of the rebels fancied themselves kings
(Jos. Ant. 17.285), suggesting that the authorities could view the line
between revolutionary and messianic sentiment as thin (see Mk 15:2, 18,
26).



Although some Pharisees probably opposed the revolutionary ideal, some
scholars believe that they shared a basic (populist) Pharisaic ideology
expressed in a more militant manner.13 This overlap in perspectives may be
because Pharisees were close to popular sentiments in general.14 Most of
the revolutionaries’ ideas were probably widespread in early Judaism,15 and
eschatological expectation probably fueled all levels of Jewish resistance.16

Both resentment against Rome17 and confidence that God would defend
those loyal to him18 were also widespread.

Witherington points out that some Pharisees did “basic training” (Jos.
Life 11-21) and that revolutionary leaders could send Pharisees in charge of
military contingents (Jos. Life 197).19 In the earlier Wars, when the material
is still politically sensitive, Josephus plays down both Pharisaic
involvement in the revolt and Jewish involvement more generally, but in the
later Antiquities a revolt as early as A.D. 6 appears part of a larger
movement toward the revolt of 66-73 (Jos. Ant. 18.9-10, 23-25; Acts 5:34-
35). Menahem, a figure instrumental in the revolt of 66-73, was descended
from Judas the Galilean, a leader in the earlier revolt (Jos. War 2.433).
Josephus also admits the revolutionaries’ theological commitments (Jos.
Ant. 18.4-5, 23).

In all, the evidence may not support the early use of the title “Zealot” or a
single, unified movement (such as Josephus’ convenient “Fourth School”).
It does nevertheless support the continuing existence of simmering
revolutionary sentiments through the early first century, hence the relevance
of such sentiments to Jesus’ environment.20



APPENDIX 2
 

Mack’s Case for a Wisdom Q
 
To avoid digressing at further length in the text to address Burton Mack’s
rejection of eschatological elements at the earliest stages of the Jesus
movement, I have chosen to revisit some of his argument in this appendix.
He contends that Q was originally only a sayings-gospel focused on
wisdom sayings.1 How does he know this? He finds two basic arguments to
support this position. We will start with his second argument because it
depends on the first and can be addressed more quickly. Once one has
postulated this original Q and knows what to look for by excluding material
that does not fit what one hypothesizes Q must have been, one has a small
amount of material left. This material, Mack finds, fits together quite well
with reasonable transitions of thought.2

It is not surprising that a document consisting largely of one kind of
sayings (other sayings having been excluded) should cohere, but one may
question just how smooth the transitions from one point to the next actually
prove to be. Wisdom collections did not always strive for coherent
arrangement, and the wisdom sayings left to Mack’s Q1 indeed could have
been arranged more topically than they appear to be. (Moreover, some of
the material that belongs together topically here already was together in the
Gospels.) But if one must find convincing transitions, the “seams” Mack
finds into which later material was interpolated offer evidence of such
transitions in so few instances that they can easily be attributed to
coincidence. Mack offers a methodology that is not falsifiable: once one has
arrived at a very brief Q1 by other means, one can undoubtedly discern
patterns even if one decides to completely rearrange the material.

This boils Mack’s real arguments for a convincing Q1 Wisdom text down
to one argument: a genre of wisdom or sayings collections existed.3 No one
disputes that such a genre existed, nor even that such a genre could have
existed among early Christians. But when our extant sources for Q itself
include at least a minimal amount of narrative (not to mention sayings other
than wisdom sayings), why is it any more reasonable to place an early form
of Q in this genre than to place a finished Gospel like Mark or Matthew in



it? Perhaps merely because Q, being a hypothetical source, is more easily
reshaped with less protest; perhaps also because Q, whose exact contours
remain in dispute among various circles of scholars,4 is less familiar to the
average reader of Mack’s thesis.

Does Mack have any specific evidence that Q was a wisdom or sayings-
source? He believes that he does. It helped, he declares, when “Another
example of the genre was found, the sayings gospel known as the Gospel of
Thomas.”5 “The Gospel of Thomas looked very much like Q,” he contends;
“35 percent of the sayings in Thomas had parallels in Q.”6 But when he
affirms that Thomas looks like the sayings-gospel Q, Mack simply assumes
what he claims to prove: that Q is a wisdom sayings-gospel. The overlap in
content between the two also sheds far more light on Thomas than it sheds
on Q. Thomas is, as we have noted, a second-century work, reporting
sayings known from the canonical Gospels and/or traditions behind them,
including Q.7 Of course Thomas has resemblances to Q material! (Thomas
itself is also not “wisdom” sayings in the same way that, say, Proverbs is.)

But let us say, for the sake of argument, that Q is (or uses) an early
sayings-source. It is, after all, apparently mostly sayings, so an analogy with
sources that are mostly sayings is possible. Why would disciples of an
eschatological teacher not have preserved even eschatological sayings in
this format?8 One may exclude the narrative within Q, but on what basis
does Mack exclude some (eschatological) kinds of sayings? Even were we
to agree with Mack that the eschatological elements from other Jesus
traditions were added only later to this hypothetical recension of Q, on what
basis must we suppose them less historical? Nor need we assume that those
who employ a sayings-source would oppose as incompatible the use of
narratives (another issue sometimes raised).

Mack contends for layers in Q, some being late and not authentic to Jesus
(though not all who hold to layers in Q agree on which layers are earliest,
and not all who do so believe that the later layers are inauthentic). Based on
the likelihood that many later agrapha (sayings attributed to Jesus but not
found in the canonical Gospels) are inauthentic, Mack argues for late
sayings in Q.9 But most of these questionable sayings occur in documents
of the second century or later, including his own sampling of late
citations.10 If one argues for a late layer of sayings as early as Q on the



basis of fabrications over a century later, one could as easily argue that any
sayings from antiquity, including his “bedrock” sayings of Q, are
fabrications. Certainly people in subsequent centuries made up sayings; this
was not so common, however, in the first generation (as we noted in ch.
10). All of Q must be (at the latest) from the first generation to be used in
Matthew, Luke, and (I believe) occasionally in Mark.

Mack’s idiosyncratic Q community is curious. Assuming that either no
eyewitnesses who knew Jesus remained or (closer to his view) that they did
not care about transmitting his life and teaching accurately, one still must
contend with the relative unity of our sources. First-century documents
indicate explicitly that Christians argued about issues like circumcision and
food laws, but until the second century we find no evidence that some
groups of Jesus people rejected other groups’ literary genres or accounts of
Jesus’ sayings and deeds. To argue that such debates were widespread in the
first century is to argue from silence, a silence made more ominous by the
record of all sorts of other debates.

Further, for all the redactional differences among the Gospel accounts,
they do not reflect very well many of the known debates among second-
and third-generation Christians. The best Mack can do to say that Jesus
abolished the food laws is Mark 7:15; yet without Mark’s explicit
interpretive guidance in 7:19 (a remark Matthew not surprisingly omits) we
would hardly know that this was Jesus’ point. Yet Mark did not simply
compose a more appropriate saying to make his case.11

Mack claims that Q (i.e., his hypothetical Q1) “challenges the New
Testament account of Christian origins by offering another, more plausible
account of the first forty years.”12 Aside from the problem of how a
hypothetically reconstructed source of wisdom sayings poses a potent
challenge to a range of actual early Christian texts presupposing some
major elements of common history, one must ask whether Mack’s account
is indeed “more plausible.” The first forty years of Christian origins include
most of Paul’s undisputed letters, which already identify Christ with divine
wisdom and especially in the earliest text (1 Thessalonians)13 indicate
considerable eschatological meditation (which can hardly be attributed to
Greek influence). As a “Pharisee” (Phil 3:5; this was a largely Judean sect),
Paul’s perspective was unquestionably rooted in Palestinian Judaism despite



his profound ability (akin to that of many other Diaspora Jews) to articulate
Jewish beliefs in broader Mediterranean terminology.14 Most Pauline
scholars believe that Paul employs pre-Pauline creeds containing
Aramaisms, some Palestinian Jewish doctrines and language such as
“resurrection,” and even reflects the adoption of some Aramaic phrases into
his churches.15

Mack’s reconstruction assumes a later fusion of a Christ cult and the Q-
like Jesus movement,16 but our earliest written witness for Christianity,
Paul, testifies of conflicts with Jerusalem church leaders (originally Jesus’
Galilean disciples) over Gentile relations, not over christology (Gal 2:1-14).
The christology of our current “Q” is hardly “low” (as noted earlier in the
book; e.g., Matt 3:11//Lk 3:16; Lk 6:47-49//Matt 7:24-27; Matt 23:37//Lk
13:34).17

Mack assumes that myth gave way to history in a Greco-Roman cultic
environment, but the reverse process is far more likely. Myths and legends
tend to grow over time, even from historical roots. Few Greek cults
constructed histories from their myths, rarely being interested in
biographical history. Starting with historical traditions, however, one can
understand how mythic interpretation and cultus would arise in Greek
culture while interest in history (and later historical writing) was maintained
because of the actual origins of the movement. And whereas Palestinian
Jewish writers could embellish history, they clearly sought to derive
theology from what they believed was history, not from what would have
appeared to be mythology created in the Diaspora.

Mack’s “original” Q, after “incompatible” material has been excised,
runs to about seven pages.18 This material seems short for a definitive
canon of wisdom sayings — at least if one wishes us to suppose that it
represents the sum total of what this “community” believed. Why would
someone want to turn a wisdom teacher with so little to say into a Messiah
anyway, especially in a Palestinian or Diaspora Jewish context?19

Overman rightly observed on Mack’s earlier work:

Why is Q the bench mark against which all other recitals of the
Jesus story are measured? Why are Pauline traditions or other
early gospel traditions not given a similar place in the



development of Christian beliefs and practice? In part the answer
seems to be that this is due to Mack’s implicit preference for the
Greek philosophic tradition, oftentimes as over against the
traditions of Israel. For example, Jesus and John the Baptist are
Cynic-like prophets and not prophets in the mode of Israel’s
prophetic tradition (p. 86). Within Jesus’ social world Israel’s
Scriptures and the Cynic poet Meleager would have had about
equal influence (p. 64).

 
Because his version of Q is hypothetical, Mack can exercise greater
freedom in emphasizing hellenistic while downplaying Jewish parallels. His
case, then, runs directly counter to the best of the Third Quest’s desire to set
Jesus securely in his first-century Galilean Jewish context.



APPENDIX 3
 

Jewish Biographical Conventions
 
Penned in Greek probably to Diaspora audiences, the canonical Gospels
reflect Greco-Roman rather than strictly Palestinian Jewish literary
conventions.1 That is, as Diaspora works they share more external
characteristics with Diaspora or aristocratic Palestinian Jewish biographies
in Greek than they do with many of the Palestinian works composed in
Hebrew or Aramaic. Such a statement does not detract from the Jewishness
of the Gospels; Jewish historical writing in Greek generally adopted Greek
historiographic conventions.2

In contrast to other Greco-Roman biographies, however, the Gospels, like
Diaspora Jewish historical texts, retained considerable stylistic and
theological influence from the Greek version of the Old Testament. Further,
the Gospels vary among themselves as to the degree of their Palestinian
character: Matthew and John, whose ideal audiences apparently have closer
continuing ties with Palestinian Judaism, probably reflect more Palestinian
literary influences than Mark and Luke do.3 Because of Palestinian Jewish
influences in some of the gospel material, we should examine some forms
of Palestinian Jewish literature (though apart from Josephus’ hellenistic
autobiogaphy, none of these are precisely biography).



Some Palestinian Jewish Literature
 
The methodology of many Hebrew and Aramaic Palestinian Jewish texts
concerning historical figures diverges at significant points from that of
Greco-Roman historical writing. Since the Palestinian Jewish roots of the
Jesus movement affected Diaspora Christianity, a brief consideration of
Jewish biographical conventions may be useful in discussing the traditions
behind the Gospels. More importantly for our purposes, they may be useful
in understanding literary techniques particularly adapted by Matthew and
John. Because the differences in genre are more significant, however, I am
treating them only in this appendix.

Although many individuals feature prominently in the Hebrew Bible and
in early Jewish literature, there are rarely volumes devoted to a person that
would be called biography in the sense in which we have discussed the term
in ch. 5; usually they are part of larger narratives. Job, Ruth, Judith, Jonah,
Esther, Daniel and Tobit each have books about them in the Greek Bible,
but the events rather than the lives of the characters dominate the accounts.4
Of course, the Gospels could draw on biblical narratives focused on persons
as well as on the Greco-Roman genre;5 but we should not overlook the
broader availability of the more general biographic category in this period.6

The various reports of events in the lives of pious rabbis are too
piecemeal to supply parallels to biographies like the Gospels.7 It remains
possible that some of these stories were collected and told together like
some of the brief philosophical lives in Diogenes Laertius. Since no such
early collections are extant, however,8 rabbinic sources can add little to our
discussion of Jewish “biography.” In contrast to Josephus or Tacitus,
rabbinic texts are primarily legal, and incidental biographical information
tends to serve more purely homiletical than historical purposes.9

Nevertheless, some Jewish works, drawing on the Bible and postbiblical
Jewish tradition, bear some resemblance to Greek lives; most of these
again, however, are in Greek. I shall note Philo’s analogies later. One
collection called the Lives of the Prophets, with genre parallels in the Greek



lives of poets, resembles the briefer lives.10 Josephus’ accounts about
Moses in his Antiquities often follow patterns in hellenistic philosophical
biography11 (though sometimes also novelistic literary conventions);12 so
also his treatment of Abraham,13 Jacob, 14 Joseph,15 Samson,16 Saul,17

Zedekiah,18 and the Aqedah narrative,19 among others.20 Thus Cohen lists
among Jewish works of history owing “more to Herodotus, Thucydides,
and Hellenistic historiography than to Kings and Chronicles” both 2
Maccabees and Josephus.21



Degrees of Adaptation in Palestinian Works
 
While all these works differ from the Gospels, observations about broader
classes of Jewish narrative literature can provide insight into Jewish
storytelling methods. In Aramaic and Hebrew as well as in Greek, texts
about the distant past could combine both historiographic and novelistic
traits without apology, depending on the nature of the text in question.
Especially in Palestinian works, biblical narratives were often adapted by
later story-tellers and eventually formalized into separate accounts;22 story-
tellers especially favored Pentateuchal characters for this sort of
development.23

Although these reworkings are not strictly midrash nor targum,24 some
midrashic or haggadic principles are sometimes at work in their
composition.25 Some works, like Pseudo-Philo’s Biblical Antiquities,
normally follow the biblical text very closely (often virtually quoting the
text), though adding many details. 26 Others, like the Assumption of Moses,
are more novelistic, having very little to do with the biblical text beyond the
characters and a basic story line (quite different from our source-bound
Gospels). The degree of freedom depended also on the nature of one’s
work: for example, whereas the Septuagint preserves incidents of
patriarchal deception, Philo and apocryphal works often played it down,
and Josephus took a middle path.27 A continuum existed between historical
works and novels composed around historical characters, distinguishable by
their measure of fidelity to sources the writers accepted as historically
accurate, especially Scripture.

As in other Greco-Roman literature, ancient Jewish literature generally
permitted variation in detail; when dealing with the distant past, the
variations could become quite significant. Although amplification in
matters of halakah was sometimes discouraged,28 the practice was
especially frequent in narratives, to answer questions posed by a narrative29

or to heighten the praise of God or the protagonist30 (sometimes by fanciful



midrash)31 or to improve the story.32 Sometimes adaptations highlight
particular moral or theological perspectives. 33 Sometimes writers added
details for literary purposes, to make a better story;34 this could include
names,35 sometimes arrived at midrashically or for symbolic value.36 (This
practice is hardly surprising; Greeks also elaborated their sacred stories,
filling in details over the centuries.)37

One could emphasize a theme already present in one’s source by
reiterating it where it appeared and occasionally adding it elsewhere.38

Similarly, negative incidents could be toned down,39 omitted,40 or
justified41 in the character’s favor. Such adaptations could range from the
sort of “twist” on a narrative acceptable in modern journalism to fabricating
details to explain what was not said.

Variations in the tradition and/or its editing in these sources were not
seen as problematic;42 a greater degree of freedom in telling the story was
permitted then than is standard in historically oriented works today. One
scholar notes:

The discrepancies between the descriptions of the tortures
administered to the first son and the others six, here [in 4
Maccabees] and in 2 Mac, indicate no more than that the story
circulated in different forms or that each writer claimed his
freedom to shape up the narrative in his own way.43

 
There was thus a wide variety of writing techniques available in ancient
Jewish as well as broader Greco-Roman writing related to history.

The Gospels as biography and the shorter time of oral transmission
informing them differ significantly from these sources. Nevertheless, the
permissibility of variation is instructive. Even documents intended to be
essentially historical in the events they report could in principle vary in the
accuracy of their details.44 Relevant for observations about variation in the
Gospels, paraphrase of sayings was standard Greco-Roman rhetorical
practice;45 Jewish interpreters also regularly employed paraphrase in
communicating what they took to be the biblical text’s meaning.46

The Evangelists made some use of this freedom. We may illustrate with
two examples that are not very controversial. One may compare differences



among Luke’s three narrations of Paul’s conversion in Acts; Luke obviously
did not see a problem telling the story in slightly different ways on each
occasion.47 Likewise, in the space of one paragraph the Fourth Gospel
paraphrases one sentence in two ways (Jn 13:10-11). These writers were
more concerned with the basic substance than the particular wording;
indeed, orally oriented cultures were accustomed to such variation and not
troubled by it the way that modern readers are.48 Comparing parallel
passages in the Gospels underlines this point further, but the differences are
within the range we have noted acceptable to ancient biography.



Differences from the Gospels
 
But we must observe some important differences between the canonical
Gospels and the Palestinian Jewish works noted above. First, the period in
which oral tradition was transmitted before the Gospels is at most two
generations (roughly 65 years till the Fourth Gospel); Jewish expositions on
Pentateuchal characters often draw on centuries of legends, useful to fill in
gaps in the biblical narratives. Second, haggadic expansion characterized
stories about the distant past far more frequently than recent generations
(although it could occur in the latter case extremely rarely). Third, unlike
many of these works, the canonical Gospels anticipate a Diaspora audience
familiar with the genre of biography (and for at least three of these Gospels,
the particular subgenre of “gospel about Jesus”). Many of the works above
are quite distant from biographies.

Some Jewish writers did compose something like self-contained
biographies, though again, not all of them fit the conventions we have
discussed. The Jewish philosopher Philo certainly adapts his material, and
may provide an example of a sort of Jewish biography.49 Nevertheless,
Philo’s expositions of Abraham, Joseph, and Moses idealize the figures
only to communicate Philo’s philosophical lessons,50 though this
observation does not negate the evidence for his use of hellenistic
biographic conventions.51 Philo was more of a philosopher than a historian,
and his works about biblical individuals are philosophic expositions of
biographic information rather than biographies proper.

If we compare Philo’s works about individuals with the Gospels, we must
keep in mind several observations. First, as a Platonist, much of Philo’s
interest in the “lives” of Pentateuchal characters like Abraham and Noah is
allegorical, and Philo’s degree of allegorization is barely comparable even
to John, much less to the Synoptics.52 Second, Philo’s narration (as opposed
to his allegorical interpretation) normally follows his biblical sources rather
than simply his imagination.53 Third, Philo writes about much earlier
characters, following the philosophic disposition to allegorize works about



characters of the distant, mythical past. In our discussion of ancient
historiography we observed that writers normally recognized that their
sources about the distant past were less reliable, hence often exercised
literary freedoms that they would not employ for the more recent past.
Fourth, Philo’s overt resistance to genuine historical content (alongside his
emphasis on allegorical significance) at some points involves especially
“offensive” texts.

Thus, while we may learn from broad analogies with a wide range of
literature, the mainstream Greco-Roman biographies of the Gospels’ era
provide the most fruitful grounds for genre comparison.



APPENDIX 4
 

Jesus’ Sayings about the End
 
Although we cannot be certain that Jesus’ words in the “eschatological
discourse” (roughly, Mk 13; Matt 24; Lk 21) were all spoken on that
occasion,1 many of them appear to have been assembled before Mark used
them. In any case, it is this collection of sayings, with the largest number of
Jesus’ future-oriented sayings, where our inquiry will begin.

The list of eschatological sufferings and signs here fits the eschatological
conventions of many of Jesus’ Jewish contemporaries. The overlap of these
sayings with any specific non-Christian document, however, is quite
limited. More striking is the oft-noted specific overlap with material in 1
Thessalonians 4-5. Just how striking the overlap is becomes obvious when
its correspondences are compared with other Jewish lists of eschatological
sufferings and signs. These parallels appear not only from Mark and Q, but
even in a few specifically Matthean features as well.



Other Lists of Eschatological Sufferings
 
Lists of eschatological hardships appear in other early Jewish works, such
as Jubilees 23:16-31; at various points in 4 Ezra and 2 Baruch; in the
Testament of Moses and in Mishna Sota 9:15; as well as several other lists
preserved in the NT. Some of the signs or hardships listed also appear in
noneschatological pagan sources as portents, reported annually by Roman
historians.

Most of the pagan portents are missing in this discourse. Roman writers
listed wood, stone or statues sweating, bleeding or speaking (perhaps
peripherally paralleled in Rev 13:15);2 raining blood or stones,3 not quite
analogous to Jubilees ’ hail (23:13) or Revelation’s hail echoing a plague in
Egypt (Rev 8:7; 16:21; Ex 9:18-34); fluid turned to gore,4 closer to
Revelation’s waters turned to blood, again echoing a plague in Egypt (Rev
8:8-9; Ex 7:19); and animal prodigies.5 Pagans also listed animals born
malformed or with human parts,6 and somewhat more commonly mutant
babies or other human birth prodigies (even in the days before modern
tabloids).7 The latter appear twice in 4 Ezra (5:8; 6:21-22) and also in a
passage in the Sibylline Oracles (2.154-64) dependent on something like
eschatological signs in Hesiod (W.D. 181).

Jewish lists of end-time signs are fairly diverse, but typically include
sufferings. Many specific examples of hardships or evils appear in only one
list, but of those that recur more often (some in other first-century Christian
lists as well), a number are lacking in the list in Mark and Matthew (which
admittedly is also fairly random). Besides those mentioned above, common
signs included sexual immorality;8 a hypocritical pretense of
righteousness;9 a particular end-time war (rather than merely “wars” in
general), modeled after warnings in the biblical prophets;10 children
sometimes challenging parents or elders, whether to turn them to the right
way (Jub. 23:16, 19; cf. 1 En. 90:6-7) or as a sign of the evil of the times
(m. Sot. 9:15; 2 Tim 3:2); and a reversal of the poor over the rich, again for
positive (Jub. 23:20) or negative (2 Bar. 27:3-4) reasons.



Birth Pangs (Mk 13:7-8)
 
Some other motifs are common to Mk 13 and these sources, including the
language of eschatological “distress” (1QM 15.1; 2 Bar. 26:1; 25:3-4).
Although these appear throughout the discourse, they are especially
noticeable, as one might expect, in the summary list of hardships in Mk
13:7-8. Wars appear in Jubilees (23:13); 4 Ezra (9:3; 13:31); 2 Baruch
(27:2-5; 70:3); and elsewhere.11 Earthquakes appear in 4 Ezra (9:3; cf. 5:8
Syr.; 6:16); 2 Baruch (27:7, after a famine reference; 70:8); Testament of
Moses (10:4); and also in texts about a final earthquake (similar to Rev
6:12).12 Famines appear in Jubilees (23:13); 2 Baruch (27:6; 70:8); and
elsewhere.13 Especially pervasive are various forms of “lawlessness”14 (to
use Matthew’s language, Matt 24:12)15 and apostasy of the righteous.16

Heavenly signs, which also appear in pagan portent lists17 but are common
judgment imagery in the biblical prophets (e.g., Is 13:9-11; 24:21-23; Joel
2:31), not surprisingly appear in a variety of early Jewish sources.18

In some texts the signs may not be strictly “eschatological.” Some writers
before the Gospels also may have applied some of these afflictions to a
period before the final generation (Jub. 23:13 includes plagues, famine,
sword, and the context includes apostasy).19



A Comparison with an Early Christian Source
 
Paul’s Thessalonian correspondence confirms the antiquity of these
eschatological sayings of Jesus.20 Most scholars accept 1 Thessalonians as
the earliest extant Christian document, probably from c. 50 or 51 CE. I also
draw on Paul’s second letter to the Thessalonians. Although a number of
NT scholars reject that letter’s authenticity,21 I, with many other scholars,
regard it as simply inconceivable that a pseudepigrapher writing after the
temple’s destruction in 70 CE would have spoken of an antichrist figure
establishing his throne in the temple. 22 Many scholars question the
authenticity of 2 Thessalonians because its eschatological schema seems
much more detailed than that of 1 Thessalonians; I would argue that early
Jewish sources, including Mk 13 itself, often included such tensions
between detailed schemas and warnings of imminence.23 Whether or not
the second epistle’s author is Paul, however, it seems likely that the author
wrote before the temple’s destruction in 70, since the letter predicts the man
of lawlessness being enthroned and worshiped in the temple (2:3-4), a
different outcome than what happened literally.

These early letters appear to indicate that their eschatological material
reflects prior tradition attributed to Jesus. In 1 Thessalonians 4:15, Paul
appeals to “the word of the Lord” as the basis for his eschatological
instruction, in a letter where he has already appealed to instructions he gave
them by the authority of the Lord Jesus (4:2).24 Second Thessalonians,
which includes some comparable eschatological material, also appeals to
the “traditions” that Paul delivered to the Thessalonians (2:15; cf. 2:2).

Parallels between the eschatological discourse and 1 Thessalonians
include, in decreasing order of significance (in view of how common the
motifs were in early Judaism and how close the parallels are): an
unexpected coming like a “thief in the night” (Matt 24:43; 1 Thess 5:2-4);
the trumpet for gathering (Matt 24:31; 1 Thess 4:16); coming on the clouds
(Mk 13:26; 1 Thess 4:17); the term parousia (Matt 24:3, 27, 37, 39; 1 Thess
4:15; 2 Thess 2:1, 8); unexpected destruction in a time of peace (“Q”



material in Matt 24:38-41; Lk 17:27-32; 1 Thess 5:3); birth pangs (Mk
13:8; 1 Thess 5:3); and the exhortation to stay alert (Mk 13:33-37; 1 Thess
5:6). Interestingly some of these correspondences are with Mark; others
from “Q”; and others from Matthean redaction, but apparently based on
earlier tradition. Parallels with 2 Thessalonians 2 include apostasy (Matt
24:10, 12; 2 Thess 2:3); the temple’s desolation (Mk 13:14; 2 Thess 2:4); a
false prophet or prophets working signs (Mk 13:22; 2 Thess 2:9); and the
“gathering” (Mk 13:27; 2 Thess 2:1). None of these parallels are exclusive
to the Thessalonian correspondence, but their relative concentration there is
instructive.

Because the Gospels’ eschatological discourses are longer than the
eschatological sections in 1 and 2 Thessalonians, we should not expect the
Thessalonian material to recall every point. But of 28 eschatological motifs
I noted in Matthew 24 with parallels somewhere in Jewish or Christian
literature,25 12 appear in 1 Thessalonians and 8 in 2 Thessalonians. By
contrast, I found 5 in 1 Enoch; 5 in the list of eschatological troubles in
Jubilees 23; 6 in 4 Ezra; 5 in 2 Baruch; 3 in Testament of Moses; 3 in the
Sibylline Oracles; and one in m. Sota 9:15. Although one could count up
the statistics differently, and I undoubtedly did not find all possible parallels
in these works, these estimates remain significant in view of the mere 15
verses (245 words) in the most relevant section of 1 Thessalonians (4:13-
5:9), and the 12 verses (217 words) in the most relevant section of 2
Thessalonians (2:1-12). By contrast, in some of the other sources I drew
from large bodies of material.

Thus over 40% of the motifs in the discourse in Matthew 24 appear in 1
Thessalonians, and over 70% appear in the two sections of the
Thessalonian correspondence if they are taken together. If we omit the
motifs that were fairly common in early Judaism, this reduces the
Thessalonian parallels, but it almost eliminates our control group of other
early Jewish sources. Some motifs, such as Q’s “thief in the night” (Matt
24:43; Lk 12:39), recur elsewhere in other early Christian sources (Rev 3:3;
16:15; 2 Pet 3:10) in addition to 1 Thessalonians (5:2- 4), but not outside
Christian sources, reinforcing the picture of a common source for some
elements of early Christian eschatology.



If we start from 1 Thessalonians and look for parallels in Matthew 24, the
correspondence is even higher (a bit more so if augmented by some other
fragments of Jesus tradition, such as the identical expression “times and
seasons” in Acts 1:7). We may find 11 out of 15 correspondences, or almost
75%. Again, one could count the number differently, but it could be
calculated even higher than I have suggested: the four elements in 1
Thessalonians that lack exact correspondence (the Lord descending from
heaven; the voice of an archangel; the resurrection; and the living being
caught up to meet the Lord “in the air”) could be viewed as inferences from
this tradition. (Thus, for example, Jewish Christians who accepted the
resurrection would naturally assume it at the gathering of the elect; a
meeting, or apant?sis, belongs to the same conceptual and social world as
parousia, and a gathering to one coming on the clouds would naturally
occur “in the air.”)26

Despite such lacunae, it appears that Paul drew directly on the same
eschatological tradition later reported in Matthew and Mark. The same is
true for 2 Thessalonians, though again we lack some elements (such as the
tantalizing explanation for the letter’s “restrainer of lawlessness”). Apart
from the obvious motif of the resurrection, I did not find any eschatological
motifs in 1 Thessalonians that appear elsewhere in early Jewish literature
but not in Matt 24 or Mk 13.



The Common Source
 
One could argue that Mark, “Q,” and Matthew all drew on 1 Thessalonians.
This argument would need to assume, however, either that both Mark and
“Q” were written from Thessalonica (a view held by no one), or that Paul’s
letters were already collected by the time that they were written, which is
unlikely, especially for “Q” (a view again held by, so far as I know, no one).

A much more defensible solution would be to argue that indeed Paul and
the extant Jesus tradition draw on a common source. What was this source?
Some contend that this source was a prophecy, Paul’s “word of the Lord” in
1 Thess 4:15.27 This solution is likelier than dependence on Paul, but proves
problematic in a different way. Paul indicates that early Christian prophecy
was pervasive, suggesting even the existence of multiple prophets in local
Christian congregations (1 Cor 14:29, 32). He limits their prophecies to two
or three at a time (14:29-30), but may allow more prophecies so long as the
conduct is orderly (14:31).

Even by the time Paul wrote 1 Thessalonians, and even if we limited the
total prophecies to three per week in just twenty eastern Mediterranean
house churches, we should think of over 3,000 prophecies per year, or
perhaps 60,000 early Christian prophecies by the time that Paul wrote.
Indeed, given the increase in churches, that number could easily be doubled
by the time Mark wrote. The coincidence of motifs between Matthew and
Paul is far more dramatic against a control group of pre-70 Christian
prophecies (if we had a better sampling of them) than against the control
group of early Jewish eschatological motifs. What would make one
particular prophecy or group of prophecies so authoritative as to be cited so
prominently?

In Paul’s own day, Paul himself, who is not shy about appealing to his
apostolic authority, distinguishes between Jesus’ tradition and his own
counsel (1 Cor 7:10-12), even when he regards the latter as inspired (1 Cor
7:40). Further, the material to which Paul alludes in the “word of the Lord”
is something he has already taught them, since he claims that they “already



know” these things (1 Thess 5:2). If Mark, Q, Matthew and Paul drew on a
common prophet, it was likely Jesus himself, or at least some form of Jesus
tradition widely accepted as authentic.



Conclusion
 
Jesus’ eschatological discourse naturally shares many eschatological motifs
with its broader Jewish environment. Apart from Jesus tradition, however, it
does not draw on any single extrabiblical source significantly more than
others. But it appears that most of the eschatological material (informing
even much that orally stands behind Matthew’s redaction of Mark) was
already part of the Jesus tradition by the time that Paul dictated the first
document in our NT, 1 Thessalonians, roughly two decades after Jesus’
public teachings.
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APPENDIX 5
 

John and the Synoptics on Passover Chronology
 
Some have used Passovers to reconstruct John’s chronology1 and have
claimed conflicts between John and the Synoptics, but it seems better (in
view of John’s usual literary strategies) to read John’s final Passover
chronology symbolically.2 Passover began at sundown with the Passover
meal. Whereas in the Fourth Gospel Jesus is apparently executed on the day
of the Passover sacrifice preceding the evening meal (Jn 18:28; 19:14), the
Synoptics present the last supper as a Passover meal, presupposing that the
lamb has already been offered in the temple. 3 Both traditions — a paschal
last supper and a paschal crucifixion — are theologically pregnant,4 but we
suspect that Jesus, followed by the earliest tradition, may have intended the
symbolism for the last supper, whereas John has applied the symbolism
more directly to the referent to which the last supper itself was intended to
symbolically point.

Many scholars have argued plausibly that John’s chronology here is
correct, 5 noting that the last supper narrative does not explicitly mention a
lamb,6 that an execution on the first day of the feast was inconceivable, and
suggesting that the disciples could have celebrated Passover early,
according to a sectarian calendar,7 or that Mark inserted Passover references
for theological reasons.8 Other details of the Passion Narrative behind
Mark, such as the Sanhedrin originally wishing to kill Jesus before the feast
(Mk 14:1-2), Simon coming from the fields (15:21, which some take as
coming from work), or burial on a “preparation day” (which in Mk 15:42 is
preparation for the Sabbath, but some take as preparation for Passover)9 can
support the Johannine chronology. The rabbis also spoke of Jesus’
execution on the eve of Passover,10 although this is a late polemical
tradition probably deriving its information from early Christian sources that
may reflect John’s Gospel or its tradition.

But the priestly aristocracy might act even on Passover to preserve public
order, and Pilate would care little for calendrical matters. Likewise, an
execution on the day on which the lamb had been eaten would deter crowds



no less than one on the day on which they were being slaughtered, if the site
of execution were not far outside Jerusalem’s walls. The minor details
“behind” Mark’s Passion Narrative could also be explained in other ways
that fit the narrative equally well. Mark could simply be correct that the
preparation was for the Sabbath; 11 Simon could come “from the fields”
because he has spent the night in a suburb like Bethphage.12

The main argument against the Johannine chronology in a conflict
between John and the Synoptics is that on most points Mark’s narrative
seems more dependable for historical detail, John’s more expository
(although many hold John’s chronology to be an exception, especially
regarding the duration of Jesus’ ministry). Thus many scholars suggest that
the Synoptics are correct; the Synoptics certainly portray the last supper as
a Passover meal, even on details that their audiences would no longer have
recognized as relevant.13

Those favoring the Johannine dating respond that, whereas the Synoptics
regard the meal as a Passover meal (this is “challenged by no one”), this
does not decide the historical question;14 but then why do Mark and Paul,
writing earlier than John and even for Gentile audiences, conform the
narrative so closely to Passover traditions? And if the Synoptics report the
disciples actually keeping the Passover but on a “sectarian” date, would
sectarians have observed so many other traditional Paschal customs as the
text suggests? Jeremias admittedly depends on later traditions, but what
evidence we do have fits the Gospel narratives and can hardly have derived
from them. As scholars often note,15 John certainly had theological reasons
to place the death of God’s lamb (Jn 1:29) on Passover (Jn 19:36).

One could argue that Jesus (and the Synoptics) and the temple authorities
(and John) followed separate calendars;16 but our evidence for these
calendars is relatively scant, and even if such separate calendars existed,
why would John prefer that of the temple authorities? How would he expect
his post-70 audience to recognize that he was doing so? One attempt to
harmonize the Johannine and Synoptic dating, originally associated with a
proposal of Annie Jaubert in 1957,17 has commended itelf to a number of
scholars. According to this proposal, Jesus followed a solar calendar like
the one used at Qumran, but Jerusalem’s official Passover, and the one
followed by John, occur afterward. Given sectarian calendars18 and even



calendrical differences among later rabbis due to different witnesses
regarding the new moon,19 it is not impossible that Jesus’ disciples followed
an Essene, sectarian date for the Passover.20

But other scholars have raised more persuasive objections against this
thesis. 21 For one, would such an important disagreement with the Temple
authorities have gone unnoted in the tradition? After all, calendrical matters
constituted a major debate in early Judaism, and had they been central to
Jesus’ conflict with the authorities, one might expect mention of this point.
(The exception would be if this information were suppressed by the later
church if it had reverted to the common practice. But probability is against
their siding with the authorities against their own teacher; other sects would
not have done so.) Further, if Jesus followed a sectarian calendar at this
Passover, why do John’s narratives imply that he did not do so at other
festivals (2:13; 7:2; 10:22)?22 It is also possible that John followed a
Palestinian and the Synoptics the Diaspora reckoning of Passover,23 but this
proposal fails to explain the Paschal character of the last supper tradition,
the accommodation of Diaspora pilgrims at the festival, and again the
inadequacy of supporting evidence in the tradition.

Calendrical differences may allow us to harmonize John and the
Synoptics, but most likely, John has simply provided a theological
interpretation of Jesus’ death, as many commentators (including myself)24

have argued. This approach would fit the way he opens Jesus’ ministry with
the Temple cleansing so that the shadow of passion week may cover the
whole period. If the two accounts must be harmonized, however, the
simplest, Ockham’s razor solution would be the best; one such possibility is
that “Jesus, knowing that he would be dead before the regular time for the
meal, deliberately held it in secret one day early.”25 Another plausible
suggestion is that Jn 18:28 refers to them eating the rest of the feast of
unleavened bread,26 a solution that is linguistically defensible (though not
the text’s most obvious sense) but does not seem to match the other clues in
John’s narrative. At the very least John retains enough ambiguity to allow
the reading (and, if we lacked the Synoptic passion tradition, to assume the
reading) that Jesus was crucified on Passover. John probably does know the
same tradition as Mark. Whatever the traditions behind the Gospels,
however, Mark’s and John’s approaches at least imply (perhaps for



theological reasons) the Passover on different days, yet derive from it the
same theology: Jesus’ death is a new passover, a new act of redemption (cf.
also 1 Cor 5:7).



APPENDIX 6
 

Roman Participation in Jesus’ Arrest?
 
Some have argued that the Fourth Gospel, unlike the Synoptics, includes
Romans in the force that arrested Jesus.1 Many further find genuine
historical tradition in this claim.2 While Romans were clearly behind the
crucifixion, however, it is not likely that they were involved in the initial
arrest.

Local aristocracies used local watchmen to constitute their police force,
and all that we know about Jerusalem’s temple guard (cf. Lk 22:52; Acts
4:1) fits this pattern.3

Moreover, although some military terms in John 18:3 can reflect Roman
usage, Greek and Roman military terms had long before been transferred to
Jewish soldiers.4 Both speira (Jn 18:3, 12)5 and chiliarchos (18:12)6 appear
frequently enough in ancient sources for Jewish soldiers. The Jewish uses
of the terms would be too familiar from widely read Jewish sources like
Judith and Maccabees for John’s audience to be sure of Roman involvement
without further qualification.7

Some are skeptical that Jewish officials like the high priests or their
agents would have participated, but as we have argued, these were the very
leaders responsible to the Romans for keeping peace; they were the ones
most directly scandalized by Jesus’ act in the temple; and a diversity of
ancient sources testify to their abuse of power against competitors among
their own people. The silence of the Synoptics about Roman involvement in
the arrest also seems striking, especially given Luke’s knowledge of the
Roman military and widespread knowledge of a garrison in Jerusalem.8

One could argue that the Romans lent the chief priests some troops as
they might to the temple police in quelling public disorders,9 but this
suggestion does not square with the evidence. The Roman garrison in the
Antonia would have sided with the Levite police in the case of a riot, but
they were not simply at the municipal aristocracy’s disposal.10 Further, even
if the municipal aristocracy could have commandeered Roman troops at
other times, it is unlikely that they would do so during the festival. Pilate,



ready to greet petitioners early in the morning, was undoubtedly already in
town (albeit asleep),11 and it is unlikely that the high priests would have
secured troops for such a mission without informing him; yet even John
(see especially Jn 18:29) reads as if Pilate has insufficient acquaintance
with the case to have already dispatched the troops. Indeed, Pilate explicitly
assigns responsibility for the arrest to Jesus’ own nation and its chief priests
(18:35); Jesus likewise speaks of the lack of resistance his followers have
offered to “the Jews” (18:36). Catchpole rightly doubts that Judas would
have been cooperating with the Romans and that the Romans would have
taken Jesus to Annas (whom the Romans had deposed); moreover, retreat
before the divine name (18:4-11) may suggest a Jewish reaction.12 The
Roman involvement proposal interprets selectively even the Gospel to
which its appeal is made.

John might use ambiguous language, without explicitly claiming Roman
troops, to make a theological statement: both Romans and Jews bore
responsibility for Jesus’ arrest.13 Again, however, even within the story
world of John, it remains unclear that Pilate was involved at this point,14

hence Roman participation seems unlikely even on the level of Johannine
theology.15



APPENDIX 7
 

Capital Authority
 
Some believe that the Romans would have acted without a session from
leaders of the municipal aristocracy,1 but this expectation does not fit the
usual Roman manner of delegating preliminaries to local officials (unless
Jesus offered an immediate military threat, which contradicts the evidence
we examined in chs. 1, 20-21). Detractors sometimes protest that if the
Sanhedrin genuinely tried Jesus, they would have executed him themselves,
avoiding a Roman cross. This objection rests, however, on the highly
improbable notion that the Sanhedrin had legal capital authority or, if they
did not, would have lynched a popular prophet during a festival with the
governor in town.

John’s Gospel is probably correct to note that the Judean leaders were not
legally permitted to put anyone to death (Jn 18:31); the governor held the
power of life and death in a province.2 The local aristocracy would prepare
the charges and suggest action, but Pilate had to pronounce sentence. A few
scholars think that the Sanhedrin could execute capital sentences,3 but this
proposal does not fit what we know of the way the Romans administered
their provinces. Against one contrary suggestion,4 Acts 23:1-10 constitutes
a preliminary inquiry to formulate a charge (22:30; 23:28-29), not evidence
for capital authority.5

Although Theissen recognizes that the Sanhedrin lacked capital authority
in Jesus’ time,6 he thinks that the passion narrative presupposes this
jurisdiction, and thus reads its own milieu’s circumstances of A.D. 41-44,
under Agrippa I, into the narrative.7 Others might employ this lack of
capital authority to deny the passion narrative’s own evidence that some of
the high priests tried Jesus. Such approaches, however, face two major
obstacles: First, the logic of the passion narrative actually presupposes that
the Sanhedrin lacks capital authority; why else would they hand Jesus over
to Pilate?8 Second, Agrippa I, like Herod the Great, was a client king and he
was on personal terms with the emperor. He was not the municipal
aristocracy, and his capital authority did not transfer to them. In the last



decade of the first century, Johannine tradition still preserves the
Sanhedrin’s lack of authority (Jn 18:31-32). An intermediate position is that
Romans rarely delegated capital authority, but that Roman governors were
authorized to do so.9 Whatever governors of some provinces may have
wished to do, however, it is inconceivable that Pilate would have simply
shared this authority with Jerusalem’s local aristocracy, given what we
know about them and especially all that we know about him.10

Later rabbis discussed appropriate grounds11 and means12 for execution,
but rabbinic literature itself shows that these discussions were primarily
theoretical. 13 Some rabbinic tradition traces the loss of Jewish courts’
capital authority to 70 CE,14 other tradition to no later than 30 CE.15

Although Josephus naturally does not report any precedents unfavorable
toward Jewish autonomy, this loss of sovereignty16 must have begun much
earlier. Although Rome delegated the right of the sword to Herod and other
client rulers, and although even Diaspora Jewish communities could
enforce corporal penalties on their own members,17 Rome withheld capital
jurisdiction from municipal aristocracies who could employ it against
citizens loyal to Rome, as we have noted.18 For this penalty, local rulers
needed at least Roman ratification.

Some precedent existed for Romans overlooking past executions, or even
human sacrifices, that could be justified by local custom, but they expected
such practices to be discontinued.19 Provable extrajudicial executions were
thus not in the political interests of the priestly aristocracy, whose interests
typically coincided with preserving security and Roman order. Although
councils of subject territories could pronounce a death sentence, they had to
bring their sentence before the governor for ratification.20 Most scholars
thus currently recognize that the Sanhedrin lacked the legal authority to
execute prisoners in this period.21 As Roman legal scholar A. N. Sherwin-
White notes,

When we find that capital power was the most jealously guarded
of all the attributes of government, not even entrusted to the
principal assistants of the governors, and specifically withdrawn,
in the instance of Cyrene, from the competence of local courts, it
becomes very questionable indeed for the Sanhedrin.



 
The Sanhedrin could sentence offenders and recommend them for
execution, but apart from violating the Temple few Jewish religious charges
would receive an automatic capital sentence from the Romans (e.g., Jesus
ben Ananias was not executed).23 It is not impossible that Roman officials
might look the other way in the case of some lynchings, but even these
could prove problematic if they could generate complaints to Rome.24 It
was in all the leaders’ interests for Jesus to be accused by Jerusalem
authorities but handed over to the governor for official sentencing.



APPENDIX 8
 

What Really Happened at the Tomb?
 
Historical Jesus books often stop short of addressing the resurrection,1
though the early Christian claim about this event is the reason that most of
our other material about Jesus (as opposed to that about most other prophets
or Galilean sages of his day) was preserved.2 Nevertheless, a historian can
address the question of the resurrection the way historians today usually
address Jesus’ miracles (I will address that subject in a separate book): this
is what the disciples experienced, without regard for what may have
actually happened to Jesus.

Although historians do not rule out intelligent human causation, for the
sake of theological neutrality they normally omit the question of divine
causation. (For the most part, such neutrality is prudent: theological
interpretations of history vary as widely as the theology behind them.) But
what happens when divine causation is the most plausible available
explanation? While conventional rules for historical discussion may keep us
from asking the question within the framework of conventional
historiography, they do not mean (much less prove) that the question is
philosophically illegitimate. I am many times more conversant with ancient
history than I am with modern philosophy,3 so I venture the question below
to provoke consideration of these suggestions, not to offer dogmatic
guidance for philosophic procedures.



Must One Rule Out the Possibility of Divine Activity?
 
One scholar complains that “the vast majority of modern historians”
examining the resurrection story “would say that no evidence at all would
ever demonstrate that a unique resurrection took place,” because it cannot
be confirmed by scientifically. 4 “Few if any modern historians” would
accept the evidence of the first followers’ belief to argue that Jesus actually
appeared to them in a physical body; “If so, why not believe not only all the
miracles of the Old Testament, including the six-day creation, as well as the
miraculous giving of the Quran to Muhammad,” since “all have credible
witnesses”? All who accept Jesus’ physical resurrection “as historical fact”
are also Christians, which, he claims, suggests bias.5

The complaint here is a response to a Christian scholar claiming that an
increasing number of New Testament scholars accept Jesus’ physical
resurrection.6 The response seems fair if it primarily questions whether
truth can be determined by a head count of scholars: most Christian
scholars believe in a supernatural resurrection, whereas most non-Christians
deny it. Yet it is unfair if it supposes that an appeal to secular scholars
settles the question any more than an appeal to Christian scholars does.
Scientific and historical epistemology demands evidence — appeal to
authority (such as a head count of scholars) is a different epistemology, and
tells us more about reigning philosophic paradigms than about historical
facts. Naturally those who believe in the resurrection are (with a few
notable exceptions) Christians — why would someone affirm Jesus’
resurrection yet not be counted as a Christian? But is a Christian (or
Muslim, or other religious) interpretation any more inherently biased than a
nonnegotiably “secular” one?7 Does this attribution of bias justify ignoring
scholars with a different perspective or neglecting the evidence they
present?

Most of our knowledge of history depends on the reports of witnesses
and on evaluating those reports. To take the examples given, we do not have
many witnesses concerning an angel revealing the Qur’an to Muhammad



(though this lack of witnesses need not rule the claim out). Scripture offers
no witnesses to a six-day creation, and the character of the creation
narratives differs markedly from any of the genres of our resurrection
reports for Jesus, whether Paul’s claims or those in the biographies we call
Gospels.8 The comparisons suggest that the objection is not one of genre
but that any claim suggesting supernatural activity (in whatever genre it
occurs) must be consigned to the same category.

Some accept many miracle accounts (though not necessarily their
explanation of supernatural causation) while rejecting those that lack
sufficient parallels. Yet this claim that historiography a priori excludes
anything “unique”9 can beg the question of uniqueness’ definition. Every
historical event is unique in some sense, involving a variety of causes and
consequences. In fact, an event like hundreds of people claiming to have
seen their miracle-working teacher alive from the dead, and being prepared
to die for this claim, was fairly unique at the time of its occurrence.10 Yet
few would deny that this was in fact the experience of these people,
however we explain it. The objection to countenancing “unique” events in
this case does not mean objecting to what is merely unusual or even
unrepeatable11 (history is not a repeatable scientific experiment), but to
what is normally believed to be “impossible” apart from a divine,
supernatural, or at least currently inexplicable cause.

This approach necessarily presupposes a specifically naturalistic
definition of history, which is hardly neutral, and in fact functions as a
circular argument in this case. To ask how many historians rule out the
possibility of God acting in history is essentially to return to a head count of
historians’ religious beliefs. (Here I think our particular scholar might
underestimate the proportion of historians who do believe it, but that is
beside our point.) Since historiography does not rule out intelligent
causation as a historical factor (so long as the intelligence is human), one
can rule out the theological question not because it involves causation but
because it involves a deity. That is, to presuppose that God did not act
(because he cannot act) one must first presuppose (or demonstrate) atheism
or deism.

Methodological naturalism as a ground rule for inquiry functions well
when exploring natural causes for events; normally we can accept it as a



working method. But as a philosophic foundation philosophic,
thoroughgoing naturalism is only a presupposition, no matter how many
people believe it or (more often) use it. One can make normal use of the
method to explore natural causes without assuming that one has thereby
disproved theism (indeed, most of the early Enlightenment scientists who
developed this method did so alongside theistic beliefs). Is it
philosophically necessary to rule out the question of God as a possible
cause for events (complicated as it may prove to devise tests for such a
hypothesis)? If so, are we not simply presupposing (rather than proving)
atheism or (as in the case of many of the later Enlightenment thinkers)
deism? Intellectually fashionable though such an option may be in many
elite circles, there is no reason why atheism or deism must constitute an
epistemological assumption (much less that we should claim to have proved
atheism or deism because we have started from this assumption).

Most of our other discussions in this book (regarding sayings traditions,
biographic genre and so forth) should be agreeable to most historical
inquirers regardless of religious or philosophic presuppositions. Discussing
the nature of the resurrection, however, cannot so easily skirt the
philosophic question. To rule out the possibility of this extraordinarily
unusual occurrence despite otherwise persuasive evidence is easier if one
rules out plausible supernatural explanations; yet to rule out the possibility
of supernatural explanations is likely to prejudge the conclusion of one’s
case in this instance.

N. T. Wright’s monumental work on resurrection (comparable to
Raymond Brown’s works on the infancy and passion narratives) challenges
the perspective of those who claim that Jesus’ resurrection is “not amenable
to historical investigation.” 12 He surveys five senses in which we use the
term “history”:

1. An event (what happened, whether or not we know it)
2. A significant event (worthy of record)
3. A provable event
4. Historiography (writing about history)
5. “What modern historians can say about a topic” (from a
“modern” perspective)

 



Wright complains that some historical Jesus research proceeds as if
rejecting knowledge about Jesus or the resurrection in the fifth sense entails
rejection of it in every other possible sense of “history” as well.13 He
contends that some arguments function as smokescreens meant to absolve
scholars from engaging the questions seriously. For example, the claim that
we lack direct access to what “happened” could be made for much of
history.14 He suggests that ruling out even asking questions about God or
Jesus’ resurrection is not neutral, but part of the radical Enlightenment’s
cultural hegemony.15



A Legitimate Question?
 
Some would end the discussion of the “historical Jesus” with the empty
tomb, arguing that history cannot pass judgment on whether God really
raised Jesus. 16 Whether this claim is true or not depends partly on which of
several definitions of “history” one employs: historiography does when
possible explore causes, including personal causes, and to a priori exclude
God from legitimate consideration as a cause is to presuppose atheism or
deism — that is, to begin with a theological judgment about the nature of
history. That is, it rigs the outcome, especially for those who conflate
different meanings of history: “historically” God could not raise Jesus from
the dead, since “history” by (one) definition excludes God a priori from the
discussion.17 Likewise, the argument from lack of analogy would
problematize much of history, including the rapid rise of the early
movement exalting Jesus within Judaism.18

Having registered that objection, we must recognize that discerning such
causes is not an easy exercise. Moreover, to enable dialogue among all
historical inquirers, be they various forms of atheists, agnostics or theists,
we typically declare a “truce” and focus on those minimal historical
assumptions that we can all agree on. A “neutral,” agnostic starting point
should allow for the possibility of divine activity without requiring it, and
atheists and theists alike should be ready to grant this exploration, at least
on the level of dialogue, whatever their personal convictions.

To conclude, however, that Jesus returned immortal after death, and then
to attribute that resurrection to divine activity, is to come to a conclusion
that is not agnostic. As such, it appears to break the “truce” and end any
dialogue on the point, at least the sort of dialogue in which opinions outside
the minimal consensus are unwelcome. (Not all dialogue requires
consensus, of course, and scholars are often able to disagree charitably
about their conclusions.) To observe this feature of the dialogue is not to
decide the case, but it helps us understand a factor in making this part of the
discussion particularly controversial.



Yet when a scholar denies that resurrection is “verifiable in principle by
believer and nonbeliever alike,”19 definition of the terms “verifiable” and
“nonbeliever” are important. That nonbelievers would not accept any
verification for resurrection could be true to the extent that the nonbeliever
refuses to accept the possibility of divine or supernatural phenomena, but
this definition almost treats “nonbeliever” as “anti-believer” in such
possibilities, which is not always the case (and not always to the same
degree). An agnostic must by definition remain open-minded, and even an
atheist might be willing to respond to evidence that challenged their own
position, depending on their level of conviction and certainty. (When I was
an atheist, I found theism quite unlikely and reckoned that Christianity had
only a 2% likelihood of being true, but I was not absolutely immune to
challenge. That I am not an atheist now may make the latter point obvious.)
Some non-theists might also admit evidence for a highly unusual
phenomenon without granting the common theistic explanation for it.

What everyone should agree that one can explore historically is whether
eyewitnesses claimed that they witnessed Jesus alive from the dead. We
have focused on this approach in our discussion of the resurrection
narratives. Nevertheless, I believe the question of causation is legitimate as
well, although I recognize that some readers will from the outset demur
from my conclusions. I believe that a genuinely “neutral” interpretation
should not disallow the question of suprahuman activity (since disallowing
the question commits one in a non-neutral manner to the position that no
deity or force could ever resurrect someone). I defend the “supernatural
causation” position in more detail in this book’s sequel.

At the same time, I recognize that my own belief — that God did act in
history in Jesus’ resurrection — is a conclusion that de facto defines my
own belief as “Christian.”20 (This statement could be qualified; a few
scholars have concluded that God did raise Jesus to vindicate him as a
prophet, without becoming Christians. But at the least the premise that God
acted requires one to be a theist.) This was my conclusion before it was my
premise, but in the spirit of full disclosure, I do hold to this Christian
conviction now. In my youth, however, I was an atheist who ridiculed
Christians as foolish. Out of commitment to what I came to believe was
true, I have chosen to wear the label I had once derided as intellectually



vacuous. Is my vantage point necessarily more biased than it was before, or
than that of others who rule out of court the possibility of divine or other
suprahuman explanations?

Yet when I was once a convinced atheist I was not ashamed to state my
atheism (I was in fact proud of my “intellectual” position). I will not
apologize for holding a different conviction now. Atheists, theists, and other
combinations of dialogue partners can still come to the table and dialogue
about the evidence, discussing which ways they think the evidence points.21

Dialogue should include the ability to disagree respectfully without
dismissing another’s reasoned position as a priori illegitimate because it
does not rule out the possibility of a deity or divine agency. I believe that
divine activity best explains the resurrection appearances. That some
readers who have followed the book to this point will decline to follow in
this section is understood; freedom to choose what to agree with in
another’s argument is part of the character of dialogue.



My Own Journey
 
Many scholars today appreciate full disclosure of one’s personal
presuppositions, recognizing that all scholars have some. Like most
scholars, I try to do my historical scholarship as a good historian. Many
scholars working in historical Jesus research have personal religious
commitments (Christian, Jewish, or other); others do not. But we all try to
make a case that can be heard and engaged by others who may disagree
with us. Having said that, some of us, myself included, would have gone
into other disciplines without the element of religious interest in this
particular figure. Before acquiring such interest, I did have enormous
interest in the rest of the Greco-Roman world. Nevertheless, I was reticent
to study Jesus or even ancient Israel because historical study of these
subjects connected to modern “religious” discussions in ways that reading
about Germanicus or Nero Drusus (or even “the divine Augustus”) did not.

When I was an atheist (largely for what I thought were scientific
reasons), one of my central (albeit nonscientific) objections to believing
anything about Jesus was that eighty percent of people in my country
claimed to be his followers, yet most of them apparently lived as if it made
no difference for their lives. In an effort to be provocative, I might ask
whether western Christians’ frequent way of believing the resurrection is as
consistent as most non-Christians’ way of disbelieving it. Much of western
Christendom does not proceed as if the Jesus of the Gospels is alive and
continues to reign in his church. In practice, a gulf remains between their
affirmation of Jesus’ resurrection and their living as if he is humanity’s
rightful lord, so that a theological affirmation does not translate into their
experience. Their “faith” constitutes mere assent to a proposition, rather
than sharing Jesus’ resurrection life as depicted in Paul’s letters. Likewise,
their devotional prayer to God often has little emotional connection to the
Jesus of the Gospels; the experience of the early church that connected the
Synoptics and Paul is not always their own experience. The experience of
Christianity in some other parts of the world is more wholistic; indeed, in



many locations Christians even show great interest in Jesus’ example and
teachings. At the time, however, I had personally witnessed that
commitment from only a few persons, whom I thus treated as anomalous.

I reasoned that if I believed that there was truly a being to whom I owed
my existence and who alone determined my eternal destiny, I would serve
that being unreservedly. But whatever other religion might contain some
truth, I concluded that if Christians did not really believe in Jesus, there was
surely no reason for myself to do so. When I later encountered the risen
Christ in an unsolicited and unexpected personal experience, hence came to
the conviction that he (not to mention the God with whom he was
associated) was in fact alive, I understood that the reality of Jesus rises or
falls not on how successfully his professed followers have followed his
teaching, but on Jesus himself.

Such an encounter will naturally be dismissed as purely subjective by
those disinclined to accept it, and admittedly, I did not have a physical
“resurrection appearance.” I offer this information as an explanation by way
of full disclosure, not as an argument, since it functions outside the
epistemological criteria used in normal academic historical Jesus work.
Many historical Jesus scholars who doubt that Jesus is alive have in fact
traveled the opposite direction, moving away from traditional Christian
conviction. Some have done so as a result of rigid categories (so that
rejecting parts of their earlier faith required rejecting the whole); others
through accommodating dominant philosophic trends that made faith
impossible; others because faith is often genuinely difficult (though, I think,
all the more needed) in a world full of suffering; others for historiographic
or other reasons. I can only recount my experience openly, as they are
welcome to recount theirs, in the hope that we can dialogue further. Our
experiences on both sides inform our presuppositions, for those inclined to
skepticism as well as for those inclined to faith.



Concluding “Unscientific Postscript” to Appendix 8
 
Ending with an “unscientific postscript” runs the risk of having readers
paint one’s entire work and career as unscientific, especially for those who,
scanning a conclusion, suppose they have reconstructed the primary theme
of the entire book. (Distinguishing between the body of one’s arguments
and a concluding personal opinion is, however, why we normally reserve
such material for a postscript.) For some readers, being able to pinpoint a
scholar as Christian, Jewish, atheistic, or as holding some other view
absolves the reader of the need to engage her or his arguments. Yet no
scholar lacks personal perspectives, whether they are stated explicitly or
not. I do not wish to conceal mine, as I believe that I came by them honestly
(even if not in ways that would satisfy detractors), and as I believe that they
motivate me to seek truth rigorously because I so esteem the subject matter.

But I also confine this discussion especially to this book’s end-matter so
as to keep the arguments in the main body of the book as rigorous and
independent as possible. Some who will dismiss without consideration that
research because they disapprove of my personal perspective have, if they
would admit it, personal perspectives of their own.

I believe that there remains in some sectors of academia a prejudice
against accepting claims about the reliability of many Gospel traditions, a
prejudice that may sacrifice genuine objectivity for the sake of objectivity’s
appearance. Were the Gospels biographies of Greek or Roman religious
figures, the prejudice against them would likely be less, but some assume
that anything one tries to say about Jesus historically reflects a modern
religious bias. I believe that I have highlighted sufficient evidence to show
that there is plenty of historical information available about Jesus for those
whose interest in studying him is purely historical, without religious
considerations.

The concern about religious bias becomes most acute in the discussion of
the resurrection, however. While the charge of bias might be leveled either
way, that charge is often invoked before the evidence is even allowed to be



weighed. Many explain the resurrection in terms of the disciples’ visionary
experiences; such experiences can be described without prejudice to their
objective content.

But if evidence seems to support the historicity of a more objective event,
some view the presentation of such evidence as tendentious support for the
claim of one religion (especially when an “act of God” seems the most
plausible and parsimonious among proposed explanations). Academicians
sometimes thus are predisposed to reject such evidence in the name of
religious neutrality (and sometimes, with less pretense of “neutrality,” a
hostility toward supernatural religion inherited from the most extreme phase
of the Enlightenment).

If, however, our concern is with history rather than the religious use to
which some may put it, we must ask first of all where the evidence points.
At this point I will try to more explicitly separate the historical and
theological questions, while at the same time showing where they bear on
each other.

I have talked with a number of skeptics about Christian faith who, after
extended conversation, admitted that their objections to the basic Gospel
portrait stemmed from their concern that acknowledging more about Jesus
historically would entail greater moral demands on their lives. This
prejudice is not, however, the starting point of all skeptics, and was not my
starting point when I was a skeptic. I was an atheist for what I felt were
intellectually satisfying reasons; whether they were genuinely defensible
reasons or not, they were not merely morally pragmatic ones. Because of
my epistemological orientation at the time, I would have derided the
intelligence of someone who rejected historical data out of moral
convenience just as I derided most Christians (who I felt accepted their faith
because of their upbringing or existential convenience).

I believe that, on historical grounds, an atheist could affirm most of the
historical points we have established in this book. They are historical
arguments, and I believe that most “neutral” observers would find them
more convincing than not. As an atheist no less than subsequently as a
Christian, I did desire to follow evidence, even if it crashed my own
convenient philosophic system (which it ultimately did, especially the
Neoplatonic part of it); I believe that I would have found arguments such as
those in this book convincing.



When I was an atheist, however, my concerns were not the sorts of
historical issues we have been addressing in this book. Admittedly, I believe
that affirming the plausibility of the gospel narratives would have moved
me to consider following Jesus in a much more significant way than I was
then following various other thinkers (Greek philosophers and other
sources). Yet at that point in my explorations, Jesus was an uncomfortable
question I had deferred until later, and I knew Greek mythology far better
than I knew biblical stories (I had read less than one chapter of the Bible —
namely part of the first one, which from my cosmological standpoint
revolted me). Although my primary objection to theism was that I thought
that contemporary scientific philosophy could explain the universe without
that hypothesis, my primary objection to Christianity in particular was that
Christians did not seem to take it seriously. But because I esteemed truth as
the highest value, I wanted to remain open-minded.

While one can believe many of the Gospel reports about Jesus without
being a Christian, it seems to me more difficult to be a Christian while
rejecting nearly all of the Gospel reports about Jesus. (Admittedly, this
observation depends on how one defines “Christian.” If one defines it
broadly as “follower of Jesus,” however, it is hard to follow the teachings
and example of someone whose teachings and example remain virtually
unknown.)

Historical Jesus research is a historical question; all researchers have
biases, but academic dialogue allows us to challenge and probe one
another’s biases and seek some central, securely grounded information
about Jesus. Because such conclusions usually include the minimum on
which most parties can agree, they usually do not resolve (and often do not
address) the questions involved in religious or spiritual quests for Jesus.
The approaches and goals differ, and the limitations of historiographic
methodology are not limitations that must be embraced by these latter
quests. Nevertheless, if the latter quests mean anything that is distinctive
with regard to the person of Jesus of Nazareth, they do invite some
historical exploration.

Some scholars have argued that the “Jesus” we can reconstruct from
history is irrelevant to faith;22 others demur.23 While the historical method
does not give us a complete picture of Jesus, however, it does call to our



attention some emphases in Jesus’ message and ministry that we might
otherwise have overlooked. 24 Because churches and cultures have too often
remade Jesus in our own image, going back to the sources helps to keep us
honest. While academic “Jesus research” does this in a different way than
pure study of the Gospels (which mostly lacks the former discipline’s
intractable problem of lacunae in sources), both approaches can highlight
important features of Jesus and challenge our biases.



APPENDIX 9
 

Some Postresurrection Teachings
 
Historical Jesus books often stop short of discussing the resurrection, and
are if anything even less likely to discuss the content of any teaching
attributed to the resurrection appearances. Nevertheless, both Paul (1 Cor
15:5-8) and the Gospels (Matt 28:9-10, 16-20; Lk 24:15-51; Jn 20-21)
discuss Jesus’ resurrection appearances, and the Gospels multiply attest
some of the content of his teachings at that time. (Scholars often describe
these appearances in terms of the disciples’ experiences rather than the
nature of the resurrection. Since the point at issue in this particular appendix
is the antiquity of the tradition rather than the nature of the resurrection, I
leave the question of that approach to the reader’s discretion, though I make
my own suggestions elsewhere in this work.)

The Gospels differ substantially in detail regarding the precise content of
resurrection appearances, differences that could be explained either by freer
creation or by multiple sources (or a combination of the two options). In
favor of the former option, Matthew and Luke, like many ancient writers,
pull together some of their most important themes at the conclusion of their
work, suggesting at the least some significant editorial work. In favor of the
latter, 1 Cor 15:5-8 does claim a large number of witnesses (on one
occasion over five hundred, 15:6). Whatever one’s explanation or
combination of explanations for the differences, however, some features
remain common to both. Here I wish to survey two of these.



A Gentile Mission
 
Although there are at least hints of a Gentile mission in Jesus’ Galilean
teaching, two Gospels provide much more explicit teaching on this subject
after the resurrection. Some of his earlier Galilean teachings apparently had
even limited his mission and that of his followers to Israel, at least in the
short run, even in one of the two narratives that note him reluctantly
granting the request of a Gentile supplicant (Mk 7:27-29).1 Even the
prohibitive saying in Matt 10:5-6 is undoubtedly authentic: even those early
Jewish Christians least inclined to cross ethnic barriers would probably not
have invented such a mission saying for Jesus themselves, since Judaism
did not oppose making proselytes2 and sometimes envisioned an end-time
ingathering of Gentiles (cf. e.g., Is 19:19-25; 56:3-8).3 Further, the
prohibition does fit a short-term mission during Jesus’ ministry and its
expectation of some sort of imminent kingdom.

Where then did the early Christian Gentile mission (more proactive than
most early Jewish interest in securing proselytes) come from?4 Early
Judaism provides a plausible context for this mission without fully
explaining its genesis. A range of Jewish views about Gentiles in the end
time existed.5 Among these views, Jesus’ approach was probably among the
more positive ones,6 as we shall note below. But Judaism did not have a
concerted mission to the Gentiles such as we find in Matthew’s or Luke’s
commissions (or Paul’s actual mission).7 (Some scholars envision a
concerted Jewish mission to the Gentiles;8 they rightly recognize some
Jews’ interest in making proselytes, but the evidence does not support the
sort of centralized effort that other scholars mean by a “missions”
movement.)

Most other Jews were either (especially in the Diaspora) not as
eschatologically oriented as Jesus’ movement or (e.g., at Qumran) not as
favorable toward Gentiles. But even if some had shared these
characteristics, these beliefs by themselves need not have led directly to a
“Gentile mission.” The context may make the early Christian Gentile



movement plausible, but no single factor in the context readily explains its
genesis.



Jesus’ Galilean Teachings
 
It is possible that Jesus’ disciples learned about the gentile mission from
Jesus before his execution, hearing at least hints that could later be
understood as pointing in that direction during his preresurrection teaching.
Among the range of his contemporaries’ views regarding Gentiles in the
end-time, Jesus’ appears to have been fairly positive. He apparently
believed that some Gentiles would be included in the kingdom, as surely as
some of his own people would be excluded. This perspective may be hinted
at when he compares Chorazin and Bethsaida unfavorably with Tyre and
Sidon (Matt 11:21-22; Lk 10:13-14), which we have argued is authentic
Jesus material.9

The Q material in Matt 8:11-12//Lk 13:28-29 probably points in the same
direction. 10 Although there are differences between Matthew and Luke,11

both imply that those from the east and west are Gentiles.12 While Matthew
and Luke both want to validate the Gentile mission in any case, it is
unlikely that the saying’s contrast is merely between Judean and Diaspora
Jews. Few would have expected Diaspora Jews to be excluded from the
eschatological banquet with the patriarchs, or would find their inclusion
unusual enough to merit mention. 13 This reading of the saying also coheres
with one possible reading of Isaian eschatology: an eschatological
ingathering, by conversion or submission, 14 combined with the expected
“messianic banquet.”15 Among Jesus’ teachings, it coheres with a radical,
graphic extension of Jesus’ principle of eschatological inversion; Gentiles
offered a notable hortatory foil for his audiences,16 comporting with his
characteristic appeal to notably graphic illustrations. Among Jesus’
practices, it coheres with his practice of table fellowship with outsiders
even at the expense of alienating respected members of the religious
establishment. Such attitudes on his part would more readily explain why
his followers within a matter of decades began a Gentile mission on terms
that quickly transcended those of other Jewish groups (e.g., Acts 11:20-21;
15:14-21).



Mark 13:10, in the context of genuine Jesus tradition about eschatology
(as we note in ch. 17 and Appendix 4), indicates preaching among the
Gentiles. Though the saying does not yet identify Jesus’ followers as the
agents, the context in Mk 13 certainly implies it (13:9-13). Certainly
Isaiah’s scheme of Israel’s end-time relation to the nations could be
approached in a variety of ways (and Acts portrays the early Christians as
only gradually understanding even what the postresurrection Jesus
meant).17 Jesus’ unusual openness to the Samaritans, suggested perhaps
independently in John and Luke,18 may well suggest that Jesus did have
interest beyond Israel. It is probably not mere coincidence that the Gentile
mission arose in a movement with a founder already unusually positive
toward Samaritans (as well as one who was believed to have risen).



Movement Beyond These Sayings
 
Nevertheless, graphic statements about Gentiles in the end-time do not
constitute a self-evident commission to reach the Gentiles, even if Jesus and
his followers believed that the end was at hand. As we have noted, other
eschatologically-oriented Jewish movements did not develop Gentile
missions.

Something in the nature of Jesus’ movement may better explain the
genesis of the gentile mission. Jesus holding one view about many Gentiles
in the endtime could be a factor, but this perspective was amplified by the
movement’s particular and rare view of the end-time: based on Jesus’
teaching about the kingdom and the subsequent experience of the
resurrection, some of Jesus’ followers could undertake an end-time Gentile
mission. Is it a coincidence that the same movement offered the remarkable
claim of Jesus’ resurrection (distinguishing him from other first-century
figures whose messianic movements failed) and later experienced
remarkable success in a new Gentile mission, or is there a plausible
connection between the two? Part of the connection was probably the
movement’s dependence on what they believed was the divine Spirit, but
was there anything further in Jesus’ teaching that facilitated the gentile
mission?



Postresurrection Teaching about a Gentile Mission
 
Whatever we may say of Jesus’ preresurrection teaching, Matthew (Matt
28:19) and Luke (Lk 24:47-48; Acts 1:8) apparently independently (and
later Mk 16:15, perhaps derivatively) specifically report a more explicit
commissioning to the nations after Jesus’ resurrection. John also includes a
postresurrection commission, although not explicitly to the nations.19 One
might suppose that the Pauline movement simply inferred the gentile
mission from the combination of factors noted above. But would this
explain other sectors of early Christianity embracing the mission, and
Matthew and Luke both attributing it to Jesus after the resurrection?

Rather than assuming that Paul originated the idea and all other parts of
the Christian movement got the idea from him, tracing the idea in some
form to the figure behind the movement more easily explains the range of
evidence (e.g., Matthew is not very “Pauline”). Some doubt that the
commission in the Gospels stems from the risen Jesus,20 but others think
that even Matthew’s commission is authentic,21 although most would view
it as heavily edited to emphasize the focal themes of his Gospel.22 Even if
one were to view it as merely inference, it would be an inference that
depended on Jesus’ teaching and the experience of the resurrection.

One argument against Jesus teaching about the Gentile mission, whether
before or after the resurrection, is that it seems difficult to explain why his
immediate followers in Acts took so long to catch (or at least, to
implement) this vision. Acts is not, however, unintelligible on its own
terms. The disciples’ slowness to implement the teaching may partly
involve misunderstanding; at first reading Isaiah differently, perhaps they
expected the Gentiles to stream into Jerusalem, where the apostles were
establishing an alternate kingdom. Perhaps they thought that any further
mission was best deferred until they had established firmer foundations in
Jerusalem. We do not need to look far for analogies to diverse
understandings of implementing the commission; much of the church
through much of subsequent history (e.g., most Protestants in the two
centuries immediately following the Reformation) has given little heed to a



commission to the nations, yet no one can argue that the commission was
largely unknown.

What none of our sources about Jesus’ teaching on Gentiles provide is a
Gentile mission conducted along the specific lines of the Pauline mission,
i.e., without circumcision.23 While some of Jesus’ followers may have
retroactively found hints in Jesus’ teaching (cf. Mk 7:15, 19, for food laws),
the Gospels are not able to report anything about embracing uncircumcised
Gentiles, much as some of the writers may have wished to.24 In Acts, Luke
appeals to Scripture (Acts 15:15-18) but especially to apostolic revelation
(9:15; 11:9, 12, 15-17; 15:7-10; 22:21) through the Spirit that Jesus sent.
Even the Pauline mission differed from later Gentile Christianity;25 we need
not account for every detail of the church’s subsequent development in
Jesus’ teaching. Nevertheless, it is likely that something Jesus taught
disposed many of his followers in this direction.26 Because he did not
historically address particulars like circumcision, however, they became
matters of significant debate in the decades that followed.



God’s Spirit
 
Given that Jesus’ followers preserved John’s teaching about the
eschatological outpouring of the Spirit; that they attributed their own
pervasively charismatic activity to the eschatological experience of the
Spirit; and that our earliest sources for Jesus include some attribution of his
own activity to the Spirit (Mk 3:29-30; cf. Matt 12:28//Lk 11:20), it is likely
that Jesus did promise his disciples the Spirit at some point.27 This would
follow his continuity with John’s message, since Q portrays John
announcing his successor baptizing in the Holy Spirit (Matt 3:11//Lk 3:16).

The promise of the Spirit appears, albeit in quite different ways, in Mk
13:11; Lk 24:49 (with Acts 1:4-8); and Jn 14:17, 26; 15:26; 16:13; 20:22.
Both John and Luke, probably independently, place the promise both before
and after the resurrection. In view of Luke (Acts 1:4-8) and John (Jn 20:21-
22), and perhaps implicitly in the second-century addition to Mk 16 (Mk
16:17-18), it is reasonable to suppose that Jesus’ postresurrection teaching
about the disciples’ mission included empowerment by the Spirit.

Thus some key elements of teaching attributed to the risen Jesus in the
Gospels plausibly do derive from early traditions about what Jesus’
disciples believed that he taught them after the resurrection.



Notes
 



Notes to the Preface
 

1 An old adage from a different context is applicable to scholars: where two
scholars are gathered, one expects at least three opinions.
 

2 A Commentary on the Gospel of Matthew (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1999), using over 10,000 extrabiblical references from ancient sources; The
Gospel of John: A Commentary (Peabody: Hendrickson, 2003), using
nearly 20,000 extrabiblical references from ancient sources.
 

3 This problem became most obvious to me when two friends wrote a very
fine and well-informed historical Jesus book, yet despite expressing great
appreciation for my research, drew on it very rarely. My arguments could
have advanced theirs, but they focused almost exclusively on “historical
Jesus” books, not commentaries. Unfortunately, as I myself have realized
the vast breadth of publications and the difficulty of noting all of them
(even in my Acts commentary, which cites over 10,000 works), I realize
that I also have failed to find and cite all worthy sources.
 

4 See e.g., Keener, Matthew, 16-32; idem, John, 3-76 (though released in
2003, John was submitted in 1997 and merely updated afterward). In a
small minority of cases, writers have even made the same arguments using
precisely the same ancient references I had already cited, sometimes even
obscure ones; I will avoid inferring too much from such instances though I
have often observed a pattern of commentators recycling earlier
commentators’ sources without mentioning where they found them. In most
cases, however, scholars’ arguments give every indication of being
independent; overlap is inevitable.
 



Notes to the Introduction
 

1 Theissen and Merz, Historical Jesus, 91; cf. Wright, “Dialogue,” 246.
 

2 As most scholars recognize, e.g., Charlesworth and Evans, “Agrapha,”
491; Dunn, New Perspective, 34; Ellis, “Gospels and History,” 49; cf.
Tuckett, “Sources and methods,” 121; Wright, “Dialogue,” 246; Frye,
“Analogies in Literatures,” 287-302 (esp. 302); De Rosa, “Vangeli.”
 

3 I have made use of journal abstracts to increase the number of works I
could at least mention, but even here come nowhere close to a
comprehensive survey of the literature.
 

4 Likewise, Matthew omits Mark’s overly sweeping summary of Jewish
practice (cf. Mk 7:3-4), perhaps reflecting a common practice of Mark’s
Diaspora audience; even pious Jews may have washed their hands
especially for Sabbath or festival meals (m. Ber. 8:1-2; tos. Ber. 5:25;
Davies, Matthew, 112).
 

5 Ehrman, Misquoting Jesus, 151-75, addresses theologically motivated
changes, especially due to second- and third-century christological debates;
while emphasizing changes, he recognizes that the copying process was
mostly conservative (177-78). He addresses changes due to social worlds in
178- 205 (e.g., regarding women, 178-86; anti-Jewish passages, 186-95).
Most scholars will agree with the information here.
 

6 Evans, Fabricating Jesus, 27-31. On 30 Evans offers the example of
Ehrman noting that some later scribes delete “nor the Son” in Matt 24:36



for Christological reasons; Ehrman’s observation is of course correct, but
“nor the Son” remains unchanged in Mk 13:32. To make such changes
problematic for all knowledge of early Christianity more generally may
constitute what one of my doctoral professors called a “fundamentalistic,”
all-or-nothing approach. Copyist changes pose few theological problems
except to strict literalist Christians who hold a more typically Islamic view
of inspiration. Thus whereas the Qur’an appears to have been standardized
early (e.g., Peters, Origins, 257), thereafter copied in noble courts, the
earliest Christian manuscripts had more royal persecutors than sponsors,
and were copied under much freer conditions. Yet such factors trouble most
Christians far less than they would trouble many Muslims, due to different
understandings of inspiration. Most Christians do not “recite” the New
Testament, and their theology generally focuses on the substance rather than
details of the texts.
 

7 Egyptian Judaism was decimated in the Judeophobic conflicts of the early
second century; while this state would not preclude some Jews from
resettling there, the vast majority of later Christian scribes there would
surely have been Gentiles.
 

8 Nevertheless, this is not the sort of work designed primarily to defuse the
nonsense of works like The DaVinci Code. I did address this book on a
popular level in “Decoding Da Vinci,” but I am hoping that most readers of
the present book will be able to distinguish between scholarly research and
an intriguing but historically fanciful novel. See also Ehrman, Fiction.
 

9 See e.g., the following bibliographies: Evans, Jesus; idem, Life of Jesus
Research; Mills, Christ and Gospels.
 

10 Keener, John, 3-139, 289-91, 296-97, 300-7; very briefly, idem,
“Genre.” See also many others, e.g., Bauckham, Testimony; Blomberg,
Reliability; Vellanickal, “Historical Jesus”; Segalla, “Gesù di Nazaret”;
Moloney, “Jesus of History”; works by my doctoral mentor, D. Moody



Smith (including Smith, Johannine Christianity; idem, John Among
Gospels; idem, “Problem of History”).
 

11 Interestingly, one of the early objections to John that led to its frequent
current exclusion from consideration was its “Greek” ambiance (Harnack,
Christianity, 21; Schweitzer, Quest, 6) — a presupposition no longer often
accepted in Johannine scholarship (Brown, Essays, 188-90; Charlesworth,
“Scrolls and Gospel”; Longenecker, Christology, 19-20, 76; Martyn,
“Religionsgeschichte”; Davies, “Aspects”; Scroggs, “Judaizing”; Flusser,
Judaism, 23-24; Keener, John, 142-232, esp. 171-232).
 

12 E.g., Meier, Marginal Jew, 1:21-31.
 

13 With McClymond, Stranger, xi; similarly, Meier, Marginal Jew, 1:21-31.
 

14 That is, a historian, as historian, is not intrinsically opposed to a
particular community’s beliefs about past events, so long as those beliefs
are not simply assumed to be identical with past events. Likewise, historical
reconstructions are partial and rest on probability, and cannot easily be
substituted for a community’s beliefs, since the overlap is not likely to be
coextensive. Extant historical evidence about events two thousand years
ago is too limited to “prove” or “disprove,” even to a high degree of
satisfaction, every purported event or saying of ancient history, including in
the Gospels. Although a historical purist would object on epistemological
grounds, some (Evans, “Naturalism,” esp. 205) also advocate appeal to
other lines of evidence (including theological evidence) in addition to
historical evidence. McClymond, Stranger, x, emphasizes the compatibility
between faith and history (despite their different approaches).
 

15 Theissen and Merz, Historical Jesus, vii.
 

16 Charlesworth, “Jesus, Literature and Archaeology,” 178.



 

17 Meier, Marginal Jew, 1:21-31.
 

18 See the fuller argument in Keener, John, 185-94; also see Safrai,
“Literature”; Silberman, “Use”; Vermes, Religion, 8-9; Neusner, New
Testament, ix; for similar methodological observations, e.g., Levinskaya,
Diaspora Setting, 16-17. Archaeology often provides earlier attestation of
some customs attested later in rabbinic sources (see e.g., Sanders, Jesus to
Mishnah, 243; Avigad, Jerusalem, 171). Parallels to rabbinic sources also
exist (pace some of these authors, merely reflecting “common Judaism”) in
Josephus (see e.g., Goldenberg, “Halakha”; Goldenberg, “Antiquities iv”);
Philo (Belkin, Philo, passim); Qumran (Schiffman, Law; idem, “Light”;
Mantel, “Oral Law”; cf. Vermes, Jesus and Judaism, 100-14; Adler,
“Sectarian Characteristics”); haggadic traditions in L.A.B. (Feldman,
“Antiquities”); and of course in the New Testament (de Jonge, “New
Testament,” 40-41). Because later rabbis would not have cited Jesus, I argue
in these cases, as classicists normally argue with regard to the chance
sources that have survived in their discipline, that the alignment of data
suggests early ideas or customs that happen to be attested in both places.
David Instone-Brewer’s work on rabbinic tradition (Instone-Brewer,
Traditions), following Jacob Neusner’s most refined methodology, seems
likely to prove most helpful. Most historical Jesus scholars allow rabbinic
sources into the discussion, even if they do not use them as extensively (see
e.g., the index in Crossan, Historical Jesus, 495, citing 11 references from
Tannaitic sources and 12 from later Amoraic ones). Some apply them more
extensively (e.g., Chilton even makes significant use of later Targumic
traditions).
 



Notes to Section I
 

1 Schweitzer, Quest, 398.
 

2 Crossan, Historical Jesus, xxviii.
 

3 For some 15,000 sources, see Mills, Christ and Gospels.
 

4 Briefly, see e.g., Gnilka, Jesus of Nazareth, 1-12; Wright, Who Was
Jesus? 1-18; Bockmuehl, Jesus, 2-8; Herzog, Jesus, 4-33; McClymond,
Stranger, 7-25; Pikaza, “Jesús histórico”; Moyise, “Jesus and gospels”;
Gisel, “Jésus historique”; Marsh, “Quests”; Boccaccini, “Gesù” (for the
history in Italy); more extensively, e.g., Wright, Quest; Thompson, Debate.
For articles treating several works, Webb, “Books”; Bond, “Portraits”;
Clark, “Search” (on three works); Radermakers, “Goût”; surveying some
books summarizing the debate, Goodacre, “Quest.” For summaries of the
first quest, see Theissen and Merz, Historical Jesus, 2-5; Levine,
“Introduction,” 5-6; more extensively, Schweitzer, Quest; Dawes, Quest;
Paget, “Quests,” 138-45; for Victorian “lives,” Pals, Lives; for the first half
of the twentieth century, Weaver, Historical Jesus; the second quest,
Anderson, Jesus and Origins, 149-84; for the first and second quests,
Thompson, Debate, 90-111. For the third quest, see Borg, Jesus in
Scholarship, 18-43; Telford, “Trends”; Witherington, Quest; Kealy,
“Quest”; Powell, Jesus in History; Freyne, “Search”; Evans, “Quest”;
Herzog, Jesus, 18-33; Bird, “Quest”; briefly, Paget, “Quests,” 147-48;
Theissen and Merz, Historical Jesus, 10-11. (I am employing the common
language of three quests as a designation of convenience, but it is not
strictly accurate; see Weaver, “Introduction,” 2; Paget, “Quests,” 146.)



Although often not considered in the discussions, Heyer, Jesus Matters, 73-
93, helpfully notes Jewish works about Jesus.
 

5 Crossan, Historical Jesus, xxvii-xxviii, puts the matter quite well (cf.
similarly Meier, Marginal Jew, 1:3), but then proposes a methodology to
circumvent the impasse (pp. xxviii-xxix) that in my opinion fails for lack of
adequate attention to the Jewish and, despite his claim, Greco-Roman
context.
 

6 Since Schweitzer, Quest, scholars have periodically remarked on how
frequently presuppositions shape one’s conclusions in Jesus research (e.g.,
Stanton, Gospel Truth, 145).
 

7 As scholars sometimes observe (e.g., Neufeld, Recovering Jesus, 16-18,
esp. 18; cf. the integration of major elements in Pikaza, “Jesús histórico”).
 



Notes to Chapter 1
 

1 Crossan, Historical Jesus, xxvii.
 

2 Though some scholars cite “consensus” by ignoring other scholars; cf. the
warning in Poirier, “Consensus,” that scholars too often use “consensus” as
a rhetorical substitute for an argument.
 

3 On the Nazi portrait of Jesus as non-Jewish and Aryan, see Head, “Nazi
Quest”; Poewe, Religions and Nazis; Theissen and Merz, Historical Jesus,
163.
 

4 On whom see e.g., Paget, “Quests,” 141.
 

5 On Schweitzer, Quest, see Weaver, Historical Jesus, 25-44; more briefly,
Heyer, Jesus Matters, 33-39; Anderson, Jesus and Origins, 18-22; Theissen
and Merz, Historical Jesus, 5-7; Herzog, Jesus, 4-8.
 

6 On Reimarus, see Schweitzer, Quest, 14-26; Heyer, Jesus Matters, 21-23;
Mullin, History, 167; Brown, Miracles, 107-10.
 

7 Charlesworth, “Adumbrations,” x (noting Matthew Tindal, 1655-1733).
Earlier, cf. John Lightfoot, writing in the 1600s (reprinted as Lightfoot,
Talmud).
 

8 Schweitzer, Quest, 39-44.
 



9 Schweitzer, Quest, 44-45.
 

10 For the “rational” phase, see especially Schweitzer, Quest, 27-67.
Schweitzer thinks that Strauss (68-95) went too far; he also notes how
others, like Bruno Bauer, out of his hatred for theologians, ended up unable
to grapple with the history of Jesus at all (157). On Strauss, see further
Heyer, Jesus Matters, 24-25; Paget, “Quests,” 143; Rössler, “Mensch.”
 

11 Schweitzer, Quest, e.g., 66-67.
 

12 Schweizer, Quest, 191. For Romantics like Renan (treated in Quest, 180-
92), the thrill of recognition identified authenticity. On the “liberal lives,”
see further Heyer, Jesus Matters, 25-32; Theissen and Merz, Historical
Jesus, 5; Paget, “Quests,” 143-45. Some have observed that the tendency to
read all literary works on the analogy of (modern) novels stems from the
Romantic period (Malina and Pilch, Acts, 3-5).
 

13 Schweitzer, Quest, 326: “They have scarcely altered since Venturini’s
time, except that some of the cures performed by Jesus” are now treated
through modern research on “hypnotism and suggestion.”
 

14 Although Harnack recognized the distinction between apologetics and
historical inquiry, he objected to the former primarily because it defended
something less than the true faith (Christianity, 7).
 

15 Christianity, 149-50, 158. In keeping with his era’s values, he
emphasizes spiritual devotion (259) and morally active religion (308).
 

16 Christianity, 282. His belief that early Christians expected a higher form
of Christianity to emerge (11) assumes that his own brand fits that



expectation. He was less optimistic about the spirit of Eastern Orthodoxy
(e.g., 244) and certainly Roman Catholicism (e.g., 263, 267).
 

17 Though following Luther’s own approach of effectively finding a canon
within the canon (Christianity, 292; cf. Poland, Criticism, 19-20), Harnack
does not seem to mind that Luther would not have accepted his ready
reduction of the essential gospel (Christianity, 14-15) to ethics (70).
 

18 Christianity, 56.
 

19 E.g., Christianity, 127.
 

20 E.g., Christianity, 139. Harnack recognized the limits of the historical
method (Christianity, 18), and historical method was admittedly not his
primary focus in this work.
 

21 Christianity, 21, thus preferring the Synoptics to John (though scholars
today, who also usually prefer the Synoptics at most points, usually view
John as one of the most Jewish Gospels; e.g., Smith, “Learned,” 218-22;
Charlesworth, “Scrolls and Gospel”; idem, “Reinterpreting”; Martyn,
“Religionsgeschichte”; Davies, “Aspects”; Braine, “Jewishness”; Flusser,
Judaism, 23-24).
 

22 Christianity, 201. He allows that Jesus preserved positive aspects of
Jewish thought in his teaching (Christianity, 47-48).
 

23 Christianity, 16, 176.
 

24 Christianity, 162.
 



25 Christianity, 160.
 

26 Christianity, 12.
 

27 Christianity, 240.
 

28 See e.g., Christianity, 55, 114, 127.
 

29 For some observations regarding anti-Jewish perspectives in Harnack’s
work, see Cohen, “Mission and Expansion.”
 

30 Heyer, Jesus Matters, 45-47, noting that others now emphasized Jesus as
a model of sacrifice. Barth’s neoorthodoxy flourished on the same sort of
soil that undercut liberalism.
 

31 Sometimes not as devastating as it could have been. Thus he notes that
Reimarus treated his own view as the only one possible (Schweitzer, Quest,
19-20); offered a reconstruction contradicting most sources (20-21); had
disciples dying for a lie (21); and so forth, yet charitably finds Reimarus’
“sole mistake” as political eschatology. Despite Venturini’s naïve
acceptance of a providentially exorbitant proportion of coincidences in
Jesus’ life and unwarranted confidence in the power of ancient physicians,
Schweitzer is loath to quickly condemn this approach (57).
 

32 Von Reimarus zu Wrede: Eine Geschichte der Leben-Jesu-Forschung,
translated (and referred to here) as Quest. He distrusts psychologizing
exegesis (Quest, 311, 400); totemizing Jesus to represent modern values
(312, 329); and faulty lines of reasoning about Jesus’ claims (342; but cf.
259).
 



33 Any one missing Jesus’ apocalyptic thinking might be at best a brilliant
digression from evolutionary progress toward the modern (i.e.,
Schweitzer’s) view (135). He places his own work in historical context so
that it can better guide contemporary theology (159; cf. 182), and
repeatedly laments the lack of tolerance historically accorded new ideas
(e.g., 166-67). Nevertheless, he regards his own writing as scientific rather
than popular (191). He regards his historical “either-or’s” (e.g., 238) as
signs of progress, but forced-choice logic often leads to erroneous
conclusions.
 

34 See the critique in Wink, “Write,” 9; from a different perspective,
Fiorenza, Politics; Marsh, “Quests.”
 

35 Even Weiss, while recognizing some of Jesus’ radical demands
(Proclamation, 107-8), reapplied kingdom imagery (131-32) for a
noneschatological society (135; but cf. 136)
 

36 He incorporated critical conclusions from his era’s scholarship into his
methodology, although not always consistently; he respected the Markan
hypothesis and Q (Proclamation, 60) and avoided arguing from the Fourth
Gospel (60, 64; but cf. 95-96). While regarding Matthew as late and too
catholic (60), thus excluding evidence from Matt 13 (p. 61) and 25 (p. 62),
he often uses M or L material as if they were as reliable as Mark (e.g., 72-
73, 105). He treats Paul as later than Mark’s tradition (88), but wrote when
Paul was considered less genuinely Jewish, and Mark less genuinely
creative, than is now usually believed.
 

37 Especially in his work’s first edition, he reacted against Albrecht
Ritschl’s liberal theology that essentially identified God’s kingdom with the
church; cf. e.g., Proclamation, 68-69.
 



38 In Daniel and 1 Enoch, Proclamation, 116. In Weiss’s thinking, Jesus
expected to become the Son of man, but only God could intervene to bring
the kingdom (82-83).
 

39 Proclamation, 85.
 

40 Proclamation, 91.
 

41 He does occasionally concede the force of both elements of the tradition
(Proclamation, 67, 73, 74). Moreover, while he denies that there are phases
to the kingdom (it is either here or not here, 73), he admits the presence of
the kingdom in the breaking of Satan’s power (76-79). The parables of Mk
4 and other early tradition invite more respect for the presence of the
kingdom in Jesus’ teaching than Weiss allows.
 

42 For example, the kingdom is only “near so as to be touching” in Matt
12:28 (Proclamation, 66); other language is merely hypothetical (71).
 

43 Proclamation, 69. He also contends that repentance as a prerequisite for
the kingdom (the corresponding lack of which could delay the kingdom)
was a later development in Jesus’ thought (Proclamation, 86), though that
view appears commonly enough in ancient Jewish sources (cf. Jub. 23:26-
27; Test. Dan. 6:4; Sipre Deut. 43.16.3; p. Taan. 1:1, §7; possibly Test. Mos.
1:18).
 

44 Proclamation, 128. Weiss believed that the title of Messiah was to be
given to Jesus after his exaltation, not during his earthly ministry (121).
 

45 Proclamation, 115.
 



46 E.g., Sir 23:1; Wisd 2:16; 3 Macc 5:7; 6:8; 7:6; m. Sot. 9:15; tos. Ber.
3:14; B.K. 7:6; Hag. 2:1; Peah 4:21; Sipra Qed. pq. 9.207.2.13; Behuq. pq.
8.269.2.15; Sipre Deut. 352.1.2.
 

47 He accepted Mark’s temporal priority (87-88). He rejected the use of
John alongside the Synoptics (125, 324-25), though partly because it was
“written from the Greek standpoint” (6; cf. 35), an assertion with which
most Johannine scholars today would take issue, as we have noted.
 

48 He objected to the extreme conclusions some drew from Markan
priority; took the Matthean redaction context of Mk 13 material as original
(361); and leaned heavily on an M saying (Matt 10:23; 360) — though
scholars today do not follow his approach to Matt 10 (see Heyer, Jesus
Matters, 48). His criticism of Wrede’s “literary” approach (Schweitzer,
Quest, 331) was short-sighted and deprived him of a valuable ally;
Schweitzer viewed the Gospels not as literary works (6) but as gathering
disjointed traditions (47, 394; this was an unfortunate “either-or”). He
rightly demands observations grounded in the text (353), though his
observations are sometimes not (e.g., that at one stage Jesus expects his
tribulation to replace that of the disciples, 389).
 

49 Quest, 34.
 

50 Quest, 387. He thinks that Jesus probably did draw on Daniel for the
“Son of man,” consistent with the later Similitudes (282).
 

51 Quest, 223. He could not recognize apocalyptic and “legalistic”
perspectives coexisting (Quest, 290); he lacks firsthand acquaintance with
rabbinic (367) and other ancient Jewish sources. He does at least recognize
some diversity in ancient Judaism, placing both Jesus and John in that
context (368); but some of his ideas about Messiahship (e.g., 375) rest on
fragmentary evidence, some of which may derive from Christian



interpolations. He rightly recognizes Jesus’ use of Aramaic (277), but could
not anticipate later evidence that Jesus probably also was conversant in
Greek.
 

52 Dunn, Jesus and Spirit, 41.
 

53 Schweitzer, Quest, praises Jesus, yet assumes that he erred even
concerning his mission (2, 401). (Further on Schweitzer’s view of Jesus as a
tragic failure, see Heyer, Jesus Matters, 33-39. Perhaps Norse mythology
and Friedrich Nietzsche helped pave the way for such a tragic hero image;
cf. Vidler, Revolution, 197.) His solution of an ahistorical faith (Schweitzer,
Quest, 399) not grounded in Jesus’ own message is not consistent with any
known representative of the apostolic church, whose early witness to Jesus
is all we really have historically.
 

54 Schweizer, Quest, 398-403.
 

55 Cf. e.g., Silberman, “Apocalyptic Revisited,” especially 497-501.
 

56 Cf. Thompson, Debate, 95; Thurman, Disinherited, 20-27.
 

57 Herzog, Jesus, 8-12 (covering 1906 to 1953); cf. Kähler, “Movement.”
Cf. Barth’s move away from historicism (Anderson, Jesus and Origins, 22-
24). This skepticism about biographies of Jesus did not silence the interest
of British form critics in this period concerning Jesus’ teaching.
 

58 On Bultmann’s approach, see also Anderson, Jesus and Origins, 24-48;
Heyer, Jesus Matters, 52-61; Weaver, Historical Jesus, 103-8.
 

59 For the two-source theory and authorial redaction, see Theology, 3.



 

60 For “Q,” see e.g., Word, 27, 34, 40, 44-45, 96; for Mark, Word, 28, 31,
34, 36, 39, 44, 75-76, 78, 97, 109, 114; for “L,” see Word, 28, 31, 33, 40,
45, 50, 53-54, 59-60, 73; for “M,” see Word, 31, 44, 74, 89-90, 94-95. He
rejects, however, John as a source for Jesus’ teaching (Word, 12), and
passages like Matt 16:17-19 (Theology, 10).
 

61 He recognized the limitations of the historical method for theology
(Thiselton, Horizons, 247).
 

62 For Bultmann’s opposition to Nazism, see Perrin, Bultmann, 16.
 

63 Bultmann reasonably portrays the kingdom and repentance in terms of
decision (Entweder-Oder; Word, 31, 47; Theology, 9), but so
demythologizes its eschatological value (Word, 35; Theology, 22-23) that it
would have been unrecognizable to the earliest Jesus movement. He
recognizes that Jesus understood it eschatologically (Word, 38) and that
eschatology should not be reinterpreted (Word, 122), but appears to change
the message more than he thinks. The “future” is now Heidegger’s
“authentic possibility of being” (“Man and Faith,” 96-97); the present is
eschatologically significant (“Between Times,” 250-51, arguing that this
transition occurred within the NT). He doubts that the imminent end plays
any part in Jesus’ ethics or opposition to legalism (Word, 129); the
evangelists certainly would not have concurred (Mk 12:38-44 with Mk 13;
Matt 23 with Matt 24-25; Matt 4:17 with 5:3-10, 22-26, 29-30; 6:1, 4-6, 14-
16, 18-21; 7:1-2, 13-14, 19, 21-27).
 

64 Schweitzer himself had laid the groundwork for this approach by finding
a “mysticism” involving Jesus’ “spirit” more relevant for religion proper
than historical research was (see James M. Robinson, “Introduction,” xi-
xxxiii in Schweitzer, Quest, xxv).
 



65 Bultmann’s presuppositions were especially existential (Word, 11; cf. 31
n. 1) and anthropocentric (“Man and Faith,” 92; “Mythology,” 5, 9; Word,
55; cf. Jesus’ God as something within humanity, Word, 102-3). Sometimes
his understanding of “logical consistency” (Word, 156) simply reflects his
modern worldview.
 

66 The greatest influence on his thought is the early Heidegger (Perrin,
Bultmann, 15; Hasel, Theology, 85), who Bultmann thought discovered a
picture according with what Bultmann found in the NT (“Mythology,” 23-
25; Thiselton, Horizons, 178-79, 226, 232, 262). He saw existential
understanding not as a bias but a necessary perspective, like any other
approach to history (Bultmann, “Exegesis,” 149; cf. e.g., Word, 11; in
contrast to Thielicke, who warns about corruption of the Bible by secular
philosophy, in Thiselton, Horizons, 3). Old liberalism (despite Bultmann,
“Mythology,” 12-13; Poland, Criticism, 26-27, 29) and his logical extension
of Lutheranism (“Mythology,” 25; Thiselton, Horizons, 178-79, 205-26; cf.
Poland, Criticism, 19-20) also influenced him; for influences from earlier
NT scholarship (D. F. Strauss, J. Weiss, W. Bousset) and his approach to
miracles as “mythology,” see Twelftree, Miracle Worker, 33-37.
 

67 We will address Bultmann’s form-critical methods more fully in our
treatment of form criticism. The problem was less with some of Bultmann’s
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with his presuppositions about the nature of history.
 

68 “Mythology,” 17-20, 38-39; “Between Times,” 250-51.
 

69 Cf. Thiselton, Horizons, 274, 290.
 

70 The Aryan ideologues of the Reich Church pursued “relevance” in a
very different direction, accommodating to some degree the non-Christian
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Christianity (see Poewe, Religions and Nazis). Schweitzer himself was
ready to praise the unique “German temperament” (Quest, 1), but without
creating an Aryan Jesus (a thesis that he rejects on 329). Most North
Americans are aware of how many contemporary churches, both
conservative and liberal, selectively interpret and apply Jesus to make him
“relevant” for their own contexts.
 

71 Borg, Conflict, 13-14.
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Horizons, 260-61).
 

73 Bultmann, Word, 13-14.
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usually radicalizes rather than looses the law (Word, 84); he regards baptism
as adapting a Jewish practice (Theology, 39). He even observes Jesus’
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forgiveness (Word, 199).
 

75 E.g., despite acknowledging parallels between Jesus’ prayers and those
of the rest of Judaism (Word, 181-82), Bultmann tries too hard to distance
the two.
 

76 Word, 76.
 

77 Word, 89-90, 92.
 



78 He is fairly accurate on Jewish eschatology, gathered from non-rabbinic
sources (Word, 18- 22); he recognizes Jesus’ rabbinic-type context (Word,
57-61) and Judaism’s love doctrine (Word, 110- 12), and is sometimes
careful to employ early material (Theology, 14). Bultmann essentially
agrees with Judaism in assigning evil to the will and not to creation (Word,
49, 102, 210).
 

79 He relies on misinterpretations of evidence (e.g., Theology, 47);
archaeology has challenged Judaism’s alleged lack of “art” (Word, 16), and
the later rabbinic movement developed one of the most sophisticated
systems of jurisprudence in antiquity (with Cohen, Law; against Word, 16).
 

80 He portrays the law as artificial and irrelevant (Word, 17), ignoring
Jewish interpretation designed to make it relevant. Although correctly
noting nonlegalistic elements in Jewish tradition (Word, 69-72), he proceeds
to ignore them (esp. Word, 67-69, 92). While pride in good works (Word,
70) may have been arguably more common in Judaism than Sanders allows
(see e.g., Gathercole, Boasting), it is a more generic human problem. His
view of non-scribes as sinners (Word, 82) is exaggerated, as are
implications of Jewish asceticism (cf. Word, 100; contrast Abrahams,
Studies 1:12).
 

81 Anderson, Jesus and Origins, 47-52. For critiques of the Gnostic
redeemer myth’s relevance for this period, see e.g., Drane, “Background,”
123; cf. Wilson, Gnostic Problem, 226; Yamauchi, Gnosticism, 70; Goppelt,
Theology, 2:49; idem, Judaism, 174-75; Martin, Carmen Christi, 126-28;
Keener, John, 169.
 

82 As Crossan puts it, lamenting the diversity of views before offering his
own, “It is impossible to avoid the suspicion that historical Jesus research is
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call it biography” (Crossan, Historical Jesus, xxviii).
 



83 See e.g., Theissen and Merz, Historical Jesus, 7-8; Heyer, Jesus Matters,
61-72 (including 66-69 on Käsemann and 69-70 on Bornkamm); Herzog,
Jesus, 12-18. Although descriptions of the “second quest” often omit
Jeremias, he played an important role (see Heyer, Jesus Matters, 63-66).
 

84 The division into three “quests” is not, strictly speaking, historically
accurate, since it reads all of Jesus research through the prism of particular
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scholarship); see Weaver, “Introduction,” 2 (citing, more extensively, his
Historical Jesus in the Twentieth Century); Levine, “Introduction,” 6-7;
Paget, “Quests,” 146; Bird, “Quest”; Claussen, “Historischen Jesus”
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85 Brandon, Zealots (1967).
 

86 Schweitzer, Quest, 17.
 

87 Ant. 18.117-19.
 

88 E.g., Brandon, Zealots, 283. For the history of the revolutionary thesis,
see Bammel, “Revolution theory,” 11-68. For critiques of such views, see
e.g., Cullmann, State, 8-49; Hengel, “Revolutionär”; idem, Zeloten; Sweet,
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(Horbury, “Brigand,” 183-95). Note also Stanton, Gospel Truth, 176 (Q’s
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89 Cf. Harvey, History, 14-15.
 



90 Greek and Roman sources (surveyed in Voorst, Jesus Outside NT, 19-74)
most essentially view Jesus as “a troublemaker. He founded and led a
superstitious and possibly seditious movement” (74). Charlesworth, Jesus
Within Judaism, 98, understands Josephus as categorizing Jesus thus: “He
was a rebellious person and disturber of the elusive peace; but he was also a
wise person who performed ‘surprising,’ perhaps even wonderful, works,
and was followed by many Jews and Gentiles.”
 

91 Thus e.g., Segundo, Historical Jesus, 86-103, views the “kingdom” as
political and related to the poor.
 

92 For the political setting of Jesus, note some essays in Stegemann, Malina
and Theissen, Setting of Jesus; for views regarding Jesus’ “political”
activity, see e.g., Horsley, “Death,” 405-8 (but warning against viewing this
in relation to “Zealots,” 416, 418-19); Herzog, Jesus; Hendricks, Politics.
For political applications, cf. e.g., Toren, “Significance”; Hauerwas, “Have
to Die.” Some others think the political dimension of Jesus’ teaching not
prominent (Broer, “Death,” 163); some view it in terms of apocalyptic
passive resistance (Segal, “Revolutionary,” 211-12).
 

93 E.g., Josephus increases the prominence of Elisha (whom he associates
with political agendas; Höffken, “Elischa”). See further discussion in ch. 8
on agendas in ancient historiography.
 

94 Sanders, Figure, 262.
 

95 1 En. 90:28-29; 11QTemple 29.8-10.
 

96 1QM; Ps. Sol. 17:33-34.
 



97 Horsley and Hanson, Bandits, 69-76 (esp. 74-75); cf. also
Sampathkumar, “Bandits.” For a clear ancient case of urban exploitation of
the countryside, and consequent revolt, see e.g., Polyb. 1.72.1-2.
 

98 See Horsley and Hanson, Bandits, 77-85; cf. Freyne, Galilee, 148.
 

99 See Horsley, Spiral, 319-21, who plausibly infers from this that Jesus
was involved in social revolution (though not political violence; 323-26),
including challenging the priestly elite (325).
 

100 Scholars debate which lines of Jos. Ant. 18.63-64 are authentic
(although there is now wide agreement on most of them), but none of them
sound like the false prophets Josephus condemns.
 

101 Moreover, the authorities’ failure to crush Jesus’ movement
immediately and decisively at its inception (cf. Acts 4:21; 5:40; mercies not
likely to have been simply invented by Luke) reinforces the picture in
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Theudas.
 

102 See also Borg, Vision, 137-40; Horsley, Spiral, 318-19.
 

103 Q material in Matt 10:34//Lk 12:51, but applied in Q to family
divisions; special Lukan material in Lk 22:36. The saying in Matt 11:12//Lk
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parabolic, spiritual “zealots” (as opposed to literal violent ones; Keener,
Matthew, 339- 40; cf. perspectives in Vermes, Religion, 140; Papone,
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104 See 1QS 10.17-20; CD 9.3-6; Let. Aris. 227; L.A.B. 8:10; Jos. Asen.
23:9; 29:3; 2 En. 50:4; Sipra Qed. pq. 4.200.3.4-5; Ex. Rab. 26:2; Plato



Crito 49BD; Seneca Dial. 3.6.5; 4.32.1; Mus. Ruf. 10, pp. 76.18- 78.28; frg.
39, p. 136.10-16; frg. 41, p. 136; Suetonius Vesp. 14; Phaedrus 1.29.10-11;
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On Fraternal Love 4.27.20; Marc. Aur. 6.6; Iamblichus Pyth. Life 10.51;
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limited the principle only to Israel (Sipra Qed. pq. 4.200.3.6; cf. Stendahl,
“Hate”).
 

105 I do not here enter the argument over whether these are personal (cf.
Neil, “Sayings,” 160-62; Horsley, “Love”; idem, Spiral, 318; Freyne,
Galilee, 154) or corporate (cf. Borg, Vision, 139; Vermes, Religion, 157)
oppressors; they are at least the former, but probably (in view of lack of
distinction) both (Moulder, “Enemies”; for a survey of views, see Luz,
Matthew, 457-59).
 

106 Jer 26:11, 23; 1 Kgs 18:4; 19:10; 2 Chron 36:15-16; Neh 9:26.
 

107 See Michel, Prophet und Märtyrer; Schoeps, “Prophetenmorde”; Hare,
Persecution, 137-38; Jeremias, Theology, 280; Amaru, “Killing”; also
Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1:465, citing e.g., Lives of Prophets passim
(such as 2:1, Schermann 25 p. 81; 6:1, Schermann 17 p. 60; 7:1-2,
Schermann 14 p. 51); Jub. 1:12; 4QpHos a 2.3-6; Jos. Ant. 10.38; Asc. Isa.
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Notes to Chapter 2
 

1 Crossan, Historical Jesus, 421.
 

2 Mack, Myth, 68. He offers further Cynic comparisons on 67-69 (though
not identifying Jesus’ teaching completely with “a Greek philosophical
ethic,” he believes such influence was natural “at the end of the Hellenistic
age” (69). Cf. also Lost Gospel, 203: “. . . its nearest analogy in
contemporary profiles of the Cynic-sage. This is as close to the historical
Jesus as Q allows us to get, but it is close enough for us to reconstruct a
beginning of the movement that is both plausible and understandable.”
 

3 Meier, Marginal Jew, 3:3. I should note that Funk has offered serious
scholarship; it is his output associated with the Jesus Seminar to which
Meier objects here.
 

4 As Allison, Jesus of Nazareth, 75, aptly calls it. For a view from within
the Seminar, also responding to criticisms, see Miller, Jesus Seminar. While
most view the Jesus Seminar as the more skeptical fringe of Jesus
scholarship, there are some even more skeptical voices who view the
Seminar as too conservative (Price, “Database”).
 

5 A frequent complaint (e.g., Wright, “Seminar,” 108-10; against Crossan,
see Cromhout, “Construct”).
 

6 This is a generalization, since the Jesus Seminar includes a range of
scholars, including some we treat or cite separately elsewhere in this book
(and even one of my esteemed former professors). Nevertheless, the



dominant majority (who control the vote, hence the outcome) are accused
of tending in this direction. For some comments on diversity within the
group and ambiguities in evaluating the votes, see e.g., the discussion by
Witherington, Quest, 45-46.
 

7 Funk et al., Gospels, 4; see similar statements about their target cited in
Witherington, Quest, 44. In other settings Funk admits that the Seminar’s
reconstructions are fictive, but regards their fiction as socially preferable to
the canonical Gospels and their popular understanding (Johnson, Real
Jesus, 6-9).
 

8 See Funk et al., Gospels, 35.
 

9 Its effect, in any case, as suggested also in Funk et al., Gospels, 36.
Okoye, “Seminar,” concludes that it is legitimate for the Jesus Seminar to
market itself provided that it is clear for whom it speaks (a problem; see
discussion below).
 

10 Witherington, Quest, 45-46; see Funk et al., Gospels, 257. They contend
that 82% of Jesus’ words portrayed in the Gospels are inauthentic (Funk et
al., Gospels, 5), and 84% of his deeds (Funk et al., Acts of Jesus, 1).
 

11 Johnson, Real Jesus, 2; more harshly, Johnson, “Quest,” 22: “This is not
responsible, or even critical scholarship. It is a self-indulgent charade.”
Others also have criticized the Jesus Seminar as a radical fringe of NT
scholarship (e.g., Craig, “Jesus Seminar”).
 

12 Johnson, Real Jesus, 3. For listings of scholars participating, along with
the sources of their degrees, see Funk et al., Gospels, 533-37; idem, Acts of
Jesus, 537-42; most are NT specialists, but some are not.
 



13 Wink, “Write,” 9.
 

14 Johnson, Real Jesus, 5 (noting more explicitly this statement of the
Seminar’s methodology on 24).
 

15 Johnson, Real Jesus, 4-5, 9-20.
 

16 Most of us would agree that Jesus’ sayings and parables are often short,
shocking, humorous, and so forth; the problem is excluding the reliability of
any other sayings, as if any sage spoke only in such ways (cf. Funk et al.,
Gospels, 31; cf. idem, Acts of Jesus, 9). Likewise, I would agree that such
sayings were most memorable (cf. Funk et al., Gospels, 28) — though again
not that nothing else would be remembered about him or his teaching. I
would readily agree that the Gospels relocate sayings to different contexts
(cf. Funk et al., Gospels, 19), but I would not allow as much free invention
as they do.
 

17 See e.g., Funk et al., Gospels, xviii, claiming that this version is free
from the biases that plague “other major translations into English,” which
reflect “ecclesiastical and religious control.” Should one assume that those
who worked on, say, the NRSV, were not scholars or that most of the
translators were biased? At the least, this claim (which sounds ad hominem)
is poorly worded.
 

18 Funk et al., Acts of Jesus, 1.
 

19 As Raymond Brown noted in his back cover endorsement of one 1995
survey of Jesus scholarship (Witherington, Quest), in what may have been a
backhanded criticism of the Seminar and its kin, the work “should help
dispel the confusion created by media publicity as to where the majority of
scholars stand on the relation of Jesus to the Gospel portraits of him.”
 



20 For some scholars complaining about the Seminar’s starting bias in
rejecting Jesus’ eschatological outlook, see e.g., Pearson, “Exposé”; Kee,
“Century of Quests.”
 

21 Johnson, Real Jesus, 41. Even Koester allows that Jesus’ message
probably contained eschatological elements (see Koester, “Victim”).
 

22 Wink, “Write,” 9.
 

23 E.g., Kee, “Century of Quests”; cf. Stanton, “Message,” 65. This is not
to claim that the Jesus Seminar deliberately made Jesus “comfortable”; they
themselves quite clearly warn, “Beware of finding a Jesus entirely
congenial to you” (Funk et al., Gospels, 5).
 

24 Overman, “Deciphering,” 195.
 

25 As often noted (e.g., Spencer, Profiles, 258; Schröter, “Historische
Jesus”; Evans, “Quest”). See also Meier’s shorter treatment in Meier,
“Reflections”; for one consideration of Meier’s hermeneutical approach, see
Geyser, “Geskiedenis.”
 

26 Meier, Marginal Jew, 1:177. For contrasts between Meier’s detailed
scholarly work and more populist approaches like the Jesus Seminar, see
e.g., Meier, “Dividing Lines”; Boswell, “Essay.”
 

27 Cf. Meier, Marginal Jew, 1:177; Stanton, Gospel Truth, 177; Tuckett,
“Sources and methods,” 136.
 

28 Sanders, Figure, 183 (cf. 95).
 



29 Johnson, Real Jesus, 25; Sanders, Figure, 183; see our ch. 11. This
would remain essentially the case even if the vision of the future
deliverance in John and other wilderness prophets involved a radical
transformation of the present order rather than a cosmic conflagration or
resurrection (for this perspective on John, see e.g., Webb, Baptizer, 301-4,
381).
 

30 Crossan, Historical Jesus, 237-38.
 

31 See Kraeling, John the Baptist, 139; cf. ARN 28, §57B.
 

32 Cf. Acts 19:1-6; some discussions on Jn 1:6-8.
 

33 In the Gospel tradition, Elijah was the background for John (Mk 1:6
[with 2 Kgs 1:8]; 9:13; cf. Matt 11:14), despite John’s lack of signs; they
viewed both as prophets (e.g., Mk 6:4; 11:32).
 

34 Blomberg, “Studying Jesus,” 22.
 

35 The movement may have spread in Judea with an increased Jewish
emphasis, but how would later (as opposed to earlier) sources reflecting that
emphasis have become property of the Diaspora churches? Portraying
Palestinian Jewish features as the earliest makes greater sense, and those
who recognize this priority should give much more detailed attention to
early Jewish context than the Jesus Seminar’s methodology tends to do.
 

36 Overman, “Deciphering,” 194.
 

37 He emphasizes Cynicism as background in Historical Jesus, 72-88, but
it is not the book’s pervasive theme.



 

38 Historical Jesus, 421-22, in his epilogue. Some accuse Crossan of
“closet positivism” (Hal Childs in Rollins, “Crossan”), a charge to which he
responds in Crossan, “Knowledge.”
 

39 Historical Jesus, 1-102.
 

40 For example, while I agree that patronage informs a cultural
understanding of Jesus’ context, eastern Mediterranean benefaction did
differ in some respects from the specifically Roman model of political
patronage when the latter is used in its narrower, technical sense (cf.
Joubert, “Exchange”; Harrison, Grace, 15; Gehrke, “Euergetism,” 155).
 

41 Historical Jesus, 103-226.
 

42 Historical Jesus, 227-353.
 

43 Historical Jesus, 354-94.
 

44 Historical Jesus, 395-416.
 

45 I intend this as an observation about Crossan’s method, not as a
complaint. In a similar manner, in this book I expend considerable space on
the Gospels’ genre, and do not explore all the Jesus traditions the way I do
in more detailed commentaries.
 

46 Cf. Malina, Anthropology, 72-73 (defining “peasant” as non-elite, hence
98%); Horsley and Hanson, Bandits, xii, following Sjoberg, Preindustrial
City, 110.
 



47 See e.g., Erdkamp, “Agriculture.”
 

48 See Bauckham, Climax, 378-83; for the empire more generally,
Erdkamp, “Agriculture.” Urban areas depended heavily on the countryside
(Garnsey and Saller, Empire, 119; MacMullen, Social Relations, 48-56),
although some cities like Corinth do not fit this pattern (Engels, Roman
Corinth, 27- 33, 131-42).
 

49 Garnsey and Saller, Empire, 43-46. On Greek farmers, see Osborne,
“Farmers”; on Roman farmers, Rathbone, “Farmers.”
 

50 Grant, Social History, 72. For independent subsistence farmers, despite
their relative invisibility, see also Garnsey and Saller, Empire, 75-77.
Independent workers earned small wages (e.g., White, “Finances,” 232),
and could find extra work only during harvest (Finley, Economy, 107);
landowners kept their workforce no larger than necessary to maximize
profits (MacMullen, Social Relations, 42). On day laborers’ lack of
security, see also Arlandson, Women, 92-98.
 

51 Lee, “Unrest,” 127, compares them with a sort of rural client (employing
the image more loosely than its narrower political sense).
 

52 Foxhall, “Tenant” (also noting various kinds of tenancy). For tenant
farmers’ difficult situation, see also Krause, “Colonatus,” 538-39.
 

53 See especially Garnsey and Saller, Empire, 43-46; MacMullen, Social
Relations, 1-27; Arlandson, Women, 92-98 (esp. 98).
 

54 Phaedrus 1.15. A modern economic historian in fact argues that “Cato
gave his chained slaves more bread than the average peasant in Graeco-
Roman Egypt could count on as a regular staple” (Finley, Economy, 107).



 

55 MacMullen, Social Relations, 13-14.
 

56 E.g., Apul. Metam. 9.35-37. On class prejudice, see e.g., MacMullen,
Social Relations, 138-41. Some landowners might even send their own
slaves or tenants to seize the land of those too weak to protect their interests
(MacMullen, Social Relations, 7-12; cf. e.g., Philost. Hrk. 4.1-2). The drive
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materials in poetry (quite different from how he describes his sources in the
Lives). See Mosley, “Reporting,” 26; Kany, “Bericht”; Witherington, Acts,
25-26.
 

22 Bowersock’s examples of fictitionalized history (Fiction as History, 21)
are distinctly novelistic; historical fictions (like Xen. Cyr.; Ps.-Callisth.
Alex., the latter four to eight centuries after Alexander) were exceptional
and fairly transparent.
 

23 Carson, John, 64-65, following Sternberg, Poetics, 23-35.
 

24 Aune, Environment, 151-52; Lalleman, “Apocryphal Acts,” 67;
Rebenich, “Historical Prose,” 307-8; Bauckham, “Acts of Paul”; Keylock,
“Distinctness,” 210; Krasser, “Reading,” 554; Hofmann, “Novels:
Christian,” 846-48; Perkins, “World.” Pervo, “Fabula,” compares the
apocryphal acts with the Aesop Romance. Cf. n. 17, above.
 

25 Pervo, Profit, 130.
 



26 Hofmann, “Novels: Christian,” 847.
 

27 See Aune, Dictionary of Rhetoric, 322. Perhaps the apocryphal acts
originated partly through Christians reading romances through Christian
lenses, seeing what they could make use of (see Price, “Evolution of
Genres”).
 

28 Aune, Dictionary of Rhetoric, 10. Pervo, “Hard Act,” sees Acts of Paul
not as a sequel to Luke-Acts (against Bauckham, “Acts of Paul”) but as an
attempt to correct it; clearly it rewrites some of Acts’ narratives, but this
may be for hagiographic development rather than rejection (see Marguerat,
“L’héritage”; idem, “Acts of Paul”; cf. idem, Histoire, 369-91). Although
some think Acts of Paul dependent only on Galatians (Rordorf,
“Conversion,” 142-43, highlighting Acts’ details missing in the later work),
most have argued otherwise (e.g., Hills, “Acts and Acts”; Pervo, “Hard
Act”; Bauckham, “Acts of Paul” and idem, “Sequel”; cf. Hills, “Acts of
Paul”), especially regarding imitation of Acts’ perceived primary subject
(not so much its content). The particular dating of the post-Lukan acts is
more problematic; their relative sequence also occasions debate (e.g.,
MacDonald, “Relationships,” 40; Pervo, “Egging,” 55; Stoops, “Acts of
Peter,” 83-84).
 

29 On Paul in the apocryphal acts, see Michaels, “Paul in Tradition,”
especially 692-94. On Paul and Luke’s Acts, see esp. Porter, Paul in Acts;
Harnack, Acts, 264-74; Campbell, “Journeys”; cf. Talbert, Mediterranean
Milieu, 205-6.
 

30 Justin 1 Apol. 66.3; 67.3; Dial. 103.8; 106.3 (see Stanton, New People,
62-63; Abramowski, “Memoirs,” pace Koester).
 

31 Infancy Story of Thomas 4.1-5.1.
 



32 Infancy Story of Thomas 2.2-4.
 

33 Infancy Story of Thomas 9.1-3.
 

34 On apocryphal gospels of various varieties, Aune, Dictionary of
Rhetoric, 199-203.
 

35 Against the “alternative gospel theorists,” P. Egerton depends on
canonical gospels, reflecting even Matthean and Lukan redaction
(Charlesworth and Evans, “Agrapha,” 514-25; Evans, Fabricating Jesus,
85-92, esp. 89; though Aune, Dictionary of Rhetoric, 329, who dates it c.
150 CE, allows its independence).
 

36 Voorst, Jesus Outside NT, 209, notes that apart from H. Koester and J. D.
Crossan, most scholars remain skeptical.
 

37 Crossan dates it to the 50s of the first century (Historical Jesus, 429).
For skepticism regarding its antiquity, see e.g., Allison, Jesus of Nazareth,
17.
 

38 Evans, Fabricating Jesus, 79-85. On the Gospel of Peter and its
hypothetical “Cross Gospel,” see views in Brown, Death, 1317-49; Meier,
Marginal Jew, 1:117-18.
 

39 Wright, “Apologetic”; cf. Jeremias, Unknown Sayings, 17. Most of the
Jesus Seminar apparently have not found the Gospel of Peter very historical
(see Funk et al., Acts of Jesus, 441-48).
 

40 Charlesworth and Evans, “Agrapha,” 511. Voorst, Jesus Outside NT,
209, notes that whereas Crossan offers no sustained source-critical analysis



supporting its antiquity, critics of this work’s antiquity (such as Raymond
Brown) do offer source-critical arguments. Ehrman, Prophet, 69-70,
however, thinks the work depends on “popular traditions” rather than the
written Gospels themselves, since it left out so much; nevertheless, he
agrees that it is later than they.
 

41 E.g., the Acts of Pilate; so Quarles, “Gospel of Peter,” 119, also noting
other second-century features; cf. Charlesworth and Evans, “Agrapha,” 507.
 

42 Evans, Fabricating Jesus, 83 (citing G. Pet. 8.31; 10.38); cf. Theissen
and Merz, Historical Jesus, 50; Jos. Ant. 18.38; m. Nazir 3:5; 7:3; Mekilta
Pisha 1.83-84. Tannaim thought that only imbeciles slept in cemeteries (tos.
Ter. 1:3). Cf. also the Jewish leaders’ confession (7.25; 11.48), noted by
Evans, Fabricating Jesus, 82-83.
 

43 Jeremias, Unknown Sayings, 18; Burridge, Gospels, 249-50; Wright,
People of God, 410-11.
 

44 Though Mack, Lost Gospel, 6, appeals to the massive number of
agrapha, most appear in late documents, and even the small number of
agrapha accepted by Jeremias are at most possibly authentic (Meier,
Marginal Jew, 1:113; Voorst, Jesus Outside NT, 179-85; Charlesworth and
Evans, “Agrapha,” 483-91, esp. 487, 491). Our very inability to distinguish
accurate and inaccurate agrapha underlines the value of our earlier written
documents (Hofius, “Sayings”). See Aune, Dictionary of Rhetoric, 28-29,
for summary and secondary sources discussing these 266 sayings.
 

45 Jeremias, Unknown Sayings, 26-28; on Thomas, cf. ibid., 18; Stanton,
Gospels, 129; Chilton, “Thomas,” 171; Blomberg, “Thomas,” 195-196;
idem, “Studying Jesus,” 24; Wright, People of God, 437- 43. See Stanton,
Jesus of Nazareth, 129-35, who addresses very significant contrasts
between the canonical Gospels and the Gospel of Thomas (which itself is



closer to our canonical samples than other Nag Hammadi material is).
Although the Gospel of Thomas apparently contains Aramaisms of some
sort (DeConick, Recovering, 243-44; idem, Translation, 11-15, argues even
for an Aramaic original of the basic core source), like the Synoptics, this
claim is not made for most gnostic “gospels.”
 

46 Platonic thought was a key and frequent element; later Egyptian
gnosticism also integrated elements of Egyptian paganism. Jewish
mysticism may have played a role in gnosticism’s formation, despite the
anti-Judaism of some segments of gnosticism. Yet some of these circles
(especially in the second century) were closer to the “orthodox” and lines
were not always clearly drawn (note e.g., Clement of Alexandria).
 

47 E.g., Aune, Dictionary of Rhetoric, 198.
 

48 Perhaps related to the tradition of Jewish mysticism, to the Greek
Mysteries, or to both. Deprecation of the body may also have contributed to
deprecation of public knowledge.
 

49 Note that we are not denying that many traditions could be passed on
accurately this late (see our discussion about oral tradition later in the
book). Rather, we are denying that gnostics wanted to use so much of the
church’s common tradition, at least without introducing more
philosophically satisfactory correctives. But gnosticism by its character was
more interested in cosmology than in history or historical particularity.
 

50 Conzelmann, Theology, 11; Jonas, Religion, 32-33; Bousset, Kyrios
Christos, 187, 245. For a survey of the view’s development, see Yamauchi,
Gnosticism, 21-24; Ridderbos, Paul, 27-28.
 

51 See Lohse, Environment, 255.
 



52 For gnosticism’s debt to earlier Christianity, see Wilson, Gnostic
Problem, 68, 256; Yamauchi, Gnosticism, 20; Burkitt, Gnosis, viii; Grant,
Gnosticism, 13-14. For one recent reading of gnostic development, see
Smith, Gnostic Origins.
 

53 Some (not all) of the texts reflect the completed Synoptics (esp. the most
popular, Matthew), but never clearly pre-Synoptic tradition (Tuckett, Nag
Hammadi, 149, 155, 158-59).
 

54 One might contrast the rabbinic corpus, dating from a period when
knowledge of Christianity was inevitable, but which mentions followers of
Jesus only fairly rarely (for examples, see e.g., Herford, Christianity) and of
course includes no Christian documents.
 

55 MacRae, “Gnosticism”; Evans, “Prologue,” 395. Koester, Introduction,
2:211, gives Hypostasis of the Archons as an example of reworked material.
 

56 Wilson, “Nag Hammadi”; cf. “The Testimony of Truth,” in NHLE, 406.
 

57 Goppelt, Theology, 1:17-18; Bruce, “Myth,” 92; Brown, John, 1:LV; cf.
idem, “Thomas,” 155-77; Stark, “Empire.”
 

58 See the summary in Yamauchi, Gnosticism, 71.
 

59 Kilpatrick, “Background,” 40-41; this is based on an incomplete but
representative sampling of Septuagintal vocabulary.
 

60 Kilpatrick, “Background,” 43.
 

61 See e.g., Wahlde, “Archaeology”; Hunter, “Trends.”



 

62 Funk et al., Gospels, 15.
 

63 See e.g., Tuckett, “Sources and methods,” 130 (suggesting that saying 82
may reflect a wider tradition); Charlesworth and Evans, “Agrapha,” 502;
Barnett, Jesus and History, 26-27.
 

64 Stanton, Gospel Truth, 87; Wright, People of God, 437-43; Lüdemann,
Two Thousand Years, 589 (though he dates Thomas as early as 125 CE); cf.
Bruce, Origins, 155. DeConick argues for Syrian “orthodox” rather than a
“gnostic” reading (Recovering, 235, 241-42; idem, Translation, 5-7); I
believe that this view would lead to the same conclusion regarding the
finished work’s date (though DeConick, Recovering, 240, dates it at 120 CE
at the latest). “Gnostic” is admittedly a slippery category.
 

65 Scholars starting with expertise in gnostic documents tend to be readier
to find gnosticizing elements in first-century sources. While elements of
later gnosticism were in fact widespread, scholars starting with expertise in
public Greco-Roman sources (philosophy, rhetoric, and so forth) tend to
distinguish the later, Christian phenomenon of gnosticism from such
elements (since later movements regularly develop tendencies of earlier
thought).
 

66 For one recent and pointed critique of using second-century sources,
including Thomas, for reconstructing the Jesus tradition, see Meier,
Marginal Jew, 1:112-66; for a critique of the thesis of pre-Christian
gnosticism, see Yamauchi, Gnosticism.
 

67 With e.g., Heyer, Jesus Matters, 103; Wright, “Seminar,” 92. Smith,
“Scripture,” 14, notes that whereas Matthew and Luke connect
intertextually with the Hebrew canon in such a way as to carry on Jewish
Scripture, Thomas reflects a “new, esoteric religion.”



 

68 For different proposed genres for Q, see e.g., Aune, Dictionary of
Rhetoric, 390-92.
 

69 E.g., Meier, Marginal Jew, 1:123-39; Tuckett, “Thomas and Synoptics”;
Tuckett, “Thomas: Evidence”; idem, Tuckett, “Sources and methods,” 130;
Perrin, Thomas and Tatian, 185-88; Charlesworth and Evans, “Agrapha,”
498-500; Evans, Fabricating Jesus, 67-72; McClymond, Stranger, 32; cf.
Stegemann, “Jesus,” 1182. The consensus is summarized e.g., in Blomberg,
“Studying Jesus,” 23-25. Although an oral tradition approach challenges
traditional redactional approaches (DeConick, Translation, 16),
observations about even probable redaction shift the burden of proof. There
are detractors (cf. the “camps” noted in Perrin, Thomas and Tatian, 14); at a
high level of sophistication, DeConick, Translation, 15-24, seeks to balance
evidence for independence and dependence. Some (noted in Perrin, Thomas
and Tatian, 174-75) attribute parallels with M and L material to later stages
in Thomas’s composition; such an attribution, however, constitutes an
appeal to a hypothetical source that assumes what one hopes to prove.
Nevertheless, in the final analysis, even among scholars who see some early
traditions in Thomas, very few hold that Thomas itself actually predates the
Synoptics (see Johnson, Real Jesus, 89).
 

70 Perrin, Thomas and Tatian, 3. Perrin contends that Thomas employs
mainly written rather than oral sources (Thomas and Tatian, 181-83).
 

71 Admittedly most scholars (including myself) have not done the detailed
work on Thomas that specialist Thomas scholars like April DeConick (who
has provided substantive and careful analysis of Thomas traditions) has, and
my conclusions here are not comparable in documentation to those I offer in
the following chapters. DeConick argues for gradual accretions in Thomas,
from a bulk of sayings (with many Q parallels, e.g., DeConick, Recovering,
243; Translation, 7-8) 40-50 CE (for one clear summary, see Translation,
10). Her work may offer the best chance of identifying some earlier



material in Thomas, if anything can. I am not drawing on it here, however
(useful though it might be if correct), for the same reason I do not engage in
source-criticism of Mark or “Q” (in contrast to reconstructing Q from the
concrete documents Matthew and Luke): the cumulative level of
uncertainty seems too risky for the sort of work I am attempting here. That
is not to say that scholars should not attempt such hypothetical analyses,
only to explain why I am not exploring them in a work like this one. I
concede that my own work has been influenced by narrative-critical
skepticism about source criticism beyond a certain point (a reaction against
some earlier source criticism’s excesses).
 

72 Perrin, Thomas and Tatian, 4-5, even contends that most scholars accept
a Syrian, or even Edessene, provenance. He also notes (6-7) that many have
seen Syriac as the original language, though (7-8) most have thought Greek
its original language.
 

73 Perrin, Thomas and Tatian, 49, 57-155, 171; idem, “Overlooked
Evidence,” 143-44; followed by Evans, Fabricating Jesus, 73. Perrin grants
the possibility of a different Aramaic dialect, but believes that Syriac
explains more of the evidence (“Overlooked Evidence,” 139; Thomas and
Tatian, 19-47, esp. 46). He argues that Syriac’s “range of lexicological
options” limits the problems of back translation (Perrin, Thomas and Tatian,
54). In Thomas and Tatian, 155, he notes that in Coptic, there are a total of
269 catchwords; in Greek, 263; but in Syriac, 502; he observes (156) we
know of no non-Syriac text that, converted into Syriac, would produce these
results.
 

74 In Syriac, e.g., Ephrem (Thomas and Tatian, 158) and Odes of Solomon
(159-62); Thomas often uses the same puns as Odes of Solomon (162).
Such connections are often especially common in collections of secret
revelation (164-68). Thomas apparently generates the catchwords by the
traditional “exegetical principle” of linking keywords (175); sometimes it
modifies sayings to create a connection (176-80). DeConick, Recovering,
48, attributes such catchwords to oral tradition.



 

75 Only in Syriac the same term can represent “soul” or the reflexive,
relevant to two of three cases in Thomas (Thomas and Tatian, 156-57);
“wealth” and “place,” which pun in Syriac, often appear together (157), as
do “hate” and “flesh”; “fruit” and “father”; and so forth (157).
 

76 Thomas and Tatian, 156 (noting Thomas 10; 11.3; 82; 83.1, 2).
 

77 Thomas and Tatian, 171.
 

78 Thomas and Tatian, 172.
 

79 A Syriac original explains the divergence between Greek and Coptic
versions (Perrin, “Overlooked Evidence,” 144-50). Textual evidence
survived especially in Egypt, but Perrin’s inferential evidence to this effect
appears persuasive.
 

80 Perrin, Thomas and Tatian, 15-16. His focus on the Diatessaron’s
wording (Thomas and Tatian, 55) might prejudice the case in favor of
finding parallels.
 

81 Perrin, Thomas and Tatian, 16. Others (e.g., Heyer, Jesus Matters, 104;
DeConick, below) also note Thomas’ affinities with the Diatessaron.
 

82 Evans, Fabricating Jesus, 73-76, arguing that the Syrian evidence
refutes the attempts of Crossan and others to find an early source here.
 

83 See discussion in Aune, Dictionary of Rhetoric, 127.
 



84 DeConick, Translation, 20-21, thinks that probably “an early form of the
Gospel of Thomas . . . was known in Syria to Tatian” (quoting 21; cf.
Recovering, 242-43). But Tatian does not use this source in his harmony;
why would it influence him so much? At the same time, a common Syriac
tradition behind both (whether shaped by “Thomas” traditions or a gospel
tradition that led to both) is plausible (see discussion below).
 

85 DeConick, Recovering, 48, warns that it is difficult to imagine an
original Syriac work translated into Coptic in time for a manuscript of 200
CE. We have a fragment of John dating to within possibly a generation of
its composition (see Roberts, Fragment; also discussion in e.g., Dibelius,
Jesus, 13; Clark, “Criticism,” 27; Metzger, “Papyri,” 40), but no translation
was needed in that case.
 

86 Quispel’s argument noted in Perrin, Thomas and Tatian, 184-85. Most of
Perrin’s argument (from catchwords and explanations for translation
variants) in fact involves a Syriac origin; only a comparatively small part of
his argument involves the Diatessaron per se. But Perrin, Thomas and
Tatian, 183-84, correctly observes that the Diatessaron is the only known
(written) Syriac gospel in the second century.
 

87 Perrin, “Overlooked Evidence,” 151, argues that Thomas reveals “more
about early Syriac Christianity than about the oral traditions handed down
from Jesus.”
 

88 Perrin, Thomas and Tatian, 5-6, notes that the most widespread
consensus date has been c. 140 CE (e.g., Heyer, Jesus Matters, 104).
Stegemann, “Jesus,” 1182, suggests that it is no later than 140; Lüdemann,
Two Thousand Years, 589, dates it earlier, c. 125; DeConick, Recovering,
240, to no later than 120 CE.
 



89 Scribal variation of course still occurred, but the basic forms were stable
(our early-second-century fragment of John is identical with our received
text), and early-second-century patristic sources used Synoptic material.
Contrary to what several scholars have argued, a degree of textual fluidity is
not a problem identical to a document’s thorough expansion (on some views
of Thomas) or creation (on others). Even if we accept development of a
core in Thomas, even the Western text of Acts includes less revision than
we would have to envision for Thomas here.
 

90 Gospel of Thomas 114 (NHL p. 130).
 

91 Philo Embassy 320.
 

92 Thomas’ approach, however, is probably reacting against earlier
eschatology; see Tuckett, “Thomas: Evidence”; Allison, Jesus of Nazareth,
124. DeConick even argues that the earliest core of Thomas material was
eschatological (Recovering, 130-55, 236, 239-40; Translation, 25-26, 30-
31).
 

93 Cf. the largely black color coding for John in Funk et al., Acts of Jesus,
365-440 (though few narratives fare well in that book); idem, Gospels, 401-
70. Thomas, with more Synoptic-like sayings, fares better (Funk et al.,
Gospels, 471-532).
 

94 Some treat John’s eschatology as wholly realized (e.g., Käsemann,
Testament, 15-16, 20); a more nuanced position is that it is mostly realized
(Schweizer, Jesus, 164-68; for some future eschatology, see e.g., Kümmel,
Theology, 294-95; Lindars, Behind, 66; Barrett, John, 68-69; Moule,
“Factor,” 159; Kysar, Maverick Gospel, 87, 110; Schlier, “Begriff,” 268).
Some have sought to find in John’s realized eschatology the original point
of Jesus (cf. Dodd, Preaching, 75; Glasson, Advent, 222-25; Robinson,
Coming, 163), but Jesus’ eschatology probably included both elements.



Qumran blended realized and future eschatology (Aune, Eschatology, 29-
44), and even Philo (who tends toward realized eschatology) had hope for
Israel’s restoration (Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, 86).
 

95 Possibly including the Gospel of the Nazarenes (P. Vielhauer in New
Testament Apocrypha, ed. Hennecke, 1:144), though this may be a
secondary expansion of Matthew into Aramaic (Meier, Marginal Jew,
1:116).
 

96 Talbert, Gospel, 8-9. Later Koester came to view the canonical Gospels
as “aretalogical biographies.”
 

97 Cf. Hadas and Smith, Heroes.
 

98 Shuler, Genre, 15-20; cf. Talbert, Gospel, 12-13; Klauck, Religious
Context, 167-68. A more general proposal of aretalogical biographies
(Wills, Quest) would be more reasonable.
 

99 Burridge, Gospels, 18-19; Aune, Dictionary of Rhetoric, 57 (following
Winkler, Auctor, 236). Talbert, Gospel, 43, cites biographies of immortals
(mainly from the second and third centuries), but as he admits, the religious
or mythical dimension does not affect genre (cf. Shuler, Genre, 21); his
evidence for specific cultic biographies (Talbert, Gospel, 91-113) is mainly
inferential (Aune, “Problem,” 37-42).
 

100 That Aboth and most wisdom literature share the same rhetorical forms
(Gottlieb, “Abot”) supports the likelihood that many early sages like Jesus
spoke and were understood in part as wisdom teachers.
 

101 Cf. Keener, John, 35-36.
 



102 With Perrin, Thomas and Tatian, 9-10; Evans, Fabricating Jesus, 76.
 

103 These could belong to a different source than most of the other shared
material, but they fall at the same points in the narrative, with the healing of
the centurion’s servant virtually immediately following the sermon on the
plain/mount. Funk et al., Acts of Jesus, 41-49, does find brief narrative
segments in the larger “Q.”
 

104 Kelber, Gospel, 199-211; Boring, Sayings, 201-3, provide examples of
this earlier approach. Contrast Gundry, “Genre,” 103-7; more fully,
Byrskog, Story as History, 107-44 (esp. 128-30, noting that oral
historiography does not oppose written sources).
 

105 E.g., episodes from Aesop’s life in a collection of his fables (Phaed.
2.9.1-4); cf. the combination of sayings and deeds in Diog. Laert. Sayings
could also be reported from separate sources in a biography after narrating
the rest of a “life,” without implying that the two genres were contradictory
(e.g., Plut. Timoleon 15.1; Philost. Lives 2.5.574); most often biographies
included both (Val. Max. 1.pref.1).
 

106 Cf. Lindenberger, “Ahiqar,” 480-82.
 

107 Although rhetoric teachers formally distinguished sayings-chreiai and
action-chreiai, they also formally recognized mixed chreiai, which included
both (Theon Progymn. 3.22-23); sayings-chreiai also could include both
statement and response (Progymn. 3.27-28). On combining sayings and
narrative, see also Theon Progymn. 4.73-79.
 

108 Richardson and Gooch, “Logia,” 52.
 



109 Stanton, Gospel Truth, 77-95; Sanders, Figure, 64. Most of the material
that is most defensible depends on the canonical Gospels; see Meier,
Marginal Jew, 1:114-23.
 

110 With e.g., Behr, “Taught,” 32. The fiction of “secret” traditions works
much better for originally secretive groups like Pythagoreans (cf.
Iamblichus V.P. 35.252-53, 258-60) than where something like the public
apostolic tradition was already in place. The less widely known a claim
was, the more subject to suspicion it would be (Xen. Ages. 5.6).
 

111 See Burridge, Gospels, 249-50; Wright, People of God, 410-11; also
Smith, “Scripture,” 13-14 (noting that it cannot be construed, unlike the
Synoptics and John, as seeking to continue the biblical story).
 

112 Charlesworth and Evans, “Agrapha,” 526-32; cf. Marcus, Mark, 47-51.
 

113 Cf. Jeffery, Secret Gospel, 247: “we were supposed to accept that these
two fragments of the Secret Gospel, preserved only in an (allegedly)
eighteenth-century copy, represented a text as early as, or even earlier than,
any canonical New Testament writing.”
 

114 Stanton, Gospel Truth, 93; Neusner, “Foreword,” xxvii; cf. Losie,
“Gospel.” Brown, Death, 297, dates it earlier, to c. 125.
 

115 As late as the 1700s some writers followed the ancient convention of
pretending to translate ancient writings seen by no one else (Lefkowitz,
Africa, 111); for a Gospel forgery from 1860, see Millard, Reading and
Writing, 53. For one popular retelling of the “Piltdown Man” forgery or
hoax that misled many earlier paleontologists for four decades, see Millar,
Piltdown Men (though Millar favored Grafton Elliot Smith as the culprit,
there has been no consensus).
 



116 Carlson, Hoax, 35-40.
 

117 Carlson, Hoax, 49-64; also Jeffery, Secret Gospel, 41, 99 (citing others’
observations that it provides much more distinctively Clementine
vocabulary than Clement’s normal passages do).
 

118 Carlson, Hoax, 65-71. Jeffery, Secret Gospel, 55-70 (cf. also 71-90),
finds there elements of Smith’s Anglican liturgical background; it does not
fit second-century Alexandrian liturgy, and Smith misunderstood eastern
liturgy (cf. 123-48).
 

119 For this and other features suggesting forgery, see Carlson, Hoax, 26-
35.
 

120 Carlson, Hoax, 42-47, esp. 46-47; Evans, Fabricating Jesus, 96-97. It
also contains some obscure information on which Smith had previously
published (Carlson, Hoax, 71-72). Jeffery, Secret Gospel, suggests other
cases of Smith’s deception (e.g., 127, 134, 147, although these cases might
reflect simply a shift in perspective), sexual humor (e.g., 128-29),
misreading another culture in light of his own (132-33, 136-44), and
agendas powerful enough to seriously distort data (144-45).
 

121 Jeffery, Secret Gospel, 119, 121.
 

122 See Jeffery, Secret Gospel, 49-50, 185-212, 248. Jeffery also notes that
the Mar Saba text’s portrayal of homosexuality better fits “the ‘Uranian’
homosexual subculture of nineteenth-century English universities” than its
putative context (Secret Gospel, 225; the entire argument is 213-25). For the
reversal of Smith’s own position (and his movement from an Anglo-
Catholic to his belief that early Christianity was a conspiratorial construct),
see Jeffery, Secret Gospel, 149-84.
 



123 Jeffery, Secret Gospel, argues that Smith composed the work to defend
homosexual love against traditional Christian views (119-21, 239, 242-43,
247).
 

124 Jeffery, Secret Gospel, 226-39, 241-42, citing Oscar Wilde’s Salomé
(note esp. the seven veils suggested in Smith’s document, 229, reflecting an
image developed by Wilde, 227-28, and certainly known to Smith).
 

125 Evans, Fabricating Jesus, 97.
 

126 Lost Gospel, 248.
 

127 A basic principle of persuasion theory is that if one’s audience agrees
with premise A and one seeks to persuade them of premise B, one may
lump A and B together and call the resulting conglomeration “A.” Many
persuasion theorists regard such doublespeak as unethical (cf. the example
of transfer in Brembeck and Howell, Persuasion, 235).
 

128 See e.g., essays in Goodacre and Perrin, Questioning. In contrast to my
own book, some major works on Jesus research (such as those of E. P.
Sanders) rest nothing on the Q hypothesis, some of the authors (including
again E. P. Sanders) finding the hypothesis (or significant elements of it)
questionable.
 

129 Cf. the caution of Meier, Marginal Jew, 2:177: Q “is a hypothesis, and
only a hypothesis”; similarly, Theissen, Gospels in Context, 204. Classicists
had similar speculative hypotheses, eventually abandoned for lack of
evidence (Kennedy, “Source Criticism,” 132).
 

130 E.g., Matt 8:5-13//Lk 7:1-10, following the same “Q” sermon of Jesus.
 



131 Cf. Dunn, New Perspective, 26-27, on the “one document per
community” fallacy. For one challenge to the “community” approach,
sometimes going further than I would go but certainly arguing better than
Mack has argued here, see Bauckham, Gospels for Christians.
 

132 E.g., one would never guess from the two references to John in my first
book (Marries Another) that I wrote it at the same time as my dissertation
on John (“Pneumatology”; by contrast, I cited Matthew over 180 times in
Marries Another, because Matthew was more relevant to the book’s
subject).
 

133 Lost Gospel, 1.
 

134 Cf. e.g., Theissen, Gospels in Context, 206, 226, who admits the
appearance of John, Jesus’ testing in the wilderness, and the centurion’s
servant; Voorst, Jesus Outside NT, 163; Ehrman, Prophet, 82. The Jesus
Seminar found such basic narratives in Q (Funk et al., Acts of Jesus, 41-50),
though they accept few of them as authentic to Jesus.
 

135 Lost Gospel, 1-2.
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Agricola.
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47 E.g., Lucian History 12; Plut. Poetry 2, Mor. 16F; see Mosley,
“Reporting,” 26; Kany, “Bericht”; cf. Aune, Environment, 79 (who both
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Galilee, 11). Bowersock, Fiction as History, 124, notes parallels between
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50 With e.g., Porter, “We Passages,” 550.
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fictitious eyewitness accounts of the Trojan War (Merkle, “True Story,”
183-84; Schmeling, “Spectrum,” 23); the Life of Aesop in Wills, “Aesop
Tradition,” 224-25. In contrast to Philost. Vit. soph. (if by the same
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cf. also Dion. Hal. Demosth. 47. Burridge, Gospels, 149-51 includes
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be found in ancient historiography (see Burridge, Gospels, 245; Aune,
Dictionary of Rhetoric, 285; Marguerat, Historian, 29; Soards, “Review,”
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68 Robbins, Teacher, 2-3.
 

69 Stanton, New People, 63; idem, Gospel Truth, 137.
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subject matter of the Gospels, seem to begin appearing around the early
third century CE, hence by normal standards of historiography are likelier



to have been influenced by, than to have influenced, the content of the
gospel tradition. The earlier Christian models were widely known by that
period.
 

71 I leave aside the issue of novels, which I address separately (showing
their differences from the Gospels). Most such novels were in any case
romances about two individuals.
 

72 See e.g., Culpepper, John, 64-66. Some later examples of this form may
borrow the gospel form (see Dillon and Hershbell, “Introduction,” 25).
Other followers of ancient teachers were often deeply interested in their
lives from soon after their death, writing about them whether or not
expressing this interest in biographic form. See Kennedy, “Source
Criticism,” 134 (noting that Plato began writing about Socrates within a
decade of Socrates’ death).
 

73 Such as those of Plutarch, Tacitus and Suetonius, and Josephus’
autobiography.
 

74 Such as Cornelius Nepos in the late second century BCE.
 

75 For criteria for genre, see Burridge, Gospels, 109-27; for pre-Christian
Greco-Roman biographies, 128-53; for later ones, 154-90.
 

76 Gospels, 191-219 on the Synoptics, and 220-39 on John. Although I am
citing from the original Cambridge University Press edition, he interacts
more fully with subsequent works in his second edition published by
Eerdmans (2004).
 

77 Burridge, Gospels, 118, 199, 225-26; an ancient “book” was about what
one could listen to in a setting, perhaps about two hours (Burridge,



“People,” 141). For length in distinguishing genre, see e.g., Arist. Poet.
24.4, 1459b.
 

78 Talbert, “Review,” 715; cf. also Stanton, New People, 64.
 

79 See Cancik, “Gattung”; Byrskog, Story as History, 45.
 

80 Dihle, “Biography,” 381. Eddy and Boyd, Legend, 324-30, point out
elements of both biography and historiography. For historical features in
John, see Bauckham, Testimony, 93-112 (on 95 noting also my observations
in Keener, John, 11-37). Marcus, Mark, 65-66, points to historical
characteristics in Mark’s work (still something like a bios).
 

81 Dihle, “Biography,” 379.
 

82 Dihle, “Biography,” 383-84. Suetonius does admittedly straddle both
genres (Rolfe, “Introduction,” xvii).
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Acts, which is increasingly recognized as a historical monograph. See our
chapter on Luke-Acts.
 

84 Burridge, Gospels, 149-52, 185-88. For the divergence see further Barr
and Wentling, “Biography and Genre,” 81-88, although I would not regard
all their examples as biographies.
 

85 For substantial overlap between the biography and history (as well as
other) genres in antiquity, see Burridge, Gospels, 63-67.
 

86 E.g., Kennedy, “Source Criticism,” 136.



 

87 Fornara, Nature of History, 34-36, 116. For history’s focus on notable
deeds, see Fornara, Nature of History, 29-46.
 

88 Fornara, Nature of History, 116.
 

89 Fornara, Nature of History, 185, distinguishes primarily by noting that
biography used only the features of history relevant to expounding
character, whereas “characterizing anecdotes . . . were unsuitable to
history.” He contends that biography became more like history in early-
second-century works like Tacitus’s Agricola and Suetonius’s Lives
(Fornara, Nature of History, 186).
 

90 By the third century CE some philosophic “biographies” included
information on lives of a philosopher’s disciples as well as himself, but this
may have followed Christian models (Dillon and Hershbell, “Introduction,”
25-26), such as Luke-Acts.
 

91 Fornara, Nature of History, 36. At times this approach could produce
distortion, but it need not do so (Fornara, Nature of History, 64-65).
 

92 Lucian History 7. Plut. Alex. 1.1-3 suggests that biographies might leave
out what histories could include to remain more concise.
 

93 See Fornara, Nature of History, 185.
 

94 Plut. Alex. 1.1-3.
 

95 Hose, “Historiography: Rome,” 423, noting that the boundaries between
these genres were fading; cf. Suetonius in Rolfe, “Introduction,” xvii.



 

96 Aune, “Biography,” 125; cf. 64-65; Witherington, Sage, 339. Shuler,
Genre, regards his subject (Matthew) as primarily encomium, or laudatory,
biography; but such a specific genre probably did not exist (Burridge,
Gospels, 88), since encomiastic elements were common in many
biographies. Penner, Praise, 135, argues that encomium now dominated
biography; for a brief treatment of encomium, see Aune, Dictionary of
Rhetoric, 145-47 (esp. 145).
 

97 With Kennedy, “Source Criticism,” 139.
 

98 Kennedy, “Source Criticism,” 139-41.
 

99 Cf. C. B. R. Pelling, “Plutarch’s method of work in the Roman Lives,”
JHS 99 (1979): 74-96; Kaesser, “Tweaking the Real.”
 

100 Kennedy, “Source Criticism,” 141. Kennedy notes (141) that the
Gospels rely on simpler tradition, but nevertheless deems useful this
comparison with hard data.
 

101 Rolfe, “Introduction,” xvii.
 

102 Theissen and Merz, Historical Jesus, 114.
 

103 See e.g., Barr and Wentling, “Biography and Genre,” 81-88 (though I
would not classify all these works as biographies; all the non-novelistic
ones have recollections).
 

104 Talbert, “Monograph or Bios,” 72. Ps.-Callisthenes mixes both
historical and fictitious sources, plus adds his own fictions (e.g., Alex. 1.23),



450-750 years after the supposed events (it must have been completed by
the time of its Latin translation in the fourth century; cf. Fusillo, “Pseudo-
Callisthenes”). Bowersock’s examples of fictitionalized history (Fiction as
History, 21) are also distinctly novelistic.
 

105 It is more like a historical novel, a relatively rare form of novel in this
period (as we have noted).
 

106 Burridge, Gospels, 246 (citing Diod. Sic. Bk. 17); Balch, “METABO?H
?O?ITEI?N,” 143 (citing Dion. Hal. Ant. rom. 4.41-85).
 

107 Plut. Alex. 70.3.
 

108 While acknowledging parallels with biography, Bruggen, Narratives,
75 (writing before Burridge), overplays the differences, but all his contrasts
involve modern biography.
 

109 E.g., Plut. Caesar 1.1-4.
 

110 Drury, Design, 29.
 

111 Cf. e.g., the accidental repetition in Plut. Alex. 37.4; 56.1. This
contrasts with the more chronological practice of historians (e.g., Thucyd.
2.1.1; 5.26.1), although even most historians tended to follow events to
their conclusion and not simply strict chronology (Dion. Hal. Thucyd. 9;
Letter to Gnaeus Pompeius 3).
 

112 E.g., Suet. Aug. 9; Calig. 22.1; Nero 19.3; Görgemanns, “Biography.”
When interested in chronology, Suetonius cites not biographers but
historians (Calig. 8.3).



 

113 For examples of these “Peripatetic” biographies, see Aune,
Environment, 34, 63-64 (e.g., the lives of Aesop, Homer, Secundus, and
Herakles); cf. ibid., 82. The list in 4Q339, col. 1, line 2 is chronological.
 

114 Aune, Environment, 31-32. Dischronologizing was not problematic to
ancient readers; thus the writer of 4 Macc is aware that the mother’s speech
should occur at a certain point in his narrative, and says so (12:7; cf. 2 Macc
7), but chooses to recount it later. Cf. the four categories of ancient
biography in Ferguson, Backgrounds, 307.
 

115 Stanton argues that our only actual example of a purely Peripateic
biography is not chronological (Stanton, Jesus of Nazareth, 119-21); he
contends that of extant biographies, only Tacitus’ Agricola is genuinely
chronological. Topical arrangement suited episodic narratives about a
person (Hemer, Acts in History, 74). Although historical writing and thus
biography (Suetonius, Plutarch, Life of Aesop, etc.) involved some
chronology, it was not the most significant feature of any kind of ancient
biography.
 

116 Cf. 4Q158; see Wise, “Introduction to 4Q158”; on events in the Torah
more generally, see Kaunfer and Kaunfer, “Time and Torah.”
 

117 Harmony of the Gospels 21.51.
 

118 Papias in Eusebius H.E. 3.39. An aged person might recall many events
provided he were permitted to recite them randomly rather than in order
(Sen. Controv. 1.pref.4).
 

119 Eddy and Boyd, Legend, 433-35.
 



120 Stanton, Jesus of Nazareth, 125; idem, Gospel Truth, 139; Burridge,
Gospels, 205, 208; in John, see Burridge, Gospels, 229-30. Characterization
is in fact central in ancient biographies (Fornara, Nature of History, 185).
 

121 E.g., Corn. Nep. 4 (Pausanias), 1.1; Suet. Calig. 44. Many elite
biographers were rhetoricians, who knew how to describe a person’s
character directly to make a case (Rhet. Her. 4.50.63). Josephus adapts
some biblical characters, adding virtues (e.g., Feldman, “Jehoram”);
Matthew reduces Mark’s unbelief to “little faith” (Matt 6:30; 8:26).
 

122 Theophrastus even provides, in graphic and often humorous ways,
thirty basic character types (such as a flatterer or one overly talkative) that
offer various kinds of examples (Char. passim). At other times the
storytelling was certainly sufficient. Even in Greece’s ancient epic poetry,
the stark character of a wrathful Achilles, proud Agamemnon, or clever
Odysseus is impossible to miss. Ancient literature abounds with developed
examples of dysfunctional relationships; for example, Dido in Virgil’s
Aeneid appeared exceptionally susceptible to Aeneas because she had never
recovered from her first lover’s death. In contrast to some later
psychologizing approaches, some ancient biographers proved reluctant to
speculate concerning their characters’ inner thoughts, but this again is not a
rule (see Arrian Alex. 7.1.4).
 

123 Contrast Xen. Symp. 1.1, who notes that he wants to recount not only
the zealous deeds of Socrates, but also those done in more childlike,
carefree moments.
 

124 Burridge, Gospels, 150; cf. Dihle, “Biography,” 367-74.
 

125 Robbins, Teacher, 110-11.
 

126 Corn. Nep. 16 (Pelopidas), 1.1.



 

127 So Polyb. 10.21.8, contrasting depiction of someone in his history with
an earlier biography he had written about the same person.
 

128 Burridge, Gospels, 151, 180; for apologetic autobiography, cf. e.g., Jos.
Life 336-67; 2 Cor 11:8- 33; Gal 1:11-24; D Lamour, “L’organisation.”
Autobiographic writing in some form appears as early as ancient Egypt
(Simpson, Literature, 401-27); on the genre of autobiography, see further
Lyons, Autobiography; Aune, Dictionary of Rhetoric, 79-81.
 

129 Burridge, Gospels, 68-69.
 

130 Vermes, Jesus and Judaism, 19; cf. Levinskaya, Diaspora Setting, 2;
Hemer, Acts in History, 79-90.
 

131 Polyb. 8.8 (noting a contrast with many writers).
 

132 Polyb. 3.4.1.
 

133 E.g., Arrian Alex. 4.7.4; 4.8.1-4.9.6.
 

134 E.g., Corn. Nep. 11 [Iphicrates], 3.2; Suet. Jul. 52 with 53; 73-75 with
76.1; Dom. 3.2. For Plutarch, see Lavery, “Lucullus”; honoring subjects
could but need not produce distortion (Fornara, Nature of History, 64-65).
Rhetorical conventions appeared in ancient biography, but more in
rhetorical biographers like Isocrates (see Burridge, “Biography”). Forensic
speech, where a primary object was legal victory, was naturally another
story (e.g., Dion. Hal. Lysias 8).
 



135 Plut. Cimon 2.4-5. Thus although Plutarch praises Cato extensively in
Cato Major, he criticizes his mistreatment of slaves (5.1, 5) and notes that
Cato mocked Romans who were too fond of Greek culture and ways (12.4).
 

136 Philost. Vit. soph. 2.21.602-3. One might be thought biased when
writing about close friends (Philost. Vit. soph. 2.33.628), but Tacitus wrote
freely of his father-in-law (Agricola; see below). (Compare Pliny’s
recommendation in Ep. 3.3.5: “The affection I have for him has not blinded
my judgement, as it is in fact based on it.”) One pupil reportedly did omit
some of his teacher’s sayings, but because they were rhetorically
inappropriate (Philost. Vit. soph. 2.29.621); and omission is not fabrication.
 

137 Eunapius Lives 461 (on Iamblichus, who is supernatural in 459); Plut.
Marcus Cato 5.1, 5; 12.4; for writers’ style, Dion. Hal. Thucyd. 1. One
could also disagree with the dominant view of one’s school (e.g., Sen. Ep.
Lucil. 117.6).
 

138 Mem. 4.8.11.
 

139 Cf. later Iamblichus V.P. passim.
 

140 See e.g., Sen. Ep. Lucil. 108.17, 20, 22; 110.14, 20; Musonius Rufus 1,
36.6-7 (Pythagoras’s disciples could not disagree, but this was considered
noteworthy — Valerius Maximus 8.15. ext. 1). Occasionally pupils could
even turn against their teachers (Eunapius Lives 493), but in such a case
they would no longer claim the teacher’s authority for the source of their
teaching.
 

141 Eunapius Lives 484.
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their various oral traditions (Philost. Hrk. 48.11; Maclean and Aitken,
Heroikos, xc-xci). Likewise, Artem. Oneir. 1.pref. emphasized gathering
oral reports in addition to reading all the works of his predecessors.
 



57 Polyb. 12.4c.3 (LCL 4:316-17). Polybius’ emphasis on investigation
appears throughout 12.4c.1-5.
 

58 Polyb. 12.4c.4-5. He severely criticizes Timaeus for neglecting travel to
the locations about which he writes (12.25e.1), complaining that written
sources alone are not sufficient (12.25e.7) or even the most critical part of
historical study (12.25i.2). It was possible, however, to visit places, consult
witnesses, and still prove mistaken (12.4d.1-2, also on Timaeus). Like a
historian researching recent events, a prosecutor preparing a case might do
research, such as tracking down eyewitnesses (e.g., Lysias Or. 23.2-8,
§§166-67).
 

59 Even here, ancients sometimes found local oral sources that purported to
have survived over the centuries (e.g., Paus. 1.23.2). Nevertheless, scholars
today often question such local oral information from a much earlier period
(Pretzler, “Pausanias and Tradition”).
 



60 E.g., Philost. Vit. soph. 2.23.606 (who unsuccessfully tried to evaluate
conflicting reports this way in 2.5.576), in contrast to his lack of interviews
for earlier information.
 

61 Aune, Environment, 81 (citing Hdt 2.52; Polyb. 3.48.12; 4.38.11;
10.11.4).
 

62 Polyb. 3.33.17-18 (citing here a bronze tablet of Hannibal).
 

63 Polyb. 12.9.2; cf. also Plut. Demosth. 2.1-2. Urban centers tended to
provide better access to documentary sources and those whose memories
preserved events (Demosth. 2.1). For plausibility and probability as criteria
in ancient historical writing, as in ancient rhetoric more generally, see
Rothschild, Rhetoric of History, 62-64.
 

64 Meister, “Historiography: Greece,” 421. For the preference for oral
sources, see also the discussion in Aune, Environment, 81.
 

65 Consulting distant records would be even more difficult (cf. Pucci Ben
Zeev, “Capitol”), though this is different from consulting people orally
when one traveled to a region, as Luke may have done.
 

66 Fornara, Nature of History, 56. By its nature, earlier (rather than recent)
history necessarily depended on earlier historians (Pliny Ep. 5.8.12).
 

67 Fornara, Nature of History, 61 (citing Suet. Caesar 56).
 

68 E.g., Abbott, Acts, 131-4; Ramsay, Luke the Physician, 26; Rackham,
Acts, xvi; Williams, Acts, 22-30; Spencer, Acts, 12-13; Dunn, Acts, x;



Fitzmyer, Acts, 50; Le Cornu, Acts, xxvii-xxviii; Chance, Acts, 4; Parsons,
Luke, 8; Fusco, “Sezioni-noi”; Botermann, “Heidenapostel”; Riesner,
“Zuverlässigkeit,” 38-39; Jervell, Apostelgeschichte, 66, 82. Significant
detractors nevertheless remain (e.g., Barrett, “Acts and Corpus”).
 

69 Nor did he pretend to have done so; Luke includes the “we” sparingly,
not pervasively or even commonly.
 

70 On the value of participation in ancient historiography, see e.g.,
Byrskog, Story as History, 58- 64, 153-57.
 

71 See e.g., Dibelius, Studies in Acts, 136; Fitzmyer, Theologian, 11-16;
Kurz, Reading Luke-Acts, 112-13.
 

72 With e.g., Hengel and Schwemer, Between Damascus and Antioch, 7;
Neil, Acts, 22-23.
 

73 While Luke’s and Paul’s theological perspectives differ, the differences
have too often been overstated, especially in Vielhauer, “Paulinism”; see
critiques in Borgen, “Paul to Luke”; Donfried, Thessalonica, 90-96; Porter,
Paul in Acts, 189-206.
 

74 Many also argue that the style is not distinguishable from the bulk of
Luke’s work (e.g., Dibelius, Studies in Acts, 104, 136).
 

75 Robbins, “We-Passages”; idem, “Land and Sea.”
 

76 See Fitzmyer, Theologian, 16-22; Hemer, “First Person Narrative”; and
especially Praeder, “First Person Narration,” 210-14 (refuting Robbins’
specific parallel claims).



 

77 Usually with narrators centuries before their own time (e.g., Plut. Dinner
1, Mor.146BC; 4Q537; 1 Enoch; 4 Ezra; 2 Bar.; etc.).
 

78 For the prefaces (which include first-person usage) prefiguring the “we”
narratives, see Cadbury, “We in Luke-Acts”; Dupont, Sources, 167.
 

79 Fusillo, “Novel,” 840.
 

80 Also in biography (e.g., Philost. Vit. soph. 2.21.602-4); see discussion of
historians’ first- and third-person narration in Keener, John, 918.
 

81 Nock, Essays, 828; see also Porter, Paul in Acts, 24-27.
 

82 E.g., Cadbury, “We in Luke-Acts”; Dibelius, Studies in Acts, 135-37;
Dupont, Sources, 164-65; Packer, Acts, 3; Munck, Acts, xliii; Hanson, Acts,
21-24; Neil, Acts, 22-23; Dunn, Acts, x; Spencer, Acts, 12-13; Fitzmyer,
Acts, 103.
 

83 Alexander, Preface, 128.
 

84 See Alexander, Preface, 128-30. The term an?then could also mean
“thoroughly,” but here presumably means “from an early point,” paralleling
“from the beginning” (Bauckham, Eyewitnesses, 123); “from the
beginning” appears in histories to claim the presence of eyewitnesses from
the start (Bauckham, Eyewitnesses, 119-22).
 

85 Moessner, “Poetics,” 85-97. Cf. also Hemer, Acts in History, 322 (noting
that Cadbury thought this involved even participation, a reasonable surmise
only in Acts and not the Gospel).



 

86 Moessner, “Poetics,” 97; idem, “Prologues,” 413. The closest parallel is
Jos. Ag. Ap. 1.54, 213ff, where Josephus uses the same language to
underline that he is thoroughly immersed “in the events, traditions, and
reports,” hence can evaluate the various claims.
 

87 Witherington, Acts, 27. Witherington, Acts, 27, 32-34, places Luke
closer to a Polybius than to many other historians. Still, most writers would
not have the resources to travel as much as Polybius, and the limitations of
the “we-narratives” suggest that Luke’s travel, too, was limited, though this
section specifies only the period that Luke was with Paul during the events
he narrates.
 

88 See comments above, especially Nock, Essays, 821-32 (esp. 828; cited
by various commentators). Although there is no consensus, most scholars
favor an eyewitness source behind the we-narratives, and probably a
majority identify the “we” author with Luke (see discussion in the excursus
in my Acts commentary at Acts 16:10).
 

89 As Bruggen, Narratives, 65-66, notes, it does not require Luke to have
been an eyewitness for the events of the Gospel.
 

90 BDAG cites for this sense Dion. Hal. Pomp. 6.3; Max. Tyre 16.3h; Jos.
Ant. 18.342; 19.125; Ag. Ap. 1.55; Papias 2:2; 12:2; and Lk 1:2. The
original apostolic tradents implied in Lk 1:2 knew Jesus’ entire public
ministry (Acts 1:21-22; cf. Gerhardsson, Memory, 280-88). The term here
includes more than the twelve (Acts 1:21-22; Bauckham, Eyewitnesses,
389; cf. Lk 24:33; Dillon, Eye-Witnesses, 291).
 

91 Alexander, Preface, 34-36 (on the convention of autopsia, see
Alexander, Preface, 34-41). Herodotean history uses the word this way
more than Thucydidean history does (Alexander, Preface, 38; cf. Adams,



“Preface,” 189), and often with an emphasis on distant locations
(Alexander, Preface, 121; as Judea would have seemed to Luke). She
suggests that the use for the author’s presence at events in Jos. Ag. Ap. 1.55
depends on Polyb. 3.4.3 (against Polybius’ normal usage). (In principle, at
least, Luke could depend on the same passage as Josephus, but in reality
probably was less apt to know Polybius.)
 

92 Byrskog, Story as History, 48-49 (arguing on 49 that Alexander focuses
too much on the term, whereas leading classicist experts on autopsy in
ancient historiography emphasize the centrality of the practice).
 

93 Byrskog, Story as History, 49-53, addresses Heraclitus and others; 53-
57, Herodotus; 58-59, Thucydides; 59-62, Polybius (note esp. Polyb. 4.2.1-
2 on p. 60); 62-63, Josephus (noting Ag. Ap. 1.47).
 

94 Byrskog, Story as History, 63, noting Livy as the exception, most
following the Greek preference. He notes (63) that Dion. Hal. Ant. rom.
1.6.2 “praises Fabius Pictor and Cincius Alimentus . . . for relating with
great exactness only the events at which they themselves had been present.”
 

95 Byrskog, Story as History, 93-94.
 

96 Byrskog, Story as History, 94 (for it not always being possible, he cites
Polyb. 12.4c.4). Byrskog, Story as History, 94-98, deals with the use of oral
sources in Herodotus, Thucydides, and Xenophon; he notes (98) the more
unusual defense of some that oral sources were even better than autopsy
(Isoc. Panathen. 150; Strabo 2.5.11), but suggests (98-99) that more
commonly they were appreciated as supplementing autopsy. For
documents’ use of eyewitnesses in historians, see Byrskog, Story as
History, 149-53.
 



97 Byrskog, Story as History, 122 (excepting Livy). Of course, Dionysius
of Halicarnassus and others covering long periods of history could not
depend on immediate oral history for most of it, as they themselves
recognized. For apologetic use of autopsy (as in Josephus), see Byrskog,
Story as History, 214-22.
 

98 Byrskog, Story as History, 63-64, citing Pliny Ep. 6.16 (esp. 6.16.22);
6.20. For the Annals Tacitus would have access to witnessses starting in the
period of Nero’s later years (Byrskog, Story as History, 64), though our
extant text of Ann. ends soon after.
 

99 Alexander, Preface, 120. Historians considered this the best evidence
(Aune, Environment, 81, citing Hdt 2.99; Polyb. 12.27.1-6; 20.12.8; Lucian
Hist. 47).
 

100 Most extensively, see Rothschild, Rhetoric of History, 213-90, noting
this authenticating technique.
 

101 As Maddox, Purpose, 21, 186, emphasizes, “confirmation” is a primary
purpose of Luke-Acts; asphaleia is the climactic, final word of Luke’s
preface.
 

102 E.g., Isaeus Pyrr. 40; Dion. Hal. Ant. rom. 7.43.2; Jos. Ag. Ap. 2.107;
cf. Ag. Ap. 1.50-52, 56. The less widely known a claim was, the more
subject to suspicion it would be (Xen. Ages. 5.6).
 

103 E.g., Eurip. El. 361-62; Demosth. Letter 5.1; Cic. Att. 2.11; Sen. Ep.
Lucil. 47.1; P. Oxy. 32; Apul. Metam. 1.26.
 

104 E.g., Cic. Att. 1.10, 13; 4.1; 8.14. This method could be quick; a letter
from Caesar in Britain reached Cicero in less than a month (Cic. Quint.



fratr. 3.1.8.25). Despite modern postal service those of us traveling to and
from many parts of Nigeria, Kenya and Cameroon in recent years have still
carried mail for acquaintances.
 

105 For financial sharing, see e.g., Rom 15:25-27; 1 Cor 16:1-2; 2 Cor 8-9;
cf. the shared expense later in Lucian Peregr. 13.
 

106 Sterling, Historiography, 135.
 

107 Sterling, Historiography, 136. Greeks themselves recognized that
Egyptian culture predated and influenced their own.
 

108 Sterling, Historiography, 137-225. Josephus’ rival Justus probably
provides one example no longer extant (see Rajak, “Justus of Tiberias,” 92).
For apologetic in hellenistic Jewish narrative writers, see further Holladay,
Theios Aner, 234 and passim.
 

109 Wandrey, “Literature: Jewish-Hellenistic,” 696; cf. Ferguson,
Backgrounds, 349.
 

110 Sterling, Historiography, 226-310. More generally, others also
emphasize Josephus’ apologetic objectives (e.g., Feldman, “Apologist of
World”; in defending himself, Vogel, “Vita 64-69”; Lamour,
“L’organisation”). Others offered briefer monographs of apologetic history,
e.g., Philo’s Flaccus; see Meiser, “Gattung.” Its discourses help support this
conclusion. In contrast to Luke’s work, Flaccus is more rhetorical and
focuses on the blame aspect of epideictic, with abundant overt
editorializing.
 

111 See especially Sterling, Historiography, 311-89; for others, see Mason,
Josephus and New Testament, 196-97; Kee, Every Nation, 11-12; Johnson,



Acts, xii.
 

112 See Holladay, “Acts and Fragments” (also arguing that Acts shares with
these works the heroic characterization of the central heroes). See comment
below on Luke’s use of the OT.
 

113 To make such a claim was not to claim canonicity, although canon was
apparently an open question among many Jewish groups. See the discussion
of such questions in Smith, “Scripture.”
 

114 E.g., Sumney, Opponents, 86.
 



Notes to Chapter 7
 

1 Penner, Praise, 179.
 

2 Fornara, Nature of History, 104. Although I start with extreme quotes, and
Penner and Fornara represent different poles of approaches to ancient
historiography, both positions are more nuanced than one might gather
solely from the brief excerpts above.
 

3 It is to such elements that those who object to the historical value of
ancient historians often point. These factors must be (and will be) noted, but
should not be used to ignore evidence for historians’ interest in sources.
Neither the historical nor the rhetorical elements need exclude the other.
 

4 On this point, see e.g., Morgan-Wynne, “Traditionsgrundlage.”
 

5 See e.g., Mosley, “Reporting,” 26; Hemer, Acts in History, 63-70;
Byrskog, Story as History, 179- 84; Eddy and Boyd, Legend, 330-34; see
e.g., Jos. Ant. 20.156-57; cf. Life 336-39. On how history was written, see
also Keener, John, 17-25, much of which I have also incorporated into the
larger discussion here.
 

6 Of course, they did not define accuracy at all the points the way modern
historians do, writing what they thought were probable inferences into their
narratives (instead of identifying them as possible reconstructions, as we do
today) and allowing rhetorical considerations in composition foreign to
modern historiography (see e.g., our discussion on speeches). But on
matters of historical events, they did indeed value such accuracy.



 

7 Mosley, “Reporting,” 12-14; on Strabo and Plutarch, 16; for Greek
historians in general, see 11- 18.
 

8 Mosley, “Reporting,” 20-22 (cf. Tac. Ann. 4.10-11; 13.20; in Pelling,
“Historiography,” 716); among Romans in general, see Mosley,
“Reporting,” 18-22. Roman historians often appear less careful with facts
than Greeks (Cary and Haarhoff, Life, 263) and sometimes focused more on
“trends” than details (Fornara, Nature of History, 88-89); but Luke, writing
Greek in the Eastern Mediterranean, undoubtedly is nearer the Greek
model.
 

9 E.g., Jos. Ag. Ap. 1.26; Dion. Hal. Thuc. 8.
 

10 Jos. Life 336-39; Diod. Sic. 21.17.1; Lucian Hist. 24-25; see especially
discussion of Polybius below. Those who claimed the superiority of their
own works, however, could risk the charge of impudence from detractors
(Jos. Life 359); the charge of falsehood served polemical agendas well.
 

11 Diod. Sic. 1.37.4, 6.
 

12 So Plut. Mal. Hdt. 3-7, Mor. 855C-856B (though in defense of
Herodotus, Plutarch’s other extant sources may have followed a favorable
bias; Plutarch may have his own bias because of Herodotus’ critique of
Boeotia, Plutarch’s homeland). Penner, Praise, 169, notes that Plutarch
resented Herodotus’ “pro-barbarian” approach. Perhaps more plausibly than
Plutarch, cf. Dion. Hal. Pomp. 3, on Thucydides’ grudge against Athens.
 

13 Polyb. 10.21.8; but see discussion on biographies in our genre chapter.
 



14 Thus Antiphon’s report about Alcibiades is suspect, Plutarch opines,
because Antiphon hated him (Alc. 3.1).
 

15 Arist. Poet. 9.2, 1451b; thus poetry is more philosophical, conveying
general truths, whereas history conveys specific facts (9.3, 1451b). Pliny
Ep. 9.33.1 notes that historians, unlike poets, care about the authority of
their sources.
 

16 Alexander, “Fiction and Genre,” 382-85.
 

17 Dion. Hal. Ant. rom. 1.1.2-4; 1.4.2.
 

18 Arrian Ind. 7.1.
 

19 As is clear, for example, in his correspondence with Suetonius and
especially Tacitus.
 

20 Pliny Ep. 8.4.1.
 

21 Pliny Ep. 7.17.3.
 

22 Pliny Ep. 5.5.3; 5.8.5. Even rhetorical historians writing essays on earlier
historians’ rhetoric might emphasize the importance of truth-telling (Dion.
Hal. Thuc. 55).
 

23 Pliny Ep. 9.19.5.
 

24 Pliny Ep. 7.33.1, 3.
 



25 Narrated in Ep. 7.33.4-9.
 

26 Ep. 7.33.10. Likewise, eager to have his own account of Vesuvius in
Tacitus’ work, he even writes in historic style in Pliny Ep. 6.16, 20 (so
Augoustakis, “Nequaquam”). As it turns out, we know far more about
Pliny from his own letters than any other source (except a biography) could
have provided.
 

27 Fornara, Nature of History, 116-19.
 

28 Fornara, Nature of History, 135.
 

29 Fornara, Nature of History, 138-39, citing Cic. De or. 2.15.62-63.
 

30 Fornara, Nature of History, 72.
 

31 Fornara, Nature of History, 100.
 

32 Fornara, Nature of History, 104. If a history was too biased, it was
probably the weakness of the particular historian (Fornara, Nature of
History, 91).
 

33 At least insofar as we may infer from the number of copies preserved in
Egypt; see Stephens, “Who Read Novels?” 411, 415-16.
 

34 See e.g., Cueva, “Longus and Thucydides.”
 

35 Dio Chrys. Or. 18.10.
 



36 Jos. Ag. Ap. 1.18.
 

37 On his method, see Meister, “Herodotus,” 267 (including his personal
observation and interviews with informed locals; cf. 2.28.1; 125.6; 4.76.6;
8.65.6). Herodotus did recognize that historical data was inseparable from
the discourses that transmitted it (Byrskog, “History,” 279).
 

38 At least as early as Cicero (Leg. 1.1.5), people viewed Herodotus as the
“first” historian and western narrative writer (Meister, “Herodotus,” 269).
Some have compared Herodotus with the Pentateuch (Van Seters,
“Primeval Histories”; cf. idem, Search), but the differences are considerable
(Blenkinsopp, Pentateuch, 39-41; on 42 he suggests that Israelite
historiography may have anticipated Herodotus), and narratives earlier than
1-2 Kgs may have some earlier parallels in the Greek heroic tradition.
 

39 Rainey, “Herodotus’ Description.”
 

40 Meister, “Herodotus,” 267-68.
 

41 Meister, “Herodotus,” 268, notes his “methodological principle”: “I am
obligated to report that which is reported, but I am not obligated to believe
everything” (7.152); he often reports conflicting traditions without passing
judgment either way.
 

42 See fully Meister, “Herodotus,” 268-69.
 

43 E.g., Val. Max. 1.8.7, which he justifies as believable because it is in his
sources (importantly for our discussion, however, he does not invent the
story). For the special case of “signs,” see my book on miracle accounts
(intended as a sequel to this one).
 



44 See e.g., Meister, “Historiography: Greece,” 421. Certainly Suetonius,
who was in many other respects a good historian, failed to sift his sources
and includes much gossip (Cary and Haarhoff, Life, 272).
 

45 Plut. Arist. 19.5-6, challenging Hdt 9.85.
 

46 Plut. Them. 25.1-2. Cf. also Cam. 6.1-2 (citing Livy 5.22); Alex. 31.3;
Philost. Vit. soph. 1.21.516.
 

47 Plut. Alex. 20.4-5.
 

48 Livy 3.8.10.
 

49 Paus. 1.3.3 (LCL 1:15, 17).
 

50 Ant. 19.68, 106-7.
 

51 He could regard as inauthentic speeches which reflected conditions that
don’t fit the alleged author’s time (here, “before his prime”) — e.g., Dion.
Hal. Din. 11. He used stylistic criteria to evaluate authenticity, when other
factors were not compelling (Lysias 11; cf. Demosth. 57).
 

52 E.g., that he fails to evoke the full horror of war at points (Dion. Hal.
Thuc. 15), in contrast to the more rhetorical historians. But Dio Chrys. Or.
18.10 rates Thucydides first, above Theopompus and far beyond Ephorus.
 

53 Dion. Hal. Thuc. 19 (LCL 1:512-13); see Thucyd. 1.1.1-2; 1.21.2;
1.23.1-2. For some other cases of hyperbole in historical writing, see
Thucyd. 8.96.1 (cf. 2.94.1); Polyb. 1.4.5; Tac. Hist. 1.2; cf. also, for us less
surprisingly, in epic treatments of history (Sil. It. 9.183; cf. Josh 10:14), in



prosecutorial rhetoric (Cic. Verr. 2.5.72.189) and in fiction (Xen. Eph. 1.1;
Philost. Hrk. 24.2).
 

54 Thucyd. 1.3.2-3. Likewise, Homer does not speak of “barbarians”
because Greeks had not yet distinguished themselves from others in this
manner (Thucyd. 1.3.3).
 

55 Thucyd. 1.10.1-2.
 

56 E.g., Diog. Laert. 1.23: “But according to others”; 6.1.13; 8.2.67-72;
Plut. Lyc. 1.1; Philost. Vit. soph. 1.21.516; 2.5.576; p. Sot. 9:13, §2.
 

57 E.g., Sall. Jug. 67.3.
 

58 See Meister, “Herodotus,” 268, on Hdt 7.152.
 

59 Hist. 60 (LCL 6:71).
 

60 Polyb. 34.4.3. He also suggests that the Odyssey mixes myth with truth
(34.4.1).
 

61 Polyb. 34.4.2. Sophists made a pastime out of noting logical and
chronological problems in Homer (e.g., Maclean and Aitken, Heroikos, l-li,
citing Philost. Hrk. 23.5-6; 25.10-13).
 

62 Dion. Hal. Thuc. 8 (LCL 1:478-79); this is an ideal, not the writer’s
exceptionless practice.
 

63 Hdn 1.1.1-2.



 

64 Hdn 1.1.3. My point is not that Herodian achieved this ideal (certainly
he did not strive for chronological precision; see Whittaker, “Introduction,”
xxxix-xl), but that it was in fact the ideal.
 

65 E.g., Philost. Vit. soph. 2.21.603 (of his own teacher, 2.21.602); the
biographer Eunapius Lives 461 (of Iamblichus, whom Eunapius considered
supernatural, 459-61).
 

66 E.g., Livy 3.8.10.
 

67 Aul. Gel. 10.12.8-10. Some could also caution readers not to be too
skeptical of something that otherwise appeared implausible (Sall. Catil. 3.2;
Plut. Cam. 6.4).
 

68 Arrian Alex. 4.28.1-2.
 

69 Polybius’ moralistic agenda (emphasized e.g., in Penner, Praise, 145;
see our chapter on historians’ Tendenz) need not require fabricating events.
Penner, Praise, 157, shows how Timaeus’ critique of Aristotle, who is
useful as a positive moral model, invites Polybius’ enmity (noting Polyb.
12.7.2-6; 12.8.1-2).
 

70 Polyb. 12.3.1-12.15.12.
 

71 Polyb. 12.7.6.
 

72 Polyb. 12.4a.1. Cf. Penner, Praise, 118, who notes: “if every historian
who accuses another of being a dramatic and rhetorical historian is doing so
to garner support for his or her own version of events, then the line dividing



a Polybius from an Ephorus, Theopompus, Ctesias, or Phylarchus is much
thinner than one might be led to believe from the initial comments.”
Polybius “condemns tragic history but then resorts to it himself.” Still, we
should note that even in our extant sources, the level of rhetorical
embellishment appears to be a matter of degree (as Penner, Praise, 179, also
acknowledges). Polybius does what Timaeus does, but he apparently does
not do it nearly as much as Timaeus does.
 

73 Fornara, Nature of History, 48. Others suggest that Timaeus defended
western Greeks’ contributions to Greek civilization, providing an
“apologetic edge” which Polybius felt compelled to challenge (Sterling,
“Historians,” 502).
 

74 Likewise, when Josephus thinks the perspective of some other historians
distorted, he criticizes them for failing in their objective to write history
properly (War 1.7); they undoubtedly responded polemically in kind.
 

75 Polyb. 12.3.1-2.
 

76 Polyb. 12.4c.2-5.
 

77 Polyb. 12.4d.1-2.
 

78 Polyb. 12.28.12.
 

79 Polyb. 12.9.1-12.11.7. Polybius condemns those who make up or pass on
hearsay about distant lands that cannot be verified (Polyb. 3.38.3), a
genuine practice of some.
 



80 Polyb. 12.7.1. These rhetorical techniques are certainly in common use
by Luke’s era, although (again) even orators could use such techniques
without inventing “facts.” Penner, Praise, 235- 47, argues that epideictic
techniques were common in Jewish apologetic historiography.
 

81 Polyb. 12.7.6.
 

82 Polyb. 12.15.12.
 

83 Polyb. 15.34.1.
 

84 He reports graphic bloodshed (15.33), but claims that unlike some other
writers, he avoids amplifying it for sensationalism (15.34). By Luke’s day,
both Polybius’ “critical” approach and the “sensational” approach had left a
mark on historiographic practices (see Rothschild, Rhetoric of History, 93-
95).
 

85 Polyb. 2.56.7.
 

86 Polyb. 2.56.10. No one, however, will ensure that Polybius’ own
speeches are verbatim recollections.
 

87 Polyb. 2.56.11. The entire digression against Phylarchus starts in 2.56.1-
16 (including criticism for excess accommodation of tragic conventions,
2.56.1-11), followed by examples of his sensationalism in the matter at
hand in 2.57.1-2.63.6. Poetic treatments of historical events (e.g., Silius
Italicus; Lucan) enjoyed more freedom of expression (cf. Pliny Ep. 8.4.1).
 

88 Polyb. 12.11.7-8.
 



89 Polyb. 12.12.1-3.
 

90 Polyb. 2.56.1-2. Penner, Praise, 153-55, complains that Polybius uses an
ethnic plausibility criterion against Phylarchus: by evoking sympathy for
the dishonorable Mantineans against the honorable Achaians, Phylarchus
violates probability. Sympathetic portrayal of opponents appears commonly
in ancient epics (the Trojans in the Iliad; Dido in the Aeneid), and rhetorical
historians use it to heighten tragic pathos (cf. e.g., Dion. Hal. Ant. rom. Bk.
3; 9.39.1-6; Livy 21.1.3; cf. discussion in Keener, John, 216-17); indeed,
Lucian criticizes historians who praise their own leaders while slandering
the other side as engaging merely in panegyric (Hist. 7). But it is clear that
Polybius has his ethnic biases; cf. similarly Plutarch’s Malice of Herodotus.
Ancient and modern judicial rhetoric do infer probability based on past
behavior; ancient and modern historians do the same, except that modern
historians would be explicit about their inferences rather than simply
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BBC than from most U.S. media outlets. One newsmagazine here, to which
I no longer subscribe, failed to mention war in the Democratic Republic of
Congo until the estimated death toll passed three million; I never saw even
mention in that magazine of the smaller Congo, in which my wife was a
refugee. Such omissions certainly distort perspectives for readers dependent
on these sources; yet no one would accuse that newsmagazine of having
deliberately fabricated whatever data that it did report.
 

197 For example, Luke’s emphasis on Paul going to the Gentiles is hardly a
Lukan creation (cf. Botermann, “Heidenapostel”; cf. Rom 1:14; 11:11-14)
even if the way he recounts this going creates a characteristic pattern.
 

198 Vermes, Jesus and Judaism, 19; cf. Levinskaya, Diaspora Setting, 2;
Hemer, Acts in History, 79-90. The shaping of gospel tradition does not
exclude tradition to be shaped; cf. Levine, “Word,” 510: despite adaptation,
much of the Gospels’ “general depiction of Jesus’ words and deeds has
good claims to credibility.”
 

199 Meister, “Historiography: Greece,” 421.
 

200 Cf. Lüdemann, Acts, 22, 218, 363, on Acts.



 

201 Hengel and Schwemer complain (Hengel and Schwemer, Between
Damascus and Antioch, 6-7) that in modern NT scholarship, “The real
danger in the interpretation of Acts (and the Gospels) is no longer an
uncritical apologetic but the hypercritical ignorance and arrogance which —
often combined with unbridled fantasy — has lost any understanding of
living historical reality.” For an argument against the usual unreliability of
ancient historiography, see e.g., Eddy and Boyd, Legend, 330- 34
(observing on 333 that most of the critiques offered against ancient
historians apply to modern historians as well).
 

202 Penner, “Discourse,” 77-78, warns that historians reinforced power
grids of society, reflecting political philosophy. While this was true of elite
historians, apologetic historians like Josephus could seek to advance the
cause of their minority (in his case, of his fellow Jews, though with special
sympathy for other aristocratic males). Modern historians may be more
generally suspicious of these sorts of biases, but are not immune to them.
 

203 Penner, Praise, 179.
 

204 Penner, Praise, 217, correctly emphasizes the centrality of plausibility
and arrangement, but goes too far when (Penner, Praise, 179) he suggests
that “Completely fabricated accounts may in fact be better historia” than
accurate ones, insofar as they fulfilled their rhetorical function. As we have
noted, the genre included a factual as well as rhetorical component, and
could be judged by both standards.
 

205 Penner, Praise, 107, prefers postmodern critics’ approach to the
traditional classicist approach, which he complains has been too resistant to
the postmodern critique. For recent appreciative responses to radical
postmodern skepticism regarding historiography (each offering some
fundamental critiques without rejecting all of postmodernism’s elements),



see McKnight, Death, 6-42; Eddy and Boyd, Legend, 15-24. Using ancient
historians’ biases to negate all factual content may read our postmodern
milieu’s agendas of radical perspectivalism into the ancient writers no less
than the pure “historicizing” approach does. In a sense, it allows the
rejected historicist paradigm to continue to set the agenda: if a text does not
correspond at all points with history as strictly defined today, it is unreliable
as a substantial historical source. Particular configurations of facts may
produce political fictions, but not in the same sense in which novels are
fictitious. Otherwise (at an extreme level) we would have to relinquish
attempts at historical claims, unable to arbitrate, for example, between
genuine histories of the Nazi Holocaust and the unfounded and dangerous
claims of Holocaust deniers (cf. discussion in Beckwith, “History &
Miracles,” 89-91).
 

206 Lüdemann, Acts, 22. Of course, ad hominem arguments about motives
are risky in academic discourse, especially when Lüdemann, too, has
agendas (Lüdemann, Acts, 383, condemns the fanaticism of Christianity,
which on his reading has led to perhaps twenty million deaths).
 

207 Lüdemann, Acts, 22.
 

208 Lüdemann, Acts, 218.
 

209 Ant. 19.346. One may well wonder about the frequency of nocturnal
woodland creatures in large public theaters during daylight! Because this
omen provides a probable connection with Jos. Ant. 18.195, it could easily
be Josephus’ addition to provide cohesiveness to his narrative, the way
Luke, who usually follows Mark’s sequence, departs from it for his
Nazareth pericope.
 

210 Rothschild, Rhetoric of History, 69.
 



Notes to Chapter 9
 

1 Pliny N.H. pref. 17, 22 (LCL 1:13, 15).
 

2 See e.g., Foster, “Introduction,” xxxi, who argues that though Livy is
sometimes uncritical, he is our only source, hence our best source, “for long
stretches of Roman history.” Josephus is, for all his weaknesses, our best
source for postexilic Jewish history (Hengel, Acts and History, 7).
 

3 E.g., Sil. It. 9.66-177. They could provide such insights, they believed,
through inspiration (Val. Flacc. 3.15-17; Sil. It. 9.340-45; cf. also Nagy,
“Prologue,” xxx; Maclean and Aitken, Heroikos, xxxix), through which
they could also reveal the divine purposes in history (Sil. It. 1.19).
 

4 Dion. Hal. Ant. rom. 1.1.1; see Keener, John, 22-23; for historians ideally
using sources, see also Marguerat, Histoire, 30. Pervo, Dating Acts, 6-7,
correctly notes that writers did not always acknowledge their sources, as
long as they rewrote the material (citing Josephus’ rewrite of Ex 7:8-12 in
Jos. Ant. 2.284-87); but we should note that it is rare to find elite historians
who never mention their predecessors when such existed.
 

5 Pliny Ep. 9.33.1.
 

6 Suet. Jul. 9.3. Suetonius employed primarily written sources, hence had
more information for earlier rather than later figures (Rolfe, “Introduction,”
xviii).
 



7 Dio Cass. 1.1.1-2.
 

8 The practice is not limited to historical genres, being found also among
mythographers and novelists (though novelists are more prone to free
creation and sometimes may have invented their sources). Even a novelist
might occasionally remember to provide the story world verisimilitude by
providing a source (Apul. Metam. 9.30; Philost. V.A. 3.27). In other genres,
cf. Contest of Homer and Hesiod 323; Parth. L.R. 11.1-3; 14.5. Ovid’s
account of Lichas’s end (Metam. 9.225) diverges from Soph. Wom. Tr. 777-
82; Ovid claims dependence on prior tradition, but his emphasis on
metamorphoses at least accounts for which tradition he prefers! With a
much earlier historical person, Philostratus (Vit. Apoll. 1.2) claims that he
gathered information from cities (i.e., local, century-old traditions); from
others’ accounts and from his letters; and also (1.3) from Damis’s memoirs.
As we have noted, Conybeare, “Introduction,” vii-viii, treats Damis as a
genuine but not entirely reliable source; by contrast, Jones, “Apollonius’
Passage,” views him as Philostratus’ invention.
 

9 E.g., Num 21:14; Josh 10:13; 2 Sam 1:18; 1 Kgs 14:19, 29; 15:7, 23, 31;
16:5, 14, 20, 27; 22:39, 45; 2 Kgs 1:18; 8:23; 10:34; 12:19; 13:8, 12; 14:15,
18, 28; 15:6, 11, 15, 21, 26, 31, 36; 16:19; 20:20; 21:17, 25; 23:28; 24:5; 1
Chron 27:24; 29:29; 2 Macc. 2:24-25. Rabbis, too, often emphasized citing
sources for traditions (e.g., m. Ab. 6:6; b. Nid. 19b).
 

10 E.g., Dion. Hal. Ant. rom. 1.6.1; Arrian Alex. 6.2.4; Plut. Alex. 30.7;
31.2-3; 38.4; and further below. For details from Tiberius’ time, Tacitus
cites generally “historians of that era” (Ann. 5.9).
 

11 Some are more probable and objective than others. Cf. Cook, “Plutarch’s
Use,” for what may be a substantive stylistic source indicator in Plutarch.
 



12 E.g., Dion. Hal. Ant. rom. 1.87.4; 3.35.1-4; 8.79.1; Livy 9.44.6;
23.19.17; 25.17.1-6; Appian Hist. rom. 11.9.56; 12.1.1; Plut. Alex. 31.3;
38.4; Demosth. 5.5; 29.4-30.4; Themist. 25.1-2; 27.1; 32.3-4; Paus. 2.5.5;
2.26.3-7; Arrian Alex. 4.9.2-3; 4.14.1-4; 5.3.1; 5.14.4; 7.14.2; 7.27.1-3;
Hdn. 7.9.4; 7.9.9; Corn. Nep. 7 (Alcibiades), 11.1; 9 (Conon), 5.4; p. Sot.
9:13, §2; see further Livy LCL 12:320 n. 2; mythographers in Apollod. Bib.
1.4.3; 1.5.2; 1.9.15, 19; 2.3.1; 2.5.11; Ovid Fasti 6.1-2, 97-100. When
unsure which is best, one simply cites various sources (e.g., Philostratus Vit.
soph. 2.4.570).
 

13 Arrian Alex. 1, pref. 1-2.
 

14 Arrian Alex. 3.3.6.
 

15 Philost. Vit. soph. 2.5.576.
 

16 Nor can one object that Philostratus, writing lives of sophists, was
simply unaware of appropriate rhetorical conventions!
 

17 I.e., thereby implying far more than the five sources he has named for
the “majority.”
 

18 Plut. Alex. 46.1-2, adding that the minor divergence does not affect our
view of his hero’s character (the main point for him).
 

19 E.g., Diod. Sic. 4.4.1-5.
 

20 Cf. Damon, “Source to Sermo,” on Livy 34.54.4-8 (contrasting Tacitus’
freer composition in Ann. Bks. 1, 14), if this redaction critical approach
proves durable.



 

21 See Hemer, Acts in History, 65. See e.g., Val. Max. 5.7.ext. 1; 6.8.3
(though Valerius confuses sources more often than most, especially when
commenting on an earlier period).
 

22 E.g., Philost. Vit. soph. 2.4.570; in a different genre, cf. Ovid Fasti 6.1-2,
97-100.
 

23 Cf. e.g., Tacitus, who naturally does not need to cite many sources on his
father-in-law in the Agricola.
 

24 E.g., 1 Esdras blends Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah with some
midrash. Josephus does not state most of his extrabiblical sources (Nicolaus
of Damascus being an important exception; see the source critical analysis
in Bellemore, “Josephus, Pompey and Jews”); even Livy can mention that
there are many while citing only one (Livy 42.11.1).
 

25 Schmidt, “Stellung”; Kümmel, Introduction, 37; see discussion in e.g.,
Keener, Matthew, 17. “High” literature influenced “low” literature, creating
an overlap of style (Burridge, Gospels, 11, 153; Aune, Environment, 12, 63;
Downing, “Relevance”).
 

26 E.g., Dion. Hal. Ant. rom. 1.6.1, 3; sometimes earlier oral traditions
probably also surface later in rabbinic literature (see e.g., Keener, John,
189-90). Oral and written traditions sometimes overlapped (Jeremias in
Hennecke, Apocrypha, 1:95).
 

27 E.g., Cic. Nat. d. 3.16.42 (concerning Hom. Od. 11.600ff; see especially
Cicero LCL 19:324-25, n. a); Diog. Laert. 1.48 (Solon into Hom. Il. 2.557).
 



28 Possibly Hierocles in Stobaeus; Malherbe, Moral Exhortation, 85.
Jewish scribes, however, rarely practiced redaction criticism on Scripture
(despite an occasional fourth-century Palestinian Amora; cf. Lev. Rab. 6:6;
15:2).
 

29 Gundry, “Genre,” 102; Witherington, Christology, 22; contrast the older
approach of Dibelius, Tradition, 3.
 

30 Polyb. 12.25d.1.
 

31 Polyb. 12.25e.1, 25i.2.
 

32 Cf. e.g., the many contemporary histories of Nero noted in Jos. Ant.
20.154.
 

33 Pliny N.H. pref. 18.
 

34 N.H. pref. 17. Some emphasized the value of crediting one’s sources
(Vitruvius Architecture 7.preface.10-17; Pliny N.H. pref. 21), though
sometimes noting that most of their sources had not done so (Pliny N.H.
pref. 21-23).
 

35 The majority view (so Fitzmyer, Acts, 59).
 

36 Fuller, “Classics,” 182, notes G. Kennedy’s observation that the plural
(rather than the dual) requires minimally three, and grammatically each
produced their own narration.
 

37 Aune, Environment, 121, doubts the certainty of this premise, given the
conventionality of the statement; but other historians who used this



convention did have sources (even if one regards “many” as hyperbolic) —
i.e., the convention is not a fiction. Aune himself notes that Hellenistic
prefaces often mentioned predecessors (Environment, 90); for the mention
of sources in prefaces, see Alexander, Preface, 32-34; mention of many
sources can also occur after concluding a discussion (as in Diog. Laert. 4.1).
 

38 Kennedy, “Source Criticism,” 134-35, suggests as early as 45 CE based
on Euseb. H.E. 2.14-15, but Eusebius’ tradition here seems questionable.
More plausibly, Theissen, Gospels in Context, 203-34, especially 220-21,
230-32, dates “Q” (though not necessarily a narrative, it might fit Luke’s
term) in the 40s, though this is uncertain. Certainly we cannot rule out even
some early Palestinian written sources, given evidence for sufficient literacy
there (Millard, Reading and Writing, esp. summary in 227-29; idem,
“Literacy”; Head, “Note on Reading”); scribes (cf. Millard, Reading and
Writing, 168, 176; Bucking, “Training”) could also be paid to take dictation.
 

39 E.g., Jos. War 1.1-2, 7; Ant. 20.154-57 (cf. 20.262); Wardle, Valerius
Maximus, 67, cites Livy pref. 2; Sall. Hist. Fr. 3, 7; Tac. Hist. 1.1.2-3; Ann.
1.1.2 (comparing also Hecataeus fr. 1; Cato Orig. frg. 77; Asinius Pollio frg.
4). Outside history, see e.g., Longin. Subl. 1.1.
 

40 E.g., Val. Max. 1.pref. Only after praising his predecessors does
Quintilian note that he will differ from them on some points (Quint. Inst.
3.1.22).
 

41 E.g., Dion. Hal. Thuc. 5.
 

42 Mason, “Chief Priests,” 127, following Sterling, Historiography, 343-45;
Parsons, Luke, 47. Cf. epicheire?, which appears elsewhere in Luke-Acts
for futile or mistaken efforts (Acts 9:29; 19:13), and an adjective.
 



43 Robbins, “Claims of Prologues,” 73-75, 83, arguing that Luke instead
intends to provide a continuous account “from the beginning to Rome.”
Aune, Dictionary of Rhetoric, 371, also doubts that Luke criticizes his
predecessors’ accuracy.
 

44 Xen. Apol. 1-2 (though citing for this new emphasis a specific informant,
Apol. 2).
 

45 Aul. Gel. pref. 10 (preferring their style), 11-12 (preferring his
selectivity). Cf. also this explanation (of greater selectivity) in 2 Macc 2:24-
25 (conciseness was a narrative virtue, Theon Progymn. 5.39-40).
 

46 Nicolaus Progymn. 1. pref. 1.
 

47 One could refute sources based on rhetorical criteria (e.g., Theon
Progymn. 3.241-244) and claim superiority in arrangement over one’s
predecessors (Artem. Oneir. 3.pref.).
 

48 Moessner, “Poetics,” 97-112.
 

49 Danker, New Age, 4 (comparing Ovid Metam. 7.520); Tannehill, Luke, 9-
10; Penner, Praise, 220; Parsons, “Progymnasmata,” 52 (noting
arrangement for clarity in Theon Progymn. 87.13; Quint. Inst. 4.2.83; but
also acknowledging preference for exact sequence in Rhet. Alex. 30, 28-31;
Rhet. Her. 1.9.15; and Theon’s disapproval of accidental confusion of
sequence in Progymn. 80.26-29). Certainly historical prefaces were
supposed to promise that they would be easy to follow (Lucian Hist. 53).
 

50 Because Luke’s sources, whose sequence he usually follows
meticulously in his Gospel, control his arrangement there but are probably
not entirely chronological, Luke’s purposeful sequencing of a continuous



narrative is probably more effective chronologically in Acts. On his
sequential approach to putative sources, cf. also Morton and MacGregor,
Structure, 27; Perry, Sources, 19-20.
 

51 Biography need not be chronological (see Görgemanns, “Biography”;
Stanton, Jesus of Nazareth, 119-21; cf. even 4Q158; Augustine Harm. G.
21.51; for Mark, see Papias in Euseb. H.E. 3.39); cf. e.g., the accidental
repetition in Plut. Alex. 37.4; 56.1. See somewhat more detailed discussion
in Keener, John, 12-13.
 

52 Pliny Ep. 1.1.1; Thucyd. 2.1.1; 5.26.1 (although even most historians
tended to follow events to their conclusion and not simply strict
chronology; Dion. Hal. Thuc. 9; Pomp. 3). Rhetoricians emphasized order
(e.g., Anderson, Glossary, 116).
 

53 See Balch, “Full History,” 229-39 (against Moessner); Penner, Praise,
163. But cf. Dion. Hal. Ant. rom. 3.18.1.
 

54 E.g., Diod. Sic. 1.4.4; 1.6.2.
 

55 In most Lukan texts one could interpret the term either way (Acts 18:26;
22:3; 23:15, 20; 24:22; 26:5), but Acts 18:25 seems to imply primarily
“accuracy” (possibly implying the same for 18:26, but 18:26 may play on
the other nuance of the term), and the texts about Pharisaic scrupulousness
(22:3; 26:5; cf. 18:25-26) probably specify “accuracy,” in view of similar
descriptions of Pharisaic learning in Josephus (Ant. 17.41; 19.332; War
1.110; 2.162; Life 191). For other groups with “accurate” interpretation, see
e.g., Ant. 12.49, 104; perhaps Ant. 1.14; Ag. Ap. 2.144, 149; for non-Jewish
laws, Ag. Ap. 2.227, 257. Josephus’ clearest parallel to Luke might be Ag.
Ap. 2.287, but by itself this passage could be interpreted either way.
 



56 E.g., Alciph. Court. 13, frg. 6, ¶19; in a history, Diod. Sic. 1.6.2 (writing
as accurately as possible given his subject’s antiquity). Similarly, Herodian
applies akribeias to his “careful” research (though we do not consider
Herodian particularly precise; Whittaker, “Introduction,” xxxix-xl);
Josephus, too, promises to treat everything with accuracy (akrib?, Ant. 1.17;
cf. 1.214), though we may think this an exaggeration; he also promises to
narrate with accuracy in contrast to those whose histories are falsified (War
1.2, 6, 9, 22; Life 358, 360, 365, 412); cf. his use for Thucydides (Ag. Ap.
1.18). Josephus surely concurs that Scripture speaks accurately (Ant. 1.82;
cf. War 1.17; Ag. Ap. 1.29).
 

57 For more detailed discussion, see e.g., Duling and Perrin, New
Testament, 11-16; France, Matthew, 34-38; Carson, Moo and Morris,
Introduction, 26-38; Stein, “Synoptic Problem.”
 

58 E.g., Whittaker, “Introduction,” lxi-lxii.
 

59 Frye, “Analogies in Literatures,” 287-90.
 

60 For analogous constructions in classics, with the same needs for caution
against excessive speculation, see Kennedy, “Source Criticism,” 132.
 

61 See especially Farmer, Problem; cf. Longstaff, Conflation, 218; Murray,
“Conflator”; Frye, “Analogies in Literatures,” 304-12 (and 273 on
abridgement). For proto-Matthew see Lowe and Flusser, “Theory”; a
smaller number have also contended for something like Lukan priority (e.g.,
Lindsey, Rabbi, 84; Young, Parables, 129-63; cf. Lindsey, “Approach”),
though this thesis has so far gained few adherents outside Israel (cf. Ådna,
“Attitude”).
 

62 See Senior, Matthew, 17-19; Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1:98-114;
Tuckett, Griesbach Hypothesis (with conclusion on 186).



 

63 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1:73-74; cf. Marcus, Mark, 41-44. The
abbreviation is, however, less often theologically motivated than supposed
in the heyday of redaction criticism (e.g., Held, “Miracle Stories,” 169; on
expansion, pp. 193-206).
 

64 See Gundry, Old Testament, 9-28; cf. Stanton, New People, 353-63.
Sometimes he follows the MT sequence but the LXX wording (e.g., in
19:18-19; cf. Hagner, Matthew, 557). Gundry, Old Testament, 174-85 also
argued that the eclectic text-types behind citations found in all three
Gospels fit only the trilingual milieu of first-century Palestine; while we
would contend for common oral tradition in the earliest community on this
point, Gundry suggests this material goes back to Matthew the tax
collector’s notes (p. xii). Rabbis also used eclectic text-types (see Goulder,
Midrash, 27); they are most obvious in Matthew where Matthew’s
redactional hand is clearest (see Soares Prabhu, Formula Quotations, 63-
106; cf. Cope, Scribe, 121-22). For a survey of views regarding the source
of Matthew’s quotations, see Hagner, Matthew, lvi.
 

65 E.g., Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1:115-24; Voorst, Jesus Outside NT,
156-63.
 

66 Probably from the German Quelle, “source,” which Weiss abbreviated to
“Q” in 1890 (Stanton, Gospel Truth, 63). But some find this origin
questionable (Voorst, Jesus Outside NT, 155 n. 41, following Schmitt,
“Siglum”).
 

67 Cf. e.g., Edwards, Concordance; idem, Theology of Q; more
problematically, Mack, Myth, 69, 84; idem, Lost Gospel, 6, 73-80. As we
have noted, Mack and others create an “early” recension of Q that fits their
hypothetical reconstruction of early Christianity, but this approach is
circular, as most scholars acknowledge (see Overman, “Deciphering,” 193;



Witherington, Sage, 215; Johnson, Real Jesus, 52-53; Meier, Marginal Jew,
2:177-80; Stanton, Gospel Truth, 73-74; Theissen, Gospels in Context, 204;
Catchpole, Quest, 6). Q probably was edited a number of times, and the
Gospel writers may have employed Q in various stages of its editing (cf.
Koester, Introduction, 2:46), but reconstructing these editions is in most
cases speculative. For some recent studies on Q (some more historically
based, others more speculative), see e.g., Lindemann, Q and Jesus; also
Lindemann, “Q and Jesus.”
 

68 Apart from the “Q Seminar,” this skepticism probably characterizes the
majority of Gospels scholarship: e.g., Stanton, Jesus of Nazareth, 5; idem,
Gospel Truth, 73-74; Keck, “Ethos,” 448; Voorst, Jesus Outside NT, 164-
65; Overman, “Deciphering,” 193; Theissen, Gospels in Context, 204;
Catchpole, Quest, 6; Meier, Marginal Jew, 177-80; Johnson, Real Jesus, 52-
53. Many earlier scholars were also reticent to define Q too narrowly; cf.
Burkitt, History, 123; idem, Sources, 42-43; Dodd, Parables, 39; idem,
More Studies, 70; Cadbury, Making, 98; Jeremias, Theology, 38-39; cf.
Koester, Introduction, 2:46, for the likely suggestion that Q was used in
various stages of redaction. See especially the caution of Sanders,
Tendencies, 276-79.
 

69 Stanton, Jesus of Nazareth, 5; Hengel, Atonement, 35; Aune, Prophecy,
213; Keck, “Ethos,” 448; Witherington, Christology, 223; idem, Sage, 211-
12. As noted earlier, Q’s theology probably does not differ significantly (in
contradictory ways) from Mark’s (Meadors, “Orthodoxy”; cf. Witherington,
Sage, 233-36; see esp. Meadors, Herald). This is not to deny that “Q” has a
distinctive Tendenz distinguishable from Mark (Kloppenborg, “Q and
Jesus”).
 

70 For Galilee’s centrality, see Reed, Archaeology, 170-96 (esp. 196).
 

71 Dunn, New Perspective, 27 (also attributing its apparent lack of passion
narrative to its formation before Jesus’ death — though I would argue that,



given the multiplicity of passion traditions, we would not know if one of
them were “Q”; Matthew and Luke mainly follow Mark, however). It could
have been passed on by Galilean disciples now in Jerusalem (cf. Gal 1:17-
19).
 

72 E.g., Burkitt, History, 123; Dodd, Parables, 39; idem, More Studies, 70.
 

73 E.g., Betz, Jesus, 22.
 

74 Cf. the questions of Gundry, “Genre,” 105 n. 31; Petrie, “Q”; Perry,
Sources, p. 11. For one survey of recent approaches to the question of
“minor agreements” between Matthew and Luke against Mark (not all
opposed to the two-source hypothesis), see Friedrichsen, “Agreements.”
 

75 Where Matthew’s topical order (he likewise rearranges Mark, in contrast
to Luke’s procedure) does not account for a variation; cf. also Schweizer,
Jesus, 124-25; Tuckett, History, 34-39. Ellis, “Criticism,” 35, however,
doubts this common sequence.
 

76 Dunn, New Perspective, 122.
 

77 See Casey, Aramaic Approach, 185-90. As we have noted, however,
some question the Aramaic Q approach (Tuckett, “Q and Aramaic”).
 

78 Drury, Design, xi, 121; Farrer, “Q”; Abogunrun, “Debate”; Goulder,
“Q,” 234; Farmer, Problem; Longstaff, Conflation, 218; Murray,
“Conflator”; Thompson, Advice (common traditions); Lowe and Flusser,
“Synoptic Theory”; Young, Parables, 129-63; Sanders and Davies, Synoptic
Gospels, 91, 112; Linneman, “Gospel of Q,” 7-11.
 



79 Some have vigorously contested this position, advocating Q (cf. Martin,
“Q”; Grant, “Clock”; idem, Hellenism, 120; Tuckett, “Relationship”; see
especially idem, History, 1-39).
 

80 Linnemann, Criticism; idem, Problem. Nevertheless, we remain
confident that the Synoptics share too much common ground with Mark,
while simultaneously reflecting a far broader knowledge of abundant
tradition outside Mark (cf. also Jn 21:25), to deny some measure of
interdependence.
 

81 One must start somewhere. Admittedly, Mark Goodacre has rightly
pointed out to me that use of such a default position risks uncritically
perpetuating some academic presuppositions (for his own and others’ able
case against Q, see Goodacre, Synoptic Problem, 122-61; Goodacre and
Perrin, Questioning). While the Q hypothesis seems most plausible to me
based on my previous work through the Synoptics (e.g., based on Luke’s
different treatment of Mark and the shared material with Matthew that
should include Matthew’s use of Mark; and Luke surely had more than two
sources available, Lk 1:1), Luke’s use of Matthew would change the
sources to which I gave first preference in following chapters but would
not, I think, radically change the outcome in this book (most of Mark and,
by definition, all of our “Q” being available in Matthew). The wide
divergence of Luke’s account of Judas’ demise (Acts 1:18-19) from
Matthew’s (Matt 27:3-10) is also easier to explain from separate sources
than from Luke’s direct use of Matthew.
 

82 Theissen, Gospels in Context, 203-34, especially 220-21, 230-32; pace
Mack, Myth, 84. Theissen and Merz, Historical Jesus, 29, suggest that it
probably originated in Palestine in the 40s and early 50s (hence by early in
Paul’s ministry).
 

83 The material where we cannot check them is traditionally loosely called
“M” and “L” material, though usually no longer held to represent a single



source.
 

84 Commonalities between John and Synoptic tradition besides Mark and Q
also support the existence of oral traditions (see Stein, “Agreements”). If
the “M” material is oral, Matthew may be able to adapt it more freely,
however (cf. Brooks, Sayings Material).
 

85 Witherington, Sage, 343. Cf. Johnston, “Evangelists,” who even
compares it to a manual produced by a committee; and Jones, Parables, 36,
who uses the dominance of tradition to question the current biographical,
literary-whole approach to the Gospels. Jones, Parables, 52-54 emphasizes
Matthew’s conservatism with his sources and failure to rewrite them,
challenging traditional redaction-critical assumptions.
 

86 Note especially the climactic rehearsal of some major themes in Matt
28:18-20.
 

87 Diod. Sic. 1.37.4, 6; Dion. Hal. Ant. rom. 1.6.1-3 explicitly note that they
provide additional information from different sources that some previous
historians lacked. Technical historians sometimes cite sources by name
(e.g., Dion. Hal. Ant. rom. 1.6.1); more popular-level Jewish sources
generally do not, however, so from Matthew’s silence we can infer nothing
about Mark’s or “Q’s” anonymity.
 

88 See Hill, Matthew, 31-34; Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1:124-25; Luz,
Matthew, 48; Brown, Death, 59-61.
 

89 Meier in Brown and Meier, Antioch and Rome, 55. The oral
development of sources does not challenge the existence of written sources.
Against the idea that an apocalyptic community like the earliest Christians
would not care about writings (hence all written Gospel sources must be
late), one need simply compare the early Qumran texts (cf. Boyd, Sage,



125). Concern for history also makes sense in a Jewish covenant context in
which people believed God was revealed in history (Wright, People of God,
426).
 

90 For example, though countless allusions in Homer (e.g., Od. 12.69-72)
were developed later, they are often so incomplete by themselves that it is
clear that Homer alludes to commonly known fuller stories he does not
record.
 

91 Euseb. H.E. 3.39. Papias does not here claim Mark’s dependence on
Matthew (though neither does he claim the reverse).
 

92 Hengel, Studies in Mark, 50-53; Boyd, Sage, 229-37; on geographic
errors, cf. Hengel, “Geography of Palestine,” 33 n. 19 (pace Theissen,
Gospels in Context, 236-37). Cf. the uncontested nature and wide
geographic distribution of this authorship claim in Oden and Hall, Mark,
xxi-xxviii (and its widely used title). Goulder, Midrash, 32, thinks that
Matthew treats Mark as authoritative because of the tradition that it derives
from Peter.
 

93 See Sanders, Tendencies, 19, 46-87, 88-189, 272; cf. Stein, “Criteria,”
238-40; Frye, “Analogies in Literatures,” 283-84.
 

94 In Jewish sources, cf. e.g., ARN 7, §21 B (for a pseudonymous claim to
have personally witnessed something that earlier tradition simply reports).
For a halachic example, cf. Hoenig, “Kinds of Labor.” Amplification and
embellishment are thus more characteristic of the apocryphal Gospels than
the earlier canonical ones (Carmignac, “Pré-pascal”).
 

95 Cf. Blomberg, “Thomas,” 195, especially on the Gospel of Thomas
(whose additions primarily reflect gnostic themes); it was especially
abbreviated to streamline. Likewise, Matthew frequently abbreviates



Marcan pericopes. Lucian Lucius or Ass probably epitomizes (see 7, 24, 38,
44, 54, with Apul. Metam. 2.11; 6.29; 9.39; Loeb notes); Virgil would write
freely and then condense his own work (Suet. Vergil 22).
 

96 Theon Progymn. 4.37-42, 80-82. Even oracles, which were considered
divine utterances, could be expanded; see Aune, Prophecy, 58.
 

97 Theon Progymn. 3.224-40; cf. Longinus On the Sublime 11.1; Hermog.
Progymn. 3. On Chreia, 7; Aphthonius Progymn. 3. On Chreia, 23S, 4R. In
Progymn. 2.115-23, Theon compares elaborations in earlier historical
sources. Elaboration was especially useful for rebuttal (Progymn. 1.172-75).
 

98 Longin. Subl. 11.1; cf. Men. Rhet. 2.3, 379.2-4; for other adaptations for
the sake of sound, see Dion. Hal. Lit. Comp. 9. For a more detailed
discussion of amplification, see Anderson, Glossary, 26- 29, 48-49 (with
full reference to the sources).
 

99 Rhet. Alex. 22, 1434b.8-11 (to omit these condenses the work, 22,
1434b.15-17). One could condense by abbreviating larger ideas into single
words; avoiding unnecessary connectives; and recapitulating only at the end
(22, 1434b.11-18).
 

100 Hermog. Progymn. 3. On Chreia, 7; Aphth. Progymn. 3. On Chreia,
23S, 4R; 4. On Maxim, 9-10.
 

101 E.g., Begg, “Blanks,” on Jos. Ant. 9.29-43 and 2 Kgs 3:4-27. Josephus
exercised a degree of both freedom and fidelity in his handling of biblical
history (see e.g., Begg, “Jotham”), so one might expect the Gospels to
represent the same mixture, albeit not necessarily in the same degree of
each. As we have noted, even the most rhetorically proficient of the Gospel
writers (Luke) was less intent on rhetorical embellishment than Josephus,
who was among the more rhetorically lavish historians.



 

102 Theon Progymn. 5.39-43, 52-53; Phaedrus 2, prol. 12-13; 3, epil. 8-9;
4, epil. 7-9; Philost. Hrk. 29.6; in speeches, e.g., Diog. Laert. 7.1.20; Dion.
Hal. Thuc. 55; Demosth. 18, 20, 24; Lysias 5; Philost. Vit. soph. 2.4.569.
One could, however, be too brief at times (Phaed. 3.10.59-60; Dion. Hal. 2
Amm. 2).
 

103 Cf. e.g., Dion. Hal. Comp. 2-4. For one conspicuous example of
rearrangement in the Gospels, cf. Matt 21:12-13, 19-22; Mk 11:13-25.
 

104 Dion. Hal. Comp. 9.
 

105 Theon Progymn. 4.73-79, on adding narrative to a fable or the reverse
(although the narrative is added as a parallel, not as a setting, for the fable),
though one might expect more restraints for historical narrative. Maxims
could be added to narratives (Progymn. 5.388-425) or preexisting narratives
combined to relate two or more of them at once (5.427-41). The alternative
to such arrangement was to simply recite narrative episodically; most
readers found it acceptable, though it did not conform to more elite fashions
(Drury, Design, 30; cf. Smith, Magician, 109).
 

106 Cf. the discussion of catch-words in Gerhardsson, Memory, 145-49,
153; in the Gospels, cf. Bultmann, Tradition, 325-26. One matter reminding
the narrator of another was a common rhetorical technique for transition
(Quint. Inst. 9.2.60-61). One might compare the rabbinic hermeneutical
technique of gezerah sheva or the probable catchwords in Thomas
(apparently too thoroughgoing, however, to reflect purely oral arrangement
rather than a significant element of composition).
 

107 See especially Lyons, Autobiography, 29-32. Lyons advises reading
such texts critically, not completely rejecting their historical value (ibid.,
66).



 

108 Often later biographers simply repeat what earlier biographers said
(e.g., Dion. Hal. Lysias 1); many sources simply repeated earlier ones
verbatim (Pliny N.H. pref. 22).
 

109 Aune, Environment, 82. Even with regard to human memory in general,
details are not always reliable, although the gist tends to be (see Bauckham,
Eyewitnesses, 333-34, citing memory studies); Bauckham applies this to the
consistency of the gist of Peter’s denial among varying Gospel accounts,
despite “variation in inessential detail” (Bauckham, Eyewitnesses, 344-45).
 

110 E.g., Cic. De or. 2.45.189; Dion. Hal. Lysias 7.
 

111 Plut. Alex. 70.3.
 

112 Stanton, Gospel Truth, 8.
 

113 Shuler, Genre, 11-12; cf. Bowersock, Fiction as History, 1-27. See
especially Lucian Hist. 7-13; in True Story 1.4 he complains that novelizers
failed to recognize how obvious their “lies” (a frequent polemical charge in
antiquity) were. The later historian Herodian shares this criticism (Hdn.
1.1.1-2) — despite his own rhetorical adjustments (cf. Whittaker,
“Introduction,” xxxviii-xxxix)! The complaint appears even in
mythography (cf. Philost. Hrk. 24.1-2), though we may expect that the
practice was more common there.
 

114 See e.g., Whittaker, “Introduction,” xlv-lii.
 

115 Such haggadic adaptation appears in both midrash and folk literature
(Wright, “Midrash,” 129). Penner, Praise, 247-60, contends that Jewish



historians rewrote the past, as may be seen in their treatment of the exodus
tradition.
 

116 Cf. Greek elaboration of sacred stories in Maclean and Aitken,
Heroikos, li-lii.
 

117 Still, Hellenistic historians like Josephus remain closer to the
biographic literary model even for older figures, while nevertheless
incorporating old legends and expansive techniques. Polyb. 34.4.1-3 argues
that the Odyssey mixed history and myth, but notes (34.4.2) that the goal of
history, unlike that of myth, is truth.
 

118 Cf. e.g., Charles, Jubilees, lxxxv; Lock, Pastoral Epistles, 8-9; Scott,
Pastoral Epistles, 8.
 

119 See Anderson, “4 Maccabees,” 555; though even here the Gospels are
not writing philosophy the way the writer of 4 Macc is. Scholars differ
whether 2 Macc is a novel or dramatized history (Penner, Praise, 136-37,
noting that all agree that 1 Macc is history); I believe it belongs closer to the
latter, at least insofar as we regard the intention of the author (who was
abridging another source; 2 Macc 2:24- 25).
 

120 Even this parallel is imperfect; whereas Josephus’ interests were less
philosophic than Philo’s or 4 Maccabees’, he had obligations to elite
rhetorical and literary interests that the Gospels (including Luke) for the
most part lacked.
 

121 For surveys, see e.g., Duling and Perrin, New Testament, 20-23; Spivey
and Smith, Anatomy, 64-65; Carson, Moo and Morris, Introduction, 38-45;
Osborne, “Redaction Criticism.”
 



122 Dio Cassius R.H. 1.1.1-2 explicitly affirms the contrary. Thus, for
example, Matthew’s account of Judas’ death is so Matthean that Gundry,
Matthew, 553 admits that one might think it Matthew’s “wholesale
creation” — were it not for Acts 1:15-20. For specific characteristics of
Matthean style (useful for redaction criticism) see e.g., Davies and Allison,
Matthew, 1:74-96; but on dangers of inaccurate use of stylistic criteria, see
Jones, Parables, 12.
 

123 Kennedy, “Source Criticism,” 138-39, on sections of Livy; more
generally, Aune, Environment, 65, 139; cf. Downing, “Conventions”; idem,
“Actuality”; Burridge, Gospels, 204-5.
 

124 Jones, Parables, 13-14. Jones introduces further complications: what if
Matthew’s version of Mark is an oral tradition based on but differing from
our text of Mark (Parables, 29-30, 39)?
 

125 See Payne, “Midrash and History,” 209.
 

126 Phaedrus 2, prologue 8-12. Matthew often edits Mark’s style (Burridge,
“Gospels and Acts,” 526), and Luke does so even more often.
 

127 See Dunn, New Perspective, 118-19; Robbins, “Writing,” 146-55 (esp.
155). Stylistic, ideological, and legal factors all affected the editing of other
works, such as the Mishnah (Kulp, “Patterns”).
 

128 Kennedy, “Source Criticism,” 143 (cf. Fuller, “Classics,” 187, citing
Kennedy’s observation that ancients did not usually look up their sources,
but quoted from memory or notes).
 

129 Stanton, New People, 23.
 



130 Cf. Theon Progymn. 1.46-52; 2.79-81; 8.2-3; Arist. Poetics 15.4-6,
1454a; in a history, see e.g., Dio Cassius R.H. 62.11.3-4.
 

131 Vermes, Religion, 153-54.
 

132 See e.g., Blomberg, “Studying Jesus,” 42; cf. Draper, “Didache.” Note
further the Semitic parallelism pervading Jesus’ sayings, probably more
emphatic in Matthew (cf. Hagner, Matthew, xlviii).
 

133 See especially Theissen, Gospels in Context, 88 n. 70, who concludes
that Matthew at points improves Mark’s historical accuracy. Josephus
sometimes “corrects” the OT based on other OT passages — Höffken,
“Reichsteilung.”
 

134 Vermes, Religion, 17-19.
 

135 On the publication of ancient literary works, see the introductory
chapter on this subject in my forthcoming Acts commentary (ch. 1 of the
introduction); less fully, Keener, John, 5-7, and sources noted there. The use
of successive drafts might help account for the phenomena that earlier and
bolder critics sometimes attributed to “proto-Matthew,” “proto-Luke” and
so forth.
 

136 Josephus seems to have followed his own War at points in his later
magnum opus, the Antiquities (Krieger, “Hauptquelle”); 4 Maccabees
adapted material from 2 Maccabees (see Gardner, “Mqbym”).
 

137 Aune, Environment, 139.
 



138 Aune, Environment, 65; cf. Downing, “Conventions”; idem,
“Actuality”; Burridge, Gospels, 204-5. Agreements between Matthew and
Luke against Mark in Markan material suggest that Luke felt free to adapt
his dominant source in light of his larger repository of oral tradition and
written information. Some sources could be oral, and the writers could have
even drawn on the written sources from memory (see our subsequent
chapter on oral traditions).
 

139 Pliny N.H. pref. 22. Pliny went so far as to append bibliography to each
of his volumes (explained in Pliny N.H. pref. 33). Lucian reworked a story
line later attested in Apul. Metam. (see Macleod, “Introduction,” 47 and 50,
following Photius); his Dialogues of Courtesans bears some resemblance to
Alciphron’s Letters of Courtesans; Livy reworked much of earlier
historians, and biographers had a limited number of sources they could use.
For Jewish examples of borrowing, see e.g., Sib. Or. 2.56-148 (from Ps.-
Phoc.); 2 Peter’s use of Jude.
 

140 Sen. Suas. 3.7. The elder Seneca lamented that even obvious, unethical
plagiarism could go undetected because of auditors’ negligence (Suas. 2.19;
McGill, “Seneca on Plagiarizing”). Lucian expected his audience to
recognize the literary works he satirized (True Story 1.2).
 

141 This practice may have been more common for Jewish religious texts
in other genres; cf. e.g., 2 Peter’s use of Jude, or the borrowing in Sib. Or.
2.56-148 from Ps.-Phoc.
 

142 The nature of literary borrowing changed dramatically in the modern
period, after England’s copyright law of 1709 (Frye, “Analogies in
Literatures,” 275, noting the frequency of conflation before that time).
 

143 Cf. Gal 2:9; Acts 2:42; see discussion in the following chapter.
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Rab. 30:24; cf. Sib. Or. 4.42).
 



29 Not all of John’s imagery was uniquely Palestinian, of course; for
example, everyone knew of the threshing floor (Pliny N.H. 18.54.195), and
I have argued that the viper imagery he employs (Matt 3:7//Lk 3:7) was
widespread (see e.g., Keener, “Brood of Vipers”; not cited there, cf.
Modestinus Dig. 48.9.9).
 

30 E.g., Ps 1:4; Is 17:5-6, 13; 29:5-6; 33:11; 41:15-16; Jer 15:7; Hos 13:3;
Joel 3:13; Zeph 2:2; cf. Ex 15:7; Jer 4:11-13; 13:24; Amos 8:1-2.
 

31 4 Ezra 4:30-32; fire in Jub. 36:10; cf. further fire in 1QM 14.1; Test. Ab.
12:4-14A; Sib. Or. 3.760- 61; 5.274; Num. Rab. 4:1; cf. Sipre Deut. 312.1.1;
343.5.2; Jms 5:7-8; Rev 14:15.
 

32 1 En. 48:9.
 

33 Ex 15:7; Ps 1:4; 35:5; 83:13; Is 17:13; 29:5; Dan 2:35; Hos 13:3; Mal
4:1; Sipre Deut. 312.1.1; 343.5.2; cf. earlier Canaanite poetry (in IAB 2,
ANET 140). People used chaff for various purposes, of which the most
prominent was fuel (CPJ 1:199; Gen. Rab. 83:5; cf. Hepper, Plants, 41; cf.
straw in Pesiq. Rab. 10:4; straw was otherwise worthless, Num. Rab.
18:17).
 

34 CD 2.4-6; 1 En. 103:8; Sib. Or. 4.43, 161, 176-78; 2 Thess 1:6-7; Ex.
Rab. 15:27; cf. also the references in Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1:310.
For the conflation of water (“baptism”) and fire metaphors, see the many
references in Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1:316, who also cite texts
linking fire and water in judgment (Ps 66:10-12; Is 30:27-28; 43:2; 66:15-
16; Sib. Or. 3.689-92; Jos. Ant. 1.70) and as a river or flood of fire (e.g.,
Dan 7:10; 1QH 3.29-36; 1 En. 67.13; Sib. Or. 2.196-205, 252-54; 3.54, 84-
87; 4 Ezra 13:10-11).
 



35 E.g., villagers carried grain to village threshing floors, though large
estates worked by tenants would have their own (Lewis, Life, 123).
Archaeologists have recovered winnowing shovels, and the procedure is
well-known (see Hepper, Plants, 90-91).
 

36 Kraeling, John the Baptist, 42; Ladd, Theology, 37; cf. Is 29:5-6; 33:11.
 

37 E.g., ARN 41 A; cf. also 36 A.
 

38 4 Macc 9:9; 12:12; tos. Sanh. 13:5; probably 1 En. 108:5-6; L.A.B. 38:4;
Asc. Isa. 1:2; 3 En. 44:3; tos. Ber. 5:31; b. R.H. 17a; p. Hag. 2:2, §5; Sanh.
6:6, §2; cf. Diod. Sic. 4.69.5; Plut. Divine Vengeance 31, Mor. 567DE.
Although Luke does not reject future eschatology in his effort to
contextualize for Greek readers (Acts 17:31-32; 23:6; 24:15; contrast e.g.,
Jos. Ant. 18.14, 18; War 2.163; Philo Sacr. Abel & Cain 5, 8), Matthew’s
emphases retain more of their original Jewish flavor here (cf. Milikowski,
“Gehenna”; Goulder, Midrash, 63).
 

39 Cf. 1QS 4.13-14; Gen. Rab. 6:6; most sinners in tos. Sanh. 13:3, 4;
Pesiq. Rab Kah. 10:4; Pesiq. Rab. 11:5; cf. 2 Macc 12:43-45.
 

40 Num. Rab. 18:20; other texts are unclear, e.g., Sipre Num. 40.1.9; Sipre
Deut. 311.3.1; 357.6.7; ARN 16 A; 32, §69 B; 37, §95 B. Twelve months is
a familiar duration (b. Shab. 33b; Lam. Rab. 1:11-12, §40).
 

41 Greek mythology spoke of Tartarus for the worst offenders (a parallel
used by some Diaspora Jews, Sib. Or. 1.10, 101-3; 2.291, 302; 4.186; 5.178;
L.A.B. 60:3, most MSS; Test. Sol. 6:3), but the Semitic term “Gehinnom”
predominates in Palestine and other Aramaic sources (among many other
examples, e.g., 3 En. 44:3; m. Ab. 1:5; Sipre Deut. 333.5.2; ARN 25A; 41A;
Pes. Rab Kah. 5:2; 9:1; Sup. 2:2; 3:2; b. Ber. 28b; Shab. 104a; Erub. 19a;
Yoma 87a; Gen. Rab. 9:9; 20:1; Tg. Job on 2:11; Tg. Is. on 53:9; 66:24; Tg.



Hosea on 14:10), and is rare (though occasionally borrowed, Sib. Or. 4.186)
in Greco-Jewish ones.
 

42 On John proclaiming the expected one, see Webb, Baptizer, 261-306.
 

43 The Gospels do not claim that he offered that association publicly.
 

44 Bruce, “Matthew,” 84; Flowers, “En Pneumati”; cf. Dunn, “Spirit,” 695;
Keener, “Spirit,” 491; Is 4:4. This interpretation does not preclude John
from envisioning such a “purifying wind” as also God’s Spirit; the
expression “holy Spirit” was a familiar one, and John’s contemporaries in
the wilderness associated the Spirit with purification (see e.g., Keener,
“Pneumatology,” 65-69). We have already noted that the tradition of John’s
preaching included Semitic wordplays.
 

45 In John’s image, the judge burns chaff already separated from the wheat;
thus Webb, Baptizer, suggests that John saw his ministry as already having
separated the two.
 

46 Cf. e.g., Diog. Laert. Lives 6.2.44; b. B.B. 53b. Davies and Allison,
Matthew, 1:315 cite also b. Kid. 22b, bar.; Pes. 4a; Sipre on Num. 15:41;
Plaut. Trin. 2.1; Lachs, Commentary, 45 adds Mek. Ex. 21:2; b. B.M. 41a;
Erub. 27b; Ket. 96a; p. B.M. 7:9, plus Roman custom.
 

47 E.g., Ex 24:13; 33:11; Deut 1:38; 2 Kgs 2:2-6; 3:11; 4:12, 43; 5:20; 6:3,
15, 17; 8:4; tos. B.M. 2:30; ARN 25A; b. Ber. 7b; Gen. Rab. 22:2; 100:10;
cf. Diog. Laert. 7.1.12; 7.5.170.
 

48 B. Ket. 96a, cited in Davies, Sermon, 135; cf. Daube, NT and Judaism,
266. “Loosening” (Mk 1:7; Lk 3:16) and “carrying” (Matt 3:11) the sandals
convey the same sense of servility, hence communicate the same point



despite the variation in wording (cf. data in Daube, NT and Judaism, 266;
they might also reflect the same Aramaic verb — cf. Manson, Sayings, 40).
 

49 For the prophets in general, see e.g., 2 Kgs 9:7, 36; 10:10; 14:25; 17:13,
23; 21:10; 24:2; Ezra 9:11; Is 20:3; Jer 7:25; 25:4; 26:5; 29:19; 35:15; 44:4;
Dan 3:28; 6:20; 9:6, 10; Amos 3:7; Zech 1:6; cf. ARN 37, §95 B; for David,
see 2 Sam 3:18; 7:5, 8, 19-21, 25-29; 1 Kgs 3:6; 8:24-26, 66; 11:13, 32, 34,
36, 38; 14:8; 2 Kgs 8:19; 19:34; 20:6; 1 Chron 17:4, 7, 17-19, 23-27; 2
Chron 6:15-21, 42; Ps 78:70; 89:3, 20; 132:10; 144:10; Is 37:35; Jer 33:21-
22, 26; Ezek 34:23-24; 37:24-25; cf. ARN 43, §121 B; for Moses, see Ex
14:31; Num 12:7-8; Deut 34:5; Josh 1:1-2, 7, 13, 15; 8:31, 33; 9:24; 11:12,
15; 12:6; 13:8; 14:7; 18:7; 22:2, 4-5; 1 Kgs 8:53, 56; 2 Kgs 18:12; 21:8; 1
Chron 6:49; 2 Chron 1:3; 24:6, 9; Neh 1:7-8; 9:14; 10:29; Ps 105:26; Dan
9:11; Mal 4:4; cf. L.A.B. 30:2; ARN 43, §121 B. Cf. also the patriarchs (Gen
26:24; Ex 32:13; Deut 9:27; Ps 105:6; 2 Macc. 1:2; Jub. 31:25; 45:3; Test.
Ab. 9:4 A; 2 Bar. 4:4; ARN 43, §121 B) and Israel as a whole (Lev 25:42,
55; Deut 32:43; Is 41:8- 9; 42:1, 19; 43:10; 44:1-2, 21; 45:4; 48:20; 49:3;
Jer 30:10; 46:27-28; Ezek 28:25; 37:25; 2 Bar. 44:4; tos. B.K. 7:5; ARN 43,
§121 B; Gen. Rab. 96 NV; p. Kid. 1:2, §24; cf. Tob 4:14 MSS). Slaves of
rulers exercised high status; see e.g., Epict. Disc. 1.19.19; 4.7.23; Sherk,
Empire, 89-90; Deissmann, Light, 325ff passim.
 

50 E.g., Anderson, Mark, 72-73; Taylor, Mark, 157.
 

51 Webb, “Relationship,” 201. For fuller discussion, see our chapter on
“beyond Messiah”; also Wright, People of God, 248-59; Hayman,
“Monotheism”; Bock, Blasphemy, 112-83.
 

52 Some scholars see a contradiction here (e.g., Kraeling, John the Baptist,
130; Mason, Josephus and New Testament, 159), but certainly the early
compiler(s) of “Q” did not see any conflict.
 



53 Many of those Jesus touched and healed in these narratives were
ceremonially unclean, limiting normal physical contact with them (cf. some
limitations imposed by even blemishes; Lev 21:23; m. Bek. 7; CD 5.6-7;
15.15-16; 1QM 7). Some therefore suspect that John objected to Jesus’
violation of ritual purity regulations (cf. Johnson, Function, 133). In view of
the narratives themselves, however, most scholars who accept both accounts
regarding John believe that it was the discrepancy between John’s promise
of fire-baptism and Jesus’ ministry of “mere” healings that disturbed him
(Dibelius, Jesus, 77; Ladd, Theology, 42; Bruce, Time, 20; Gundry,
Matthew, 206; Witherington, Christology, 43; Davies and Allison, Matthew,
2:244; Hagner, Matthew, 300; Meier, Marginal Jew, 2:132).
 

54 Meier, Marginal Jew, 2:135.
 

55 Witherington, Christology, 42-43, 165; Sanders, Figure, 94; Wink,
“Reply.” See Meier, Marginal Jew, 2:832-37 for a thorough and convincing
case that the raising of the dead claim goes back to Jesus (for the
authenticity of the section, see also pp. 130-37).
 

56 Goppelt, Judaism, 77; Jeremias, Parables, 116; Borg, Vision, 165.
Because these verses are likely authentic, Sanders thinks the historical Jesus
probably did see his miracles in terms of Isaiah 35, hence either that he was
fulfilling the prophets’ hopes or that their eschatological promises would
soon be fulfilled (Sanders, Figure, 168; cf. also Witherington, Christology,
44).
 

57 Thus e.g., Stanton, Gospel Truth, 186-87 (citing 4Q521; 11QMelch 18).
I believe that the language of 4Q521 is not messianic but divine (cf.
discussion also in Kvalbein, “Wunder”; idem, “Wonders”).
 

58 Several scholars argue that 4Q521 may blend imagery from Is 35 with Is
61 and other precedent, perhaps Elijah’s miracles (for discussion, see Wise



and Tabor, “Messiah at Qumran”; Tabor, “4Q521”; Collins, “Works”;
adding possibly Is 53:5, see Evans, “Apocalypse,” esp. p. 696). Many
scholars likewise find an echo of Is 61:1 alongside Is 35:5-6 in Jesus’
saying here.
 

59 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2:244.
 

60 Meier, Marginal Jew, 2:130 accepts the sayings, but noting the divergent
wording of the narrative, suspects that the wording for the setting may be
secondary. Nevertheless, Matthew and Luke agree on the basic content of
the narrative structure, as Meier concurs, so either oral tradition or a written
narrative must provide the framework for these otherwise isolated sayings.
Jesus worded his sayings for memorization and transmission, but his
followers felt more freedom to retell narratives in their own words (see our
chapter on oral tradition). The narrative structure also makes historical
sense (see Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2:244).
 

61 Fitzmyer thinks “coming one” alludes to Mal 3:1-4 (cf. Lk 3:15-17);
Witherington thinks if this suggestion is correct then Jesus replaces that
model with a more Isaianic one, but also stresses one of Fitzmyer’s other
suggestions, a background in Zech 9:9 LXX and Qumran texts (1QS 9.11;
4QPBless 3; Witherington, Christology, 43). Flusser, Sage, 26, thinks that
“coming one” refers to Dan 7:13; although this fits Jesus’ use of “Son of
man,” “coming” is not an uncommon designation. What may be most
significant for our purposes is that the title appears characteristic to John in
the tradition (Matt 3:11//Lk 3:16//Jn 1:15, 27; Matt 11:3//Lk 7:19-20;
though cf. Matt 11:14; Jn 11:27; Heb 10:37; perhaps 2 Jn 7).
 

62 Although Herod Antipas was only a tetrarch, he would have been the
first royal personage to come to most of Jesus’ Galilean hearers’ minds
(Theissen, Gospels in Context, 36). Similarly his palace, consisting of
multiple buildings, could be described as “houses” (Jos. Life 66; Theissen,
Gospels in Context, 36); or perhaps Jesus alludes to the fact that Antipas



had another fortress palace at Machaerus, where John was imprisoned (Jos.
Ant. 18.119; cf. Mk 6:17; France, Matthew, 194).
 

63 This need not mean that Antipas was a primary target of Jesus’ hostility
(cf. Jensen, “Antipas”).
 

64 People who proved too weak for the test that awaited them were
compared with the weakness of tall papyrus reeds, easily moved simply by
the wind (1 Kgs 14:15; 2 Kgs 18:21; 3 Macc 2:22; cf. Is 42:3; Ps. Sol. 8:5;
Matt 12:20; Babrius 36; a later example in Manson, Sayings, 68). For a
survey of other interpretations (including Aesop’s fable, Reed, later
recurring in rabbinic texts; cf. Flusser, Sage, 30), see Theissen, Gospels in
Context, 27. Some scholars’ interpretations presuppose that Jesus here
depicts John as a reed, but the text indicates Jesus depicts a reed as what
John was not.
 

65 Cf. e.g., Gundry, Matthew, 207; Theissen, Gospels in Context, 26.
 

66 Theissen, Gospels in Context, 28-41.
 

67 Theissen, Gospels in Context, 33-34; Theissen and Merz, Historical
Jesus, 101.
 

68 Cf. Theissen, Gospels in Context, 39-41.
 

69 At the least this made Jesus the Messiah (Jeremias, Eucharistic Words,
130).
 

70 Cf. Edgar, “Messianic Interpretation,” 48; Manson, Sayings, 69; Mal
4:5-6. The formula quotation resembles those in Qumran (Davies and



Allison, Matthew, 2:249 cite CD 1.13; 19.16; 16.15; 4QFlor 1.16; 4QCatena
a 1-4.7; 5-6.11; 1QpHab 3.2, 13-14; 11QMelch. 2.15), which might suggest
transmission in a source sympathetic toward the Baptist before “Q,” or may
have echoed the language of wilderness sectarians appropriate to speaking
of John. But it is not unfamiliar elsewhere in gospel tradition.
 

71 Hill, Prophecy, 46; Stanton, Gospel Truth, 167-68.
 

72 This is a central argument for Crossan, Historical Jesus, 237-38, who
thereby seeks to oppose Jesus to John’s apocalyptic message.
 

73 Mark, omitting this passage from “Q,” apparently relocates the quotation
to Mk 1:2. If Matthew reflects “Q” material, Jesus called John “Elijah” here
(Matt 11:14), but Matthew probably draws on Mk 9:13 (which he makes
more explicit in Matt 17:12-13).
 

74 “To what shall I compare” (Matt 11:16//Lk 7:31) is traditional language
among Jewish sages (e.g., Sipre Num. 93.1.3; Sipre Deut. 357.18.2), as may
be comments about a wicked eschatological generation (e.g., m. Sot. 9:15;
Pesiq. Rab Kah. 5:9).
 

75 Extolling one by contrast with another could demean the other, or it
could simply be a way of praising the former by way of the latter’s
greatness. For the latter option, see Dion. Hal. Demosth. 33; Fronto Ad Ant.
Imp. 1.2.4; Men. Rhet. 1.2, 353.9-10; 2.1-2, 376.31-377.2; 2.3, 378.18-26;
2.3, 380.21-22, 30- 31; 2.6, 402.26-29; 2.6, 403.26-32; 2.6, 404.5-8 (402-4
involve praise of bride and groom); 2.10, 417.5-17; Hermog. Progymn. 8.
On Syncrisis 19-20; Aphth. Progymn. 10. On Syncrisis, 43-44S, 32-33R,
pp. 114- 15; Philostratus Hrk. 27.4; 37.2; 38.1; more fully, Keener, John,
916-17, 966-69, 1183-84; Anderson, Glossary, 121.
 



76 ARN 28, §57B. The editor of Kings included superlative (and technically
incompatible) praise of two different kings (2 Kgs 18:5; 23:25); the editor
of Joshua likewise probably spoke hyperbolically in affirming that God had
never listened to such a human entreaty before (Josh 10:14; cf. Ex 8:13; 2
Kgs 6:18).
 

77 Kraeling, John the Baptist, 139.
 

78 It might also be relevant that “least in the kingdom” is, in another sense,
not an insult; the least is the greatest in the kingdom because God evaluates
disciples according to their faithfulness in deferring all honor to him (Matt
18:1-4; 20:26-27; Mk 10:43-44; Lk 9:48). But that is probably not the point
here (cf. Matt 5:19).
 

79 B. Ber. 34b; Sanh. 99a; Shab. 63a; earlier attested in Acts 3:24; cf. Tg.
Jon. on 2 Sam 23:1, 3; Tg. Jon. on 1 Kgs 5:13.
 

80 Crossan, Historical Jesus, 260.
 

81 That is, even where their ministries differ, Jesus affirms John’s ministry
(Spencer, Profiles, 54- 58).
 

82 Kraeling, John the Baptist, 11-12; cf. Aune, Prophecy, 135; idem,
Environment, 56.
 

83 Cf. Jeremias, Parables, 160. Nevertheless, later rabbis severely curtailed
the applicability of the text and limited it to minors in a certain age range
(cf. m. Sanh. 8:1-2; b. Sanh. 72a, bar.). I treat the context of this passage
more fully in Keener, Matthew, 340-43; I omit the rest of that discussion to
keep my treatment here brief.
 



84 Jos. Ant. 18.116-19. Josephus, whose narrative involves many
Herodians, usually calls this one Antipas, yet sometimes, like Mark, calls
him “Herod” (Jos. Ant. 18.104-6, 117, 243-255).
 

85 See Jos. Ant. 18.240-55. Josephus, unlike Mark, notes that Antipas’s
divorce was Herodias’s idea, which Theissen admits fits hellenistic custom
(Theissen, Gospels in Context, 84); that Josephus clearly dislikes strong
women is no reason to dispute his report that Herodias, sister of the
powerful Agrippa I, was one. Herodias’ divorce of her husband (Jos. Ant.
18.136) fits Greek custom but also royal behavior more generally (e.g., Jos.
Ant. 18.361).
 

86 Meier, Marginal Jew, 2:171-76; cf. also Taylor, Immerser, 246-47.
 

87 E.g., Herod Philip’s name — Theissen, Gospels in Context, 87; but cf.
Hoehner, Antipas, 155- 56.
 

88 Theissen, Gospels in Context, 81-97. In any event, the narrative as a
whole seems to derive from a pre-Markan source (see Manson, Servant-
Messiah, 40; Lane, Mark, 215).
 

89 See Hoehner, Antipas, 303-6. Given the sheer numbers of early Christian
converts, some contacts with the Herodian court are not unlikely (cf. Lk
8:3; Acts 13:1). Although most Palestinian Christians seem to have been
from the ranks of the relatively poor (Rom 15:26), there is no reason to
doubt that there were some exceptions (cf. Lk 8:3; Acts 6:7; 13:1; Jn 18:16;
perhaps Mk 15:41, 43).
 

90 Mark’s title “king” (Mk 6:14) may be given loosely (cf. Jos. War 1.208-
11; Sanders, Judaism, 542 n. 69), and could be understandable in a Galilean
context (cf. comments in Theissen, Gospels in Context, 36), but perhaps is



intended ironically, in view of what that solicited title later cost Antipas
(Jos. Ant. 18.240-54).
 

91 Kraeling, John the Baptist, 89.
 

92 The Gospels call him “Philip,” Josephus by the more general title
“Herod”; but Herod the Great sometimes gave various sons the same name
(if they had different mothers), and elsewhere showed a liking for the name
“Philip.” Herod Philip was son of Herod the Great and Mariamne II
(Hoehner, Antipas, 133-36; pace Anderson, Mark, 168).
 

93 Jos. Ant. 18.136; cf. Ant. 17.341.
 

94 Jos. Ant. 18.38; Horsley, Galilee, 65.
 

95 Cf. Jos. Ant. 18.118; Kraeling, John the Baptist, 85, 90-91, 143-45;
Stanton, Gospel Truth, 174; Hengel, Leader, 36.
 

96 Jos. Ant. 18.113-14, 124-25. Popular sentiments that the loss reflected
divine judgment on Antipas for John’s execution fit the sort of popular
expectations of judgment attested elsewhere as well (e.g., Tac. Ann. 13.17).
A father’s retribution for a son-in-law’s mistreatment of a daughter also fits
cultural expectations (Alciphron Fishermen 6 [Panopê to Euthybolus], 1.6).
 

97 See Pliny N.H. 5.15.72; Wandrey, “Machaerus,” 92; Piccirillo,
“Machaerus.”
 

98 See Glueck, Rivers, 192.
 

99 Cf. Kraeling, John the Baptist, 9-10, 92-93.



 

100 Mk 6:24; Manns, “Fouilles”; Riesner, “T?ufer.” Readers in the eastern
Mediterranean would probably assume this arrangement (Corn. Nep.
preface 6-7).
 

101 Theissen, Gospels in Context, 91-99 thinks this is a legendary motif
cohering with other attempts to depict the Herodian women’s loose morals.
His examples, however, may without much difficulty illustrate that such
lewdness could and did happen at aristocratic banquets (cf. even usual
Roman banquets in Dupont, Life, 285; cf. the twelve-year old boy in Boring
et al., Commentary, 97), arguing against his own position. That Herodian
women’s lives were probably “no more corrupt than those of other members
of their class” (p. 96) may not be saying much (cf. Rawlinson in Hill,
Matthew, 244; for evidence of Herodian women’s wealthy lifestyle, cf. e.g.,
Shoemaker, “Earring”).
 

102 Cf. Jos. Ant. 18.137; Hoehner, Antipas, 155-56; Theissen, Gospels in
Context, 90-91; Kraeling, John the Baptist, 87. Philip died c. 33-34 (Jos.
Ant. 18.106).
 

103 Cf. Lane, Mark, 221; Nineham, Mark, 175; Hoehner, Antipas, 157;
Esth 1:11.
 

104 Anderson, Mark, 166.
 

105 Cf. stories in Livy 39.42.8-39.43.5; Val. Max. 2.9.3; Seneca Controv.
9.2 (hypothetical); Appian C.W. 4.4.20; Plutarch M. Cato 17.2-3 (while
drunk); Tac. Ann. 14.57, 59, 64; Suet. Calig. 32.1; Dio Cass. R.H. 62.14.1;
ordering deaths during a feast, Jos. Ant. 13.380 (cf. Sil. It. 11.51-54);
bringing heads in Val. Max. 9.2.1; Seneca Controv. 10.3.1; 10.3.5; Seneca
Suasoriae 6.20; Pliny Nat. Hist. 33.14.48; Quintus Curtius 7.4.40; Arrian
Alex. 4.17.7; Tac. Hist. 2.16; Suet. Aug. 13.1; Plut. Caesar 48.2; Cicero



49.1; Sulla 32.2; Jos. Ant. 20.98. For displaying heads after executions, see
Polyb. 11.18.6; Cic. Phil. 11.2.5; Sall. Jug. 12.5; Val. Max. 9.9.1; Sil. It.
2.202-5; 15.813-14; Appian C.W. 1.8.71-72; 2.12.86; Tac. Hist. 1.49; 2.49;
3.62; Suet. Galba 20.2; Herodian 3.7.7; 5.4.4; 8.5.9; 8.6.7; 2 Kgs 10:6-7.
 

106 Jos. Ant. 18.240-44. Such behavior was known to enrage other rulers as
well (Plut. Themistocles 29.5).
 

107 Jos. Ant. 18.252-54; Kraeling, John the Baptist, 86; Lane, Mark, 211.
 

108 As noted earlier in the book, Sanders doubts that repentance was as
central to Jesus’ teaching as John’s (Sanders, Figure, 231-32; cf. idem,
Jesus and Judaism, 109), but the same appeal to word statistics could deny
the centrality of love in his message despite the explicit claim in Mk 12:29-
30. Although Jesus may have used the term less than John, examples of
radical conversion show the centrality of the concept in his ministry (e.g.,
Mk 2:14-17), and Luke’s emphasis on the term does not negate the
occasional use of “repentance” earlier in the tradition (Matt 11:20-21//Lk
10:13); and the idea that Jesus did not set out many “stipulations and
conditions” for the Kingdom (Sanders, Figure, 234) needs serious nuancing
(cf. e.g., Mk 10:17-25). John undoubtedly influenced Jesus (e.g., Michaels,
Servant, 1- 24; see discussion above), and Sanders himself accepts that
Jesus must have mostly agreed with the message of the prophet who
baptized him (Figure, 94; see further Chilton, “Repentance”). Jesus clearly
was not interested only in encouraging disciples; his message was for the
whole people (Borg, Conflict, 70; contrast Sanders, Jesus and Judaism,
112-13, but cf. Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, 118).
 

109 For substantial continuity between John and Jesus in their
eschatological message, see e.g., Schweitzer, Quest, 240; Sanders, Jesus
and Judaism, 91-94; Sanders, “Know,” 57; Ehrman, Prophet, 185.
 



110 Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, 11; idem, Figure, 94; idem, “Know,” 57;
Meier, Marginal Jew, 2:100-5; Stanton, Gospel Truth, 164-66; Webb,
“Relationship,” 214-18; pace Bultmann, Tradition, 251. Although Matthew
and Luke could draw from Mark, this narrative is probably also in Q
(Meier, Marginal Jew, 2:103), and Mark may well have drawn from it.
 

111 Theon Progymn. 5.52-56.
 

112 Taylor, Immerser, 321 (see also 294-99).
 

113 Cf. Stauffer, Jesus, 65. The lack of water in many places in Galilee
could explain its absence in much of his itinerant ministry (cf. Kraeling,
John the Baptist, 174), though not around the lake of Galilee.
 



Notes to Chapter 12
 

1 In these and subsequent introductory quotations from Gospels, I have
paraphrased where I believed this would help communicate the sense in
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Notes to Chapter 15
 

1 Granted, not all “later followers” were sedentary (witness e.g., Syrian
monasticism), but I think in terms of first-century churches known to us
(e.g., Corinth and Rome).
 

2 Vermes, Religion, 148.
 

3 Qumran’s eschatological perspective probably helped shape their
radicalism regarding possessions (Murphy, “Disposition”).
 

4 For a comparison with some other ancient views of wealth, see Keener,
Matthew, 229-30. Jesus did not establish a council to enforce his teachings
on possessions as at Qumran, but his teachings were countercultural and
radical, comparable to Qumran’s. Witherington, Sage, 124, notes that Jesus’
Jewish emphasis on depending on God also differs in content from a Cynic
emphasis on self-dependence. Jesus may use hyperbole, the point being that
compared to eternal things, possessions were worthless. Subsequent
Christendom has rarely heeded the point even as hyperbole.
 

5 E.g., m. Ab. 2:8.
 

6 4 Ezra 7:77; 2 Bar. 14:12; 24:1; 44:14; cf. further Tob 4:8-10; 12:8; Test.
Levi 13:5; Gen. Rab. 9:9; 53:5; Ex. Rab. 31:2; Lev. Rab. 34:16; Eccl. Rab.
1:3, §1; Song Rab. 7:14, §1; Marmorstein, Merits, 20; Sandmel, Judaism,
190-91; Guelich, Sermon, 327; cf. Col 1:5; 1 Pet 1:4; Gr. Ezra 1:14.
Second-century tradition declared that a first-century king who gave to the
poor dispensed with earthly treasures to gain heavenly ones (tos. Peah



4:18). For “treasuries” in heaven in a more cosmic sense, cf. e.g., 2 En. 5:1-
2; 6; 3 En. 10:6.
 

7 Jewish law addressed possibly theoretical cases of persons who were half-
slave and half-free or jointly owned by two persons (m. Ed. 1:13; Git. 4:5;
Pes. 8:1; tos. Ker. 1:17; b. Arak. 2b; B.K. 90a; Git. 43a; Hag. 2a; Kid. 90a;
Yeb. 66a); divisions of estates at inheritances could encourage such
situations (cf. P. Grenf. 1.21). This seems to have been an uncommon
situation (cf. Acts 16:16), but Jesus’ observation seems to have typically
obtained: the slave naturally preferred one master to the other (Groenewald,
“Mammon”; Beare, Matthew, 183; cf. Lysias Or. 4.1, §100; 4.6, §101; Dio
Chrys. Or. 66.13).
 

8 See Black, Aramaic Approach, 139-40; Hengel, Property, 24; Jeremias,
Theology, 6 n. 2; Flusser, Judaism, 153; Davies and Allison, Matthew,
1:643. It appears negatively in e.g., Tg. Jon. on 2 Sam 14:14; Tg. Isa. on Isa
5:23.
 

9 Cf. Sir 34:7; Meier, Matthew, 66.
 

10 For qal vaomer, see e.g., tos. Ber. 4:16-17; 6:19; B.K. 7:6; Ed. 3:4; Kil.
5:6; Maas. 2:2; Shab. 15:16; Peah 3:8; Ter. 6:4; Mek. Pisha 1.38; 2.36-37;
7.48; 7.61; 9.45; 13.105; 16.119, 126; Besh. 1.54; 2.73; 7.128; Bah. 5.90;
11.64, 109; Nez. 1.101; 2.17; 3.43, 69, 128; 10.47, 67; 12.5; 16.92; 18.79,
80, 83, 97; Kaspa 2.26; 5.51, 80, 103; Shab. 1.14; 2.41; Sipra VDDen. par.
2.3.4.3; par. 3.5.3.2; par. 5.10.1.1; VDDeho. pq. 12.53.1.3; Sav pq. 8.80.1.2;
par. 9.90.1.3, 8; pq. 17.96.1.1; Sav M.D. par. 98.8.5, 7; 98.9.5; Sh. M.D.
99.3.9; and other sources in Keener, John, 716-17.
 

11 Cf. “Whoever has a morsel in his basket and says What shall I eat to-
morrow? is among those of little faith” (b. Sota 48b in Abrahams, Studies
2:106; cf. Mek. 16:4 in Smith, Tannaitic Parallels, 137).



 

12 See e.g., Mek. Vay. 5.11-14, 84; b. Pes. 24b; 118b; Sot. 48b; cf.
Abrahams, Studies 2:191; Held, “Miracle Stories,” 293; Lachs,
Commentary, 133. “Of little faith” is acceptable Greek but the term appears
only in Semitic literature before the Gospels (Jeremias, Theology, 161;
Black, Aramaic Approach, 132), suggesting that even the term may have
been early in the Jesus tradition (as in this “Q” saying), though Matthew’s
Semitic usage probably expands it (Matt 8:26; 14:31; 16:8; 17:20).
 

13 See most fully Abrahams, Studies 1:18-29.
 

14 Later rabbis often discussed the question of the “greatest”
commandment; see Hagner, Matthew, 646.
 

15 I.e., no commandment was so “light” that it could be ignored (m. Ab.
4:2; Sipra Qed. pq. 8.205.2.6; Sipra Behor. par. 5.255.1.10; Sipre Deut.
96.3.2; ARN 35, §77B; Matt 5:19; Jms 2:10-11).
 

16 Both philosophers like Philo (Wolfson, Philo, 2:277, at length) and the
rabbis came to regard some commandments as “weightier” — more
significant — than others (SipraVDDeho. par. 1.34.1.3, par. 12.65.1.3; ARN
1, §8B; b. Men. 43b; cf. Matt 23:23; Johnston, “Least of Commandments,”
207). Cf. the Ten Commandments (Vermes, “Phylacteries”) and the
prohibition of idolatry (b. Kid. 40a; p. Ned. 3:9, §3).
 

17 Bonsirven, Judaism, 29; Smith, Tannaitic Parallels, 174; for a later
example, Montefiore and Loewe, Anthology, 111. Love for neighbor had
long been a fundamental principle of Jewish ethics (m. Ab. 1:12, attributed
to Hillel; Jub. 36:4, 8).
 

18 Sipra Qed. pq. 4.200.3.7; Gen. Rab. 24:7.



 

19 Cf. the observation of Smith, Tannaitic Parallels, 138.
 

20 The context of Lev 19:18 applies it to foreigners as well as Israelites
(19:33-34; cf. also Lk 10:27; Test. Iss. 7:6; perhaps Jub. 7:20; 20:2; 36:4; m.
Ab. 1:12), although not all interpreters applied the principle thus (ARN 16A;
such a theme is absent in Greek literature — Boer, Morality, 62-72); some
sectarians seem to have applied it especially among themselves (CD 6.20-
21; Jos. War 2.119; cf. Jn 13:34-35); more fully on traditional Jewish
interpretations of Lev 19:18, see Neudecker, “Neighbor”; for love of
neighbor in Essene circles, see Södig, “Feindeshass.” More distant Greek
parallels (e.g., Diog. Laert. 8.10 in Thom, “Highways,” 111) are less helpful
in this instance, since Jesus here directly depends on Torah.
 

21 Test. Iss. 5:2; 7:6; Dan 5:3; Philo Decal. 108-10; cf. Philo Every Good
Person Is Free 83; Jos. Ant. 3.213.
 

22 Gezerah sheva (perhaps borrowed from hellenism, but notably common
in Jewish interpretation; e.g., Mek. Nez. 10.15-16, 26, 38; 17.17; Pisha
5.103; cf. CD 7.15-20; Keener, John, 305, 1184, for further sources).
 

23 With Diezinger, “Liebesgebot”; Flusser, Judaism, 479. Philo headed the
most essential laws under the two categories of Godward and humanward
(Spec. Laws 2.63; see more fully Sanders, Jesus to Mishnah, 70; Sanders,
Judaism, 192-95; in the rabbis, Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, 249).
 

24 E.g., ARN 27A; 24, §49B; Philo Decal. 154; 4 Macc 2:7-9; cf. Goulder,
Midrash, 25; Vermes, Religion, 44.
 

25 Cf. Vermes, Religion, 43. In Mark the scribe repeats the same words and
Jesus appreciates the answer — though the scribe is quoting Jesus. The



unnaturalness of the construction might support the Lukan tradition in
which the scribe answers directly as being the earlier form (Lk 10:26-27,
though Vermes thinks that this is an artificial link for the Samaritan parable;
Vermes, Religion, 109). But because it in any case reflects Jesus’ own view
as well, even if the view stems from the scribe, the latter might have known
it from prior teaching.
 

26 E.g., Paul’s triad of virtues with love as the greatest (1 Cor 13:13; cf. 1
Thess 1:3; 5:8; Gal 5:5-6; without noting hope, Eph 1:15; 3:17; Col 1:4; 1
Thess 3:6; 2 Thess 1:3; Phlm 5; passim in the Pastorals).
 

27 Cf. Meier, Matthew, 257.
 

28 Cf. Manson, Sayings, 80; on the difference between Matthean and
Pauline emphases here, see Mohrlang, Matthew and Paul, 45.
 

29 The Nash papyrus attests the special importance of the Shema already in
the first or second century BCE (see Sanders, Jesus to Mishnah, 68).
 

30 Cf. also the derivative form in GThom 6.3 (see Chilton, Approaches,
123-49).
 

31 E.g., Tob 4:15; Let. Aris. 207; Philo Hypothetica 7.6; Syr. Men. Sent.
245-51. Although the idea in the positive form existed in Judaism (Sir
31/34:15; ARN 26A; 29, §60B; Tg. Ps.-Jon. on Lev 19:18), the lack of the
form more explicitly suggests to Vermes authenticity of Jesus’ saying by the
criterion of dissimilarity (Vermes, Religion, 41); the change, however, is
slight. Alexander, “Rule,” compares the similar traditions regarding Hillel’s
and Jesus’ teaching.
 



32 E.g., Isoc. Demon. 21, Or. 1; To Nicocles 38, Or. 2; Nicocles/Cyprians
49, 3.37; Diog. Laert. 1.36, 59 (Thales, Solon); Pub. Syr. 2; Sen. Controv.
1.1.5; in Stoicism, see Epict. Disc. 1.11.25; Hierocles Duties. Fraternal
Love 4.27.20; Van der Horst, “Hierocles,” 157.
 

33 Confucius Analects 43 (5.13); Jochim, Religions, 125.
 

34 B. Shab. 31a. Some suggest a Hebrew wordplay here (Zipor,
“Talebearers”).
 

35 Later rabbinic material would not have depended on Matthew or Jesus
for this summary, though one can debate whether it originates here with
Matthew or Jesus, both of whom knew their Jewish context (in Matt 22:40,
Matthew adds it to Mark, perhaps from here; Lk 6:31 omits this summary
ending). Interestingly, though, cf. Confucius Analects 44 (15.23).
 

36 Usually regarded as authentic (see e.g., Carter, “Enemies”; Holmén,
Covenant Thinking, 251- 74; Wink, “Passivity”).
 

37 Cf. Holmén, Covenant Thinking, 167-68 (though the supposed
implication “that the law is inadequate,” 168, could be explained instead as
respectfully building a fence around the Torah).
 

38 The precise history of its transmission may be debated; cf. (too recently
for inclusion in Keener, Marries Another) e.g., Collins, Divorce (cf. Keener,
“Review of Collins”); Force, “Encore.” Placing Jesus’ sexual ethic in the
context of eschatological urgency (e.g., Levine, “Word,” 523) also bears
consideration.
 

39 Cf. (esp. with reference to Matthew) e.g., Dobschütz, “Rabbi,” 33;
Filson, Matthew, 206; Argyle, Matthew, 51-52; Swidler, Women, 231 n. 225;



Gundry, Matthew, 377; Ilan, Women, 142; Overman, Crisis, 82, 279. For the
Pharisaic debate, see m. Git. 9:10; Sipre Deut. 269.1.1. The more liberal
interpretation appears in Jos. Ant. 4.253 (relevant for a hellenistic
audience).
 

40 CD 4.20-5:2; 11QT 56.18-19, prohibiting royal polygamy. Many have
thought that the Qumranites applied this passage to prohibiting divorce as
well as polygamy (Schubert, “Ehescheidung,” 27; Mueller, “Divorce
Texts”), but the Qumran texts themselves prohibit explicitly only polygamy
here (Keener, Marries Another, 40-41; cf. Vermes, “Matrimonial Halakah”;
Nineham, Mark, 265). A few rabbis, who allowed polygamy but felt it was
not the ideal (cf. m. Ab. 2:7; b. Yeb. 65a), also appealed to Genesis (ARN 2,
§9B).
 

41 M. Yeb. 6:6, drawing different applications. See further Keener, Paul,
114-15; Ilan, Women, 125, on Jewish precedents for women drawn from the
Eve story.
 

42 Many Jewish speculations about the future kingdom also viewed it as a
sort of recapitulation of the beginning (4 Ezra 8:52-54; Test. Levi 18:10-12;
Test. Dan 5:12; m. Ab. 5:20).
 

43 Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, 257.
 

44 I treat this subject more thoroughly in Keener, Marries Another, passim;
idem, Matthew, 190- 92, 462-69; and in some more popular essays.
 

45 Cf. e.g., Jos. Apion 1.167.
 

46 Cf. e.g., m. M.S. 4.10-11; Ned. 1:1-2; 8:7; tos. M.S. 5:2; Ned. 1:1-2;
Carmon, Inscriptions, 75, §167; Mazar, “Splendors,” 59; Fitzmyer, Essays,



93-100; McNamara, Judaism, 200-2; Sanders, Jesus to Mishnah, 53. Others
suggest this passage refers to vowing not to perform an act (Zeitlin,
“Korban”) or an oath uttered by a son in anger from which Pharisees would
not release him (Bligh, “Qorban”). Matthew’s wording is more polemical
than Mark’s.
 

47 Some scholars contend that the only kind of vow that one school of
Pharisaism in Jesus’ day would not release was a vow to the temple (Falk,
Pharisee, 98-99; cf. Black, Aramaic Approach, 139). One could also
prohibit others from using one’s property (say, eating his figs) by declaring
them dedicated to the temple or perhaps “as if they were” so dedicated,
hence, “forbidden to you” (m. Ned. 3:2; Baumgarten, “Korban”; Sanders,
Jesus to Mishnah, 54-55).
 

48 See Sanders, Jesus to Mishnah, 57.
 

49 See e.g., Sir 3:8; Syr. Men. Sent. 9-10, 20-24, 94-98; Ps.-Phoc. 8, 180;
Let. Aris. 228, 238; Jos. Apion 2.206; Philo Ebr. 17; Spec. Laws 2.234-36;
Prob. 87; Sib. Or. 1.74-75; 2.275-76; Jub. 7:20; 29:14-20; 35:1-6, 11-13;
Mek. Pisha 1.28; Bah. 8.28ff; Sipre Deut. 81.4.1-2.
 

50 See Sir 3:7; Jos. Life 204; Test. Ab. 5B; Test. Jud. 1:4-5; b. Kid. 31ab;
Pesiq. Rab. 23/24:2.
 

51 Cf. Sir 3:12-15; Montefiore and Loewe, Anthology, 500-6; Montefiore,
Gospels, 2:226; Derrett, Law, 110; Pesiq. Rab. 23/24:2; cf. Prov 28:24.
Hagner, Matthew, 431 cites tos. Ned. 1.6.4 for a vow taking precedence
over a biblical commandment, but notes that in later times honor of parents
took precedence over a vow (m. Ned. 9:1).
 

52 E.g., ARN 37A; 45, §124B.
 



53 E.g., Contest of Homer and Hesiod 322; Homeric Hymn 25.4-5; Pindar
Threnoi fr. 137 (in Clem. Alex. Strom. 3.3.17, using olbios); Polyb. 26.1.13
(using makarios); Mus. Ruf. frg. 35, p. 134; Apoll. K. Tyre 31; Babr.
103.20-21; Philost. Hrk. 4.11; Porph. Marc. 16.276-77; Aune, Prophecy, 61,
64; Guelich, Sermon, 63- 66. For makarios in Stoic and Christian literature,
see Vorster, “Blessedness.”
 

54 See e.g., Ps 40:4; 41:1; 65:4; 84:4-5, 12; 94:12; 112:1; 119:1-2; 128:1; Is
56:2; Jer 17:7; Dan 12:12; Bar 4:4; with a different term, Jdt 13:18; 14:7;
15:10. The term makarios appears 66 times in the LXX, including 25 times
in the Psalms (including 1:1; 2:12; 31:1-2=32:1-2), 11 times in Sirach
(14:1-2, 20; 25:8-9; 26:1; 28:19; 31:8; 34:15; 48:11; 50:28) and 4 times in
Proverbs (Prov 3:13; 8:34; 20:7; 28:14).
 

55 E.g., 1 En. 99:10; 2 En. 42.6-14; 44:5; Ps. Sol. 4:23; 5:16; 6:1; 10:1;
17:44; 18:6; 4 Macc 7:15, 22; 10:15; 17:18; 18:9; Jos. Asen. 16:14/7; 19:8,
MSS; Sipra VDDeho. par. 5.44.1.1; b. Ber. 61b; Hag. 14b; Hor. 10b, bar. At
Qumran, see 4Q525 (see Roo, “4Q525”; Brooke, “Beatitudes”; Viviano,
“Beatitudes”; Viviano, “Qumran”; Viviano, “Publication”). In early
Christianity, makarios appears about 50 times in the NT and 40 times in the
Apostolic Fathers; this includes Lk 1:45; 6:20-22; 7:23; 10:23; 11:27-28;
12:37-38, 43; 14:14-15; 23:29; in Acts, only 20:35 and 26:2 (Luke-Acts
comprises 34% of NT uses).
 

56 Jeremias, Sermon, 15-16; cf. Black, Aramaic Approach, 156-58.
 

57 Test. Zeb. 8:1; Dalman, Jesus-Jeshua, 226.
 

58 Jeremias, Theology, 24 (citing a three-beat rhythm).
 

59 Some commentators note that the salt deposits of the Dead Sea are so
impure that they leave unsalty “salt” when the the real salt eventually



dissolves, or that salt could be mixed with so many impurities “as to
become useless” (Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1:473 on Pliny N.H. 31.82).
(Cf. Hellestam, “Saltet”: one could accidentally get magnesium salt with
one’s cooking salt; the former tasted bitter and was used only on roads to
hold down weeds and dust.) But Jesus may refer here to a more graphic,
inconceivable situation of real salt losing its taste (cf. Hill, Matthew, 115;
Vermes, Religion, 83).
 

60 R. Tarfon in b. Bek. 8b (Dalman, Jesus-Jeshua, 229; Lachs,
Commentary, 82; Vermes, Religion, 83). In that society everyone knew that
mules are half-breeds (Babrius 62) and are consequently sterile (e.g., Livy
26.23.5; Appian C.W. 1.9.83; 2.5.36; Sipre Deut. 119.2.3; Gen. Rab. 41:6),
hence lacking after-birth.
 

61 Manson, Sayings, 154; Vermes, Religion, 19-20 n. 11.
 

62 B. Sanh. 107ab; p. Sanh. 2:6, §2; Gen. Rab. 47:1; Lev. Rab. 19:2; Num.
Rab. 18:21; Song Rab. 5:11, §4.
 

63 P. Sanh. 2:6, §2; Song Rab. 5:11, §3; cf. Ex. Rab. 6:1. The Greek letter
iota used here might be a rough equivalent; cf. the play on the Latin “i” in
Mart. Epig. 2.93. Rulers were known to prescribe a capital sentence against
those found chiseling out a single letter of their inscriptions (Dio Chrys. Or.
31.86 in Boring et al., Commentary, 57); the 22 letters of the alphabet were
prepared to testify against Israel’s transgressions of Torah (Lam. Rab.
Proem 24).
 

64 In the Greek of this period, “great” could mean “greatest,” as translators
frequently recognize in Matt 22:36 (cf. Mussies, “Greek,” 1042).
 

65 E.g., m. Ab. 2:8.
 



66 E.g., Sipra VDDeho. par. 1.34.1.3; 12.65.1.3; Dalman, Jesus-Jeshua, 64;
Flusser, Judaism, 496; cf. Matt 23:23.
 

67 This tradition, at least, is wider than the later rabbis (see Let. Aris. 228;
Jos. Apion 2.206; Ps.-Phoc. 8).
 

68 E.g., Urbach, Sages, 1:350; Keener, Marries Another, 116; see Johnston,
“Least of Commandments.”
 

69 M. Ab. 2:1; cf. Sipre Deut. 96.3.2; 115.1.2; ARN 2 A.
 

70 ARN 35, §77 B; Sipre Deut. 48.1.3; cf. m. Kid. 1:10; ARN 28 A.
 

71 See Moore, Judaism, 1:467-68.
 

72 M. Hor. 1:3; Sipre Deut. 54.3.2; ARN 27 A; 1, §8 B; cf. Jms 2:10; Test.
Asher 2.2-8.
 

73 Sipra Qed. pq. 8.205.2.6; Behuq. par. 5.255.1.10; more fully, Keener,
Marries Another, 115-17.
 

74 See Test. Iss. 7:2; Reub. 4:8; b. Nid. 13b, bar.; Shab. 64ab; p. Hallah 2:1,
§10; Lev. Rab. 23:12; Pesiq. Rab. 24:2; further, Keener, Marries Another,
16-17. Jesus may read Ex 20:14 in light of Ex 20:17.
 

75 Note Essenes in Jos. War 2.135; Ant. 15.370-71; Philo Every Good Man
Free 84; Vermes, Religion, 35; cf. Black, Scrolls, 94, 120. Apparently,
however, not all Essenes agreed (Sanders, Jesus to Mishnah, 53;
McNamara, Judaism, 197). Meier, “Oaths,” thinks that Jesus went beyond
his Jewish contemporaries on this point.



 

76 Cf. m. Ned. 1:1; Naz. 1:1; Vermes, Religion, 34-35; Schiffman, Law,
137-38; Sanders, Jesus to Mishnah, 53-54; Keener, Matthew, 194.
 

77 As noted earlier, for resemblance with the Kaddish, which would not
depend on Jesus’ prayer; see e.g., Bonsirven, Judaism, 133; Jeremias,
Prayers, 98; idem, Theology, 21; Moore, Judaism, 2:213; Smith, Tannaitic
Parallels, 136; Hill, Matthew, 136-37; Perrin, Language, 28-29; Vermes,
Jesus and Judaism, 43; Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1:595; Luz, Matthew,
371; pace Meier, Marginal Jew, 2:361-62 n. 36; Lachs, Commentary, 118.
 

78 Many compare the Jewish maxim: “By the measure by which a man
metes it is measured to him” (judgment in the present era in m. Sot. 1:7; b.
Sot. 8b; Pesiq. Rab. 39:2; more fully, Smith, Tannaitic Parallels, 135;
Dalman, Jesus-Jeshua, 225; Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1:670; Bivin,
“Measure”). Perhaps only one stream of Jewish tradition applied it to the
day of judgment as Jesus does (cf. Rüger, “Ruch”), but it is at least implied
elsewhere: a person judged mercifully by another (“with the scale weighted
in my favor”) prayed that God would also judge the other mercifully at the
judgment (ARN 8A).
 

79 Possibly a figure of speech; attested in b. ?Arakin 16b; b. B.B. 15b
(Vermes, Religion, 80; other texts in Lachs, Commentary, 137), if it is not a
polemical distortion of Jesus’ teaching.
 

80 Sipre Num. 88, cited in Smith, Tannaitic Parallels, 138; Lachs,
Commentary, 142.
 

81 E.g., Sipre Deut. 173.1.2; b. Sanh. 101a; at Qumran, cf. Schiffman, Law,
97-98; Davies, Sermon, 79; Brown, “Scrolls,” 4. See further discussion in
Keener, Matthew, 453-54.
 



82 Keener, “Heavenly Court”; idem, Matthew, 182-84 (with fuller
documentation; cf. also Tg. Ps.-Jon. on Deut 5:31); Lachs, Commentary, 92,
94. Matthew’s context (Matt 5:25) reinforces this likelihood even though
the explicit rabbinic sources are later.
 

83 See e.g., Dalman, Jesus in Talmud, passim; idem, Jesus-Jeshua, passim;
Jeremias, Theology, passim; Lachs, Commentary, passim; Keener, Matthew,
passim.
 

84 See Holmén, Covenant Thinking, 221-51 (for Jesus’ contacts with the
unclean, see 233-37).
 

85 “Q” notes the cleansing of lepers (Matt 11:5//Lk 7:22). Jewish law
forbade touching lepers (Lev 5:3), quarantined lepers from regular society
(Lev 13:45-46; Jos. Ant. 3.261, 264), and people avoided contact with them
(2 Kgs 7:3; Jos. Ant. 9.74; Apion 1.229, 233, 281; Sipra Negaim; Sipra
Mesora par. 1-5). Nevertheless, Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2:11 show
(from m. Negaim passim) that their isolation was not total.
 

86 Mark’s phrase p?g? tou haimatos (Mk 5:29) refers in the LXX to an
impure genital flow in every occurrence (Lev 12:7; 20:18), as does his
rhusei haimatos (Mk 5:25; Lev 15:19, 25; 20:18). Strict pietists sought to
avoid unnecessarily exposing themselves to this impurity (e.g., Jos. Ant.
3.261; m. Niddah), even if it was impossible for married men to avoid that
state totally (Sanders, Judaism, 228- 29) and menstruation did not require
quarantine (Levine, “Responsibility,” 389-90). At least in rabbinic theory
any strict Jewish man must learn whether a woman who touched his
clothing was unclean and therefore had rendered him unclean (m. Toh. 5:8).
Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2:128 list Jewish texts displaying restriction
or abhorrence regarding women’s menstruation (Ezek 36:17; CD 4.12-5.17;
11QTemple 48.15-17; Jos. War 5.227; Apion 2.103-4; m. Zab. 4:1).
 



87 In support of the authenticity of Mk 7:15, see Holmén, Covenant
Thinking, 245-49.
 

88 Cf. Saldarini, Community, 134, 139.
 

89 Even in Matt 9:20-21, Levine, “Responsibility,” 384 doubts that
Matthew indicates or implies vaginal bleeding. Because Matthew’s verb
appears in the LXX only with respect to vaginal bleeding (Lev 15:33), I am
skeptical of this interpretation. Even if it is correct, however, Jesus touches
the leper in Matthew (Matt 8:3).
 

90 Many might agree with his emphasis on inward purity, yet insist that this
emphasis did not relieve one of the responsibility of pursuing outward
purity as well.
 



Notes to Chapter 16
 

1 If we compare these other teachers with modern academicians, in the
hope of portraying them as simply dialoguing dispassionately, without any
emotional commitment to the outcome, I fear that we idealize
academicians. I suspect that I am not the only academician frustrated when
those we consider populist demagogues hijack public discourse while we
academicians languish isolated in the academy.
 

2 See Sanders, Jesus to Mishnah, 95-96. Mack, Myth, 375, attributes the
conflict narratives to Mark’s imagination.
 

3 Sanders, Figure, 217.
 

4 Cf. Lk 3:7.
 

5 Vermes, Jesus and Judaism, 31.
 

6 It is his interest in Jerusalem that dictates most of his references to
Pharisees, though his interest in the sects is probably not geographically
based (cf. Life 11-12). He claims to have joined the Pharisees in Jerusalem
(Life 12), but writes after Jerusalem’s destruction, which Pharisees, unlike
Sadducees, seem to have survived amply.
 

7 Horsley, Galilee, 150-52, 256; Witherington, Christology, 61, 66 (with
some possible evidence in Jos. Ant. 20.34-49).
 



8 Vermes, Jesus the Jew, 56.
 

9 Simon son of Gamaliel, presumably a Pharisee, is among the Jerusalem
leaders interested in events in Galilee and sending persons there (Life 190,
309). Three of the four sent were Pharisees (though one, like Josephus, was
both a Pharisee and a priest; Life 197).
 

10 See Freyne, Galilee, 181. Horsley, Galilee, 144-46, challenges the
contention that they made pilgrimage three times annually; but he
undoubtedly overstates the rarity of visits from Judeans and Galileans.
 

11 Such as in Mk 7:5; 8:11; 10:2; Mark does place Mk 12:13 in Jerusalem.
It would not account for the more readily Galilean settings of many of these
stories in the Gospels (local synagogues, meals with tax gatherers, or a
grainfield) that seem inseparable from the conflict itself.
 

12 Pharisees did exercise power freely in an earlier period (see e.g., Jos.
Ant. 13.405).
 

13 See especially Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, 294-318.
 

14 Apart from the complaint in Jn 12:19 and synagogue influence in 12:42,
the Pharisees explicitly appear in the Fourth Gospel after ch. 9 almost
exclusively in summaries of the Jerusalem leadership (11:47, 57; 18:3;
though cf. 11:46). The priestly elite, by contrast, dominates (Jn 12:10; 18:3,
10, 13, 15, 16, 19, 22, 24, 26, 35; 19:6, 15, 21).
 

15 Witherington, Christology, 60. Morton Smith and (at least in his earlier
works) Jacob Neusner have argued that Pharisaism was much less
significant in the pre-70 period, and that Josephus magnified it in his later
Antiquities, when Pharisaism was more popular. But cf. War 2.163, and note



that Josephus may have had apologetic reason to downplay the Pharisees’
role in his earlier War (Witherington, Christology, 83-84, following Dunn).
 

16 One could postulate a Sitz im Leben for polemic against a Pharisaic
faction within the church in the late 40s (Acts 15:5), but would such
polemic generate stories about enemies of the earthly Jesus, and if
traditionaries took that much liberty, would they not introduce current
controversies like circumcision?
 

17 Theissen, Gospels in Context, 230-31. Theissen’s evidence for Pharisaic
toleration in the 60s (Jos. Ant. 20.200-1; cf. War 2.162; Life 191) and late
50s (Acts 23:9) is fairly secure, as is his evidence for some hostility in the
30s (Acts 7:54-60; Gal 1:13, 23). His evidence for hostility in the early 40s
(Acts 12:2 with Jos. Ant. 19.332; Gospels in Context, 231-32) is less secure.
Luke’s portrayal of Pharisaism seems more ambivalent than hostile (cf.
Gowler, Host, Guest, 177-296; Mason, “Chief Priests,” 134-42; Ziesler,
“Luke and Pharisees”; Brawley, Luke-Acts and Jews, 84-106; even
Harnack, Acts, xxiv-xxv), but this could reflect his characters’ experience
with Pharisaism rather than his pro-Pharisaic bias: what evidence we do
have from him coheres with what we have from Josephus against the
traditional critical expectation of conflict in the 40s-60s.
 

18 This is our earliest extant Christian mention of Pharisees, unless one
dates Mark before the mid-50s. For Paul’s involvement in the persecution,
see also 1 Cor 15:9; Gal 1:13, 23.
 

19 Some find here an interpolation (Bruce, Thessalonians, 49-51; Setzer,
Responses, 16-19), but more scholars today are skeptical (Collins,
“Integrity”; Donfried, Thessalonica, 198-99; Witherington, End, 101;
Stowers, Rereading of Romans, 177, citing esp. Hurd, “I Thess. 2:13-16”).
There is no textual evidence for an interpolation, so the interpolation
proposal appears suspiciously like “content criticism”; the passage may



reflect pre-Pauline tradition later reported in the Synoptics (see Wenham,
“Apocalypse,” 361-62; Donfried, Thessalonica, 203).
 

20 This punishment may have been rarer in Diaspora courts (cf. p. Mak.
1:8, §1). If our later rabbinic sources shed light on earlier tradition here, it
could apply to technical blasphemy (cursing with God’s name, Pesiq. Rab.
22:6), breaking ritual law (tos. Tem. 1:1), including violating festivals (p.
Besah 5:2, §11; cf. m. Pes. 7:11), or breaking a Nazirite vow (m. Naz. 4:3).
But one could also be beaten for more questionable infractions (as Akiba
presumably was in Sipra Qed. pq. 4.200.3.3; but the punishment is not
corporal in the parallel in Sipre Deut. 1.3.2), including questionable
teaching (Pesiq. Rab Kah. 4:3; Gen. Rab. 7:2; Num. Rab. 19:3, 19; Eccl.
Rab. 7:23, §4; Pesiq. Rab. 14:9). At least Hillelite Pharisees may have
supported the later custom of making certain the person was warned before
flogging him (p. Ter. 7:1) and being conservative on the offenses for which
flogging was appropriate (b. Pes. 24b). The flogging could be repeated
more than once if necessary, in extreme cases (b. Ker. 15a; Pes. 24a).
 

21 Hare, Persecution, 44; cf. Acts 5:40. Some rabbinic accounts suggest
that beatings could be justified if one could demonstrate that the
transgressor violated Torah (though much later, cf. the tradition in Pesiq.
Rab Kahana 4:3; Pesiq. Rab. 14:9).
 

22 Hare, Persecution, 45-46. Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2:183 note
reports of floggings in synagogues (Matt 10:17; 23:34; Acts 22:19; Euseb.
H.E. 5.16) but suggest that, if rabbinic reports are relevant here, the
language may be used loosely (perhaps instrumentally) for discipline at the
order of synagogue officials, since it took place outside the synagogue
building proper (citing m. Mak. 3:12, on the reasonable assumption that the
person was not bound to a pillar and whipped inside).
 

23 Borg, Conflict, 139-43; Witherington, Christology, 66.
 



24 Cf. Jos. War 1.110; 2.162; Life 191.
 

25 See e.g., Sanders, Jesus to Mishnah, 84-89.
 

26 Vermes, “Jesus the Jew,” 118, attributing this lack of halakic concern to
Galileans in general.
 

27 Vermes, “Jesus the Jew,” 119.
 

28 Le Cornu, Acts, 388, cites 4QpNah ff3 + 4i.6-8; Jos. Ant. 13.372ff; War
1.88ff, 96-98.
 

29 E.g., Life 272-75, 302-3. Cf. other violence in Ant. 20.180, 206-7; War
2.441-42.
 

30 E.g., 1QpHab 8.8-12; 9.4-7; 12.5; 4QpNah 1.11; cf. also sources in Le
Cornu, Acts, 388 (adding 1QpHab 1.13; 5.9-10; 8.16; 9.2, 9-10; 11.4-5;
12.2-3; 4Q171 2.18-19; 4.8). The “Wicked Priest” has been identified (for
example) with Jonathan (Rost, Judaism, 163); John Hyrcanus (Brownlee,
“Messianic Motifs,” 13-15); or “the false priesthood of the Temple at any
time between the Maccabean period and the fall of the Hasmonean dynasty”
(Fritsch, Community, 83-84). Some have identified the “Young Lion” of
4QpNah 1.5 with Alexander Jannaeus (Allegro, “Light,” 92; Eisenman,
Maccabees, 35); opined that a specific identification is impossible (Rowley,
“4QpNahum”); or (utterly implausibly) even identified him with Pontius
Pilate (Thiering, Hypothesis, 70). As the original teacher of righteousness
became a model for the future one (CD 6.10-11) and the title probably
applied to all his successors (Buchanan, “Office”), the identity of the
original “Wicked Priest” may have applied to the priesthood in perpetuity.
Overman, Crisis, 224 cites 4QMMT as a sample of halakic debates at
Qumran. Some scholars find clues of Essene antagonism toward Pharisaism
(Roth, “Subject Matter of Exegesis,” 65; idem, “Reference”; Dupont-



Sommer, Manuscrits, 33; Flusser, Sage, 46-47) or Pharisaic or rabbinic
opposition to the Essenes (Lieberman, “Light,” 396-400). The rabbis
nevertheless reflect legal or cultural traditions often shared with Qumran,
though reasons for those parallels are debated (e.g., Baumgarten, “Qumran
Studies,” 256; Neusner, “Testimony”; Schiffman, Law).
 

31 Conflicts with Sadducees, e.g., Jos. Ant. 18.17; m. Yad. 4:7; tos. Hag.
3:35; Nid. 5:3; ARN 5A; 10B; b. Nid. 33b; Suk. 48b. As with Jesus, conflicts
with Sadducees sometimes involved purity (e.g., m. Yad. 4:7; cf. Nid. 4:2).
 

32 Harvey, History, 51.
 

33 Stanton, New People, 98-102.
 

34 Holmén, Covenant Thinking, 37-87 (for the most prominent cases, see
53; for developments in the Maccabean period, see 76). For earlier critiques
of Sanders’ suspicion of conflict in the tradition, see e.g., the important
essay of Dunn, “Pharisees,” and sources he cites.
 

35 Holmén, Covenant Thinking, 88-332.
 

36 Holmén, Covenant Thinking, 90-106.
 

37 Holmén, Covenant Thinking, 98-99. I doubt that Jesus was actually
“indifferent” toward sabbath practice (as Holmén concludes on 105), which
was grounded in creation and was one of the ten commandments; but Jesus
lacked the rigor of his critics in application.
 

38 Holmén, Covenant Thinking, 221-51 (for food laws, 237-50); cf. Regev,
“Individualism.” Holmén argues that Jesus was uninterested in purity; I



would argue that Jesus instead dealt with it effectively by removing rather
than merely separating from it.
 

39 Holmén, Covenant Thinking, 275-329 (esp. 280-84). Holmén regards
such behavior as challenging the law (330), but I would see it as a matter of
priority rather than rejection. He also argues that Jesus’ teaching on divorce
and oaths prove harsher than the law (157-87); but Jesus’ contemporaries
did not regard it as against the law to be stricter than the law (hence, the
Pharisaic fence around the law).
 

40 Holmén, Covenant Thinking, 106-28.
 

41 Holmén, Covenant Thinking, 128-57 (on fasting as a pious act stemming
from this period, see 129; on its distinctive Jewishness, 133).
 

42 Holmén, Covenant Thinking, 200-20 (esp. 205).
 

43 Holmén, Covenant Thinking, 220.
 

44 See Lk 19:9, though this is an especially Lukan interest (Lk 13:16, 28;
16:23-30). Cf. the notion that all of Israel (except the worst transgressors of
the covenant) would be saved (m. Sanh. 10:1).
 

45 Holmén, Covenant Thinking, 251-74.
 

46 Holmén, Covenant Thinking, 331-33.
 

47 Holmén, Covenant Thinking, 335.
 



48 Holmén, Covenant Thinking, 337. He doubts that contemporary Judaism
emphasized the “new covenant” much, apart from possibly the Damascus
Document (Holmén, Covenant Thinking, 336).
 

49 Holmén, Covenant Thinking, 338 (noting that he sometimes relaxed and
sometimes radicalized it; but that he avoided the path markers).
 

50 E.g., tos. Shab. 1:13; see further Abrahams, Studies 1:129-35; Safrai,
“Religion,” 804-7; Sanders, Judaism, 208-11; in Asia Minor, see Trebilco,
Communities, 17-18; I also discussed Sabbath practices in general in
Keener, Matthew, 353-55.
 

51 See Sanders, Jesus to Mishnah, 7-8.
 

52 See Sherk, Empire, 252-53, §198.
 

53 See e.g., Hor. Sat. 1.9.68-69; Sen. Ep. Lucil. 95.47; Gager, Anti-
Semitism, 57; Whittaker, Jews and Christians, 63-71; Jewish people were
also well aware of Roman hostility toward the Sabbath (p. Hag. 2:1, §8).
Hellenistic Jews emphasized it (Kraabel, “Judaism,” 142) and created
apologetic for it (e.g., Aristob. frg. 5 in Euseb. P.E. 13.12.9-16).
 

54 E.g., Jub. 2.
 

55 Jub. 2:21, 30.
 

56 P. Ned. 3:9, §3; cf. Lev. Rab. 3:1. Later rabbis regularly extolled the
Sabbath (e.g., Gen. Rab. 10:9-11:10; Pesiq. Rab. 23:7-8); some even
suggested that the Messiah would come if all Israel kept the Sabbath
together (Ex. Rab. 25:12).



 

57 Jos. Apion 2.175. Josephus heavily emphasizes sabbath observance (cf.
e.g., Weiss, “Sabbath”). Second-century rabbis also expected at least some
children to study Torah under a teacher on Friday evenings (Safrai,
“Education,” 954, cites m. Shab. 1:3; tos. Shab. 1:12).
 

58 Jos. Life 279.
 

59 E.g., tos. Ket. 1:1; b. Shab. 12b; see further Westerholm and Evans,
“Sabbath,” 1031-32.
 

60 1 Macc 2:34-38, 41. Neikiprowetzky, “Sabbat,” contends that the
situation of war helped generate sabbath casuistry. One could also kill a
threatening animal (p. Shab. 14:1, §2).
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115 Bauckham, “James,” 430 (citing the views of Spencer and Daube, not
his own).
 

116 Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, 11 (“almost indisputable”), 98-101 (esp.
refutation of Vielhauer in 99-100); Witherington, Christology, 126-27;
Meier, “Circle of Twelve”; Ehrman, Prophet, 186-87; Charlesworth, Jesus
within Judaism, 137; on the embarrassment, Zwiep, Judas, 47.
 

117 Cf. possibly 1 Cor 11:23; whether this verse refers to Judas’ betrayal
(Fee, Corinthians, 549, given the last supper context) or not (Hays, 1
Corinthians, 198; Smith, Symposium, 188, citing Rom 4:25; 8:32; perhaps
Is 53:6, 12b) is debated.
 

118 Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, 101. Such a standardized list would be
difficult in any case in the earliest period, given the frequent use of multiple
names (see e.g., Acts 1:23). On the list, see detailed discussion in
Bauckham, Eyewitnesses, 97-108 (esp. 97-101).



 

119 Luke might follow Q here, Matthew (Matt 10:3) preferring Mark on
this point. Although the lists could include different persons at this point,
they could also reflect differing traditions of the names of the same person,
since individuals often had multiple names in antiquity (e.g., P. Oxy.
494.32; 1273.3, 49; CPJ 2:140, §§248-49; 2:143, §261; 2:145, §§269-70;
2:146, §274; 2:147, §275; 2:147, §276; 2:151, §298; 2:153, §304; 2:154,
§311; 2:156, §321; 3:9, §453; CIJ 1:24, §30; 2:111, §879).
 

120 See Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, 20-22, 104; Borg, Conflict, 70;
Hunter, Gospel According to Paul, 38; Witherington, End, 84-92.
 

121 The polemical basis in arguing for or against authenticity, strictly
irrelevant to exegesis or historical endeavor, is in any case a moot point.
Luz (who rejects the passage’s authenticity for other reasons) is probably
correct that the text nowhere implies that Peter would be institutionally
succeeded by anyone (Luz, “Primacy Text”).
 

122 E.g., 1 Cor 1:12; 9:5; 15:5; Gal 2:7.
 

123 Cullmann, “????o?,” 105.
 

124 Most critical scholars denied the authenticity of this Matthean material
(in contrast to its Markan framework — cf. Montefiore, Gospels, 1:182)
until studies confirmed its early Palestinian character; the most common
theory then became that it represented a postresurrection saying (Cullmann,
Peter, 166-67, 180; Meier, Matthew, 179). Cullmann located it in the
Passion story (Peter, 184); see Gundry’s reasoned critique (Gundry,
“Framework”). The debate has somewhat receded along with the polemics
that supported it; most NT scholars, including both Roman Catholics and
Protestants, concur that Peter died in Rome but doubt that Matt 16:18
intended the authority later claimed by the Popes (Pelikan, “Sees,” 60).



Hagner, Matthew, 465-66, also supplies arguments for authenticity; on
Jesus’ intention for the church, cf. also Bowman, Intention, 191-225.
 

125 Cf. Ellis, Matthew, 128-29; Weeden, Mark, 43; Weber, “Notes 1961”;
idem, “Notes 1962.” Feuillet, “Primauté,” suggests that Mark omitted it
because he depended on Peter, who was too humble to emphasize it.
 

126 Gundry, Matthew, 330-31.
 

127 Some deny the likelihood of this logion because it differs from other
sayings of Jesus (Goppelt, Theology, 1:213), whereas others find its
elements in the earliest strata of Jesus tradition (Michaels, Servant, 301-2).
The passage has three strophes of three lines apiece (Meier, Matthew, 179;
Gundry, Matthew, 331). Some compare the saying’s structure to Matthew’s
love of Semitic parallelism (Gundry, Matthew, 331), but others point to the
Semitic language as indicating an early tradition (Ellis, Matthew, 129-30;
Harrington, Matthew, 68; Cangh and Esbroek, “Primauté”; Young,
Theologian, 203 n. 2; cf. Jesus’ use of beatitudes, etc., in pre-Matthean
tradition). Some who doubt the saying’s authenticity nevertheless accept it
as pre-Matthean (Carroll, “Peter”; Bornkamm, “Authority,” 111).
 

128 Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2:609-15.
 

129 In 1987, Duling, “Binding,” doubted the authenticity of “binding and
loosing” because it violated the criterion of dissimilarity, though
acknowledging that it fit that of Jewish environment; because I rank the
latter criterion much more highly I believe that it cancels the former out.
 

130 E.g., an angel blesses Aseneth for receiving revelation (Jos. Asen.
16:14/7) and a rabbi would praise his disciples (m. Ab. 2:8). Revelatory
eschatological knowledge also appears in 1Q27 1.7
 



131 Young, Theologian, 199.
 

132 Some scholars cite against the passage’s reliability Peter’s lack of
corresponding prominence in the early church (Beare, Matthew, 353), an
argument that (if true) could be turned on its head (why would the early
church have created a saying that they knew was untrue in their time?).
Other scholars more reasonably find evidence for a measure of Peter’s
prominence in the early church (1 Cor 1:12; 9:5; Gal 1:18; 2:9; 1 Pet 1:1)
and question how he would have obtained this prominence unless he were
close to Jesus and somehow appointed to lead the other members of the
Twelve (Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, 105).
 

133 Some suggest symbolic value here (Matt 12:41; 16:4; cf. Gundry,
Matthew, 332-33), perhaps playing off the traditional and similar name we
note in John. The imaginative suggestion that “bar-Jona” represents an
Akkadian (!) loanword for terrorist identifying Peter as a Zealot or outlaw
(cf. Cullmann, State, 16; Theissen, Sociology, 11) has little to commend it
(see Brown, Donfried and Reumann, Peter, 88 n. 203).
 

134 Williams, “Names,” 104 (noting that it never occurs in this period); for
a possible occurrence in 4Q130.8-9, see Charlesworth, “Peter.” The name
“Petros” might appear rarely and later in some Aramaic Jewish texts (Gen.
Rab. 92:2; Ex. Rab. 52:3).
 

135 Many scholars point to Abraham’s role in Is 51:1-2, as well as to some
very late (possibly too late; cf. also Witherington, End, 89; Arnéra,
“Rocher”) rabbinic expositions on it (Ford, “Abraham”; Cullmann, “????
o?,” 106; Ellis, Matthew, 129-30; Bruce, Time, 60; cf. Chevallier, “Pierre”;
Manns, “Halakah”); others object that the differences are too great (Hagner,
Matthew, 470). Witherington, End, 89 suggests the foundation of a new
temple, citing the language of m. Yoma 5:2 (cf. Jn 7:37-39). The Qumran
sect was also founded on a “rock,” a refuge against death (1QH 6.23-28;



Driver, Scrolls, 519; Witherington, End, 89; cf. 1QS 8.7; Hill, Matthew,
261).
 

136 Cf. Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, 146-47; Cullmann, Peter, 19 n. 14.
 

137 My own argument appears in Keener, Matthew, 426-30.
 

138 The image is fairly consistent with Jesus’ portrayal of his teachings as a
“rock” in Lk 6:47-49// Matt 7:24-27.
 

139 Boring, Sayings, 213-14.
 

140 Cf. e.g., Mk 4:15-20, 26-32; 13:5-13 (vs. 13:14-27). (See more fully
our discussion in ch. 14.)
 

141 Albright and Mann, Matthew, 195; cf. Hunter, Message, 53.
 

142 This included teachers who were founding schools of thought (cf. e.g.,
Culpepper, School, 123).
 

143 Albright and Mann, Matthew, 121; Brown, Donfried and Reumann,
Peter, 92; Harrington, Matthew, 29.
 

144 Frequently noted, e.g., Bultmann, Theology, 1:38; Foakes Jackson and
Lake, “Development,” 327-28; Lake and Cadbury, Commentary, 54;
Richardson, Theology, 285; Meeks, Urban Christians, 79; Davies and
Allison, Matthew, 2:629; cf. 1 Macc 2:56; Jos. Ant. 3.84, 188, 292, 300, etc.
 

145 Ridderbos, Paul, 328; Bruce, Books, 84; Klaasen, Anabaptism, 112-16.



 

146 Ladd, Theology, 110; France, Matthew, 255.
 

147 Ekkl?sia could include any gathering (cf. Deissmann, Light, 112-13),
even an army (Dion. Hal. Ant. rom. 6.94.1). Most often in regular Greek
usage it meant the “citizen assembly” of a local community (e.g., Acts
19:32, 39), including in Republican Rome (Dion. Hal. Ant. rom. 6.87.1;
7.17.2; 11.50.1) and Jerusalem (Jos. War 4.162; 7.412).
 

148 Biblical tradition had often spoken of “building up” the community of
God (e.g., Ruth 4:11; Ps 51:18; 69:35; 147:2; Jer 1:10; 24:6; 31:4, 28; Ladd,
Theology, 109; cf. Prov 9:1); Qumran texts indicate that the usage remained
familiar among Jesus’ contemporaries (4QpPs 37.3, 16; Jeremias, Theology,
168), although there God was the builder of his community (Gundry,
Matthew, 336).
 

149 With shorter Markan (Mk 6:7-11) and longer “Q” forms (cf. Matt 10:7-
8, 12-13, 15-16//Lk 10:3, 6, 9, 12).
 

150 Sanders, Figure, 123-24 doubts the disciples misunderstood as much as
Mark implies or proved as independent as Matt 10 implies; otherwise it
would be difficult to reconcile the two pictures. Yet even in Mark Jesus
expects the disciples to exercise more faith, and it is only the especially
difficult cases (like Mk 9:18-19, 28-29) that stump them. Disciples were
known to sometimes fall short of their masters’ faith (cf. 2 Kgs 5:20; 6:15-
17; the later story about Levi ben Sisi and two generations after him in p.
Taan. 3:8, §2). Since Matthew does not report the results of their mission, it
would actually be Mark (if either of them) who would be exaggerating their
success (cf. Malina, Windows, 131).
 

151 Jewish texts contain similar statements in which the sheep represent
Israel or the pious among them (1 En. 90.6-17; Tanh. Toledot 5; Vermes,



Religion, 89). Nevertheless, Jesus drives home the point still more
graphically: his sheep are actually sent among the predators (Vermes,
Religion, 89).
 

152 See b. Bek. 29a; D.E. 2.4; Dalman, Jesus-Jeshua, 226; Lachs,
Commentary, 180; cf. m. Ab. 1:3; Sipre Deut. 48.2.7; p. Ned. 4:4.
 

153 Although possibly a free-floating tradition (the context differs in
Matthew and Luke), Wenham, Rediscovery, 101-34 suggests that it was
transmitted as part of Jesus’ eschatological discourse.
 

154 Manson, Sayings, 217.
 

155 Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, 100; idem, Figure, 190; Witherington,
Christology, 140-41.
 

156 Cf. the probable reapplication to the whole church even in Rev 21:12-
14.
 

157 Martin, James, 8-9.
 

158 For Sodom (Matt 10:15; 11:23//Lk 10:12), e.g., Is 1:9-10; 3:9; Jer
23:14; Lam 4:6; Ezek 16:46-56; Amos 4:11; cf. Sir 16:8; Jub. 36:10; 3
Macc 2:5; tos. Sanh. 13:8; Shab. 7:23; Sipra Behuq. par. 2.264.1.3; Sipre
Deut. 43.3.5. For woes, see e.g., Is 18:1; 33:1; Jer 13:27; 48:46; Ezek 16:23;
Hab 2:15; cf. both in Lam 4:6.
 

159 See Dalman, Jesus-Jeshua, 229. 160. On the authenticity of the
eschatological discourse, see Wenham, Rediscovery; idem, “Apocalypse”;
Pitre, Tribulation, 231-53, 264-91, 348-77.



 

161 Certainly this is the immediate context in Matthew; see Matt 24:15;
Meier, Matthew, 274; Baum, Jews and Gospel, 54; cf. Matt 21:13; Jer 12:7;
Tob 14:4.
 

162 The Temple was also “your house” (Jdt 9:13). Later Jewish teachers
even used a bilingual play on words to identify Jeremiah’s mission with the
Temple’s “desolation” (Pesiq. Rab Kah. 13:12, same Greek term as here);
for them, the house left desolate was plainly the Temple (p. Taan. 4:5, §11),
and exile under a foreign power inevitably followed the “desolation” of
their city (4 Bar. 5:28).
 

163 Jos. Apion 1.154.
 

164 Apion 1.132.
 

165 Israel saw itself rising or falling with its Temple (Jer 7:3-15); the
restored Temple is a symbol of Israel’s restoration and glory in Ezekiel 40-
44.
 

166 Mack, Myth, 10 n. 4.
 

167 Mack, Myth, 327 thinks the attribution of Mark 13’s eschatological
sayings to Jesus is part of Mark’s fiction. Kelber, “Conclusion,” 168-72,
contends that Mark, being anti-Temple, must be post-70; Marxsen,
however, believes Mark sees in the Temple’s destruction a herald of the
imminent end (Marxsen, Mark, 168, 189). But while most Jews would have
viewed the Temple as invulnerable before 66, some thought otherwise (see
text).
 



168 Only GThom 71 attributes the statement to Jesus himself, and this
version is clearly late and gnosticizing (Aune, Prophecy, 173). Nevertheless
Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, 73-74 is probably right to suggest that this
reflects an authentic (though probably misinterpreted) saying; it is multiply
attested and not the sort of threat one would have made up later (also
Theissen, Gospels in Context, 113, 194; at length on Jesus’ temple
prediction, see Sanders, “Temple”). If the four-beat rhythm in the proposed
Aramaic reconstruction is accurate, it may indicate that Jesus originally
offered this teaching privately to the disciples (cf. Jeremias, Theology, 22-
23).
 

169 Cf. Hare, Persecution, 6.
 

170 See Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, 365 n. 5.
 

171 Cf. Borg, Conflict, 165-70. This was true even in the Diaspora; see e.g.,
Let. Aris. 100-1; Philo Spec. Laws 1.76; cf. 4 Macc 4:9-12.
 

172 Test. Levi 15:1; cf. 14:6. This work has at least Christian interpolations,
though one need not assume one here.
 

173 Test. Moses 5:4.
 

174 Test. Mos. 6:8-9.
 

175 Sib. Or. 3.665.
 

176 Sib. Or. 3.657-60. John J. Collins apparently regards this material as
pre-Christian (OTP 1:358).
 



177 Sanders, Figure, 262 cites the repeated expectation of this new Temple
(e.g., 1 En. 90:28-29; 11QTemple 29.8-10; cf. the hope of restoration in the
seventeenth benediction of the Amida).
 

178 Witherington, End, 92 (following Juel, Messiah, 204), because some
interpreters already took 2 Sam 7:13-14 as Messianic (see 4QFlor).
 

179 Sanders, Figure, 259.
 

180 Crossan, Historical Jesus, 359.
 

181 Jesus could have envisioned the new Temple in partly or wholly
“spiritual” forms, or a spiritual present one in addition to a future literal
one; Qumran attests belief in a spiritual present temple as well as an
eschatological literal one.
 

182 1QpHab 9.6-7. Scholars debate the identity of the Kittim in the earliest
scrolls, but they surely at least included the Romans in the later ones (cf.
4QpNah 1.3; 1QpHab 3.11; 4Q161, frg. 8, 9, 10; 4Q491 A frg. 10, col. 2,
lines 8-12; frg. 13, line 5; see e.g., Dupont-Sommer, Writings, 167-68;
Charlesworth, Pesharim, 109-10).
 

183 Fritsch thinks that the probable Damascus Essenes were less anti-
Temple than the Qumran community, based on CD 13.27; 9.46; 8.11ff
(Community, 84); cf. also Davies, “Temple.” Essene opposition sheds light
on another point in the Gospels: that Jesus also respected (Matt 5:23-24;
23:16-21) and taught in (Mk 12:35) the Temple does not conflict with his
announcement of judgment against it (Mk 13:2); even Essenes reportedly
sent sacrifices to the Temple (Jos. Ant. 18.19).
 

184 Hill, Prophecy, 62-63.



 

185 Aune, Prophecy, 174-75 lists many of Jesus’ predecessors and
contemporaries who prophesied against the Temple or made similar claims:
e.g., the Egyptian prophet expected Jerusalem’s walls to collapse (Jos. Ant.
20.169-70; cf. War 2.261-63); Josephus himself claimed to predict the fall
of Jotapata (War 3.406) and cites an ancient oracle predicting the Temple’s
fall (War 6.96-110; 4.388; he may refer to a biblical oracle, however).
 

186 Robinson, Redating, 27, following Dodd; cf. Taylor, Formation, 73.
 

187 E.g., Ps. Sol. 2:1-10; 17:5; cf. Song Rab. 8:12, §1.
 

188 E.g., Jos. War 6.288-315; Pesiq. Rab. 26:6; cf. Apoc. Ab. 27:3-7;
Goldenberg, “Explanations.” Nevertheless, in keeping with prior biblical
tradition, they saw the Temple’s destroyers as ignoble (Jos. War 6.95; Gen.
Rab. 37:4) and warranting judgment (Urbach, Sages, 1:91-92). Gentile
Christians after the first century often saw in the Temple’s demise God’s
rejection of Judaism, vengeance for Christ’s death, or the present
impossibility of fulfilling the law (Lampe, “A.D. 70,” 153-71; cf. Justin’s
hostility in Dial. 16.3-4; Bokser, “Justin,” 205-6); apart from judgment for
Christ’s death (in Matt 23:29-24:2, yet with future hope in 23:39; cf. Lk
13:33-35), these associations are absent in the first-century Gospels.
 

189 Danker, New Age, 198; Kaufman, “Eastern Wall,” 115; cf. the language
of Hag 2:15.
 

190 Sanders, Figure, 257.
 

191 Cf. what most scholars take as Matthean redaction in Matt 22:7,
probably after 70 CE. See also Beasley-Murray, Mark Thirteen, 24; Meier,
Matthew, 277, 283; Gundry, Matthew, 475; Davies and Allison, Matthew,



3:335. For portents of the temple’s destruction (cf. esp. Josephus’ post-70
perspective), see Bedenbender, “Kampf.”
 

192 Thus Kümmel, Promise, 101-2 sees the Temple prophecy as originally
referring to the end of the age rather than to a historical event (cf. Ellison,
Mystery, 19ff). “Since the destruction of the temple and the holy city is a
theme of Jewish apocalyptic, Jesus’ prophecy is generally and quite
correctly regarded as eschatological” (Aune, Prophecy, 175; citing also
Bultmann). But Borg also seems correct when he suggests that Jesus
prophesied judgment rather than constructed an elaborate apocalyptic
schema (Borg, Conflict, 181), though I believe that he is wrong to deny
Jesus’ eschatological worldview in other respects (see Witherington,
Christology, 30 n. 111).
 

193 Glasson, Advent, 75.
 

194 1 Macc 3:45; 3 Macc 1:29; 2:14; 2 Bar. 5:1; Test. Asher 7:2; tos. Suk.
4:28; CD 4.17-18; cf. Ps 74:3- 4, 7; Is 63:18.
 

195 Philo Embassy to Gaius 209-10.
 

196 Jos. Ant. 10.37-38; Ps. Sol. 1:8; Apoc. Ab. 27:7.
 

197 In Jerusalem, “the Wicked Priest did abominable works and defiled the
sanctuary of God” (1QpHab 12.7-9); because this Qumran passage
interprets Hab 2:17, which refers to bloodshed, it probably refers to the
persecution of the followers of the Teacher of Righteousness (cf. 1QpHab
12.6 and context).
 

198 Cf. Daube, NT and Judaism, 418-20; Hill, Prophecy, 63; Beale,
“Daniel,” 5:129.



 

199 Daniel’s image in at least one or two texts referred to the events
surrounding Antiochus Epiphanes, who claimed to be deity and oppressed
Israel (Dan 8:13; 11:31, 36-39; 1 Macc 1:54-56; 6:7; cf. Jos. Ant. 12.253;
Jub. 23:21); another text, however, associates the same phenomenon with
the cutting off of some sort of anointed ruler (cf. Payne, Appearing, 146),
and this could be closer to the time of Jesus (Dan 9:26). The latest possible
date of Daniel is the second-century BC (given a Qumran Daniel
manuscript of that date); nevertheless, calculating the “seventy sevens”
from the time of the decree to which Daniel refers could (depending on how
one counts) bring one to the early first century. This calculation probably
increased eschatological speculation among Jesus’ contemporaries
(Beckwith, “Date”; on Daniel’s popularity then, cf. Jos. Ant. 10.268-81;
12.322; Mason, Josephus and New Testament, 47). Many scholars today
think that Daniel applied only to the Maccabean desecration (e.g., Aalders,
“Gruwel”; Colunga, “Abominación”), but both the Qumran pesharim and
texts like Lives of Prophets 12:11 (§19 in Schermann, p. 63) indicate that
Jesus’ contemporaries freely applied such images for their own era.
 

200 In the Dead Sea Scrolls the period of tribulation extended forty years
(CD 20.14-15; for reinterpretation after delay, see 1QpHab 7.13-14).
 

201 E.g., b. Sanh. 97a; Pesiq. Rab Kah. 5:9; Song Rab. 2:13, §4; Pesiq.
Rab. 15:14/15; 34:1; 36:1-2; see Bonsirven, Judaism, 212-13. Jewish
speculation concerning the end-time regularly reapplied Daniel’s figures in
various manners (see Bruce, “Qumran and Christianity,” 177; Russell,
Apocalyptic, 198-201; cf. Ruth Rab. 5:6).
 

202 Revelation seems to reapply Daniel’s tribulation period to the period
between Jesus’ first and second comings (Rev 12:1-6, 10); some scholars
have understood Matthew 24 similarly (cf. Davies and Allison, Matthew,
3:369; Keener, Matthew, 577-78).
 



203 See Schweitzer, Quest, passim; cf. Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, 8.
Jeremias, Unknown Sayings, 33-34 doubts the authenticity of agrapha in
Papias because they resemble Jewish apocalyptic more than the Gospels
(earthly fertility, etc.); but whether or not these agrapha are authentic, such
grounds for excluding them appear unwarranted. Similar imagery appeared
in Jesus’ Bible (e.g., Amos 9:13; Is 35:1-2; Joel 2:24), and if Jesus could
draw on other eschatological images (e.g., Mk 14:25, perhaps evoking the
eschatological banquet of Is 25:6; cf. Matt 8:11) and treat the Hebrew Bible
as a unified book (Matt 23:35// Lk 11:51) there is no reason he could not
have embraced biblical images even different from those most frequently
found in his canonical sayings.
 

204 Cf. Bruce, “Matthew,” 288; Beasley-Murray, Future; idem, Mark
Thirteen, 1-18.
 

205 We do not have a description of Jesus’ heavenly revelations. That Jesus
had visionary experiences may be likely, but Quarles, “Mystic,” is right to
question the portrayal of Jesus as a merkabah mystic (in Chilton, Rabbi
Jesus); Jesus’ known activity does not specifically fit Merkabah mystic
practices, and there is no focus on securing visions of the throne-chariot.
(Segal’s argument for Paul’s preconversion experience seems more
plausible.) One might compare elements of a testament (cf. e.g., Jub. 36:1-
11; 2 En. 2:2; Test. Twelve Patriarchs) or more generally a farewell
discourse, which often includes eschatological or sometimes apocalyptic
features (see Robbins, Teacher, 175). A sage’s imminent death often
provides the occasion for paranesis (Perdue, “Death”; Jos. Ant. 4.177-93).
On testaments, see Saldarini, “Deathbed Scenes”; Kolenkow, “Genre”;
Collins, “Testamentary Literature”; Endres, Interpretation, 199-201;
McNamara, Judaism, 89-92; on farewell speeches, see also Stowers, Letter
Writing, 55-56; Kurz, “Addresses.” Neusner, “Death-Scenes,” is correct,
however, that the analogy is largely formal; the Gospels’ christology
necessitates radically different content.
 



206 Mark could have combined disparate elements of the Jesus tradition
(Beasley-Murray, “Second Thoughts”), and may combine apocalyptic with
antiapocalyptic motifs (cf. Tagawa, “Marc 13”). After commending
Beasley-Murray for a brilliant defense of Mark 13’s authenticity, Perrin
responds that many “non-Markan” terms common to Revelation appear in
this chapter (Perrin, Teaching, 130- 31); but the data he marshalls for his
objection merely confirm the pre-Markan character of the text and the
distinctive vocabulary of Jewish eschatology. Likewise, an argument for
prophetic language similar to Revelation (Boring, Sayings, 186-95) does not
call into question authenticity if one concedes (as Boring elsewhere does)
that Jesus himself spoke as a prophet.
 

207 Ford, Abomination, 28. From the earliest sayings of Jesus, imminence
would take effect only after the signs were fulfilled (Bruce, Apostle, 230).
 

208 E.g., Ford, Abomination, 23; most fully, Theissen, Gospels in Context,
125-65. Caligula’s attempt to establish his image in Jerusalem’s temple
(Jos. Ant. 18.259-308; 19.1-20; War 2.184-85; Philo Leg. Gaius 115-16,
188, 346; Tac. Ann. 12.54; cf. Dio Cass. R.H. 59.4.4; Bilde, “Statue”; Stern,
“Province,” 354-59; Benko, “History,” 51-53) undoubtedly fueled renewed
expectations of the final oppressor, and Jewish tradition recalled him
harshly long after his demise (b. Sot. 33a; Song Rab. 8:9, §3). Philo
appropriately charges that Gaius Caligula was zealous for “lawlessness”
(paranomia), because he regarded himself as law (Embassy 119); some who
heard of Caligula’s plans sought to rescue themselves from lawlessness
(Embassy 190).
 

209 Although it is far from clear, some other material in 1 Thessalonians
may also echo the dominical tradition (Riesenfeld, Tradition, 17; cf.
Dibelius, Paul, 93). The “catching up” may reflect an agraphon (Frame,
Thessalonians, 171; Morris, Thessalonians, 141; Jeremias, Unknown
Sayings, 14; cf. Neil, Thessalonians, 97) or a midrashic implication of the
explicit gathering (Wenham, “Apocalypse,” 348; cf. Marshall,



Thessalonians, 130); the descent may derive from OT theophany language
(see Scott, “Clouds,” 132).
 

210 See especially Waterman, “Sources” (citing 24 parallels, mostly
compelling); Wenham, Rediscovery; cf. also Hunter, Predecessors, 49;
Stanley, Resurrection, 82; Barrett, Jesus and Tradition, 12; Riesenfeld,
Tradition, 13; Minear, Commands, 164-65; Mounce, “Eschatology”; Lane,
Mark, 449; Beasley-Murray, Revelation, 42; Ridderbos, Paul, 65; Hill,
Prophecy, 130; Plevnik, “1 Thess 5”; Robinson, Coming, 113-14; Davies,
Paul, 139; Marshall, Thessalonians, 126, 134; Sanders, Jesus and Judaism,
144-45; Crossan, Historical Jesus, 243-47; Keener, Matthew, 565-66; cf.
Conzelmann, Theology, 165; in 2 Thess 2, see besides those above D.
Wenham, Rediscovery, 176-80; Milligan, Thessalonians, lxi n. 1.
 

211 4 Ezra 5:8; 6:21; Sib. Or. 2.154-64, following Hesiod Works and Days
181. On Jesus’ discourse, see e.g., Gundry, Matthew, 478.
 

212 Glasson, Advent, 175 and Robinson, Coming, 105-7; they rightly find a
source for much of the material in the LXX, especially Is 26-27, but miss
the one authority behind early Christian eschatology that could combine
these varied motifs (cf. similarly Wenham, “Apocalypse,” 348-49).
 

213 Goulder, Midrash, 166 characteristically thinks Matthew derives the
trumpet from 1 Thess 4:16 (cf. Dodd, Parables, 154-55, on 1 Thess 5:2-8
with Lk 21:34-36), but this gives Paul’s correspondence too preeminent and
early a role in early Christianity (probably before Christians even collected
his letters).
 

214 Pace Koester, “One Jesus,” 196; Best, Thessalonians, 189-93; Boring,
Sayings, 11, 34 n. 41; Aune, Prophecy, 253-56.
 



215 Prophecies could be written down and preserved (Test. Job 51:4/3); but
it does not appear to have been the norm (cf. Aune, Prophecy, 244).
(Further, oracles were far more likely to be heavily redacted than didactic
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applying it to himself by implication.
 

21 Including some allusions, see e.g., Acts 2:34-35; 7:55; Eph 1:20; Col
3:1; Heb 1:3, 13; 8:1; 10:12; 12:2; Mk 16:19; Justin 1 Apol. 45.
 

22 Probably against Christian polemic, later rabbis applied Ps 110:1 to
Abraham (e.g., b. Ned. 32b; Gen. Rab. 46:5; Lev. Rab. 25:6; Midr. Ps. 110);
cf. Justin’s polemic against an application to Hezekiah (Dial. 32; cf.
Williams, Justin, 175).
 

23 The language of divine adoption of kings appears elsewhere in the
ancient Near East; thus the enthronement decree in Ps 2:7 resembles those
in Assyrian and other texts (cf. ANET [1955], 267, 370, 383; Dahood,
Psalms, 1:11-12; Gordon, Near East, 254), and an adoption formula (de
Vaux, Israel, 112).
 

24 Cf. Hanson, Unity, 154. The early Christian picture of Jesus’ “Lordship”
perhaps used Ps 110:1 at the earliest stage, and also draws on OT pictures
of Yahweh; cf. further Marshall, Origins, 97-111; Hurtado, Lord Jesus
Christ, 109-18.
 

25 For this practice, see e.g., CD 7.15-20; Mek. Nez. 10.15-16, 26, 38;
17.17; Pisha 5.103. Paul also uses the method (with e.g., Plag,
“Übernahme”), though Hays, Echoes, 12, correctly observes that the use of



catchwords is a general method, not specifically rabbinic (for the narrower
rabbinic sense, see Chernick, “Restraints”).
 

26 See Hengel, Son, 63; also a point emphasized in Pope Benedict’s
portrayal of Jesus (Jesus of Nazareth).
 

27 Jeremias, Prayers, 57 (followed by e.g., Martin, Worship, 34-35; Bruce,
Books, 56; cf. Hunter, Predecessors, 50) may have overstated the case for
the title’s uniqueness, but his detractors on the issue have focused on
exceptions rather than the preponderance of evidence (e.g., Vermes, Jesus
the Jew, 210-13; a rare analogy hardly constitutes proof of vocative
appellation; Jeremias himself noted this exception [“Abba,” 204, on b.
Taan. 23b], explaining it differently).
 

28 Many studies have been done on this motif; e.g., in Luke’s Gospel, see
Chen, Father.
 

29 I provide surveys of the “father” title for God or deities in Keener,
Matthew, 217-18; idem, John, 401-2, 877-79.
 

30 E.g., I. Eph. 101-4; Hom. Il. 2.371; 8.69, 245, 397; 10.154; 11.66, 80,
201, 544; 14.352; 15.637; 16.250, 253; 17.46, 645 (quoted in Longin. Subl.
9.10); 22.60, 209; 24.461; Od. 4.340; 5.7; 7.311; 12.63; 13.51; 14.440;
15.341; 16.260; 17.132; 18.235; 24.376, 518; Hesiod W.D. 169; Aeschylus
Prom. 40, 53, 947, 984; Suppl. 139; Eurip. Med. 1352; Aristoph. Wasps 652
(“our father”); Hipponax frg. 62; Pindar Nem. 5.33; Ol. 1.57a; 2.28; 7.87-
88; 14.12; Pyth. 3.98; 4.23; Aratus Phaen. 15; Pliny Ep. 1.7.1 (quoting
Hom. Il. 16.250); Dio Chrys. Or. 12.75; Max. Tyre 11.12; Orph. H. 15.7;
19.1; as genn?t?r, e.g., Aeschylus Suppl. 206 (in a literal genetic way for
the Danaids; such mythological examples of descent from Zeus could be
multiplied, e.g., Philost. Hrk. 39.3).
 



31 E.g., Virg. Aen. 1.691; Georg. 1.121, 283, 328, 353; 2.325; Val. Flacc.
1.498; 3.249; Catullus 64.21; Sil. It. 3.137, 163; often as “omnipotent
father,” Virg. Aen. 1.60; 3.251; 4.25; 6.592; 7.141; 7.770; 8.398; 10.100;
12.178; Ovid Metam. 1.154; 2.304, 401; 3.336; 9.271; as genitor, Virg. Aen.
12.843; Val. Flacc. 1.531; Sil. It. 4.417; 17.475; Statius Silv. 5.3.207; Theb.
5.146; Fronto De Fer Als. 3.8.
 

32 E.g., Hom. Il. 3.276, 320, 350, 365; 7.179, 202, 446; 8.236; 12.164;
13.631; 15.372; 17.19, 645; 19.270; 21.273; 24.308; Od. 12.371; 20.98,
112, 201; 21.200; 24.351; Soph. Oed. tyr. 202; Aristoph. Acharn. 223-225;
Pindar Nem. 8.35; 9.53; 10.29; Isthm. 6.42; Ap. Rhod. 4.1673; Aratus
Phaen. 15-16 (esp. 15); Sil. It. 10.432; Dio Chrys. Or. 36.36; see further
discussion in Keener, Matthew, 217-18. So addressed by other gods, e.g.,
Hom. Il. 8.31; 22.178; Od. 8.306; 12.377 (even when they are his siblings,
because it remains his title — e.g., Il. 5.757, 762; 19.121; Od. 13.128).
 

33 E.g., Hom. Il. 8.31 (“father of us all,” by a deity); (Ps.) Dion. Epideictic
2.262; Hor. Ode 1.12.13- 18; Plut. S.K., Alexander 15, Mor. 180D; Dio
Chrys. Or. 74.27 (supplying “father” from the context); cf. Dio Chrys. Or.
36.35; Macrob. Sat. 4.5.4 (using Virg. Aen. 6.123; van der Horst,
“Macrobius,” 226); syncretistically, PGM 22b.1-5. Among the
philosophically inclined, see Plato Tim. 28C; Plut. Plat. Q. 2.1, Mor. 1000E-
1001C (esp. 2.1, 1000E); T.-T. 8.1.3, Mor. 718A; Max. Tyre 2.10; 11.5, 9.
 

34 E.g., Hom. Il. 1.503, 534, 578-79; Phaedrus 1.2.13; Virg. Aen. 9.495;
Ovid Metam. 2.848; 9.245; Val. Flacc. 4.1; Catullus 64.298, 387; Ovid Fasti
3.285; Sil. It. 5.70; 17.342. Thinkers could also call God “father of himself
” (Iambl. Myst. 8.2), i.e., “self-begotten” (cf. PGM 1.342-43; 13.62; Sib. Or.
1.20; 3.12). He is also “god of fathers” (Epict. Diatr. 3.11.5).
 

35 Hor. Ode 1.12.49; Plut. Alex. 27.6; Dio Chrys. Or. 12.74; Max. Tyre
41.2. Among Stoics, see Cleanthes Hymn to Zeus (Stob. Ecl. 1.1.12). The
trees could also call Zeus their “father,” as their creator (Babr. 142.3).



 

36 E.g., Hom. Il. 1.544; 4.68; 5.426; 8.49, 132; 11.182; 15.12, 47; 16.458;
20.56; 22.103, 167; Od. 1.28; 12.445; Hesiod W.D. 59; Theog. 457, 468,
542; Shield of Heracles 27; Ovid Metam. 14.807; Diod. Sic. 1.12.1; Dio
Chrys. Or. 2.75; Philost. Vit. Apoll. 4.30; even Philo Spec. Laws 2.165; cf.
Phaedrus 3.17.10; for “father of gods and king of humans,” Virg. Aen. 1.65;
2.648; 10.2. Philosophers, perhaps especially Platonists, gave a philosophic
interpretation of Homer’s phrase (Cornutus 9, p. 9.1 Lang [Grant, Gods,
78]; Max. Tyre 35.1; Iambl. V.P. 8.38). The conjunction of fatherhoods
appears pre-Homeric, paralleled at Ugarit (Gordon, Civilizations, 233).
 

37 Dio Chrys. Or. 4.27.
 

38 Dio Chrys. Or. 4.19-21.
 

39 E.g., Mus. Ruf. 8, p. 64.14; Epict. Diatr. 1.6.40.
 

40 Stoics in Diog. Laert. 7.1.147; Marc. Aur. 10.1 (“begetter” of all).
 

41 E.g., Cleanthes Hymn to Zeus (Stob. Ecl. 1.1.12); Sen. Ep. Lucil. 110.10;
Epict. Diatr. 1.9.4-5, 6, 7; 1.13.3-4; 3.22.82. Cf. Mus. Ruf. 18a, p. 112.23-
25 (in van der Horst, “Musonius,” 309). Sen. Dial. 1.1.5 refers specifically
to a good man (cf. Epict. Diatr. 1.19.9).
 

42 Mus. Ruf. 16, p. 104.30; Epict. Diatr. 1.3.1; 1.19.12; Dio Chrys. Or.
4.22.
 

43 See Jeremias, Prayers, 12; especially Chen, Father, 73-111.
 

44 Spec. Laws 2.165.



 

45 Jos. Ag. Ap. 2.241.
 

46 E.g., Apoc. Mos. 35:2 (God so addressed by angels).
 

47 Creation 135; Conf. 170; Moses 2.238; Decal. 32, 51, 105, 107; Spec.
Laws 1.14, 22, 32, 41, 96; 2.6, 165; 3.178, 189; Virt. 64, 77, 218; Praem.
24; Cont. 90; Aet. 13; Leg. 115, 293; cf. perhaps Q. Gen. 2.60. For the
Logos as father of humanity, cf. Conf. 41.
 

48 God as “begetter” in Sib. Or. 3.296, 604, 726; 5.284, 328, 360, 406, 498,
500.
 

49 PGM 22b.1-26 (Pr. Jac. 22.4-5).
 

50 Sib. Or. 3.278; cf. Spec. Laws 2.165.
 

51 E.g., Theoph. 1.4; Athenag. 13; 27.
 

52 See Wisd 2:16; 3 Macc 5:7; 6:8; 7:6. For one survey, see Chen, Father,
113-43; note also observations in Levine, Misunderstood Jew, 42-44.
 

53 E.g., m. Sot. 9:15; tos. Ber. 3:14; B.K. 7:6; Hag. 2:1; Peah 4:21; Sipra
Qed. pq. 9.207.2.13; Behuq. pq. 8.269.2.15; Sipre Deut. 352.1.2; b. Ber.
30a, bar.; 30b; 32b; 35b; 57a; Shab. 116a; 131b; Pes. 85b; 112a; R.H. 29a;
Yoma 76a; Suk. 45b; Meg. 13a; 14a; Sot. 10a; 12a; 38b; B.B. 10a; Sanh. 94a;
101b; 102a; 102b; A.Z. 16b; Zeb. 22b; p. Sanh. 10:2, §8; Pesiq. Rab Kah.
24:9; Lev. Rab. 1:3; 7:1; 35:10; Song Rab. 7:11, §1; Tg. Neof. 1 on Deut
33.24; Tg. Ps.-Jon. on Ex 1:19 (with note in trans. p. 163 n. 38). The
phraseology must predate later rabbinic sources (cf. Mk 11:25; Lk 11:13),



but in the NT appears especially in Matthew, the source closest to rabbinic
usage (Matt 5:16, 45, 48; 6:1, 9, 14 [= Mk 11:25], 26, 32; 7:11 [= Lk
11:13], 21; 10:32-33; 12:50; 15:13; 16:17; 18:10, 14, 19, 35; 23:9).
 

54 Goshen-Gottstein, “God the Father” (excepting Jesus’ special sonship).
 

55 Boer, Fatherhood, 25.
 

56 Jub. 1:25, 28; Tob 13:4; Wisd 11:10; Jos. Asen. 12:14 MSS; Test. Job
33:3 MSS, 9; cf. Test. Ab. 16:3, 20:12, 13 A; Pr. Jos. 1. For the righteous as
a child of God, see Wisd 2:13, 16.
 

57 If one counts references in Matthew, Luke, and John, one could add over
thirty more instances, but while it is implied in Mark’s “Abba,” it does not
appear as “my Father” in Mark.
 

58 The supposition that it goes back specifically to the Lord’s Prayer (e.g.,
Hunter, Predecessors, 50; Ridderbos, Galatians, 158), however, remains
undemonstrated (see e.g., Lull, Spirit in Galatia, 67).
 

59 Jesus and Judaism, 41-42.
 

60 Jeremias, Prayers, 57, 60, 109-10; Bruce, Time, 21-22.
 

61 Vermes, Jesus the Jew, 210-13; idem, Jesus and Judaism, 42; Borg,
Vision, 45.
 

62 Vermes (Jesus and Judaism, 42) cites b. Taan. 23b. Besides being late,
the exceptions are quite rare (see Klausner, Jesus, 378; Stanton, Gospel
Truth, 153).



 

63 Syriac versions also sometimes use “Abba” even though it was foreign
to normal Syriac (Jeremias, Prayers, 64-65). That the Gentile churches may
have treated it as an ecstatic palindrome (Aune, “Magic,” 1550) is rendered
less probable by the translation accompanying it (Rom 8:15; Gal 4:6).
 

64 For “Abba” in Paul as an echo of the “Jesus tradition,” see e.g., Dunn,
Theology, 192-93; Dunn, “Tradition,” 168. Many associate it more
specifically with the Lord’s Prayer, since Jesus taught this prayer to his
followers (e.g., Cullmann, Worship, 13; Hunter, Predecessors, 50;
Ridderbos, Galatians, 158; Stuhlmacher, Romans, 129), but it could have
stemmed from his example. Cf. Jn 10:14-15; 16:13-15 (with 15:15).
 

65 Pace Bultmann, Tradition, 159. Vermes, Religion, 160 doubts that Jesus
believed the Father would hide anything from him; but is it not less likely
that the church believed he would? Further, his argument that God consults
rather than withholds information from his angels (ibid. n. 9) is too
sweeping; in Jewish literature God did not reveal everything (including
about the time of the end) even to them. Thus most accept the verse’s point,
though some reject its wording (Dunn, Jesus and Spirit, 34-35; cf. Barrett,
Jesus and Tradition, 25).
 

66 So also Wenham, Bible, 46; Gundry, Matthew, 218, 492; Stanton, Gospel
Truth, 153; cf. Glasson, Advent, 93.
 

67 Witherington, Christology, 229-30.
 

68 See e.g., Bonsirven, Judaism, 178; Morris, Apocalyptic, 46-47; cf. Test.
Ab. 7.16B; Gr. Ezra 3:3-4.
 



69 E.g., b. Pes. 54b, bar.; Sanh. 97a; Num. Rab. 5:6; see Moore, Judaism,
2:231; Daube, NT and Judaism, 289-90; cf. 2 Bar. 21:8.
 

70 B. Sanh. 99a; Blau and Kohler, “Angelology,” 586.
 

71 4 Ezra 4:52.
 

72 Witherington, Christology, 232 (comparing divine Wisdom). Perrin,
Language, 86, relates the absolute use of “Son” here to the same sayings-
source behind Matt 11:25-27/Lk 10:21-22.
 

73 Among the Gospels, “Son of God” becomes particularly prominent in
John and Matthew. Kingsbury, Matthew, 40-83, sees “Son of God” as
Matthew’s primary christological title; Hill, “Son,” challenges this
centrality of the title.
 

74 Cf. Manson, Sayings, 79; Jeremias, Theology, 59.
 

75 Cf. Vermes, Jesus and Judaism, 48.
 

76 So e.g., Hagner, Matthew, 317-18; pace Bousset, Kyrios Christos, 83-85.
 

77 Witherington, Christology, 224.
 

78 E.g., Stauffer, Jesus, 165-66; Grant, Gnosticism, 152; Suggs,
Christology, 71-108; Yamauchi, Gnosticism, 35; Witherington, Christology,
221-22.
 

79 Jeremias, Theology, 57; cf. idem, Prayers, 45-48; idem, Message, 24.



 

80 Dunn, Jesus and Spirit, allows that Jesus may have spoken the passage
but remains uncertain. Vermes, Religion, 162, while agreeing that the Q
logion behind Matt 11:25-27//Lk 10:21-22 has a Palestinian origin, doubts
its authenticity because he says receiving and transmitting revelation (here
and Matt 16:17) is foreign to Jesus’ teaching. But if Jesus’ contemporaries
could apply this language to the mysteries of Wisdom (and Vermes admits
they could; cf. also n. 12, where he cites 1QS 1.9; 5.9; 8.1; 9.13; CD 15.13;
1QpHab 2.2-3; 7.5-6; 4Q 381 1.1-2), Vermes can exclude the possibility of
Jesus the sage speaking likewise only by circularly excluding the evidence
of this passage. If, as we argue, Jesus spoke also as a prophet, the language
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81 E.g., Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2:283.
 

82 Jeremias, Theology, 58-61; idem, Message, 25; Borg, Conflict, 232. One
might appeal here to Wisd 2:13, 16, 18 (cf. 7:27), in which Wisdom makes
people “children” of God; but while this may constitute a primary
background, it does not limit how Jesus could have reapplied the
expression, especially if he functions here as the divine revealer, hence as
Wisdom herself. A Jewish audience would recognize Wisdom as God’s
child; partly because Wisdom was a female figure (cf. the term’s gender but
also her figurative portrayals, e.g., Prov 8-9), partly because later rabbis
usually reserved the “son” image for Israel, Wisdom/Torah became God’s
“daughter” (e.g., Sipre Deut. 345.2.2; b. Sanh. 101a; Pesiq. Rab Kah. 26:9).
 

83 Schweizer, Matthew, 271.
 

84 Gundry, Matthew, 217-18.
 

85 Such as a new Moses (Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2:283-87).
 



86 Cf. Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2:296-97; Deutsch, Wisdom, 143.
 

87 Witherington, Christology, 227. Suggs, Christology, probably did
overstate the case in Matthew (see Pregeant, “Wisdom Passages”), but it
should not for that reason be dismissed entirely. Davies and Allison,
Matthew, 2:222-25, 231 find the language of “exclusive and reciprocal
divine knowledge” in the figure of Moses (Ex 33-34; Num 12; Deut 34;
also Allison, “Notes”). They acknowledge the Wisdom language in the
context, but seek to keep both backgrounds by noting the idea of the king as
embodying a living law (Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2:228-29, citing
three references in Stobaeus and Moses as living Torah in Philo Mos. 1.162;
cf. 2.3-5). We suspect, however, that Wisdom language, which is closer and
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88 Hengel, Son, 21-23.
 

89 See (some from Longenecker, Christology, 97), e.g., Ex 4:22-23; Hos
11:1; Is 1:2; 30:1; 63:16; Jer 3:19-22; Tob 13:4; Sir 4:10; Ps. Sol. 13:9;
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352.7.1; ARN 35, §77; 44, §124 B; b. Shab. 31a, 128a; Pesiq. Rab Kah. 9:5;
14:5; Ex. Rab. 46:4-5; Num. Rab. 5:3; 10:2; Deut. Rab. 1:6; 3:15; 7:9; Lam.
Rab. proem 23; Lam. Rab. 3:20, §7; Pesiq. Rab. 27:3. Besides these, cf. the
singular in Ex 4:22; Hos 11:1; Wisd 18:13; Sipre Deut. 43.8.1; b. Shab. 31a;
Yoma 76a; Ex. Rab. 15:30; Lev. Rab. 10:3; Num. Rab. 16:7; Deut. Rab.
2:24; 10:4; Lam. Rab. proem 2; Lam. Rab. 1:17, §52; Song Rab. 2:16, §1;
Pesiq. Rab. 15:17.
 

90 Wisd 2:13, 16, 18; 5:5; cf. 4Q416 fr. 2 (+4Q417) 1.13 (in Wise, Abegg
and Cook, Scrolls, 384); 4Q418 frg. 81, line 5; Vermes, Jesus the Jew, 195-
97. Favorite members of Israel, e.g., Moses, could be called God’s “son”
(Sipre Deut. 29.4.1, a parable; cf. possibly 1 En. 105:2, but it probably
[106:1] refers to Enoch’s son). In later rabbinic texts, a heavenly voice



identifies a beloved rabbi as his son (b. Ber. 7a; p. M.K. 3:1, §6; cf. b. Ber.
19a; Suk. 45b; p. Taan. 3:10, §1). On “charismatic rabbis,” see Vermes,
Jesus the Jew, 210-11; but Witherington, Christology, 153, correctly notes
that the expression when applied to “charismatic rabbis” is not used as
distinctively as in early Christianity.
 

91 Vermes, Jesus the Jew, 200.
 

92 Later rabbinic polemic explicitly emphasizes that the “son” of Dan 3:25
was merely an angel (p. Shab. 6:9, §3).
 

93 So also Hengel, Son, 24, on Greek usage.
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97 Dahood, Psalms, 11-12; cf. De Vaux, Israel, 109; Harrelson, Cult, 86-87.
 

98 See Bright, History, 225.
 

99 Cf. Jer 23:5-6, but note Jer 33:16; Zech 12:8. Given the prevalence of
ascribing divinity to kings in parts of the ancient Near East (De Vaux,
Israel, 111; even Akenaton in “The Amarna Letters,” 483-90 in ANET,
passim), one sin to which Israel’s and Judah’s rulers had not succumbed (De
Vaux, Israel, 113), one may question whether Isaiah would have risked



implying that God would be Israel’s ultimate Davidic king if that was not
what he meant (pace Berger and Wyschogrod, Jewish Christianity, 43; on
the structure cf. De Vaux, Israel, 107; Kitchen, Orient, 110). This idea
admittedly lacks parallels elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible, but explicit
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alters the grammar to distinguish the Davidic king from the Mighty God.)
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contrast to some Old Testament usage (see Conzelmann, Theology of Luke,
76-77; Jeremias, Parables, 73; Montefiore, Gospels, 1:85; Stevens,
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socially inferior status and act accordingly. While ancient peasants
undoubtedly enjoyed their plight no more than other peasants, they would
not have identified with the foolish tenants in this story, nor do the actions
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(cf. Scott, Parable, 241). Young, Parables, 288 prefers the Lukan and
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33 Hence in a later Jewish parable, those who have killed a royal (i.e.,
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34 Cf. Matt 10:40; Lk 10:16; tos. Taan. 3:2; m. Ber. 5:5; also Scott,
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35 Scott, Parable, 250.
 

36 Herodian 4.1.3.
 

37 Virg. Aen. 10.492.
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40 Also Jub. 1:21; Ps. Sol. 14:5; cf. 1QM 12.12.
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43 Cf. Gundry, Matthew, 427; Kingsbury, Christology, 150.
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Sabbath Kiddush meals (e.g., tos. Ber. 3:8; Tannaitic tradition in b. B.K.
69b; Pes. 102a, bar.; later, b. Shab. 23b; Taan. 24a; Safrai, “Home,” 747; cf.
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over wine in meals in 1QS 6.4- 5; b. Ber. 33a; 51a). He is, however,
probably correct to emphasize that of the many kinds of wines available (on
which cf. e.g., b. A.Z. 30a; Paul, “Classifications”), red wine was used on
Passover, augmenting Jesus’ symbolism (Eucharistic Words, 53, 290; tos.
Pes. 10:1).
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early, although some scholars have overstated the case (Segal, Passover;
Finkelstein, “Documents”; Wright, “Midrash,” 417; Safrai, “Religion,” 809;
for some older source critical suggestions on the Pesach Haggadah, see
Finkelstein, Making, 13-120). As a whole, however, it is later; most doubt
that it belongs to the first century (Stemberger, “Pesachhaggada”;
Hauptman, “Haggadah”; Manns, “Pâque” [suggesting anti-Christian
polemic in it]; for the current consensus, see Kulp, “Origins”); Leonhard,
“Älteste Haggada,” doubts that it predates the tenth century. Yet a prayer
recorded in Hippolytus Apostolic Tradition apparently adapts tradition
preserved in the Passover Haggada (Kinsella, “Transformation”).
 

179 Cf. e.g., Jeremias, Eucharistic Words, passim; Stein, Messiah, 203-5;
Carmichael, “Haggadah,” 343-44. The generally stricter Shammaite school



(regarding Passover, e.g., b. Shab. 18b, bar.) prevailed in his day, but our
records were preserved by more lenient, rather than stricter, practitioners.
While Smith, Symposium, provides excellent insight on hellenistic banquet
settings, he too quickly dismisses Passover as the original setting of the Last
Supper tradition (4, 295 n. 5, citing a study from 1967 and another from
1976). While acknowledging strong arguments for the Passover connection
(Theissen and Merz, Historical Jesus, 423-26), Theissen and Merz doubt
the connection because the Lord’s Supper was not annual and they prefer
Johannine chronology (426-27). But cultic adaptations can evoke earlier
rituals without imitating every point, and I have argued elsewhere that John
(who also symbolically adapts the passion tradition elsewhere) diverges
from historical chronology precisely here.
 

180 Cf. Ex 12:8, 12; tos. Pes. 5:2; 10:9. Banquets were, however,
commonly at night whether on Passover or not.
 

181 Some construe Paul’s claim as involving God “handing” Jesus over to
death; this interpretation is certainly plausible (Rom 4:25; 8:32; cf. LXX Is
53:6, 12; cf. the Passover lamb in 1 Cor 5:7). Given the abundance of other
parallels to the passion tradition, however, an allusion to Judas’ betrayal
here remains likelier than not.
 

182 Luke specifies that the covenant is the “new covenant” (Lk 22:20), i.e.,
of Jer 31:31-34.
 

183 E.g., Is 25:6; 2 Bar. 29:4; perhaps 1QSa 2.11-12, 19-21.
 

184 E.g., tos. Ber. 1:10-11.
 

185 Sanders, Figure, 263; cf. Bornkamm, Experience, 135; Collins,
Corinthians, 430.
 



186 Jos. Ant. 13.297, 408; m. Ab. 1:1. This language was also intelligible in
a broader milieu (Socratics 20; Lucian Alexander the False Prophet 61;
Iambl. Pyth. Life 28.148-49; 32.226; 36.265-66; Cornutus in Van der Horst,
“Cornutus,” 168-69; Klauck, “Presence,” 60-62; cf. Sen. Ep. Lucil. 40.3;
Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians, 195-96). Though the hellenistic world did not
usually join the terms together (Metzger, “Considerations,” 17-18 n. 84), it
sometimes did (Philostratus Vit. soph. 2.29.621, where they allow for
rhetorical improvement). Against the likelihood that Paul’s source was his
own vision (Maccoby, “Eucharist”) are the correspondences with genuine
paschal custom; the unlikelihood that Mark (who includes other correct
paschal details, such as a hymn after the meal, Mk 14:26) derives the
tradition from Paul’s vision (for the same reasons we argued against the
eschatological sayings deriving from 1 Thess 4-5, in ch. 17); and the
implausibility of an analogous argument regarding Jesus’ divorce saying in
1 Cor 7:10-12. Moreover, unlike other cult aetiologies Paul appeals to a
tradition of a specific historical event referring to a particular night (Klauck,
“Presence,” 64).
 

187 E.g., m. Ed. 8:7; ARN 25A; b. Kid. 30a; Meg. 19b; Naz. 56b; Pes. 110b;
Shab. 108a, bar.; Eccl. Rab. 1:10, §1; cf. Hillel as a disciple of Ezra in Sanh.
11a, bar.; Sot. 48b; Song Rab. 8:9, §3.
 

188 Gerhardsson, Memory, 321; De Beus, “Traditie”; Davies, Paul, 248; cf.
Cullmann, State, 73.
 

189 See e.g., Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, 15.
 

190 Jeremias, Eucharistic Words, 187; Tan, Zion Traditions, 202. Paul may
even draw the Last Supper tradition from a larger passion story already
available to him (see Borgen, “Nattverdtradisjonen”), although scholars
must evaluate the evidence for this possibility more thoroughly. The
appearance of agrapha (Just. Dial. 35; Syr. Didaskalia 6.5.2 in Jeremias,



Unknown Sayings, 76) in Paul’s context (1 Cor 11:19) may support this
thesis.
 

191 Although the LXX expresses the phrase differently, “poured out” may
translate the Hebrew in Is 53:12. “For many,” a Semitism which very likely
dates to the first decade of Jesus tradition (see Jeremias, Message, 45), may
represent rabbim in this section of Isaiah (Jeremias, Eucharistic Words,
227), which Jeremias applies not only to Israel but to the nations
(Eucharistic Words, 230-31; cf. Is 52:14-15). “Blood of the covenant”
seems to suit first-century Palestinian Aramaic (Emerton, “Mark XIV.24”).
 

192 Sanders, Figure, 263; cf. Theissen and Merz, Historical Jesus, 432-34.
 

193 Not merely nuclear families, but associations of people could band
together for one passover offering (tos. Pisha 9:1).
 

194 Cf. Safrai, “Religion,” 802.
 

195 Jeremias, Eucharistic Words, 56.
 

196 Some scholars even suggest that early Christians recited the Passion
Narrative in this context as a new Passover haggadah, recalling Paul’s
phrase: “proclaim the Lord’s death until he comes” (Bruce, Corinthians,
113; idem, Message, 16). Because the standard haggadah comes from a
later period, this proposal may exaggerate, but it draws attention to a
legitimate connection with paschal interpretation.
 

197 Curiously, Bultmann, Theology, 46-47, concedes that the expiatory
understanding of Jesus’ death may be early, and (47) that it would not have
been unnatural in Judaism. Nevertheless, he disallows this understanding in



Jesus’ own message (Mk 10:45; 14:24), raising the question what evidence
he would accept as compelling against his theory.
 

198 If we may presume that interpretation from his generation being most
guilty in Matt 23:34- 35//Lk 11:49-50 (counting against the generation also
Jesus’ martyred followers sent by him).
 

199 E.g., Cullmann, State, 64-65; Gundry, Matthew, 528; pace Hooker,
Servant, 80-82. Collins, “Messiah before Jesus,” 34, argues that the early
Christian application of vicarious atonement elements of Isaiah’s servant to
Jesus goes beyond traditional messianic expectations.
 

200 Some scholars think “This cup is the covenant” rather than “This is my
blood” is the earlier form of wording (e.g., Dibelius, Tradition, 207)
whereas others defend the reverse position (e.g., Davies, Paul, 244-50, esp.
246). In any case, “blood” in some form is multiply attested (Mk 14:24; Lk
22:20; 1 Cor 10:16; 11:25, 27). Crossan, Historical Jesus, 366 compares
“poured out” with the language of libation; a common Mediterranean
practice, it appears in the OT (for a metaphorical usage with blood, cf. 2
Sam 23:16-17). For the term’s potential sacrificial connotations (e.g., Lev
1-7, 16) relevant to Passover, see e.g., Gundry, Matthew, 528; Carson,
“Matthew,” 537; Hagner, Matthew, 2:773. On “the many” and “poured out”
together, cf. Is 53:11-12. Certainly Matthew understood it as sacrificial: his
“for the remission of sins” (probably borrowed from John’s ministry in Mk
1:4) appears in Targum Neofiti with reference to sacrifices (McNamara,
Targum, 129).
 

201 Romans sometimes fixed criminals to crosses with rope (Xen. Eph. 4.2;
Jeremias, Eucharistic Words, 220-22).
 

202 McNamara, Targum, 127-28 is surely right that the words here derive
from Ex 24:8 and are possible in Palestinian Aramaic; Tg. Ps.-Jon. on Ex



24:8 (later) interprets the act with regard to atonement for Israel. M. Pes.
10:6 uses the Passover wine as a metaphor for the blood of the covenant in
Ex 24:8 (e.g., Hill, Matthew, 339; Carson, “Matthew,” 537). And while
allusions to Jer 31:31-34 and Is 53:11- 12 are probable in this narrative, the
Ex 24:8 allusion is the most explicit (Allison, Moses, 257-58).
 

203 Cf. Heb 8:8; farther removed, Just. Dial. 11.
 

204 Among the Qumran sect (e.g., CD 6.4-5, 19; 8.21; 20.12; Flusser,
Judaism, 44-50; Black, Scrolls, 91; cf. Gemés, “Aliança”) and others (Sipra
Behuq. pq.2.262.1.13; cf. Lichtenberger and Schreiner, “Neue Bund”).
Holmén, Covenant Thinking, 335-37, finds more direct evidence for it in
Jesus’ teaching.
 

205 For the coherence of Jesus’ martyr ideology and actions, see Meyer,
“Expiation Motif,” 33.
 

206 Martin, Worship, 153 argues this from the Greek and Aramaic, though
McNamara, Targum, 127-28 is surely right that the words here derive from
Ex 24:8 and are possible in Palestinian Aramaic (cf. Gundry, Matthew, 528;
pace Deissmann, Light, 337, who reads the term for covenant here primarily
in light of Greco-Roman usage for wills). Some suggest that Jesus being in
his body at the time he uttered the words further militates against
interpreting the bread as literally equivalent to his body (Moffatt, 1
Corinthians, 168).
 

207 Related to Deut 16:3 (cf. Stauffer, Jesus, 117).
 

208 Nevertheless, one can see how even the metaphor (which could sound
like cannibalism) would have revolted Jewish hearers (Jn 6:52; 1 En. 98:11;
Vermes, Religion, 16), and even most Greeks and Romans (e.g., Herod.
Hist. 1.123, 129; Mart. Epig. 10.4.1; 11.31.2), though apparently some



cultures demurred (Sext. Emp. Outlines of Pyrrh. 3.207; Herod. Hist. 1.73,
119; 3.99). One can also envision how outsiders could have eventually
construed the language as cannibalism (later, cf. Athenag. Plea 3; Theoph.
3.4, 15; Tert. Apol. 4.11; 7.1; Visotzky, “Overturning”).
 

209 At this point, the date of various parts of the Passover liturgy is
irrelevant, since this pattern was already laid down in Scripture (see Ex
12:14; 13:3; Deut 16:2-3). Paul might even think of somehow acting out
elements of the gospel narrative (at least in eating and drinking), somewhat
analogous to Passover practice. He might possibly even refer to portraying
the crucifixion vividly in Gal 3:1; his language there could, however,
suggest simply an appeal to rhetorical vividness (Anderson, Rhetorical
Theory, 162; Polyb. 2.56.8; Jos. Ant. 20.123) as well as to Paul’s crucified
life (Gal 2:20; 2 Cor 4:10-12).
 

210 E.g., m. Pes. 10:4-5; tos. Pisha 8:18; b. Ber. 14b. For various
conceptions of the memorial value of Jewish rituals among various ancient
Jewish groups, see Boccaccini, Judaism, 231-39 (Josephus on 242-45).
 

211 See e.g., Cohn-Sherbok, “Note”; though Sigal, “Note,” argues for the
second. The tradition of the four cups (e.g., m. Pes. 10:1; tos. Ber. 4:8; p.
Shab. 8:1, §3; b. Pes. 108a-109a; Gen. Rab. 88:5; Ex. Rab. 6:4; Safrai,
“Home,” 748; cf. Salaman, “Haggadah”) may precede the superstitious
practice of avoiding drinking an even number of cups, though later teachers
harmonized these practices (b. Pes. 109b). (One could drink more than the
four required cups — b. Pes. 107b-108a; p. Meg. 3:5, §1.) The custom
probably borrows or is related to the Greek use of cups to signal stages in
banquets (Boring et al., Commentary, 147 cites Diod. Sic. Library of
History 4.3.4; IG 12 3.330, 670).
 

212 See Jeremias, Eucharistic Words, 110; Pesiq. Rab. 9:1.
 



213 Cf. Num 6:4; 30:2; 11QTemple 53-54; Acts 23:12; m. Ab. 3:13; Gen.
Rab. 92:5; b. Pes. 2a, bar. On kinds of vows, cf. McNamara, Judaism, 197.
 

214 Jeremias, Eucharistic Words, 182-85; Kümmel, Promise, 31; Palmer,
“Vow”; cf. Ziesler, “Vow.”
 

215 See e.g., 1 En. 62:14; 3 En. 48A:10; 2 Bar. 29:4; m. Ab. 3:16-17; 4:16;
Johnston, “Parabolic Interpretations,” 593-94; for eschatological abundance
of wine, see Joel 3:18; Hos 2:22; Amos 9:13-14; 1 En. 10:19; 2 Bar. 29:5;
Sib. Or. 3.622.
 

216 Bruce, Corinthians, 114. Lane, Mark, 508, suggests that Jesus
abstained from the fourth cup, having participated in and interpreted the
third cup which signified redemption in the Passover liturgy (cf. Lachs,
Commentary, 408; also Stauffer, Jesus, 117, though he places the vow after
the first cup — p. 115).
 

217 That discussion should focus on the significance of Passover would fit
what we know of later Passover tradition and conform to the desires of the
sages for edifying talk (Sir 9:15; m. Ab. 3:2; ARN 26, 29A; 32, §68B).
 

218 With Daube, Exodus Pattern, 45; Ellington, “Translation”; Meier,
Matthew, 321; Carson, “Matthew,” 538; Hagner, Matthew, 2:774. Most
Mediterranean banquets emphasized music over lectures (Sir 35:3-4; cf.
Plut. Table-Talk 1.1.5, Mor. 614F-615A).
 

219 Brown, Death, 123 thinks Mark’s audience would think instead of
Christian hymns (Eph 5:19; Col 3:16). Yet even if most of the later Paschal
liturgy was not in use or common use in this period, praise was standard in
eating the Passover (Jub. 49:6; cf. Philo Spec. Laws 2.148). The exact
sequence of the Hallel in the liturgy was probably not standardized by



Jesus’ day (cf. the differences among later rabbis in tos. Pisha 10:9; b. Pes.
118a).
 

220 Hengel, Atonement, 9, 19. For Greeks on atoning martyrdom, cf.
Robbins, Teacher, 187 (following Williams, Death, 137-254).
 

221 If one looks further afield, sacrificial atonement is certainly early (see
e.g., Gurney, Aspects, 48; Pfeiffer, Ras Shamra, 38; Kitchen, World, 86).
 

222 Cf. Hill, Matthew, 289; Mack, Myth, 105; Witherington, Christology,
252. In early Judaism, see 4 Macc 6:27-30; 9:7, 24; 17:21-22; cf. 1 Macc
2:50; 2 Macc 7:9, 37; 1QS 8.3-4; Test. Mos. 9; Mek. Pisha 1.105-13; see
also the helpful list in McKnight, Death, 168-69.
 

223 On martyrdom as a sacrifice, cf. further also Thoma, “Martyrer”; on
both expiatory martyrdom and glorification here, see Grappe,
“Christologie.”
 

224 Cf. Test. Moses ch. 9; Daube, NT and Judaism, 11. The prayer in 2
Macc 7 offers the closest proximate background for Jesus’ saying at the last
supper (with Schenker, “Martyrium”). Vicarious atonement also appears in
Tannaim of the early second century — Kim, “Atonement” (summarized on
143-45). In general, though, the association of Jesus’ death with sacrifice is
closer to the pre-70 priestly understanding of atonement than to that of later
rabbis (cf. Neusner, “Repentance”). (Beyond martyrdom specifically, the
Qumran community believed that God had chosen them to atone for errant
Israel, probably grounding this understanding of atonement in Isaiah — so
Bruce, Time, 30, citing 1QS 8:6-7, 10; 1QSa 1:3.)
 

225 See e.g., Bruce, Time, 30. Cf. perhaps later the rabbis’ “Messiah son of
Joseph” (Mitchell, “Atonement”).
 



226 If Is 53 is in view, the ransom may satisfy God’s own anger, as in Is
53:10-12. But some argue that the “ransom” incorporates Is 43:3-4, where
the price is a redemption price for liberation from captivity (Witherington,
Christology, 254, 256, suggesting ransom from Satan’s grasp).
 

227 Pace Hooker, Servant, 74-79; idem, Message, 93; Anderson, Mark,
257. For the sake of space we abbreviate the argument here, but many
scholars see Isaiah’s servant in the saying (e.g., Taylor, Atonement, 14;
Cullmann, Christology, 64-65; Argyle, Matthew, 154; Higgins, Son of Man,
43; Jeremias, Theology, 292-93; Albright and Mann, Matthew, 243;
Ridderbos, Paul and Jesus, 31; Moulder, “Background,” 127; Gundry,
Matthew, 404; Hagner, Matthew, 2:582; Davies and Allison, Matthew, 3:95-
97; Stuhlmacher, “Readiness,” 396-97, 409; with less conviction, Kümmel,
Promise, 73; Bruce, Time, 29- 30), though some, like Hill, Matthew, 289
and Witherington, Christology, 254, find general language from the Isaian
servant without Is 53:11-12. The Dead Sea Scrolls later apply “the many”
of Isaiah and Daniel to themselves, “the elect” in a sectarian way (1QS 6.6-
21; Albright and Mann, Matthew, 244; Gundry, Matthew, 404), but the
rabbis retain Isaiah’s use for the covenant community (Albright and Mann,
Matthew, 245; cf. Lane, Mark, 384). For what it is worth, early Christians
certainly came to apply Is 53 to Jesus (Lk 22:37; Acts 8:32-35; Jn 12:38;
Justin 1 Apol. 50). Among others, McKnight, Death, 207-39, doubts Jesus’
(albeit not his followers’) connection of his death to the servant, preferring
the Son of man model (which is admittedly more dominant overall in Jesus’
language). But these models are not mutually exclusive, and the use of one
prophetic model may make the other all the more plausible, given evident
echoes in our Gospels; the servant comes only after the messianic secret.
 

228 Flusser, Judaism, 619; for a survey of various scholarly views, see
McKnight, Death, 47-75. Mack, Myth, 302, thinks that Mark tones down
Paul’s emphasis on Christ cult and sacrifice “toward a more primitive
notion of martyrdom.”
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18.1).
 

158 E.g., Schweizer, Jesus, 48-49. Against hallucinations, see Schweizer,
Parable, 84. The “cognitive dissonance” comparison with a tiny flying
saucer cult proves not analogous: that cult reinterpreted a prophecy that did
not materialize, rather than testifying that an unexpected event had
happened (Wright, Resurrection, 699). A sounder historical analogy would
be all the first-century Jewish movements whose founders died — yet those
movements ended (Wright, Resurrection, 700).
 

159 Grayzel, History, 516; Bamberger, Story, 240.
 

160 Scholem, Sabbatai Sevi, 920; Greenstone, Messiah, 225-30.
 

161 Jos. War 6.297-99; cf. 2 Kgs 6:17; 2 Macc 3:24-26; 4 Macc 4:10-11;
Sib. Or. 3.805-8.
 

162 Horsley and Hanson, Bandits, 182-84.
 

163 Somewhat similarly, Saulnier, “Josèphe,” suggests that Josephus
borrows the tradition from Flavian propaganda.
 

164 Tac. Hist. 5.13.2-7 likely depends on Jos. War 6.288-315.
 



165 E.g., Aul. Gel. 4.6.2.
 

166 E.g., Lucan C.W. 1.526-57 (most obviously regarding Charybdis;
1.547-48); 572-73 (a giant Fury stalking the city and shaking the snakes in
her hair).
 

167 E.g., many of the portents listed in Livy 21.62.5; 24.10.7-10; 25.7.7-8;
26.23.4-5; 27.4.11-14; 27.11.2-5; 29.37.1-5; 29.14.3; 32.1.10-12; 33.26.7-8;
34.45.6-7; 35.9.2-3; 35.21.3-6; 36.37.2-3; 40.45.1-4; 41.21.12-13; 43.13.3-
6; 45.16.5; Lucan C.W. 1.562-63.
 

168 E.g., Livy 21.62.4-5; 24.10.10; 42.2.4; Plut. Themistocles 15.1; Hdn.
8.3.8-9.
 

169 App. C.W. 4.1.4 (43 BCE); one of the portents in Livy 24.44.8 (213
BCE); Caesar C.W. 3.105; Philostratus Hrk. 56.2.
 

170 E.g., Livy 24.10.11; 24.44.8. If I correctly interpret Livy’s summaries,
in some cases some reported seeing figures at another location when those
present at that location could not confirm them.
 

171 Livy 21.62.5.
 

172 E.g., Livy 21.62.1; Hdn. 8.3.8 (though he concludes that it is credible,
8.3.9).
 

173 Livy 21.62.1; 24.10.6; 27.37.2; 29.14.2; cf. Lucian Peregrinus 39-40.
 

174 See the LCL note on Livy 29.14.3; cf. some discussion in Strothers,
“Objects.” Flames seen in the sky (e.g., Livy 32.8.2); showers of “stones”



(36.37.3); a rainbow in a clear sky (41.21.12); meteors (e.g., Livy 43.13.3);
a comet shining for seven nights (Suet. Jul. 88) and many other phenomena
are also plausible in this manner. Some reports, of course, were simply
fabricated by someone.
 

175 E.g., Collins, “Apotheosis,” 97. It was often associated with the
messiah (Sipre Deut. 34.4.3; p. Ket. 12:4, §8) or the age to come
(Schiffman, “Crossroads,” 140, on b. Sanh. 90a, bar.).
 

176 E.g., Acts 1:3-6; “from among the dead ones” (Rom 1:4; cf. 1 Cor
15:20; Gal 1:4; Heb 6:5).
 

177 Two centuries later, as pagan alternatives to Christian claims circulated,
worship of deceased but active heroes was common. Already in the Gentile
world of the apostolic period, apotheosis was the common explanation for
old “heroes” like Heracles and Asclepius; they were no longer considered
dead. But as the Jesus movement allowed only one God, they also allowed
only one risen Lord.
 

178 Lapide, Resurrection, accepted the evidence for the resurrection of
Jesus as compelling (Jesus being a prophet of God), but did not view him as
Messiah. This position is exceptional, but of course much easier than
arguing Jesus’ Lordship without the resurrection.
 

179 Many note that the church’s early faith invites explanation, challenging
scholarship that ignores our earliest Christian literary evidence, Paul’s
letters (e.g., Barnett, Jesus and History, 25, 39-50). As Schweizer, Parable,
16, puts it, “we certainly cannot assess Jesus separately from the impact he
made”; or as Dunn, New Perspective, 15-34, notes, attempts to screen out
the faith of the Gospel writers as bias miss the point: early Christian faith
flowed from the faith-stimulating impact of Jesus (see esp. 29). Although
personally agnostic regarding what happened, Wedderburn, Resurrection,



39-47, is convinced that something must have happened to generate the
disciples’ faith. On the belief in Jesus’ messiahship resting on resurrection
belief (without which the disciples would be extraordinarily hailing an
executed leader as Israel’s continuing deliverer), see Wright, Resurrection,
553 (more generally, 553-83). But for the warnings of some against
extrapolating back from the faith that Jesus evoked (pace Dunn), see
Schröter, “Begründer.”
 

180 Supposedly (but not usually actually) unique. The emphasis on
uniqueness allowed its proponents to maintain that they still followed what
they regarded as “essential” in Christianity.
 

181 Cf. Keck, History, 127-28.
 

182 Just as some later rabbis believed that Hezekiah had nearly become the
Messiah (e.g., b. Sanh. 94a; Song Rab. 4:8, §3), though some have applied
this designation to R. Judah (Aberbach, “Hzqyhw”).
 

183 Excepting Judas, whose betrayal, as we noted, was undoubtedly not
invented (given the criterion of embarrassment).
 

184 See our comments on the abandonment of Jesus’ disciples in ch. 21.
 

185 Ladd, Theology, 370; Ladd, Last Things, 82-83; Fee, Corinthians, 786;
Gundry, “Physicality,” 216-17; Keener, Corinthians, 132. On Diaspora
Jewish application of such language regarding Adam and the other man in
the creation narratives, see e.g., Philo L.A. 1.31-32; Isaacs, Spirit, 78;
Pearson, Terminology, 17-20; Horsley, Corinthians, 211-12; Horsley,
“Resurrection”; though Genesis itself (esp. Gen 2:7 LXX) supplies much of
this background (cf. Fee, Corinthians, 785, n. 42; Barrett, “Significance,”
113; both terms together in Jos. Ant. 1.34).
 



186 Keener, Corinthians, 131. Some early Jewish sources, including Dan
12:2-3, seem to portray the resurrection as angelic or like stars (1 En. 43:3;
2 Bar. 51:10; perhaps 1 En. 51:5; 104:2-4; 2 En. 22:8-10; Ps.-Phoc. 104; Pr.
Jac. 19); cf. Fletcher-Louis, Angels, regarding the partly angelomorphic
character of the resurrection in Luke-Acts. This perspective may contrast or
stand in tension with the more corporal conception in e.g., 2 Bar. 49:2-50:4;
Gen. Rab. 95:1; 100:2.
 

187 “Resurrection” in Judaism was bodily by its nature (Dan 12:2) —
otherwise it was something other than “resurrection” (see Wright,
Resurrection, 85-206, first brought to my attention by C. L. Blomberg).
 

188 As noted, Jewish tradition regarding criminals’ graves would keep the
corpses separate so they could be reburied at the end of a year. This may
help explain why we do not have many Palestinian Jewish mass graves
from the period.
 

189 Contrast forced-choice logic in Bultmann’s theological approach: since
John presents Jesus’ resurrection in unity with the cross, the resurrection
cannot be an authenticating miracle as Paul and other sources from the
apostolic church claim (“Mythology,” 36-37).
 

190 E.g., 4 Ezra 3:7, 20-22; 4:30; 7:118-19; 2 Bar. 17:2-3; 23:4; 48:42-43;
56:5-6 (but cf. 54:15, 19); Life of Adam 44:3-4; Sifre Deut. 323.5.1; cf.
more nuanced discussion in Davies, Paul, 32-34; Barrett, Adam, 14-15;
Scroggs, Adam, 18-20; Hayman, “Fall.”
 

191 See Tan, Zion Traditions, 221-23, on the authenticity of this material
(e.g., Matt 19:28//Lk 22:30).
 

192 See e.g., discussion in Keener, John, 1194-95; more fully, my
forthcoming commentary on Acts at Acts 1:9-11.



 

193 Several bridges may have provided coherence between the pre-
resurrection teacher Jesus and Paul’s experiential “union” with Christ,
including the experience of the Spirit (related to Jesus reigning in his
church; this experience may be dominant); any Jesus tradition concerning
indwelling in John’s last discourse (attested only in John, but who might
have independent tradition on this point, if not dependent on Pauline
theology; cf. Keener, John, 998, 999 n. 114); and/or Paul’s conversion as
narrated by Luke, where the risen Jesus identifies with his church (Acts 9:4;
see Kim, Origin). But the expected corporate character of the resurrection
(Dan 12:2), conjoined with Jesus’ accomplished resurrection, could also
naturally lead to a partly realized eschatology in which Jesus’ followers
would share some of the resurrection life.
 

194 Concerning Mk 12:18-27, where Jesus defends it, see e.g., Schweizer,
Parable, 87; Witherington, Christology, 15 n. 58.
 

195 For the dependence of the parousia on the resurrection, see Plevnik,
“Parousia,” especially 277.
 

196 Theissen and Merz, Historical Jesus, 504, 508.
 

197 Treatments of the subject often recognize this question in addition to
the historical one (e.g., Wedderburn, Resurrection, 97 [who also notes
philosophy’s uncertainty regarding human postmortem survival, 129-35]);
the philosophic objection is ancient (Apocrit. 4.24). History as history
cannot decide whether an event is a miracle (a theological and philosophic
judgment), but it can address whether or not an event literally happened
(see Habermas, Evidence, 25). For a philosophic response, see Houston,
Miracles, 210-23.
 



Notes to Appendix 1
 

1 Mason, Josephus and New Testament, 206; Borg, Conflict, 27-28; idem,
Vision, 90; cf. Kingdon, “Zealots.”
 

2 Now widely held: Horsley and Hanson, Bandits, 214-17; cf. pp. 190-243;
Baumbach, “Zeloten”; Smith, “Zealots”; Borg, “Zealot”; idem, Conflict, 35-
36; Sanders, Judaism, 281-83.
 

3 Crossan puts Josephus’ bias best (Historical Jesus, 93): “Nobody from
the highest aristocracy on either side is guilty of anything.”
 

4 Horsley and Hanson, Bandits, 220-41; cf. Crossan, Historical Jesus, 217.
 

5 Horsley and Hanson, Bandits, 190 distinguish the Sicarii themselves from
peasants and social bandits, relating them to a line of teachers of resistance
(pp. 194-97). They suspect Judas the Galilean may have advocated
martyrdom rather than violence (pp. 197-98), but this is unclear.
 

6 Jos. War 2.228-29; note, however, that the villagers could not have caught
everyone (cf. Deut 21:1).
 

7 Pace Crossan, Historical Jesus, 304-5; Horsley and Hanson, Bandits, 48-
50, 69-70; Oakman, “Peasant,” 131. Horsley and Hanson, Bandits, 71
contend that the common people asked for justice against Herod when he
killed the bandits, citing Jos. Ant. 14.168, but Josephus seems to refer to
relatives. Villagers did protect bandits who robbed a servant of Caesar (p.



72, citing Jos. Ant. 20.113-17; War 2.228-31), and War 2.253 may also be
relevant, but Josephus himself does not indicate that the “inhabitants”
ravaged by the brigands were nobles. The drowning of nobles is significant
(War 1.314-16, 326; Ant. 14.431-33), but Ant. 20.255-56 does not explicitly
differentiate “Jews” as gentry from the “masses.” Jos. War 2.235-38 may
well be relevant, but one wonders whether the elders in Ant. 14.167 are
peasants, since the speaker is a Pharisee. The nuancing of Crossan,
Historical Jesus, 170 (their social location between the powerful and
powerless) may be helpful.
 

8 Cf. Donaldson, “Bandits.”
 

9 Cf. Horsley and Hanson, Bandits, 77-85.
 

10 Horsley and Hanson, Bandits, xiii-xiv, 250-51; Crossan, Historical
Jesus, 194; Horsley, Galilee, 259. Josephus’ sources regarding brigands
appear weak for 6-44, though he reports some uprisings (cf. also Mk
15:27); but after 44 he supplies many reports of bandits with heavy
followings (War 2.228, 235, 238, 253; Ant. 20.121, 124, 161; Horsley and
Hanson, Bandits, 66-69).
 

11 See Lewis, Life, 204.
 

12 Sanders, Judaism, 35-43.
 

13 Simon, Sects, 44; cf. Neusner, Beginning, 26-27; see especially Jos. Ant.
18.4, 23-25. Falk, Pharisee, 57-58, 120-25 even decides (too narrowly) that
the Zealots were Shammaites. Sanders is undoubtedly right that the “Fourth
Philosophy” was “largely Pharisaic in opinion,” except that their “members
would accept no master but God (Antiq. 18.23; War 2.118)” (Sanders,
Judaism, 13-14; cf. pp. 280-84, 408-11). Hengel, Zeloten, sees them as a
religiously motivated movement; Giblet, “Mouvement,” believes they saw



themselves as more religious than political. While assuming specific
religious beliefs, the nationalists did not represent an organized religious
group (Salomonsen, “Nogle”). Applebaum, “Zealots,” regarded the
revolutionary movement as a natural response to the Roman situation.
Evidence at Masada indicates the Sicarii’s religious commitment (Cornfeld,
Josephus, 489, 499).
 

14 Josephus disparages “brigands” of all sorts except in the one case where
he need not do so, the speech he creates for Eleazar (Sanders, Judaism, 6-
7); but Josephus belonged to the elite.
 

15 Horsley and Hanson, Bandits, xv.
 

16 Cf. Horsley and Hanson, Bandits, 19, 76.
 

17 Horsley and Hanson, Bandits, xv; Borg, Conflict, 36-47.
 

18 Sanders, Judaism, 241.
 

19 Witherington, Christology, 83. Josephus may have assumed command of
many brigands himself; see the evidence in Horsley, Galilee, 266-67.
 

20 Wright, People of God, 179-80; Witherington, Christology, 84-87.
 



Notes to Appendix 2
 

1 Not all scholars who hold this thesis deny that Jesus also uttered
eschatological sayings. While I do not find the evidence for their position
persuasive, my reason to treat the topic in a historical Jesus book is Mack’s
use of their thesis rather than the thesis itself.
 

2 Lost Gospel, 106-7.
 

3 Lost Gospel, 34-36.
 

4 Some seem fairly certain of Q’s shape (e.g., Edwards, Theology of Q), but
contrast e.g., Stanton, Jesus of Nazareth, 5; Keck, “Ethos,” 448.
 

5 Mack, Lost Gospel, 16.
 

6 Lost Gospel, 34.
 

7 Mack also recognizes Thomas’s dependence on sayings in Q (e.g., Lost
Gospel, p. 182).
 

8 We do find recycled eschatological traditions in apocalyptic literature.
Moreover, even those who contend that the eschatological “layer” in Q is a
later addition (and, in Mack’s case, an inauthentic one) nevertheless
recognize that eventually Q (before the composition of Luke and Matthew)
included eschatological sayings. Why would eschatological sayings become
possible at a second “layer” yet violate genre conventions at a layer that



could not have been significantly earlier (given the potential time frame
between Jesus’ day and an established predecessor to Luke and Matthew)?
 

9 Lost Gospel, 6.
 

10 Lost Gospel, 192.
 

11 For a full-scale, coherent and scholarly reevaluation of the Gospels’
treatment of the Jesus tradition, see especially the six volumes of Gospel
Perspectives, although many less conservative studies will also concur with
the substance of many of their critiques.
 

12 Lost Gospel, 238.
 

13 Mack apparently accepts this letter as Pauline (Lost Gospel, 231).
 

14 Paul proceeds less in this direction than do many of his contemporaries
such as Philo or Josephus.
 

15 Most significantly Abba and Marana tha; cf. also anathema and Kephas.
Such phrases reveal the importance the earliest Jesus movement attached to
Jesus’ relationship with (and teaching about) the Father; his Lordship and
return; the role of Peter and the earliest, Aramaic traditions.
 

16 Cf. here Overman’s critique of Mack’s distinctions between Galilean
Jesus movements and hellenistic Christ cults in his Myth: the social
experiences of Galilean and Diaspora Christians would not have been that
dissimilar (Overman, “Deciphering,” 194).
 



17 For a case that veneration of Jesus belongs to the Jesus movement’s
earliest stages, see Hurtado, Lord Jesus Christ.
 

18 Lost Gospel, 74-79 and parts of 73 and 80.
 

19 Cf. Meier, Marginal Jew, 1:177, on some minimalist Jesus scholarship
more generally.
 

20 Overman, “Deciphering,” 193-94.
 



Notes to Appendix 3
 

1 Bultmann, Tradition, 369, exaggerated their hellenistic character (though
allowing some Palestinian tradition); contrast Barrett, Jesus and Tradition,
6. Aune explains Gospel biography by deliberately “oversimplifying” it as
exhibiting “Hellenistic form and function with Jewish content”
(Environment, 22). Hellenistic narrative techniques were standard in Jewish
documents written in Greek (e.g., Cohen, Maccabees, 43).
 

2 Greek conventions for praising heroes or deities were also sometimes
transferred to Jewish heroes; cf. e.g., van der Horst, “Children.”
 

3 This is not to deny that the latter depend on ultimate Palestinian sources
(Hengel, “Problems,” 238-43, for example, supports the ancient tradition of
Mark’s dependence on Peter), but to argue that they articulate their Gospels
for a more pluralistic milieu.
 

4 Stanton, Jesus of Nazareth, 126; Aune, Environment, 37.
 

5 Hengel, “Problems,” 219-20.
 

6 The suggestion that ancient Near Eastern models provided the later Greek
emphasis on individual characters (cf. Dihle, “Biography,” 366-67) is
overstated.
 

7 Against Bultmann, Tradition, 57. Gerhardsson, Memory, 181-89,
comments on narrative in rabbinic tradition, since disciples learned from



their teachers’ lives as well as from their words; but as Gundry (“Genre,”
101) points out, this still does not correspond to what we have in the
gospels, nor to the enormous tradition which must stand behind them.
 

8 Neusner, Biography, is skeptical even of the attributed sayings. There is
certainly nothing comparable to the early-nineteenth-century collection of
tales In Praise of the Baal Shem Tov (available in English in Ben-Amos and
Mintz, Baal Shem Tov).
 

9 Neusner, Legend, 8.
 

10 Aune, Environment, 41-42.
 

11 Van Veldhuizen, “Moses,” 215-24.
 

12 Silver, “Moses” (on Jos. Ant. 2:243-53 and Artapanus in Euseb. P.E.
9.27). Runnalls, “Campaign,” suggests that Josephus indirectly challenged
Artapanus’ account; but the use of the same tradition demonstrates the
inroads that hellenism had made into Moses haggadah (cf. Rajak, “Moses”);
Aristobulus (second century BCE) frg. 4 (Euseb. P.E. 13.13.5) possibly
divinizes him with the vision of God. Some Jewish writers may adapt
Orphean and Heraclean motifs (cf. Philonenko, “Juda”), and some
euhemeristically identify pagan figures with biblical ones (e.g., Ps.-
Eupolemus in Euseb. P.E. 9.17.9).
 

13 Feldman, “Abraham,” 150.
 

14 Feldman, “Jacob.”
 

15 Aune, Environment, 107.



 

16 Feldman, “Samson.” Roncace, “Samson,” critiques Feldman’s portrayal
of Samson.
 

17 Feldman, “Saul.”
 

18 Begg, “Zedekiah,” argues that Josephus portrays him as something of a
tragic hero, following Aristotelian conventions.
 

19 Feldman, “?Aqedah.” Joshua may become a Jewish Pericles (Feldman,
“Joshua”). See other citations from Feldman above.
 

20 E.g., Feldman, “Concubine”; Höffken, “Hiskija.” Naturally, there is
some disagreement regarding specifics, e.g., Roncace, “Deborah”; Feldman,
“Roncace’s Portraits.”
 

21 Cohen, Maccabees, 194; cf. in general Attridge, “Historiography,” 326;
cf. Eisman, “Dio and Josephus.” Even his apology for his “substandard”
Greek fits rhetorical conventions for lowering audience expectations and
may be compared with Anacharsis’ reported apology to the Athenians
(Anacharsis Ep. 1.1-6). Other hellenistic Jewish historians probably
employed similar techniques (cf. Rajak, “Justus of Tiberias,” 92); earlier
still, cf. the liberties 1 Esd 1:23-30 takes with 2 Chron 35:20-25 (Kooij,
“Death of Josiah”).
 

22 See e.g., Fisk, “Bible”: Harrington, “Bible.” Harrington, “Bible,” 242-
43, does not think these reworkings constitute a distinct genre, since some
(like Jubilees and Assumption of Moses) purport to be apocalypses, while
others (he gives Chronicles as an example) purport to be straightforward
historical narrative.
 



23 Cf. Jubilees; Life of Adam and Eve; Assumption of Moses; History of
Joseph (of uncertain date); L.A.B. (which proceeds through 2 Sam 1);
Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs; 1-3 Enoch (especially the Book of
Noah in 1 Enoch); 1QNoah (related to 1 En. 8:4; 9:4; 106:9-10; see
Fitzmyer, Scrolls, 16); 4QAmram; Genesis Apocryphon; cf. Yadin,
“Commentaries,” 66-68, 66-67. Some of those from Qumran are probably
pre-Qumranian (Milik, “Écrits”).
 

24 Harrington, “Bible,” 242.
 

25 On Life of Adam and Eve, cf. Johnson, “Adam,” 252; Ps-Philo’s L.A.B.
borrows lines from other passages of Scripture. Goulder, Midrash, 30, is
probably right when he argues that midrash is creative, but seemed to the
rabbis who engaged in it as if they were deriving all their data from
inferences in the text; in many cases, however, antecedent interpretive
traditions may be verified from other sources (e.g., postbiblical traditions in
Theodotus; cf. Fallon, “Theodotus,” 786). Haggadic traditions were
probably more easily remembered than halakic ones (Gerhardson, Memory,
147).
 

26 On the nature of Jubilees’ revision of Genesis and Exodus, see
Vanderkam, “Jubilees.” Hellenistic writers like Hecataeus and Manetho had
adapted earlier history to meet the contemporary needs, and it is not
surprising that Jewish writers of this period sometimes did the same
(Mendels, “History”).
 

27 Freund, “Deception.”
 

28 ARN 1 A. What would have been considered explanatory amplification
of the words of sages was, however, part of the scribe’s traditional vocation
(Meeks, Moral World, 117, on Sir 39:1-2).
 



29 E.g., Demetrius the Chronographer (third century BCE), frg. 5 (Euseb.
P.E. 9.29.16); Jub. 4:1, 9; 12:14; 13:11; 27:1, 4-5 (Esau and Jacob, vs. Isaac
and Jacob); p. Ket. 12:4, §8 (fanciful midrash).
 

30 2 Macc 2:1-8 (expanding Jeremiah’s mission); Jub. 29:14-20
(rhetorically contrasts Jacob’s respect for his parents with Esau’s
disrespect); Test. Job 9-15 (see OTP 1:832); Test. Jos. 3:1; cf. Josephus’
expansion of Philistine casualties (Ant. 6.203; cf. 1 Sam 18:27, though the
LXX reduced them). Cf. Jael in L.A.B. 31 (Burnette-Bletsch, “Jael”).
 

31 Pesiq. Rab Kah. 4:3 (“the rabbis” on Solomon); Gen. Rab. 43:3; Ex.
Rab. 10:4; Pesiq. Rab. 49:5; cf. Artapanus on Pharaoh’s behavior toward
Moses in light of 1 Sam 18:17, 21-25 (Euseb. P.E. 9.27.7). Genre
conventions also could dictate amplifications; Joseph and Asenath, a
Hellenistic romance, incorporates features ideal in such romances.
 

32 Jub. 11:14-15; 13:18, 22; possibly 4Q160, frg. 3-5, 7; Tg. Ps.-Jon. on
Gen 50:26; Ps.-Jon. on Ex 13:19.
 

33 Endres, Interpretation, 214-19.
 

34 See n. 32 above.
 

35 Jub. 11:14-15; Liv. Pr. 19 (Joad) (§30 in Schermann’s Greek text); Jos.
Ant. 8.231; L.A.B. 40:1 (in L.A.B. in general, cf. Bauckham, “ ‘Midrash,’ ”
67; in Jewish sources more generally, Pilch, “Naming”); cf. Plut. Alex. 20.4-
5 (questioning Chares’ report).
 

36 See Rook, “Names,” on patriarchal wives in Jubilees.
 



37 See the discussion in Maclean and Aitken, Heroikos, li-lii.
 

38 As L.A.B. does in its polemic against idolatry (Murphy, “Idolatry”).
 

39 L.A.B. 12:2-3 (Aaron’s sin with the golden calf). Test. Job 39:12-13
(OTP)/39:9-10 (Kraft) and 40:3/4 seems concerned to soften God letting
Job’s children die for his test.
 

40 Jub. 13:17-18 (conflict between Lot’s and Abram’s servants), 14:21-
16:22 (omitting Sarah’s problems with Hagar, though they surface in 17:4-
14), 29:13 (omits Jacob’s fear); Test. Zeb. 1:5-7 (Zebulon did not act against
Joseph). In Jubilees (e.g., Abram passing off his sister as his wife), see
Wintermute, “Jubilees,” 35-36; in Josephus, cf. Aune, Environment, 108; in
Greco-Roman literature, see Shuler, Genre, 50 (following Cic. Part. or. 22).
The same tendency of tradition may be noted in the Chronicler’s omission
of David’s and Solomon’s sins reported in Samuel-Kings (cf. e.g.,
Williamson, Chronicles, 236). On the golden calf in Josephus, see Jos. Ant.
3.79-99 (esp. 95-99; despite War 4.3). Philo and Ps.-Philo omit the
command to destroy Canaan’s nations, and Josephus explains it in a manner
intelligible to Romans (Feldman, “Command”; for Philo, see also Berthelot,
“Conquest”).
 

41 CD 4.20-5.3 (David’s polygamy, behavior that the Qumran community
otherwise disapproved; also 11QT 56.18); Jub. 19:15-16 (Rebekah, in light
of current morality); 27:6-7 (how Jacob could leave his father); 28:6-7
(Jacob’s sororal polygyny); 30:2-17 (Simeon and Levi), 41 (Judah and
Tamar both made more innocent, especially Judah); 1Qap Genar 20.10-11
(Sarah rather than Abraham proposes the pretense that she is his sister); Jos.
Asen. 23 (Levi and Simeon); Test. Jud. 8-12 (whitewashing Judah, and to a
lesser extent Tamar, though Judah confesses it as a lesser sin; cf. the
improvement of both in Tg. Neof. 1 on Gen 38:25; Tg. Ps.-Jon. on Gen.
38:25-26); Test. Iss. 3:1 (cf. Gen 49:15); Tg. Ps.-Jon. on Gen. 49:28 (all
twelve patriarchs were equally righteous).



 

42 Cf. the variant forms of some sayings in Ahiqar (OTP 2:482).
 

43 Anderson, “4 Maccabees,” 555. Here the freedom is probably that of the
author of 4 Maccabees, who appears to expand earlier sources, whereas 2
Macc probably stays closer to its sources, since it is an abridgement.
 

44 Cf. Robinson, Problem, 60.
 

45 See Theon Progymn. 1.93-171; Hock, “Education,” 202-3; cf.
Gerhardsson, Memory, 136-48.
 

46 Cf. e.g., 4Q422, a homiletic paraphrase of Genesis (Elgvin, “Section”);
see further below on rewritings of biblical history. Chilton, “Transmission”;
idem, “Development,” suggests that Gospel traditions were transmitted and
developed in ways similar to Targumic traditions. For the view that John
developed Jesus’ message in a manner analogous to the Targums, which
included interpretive amplification but sought fidelity to the meaning, see
Taylor, Formation, 116.
 

47 Dunn, Acts, 117 (though noting the identical core, 121). Explanations
vary (e.g., Hedrick, “Paul’s Conversion/Call,” 432; Marshall, Acts, 167; see
esp. Tannehill, Acts, 10), but variation on details seems not to have been
problematic. Retellings could selectively omit some details (e.g., Char.
Chaer. 2.5.10-11).
 

48 Eddy and Boyd, Legend, 429-30. The exception might be if one needed
grounds for polemic against a particular document (as in Apocrit. 2.12-15).
 



49 For the comparison, see e.g., Wills, “Aesop Tradition,” 225; cf. Keener,
“Review of Lincoln” (regarding potential liberties in the Fourth Gospel, not
the Synoptics).
 

50 Stanton, Jesus of Nazareth, 127.
 

51 Cf. e.g., Canevet, “Remarques” (Moses as commander-in-chief). Like
other hellenistic Jewish writers, Philo adjusts biblical accounts where
necessary to suit his idealization of virtues; cf. Petit, “Exemplaire.” Philo
can nevertheless prove accurate when reporting events surrounding more
recent personages (Smallwood, “Historians”).
 

52 For such reasons, I regard Philo as less comparable than, say, Plutarch’s
lives or Josephus’ autobiography, particularly for the Synoptics (John may
be closer, but even John does not go anywhere as far as Philo).
 

53 Even his postbiblical information (e.g., Philo Abr. 71-72; Migr. 177;
Mos. 1.20-24) often derives from Alexandrian Jewish tradition rather than
pure invention (we have some examples of this information attested
elsewhere, including in Acts 7).
 



Notes to Appendix 4
 

1 E.g., Matthew’s primary source for Matt 24 is Mark, but he supplements
at relevant points with “Q” (e.g., in 24:28 = Lk 17:37; 24:38-41 = Lk 17:26-
30, 34-35; 24:43 = Lk 12:39), and perhaps at some points by other tradition
(his “trumpet” also parallels Pauline language).
 

2 Ovid Metam. 15.792; Livy 27.4.14; 40.19.2; 43.13.4; Appian C.W. 2.5.36;
4.1.4; Lucan C.W. 1.556- 57; cf. Eurip. Iph. Taur. 1165-67.
 

3 Livy 24.10.7; 25.7.7-8; 26.23.5; 27.37.1; 34.45.7; 35.9.4; 36.37.3; 42.2.4;
43.13.5; 45.16.5; Appian C.W. 2.5.36; 4.1.4.
 

4 Virg. Aen. 4.453-63; Livy 24.44.8.
 

5 Ovid Metam. 15.796-97; Livy 24.10.10; 27.11.4; 35.21.4; 41.13.2;
41.21.13; 43.13.3; Appian C.W. 4.1.4.
 

6 Livy 27.4.11, 14; 32.1.11; 40.45.4; cf. Phaedrus 3.3.4-5.
 

7 Livy 27.11.5; 27.37.5; 34.45.7; 35.21.3; 41.21.12; Appian C.W. 1.9.83;
Herodian 1.14.1; Lucan C.W. 1.562-63.
 

8 Jub. 23:14; 2 Bar. 27:11-12; m. Sot. 9:15; cf. perhaps Sib. Or. 3.204.
 

9 Jub. 23:21; Test. Moses 7:3-4; 2 Tim 3:5; cf. m. Sot. 9:15.



 

10 E.g., 1QM 15.1; Jub. 23:22-23 (cf. 23:20); 4 Ezra 13:34.
 

11 Cf. Sib. Or. 2.22; 3.204-5, 636-37, 660-61, 756; Gen. Rab. 42:4.
 

12 E.g., 1 En. 1:6-8; 53:7; 4 Ezra 6:13-16; Test. Moses 10:4; Bauckham,
“Earthquake.”
 

13 Sib. Or. 2.23; Pesiq. Rab Kah. 5:9; Gen. Rab. 25:3; 40:3; 64:2; Ruth
Rab. 1:4; Pesiq. R. 15:14/15.
 

14 Wickedness in 4 Ezra 5:10; 14:16-17; 2 Bar. 27:11-12; 69:3; Test. Moses
7:3-10; m. Sot. 9:15; 1 En. 91:7; cf. Hesiod W.D. 181-201.
 

15 Although this is typically Matthean language (Matt 7:23; 13:41; 23:23),
it also appears in the eschatological tradition behind 2 Thessalonians (2
Thess 2:3, 7).
 

16 1Q22 frg. 1.i.7-8; 4Q390 frg. 1.7-9; Jub. 23:9, 16-17; 1 En. 91:7; T. Dan
5:4; Iss. 6:1; Naph. 4:1; Zeb. 9:5; 3 En. 48A:5-6; Sipre Deut. 318.1.10;
Pesiq. Rab Kah. 5:9; Pesiq. R. 15:14/15; cf. 4 Ezra 5:1-2.
 

17 Livy 25.7.8; 29.14.3; 32.8.2; 41.21.13; Lucan C.W. 1.526-43. Comets
(e.g., Appian C.W. 2.10.68; Lucan C.W. 1.529) were esp. noteworthy.
 

18 1 En. 102:2-3 (end of age); cf. Sib. Or. 3.800-4; 5.476-84; 8.190-93, 204;
4 Ezra 7:38-42.
 



19 The transition between the present age (i.e., the time between the Flood
and the End) and the final generation (probably beginning in Jub. 23:14-25,
which intensifies the judgments) seems unclear.
 

20 Many have noted the parallels: see especially Waterman, “Sources”
(citing 24 parallels, mostly compelling); Wenham, Rediscovery; cf. also
Hunter, Predecessors, 49; Barrett, Jesus and Tradition, 12; Hill, Prophecy,
130; Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, 144-45; Crossan, Historical Jesus, 243-
47; Allison, Jesus of Nazareth, 125; for 2 Thess 2, see also Wenham,
Rediscovery, 176-80. The cumulative evidence is, as Ford, Abomination, 22
puts it, virtually “conclusive.”
 

21 E.g., Koester, Introduction, 2:242; Bailey, “Thessalonians”; Grant, Paul,
6; cf. the mediating approach in Donfried, Thessalonians, xxiii-xxvi, 51-53.
 

22 See Kümmel, Introduction, 189 (267 in 1975 ed.); Robinson, Redating,
53-54. The precise date of Paul’s execution in the 60s is debated, but if
someone other than Paul wrote 2 Thessalonians, it was presumably
someone who knew Pauline tradition well and wrote before 70. The
tensions between an imminent return (attributed to 1 Thessalonians) and
one preceded by signs (2 Thessalonians) are no greater than within Jesus’
eschatological discourse itself. Favoring Paul’s authorship, see arguments in
e.g., Kümmel, Introduction, 187-90 (264-69 in 1975 ed.); Best,
Thessalonians, 50-58; Milligan, Thessalonians, xxxix, lii-lxii, lxxvi-xcii;
Neil, Thessalonians, pp. xix-xxvi; Frame, Thessalonians, 19-20, 39-54;
Marshall, Thessalonians, 23-25; Morris, Thessalonians, 29-31; Bruce,
Thessalonians, xxxix; Ford, Abomination, 195; Carson, “Pseudonymity,”
862; cf. Mealand, “Extent.”
 

23 Many Jewish teachers emphasized that Israel’s obedience could hasten
the end (e.g., Tob 13:6; T. Zeb. 9:7; Sipre Deut. 41.4.3; 43.16.3; b. B.B.10a;
Nid. 13b, bar.; Sanh. 97b; y. Taan. 1:1, §7; Ex. Rab. 25:12; Deut. Rab. 3:2;
Song Rab. 2:5, §3; 4:8, §3; 5:2, §2; cf. Acts 3:19; 2 Pet 3:12), whereas



others preferred fixed schemes, whether able to be determined or known
only to God (e.g., Sipra Behuq. pq. 8.269.2.3; b. Abod. Zar. 9ab; Sanh.
97ab; Lev. Rab. 15:1; Lam. Rab. proem 21). Some reconciled the two by
claiming that the redemption was scheduled but would come early if Israel
were obedient (Song Rab. 8:14, §1). Some set dates (see e.g., Bonsirven,
Judaism, 178; cf. Test. Ab. 7B; Gr. Ezra 3:3-4), a position countered by
more conservative rabbis (e.g., b. Pes. 54b, bar.; Sanh. 97a; Num. Rab. 5:6;
see Daube, NT and Judaism, 289-90; cf. 2 Bar. 21:8). Later rabbis reported
both the multiplicity of dates and prerequisites for the Messiah’s coming
alongside warnings against speculating when he would come (b. Sanh. 97a-
98b). Various texts speak of God delaying the end (1 En. 60:5; 4 Ezra 7:24;
cf. 2 Bar. 85:12) to grant time for repentance.
 

24 Although it is less convincing, some of this other material may also echo
the dominical tradition (Riesenfeld, Tradition, 17; cf. Dibelius, Paul, 93).
 

25 When I initially collected such parallels, I had been considering a
dissertation on the topic, an idea relinquished once I realized how many
others have addressed the same topic. Because my study was incomplete, I
probably underestimated the parallels in non-Christian Jewish works, but
the differences are nevertheless illustrative.
 

26 Some view the “catching up” as an agraphon (Jeremias, Unknown
Sayings, 14); others plausibly prefer a midrashic implication of the explicit
gathering (Wenham, “Apocalypse,” 348); the descent may derive from OT
theophany language (see Scott, “Clouds,” 132).
 

27 Cf. Koester, “One Jesus,” 196; Boring, Sayings, 11, 34 n. 41. Prophecies
could be written down and preserved (Test. Job 51:4/3); but it does not
appear to have been the norm (cf. Aune, Prophecy, 244). Further, oracles
were far more likely to be heavily redacted than didactic traditions were (cf.
Collins, “Introduction to Oracles,” 320).
 



28 1 En. 90:28-29; 11QTemple 29:8-10; cf. the hope of restoration in the
seventeenth benediction of the Amida; cf. 1QpHab 9.6-7 (the Jerusalem
priesthood); Joshua ben Ananiah in Josephus War 6.300ff.
 

29 Apparently the final generation.
 

30 This fits the theme of not seeking signs (Matt 12:38; 16:4), the real sign
being Jesus’ resurrection (12:39-40), and a future appearing (24:30), in
response to the disciples’ question (24:3).
 

31 In period between the Flood and the End.
 

32 One judgment among many, the righteous youths seeking to force their
elders to return to the way of righteousness.
 

33 Nations against Israel, more relevant. This includes the most cruel of
peoples and much bloodshed (23:23).
 

34 But this may be part of a Christian interpolation (God’s Son in 13:32,
37).
 

35 In period between the Flood and the End.
 

36 Cf. also the final earthquake, e.g., 1 En. 1:6-8; 53:7; 4 Ezra 6:13-16;
Test. Moses 10:4; Rev 6:12; Bauckham, “Earthquake.”
 

37 But apparently applied differently, to the final judgment (wrath in the
day of the Lord, 1 Thess 5:2, 9).
 



38 Probably this early (cf. 1QH 3.3-18). If not, nevertheless a common
image for anguish in OT portrayals of judgment (Ps 48:6; Is 13:8; 21:3;
26:17; 42:14; Jer 4:31; 6:24; 13:21; 22:23; 30:6; 31:8; 48:41; 49:22, 24;
50:43; Hos 13:13).
 

39 If it refers to the community’s suffering.
 

40 Maybe final judgment rather than tribulation before it. 4 Ezra 4:42
applies to birth pangs for the resurrection in the realm of the dead.
 

41 The term anomia appears only in Matthew (Matt 7:23; 13:41; 23:28;
24:12) in the Gospels (disregarding the cognate in Lk 22:37, from Is 53:12
LXX).
 

42 One could apply Matt 24:12 to the moral coarsening of society, but in
context apostasy of those who already “love” (24:12) and need to
“persevere” (24:13) is likelier.
 

43 The world and esp. Israel (note the covenant in 23:16, 19, 23).
 

44 The wicked torture the righteous to seek their apostasy.
 

45 The nuance attaching to a royal dignitary is probably amplified by the
use of apant?sis in 1 Thess 4:17.
 

46 E.g., comets (Appian C.W. 2.10.68; Lucan C.W. 1.529).
 

47 That the tribes mourning (Zech 12:10) is conjoined with Dan 7:13 in
both Rev 1:7 and Matt 24:30 suggests a common source in which they were



linked, or that Revelation drew directly on the form of Jesus tradition found
in the Gospels (cf. Rev 3:3).
 

48 For war, rather than gathering.
 

49 Cf. also Did. 9.4; 10.5; 16:6-7.
 

50 Sodom is a frequent image in ancient Jewish texts, including elsewhere
in the NT; I focus on eschatological destruction (though cf. also Matt 10:15;
11:23-24; Lk 10:12; Rev 11:8).
 

51 Both 1 Thess 5 and 2 Pet 3 apply this to “the day of the Lord.”
 

52 In a different context.
 

53 2 Thess 2:2 mentions the “day of the Lord,” but emphasizes its
prerequisites rather than its unexpectedness (cf. 1 Thess 5:2); the two
emphases often appear together in collections of early Jewish traditions.
 

54 But here the children are right in doing so, because of parents’ sin; it
could be inversion of the normal moral order (cf. 23:26), but is probably
reproaching ancestors for bringing judgments.
 

55 Elders and younger ones in conflict, along with poor vs. rich, small vs.
great — again to return them to the way (23:20).
 

56 Children shame elders, in a negative portrayal of social inversion.
 

57 Positive.



 

58 Negative.
 

59 “Adulterous” kings, in the “beginning” of the eschatological time (197-
98).
 

60 Using God’s name, “but not with truth.”
 

61 Unless the line is a later interpolation, the Empire falling “into heresy”
(Danby, p. 306) cannot be post-Constantinian, given the early-third-century
date of the Mishnah.
 

62 In the period between the Flood and the End.
 

63 A great final plague.
 

64 In the period between the Flood and the End.
 

65 Gray-haired infants, etc.
 

66 But this is fulfilled first of all in the exile (Sib. Or. 3.265-281).
 

67 But this probably refers to shortening of number of days, not their
length.
 

68 But this probably refers to shortening of number of days, not their
length.
 



69 Following Hesiod Works and Days 181; common in Roman lists of
“prodigies.”
 

70 This may be assumed from the sort of Jewish eschatology relevant to
first-century Christian works reporting Jesus’ resurrection.
 



Notes to Appendix 5
 

1 Estimates for the year of crucifixion usually settle on 30 or 33 CE, with
preference for the former (Blinzler, Trial, 72-80; Brown, Death, 1373-76;
Meier, Marginal Jew, 1:402), including by myself (for the latter, see e.g.,
Duriez, Year). Still, because of potential early Jewish observational
mistakes the astronomical evidence for any date remains indeterminate
(Sanders, Figure, 284).
 

2 With Borchert, “Passover,” 316; Yee, Feasts, 68. Much of what follows is
adapted from Keener, Matthew, 622-23.
 

3 This makes harmonization difficult (though Story, “Chronology,” thinks
John agreed with Synoptic chronology here).
 

4 Cf. e.g., Byron, “Passover”; Boring et al., Commentary, 147.
 

5 E.g., Oesterley, Liturgy, 158-67; Stauffer, Jesus, 143; Grappe, “Essai”;
Wilkinson, Jerusalem, 125; Meier, Marginal Jew, 1:395-401; Brown,
Death, 1351-73; McKnight, Death, 270-72.
 

6 Later tradition also permits apostates to partake of the meal except the
lamb (Stauffer, Jesus, 210), but this prohibition is probably irrelevant here.
 

7 Reicke, Era, 179-82; Meier, Marginal Jew, 1:396. See our fuller
discussion of Jaubert’s thesis below.
 



8 Jewett, Chronology, 27; cf. Meier, Matthew, 316.
 

9 Theissen, Gospels in Context, 167.
 

10 B. Sanh. 43a, bar. (“on the eve of Passover”).
 

11 Mk 15:42. Despite disagreement on the relation to the festival, most
commentators agree that the crucifixion occurred on a Friday (Brown,
Death, 1350-51). Even by the third century rabbis were not unanimous
about trying and executing someone on a Sabbath (p. Sanh. 4:6, §2).
 

12 On the Sanhedrin wishing to kill Jesus before the feast, see comment on
Matt 26:1-2, in Keener, Matthew, 617.
 

13 Jeremias, Eucharistic Words, 20-23, 62-84; Hagner, Matthew, 772-73; cf.
Hill, Matthew, 336-37.
 

14 Bornkamm, Experience, 132.
 

15 E.g., Higgins, “Eucharist,” 208-9.
 

16 E.g., Morris, John, 785.
 

17 Jaubert, Date.
 

18 Cf. Jub. 49:10, 14; Herr, “Calendar.” The calendar of Jubilees may have
had some impact on public policy in the second century BCE (Wirgin,
Jubilees, 12-17, 42-43) and has some parallels with later rabbinic
calendrical halakah (Grintz, “Jubilees,” 325), but in contrast to what



became mainstream Judaism preserves the older solar calendar
(Morgenstern, “Calendar”; cf. Marcus, “Scrolls,” 12), for which some even
(probably wrongly) label it pre-Hasmonean (Zeitlin, “Jubilees,” 224; cf.
Zeitlin, “Character,” 8-16). Opposition to the lunar calendar is implied even
in its creation narrative (Jub. 2:9-10; cf. 6:36). This places Jubilees much
closer to Qumran thought than to Pharisaism (e.g., Brownlee, “Jubilees,”
32; Baumgarten, “Beginning”; Grintz, “Jubilees,” 324); Rivkin, “Jubilees,”
even thinks that Jubilees writes polemically against the Pharisaic calendar,
but that could be later.
 

19 M. R.H. 2:9.
 

20 Cf. Driver, Scrolls, 330, 335; Simon, Sects, 151; Stauffer, Jesus, 115;
Bruce, Documents, 57; Bruce, “Gospels,” 78; Morris, John, 785; cf.
Svensson, “Qumrankalendern” (John tried to harmonize Qumran’s with the
dominant lunar calendar). Cf. the carefully conceived work of Busada,
“Calendar.”
 

21 E.g., Benoit, Jesus, 1:87-93; Abegg, “Calendars,” 183.
 

22 Cf. Brown, Essays, 207-17, arguing that John reports the real date,
whereas the Synoptics report Jesus’ Last Supper a day early.
 

23 Shepherd, “Date.” Carson, “Matthew,” 529 also mentions other
proposals, e.g., that Pharisees and Sadducees followed divergent calendars
(Strack-Billerbeck) or that the Galileans followed the Pharisaic (and
Synoptic) one and Judeans the Sadducean (and Johannine) one (though
Josephus places most Pharisees in Jerusalem). But I suspect that a major
difference in observance in the Temple would have left more trace in extant
first-century sources concerning feasts (like Josephus).
 

24 E.g., Keener, John, 899, 1100-3, 1129-31.



 

25 France, Matthew, 365. One cannot argue this, however, from the lack of
mention of purification or lamb; these would be taken for granted (everyone
in the Roman Empire expected animal sacrifices and purifications for
festivals), and it would be their omission that would have required comment
(Sanders, Figure, 251).
 

26 See Blomberg, Reliability, 238, 254 (citing esp. Smith, “Chronology of
Supper”; Carson, John, 589-90, 622; Geldenhuys, Luke, 649-70; and
linguistic data in Billerbeck, Kommentar, 837-38), taking the “high”
Sabbath as a Sabbath that falls on a festival (19:31), and John’s
“preparation” (19:14) as for the sabbath (cf. Mk 15:42) and merely during
Passover (Jn 19:14). If we did not have the Synoptic tradition, however, no
one would pursue such expedients; the language more naturally suggests
the preparation was for Passover as well as the sabbath. This is not to deny
that John may depend on historical tradition here (with this as possibly the
most workable suggestion), but to suggest that he at least exploits the
ambiguity to present Jesus as the passover lamb (1:29; 19:36).
 



Notes to Appendix 6
 

1 Many see a Roman “cohort” in John (e.g., Rensberger, Faith, 90; O’Day,
“John,” 801-2; Kaufman, “Anti-Semitism”), and argue that John correctly
preserves the tradition that only (Cohn, Trial, 78) or, more commonly,
additionally (e.g., Anderson, Mark, 327; Stauffer, Jesus, 119) Romans were
involved in the arrest.
 

2 E.g., Winter, Trial, 44; Bruce, “Trial,” 9.
 

3 Stambaugh and Balch, Environment, 34. Many scholars see the temple
police rather than Romans here (e.g., Ridderbos, John, 575).
 

4 E.g., Jos. Life 242. See further Catchpole, Trial, 149; Blinzler, Trial, 64-
65; Bammel, “Trial,” 439- 40; cf. Wilkinson, Jerusalem, 126-27. For
knowledge of Gentile military imagery in 1QM, see (favoring Greek
imagery) Avi-Yonah, “War,” 1-3; Delcor, “Guerre,” 380; Atkinson,
“Setting,” 294; (favoring Roman) Yadin, Scroll of War, 138, 161; Vermes,
Scrolls, 123.
 

5 Catchpole, Trial, 149, cites here Jdt 14:11; 2 Macc 8:23; 12:20, 22; Jos.
Ant. 17.215. Greek often used more general terms to translate Roman
military ones (see e.g., Tully, “??????????”).
 

6 In the LXX, 25-30 times (e.g., Ex 18:21, 25; Num 1:16; 31:14, 48-54;
Deut 1:15; Josh 22:14, 21; 1 Chron 13:1; 15:25). Catchpole, Trial, 149,
notes here 1 Macc. 3:55; Jos. War 2.578; Ant. 17.215; Mk 6:21. Cf. also
Bammel, “Trial,” 439-40.



 

7 Even when Josephus refers to a Roman speira on the temple roof — the
sense of which ought to be obvious — he must limit it with Romaik? (War
2.224; 5.244; Catchpole, Trial, 149).
 

8 Blinzler, Trial, 64-65.
 

9 Cf. e.g., Hunter, John, 166; Hurtado, Mark, 233.
 

10 Pace, e.g., Bernard, John, 2:584.
 

11 The governor normally arrived with extra troops to control the Passover
crowds if necessary (cf. War 2.224-26; Ant. 20.109-10); the crowds grew
most restless at the pilgrimage festivals (Jos. War 1.88; cf. War 2.42, 254-
56).
 

12 Trial, 149-50.
 

13 Cf. Brown, Death, 250. Cullmann, State, 43-44, assigns legal
responsibility to the Romans but moral responsibility (perhaps too much) to
the Jerusalem authorities.
 

14 Brown, Death, 250-51.
 

15 See fuller discussion in Keener, John, 1080-81.
 



Notes to Appendix 7
 

1 Cohn, Trial, 109; Flusser, Judaism, 589.
 

2 Jos. War 2.117; cf. b. Shab. 108a.
 

3 Winter, Trial, 10-15; Smallwood, Jews, 150.
 

4 Winter, Trial, 75-90.
 

5 Even though profanation of the Temple (cf. Acts 21:28-29) was the one
charge for which the Romans permitted local executions; cf. O’Rourke,
“Law,” 174; Sanders, Judaism, 61. Paul’s Roman citizenship could shield
him under normal circumstances (Rabello, “Condition,” 738), but not for
profaning a temple (Jos. War 2.224; Hesiod Astron. frg. 3).
 

6 Theissen, Gospels in Context, 191.
 

7 Theissen, Gospels in Context, 189-93. The execution R. Eliezer ben
Zadok allegedly witnessed in his childhood (m. Sanh. 7:2; tos. Sanh. 9:11)
probably would have stemmed from the reign of Agrippa I (Bruce, “Trial,”
12; cf. Acts 12:1-3).
 

8 Cf. also Catchpole, Trial, 247.
 

9 O’Rourke, “Law,” 174-75.



 

10 Brown, Death, 339 correctly observes that executions required
ratification by the Sanhedrin in Jos. Ant. 14.167; while this datum is
undoubtedly relevant, we should note that it describes the time of Herod the
Great, not direct Roman rule. The Gospels involve the period of Roman
rule.
 

11 E.g., Sipre Deut. 154.2.1.
 

12 E.g., b. Sanh. 49b-50a.
 

13 Unless secret executions (cf. Winter, Trial, 70-73) were practiced; but
Pharisaic requirements for evidence were so strict that executions must
have remained very rare under the later rabbis, if they even held sufficient
influence as to get away with carrying them out at all.
 

14 Sipre Deut. 154.1.1; b. Sanh. 37b. The date appears indeterminate in
Sipra Qed. par. 4.206.2.9.
 

15 E.g., p. Sanh. 1:1, §3; 7:2, §3. Safrai, “Government,” 398 cites also b.
Shab. 15a; A.Z. 8b. This was the widespread view at the turn of the
twentieth century (Abrahams, Studies, 1:73; Sanday, Criticism, 127).
 

16 For so it would be viewed (Ep. Jer. 14).
 

17 Blinzler, Trial, 164; Winter, Trial, 12-13.
 

18 E.g., Morris, Luke, 319.
 



19 Plut. R.Q. 83, Mor. 283F (although he notes that Romans had themselves
offered such sacrifices).
 

20 Blinzler, Trial, 164-68; Ramsay, Church, 293.
 

21 E.g., Benoit, Jesus, 1:135; Lane, Mark, 530; Stewart, “Procedure”;
Sanders, Jesus to Mishnah, 17; Bruce, “Trial,” 12-13. Cf. the implications
of Jos. Ant. 20.200.
 

22 Society, 36; see more fully 32-43.
 

23 Brown, Death, 363-72.
 

24 Sanders, Jesus to Mishnah, 17.
 



Notes to Appendix 8
 

1 Sanders, Figure, 276-80, addresses it carefully, but begins by conceding
that “The resurrection is not, strictly speaking, part of the story of the
historical Jesus, but rather belongs to the aftermath of his life.”
 

2 For insistence that historical Jesus research is incomplete without
addressing this question, see Bockmuehl, “Resurrection,” 102-18; for
insistence on incorporating the theological question, see Geivett,
“Epistemology.” Keck, History, 127-28, rightly points to the evidence that
the early Jesus movement focused on his resurrection more than on his
words alone.
 

3 For a philosophic response (developing Pannenberg), see Houston,
Miracles, 210-23; more briefly, Charlesworth, “Resurrection,” 170-71;
idem, “Conclusion,” 227.
 

4 Segal, “Resurrection,” 135 (emphasis his).
 

5 Segal, “Resurrection,” 136. Segal’s appeal to Paul is more helpful, but I
focus on his objection here because it makes explicit a wider
methodological problem sometimes ignored in current academic discussion.
 

6 Habermas, “Trend,” 91-92, shows that the majority of scholars writing on
the resurrection now view bodily resurrection as the likeliest option, quite a
dramatic increase over the views a generation earlier.
 



7 Here I do not mean a “neutral” one ready to follow wherever the evidence
leads, but, as the context of this argument should suggest, someone
committed to the philosophic a priori that supernatural activity is
impossible (an approach that reflects either atheistic or deistic premises,
although not all its advocates would recognize or articulate this).
 

8 The closest parallels usually cited for the biblical creation narratives are
early-second-millennium BCE Mesopotamian creation narratives; Egyptian
creation narratives should also be taken into account. Whatever one’s other
views concerning their point, the genre and interests of the biblical creation
narratives differ from the form of Greco-Roman biography and
historiography we have earlier argued for the Gospels. (The only common
elements are a narrative format and focus on divine activity, neither of
which is very distinctive.)
 

9 Cf. e.g., Borg, “Disagreement,” 232, allowing for healings and exorcisms
but not raising someone long dead, walking on water, or multiplying food.
 

10 The later parallel with Sabbetai Zevi occurs in a context when the
resurrection explanation was already available from pervasive Christian
tradition.
 

11 Although Christians following Paul’s theology would affirm that Jesus’
resurrection differed in character from other resuscitation accounts (i.e.,
with an immortal “spiritual” body), many would not see the return of life to
a corpse, the primary issue under debate here, as “unique.” It appears in the
Hebrew Bible, in Jesus’ ministry, and in Acts, and claims of such
occurrences abound today (albeit with varying degrees of documentation
and variation in the plausibility of alternative explanations; see e.g., De
Wet, “Signs,” 110-11; Lewis, Healing, 64-65; Bush and Pegues, Move, 52,
57-60, 118-19; Lambert, Millions, 109; Chevreau, Turnings, 53-56; Khai,
“Pentecostalism,” 270; Jenkins, New Faces, 114; Miller and Yamamori,
Pentecostalism, 151-53). Again, I reserve full discussion (including more of



these claims) for the book on miracles. With Pannenberg, Jesus’
resurrection is not unique even in kind if one allows its eschatological
context; but this approach necessarily postpones verification and
falsification, so (while technically true) it does not affect the matter under
discussion here.
 

12 Wright, Resurrection, 12; for his full discussion of historical
investigation and Jesus’ resurrection, see Wright, Resurrection, 3-31, 685-
718.
 

13 Wright, Resurrection, 12-13.
 

14 Wright, Resurrection, 15-16.
 

15 Wright, Resurrection, 712-13.
 

16 Cf. Meier, “Reflections,” 106, who apparently does believe that the
resurrection occurred, but denies that it is “verifiable in principle by
believer and nonbeliever alike.”
 

17 The most thorough work on historiography and the resurrection, one not
yet available to me at the time of this work’s preparation, is Licona,
“Historicity of Resurrection.” I mention it here in the hope that further work
can take it into account and build on it.
 

18 Wright, Resurrection, 16-17. In contrast to physics and chemistry,
history cannot deal only in repeatable events (Wright, Resurrection, 685),
though one might naturally counter that it normally focuses on “repeatable
kinds of events.”
 



19 Meier, “Reflections,” 106 (though he apparently does himself believe
that the resurrection occurred).
 

20 Cf. Perkins, “Resurrection,” 442; Meier, “Reflections,” 106.
 

21 Antony Flew is a notable case of an atheist who turned deist (Flew,
God); his case is particularly notable because the modern academic world
includes many more examples that moved in the other direction (e.g., Bart
Ehrman’s move toward agnosticism). I believe that particular philosophic
premises dominant in the past century of academia drive academicians
more naturally toward skepticism (cf. Smith, “Education”; Marsden, Idea,
3-7, 13-24), and I personally would attribute this tendency more to cultural
plausibility structures than to where I believe the evidence best points.
 

22 E.g., Johnson, “Quest”; cf. idem, Real Jesus (for a summary, see Dowd,
“Real Jesus”). Miller, “Orthodoxy,” argues that Johnson inconsistently
mixes a Jesus of faith (a composite from different Gospels) with an appeal
to the earliest, historical Jesus.
 

23 E.g., Reiser, “Eclipsing”; McEvoy, “Dilemma”; McClymond, Stranger,
x-xi; Haar, “Quest”; on the importance of Jesus’ Jewish character for
Christian faith and for dialogue with Judaism, see Levine, Misunderstood
Jew. For an attempt to enculturate the fruits of Jesus research for India, see
e.g., Mathews, “Quest”; for Africa, see e.g., Craffert, “Research.” For a
postfoundational attempt to integrate the value of historical Jesus inquiry
with faith, see Keating, “Epistemology.”
 

24 For example, McClymond, Stranger, 140, notes that the sources provide
not only the comfortable western interpretation of Jesus as “socially
inclusive” or oriented toward “family values,” but also “a homewrecker,”
one who favored the poor, “preached fire-and-brimstone,” and “was a
totalitarian.”



 



Notes to Appendix 9
 

1 For Jesus limiting his own mission exclusively or at least mostly to Israel,
see Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, 11; Ellis, Matthew, 49.
 

2 Witherington, Christology, 124.
 

3 Nevertheless, the saying in Matt 10:5 addresses geography more than
ethnicity, restricting the mission primarily to Galilee (see Gundry, Matthew,
185; Manson, Sayings, 179; cf. Jeremias, Promise, 19 n. 3).
 

4 Some doubt that it originated with Jesus’ teaching, though not necessarily
regarding it as incompatible with Jesus’ teaching (Sanders, Jesus and
Judaism, 212-21).
 

5 See Donaldson, Gentiles, 52-74.
 

6 See e.g., Schnabel, “Mission,” especially 58; Bird, Gentile Mission,
passim, esp. 3, 26-29, 172, 177; Simon, “Acts of Philip,” 69-70. I leave
aside the question of whether he viewed Gentiles as pure during his
mission, before an end-time ingathering; many would answer this question
less optimistically (see Mk 7:27; more strongly and perhaps traditionally,
Matt 15:24-26; note also what seems likely a question [possibly an
objection] in Matt 8:8, though not in Lk 7:6).
 

7 See Bowers, “Propaganda,” 320-21; Murphy-O’Connor, “Mission”;
McKnight, Light; Cohen, “Missionize.”



 

8 E.g., Paget, “Proselytism”; Ker, “Missionary Activity”; Rokéah,
“Proselytism.”
 

9 Cf. Theissen, Gospels in Context, 52.
 

10 Pace Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, 220; Allison, “East.” Strong evidence
supports Matt 8:11-12// Lk 13:28-29 as an authentic saying of Jesus
(Semitisms and background in Jeremias, Promise, 55-62).
 

11 Matthew may draw Jesus’ words here from another context (whether or
not the context of Lk 13:28-29 is original) to reinforce the point that this
story prefigures the Gentile mission, which Jesus endorsed in advance
(France, “Exegesis in Practice,” 260).
 

12 The context is explicit in Matthew; similarly, Luke’s addition of “north
and south” probably is meant to recall the recent “the queen of the south”
and Nineveh (Lk 11:30-31).
 

13 See also Gundry, Matthew, 145.
 

14 E.g., Is 56:3-8. For the end-time ingathering of Gentiles in Jewish
sources, see the data in Jeremias, Promise, 56-61; Sanders, Jesus and
Judaism, 213-15. Theissen, Gospels in Context, 45 suggests uncertainly that
both Diaspora Jews and Gentiles could be involved.
 

15 Is 25:6-8 is the biblical source (so also Sanders, Figure, 185). Davies
and Allison, Matthew, 2:27-28 tentatively object that no single passage in
the Hebrew Bible has both nations coming to Zion (Is 2:2-4) and then
banqueting (25:6-8). This objection, however, ignores the synthetic way



Jesus and others of his day read Isaiah; why would Jesus’ view of this
aspect of the future, in contrast to his eschatology more broadly, be bound
to a single text? Even if he drew from only a single text, his understanding
of that text would be informed by others. For Jewish expectation of the
messianic banquet, see e.g., 4 Macc 13:17; 1 En. 70:4; 3 En. 48A:10; Test.
Asher 7:7; Test. Benj. 10:6-9; m. Ab. 3:16-17; 4:16; b. Ber. 34b; Sanh. 98b;
p. Taan. 4:2, §12; Gen. Rab. 62:2; Ex. Rab. 45:6; 50:5; Lev. Rab. 13:3;
Num. Rab. 13:2; Ruth Rab. 5:6; Pesiq. Rab. 41:5, 48:3; cf. Marmorstein,
Merits, 46, 59, 120, 135; Bonsirven, Judaism, 244; Koenig, Hospitality, 16.
Many find it also at Qumran (1QSa [=1Q28a] 2.11-12, 19-21; Priest,
“Messiah”; but contrast Smith, “Begetting,” 224).
 

16 Cf. Matt 5:47; 6:7, 32; 18:17; although these are plausibly directed
toward Matthew’s Jewish audience, at least one of these sayings is “Q”
material (Lk 12:30), hence some of the other examples potentially might be,
since Luke has reason not to emphasize them. Matthew includes an earlier
prohibition against mission to Gentiles (Matt 10:5), but modifies it by the
larger context of his gospel (Matt 10:18; 24:14; 28:19).
 

17 Pao, Isaianic Exodus, 111-46, shows at length that Luke sees Israel’s
restoration especially through the lens of Isaiah. But given the diverse
understandings of Gentiles’ fate (Donaldson, Gentiles, 52-74), sometimes
even from Isaiah, it would not be surprising if Jesus’ disciples initially
remained confused.
 

18 Lk 9:52-55; 10:33; 17:16-18 (though Luke has a clear interest in
Samaritans, this seems to stem from the Samaritan church, which in turn
could have been justified from genuine teachings of Jesus; Acts 1:8; 8:1, 5-
25; 9:31; 15:3); Jn 4:1-43. Cf. cautiously Meier, “Samaritans.”
 

19 He refers to “other sheep” (Jn 10:16), who may refer to Gentiles (see
Keener, John, 818-19); within the narrative world itself Jesus reaches
Samaritans, who acknowledge him as “savior of the world” (Jn 4:42; cf.



12:20). He does not specifically articulate a Gentile mission, however,
perhaps because of his Jewish focus or perhaps because it was no longer
debatable by the time he wrote (Gentiles may have seen themselves as
converts to this Jewish movement in any case; cf. Keener, John, 175).
 

20 Cf. e.g., Bultmann, Tradition, 289; Bornkamm, Experience, 15; Brown,
“Mission.”
 

21 E.g., White, Initiation, 338-45; Beasley-Murray, Baptism, 77-92.
 

22 See Meier, “Questions”; Brooks, “Design”; cf. Hubbard, Redaction;
Davies and Allison, “Texts.”
 

23 Bird, Gentile Mission, 6, 172, 177.
 

24 Even in Acts 15, the compromise probably involved treating Gentiles as
God-fearers observing levitical laws for strangers in the land, or the
Noahide laws. Not everyone would have agreed with Paul’s approach of
treating them as full proselytes without circumcision.
 

25 Paul saw his Gentile mission’s eschatological role in Israel’s history as
forcing the rest of Judaism to recognize that it was the Jesus movement that
was successfully implementing the eschatological ingathering of Gentiles,
hence leading them to faith in Jesus (Rom 11:11-14; cf. Nanos, Mystery, 18,
249-50). He would have regarded subsequent Gentile Christianity’s anti-
Semitism as a failure compromising the direction of his own mission.
 

26 I say “many” because even Acts suggests that many of the believers in
Jerusalem, influenced by their local culture’s nationalistic shift under and
after Agrippa I, seem to have moved in a different direction. They
apparently became increasingly sensitive to the criticisms of Paul’s



movement (Gal 4:29; 5:11; 6:12; cf. Rom 3:8), including that it might
ultimately lead even to Jews abandoning the law (Acts 21:20-21).
 

27 Matthean redaction adds to the attribution of Jesus’ Spirit-empowerment
(Matt 12:28), but in a context that already suggested it (Matt 12:24, 32 with
Mk 3:29-30); Lukan redaction adds it to Jesus’ teaching in Lk 11:13,
undoubtedly foreshadowing the Pentecost narrative.
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RABBINIC LITERATURE
 

TANNAITIC SOURCES
 
Amida (not exclusively rabbinic)
2nd Benediction
10th Benediction
14th Benedictionn
15th Benediction
17th Benediction
 
Kaddish (not exclusively rabbinic)

Mekilta (Mek.)
 

Amalek
2.22-23

 
Bahodesh
5.2-3
5.82-83
5.90
6.114ff
8.28-32
8.72ff
11.48ff
11.64
11.109

 



Beshallah
1.54
2.73
6.8-9
7.128

 
Kaspa
2.23-26.56
2.26.10
5.51.10
5.80.10
5.103.10

 
Neziqin
1.101
2.17
3.43
3.69
3.128
10.15-16
10.26
10.38
10.47
10.67
12.5
16.92
17.17
18.79
18.80
18.83
18.97

 
Pisha
1.28
1.38
1.76-77



1.82-84
1.83-84
1.105-13
1.135-36
1.162
1.150-53
2.36-37
5.103
7.48
7.61
9.45
13.105
16.119
16.126

 
Shabbata
1:14
2:41

 
Shirata
2.131ff
3.30
3.65
3.75ff
4.54ff
10.42-45

 
Vayassa
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5.11-14
5.63-65
5.84

 
Mekilta (other citations by location in
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Ab. (?Abot)*
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1:1
1:3
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1:6-7
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1:9
1:12
1:15
1:16
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2:8
2:9
2:13
2:14
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3:5
3:6
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Bekorot
7
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5:5
7:3
8:1-2
8:2
8:6
9:5
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1:5
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3:3
4:5
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1:1
3:5
4:3
7:3
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3:2
3:4
8:7
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Niddah
4:2

 
Par.
12:8
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2:7-8

 
Pesahim
4:5
5:7
6:2
7:11
8:1
8:8
9:3
10:1
10:4-5
10:5-7
10:6
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2:9
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1:6
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4:5
5:1-4
6:3
6:5
6:6
7:2
8:1-2
9:6
10:1
10:5
11:2
11:4
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1:3
6:2
6:3
6:10
7:2
9:1
14:4
16:8
22:6
23:5

 
Shebiit
9:1
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1:1
1:3
4:2
6:1-2

 
Sotah



1:7
3:4
3:8
5:3
9:15

 
Suk.
2:10
3:10
4:8

 
Taanit
1:6
3:8

 
Toh.
4:5
5:8
7:6
8:3
8:5
8:7

 
Uktzin
3:6.127

 
Yadaim
4:7
Yebamot
6:6
15:1
15:8-10
16:7

 
Yoma
3:9



5:2
8:6

 
Yom Tob
5:2

 
Zab.
4:1

Sipra
 

A.M. (?Ahare Mot)
Pq. 13-.194.2.1

 
Behor
Par.5.255.1.9
Par.5.255.1.10
Par.5.255.1.11

 
Behuq. (Behuqotai)
Pq.2.262.1.9
Pq.2.262.1.13
Par.2.264.1.3
Pq.3.263.1.5
Pq.3.263.1.8
Par.5.255.1.10
Pq.5.266.1.1
Pq.6.267.2.1
Pq.8.269.2.3
Pq.8.269.2.15
Pq.13.277.1.124

 
Emor
Pq.9.227.1.5



 
Mesora
Par.1-5

 
Negaim

 
Qed. (Qedoshim)
Par.1.195.2.3
Pq.4.200.3.3
Pq.4.200.3.4-5
Pq.4.200.3.6.
Pq.4.200.3.7
Par.4.206.2.9
Pq.7.204.1.4
Pq.8.205.1.4
Pq.8.205.2.6
Pq.9.207.2.13

 
Sav
Pq.8.80.1.2
Par.9.90.1.3
Par.9.90.1.8
Pq.17.96.1.1

 
Sav M.D. (Sav Mekhilta deMiluim)
Par.98.7.7
Par.98.8.5
Par.98.8.7
Par.98.9.5

 
Sh. (Shemini)
Pq.12.121.2.5

 
Shemini Mekhilta deMiluim
99.1.4
99.1.5



99.1.7
99.2.2
99.2.3
99.2.5
99.3.9
99.3.11
99.5.6
99.5.13

 
Tazria
Pq.1.123.1.6

 
VDDeho. (Vayyiqra Dibura Dehobah)
Par.1.34.1.3
Par.4.7.3.2
Par.5.44.1.1
Pq.7.45.1.1
Pq.12.53.1.3
Par.12.65.1.3

 
VDDen. (Vayyiqra Dibura Denedabah)
Pq.2.2.3.1
Pq.2.2.3.3
Pq.2.2.4.2
Par..3.4.3
Par.3.5.3.2
Pq.4.6.4.1
Par.5.10.1.1

Sipre Num.
 

11.2.3
11.3.1
40.1.9



42.1.2
42.2.3
76.2.2
78.1.1
78.5.1
80.1.1
82.3.1
84.1.1
84.2.1
84.5.1
85.3.1
85.4.1
85.5.1
86.1.1
88
89.4.2
93.1.3
115.5.7
Num:41

Sipre Deut.
 

1.3.2
1.8.3
1.9.2
1.10.1
1.10.4
2.1.1
3.1.1
4.2.1
8.1.2
11.1.1
11.1.2
15.1.1



21.1.1
24.3.1
26.3.1
26.4.1
28.1.1
29.4.1
32.3.2
32.5.8
33.1.1
34.4.3
36.4.5
37.1.1
37.1.3
38.1.1
38.1.3
40.6.1
40.7.1
41.4.3
43.3.1-2
43.3.5
43.3.7
43.8.1
43.16.1
43.16.3
45.1.2
48.1.1-4
48.1.3
48.2.4
48.2.6
48.2.7
53.1.3
54.3.2
56.1.2b
79.1.1
81.4.1-2
93.2.1



96.2.2
96.3.2
96.4.1
115.1.2
119.2.3
149.1.1-2
154.1.1
154.2.1
161.2.1
173.1.2
175.1.3
189.1.3
190.5.1
221.1.1
269.1.1
286.11.4
296.3.1
306.4.1
306.7.1
306.19.1-3
307.3.2
308.1.2
308.2.1
308.3.1
309.1.1
309.2.1
309.5.1
310.5.1
311.3.1
312
312.1.1
312.1.1-2
313.1.1
313.1.3
314.1.1-6
317.4.2



318.1.1-4
318.1.10
319.3.1
320.2.3
320.5.2
323.1.2
323.5.1
324.1.5
333.5.2
342.5.2
343.1.2
343.5.2
343.7.1
344.4.2
345.2.2
352.1.2
352.7.1
357.6.7
357.18.2

Tosefta (Tos.)
 

Ahilot
5:11

 
A.Z. (?Abodah Zarah)
3:11
6:7

 
B.B.
1:11

 
Ber. (Berakoth)
1:10-11



1:10
1:11
2:14
2:20
3:8
3:14
3:20
4:8
4:16-17
5:1
5:25
5:31
6:18
6:19

 
Bikkurim
2:15

 
B.K. (Baba Kamma)
7:2-4
7:5
7:6
7:7
9:12
11:3

 
B.M.
2:30
3:9
8:26

 
Demai
1:10
2:17
3:4
3:6-7



3:9
3:16

 
Ed.
3:4

 
Git.
7:1

 
Hag.
2:1
2:5
2:7
3:33
3:35

 
Hul. (Hullin)
2:22-23

 
Ker.
1:17

 
Ket.
1:1

 
Kil.
1:16
5:6

 
Kip.
2:15

 
Maas.
2:2

 
Meg.



2:2
4:21

 
Men./Minhot
9:2
13:21

 
M.K.
2:17

 
M.S.
5:2
5:13

 
Ned.
1:1-2
1.6.4
9:1

 
Nid.
5:2
5:3

 
Peah
1:4
3:8
4:18
4:21

 
Pisha/Pesahim
2:15-16
5:1
5:2
8:18
8:22
9:1



10:1
10:9

 
R.H.
1:18
2:9

 
Sanh. (Sanhedrin)
1:2
6:3
6:6
7:8
8:9
9:8
9:11
11:7
13:1
13:3
13:4
13:5
13:6
13:8
13:12
14:3
14:10

 
Seqal. (Seqalim)

 
Shab. (Shabbat)
1:12
1:13
7:22
7:23
7:25
12:12-13
12:12



13:5
13:9
15:16
16:21
16:22
17:14

 
Shebiit
2:20

 
Shek.
3:27

 
Sot. (Sotah)
5:9
15:5

 
Suk.
2:6
3:1
3:2
4:28

 
Taan.
2:13
3:2
3:14

 
Tem.
1:1

 
Ter.
1:3
6:4

 
Yeb.



3:1
14:10

 
Yoma
5:12

 
Yom Tob
4:4



AMORAIC AND LATER RABBINIC SOURCES
 
ARN/’Ab. R. Nat. (’Abot de Rabbi Nathan) A
1
2
3
5
6
8
9
11
12
14
16
16:3
18
19
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
31
35
36
37
39
40
41
 
ARN/’Ab. R. Nat. (’Abot de Rabbi Nathan) B



1, §8
2, §9
2, §10
4, §13
7, §21
8, §24
9, §24
10
10, §26
11, §27
12, §29
13, §30
13, §32
14, §34
16, §36
18, §§39-40
18, §40
22, §46
24, §49
26, §54
28, §57
29, §60
30, §63
31, §67
32, §68
32, §69
32, §70
32, §71
32, §72
34, §77
35, §77
35, §81
37, §95
43, §121
44, §124
45, §124



Babylonian Talmud (= b.)
 

Arak.
2b
16b

 
A.Z.
3b
8b
9ab
13b
16b
17a
17b
30a
54b

 
B.B.
10a
15b
21a
53b
75a
94b

 
Bek.
8b-9a
8b
29a
29b
31a

 
Ber.
3b
5b
6ab



7a
7b
12b
14b
18b
19a
19b
28b
28b, bar.
30a, bar.
30b
32b
33a
34b
35b
38b
51a
55b
57a
61a
61b
62a

 
Bezah
35b

 
B.K.
69b
90a
117a

 
B.M.
3a
30a
38b
41a



84a
85b
114b

 
Erub.
19a
27b
43ab, bar.
43b
45a
53b
63a
101a

 
Git.
43a
57b

 
Hag.
2a
13a, bar.
14b
14b, bar.
15a, bar.
26a

 
Hor.
10b, bar.
13b, bar.

 
Hul.
67a
84a
87a

 
Ker.



15a
 

Ket.
67a
96a

 
Kid.
22b, bar.
30a
31ab
40a
90a

 
Meg.
3b
12a
13a
14a
19b
23b

 
Men.
43b
44a, bar.
45a, bar.
63a
85a

 
Naz.
56b

 
Ned.
20a
32b
84b
Nid.



 
13b, bar.
19b
33a
33b

 
Pes.
2a, bar
4a
24a
24b
42b
49b
49b, bar.
50a
54b, bar.
57
85b
102a, bar
107b-108a
108a-109a
109b
110b
112a
113b
117a
118a
118b
119a

 
R.H.
17a
29a
32b

 
Sanh.



11a, bar.
15a
25b
37b
38a, bar.
38b
39a
41b
43a
43a, bar.
45a, bar.
47b
49b-50a
72a, bar
74b
90a, bar
90b
93a
93b
94a
97-99
97a-98b
97ab
97a
97b-98a
97b
98a
98b
99a
101a
101b
102a
102b
103a
107ab
107a



107b
108a

 
Shab.
5b, bar.
12b
13b
14b, bar
15a
16b-17a
18b
18b, bar.
20a
21b, bar
23b
31a
33a
33b
40b
63a
64ab
80b
104a
108a
108a, bar.
116a
119b
127a
128a
131b
147a
152b
Sota
8b
10a
12a



13a
22b, bar.
22b
31a
33a
38b
41b-42a
41b
42a
48b

 
Suk.
28a
38b
44b
45b
48b
52a
52b

 
Taan.
21a
23b
24a

 
Tamid
32a

 
Tem.
16a

 
Yeb.
65a
66a

 
Yoma



9b
25a
56b-57a
72b
73b
76a
86b
87a

 
Zeb.
22b

Midrash Rabbah
 

Gen. Rab. (Genesis Rabbah)
1:5
1:10
2:4
5:9
6:6
7:2
8:10
9:9
10:9-11:10
13:15
20:1
21:1
22:2
22:9
24:7
25:3
33:3
37:4
38:9



39:7
39:10
40:3
41:6
42:3
42:4
43:3
46:5
47:1
47:10
53:5
60:8
62:2
64:2
65:23
67:5
70:8
71:9
74:15
75:6
76:5
81:2
83:4
83:5
88:5
88:7
92:2
92:5
94:4
95MSV
95:1
96NV
96:5
97NV
100:2
100:7



100:10
 

Ex. Rab. (Exodus Rabbah)
1:5
1:13
2:6
3:4
6:1
6:4
10:4
15:11
15:27
15:30
18:12
19:6
25:12
26:2
28:1
30:17
30:24
31:2
32:9
34:3
41:1
45:5
45:6
46:4-5
50:5
51:8
52:3

 
Lev. Rab.
1:3
2:5
3:1
6:6



7:1
10:3
11:7
13:3
15:1
15:2
18:1
19:2
20:6-7
23:12
25:6
27:4
27:8
34:8
34:16
35:10
36:2

 
Num. Rab.
2:9
4:1
4:9
5:3
5:6
9:48
10:2
11:2
12:4
13:2
14:8
15:10
16:7
18:17
18:20
18:21
19:3



19:19
19:26

 
Deut. Rab.
1:6
1:21
2:24
2:31
3:1
3:2
3:15
6:7
7:4
7:9
9:9
10:4
11:10

 
Ruth Rab.
Proem 7
1:4
5:6
6:4

 
Esther Rabbah
2:14

 
Eccl. Rab.
1:1, §1
1:3, §1
1:9, §1
1:10, §1
2:8, §2
2:15, §2
3:2, §2
3:15, §1



3:16, §1
4:6, §1
6:2, §1
6:10, §1
7:6, §2
7:23, §4
9:5, §1
9:8, §1
9:10, §1
10:4, §1
10:8, §1
30:9, 53cd

 
Song Rab.
1:1, §10
1:3, §3
2:5, §3
2:9, §3
2:13, §4
2:16, §1
4:8, §3
4:12, §5
5:2, §2
5:11, §3
5:11, §4
5:16, §3
7:1, §1
7:11, §1
7:13, §1
7:14, §1
8:9, §3
8:12, §1
8:14, §1

 
Lam. Rab.
Proem 2



Proem 21
Proem 23
Proem 24
Proem 33
1:3, §28
1:11-12, §40
1:13, §41
1:17, §52
2:2, §4
2:20, §23
3:23, §8
3:20, §7.89
4:13, §16

Palestinian Talmud (= p.)*
 

A.Z.
2:2, §3

 
B.B.
1:5, §2

 
Ber.
1:5, §5
1:5, §8
2:1, §4
2:2, §9
7c

 
Besah
5:2, §11

 
Bik.
3:3, §9



 
B.K.
2:6, §3

 
B.M.
2:11, §1
7:9

 
Erub.
10:11

 
Git.
48c

 
Hag.
2:1, §4
2:1, §8
2:1, §9
2:1, §10
2:1, §15
2:1, §§63-64
2:2, §5
3:4, §1
3:6, §1

 
Hallah
2:1, §10

 
Hor.
3:5, §3

 
Ket.
3:1, §4

 
*Mostly following the enumeration in Neusner’s
volumes.



4:14, §1
5:7, §2
12:3, §6
12:3, §7
12:3, §13
12:4, §8

 
Kid.
1:2, §24

 
Kil.
2:2, §1

 
Maas.
2:1
2:3

 
Mak.
1:8, §1

 
Meg.
1:6, §2
1:11, §3
3:2, §3
3:5, §1
4:1, §4
4:4, §5

 
M.K.
1:2, §7
3:1, §6

 
M.S.
2:1, §4

 
Nazir



7:1, §7
7:1, §15

 
Ned.
2:4, §3
3:9, §3
4:4
6:1, §2

 
Nid.
1:4, §2

 
R.H.
1:3, §35
2:9, §2
4:6, §1

 
Sanh.
1:1, §3
1:2, §13
2:1, §2
2:6, §2
4:6, §2
5:1, §3
6:6, §2
7:2, §3
7:2, §4
10:1, §7
10:2, §8
10:2, §11
11:6, §1

 
Shab.
1:4
6:3
6:9, §2



6:9, §3
8:1, §3
9c
14:1, §2

 
Shebi.
3:3 (34c)
6:1, §8

 
Sheq.
2:5
3:3

 
Sot.
5:5, §2
5:6, §1
7:1, §4
9:13, §2

 
Suk.
5:1, §7
5:2, §2

 
Taan.
1:1, §7
1:4, §1
1:6, §8
2:1, §11
2:5, §1
3:8, §2
3:10, §1
3:11, §4
4:2, §§8-9.
4:2, §12
4:5, §11
4:5, §13



4:5, §14
Ter.
7:1
8:5
8:7

 
Yeb.
1:6, §1
4:11, §8

 
Yoma
1:1

Other Later Rabbinic Sources
 

D.E.
2:4

 
Eliyyahu Rabba
25ff

 
Midrash Hallel

 
Midrash Tehillim (Psalms)
37:13
40, §4
110

 
Pesiq. Rab. (Pesiqta Rabbati)
4:1
9:1
10:4
11:2
11:3



11:5
14:2
14:9
14:14
15:10
15:14/15
15:17
22:2
22:6
23/24:2
23:6
23:7-8
23:9
24:1
24:2
26:1/2
26:6
27:3
29/30A:6
31:10
34:1
34:2
35:4
36:1-2
36:1
37:1
39:2
40:7
41:5
48:3
49:5
52:8

 
Pesiq. Rab Kah. (Pesiqta de Rab Kahana)
1:2
1:3



3:8
3:16
4:3
4:7
5:2
5:8
5:9
7:6
9:1
9:4
9:5
10:4
11:16
11:23
13:12
14:5
15:7
16:4
16:5
16:9
18:5
21:5
24:9
24:12
26:6/7
26:9
27:5
27:6

 
Pesiq. Rab Kah. Sup.
(Pesiqta de Rab Kahana Supplement)
1:11
2:2
2:8
3:2
4:2



7:3
Pirke R. Eliezer
43
47

 
Seder Eliyahu
30/28

 
Tanchuma Ki teze

 
Tanh. Toledot
5

Targumim
 

Tg. Neof. 1
Gen 38:25
Ex 12:42
Ex 15:27
Lev 24:12
Num 9:8
Num 15:34
Num 27:5
Deut 33:24

 
Tg. Ps.-Jon. (Targum Pseudo-Jonathan)
Gen 38:25-26
Gen 49:28
Gen 50:26
Ex 1:19
Ex 6:18
Ex 12:42
Ex 13:19
Ex 24:8



Lev 19:18
Lev 24:12
Num 9:8
Num 15:34
Num 27:5
Deut 5:31

 
Tg. Jon. on
1 Sam 19:23
2 Sam 14:14
2 Sam 23:1
2 Sam 23:3
1 Kgs 5:13
2 Kgs 6:1
2 Kgs 9:1
2 Kgs 9:4

 
Tg. Job
Job:11.41

 
Tg. Qoh.
Eccl 9:5
Tg. Isaiah
Is 5:23
Is 9:6
Is 28:1
Is 40:9
Is 53:9
Is 66:24

 
Tg. Jeremiah
30:9

 
Tg. Ezekiel
7:7
7:10



 
Tg. Hosea
Hos 14:8
Hos 14:10



EARLY CHRISTIAN AND GNOSTIC SOURCES
 

Acts of John
 

53-64
73-80
81

Acts of Paul
 

3.1
11.6

Acts of Paul and Thecla
 

1

Acts of Peter
 

(8) 28

Acts of Pilate
 

10.1



Apocryphal Gospel of John
 

Apocryphon of John
 

Athenagoras
 

3
13
27

Augustine
 

De doctrina Christ.
4.41
Harmony of the Gospels
21.51

 
Tractates on John
113

 
On the Trinity
4.6
4.10

Barnabas (Epistle of)
 

4.2
5



10.10
11.7

Bede
 

Commentary on Acts
Preface

Bordeaux Pilgrim
 

1 Clement
 

3

Clement of Alexandria
 

Strom.
1.21
3.3.17

Cyril of Alexandria
 

Catechetical Lectures
13.39
14.5
14.22
18



Didache
 

8.2
9.2-3
9.4
10.5
16.6-7

Epistula Apostolorum
 

Eusebius
 

Chronica
1.p. 93

 
H.E.
2.14-15
3.39
3.39.3-4
3.39.16
5.1.44
5.16

 
Life of Constantine
3.26
3.54-56
3.63
3.65
3.66

 
Onom.
333



 
P.E.
9.17.9
9.27
9.27.7
9.29.16
13.12.9-16
13.13.5

Gospel of Barnabas
 

Gospel of Bartholomew
 

Gospel of the Ebionites
 

Gospel of the Hebrews
 

Gospel of Judas
 

Gospel of Mary
 



Gospel of the Nazarenes
 

Gospel of Nicodemus
 

Gospel of Peter
 

7.25
8.31
10.38
11.48
12.50-13

Gospel of Philip
 

2.56.25-57.23

Gospel of Thomas
 

6.3
65
71
82
114

Gospel of Truth
 



Hermas
 

1.3.2
1.3.5-6
3.9

 
Sim.
3.1-10
Vision
1.Vis.3

Hippolytus
 

Apostolic Tradition
 

Hypostasis of the Archons

Ignatius
 

Infancy Story of Thomas
2.2-4
4.1-5.1
9.1-3

 
Smyrn.
3

 
Trall.
9-10
9



Irenaeus
 

Her.
2.24.4
2.29
3.1.1
3.11.8-9
frg. 32

John Chrysostom
 

Hom. Jn
3

Justin
 

1 Apol.
16.9-13
21
45
50
66
66.3
67.3
Dial.
8.4
10.2
11
16.3-4
31-32
32
35
39



69.7
90.1
100.1
103.7
103.8
106.3
108
110

Martyrdom of Polycarp
 

17.2

Melito of Sardis
 

On the Pasch
97

Odes of Solomon
 

Papias
 

2.2
3.4
6
12.2



P. Egerton
 

Secret Gospel of Mark
 

Sentences of Sextus
 

Syr. Didaskalia
 

6.5.2

Tatian
 

Diatessaron
 

To the Greeks
26-30

Tertullian
 

Ad nationes
1.12.7
Apol.
2.20
4.11
5.1-2



7.1
39.15
47.14

 
Spec.
30

Testimony of Truth
 

Theodoret of Cyr
 

Comm.Cor.
166

Theophilus
 

1.4
3.4
3.15.

Treatise on Resurrection
 

1.4



OTHER GRECO-ROMAN SOURCES
 

Achilles Tatius
 

Clitophon and Leucippe
1.7.3
2.21.4-5
2.22
3.15-2
5.16.1-2
5.18.2
7.6.2
7.12.4
8.19.3

Aelius Aristides
 

Defense of Oratory
78, §25D

 
Or.
48.41

Aeschines
 

Ctes.
218

 



Embassy
22
48
55
75-76
75
112

Aeschylus
 

Eum.
39-59

 
Prom.
40
53
947
984

 
Suppl.
139
206
751-52
801-2

Aesop
 

Fables
172

 
Reed



Alciphron
 

Courtesans
13, frg. 6, 19

 
Farmers
11.3.14
38.3.40.3

 
Fishermen
4.1.4.4
6.1.6

Antonius Diogenes
 

Wonders Beyond Thule
109ab
110b

Aphthonius
 

Progymnasmata
3.On Chreia
23S, 4R
4.On Maxim
9-10
10.On Syncrisis
43-44S, 32-33R, pp.114-15
12.On Ecphrasis
46S, 36-37R
47-49S, 39-41R

 
Apocritica (possibly by Porphyry)



2.12-15
4.24

Apollodorus
 

Bib. (Library)
1.1.4
1.3.1
1.4.3
1.5.2
1.5.3
1.9.15
1.9.19
2.3.1
2.5.11
2.5.12
3.14.4

 
Epitome
1.20
3.5

Apollonius King of Tyre
 

25-26
31
32
44

Apollonius Rhodius
 



Argonautica
1.40
1.49
1.57
1.77
1.95
1.105-6
1.115
1.118
1.139-40
1.146-47
1.151-52
1.161
1.177
1.207
1.280-83
1.313
2.20-21
2.837
3.377-80
4.51-53
4.1673

Appian
 

C.W.
1.8.71-72
1.9.86
1.14.116
2.5.36
2.6.41
2.10.88
2.12.86
4.1.4



4.4.20
 

Hist. rom.
Pref. 12
3.9.3
6.8.43
6.9.52
6.10.60
8.1.1
8.8.53
8.12.89
11.9.56
12.1.1

Apuleius
 

Metam. (Metamorphoses)
1.26
2.2
2.11
2.28
2.30
3.9
6.29
6.32
7.16
7.30.154
8.8
8.22
9.30
9.31
9.35-37
9.39
9.42



10.9
10.11
11
11.3
11.30

Aratus
 

Phaen.
15-16
15

Aristophanes
 

Acharn.
223-25

 
Birds
651-53

 
Knights
475
653

 
Wasps
652

Aristotle
 

Eth. nic. (Nicomachian Ethics)
 



Mem.
 

Poetics
6.9, 1450a
6.11, 1450a
9.2, 1451b
9.3, 1451b
15.4-6, 1454a
15.4-5, 1454a
15.10, 1454ab
17.6-11
24.4, 1459b

 
Pol. (Politics)
3.2.5, 1277a

 
Rhet. (Rhetoric)
1.15.17, 1376a
2.20
2.21.15, 1395b
3.4, 1406b
3.11.15

 
Soul
1.4, 408b

Arius Didymus
 

Epit. (Epitome of Stoic Ethics)
2.7.11k, p. 80.36-82.1
2.7.11k, pp. 80-81.12-15
2.7.11m, pp. 88-89.26-29
2.7.11m, pp. 90-91.1-6
2.7.11s, pp. 98-99.24-28



Arrian
 

Alex. (Alexander)
1.pref.1-2
1.pref.2-3
2.16.6
3.3.6
3.21-23
3.30.5
4.7.4
4.8.1-4.9.6
4.9.2-3
4.10.8
4.11.3
4.14.1-4
4.14.3
4.17.7
4.28.1-2
5.1.2
5.3.1
5.14.4
6.2.4
6.11.8
6.28.2
6.30.2
7.1.4
7.14.2
7.14.4-6
7.26.2-3
7.27.1-3
7.30.2

 
Indica
7.1
15.7



Artemidorus
 

Oneirocritica
1.pref.
1.5
1.78
2.2
2.56
2.61
3.pref.

Asinius Pollio
 

Frg. 4

Athenaeus
 

Deipnosophists
1.10e
5.215-16
5.219ab
550
13.611bc
15.682b
15.965f.25

Aulus Gellius
 

Attic Nights
Pref. 2
Pref. 10



Pref. 11-12
Pref. 22
Pref. 25
2.2
4.6.2
5.3.6
6.14
7.10.1
8.3
9.13.10
10.3.3
10.12.8-10
13.5.5-12
14.7.8
15.10.2

Avianus
 

Fables
15-16

Babrius
 

2.intro.1-6
4.6-8
6.16-17
11.10-12
16.10
18.15-16
36
62
76.18-19
84



103.20-21
138.7-8
141.1-6
142.3

Caesar
 

C.W.
1.1
3.105

 
Gall. W.
1.7
2.1
3.28
4.13
5.9
6.4
7.17

Callimachus
 

Iambi
3.193.37

Cato
 

Orig. frg. 77

Catullus



 
10.7-13
64.21
64.176
64.298
64.387

Cereidas
 

Frg. 1

Chariton
 

Chaer. (Chaereas and Callirhoe)
1.4.11-12
1.5.25
1.8
2.2.5
2.3.5
2.5.10-11
2.7.7
3.3
3.3.12
3.5.4-6
4.1.3
5.6.2
8.6.10

Cicero
 

Att. (Epistulae ad Atticum)



1.10
1.13
2.11
4.1
8.14
13.21a
13.23
13.48

 
Brutus
11.42
24.91
93.324

 
Caelio (Pro Caelio)
1.1

 
De Officiis
1.42.150
2.18.64

 
De or. (De oratore)
2.15.62-63
2.45.189
2.351

 
De Senect. (De Senectute)
13.45

 
Fam. (Epistulae ad familiares)
5.12.5
5.16.6
8.4.4
13.19.1
13.25.1
13.27.1



13.34.1
13.36.1

 
Fin. (De finibus)
3.3.10
3.9.32
3.22.75
3.68
5.5.12

 
Inv. (De inventione rhetorica)
1.27

 
Leg. (De legibus)
1.1.5

 
Nat. Deor. (De natura deorum)
3.16.42

 
Or. Brut. (Orator ad M. Brutum)
5.20-6.21
20.67
23.77
40.137
40.139
46.156
47.157
50.168-69.231

 
Part. Orat. (Partitiones oratoriae)
22
23.80
Phil. (Orationes philippicae)
11.2.5

 
Piso (In Pisonem)



34.83
34.84

 
Pro Amer. (Pro Sexto Roscio Amerino)
40.116

 
Quint. fratr. (Epistulae ad Quintum fratrem)
1.1.2.7
1.1.8.23
1.1.11.32-33
3.1.8.25

 
Rabirius
5.15-16

 
Sest. (Pro Sestio)
25.55
48.102
68.143

 
Tusc. (Tusculanae disputationes)
Bk. 5

 
Verr. (In Verrem)
1.1.2
1.4.12
1.5.13
2.1.3.7-9
2.2.47.117
2.3.3.6
2.3.10.25
2.3.22.55
2.3.23.56
2.3.24.59
2.3.28.69
2.4.11.26



2.4.39.85
2.4.40.86
2.4.40.86
2.5.5.10-11
2.5.62.162
2.5.66.169
2.5.72.189
5.62

Cleanthes
 

Hymn to Zeus

Codex Theodosianus
 

8.5.2
9.35.2

Columella
 

Agric./Rustica
1.7
1.7.1-2
1.7.2

 
Trees
4.1-5

Contest of Homer and Hesiod
 



322
323

Cornelius Nepos
 

Generals
Pref. 6-7
2.8.3
4.1.1
4.5.1
4.5.3
5.3.3
7.11.1
9.5.4
10.10.3
11.3.2
13.4.4
14.3.1-4
14.5.3
14.6.3
14.6.8
14.9.5
14.11.5
16.1.1
16.3.1
18.10.2
23.13.3
25.13.7
25.17.1

Cornutus
 

9, p. 9.1 Lang



Cynic Epistles
 

Ps.-Anacharsis Ep. (Epistles)
1.1-6
5

 
Ps.-Crates Ep. (Epistles)
16
18
23
30
33
Ps.-Diogenes Ep. (Epistles)
2
6
7
9
13
19
26
28
30
36
38
46

 
Ps.-Heraclitus Ep. (Epistles)

 
Ps.-Socrates Ep.
4
20

 
Socratics Ep. (Epistles)
18
20



The Dead Adonis
 

Demetrius
 

On Style (Eloc.)
2.124-27
3.161
5.304

Demosthenes
 

Against Aristogeiton
54

 
Fals. Leg. (False Embassy)
120

 
Letter
5.1

 
Pant.
23

Digest (see also Justinian, Modestinus)
 

18.19.8.3
47.21.2
48.4.1-4
48.19.10
68.28.2



Dio Cassius
 

1.1.1-2
1.5.4
14.4.6-7
15.20-21
38/39.17.1
42.11.2-3
45.47.5
49.22.6
54.3.7
54.8
57.4.5-6
57.9.2
57.19.1
57.23.1-2
58.4.5-6
59.4.4
62.11.3-4
62.14.1
62.18.4
63.11.2-12.1
63.11.2-12.1
frg.

Dio Chrysostom
 

Or. (Orations)
1.14
2.43
2.75
3.86
3.114
4.19-21



4.22
4.24-25
4.27
4.67-70
8.4-5
8.9-16
8.36
9.8
12.8
12.74
12.75
13.24
14.14
18.10
18.19
31.86
32.9
34.2
34.4
35.23-24
36.9
36.35
36.36
38.8
49.4-14
62.1
66.13
74.27

Diodorus Siculus
 

1.1.3
1.4.1
1.4.4-5



1.4.4
1.6.2
1.9.2
1.12.1
1.20-22
1.37.4
1.37.6
1.77.2
2.1.10
4.1.1
4.3.4
4.4.1-5
4.8.3-5
4.69.5
5.62.4
10.3.4
10.5.1
11.14.3-4
11.89.6-8
12.12.2
13.90.1
13.111.1
15.1.1
15.35.1
16.58.6
16.91.2-3
Bk. 17
17.13.6
17.17.3
17.37.3
17.41.7-8
17.41.8
17.73
19.66.6
20.1-2
20.84.3



21.17.1
25.5.2
31.10.2
34.35.2.5-6
34/35.2.22-23
34.3
37.4.1
40.1.1
40.3.5-6
40.8.1

Diogenes Laertius
 

Lives of Eminent Philosophers
1.23
1.36
1.48
1.59
2.22
2.60
2.72
2.73
2.122
3.63
4.1
4.37
6.1.5
6.1.13
6.2.22-23
6.2.31
6.2.32
6.2.34
6.2.38
6.2.40



6.2.44.46
6.2.45-46
6.2.51
6.2.52
6.2.60
6.2.64
6.2.68
6.2.76
6.2.77
6.2.78
6.5.87
6.5.92
6.5.93
6.104
7.1.3
7.1.12
7.1.20
7.1.121
7.1.122
7.1.123
7.1.147
7.5.170
7.5.176
8.1.15
8.2.61
8.2.67-72
8.5.83
8.10
10.1.12
10.18

Dionysius of Halicarnassus
 

2 Amm.



2
 

Ant. Rom. (Roman Antiquities)
1.1.1
1.1.2-4
1.2.1
1.4.2
1.6.1-3
1.6.1
1.6.2
1.6.3-4
1.6.3
1.12.3
1.39.1
1.41.1
1.84.4
1.87.4
Bk. 3
3.12.3-4
3.18.1
3.35.1-4
3.35.5-6
3.40.3
4.6.1
4.41-85
4.59.2
4.61.2
5.43.2
5.56.1
5.70.5
5.71.1
6.1.1
6.21.1
6.30.2
6.80.1
6.81.1



6.81.4
6.85.2
6.87.1
6.94.1
7.17.2
7.43.2
7.64.6
7.65.2
7.67.2
7.68.2-3
7.69.1
7.69.2
8.24.6
8.39.1
8.56.1-3
8.56.1
8.60.1-2
8.61.1-3
8.69.2
8.78.3
8.79.1
8.80.1
9.22.1-5
9.32.5
9.39.1-6
9.40.3-4
10.2.6
11.10.1
11.34.1-6
11.50.1
12.1.14
12.6.2
12.6.7
20.16.2
20.17.2

 



Demosthenes
15
18
20
24
33
45-46
47
57

 
Din.
11

 
Epideictic (Ps.-Dionysius)
2.262

 
Isaeus
20

 
Letter to Gnaeus Pompeius (Pomp.)
3
6.3

 
Literary Composition (Comp.)
2-4
9
18
25

 
Lysias
1
5
7
8
11
24



 
Thucydides
1
5-7
5
6
7
8
9
15
19
34
55

Epicharmus
 

Gnomai
C.1-15

Epictetus
 

Disc. (Discourses) =
Diatr. (Diatribes)
1.pref.
1.3.1
1.5.4
1.6.40
1.9.4-5
1.9.6.41
1.9.7
1.9.23-25
1.11.25
1.13.3-4



1.13.5
1.19.9
1.19.12
1.19.19
1.19.24
1.28.23
2.9.3
2.9.5
2.9.20
2.22
3.11.5
3.15.12
3.22
3.22.10
3.22.49
3.22.82
4.1.127
4.5.21
4.7.6
4.7.23
4.7.31
4.8.12
4.8.15
4.8.30-32

 
Ench. (Enchiridion)

Eunapius
 

Lives
371-72
453
458
459-61



459-60
459
460
461
468
473
481
481
484
493
494
502

Euripides
 

Alcestis
336
430-31

 
Bacch.
42
53-54

 
Ch. Her.
588-90
1034-36

 
Cyclops
126-28
125

 
Electra
361-62
Hec.



25-26
30-34
47-50
703-6
710-20
850-56

 
Helen

 
Ion
82-183

 
Iph. Taur.
1165-67

 
Madness of Heracles
536

 
Medea
1352

 
Phoenician Maidens
1447-50
1667

 
Suppliants

 
Trojan Women

Eustathius
 

Paraphrase of Dionysius Periegetes, in
Geographi Graeci Minores
2.253.8-10



Firmicus Maternus
 

De Errore Profanarum Religionum
22

Frontinus
 

De aquis
2.89-101
2.116-18

Fronto
 

Ad Ant. Imp.
1.2.4
2.2
2.6.1-2
2.6.4-15
2.6.6

 
Ad M. Caes. (Ad Marcus Caesarem)
2.10.2
3.9.1
3.16.1-2
3.16.2

 
De Fer Als.
3.8

 
Eloq. (Eloquence)
4.3

 
Verum Imp. (Ad Verum Imperator)



1.1.1-3
2.1.14
2.3

Gaius
 

Inst.
2.105

Hecataeus
 

Frg. 1

Heliodorus
 

Aethiopica
6.15

Hermogenes
 

Progymn. (Progymnasmata)
3.On Chreia
6-7
7
4.On Maxim
8-10
8.On Syncrisis
19-20
10.On Ecphrasis
22



Herodes
 

Mime
5.20

Herodian
 

History
1.1.1-2
1.1.3
1.14.1
2.3.4
2.5.1
3.7.7
3.13.3
4.1.3
4.2.8
4.9.2-3
5.4.4
7.3.2
7.9.4
7.9.9
8.3.8-9
8.3.8
8.3.9
8.5.9
8.6.7
8.8.6
8.8.8

Herodotus
 

Histories



1.1
1.73
1.114
1.119
1.123
1.129
2.4
2.28.1
2.32
2.50
2.52
2.58
2.77
2.82
2.99
2.123
2.125.6
3.99
3.102-5
4.76.6
7.152
8.65.6
9.85

Hesiod
 

Astron.
Frg. 3

 
Shield of Heracles
27

 
Theogony
457



468
542

 
Works and Days
59
158-60
165
169
181-201
181
202-11
327
370-72
375

Hierocles
 

On Duties. On Fraternal Love
4.27.20

Hipponax
 

Frg. 62

Homer
 

Il. (Iliad)
1.503
1.534
1.544
1.578-79



2.84
2.371
2.557
3.69-70
3.86-94
3.253-55
3.276
3.320
3.350
3.365
4.68
5.339-42
5.382-404
5.426
5.855-59
5.870
5.757
5.762.
6.212-31
7.66-91
7.179
7.202
7.244-73
7.275-82
7.446
8.31
8.49
8.69
8.132
8.236
8.245
8.397
8.527
9.199-220
9.373
10.154



11.66
11.80
11.182
11.201
11.362
11.395
11.544
12.164
13.631
14.352
15.12
15.47
15.372
15.637
16.250
16.253
16.458
17.19
17.46
17.645
18.30-31
18.50-51
18.345
18.350-51
18.350
18.468-608
19.121
19.270
19.284-85
20.56
20.449
21.76
21.273
22.60
22.103
22.167.36



22.178
22.209
22.345
23.65-71
23.65
23.71
23.83-85
24.308
24.461
24.582

 
Od. (Odyssey)
1.28
1.118-20
1.123-24
3.345-58
4.26-36
4.340
4.534-35
4.795-839
5.7
7.311
8.306
9.176
11.71-76
11.414-20
11.424
11.600ff.
12.63.
12.69-72.
12.371.
12.377.
12.445.
13.51
13.128.
14.404-5.



14.440.
15.341.
16.260.
17.132.
17.248.
18.235.
18.338.
19.91.
19.546-49
20.98.
20.112.
20.201.
21.26-28.
21.200.
21.363-64.
22.35.
22.476.
24.351.
24.376.
24.518.

Homeric Hymn
 

25.4-5.

Horace
 

Epistles
1.16.48.

 
Ode
1.4.18.
1.12.13-18.



1.12.49.

Sat. (Satires)
 

1.3.119.
1.3.125.
1.9.68-69.

Iamblichus (second century)
 

Bab. St.
3-6
7

Iamblichus (third-fourth centuries)
 

Myst. (Mysteries)
1.11.
8.2.

 
Pythagorean Life (V.P.).
8.38.
10.51.
17.73-75.
17.73.
18.88.
20.94.
23.104.
27.129.
28.148-49.
28.148.



28.149.
29.164.
29.165.
31.188.
32.226.
34.246.
35.250.
35.252-53.
35.255.
35.256
35.258-60.
36.265-66.

Isaeus
 

Astyph.
14-15.

 
Pyrrh.
27.
40.



Isocrates
 

Ad Nic. (Ad Nicoclem), Or. 2
10-11.
29.
38.

 
Demon. (Ad Demonicum), Or. 1
12.
18.
21.
34.
52.

 
Nic. (Nicocles), Or. 3
35.
46
49
51-52.
57.

 
Panathen. (Panathenaicus)
150.

Julian
 

Letters
36.423d.

Justinian



 
Dig.
1.16.4-13.

 
Inst.
2.10.6.

Juvenal
 

Sat. (Satires)
1.38-39.
1.71.
10.66.
10.76.
10.89-90.
10.104.
14.104.

Lex Irnitana
 

10A.90
10A.92

Libanius
 

Declamations
44.43.

 
Life of Aesop.

 
Life of Secundus.



Livy
1.pref.2.
1.pref.10-11.
1.pref.10.
1.1.1.
1.11.
1.16.2-8
1.24.1-1.25.14.
2.5.7-8.
2.5.8.
3.8.10.
4.29.5-6.
4.61.8-10.
5.22.
5.27.6-10.
5.46.2-3.
6.1.2-3.
6.34.6-7.
7.6.6
7.9.8-7.10.14.
9.24.15.
9.44.6.
10.1.3.
21.1.3.
21.62.1
21.62.4-5.
21.62.5
22.33.1-2.
23.19.17
23.47.8.
24.10.6.
24.10.7-10.
24.10.7.
24.10.10.
24.10.11.
24.44.8



24.47.6.
25.7.7-8.
25.7.8.
25.11.20.
25.16.6.
25.17.1-6.
26.9.7
26.23.4-5.
26.23.5.
26.40.13.
27.4.11-14.
27.4.11.
27.4.14.
27.11.2-5.
27.11.4.
27.11.5.
27.37.1.
27.37.2.
27.37.5.
29.14.2.
29.14.3
32.1.10-12.
32.1.11.
32.8.2.
32.8.3
33.26.7-8.
34.45.6-7.
34.45.7
34.54.4-8.
35.9.2-3.
35.9.4.
35.21.3-6.
35.21.3.
35.21.4.
36.14.4.
36.37.2-3.



36.37.3.
39.42.8-39.43.5.
39.51.12.
40.19.2.
40.45.1-4.
40.45.4.
40.55.2.
41.11.8.
41.13.2.
41.21.12-13.
41.21.12.
41.21.13
42.2.4.
42.11.1.
43.7.11.
43.8.1-10.
43.13.3-6.
43.13.3.
43.13.4.
45.12.5
45.16.5.

Longinus
 

Sublime.
1.1.
9.10
11.1

Longus
 

Proem 1-2
2.14



2.22

Lucan
 

Civil War
1.11
1.526-57
1.526-43
1.529
1.547-48
1.556-57
1.562-63
1.572-73
6.538-68
6.545
6.547
6.626
6.667-775
10.542-46

Lucian
 

Affairs of the Heart
42

 
Alex. (Alexander the False Prophet)
61

 
Dead Come to Life/Fisherman
2
15
37
42



44
 

Demonax
2
5
7
12-62
21
39
44
48
61

 
Dialogues of Courtesans

 
Dialogues of the Dead
329, 1.1.1
336.3.2.1
374.20/10.10
420.4.21.1
425.2.22.3

 
Dialogues of the Gods
233-34 (20/12.1)
Gout
30-32

 
Hermot. (Hermotimus, or Sects)
1
2
9
18

 
Hipp.
8

 



History
7-14
7-13
7
8
9
12
16
22-23
24-25
39-40
39
40
47
48
53
59
60
61-62

 
Icar.
31

 
Indictment
6
7
11

 
Lucius or Ass
7
24
38
44
54

 
Parliament of the Gods



9
 

Peregrinus
2
3
5
6
13
14
18
24
31
39-40

 
Philosophies for Sale (Vit. auct.)
7
10

 
Posts
34

 
Runaways
12
14
15
16
17
19
20
27

 
Syr. G. (Syrian Goddess)
6
15

 
Tim. (Timon, or Misanthrope)



54-57
 

True Story
1.2
1.4

Lucretius
 

Nat.
3.1046

Lysias
 

Orations
2.61, §196
4.1, §100
4.5-6, §101
4.6, §101
6.23, §105
7.12-18, §§109-10
8.5-6, §112
12.14, §121
12.27-28, §122
13.39-40, §133
18.10, §150
19
19.24, §154
20.22, §160
23.2-8, §§166-67
25.19, §173
26.3, §179
27.7, §178
27.16, §179



Macrobius
 

Sat.
4.5.4

Manetho
 

Aeg.
Frg..1.1

Mara bar Serapion
 

Marcus Aurelius
 

Meditations
3.16
4.16
4.28
6.6
10.1

Martial
 

Epig.
2.93
3.12
4.4.7
4.53.5
10.4.1



11.31.2
12.82

Maximus of Tyre
 

Orations
2.5
2.10
6.5
11.5
11.9
11.12
12
12.9
16.3h
22.5
25.2
26.4
35.1
36.5
38.4
41.2

Menander
 

Aspis
343-87

Menander Rhetor
 

1.1, 335.21-22



1.2, 353.9-10
2.1-2, 368.9
2.1-2, 369.8-9
2.1-2, 376.31-377.2
2.3, 378.18-26
2.3, 379.2-4
2.3, 380.21-22
2.3, 380.30-31
2.4, 392.28-31
2.4.393.9-12
2.6, 399.21-22
2.6, 400.7-9
2.6, 402-4
2.6, 402.26-29
2.6, 403.26-32
2.6, 404.5-8
2.10, 417.5-17

Modestinus
 

Dig.
48.9.9

Musonius Rufus (Lutz)
 

1, p. 36.6-7
2, p. 38.17
3, p. 42.2
3, p. 42.11
8, p. 64.14
8, p. 66.5
8, p. 66.13-16
8, p. 66.21-26



10, pp..18-78.28
10, p. 78.27-29
11, p. 84.10-11
14, p. 92.21-22
16, p. 104.30
18a, p. 112.23-25
frg. 35, p. 134
frg. 39, p. 136.10-16
frg. 41, p.136
frg. 51, p. 144.3-19
frg. 51, p.1443-7
frg. 51, p. 144.10-19

Nicolaus
 

Progymnasmata
1.pref.1
4.18-19
4.19-20
5.25
5.26

Ninus Romance
 

Orphic Hymns
 

15.7
19.1



Ovid
 

Fasti
2.500-509
3.285
3.811-12
5.44-45
6.1-2
6.97-100

 
Her. (Heroides)
6.90
17.3-4

 
Metam. (Metamorphoses)
1.144
1.154
2.304
2.401
2.848
3.336
5.564-71
6.401-11
7.520
9.225
9.245
9.271
10.225-28
10.710-39
11.586-88
11.635
11.650-73
13.497
13.581-82
14.807
15.792



15.796-97
15.798

Parthenius
 

Love Romance
11.1-3
14.5

Pausanias
 

Description of Greece
1.3.3
1.23.2
1.32.5
2.1.1
2.2.4
2.3.5
2.5.5
2.26.3-7
7.24.6
9.31.7

Petronius
 

Sat. (Satyricon)
4
112
129.1



Phaedrus
 

1.1.14-15
1.2.13
1.4.1
1.5.1-2
1.7.4-5
1.8.1-3
1.9.1-2
1.10.1-3
1.11.1-2
1.12.1-2
1.13.1-2
1.14.18-19
1.15
1.15.1-3
1.16.1-2
1.17.1
1.18.1
1.19.1-2
1.20.1-2
1.21.1-2
1.22.10-13
1.23.1-2
1.24.1
1.25.1-2
1.26.1-2
1.27.1-2
1.28.1-2
1.29.1-3
1.29.10-11
1.30.1
1.31.1-2
2.prol.8-12
2.prol.12-13
2.1.11-12



2.2.1-2
2.2.2
2.3.4
2.3.7
2.4.25-26
2.5.1-6
2.6.1-3
2.6.14-15
2.9.1-4
3.prol.33-40
3.prol.41-44
3.1.7
3.2.1
3.3.1-3
3.3.4-5
3.3.14-17
3.5.1
3.5.10
3.6.10-11
3.6.10
3.7.1
3.8.1
3.9.1
3.10.1-8
3.10.51-60
3.10.59-60
3.11.7
3.12.8
3.14.12-13
3.16.1-2
3.17.10
3.17.13
3.19.1
3.epil.8-9
4.1.1-3
4.3.5-6



4.4.12-13
4.5.1-2
4.6.11-13
4.7.25-26
4.8.1-2
4.9.1-2
4.10.4-5
4.11.14-21
4.12.1-2
4.13
4.15
4.17.7-8
4.20.1
4.23.1
4.24.3-4
4.25.23-25
4.epil.7-9
5.2.14-15
5.3.11-13
5.4.7-12
5.5.1-3
5.6.7
5.7.1-3
5.8.6-7
5.9.5
5.10.10
App. 15.9

Philodemus
 

On Criticism
Frg. 52.2-3



Philostratus (some opine Philostrati)
 

Ep. Apoll. (Epistles of Apollonius)
19
42

 
Hrk. (Heroikos)
2.8
4.1-2
4.6-10
4.11
7.9
8.2
8.6-7
9.1
11.7
11.8
18.1-2
19.7
21.1
23.5-6
24.1-2
24.2
25.4
25.8
25.10-13
25.10-17
27.4
29.6
33.33
37.2
38.1
39.3
45.6
46.2-3
48.11



56.2
58.2
Vit. Apoll. (Life of Apollonius)
1.2
1.9
1.14
1.16
1.19
2.30
3.16
3.27
4.30
4.40
4.42
5.21
5.38
6.31-33
6.41
7.1
7.14
7.22
8.1
8.7
8.31

 
Vit. soph.
1.485
1.11.495
1.21.516
1.22.523
1.22.524
1.24.529
2.1.554
2.1.562-63
2.4.569
2.4.570



2.5.574
2.5.576
2.8.578
2.10.588
2.21.602-4
2.21.602-3
2.21.602
2.21.603
2.23.606
2.29.621
2.33.628

Photius
 

Bibliotheca
94.74b-75a
94.75a

Pindar
 

Encomia
Frg. 121

 
Isthm.
6.42

 
Nem.
5.33
8.35
9.53
10.29

 
Ol.



1.57a
2.28
7.87-88
14.12

 
Pyth.
3.98
4.23

 
Threnoi
Frg. 137

Plato
 

Apol.
29C
28E

 
Crito
49BD

 
Laws
8.828D

 
Meno
81CD

 
Parmenides
126C

 
Phaedo
64CD
80DE

 



Phaedrus
245C

 
Protagoras
325E

 
Rep.
5.452C
5.472
10.611BC
Symp.
173B

 
Theatetus
143A

 
Tim.
28C

Plautus
 

Bacchides
4.7.25

 
Mostellaria
2.1.12-13

 
Trin.
2.1

Pliny the Elder
 

Nat. (Natural History)



Pref. 17
Pref. 18
Pref. 21-23
Pref. 21
Pref. 22
Pref. 33
2.95.208
5.15.71
5.15.72
7.19.79
7.24.88
10.1.2
18.54.195
28.2.4-7
28.2.8
28.11.46
31.82
33.14.48

Pliny the Younger
 

Ep. (Epistles)
1.1.1
1.7.1
1.16.4
2.1.6
2.3.3
2.5.1-2
2.5.7
2.11
2.11.17
2.19.2
2.19.4
3.3.5



3.5.20
3.13.1
3.13.4
3.19
3.19
3.19
4.5.3
4.14.3
4.26.1-3
5.5.3
5.8.1-2
5.8.5
5.8.6
5.8.9
5.8.10-11
5.8.12-13
5.8.12
5.20.3
6.2.2
6.11.2
6.16
6.16.22
6.20
6.27.1-2
6.29.5
6.33.7-8
7.9.7
7.12.4
7.17.3
7.17.5
7.25.4-6
7.33.1
7.33.3
7.33.4-9
7.33.10
8.4.1



8.21.1
9.1.3-4
9.19.5
9.20.2
9.26.1
9.26.10
9.29.1-2
9.33.1
9.37
9.37.2
9.37.3
10.8.5
10.96-97
10.96
10.97

Plutarch
 

Aem. Paul.
1.1

 
Agesilaus
21.4-5

 
Alcibiades
3.1

 
Alexander
1.1-3
20.4-5
27.6
30.7
31.2-3
31.3



37.4
38.4
43.2
46.1-2
46.2
56.1
69.2
70.3

 
Aristides
19.5-6
25.7

 
Bravery of Women
Mor.252F

 
Brutus
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